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THE FIFTH BOOK
OF T H E

HISTORY OF THUCYDIDES
THE PRINCIPAL CONTENTS.
T h e former year’s truce ended, Cleon warreth on the Chalcidic
cities, and recovereth Torone.-Phaax is sent by the Athenians to move a war amongst the Sicilians.-Cleon and Brasidas, mho were on both sides the principal maintainer8 of the
war, are both slain at Amphipolis.-Presently after their death
a peace is concluded : and after that again, a league between
the Lacedemonians and Athenians.-Divers
of the Lacedaemonian confederates hereat discontented, seek the confederacy
of the Argives. These make league, first with the Corinthians, Eleians, and Mantineans : then with the Lacedemonians :
and then again, by the artifice of Alcibindes, with the Athenians.-After this the A r g i r e s make war upon t h e Epidaurians:
and the Lacedemonians upon the Argives.-The
Athenian
captains and the Melians treat by way of dialogue touching
the yielding of Melos : which the Athenians afterwards .bev.
siege and win.-These are the acts of almost six years more ,
.
YEAR X.
of the same war.

A. C. 422.

1.

THE summer following, the truce for a year, T

~ ; , ~ ~ k ~ o ~ ~ ,

which was to last till the Pythian holidays’, expired, year axpired.

‘

Exercises dedicated to Apollo,
and celebrated at Delphi about the
twelfth of the month Elaphebolium,
as may be gathered by the beginning of the truce on that day. [In
the month Elaphebolion of the third
year of the Olympiad, according to

VOL. IX.

Corsini, Boeckh, Mueller, Goeller,
and others : who take the meaning
of this passage to be, that “the
truce was dissolved, and war again
renewed np to the time of the
Pythian games”, at which time followed the peace; see ch. 19. I n
B
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During this truce, the Athenians removed the
C-L-?
YEAR X.
Delians out of Delos, because [though they were
*or.cRD 42%.
consecrated, yet] for a certain crime committed of
2.3.
The Delians
old they esteemed them polluted persons': because
removed out of
Delosupol,
also they thought there wanted this part to make
superstition.
perfect the purgation of the island ; in the purging
whereof, as I declared before2, they thought they
did well to take up the sepulchres of the dead.
The Delians seat These Delians seated themselves afterwards, every
themselves in
Adramyttium. one as he came, in Adramyttium in Asia, a town
given unto them by Pharnaces.
Clem gneth ont
2. After the truce was expired, Cleon prevailed
with an Rrmy
intotl,rparts
with the Athenians to be sent out with a fleet
upon Tlirace: against the cities lying upon Thrace. H e had with
him of Athenians twelve hundred men of arms and
three hundred horsemen ; of confederates more ;
and thirty galleys. And first arriving at Scione,
which was yet besieged, he took aboard some men
of arms of those that kept the siege; and sailed
into the haven of the Colophonians, not far distant
hebssaulteth
from the city of Torone. And there having heard
Torone.
by fugitives that Brasidas was not in Torone, nor
those within sufficient to give him battle, he
marched with his army to the city, and sent ten of
his galleys about into the haven. And first he
V.

the month Hecatombeon of the
same gear, according to Arnold,who
follows Haack and others in rendering the passage: " the truce
having lasted till the celebration of
the Pythian games, then ended".
The passage has given rise to much
controversy,which concerns the date
of the Pythian games rather than
any fact in this history.]
1 [" Not pure to perform
the

functions of priest".-They are said
by Diodorus to have incurred the
displeasure of Athens by their attachment to Sparta. The command of the Delphic oracle for their
restoration (see ch. 32.) seems to
show aconnexion between them and
that oracle, which may have afforded
them the opportunity of injuring
Athens. Thirlwnll.]
[See iii. 104.1

f
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cabe to the new wall, which Brasidas had raised
v.
about the city to take in the suburbs: making a YEAR
OL.C.
8P.3.3.
422.
breach in the old wall, that the whole might be A.
one city. 3. And Pasitelidas, a' LacedEmonian, Pasitelidas with
the garrison of
captain of the town, with the garrison there pre- the town eudesroureth to
sent came to the defence, and fought with the defend it,
Athenians that assaulted it. But being oppressed,
and the galleys which were before sent about being
by this time come into the haven, Pasitelidas was
afraid lest those galleys should take the town,
unfurnished of defendants, before he could get
back, and that the Athenians on the other side
should win the wall', and he be intercepted
between them both : and thereupon abandoned
the wall, and ran back into the city. But the Clem tnliet11
Athenians that were in the galleys having takenTorone*
the town before he came, and the land-army following in after him without resistance and entering
the city by the breach of the old wall, slew some
of the Peloponnesians and Toronaeans on the place,
and some others, amongst whom was the captain Pasitelidas, a
Lacerlsrnonian
Pasitelidas, they took alive. Brasidas was now q t a i u , tal<en
coming with aid towards Torone : but advertised 'live*
by the way that it vas already lost, went back
again ; being about forty furlongs short of preventing it. Cleon and the Athenians erected two
trophies, one at the haven, another at the wall.
The women and children of the Toronzans, they
made slaves ; but the men of Torone and the Peloponnesians, and such Chalcideans as were amongst
them, in all about seven hundred, they sent away Seven hundred
nien sent priprisoners to Athens. The Peloponnesians were sonersto Atheits.
X.

[The Lacedcmoninn. ir. 182 3

[That is, the new wall.]
B2

-
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afterwards at the making of the peace dismissed ;
the rest were redeemed by the Blynthians, by exYEAR X
A. c. 424. change of man for man.
OL.89.2.3.
Pwactllmtaken
About the same time the Bceotians took Panacby the Beotians.
turn, a fort of the Athenians standing in their confines, by treason.
Cleon, after he had settled the garrison in
Cleongoethto
Amphipolis,
Torone, went thence by sea about the mountain
Athos [to make war] against Amphipolis.
Phmax sent ain4. About the same time Phaax the son of Erasishasredor to the
tratus, who with two others was sent ambassador
Sicilians.
into Italy and Sicily, departed from Athens with
two galleys. For the Leontines, after the Athenjaris
upon the making of the peace were gone out of
Sicily, received many strangers into the freedom
of their city : and the commons had a purpose also
TheLeontine
to have made division of the land'. But the great
coinnirmc driven
O,lt
t,;;
by men perceiving it, called in the Syracusians, and
the Syracusians. drave the commons out : and they wandered up
The Leontine arid down, every one as he chanced ; and the great
nohility become
Ryracusisns,and men, upon conditions agreed on with the Syracusians, abandoning and deserting' that city, went to
v u dweil.
to
to
dwell with the privilege of free citizens in Syracuse. After this again, some of them upon dislike
relinquished Syracuse, and seized on Phocea, a
certain place part of the city of the Leontines, and
upon Bricinniae, a castle in the Leontine territory.
Tlie Leontines Thither also came unto them most of the commons
make war on the
Syracusians,
that had before been driven out : and settling themselves, made war from those places of strength.
Upon intelligence hereof the Athenians sent Phaax
V.

I,f

~~

1 [That is, the land of the state: laws concerned only the public
not the private property of indivi- lands. See Arnold's note.]
p' Making desert".]
duals, As at Rome, the agrarian
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thither, to persuade their confederabs there, and,
V.
if they could, all the Sicilians jointly, to make war
upon the Syracueians, that were now beginning to A. c. 422.
OL.80.2.3.
grow great ; to try if they might thereby preserve Phicax inoveth
the Sicilians to
the common people of the Leontines. Phaeax arriv- war upon the
ing, prevailed with the Camarinaeans and Agrigen- S~racusians*
tines : but the business finding a stop at Gela, he The Gelans stop
the inotion made
went unto no more, as conceiving he should not be by Phieax.
able to persuade them. So he returned through
the cities of the Siculi unto Catana, having been at
Bricinniae by the way and there encouraged them
to hold out: and from Catana he set sail and
departed. 5 . In his voyage to Sicily, both going
and coming, he dealt as he went by with sundry
cities also of Italy, to enter into friendship with the
Athenians. He also lighted on those Locrians,
which’ having dwelt once in Messana, were afterwards driven out again ; being the same men, which
after the peace in Sicily, upon a sedition in hlessana, wherein one of the factions called in the
Locrians, had been then sent to inhabit there, [and
now were sent away again] : for the Locrians held
Messana for a while. Phzax therefore chancing to PI^^^+ rnnketli
peace with the
meet with these as they were going to their own Locrians.
cit,y, did them no hurt : because the Locrians had
been in speech with him about an agreement with
the Athenians. For when the Sicilians made a
general peace, these only of all the confederates
refused to make any peace a t all with the Athenians. Nor indeed would they have done it now,
but that they were constrained thereunto by the
c‘ Those Locrians, that had thereupon held Messana for a
settled and been again driven from while.” These were the Locrians
Mcssana” :-“ a d the Locriaiis called Epizephyrii.]

6
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v.

war they had with the Itoneans and Melaeans, their
own colonies and borderers. And Phaeax after this
A. C. 422. returned to Athens.
OL.89.2. 9.
Cleonmaketh
6. C'leon, who' was now gone from Torone and
mar on Amphi
come about to Amphipolis, making Eion the seat
polis.
of the war, assaulted the city of Stageirus, a colony
Galepsus taken of the Andrians ; but could not take it : but Galepby Cleon.
sus, a colony of the Thasians, he took by assault.
And having sent ambassadors to Perdiccas, to will
him to come to him with his forces according to
the league, and other ambassadors into Thrace
unto Polles, king of the Odomantians, to take up
Brasidassitteth as many mercenary Thracians as he could ; he lay
down over
agr,inst
at still in Eion to expect their coming. Brasidas upon
Cerdglium
notice hereof, sat down over against him at Cerdylium. This is a place belonging to the Argilians,
standing high and beyond the river, not far from
Amphipolis ; and from whence he might discern all
that was about him. Eo that Cleon could not but
be seen, if he should rise with his army to go
against Amphipolis ; which he expected he would
do, and that in contempt of his small number he
would go up with the forces he had then present.
Withal he furnished himself with fifteen hundred
The fnrcesof
Brasidas.
mercenary Thracians, and took unto him all his
Edonians, both horsemen and targetiers. He had
also of Myrcinians and Chalcideans a thousand
targetiers, besides them in Amphipolis. But for
men of arms, his whole number was at the most2
two thousand, and of Grecian horsemen three hundred. With fifteen hundred of these came Brasidas
YJYEAR X.

c' Cleon, when as before men- &c. c,:j vulgo 8s. The voyage has
tioned he sailed from Torone for been already mentioned, oh. 3.1
Amphipolis, making" Pzc. Bekker
[p(iXtara : " about".]
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and sat down at Cerdylium: the rest stood ready
V.
ordered with Clearidas their captain, within YEAR
Amphipolis.
A. c.422.
0L.89.3.
7 . Cleon for a while’ lay still ; but was after- aeon
gmth up
to Amphipolis
wards forced to do as was expected by Brasidas. apainat his own
For the soldiers being angry with their stay there, mind.
and recounting with themselves what a command
his would be, and with what ignorance and cowardice against what skill and boldness of the other,
and how they came forth with him against their
wills: he perceived their muttering, and being
unwilling to offend them with so long a stay in
one place, dislodged and led them forward. And
he took the same course there, which having succeeded well before a t Pylus gave him cause to
think himself to have some judgment. For he cleon, not ex*ting sally,
thought not that any body would come forth to *PL
rieweth the situ.
give him battle, and gave out he went up princi- ationofthe to\rn.
pally to see the place: and stayed for greater
forces, not to secure him in case he should be compelled to fight, but that he might therewith environ
the city on all sides at once, and in that manner
take it by force. 80 he went up and set his army
down on a strong hill before Amphipolis, standing
himself to view the fens of the river Strymon and
the situation of the city towards Thrace: and
thought he could have retired again at his pleasure,
without battle. For neither did any man appear
upon the walls, nor come out of the gates : which
were all fast shut. Insomuch as he thought he
had committed an error in coming2without engines:
X.

11

’ [,‘ During this while”,]

the top, but on the slope of the hill :
[Amphipolis is supposed tobave and this is the“strong hil1”whereon
been situated, like Syracuse, not on Cleon halkd, and whence he could

-
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because he thought he might by such means have
TEAR X
won the city, as being without defendants. 8. Bra-,.
- 4 . c . d sidas, as soon as he saw the Athenians remove,
OL.89.3,
Brasidnsputteth came down also from Cerdylium and put himself
himself into
Amphipolis,
into Amphipolis. He would not suffer them to
A stratagem of make any sally, nor to face the Athenians in order
Braaidas.
of battle, mistrusting his own forces, which he
thought inferior, not in number (for they were in
a manner equal) but in worth: (for such Athenians
as were there were pure’, and the Lemnians and
Imbrians which were amongst them were of the
very ablest) : but prepared to set upon them by a
wile. For if he should have showed to the enemy
both his number and their armour, such as for the
present they were forced to use, he thought that
thereby he should not so soon get the victory, as
by keeping them out of sight and out of their contempt till the very point’. Wherefore choosing to
himself a hundred and fifty men of arms, and committing the charge of the rest to Clearidas, he
resolved to set suddenly upon them before they
should retire: as not expecting to take them so
alone another time, if their succours chanced to
arrive. And when he had called his soldiers together to encourage them and to make known unto
them his design, he said as followeth :
T H E ORATION OF
9. ‘‘ Men of Peloponnesus, as for your country,
SRASIDAS TO EIS
how by valour it hath ever retained her liberty,
POLDIE~S.
and that being Dorians you are now to fight against
Ionians, of whom you were ever wont to get the
V.

look down into every part of the

[That is, citizens only.]
[Contempt, cirb roir 6YroE,
city. This explains the term rcarijkBEY, “ i n not coming down with
“from seeing the real state of the
enpind.--“ It was thought” &c.] case”.]

.
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v,dtory, 1~ it suffice that I have touched it e B ~ a 1‘.
briefly. But in what manner I intend to charge’, YEAR x.
that I am now to inform you of: lest the venturing A c.422.
0889.5.
by few at once, and not altogether, should seem to ora&,,&
proceed from weakness, and so dishearten you. I Brasidas*
do conjecture that it was in contempt of us, and
as not expecting to be fought withal, that the
enemy both came up to this place, and that they
have now betaken themselves carelessly and out of
order to view the country. But he that best
observing such errors in his enemies, shall also to
his strength give the onset, not always openly and
in ranged battle, but as is best for his present
advantage, shall for the most part attain his purpose. And these wiles carry with them the greatest
glory of all, by which, deceiving most the enemy,
a man doth most benefit his friends. Therefore
whilst they are secure without preparation, and
intend, for aught I see, to steal away rather than
to stay : I say, in this their looseness of resolution,
and before they put their minds in order, I for my
part with those I have chosen will, jf I can, before
they get away fall in upon the midst of their army
running. And you, Clearidas, afterwards, as soon
as you shall see me to have charged and, as it is
probable, to have put them into affright, take those
that are with you, both Amphipolitans and all the
rest of the confederates, and setting open the gates
run out upon them, and with all possible speed
come up to stroke of hand. For there is great
hope this way to terrify them ; seeing they which
come after, are ever of more terror to the enemy
[,,To attack”.]

10
V.
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thtw those that are already present and in fight.

c---LI

And be valiant, as is likely you should that are a
Spartan : and you, confederates, follow manfully,
and believe that the parts of a good soldier are
willingness, sense of shame, and obedience to his
leaders; and that this day you shall either gain
yourselves liberty by your valour, and to be called
confederates of the LacedEmonians, or else not
only to serve the Athenians yourselves, and at the
best, if you be not led captives, nor put to death,
to be in greater servitude than before‘, but also to
be the hinderers of the liberty of the rest of the
Grecians. But be not you cowards, seeing how
great a matter is at stake : and I, for my part, will
make it appear that I am not more ready to persuade another, than to put myself into action.”
10. When Brasidas had thus said, he both preBraaidas piepar.
et11 to assatilt the
pared to go out himself, and also placed the rest
arn,y
that were with Clearidas before the gates called the
Thracian gates, to issue forth afterwards as was
appointed. Now Brasidas having been in sight
when he came down from Cerdylium, and2 again
when he sacrificed in the city, by the temple of
Pallas, which place might be seen from without ; it
mas told Cleon [whilst Brasidas was ordering of his
men] (for he was at this time gone off a little to
IEAR X

A . C . ~
0~803.
Orationof
Braradas.

[,, Or else to be the subjects of
the Athenians, (if a t the best you
escape without s2auel.y or death),
and that subjection more irksome
than before : and to be besides the
hinderers” &c. The distinction is
made between GoirXoc, the general
term, signifying both political and
dometic slavery : and i v t ? p Q d o v ,

signifying the latter only. Arnold.]
[,‘ And in the city (the interior
of which was exposed to view from
without) as he was sacrificing at
the temple of Pallas and about the
matters before related, it was told
Cleon (for &c.).” The act of sacrificing indicated the intention of
Brasidas to fight: see vi. 69, note.]
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look about him), that the whole army of the eneV.
mies was plainly to be discerned within the town,
and that the feet of many men and horses, ready ~ c . 4 2 2 .
0~.89.3.
to come forth, might be discerned from under the clean is
towards: saliy
gate. Hearing this, he came to the place : and ni“’lPrl
when ‘he saw it was true, being not minded to fight
until his aids arrived, and yet making no other
account but that his retreat would be discovered’,
he commanded at once to give the signal of retreat, llaLiipirlietiIliis
and’ that as they went the left wing should march nr”lyI’ack‘
foremost, which was the only means they had to
withdraw towards Eion. But when he thought
they were long about it, causing the right wing to
wheel about and lay open their disarmed parts to
the enemy, he led away the army himself. Brasi- BrRsil,ns b1kettl
this oppmtiinity
das at the same time, having spied his opportunity Ibr his sally.
and that the army of the Athenians removed, said
to those about him and the rest : ‘‘ these men stay
not for us ; it is apparent by the wagging of their
spears and of their heads : for where such motion
is, they use not to stay for the charge of the enemy:
therefore open me some body the gates appointed,
and let us boldly and speedily sally forth upon
them”. Then he went out himself at the gate towards the trench3, and which was the first gate of
the long wall, which then was standing; and at
high speed took the straight way, in which, as one
passeth by the strongest part of the town4, there
p‘ And thinking to be before- Brasidas upon this seeing his opporhand in the retreat”. Bekker &c. tunity, and that” &c.]
p9liutaeal: vulgo, b @ l j ~ t ~ e a ~ . ]
pGThe palisade”.]
pi And in their march to begin
[,, The steepest part of the
the movement with the left wing in hill”: where Cleon halted to view
the direction of Eion, as the only the city. Am. Goell. The “long
practicableplan”. 661. Am.--“And
wall” was to the south of the city.]

-
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standeth now a trophy: and charging upon the
midst of the Athenian army, which was terrified
YEAB X.
A. C .422.
both with their own disarray and the valour of the
OL.89 3.
man, forced them to fly. And Clearidas, as was
appointed, having issued out by the Thracian gates,
was withal coming upon them. And it fell out that
the Athenians, by this unexpected and sudden
attempt, were on both sides in confusion : and the
left wing which was next to Eion, and which indeed
was marching away before, was immediately broken
Brasidas is
off from the rest of the army and fled. When that
woiinded and
was
gone, Brasidas coming up to the right wing,
falleth.
was there wounded’. The Athenians saw not when
he fell: and thev that were near took him U D and
carried him off. The right wing stood longer to it :
eon flieth,and and though Cleon himself presently fled, (as at first
is ulain.
he intended not to stay), and was intercepted by a
Myrcinian targetier and slain2, yet his men of arms
casting themselves into a circle on the [top of a little]
hill, twice or thrice resisted the charge of Clearidas :
Brasidashis
and shrunk not at all, till begirt with the Myrcinarmy getteth the
ian and Chalcidean horse and with the targetiers,
victory.
they were put to flight by their darts. Thus the
whole army of the Athenians, getting away with
much ado over the hills and by several ways, all
that were not slain upon the place or by the Chalcidean horse and targetiers, recovered Eion. The
V.

J

r‘

And Brasidas, upon their retreat advancing upon the right
wing, is wounded”.]
[Cleon was a tanner by trade:
a man of slender abilities, and possessed of no knowledge, political or
military. His eloquence was impetuous and coarse, set off with a

1

loud voice. H e was the first that
ventured to abandon the grave
manner and decent gesture presciibed by usage to the Athenian
orator: and adopted the style, as it
is described by Cicero, of the Roman orator; the femur percussurn,
pedis supplosio, &c.]
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other side taking up Brasidas out of the battle, and’
V.
having so long kept him alive, brought him yet
breathing into the city: and he knew that his side A.C.429.
0~.89.3.
had gotten the victory, but expired shortly after. Brasidas liretli
only so long as
When Clearidas with the rest of the army were to know he had
returned from pursuit of the enemy, they rifled the victory.
those that were slain, and erected a trophy.
1 1 . After this the confederates, follo\..rring the Thehonourdone
after
corpse of Brasidas all of them in their arms, buried tohisBrasidas
death.
him in the city’ at the public charge; in the
entrance of that which is now the market-place.
Aiid the Amphipolitans afterwards, having taken in
his monument with a wall, killed3 y t o him as to a
hero, honoured him with games and anniversary
sacrifice, and attributed their colony unto him as
to the founder ; pulling down the edifices of Agrion,
and defacing whatsoever monument might maintain
the memory of his foundation. Tbis they did both
for that they esteemed Brasidas for their preserver;
and also because at this time, through fear of the
i

[,‘ And preserving him (from the
enemy), brought him” Src.]
* [A distinguished honour: the
ordinary burial-place being always
outside the walls. The Athenians
at the height of tlie Roman power
refused this honour to hl. MarcelIus: “quod religione se impediri
dicerent, neque tamen id autea cuiquam concesserant”. Cicero, epis.
ad divers. iv. 12. At Rome to
bury within the walls was forbidden
by the Twelve Tables : though Cicero mentions some few exceptions,
“ ut C. Fabricius, virtutis causa”.
D e legibus, ii. 23. Arnold.]
r‘sacrificed to him as to a

hero”.--lvr6pvriv, to sacrifice to the
dead, by cutting off the head from
the back of the neck, whereby it
fell to the ground : and so opposed
to a$&v, to sacrifice to the gods
above, by holding back the head so
as to look npwards, and cutting
the throat. Arnold. Nevertheless,
a$ciE;aLis the term used by Ulysses
in Hecuba, Enrip. 221, for the sacrifice of Polyxene to Achilles, and
such the manner of the sacrifice.The worship of their founder was a
duty of the colonists amongst the
Greeks. Thus the Chersonesitans
to Miltiades, rtXturljaavr1 86ouar,
hc v 6 p 0 ~o’kturf (Herod. vi. %.).I

-
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Athenians, they courted the Lacedzemonians for a
league. As for Agnon, because of their hostility
Y E A R X.
~C.422. with the Athenians, they thought it neither expeOL 89.3.
dient for them to give him honours, nor that they
would be acceptable unto liim if they did. The
dead bodies they rendered to the Athenians: of
whom there were slain about six hundred, and but
seven of the other side, by reason that it was no
set battle, but fought upon such an occasion and
precedent affright. After the dead were taken up,
the Athenians went home by sea; and Clearidas
and those with him stayed to settle the estate of
Amphipolis.
Snppliesgoingto
12. About the same time of the summer now
by
Brasidas
the way
stayat ending, Ramphias, Autocharidas, and Epicydidas,
Heracleid
Lacedzemonians, were leading a supply towards the
parts upon Thrace of nine hundred men of arms :
and when they were come to Heracleia in Trachinia,
they stayed there to amend such things as they
thought amiss. Whilst they stayed, this battle was
The end of the
tenth summer. fought : and the summer ended.
13. The next winter, they that were with Ramphias went presently forward, as far as [the hill]
But the Thessalians forThe supplies go- Pierium in Thessaly.
ing to Brasidas,
hearing of his bidding them to go on, and Brasidas, to whom they
death, retiim to
Lacedemon.
were carrying this army, being dead, they returned
homewards : conceiving that the opportunity now
served not, both because the Athenians were upon
this overthrow gone away, and for that they themselves were unable to perform any of those designs
which the other had intended. But the principal
cause of their return was this : that they knew at
their coming forth, that the Lacedzemonians had
their minds more set upon a peace than war.
v.

.
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14. Presently after the battle of Amphipolis and
V.
return of Rhamphias out of Thessaly, it fell out that
YEAR X.
neither side did any act of war, but were inclined ~.c.422.
OL 89.3.
rather to a peace : the Athenians for the blow they The Athenians
and Lacedamonhad received a t Delium, and this other a little after ians incline to
at Amphipolis ; and because they had no longer that ~;;;allseswhy
confident hope in their strength, on which they the A t h e n m s
desired peace.
relied when formerly they refused the peace, as
having conceived upon their present success that
they should have had the upper hand ; also they
stood in fear of their own confederates, lest emboldened by these losses of theirs they should more
and more revolt ; and repented that they made not
the peace after their happy success at Pylus, when
occasion was offered to have done it honourably:
and the Lacedaemonians on the other side did desire The causes
Lacedmnon.
peace, because the war had not proceeded as they.lthe
a m desired
expected; for they had thought they should in apeace*
few years have warred down the power of Athens,
by wasting their territory ; and because they were
fallen into that calamity in the island, the like
whereof had never happened unto Sparta before’;
because also their cocntry was continually ravaged
by those of Pylus and Cythera, and their Helotes
continually fled to the enemy; and because they
feared lest those which remained, trusting in them
that were ruii away, should in this estate of theirs
raise some innovation, as at other times before they
had done. Withal it happened, that the thirty

‘

[That is, Spartans had never
before been known to surrender
with arms in their hands: for they
liad before lost more men, as a t

Thermopgls,andatThyrea (Herod.
i. 82.). Of the 420 men of arms
sent over into Sphacteria, not half
were Spartans (see iv. 38.)]

r“
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years’ peace’ with the Argives was now upon the
point of expiring ; and the Argives would not renew
it without restitution made them of Cynuria: so
that to war against the Argives and the Athenians,
both at once, seemed impossible. They suspected
also that some of the cities of Peloponnesus would
revolt to the Argives : as indeed it came afterwards
to pass.
15. These things considered, it was by both parts
thought good to conclude a peace ; but especially
by the Lacedzmonians, for the desire they had to
recover their men taken in the island. For the
Spartans that were amongst them, were both of the
prime men2 of the city, and their kinsmen. And
therefore they began to treat presently after they
were taken: but the Athenians, by reason of their
prosperity, would not lay down the war at that
time on equal terms. But after their defeat a t
Delium, the Lacedzmonians, knowing they would
be apter now to accept it, made that truce for a
year, during which they were to meet and consult
about a longer time.
p h i s is the treaty referred to
in ii. 9 : no more particular account is given of it. For Cynuria,
see ch. 4 I.]
* [oi &mprdrac xparoi. I n a
certain sense all Dorians were equal
in rights and dignity: but there
were yet manifold gradations,which
when once formed, were retained
by the aristocratic feelings of the
people. I n the first place, there
was the dignity of the Heracleid
families, which without possessing
any essential privilege in Sparta had
a precedence throughout the whole

nation : and connected with this,
a certain pre-eminence of the Hyllean tribe. Then again in the times
of the Peloponnesian mar “ men of
the first rank”, oi x p G m JvcTprg, are
often mentioned in Sparta, who,
without being magistrates, had a
considerable influence on the government. The d o t dayaOoi were
also, in general, persons of distinction. Muell. iii. 5. Of the following words “and all equally their
kinsmen” no satisfactory explanation isgiven. Goeller renders them:
“ ct pariter sibi cognati”.]
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16. But when also this other overthrow happened

v.
to the Athenians at Amphipolis, and that both Cleon
and Brasidas were slain : the which on either side A.C 422.
0~.89.8.
were most opposite to the peace ; the one, for that CleonandBrasi.
he had good success and honour in the war ; t,he
end%
other, because in quiet times his evil actions would
more appear and his calumniations be the less
believed’: those two that in the two states aspired Pleistoannx
most to be chief, Pleistoanax the son of Pausanias, $ ~ c ~ ~ ~
and Nicias the son of Niceratus, who in military
charges had been the most fortunate of his time,
did most of all other desire to have the peace go
forward. Nicias, because he was desirous, having’ ~ i his e,,t~s
~
i
~
hitherto never been overthrown, to carry his good in seekingpeace.
fortune through, and to give both himself and the
city rest from their troubles for the present ; and
for the future to leave a name, that in all his time
he had never made the commonwealth miscarry ;
which he thought might be done by standing out of
danger, and by putting himself as little as he might
into the hands of fortune; and to stand out of
danger is the benefit of peace. Pleistoanax had The reason v ~ , y
Pleistiienax clr.
the same desire, because of the imputation laid sired the pewe.
upon him about his return from exile by his
enemies, that suggested unto the Lacedzmonians
upon every loss they received, that the same befel
them for having, contrary to the law, repealed his
[Cleon is accused of being the
author, not only of the fine imposed
on Perides in the second year of
the war, (an act for which, as aimed
a t a parly man, there may be some
allowance), but of another act of a
different character, the banishment
of Tbucydides. It is to be hoped

VOL. I X ,

that this latter charge is without
foundation : if for no o t h ~ reason,
r
that our estimation of his character, drawn by the harid of the exile,
may not be affected.]
* [,‘ Whilst he had never &C.
and was still in repute, to carry
his good fortune” &c.]
C

v.

YEAR X.

A.C.422.

OL 89.3.
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banishment. For they charged him further, that
he and his brother Aristocles had suborned the
prophetess of Delphi, to answer the deputies' of
the Lacedsemonians, when they came thither, most
commonly wit,h this : " that they should bring back
the seed of the semigod, the son of Jupiter, out of
[The Theori, messengers to the
oracle, were at Sparta called after
their god, Pythii : of whom each
of the two kings, in their character
of high priest, nominated two. The
office was one of great dignity: they
were entrusted to deliver the oracle
truly and honestly to the kings;
and mere the assessors of the kings
and gerusia, and the messmates of
the former both at home and in the
field. It is probable that the three
Pythian interpreters a t Athens, who
were however specially chosen for
each theoria, once possessed equal
dignity: but their powers, naturally
incompatible with a democracy,
were lost a t a very early period : see
Muell. iii. 1.-The semigod is Hercnles: the Spartans, the conquerors
and lords of the Achaeans, submitting to be governed themselves by
kings, as it is said, the descendants of Hercules, and therefore of
Achaean blood. That the Dorians
were led to the conquest of Peloponnesus by Achsean chiefs, was a
tradition current, not only amongst
the Dorians themselves,but amongst
other nations also : and the victory
of Echemus, the king of Tegea,
over Hyllus, the son of Hercules,
in the first Dorian invasion, is
pleaded by the Tegeatans as their
title to the post of honour a t the
battle of P l a k a (Herod. ix. 2 9 Thucgdides here attributes the

founding of LacedEmon to Eurysthenes and Procles, (the sons of
Aristodemus, one of the three sons
of Aristomachus), the first two kings
of Sparta : whereas Herodotus, in
relating the origin of the two kings
(vi. 52), says that Aristodemus, and
not his sons, was the founder. I n
either case, Sparta must have been
a place of very slight importance
before the Dorian invasion : which
alone made it the ruler of the surrounding states. I t was built differently from Mycenz, Tiryns, and
other Achsan cities of the Cyclopean, or Pelasgian, architecture :
the Acropolis is on a hill of inconsiderable height, of easy ascent, and
without trace of ancient fortification
or walls : it has no moniiments of
the times of the fabulous princes,
the Pelopidse &c., whilst Amyclse,
amongst many others, possessed the
tombs of Cassandra, Agameninon,
and Clytemnestra : Nuell. i. 5.The" yloughingwithasilver share",
betokened a famine, and the consequent dearness of the fruits of the
earth. Scho1.-Pleistoanax, condemned for bribery (see vi. 104, n.)
to pay a fine beyond his means,lived
in banishment in a house partly in,
and partly out of the temple, that
he might enjoy security and at
the same time avoid profaning the
temple : which could not be done,
were the whole house in it.J
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a strange country into his own: and that if they
V.
did not, they should plough their land with a silver YEAE K
plough": and so at length to have made the Lace- A . c . ~ .
OL.89.3.
daemoiiians nineteen years after, with such dances
and sacrifices as they who were the first founders
of Lacedaemon had ordained to be used at the enthroning of their kings, to fetch him home again ;
who lived in the meantime in exile in the moun- Pleistoansx
banished for
tain Lyczum, in a house whereof the one half was withdrawing his
part of the temple of Jupiter, for fear of the Lace- Y;!zt Of
daemonians, as being suspected tohave taken a bribe
to withdraw his army out of Attica. 17. Being
troubled with these imputations, and considering
with himself, there being no occasion of calamity
in time of peace, and the Lacedzmonians thereby
recovering their men, that he also should cease to
be obnoxious to the calumniations of his enemies ;
whereas in war, such as had charge could not but
be quarrelled upon their losses : he was therefore
forward to have the peace concluded.
And this winter they fell to treaty, and withal TheLacedsemonians desiring the
the Lacedzmonians braved them with a prepara- peace,
tion already making against the spring,' sending show Ofwsr.
to the cities about for that purpose, as if they
meant to fortify in Attica: to the end that the
Athenians might give them the better ear. When Peaceeoncluded
after many meetings and many demands on either
side, it was at last agreed that peace should be
concluded, each part rendering what they had
taken in the war, save that the Athenians should
hold Nisza : (for when they [likewise] demanded
Plataea, and the Thebans answered that it was

'

About the spring &c. already braved them beforehand with" &c.]
c2
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neither taken by force nor by treason, but rendered voluntarily, the Athenians said that they also
-4c.421.
had
Niszea in the same manner) : the LacedaeOL. 89.3.
The Bceotians, monians calling together their confederates ; and
Corinthians,
~
l
~
i all~ but
~ the
~
, Bceotians,
~
~
d Corinthians,
~
~
Eleians, and
gareans,refuse
be
compre. to Megareans, (for these disliked it), giving their
henad.
votes for the ending of the war ; they concluded
the peace, and confirmed it to the Athenians with
sacrifice, and swore it, and the Athenians again
unto them, upon these articles :
T H E ARTICLES
18. '' The Athenians, and Lacedzmonians, and
OF T H E PEACE
BETWEENTHE
their confederates, have made peace, and sworn it
ATHEAIANS A N D
city by city, as followeth :
T H E LACEDEYONIANS.
'' Touching the public temples, it shall be lawful
to whomsoever will, to sacrifice in them, and to
have access unto them, and to ask counsel of the
oracles in the same, and to send their deputies
unto them, according to the custom of his country,
securely both by sea and land.
"The whole place consecrate and temple of Apollo
in Delphi, and Delphi itself, shall be governed by
their own law, taxed by their own state, and judged
by their own judges, both city and territory, according to the institution of the place'.
" The peace shall endure between the Athenians
V.

YEAR X.

[The Delphian nobility were Muell. ii. 1.-As the temple there-

of Doric origin : and so great was fore of the Doric god: at whose
their influence over the temple, that
they maybe considered as the actual
managers of it. They formed a
criminal court, and sentenced all
offenders against the temple, by the
Pytbian deoision, to be hurled from
a precipice : and whether any murder was expiable or not, was a
question within their jurisdiction.

bidding the Spartans entered on
many hazardous enterprizes, dethroned the tyrants throughout
Greece, &c.: and without whose
sanction they never undertook any
important action (as this history
shews by many examples) : its in.
dependence was of the last import..
ance to Sparta.]
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with their confederates, and the Lacedsemonians
V.
with their confederates, for fifty years, both by
YRAR X.
sea and land, without fraud and without harm- A.c.421.
oh89 3.
doing.
Articles of the
'' It shall not be lawful to bear arms with intention of hurt, neither for the Lacedzemonians and monism.
audthe Lacedm
their confederates against the Athenians, nor for
the Athenians and their confederates against the
Lacedaemonians, by any art or machination whatsoever: if any controversy shall arise between
them, the same shall be decided by law and by
oath, in such manner as they shall agree on.
" The Lacedaemonians and their confederates
shall render Amphipolis to the Athenians: the
inhabitants of whatsoever city the Lacedaemonians shall render unto the Athenians, shall be at
liberty to go forth whither they will with bag and
baggage.
" Those cities which paid the tribute taxed in
the time of Aristides,' continuing to pay it, shall be

;:l;t:?z

1 [The tribute taxed in the time
of Aristides, was four hundred and
sixty talents. I n his lifetime, whether with his assent or not is disputed, the treasury, on the nominal proposal of the Samians, was
removed from Delos (i. 96) to Athens.
The tribute, as may be supposed,
suffered no reduction by the change.
Cimon having first of all stripped
the weaker states in succession of
their means of defence (i. 99), the
tribute was ere long raised by
Pericles to six hundred, and in
course of time by Alcibiades and
others t o thirteen hundred talents.
The cause of this increase is well

worthy of attention. It was the
practice of Cimon and the aristocratical party to ingratiate themselves with the people, by distributing their vast wealth in so called
liberality amongst the lower class of
citizens. Great as was the mischief
of this practice, i t was thrown into
the shade by the invention of Perides. Unable to contend with the
private wealth of his antagonists,
he resorted to a similar application
of the public money : and his entrance into the public assembly was
marked hy a series of measures, all
tendiiig to enable thepoorer citizens
to live upon the public treasury.
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governed by their own laws. And now that the
peace is concluded, it shall be unlawful for the
YEA . c . ~ . Athenians or their confederates to bear arms against
OL.89.8.
Articlesofthe them, or to do them any hurt, as long as they shall
peace between
the
pay the said tribute : the cities are these : Argilus,
moniana
and
the
Stageirus, Acanthus, Scolus, Olynthus, Spartolus ;
and they shall be confederates of neither side,
neither of the Lacedaemonians nor of the Athenians ; but if the Athenians can persuade these
cities unto it, then it shall be lawful for the Athenians to have them for confederates, having gotten
their consent.
cc The Mecybernacans, Sansans, and Singaeans,
shall inhabit their own cities on the same conditions with the Olynthians and Acanthians.
cc The Lacedaemonians and their confederates
shall render Panactum unto the Athenians.
Besides the vast public works,
good in themselves, but undertaken
mainly with the view of giving
bread to a great number of workmen, he was the author of two
remarkable laws. I n former times,
it had been found necessary for the
public tranquillity, that the admission to the theatre, originally gratuitous, should be subjected to the
charge of a small sum of money.
Pericles passed a law entitling every
citizen to this money out of the
treasury. Had the design been
simply to place the amusement of
the theatre within reach of the poor
citizens, the obvious plan was to
revive the free admission. I n courIie
of time, the theoricon absorbed the
entire surplus funds of the treasury,
after defraying the ordinary civil

expenditure : and the military chest
was left to depend on extraordinary
contributions. His other measure
was still more mischievous : the
payment of an obole to the juror
for his attendance a t the courts of
justice. The pay was just high
enough to ensure the attendance
of the most objectionable class of
jurors to sit in judgment on the life
and fortune of their fellow-citizens.
Corruption was probably a vice inherent in the tribunals as organized
by Solon : the 6000 sworn citizens,
or ,jurovs, called the IjXtaia. But
that the bribing of them was, a few
years later than the present time,
reduced to a regular system ; and
that condemnations of obnoxious
individuals were extorted by threats
of withholding prosecutions, and
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6‘ And the Athenians shall render to the Lacev.
dzmonians Coryphasium, Cythera, Methone, Pte- YEAR X.
leum, and Atalante : they shall likewise deliver A.C.@I.
OL. 89.3.
whatsoever Lacedzmonians are in the prison of ~ ~ tofthe
i ~
peace between
Athens, or in any prison of what’place soever in the Athenians
the Athenian dominion : and dismiss all the Pelo- monians.
andtheLwed*
ponnesians besieged in Scione, and all’ that Brasidas did there put in, and whatsoever confederates
of the Lacedcemonians are in prison, either at
Athens or in the Athenian state.
‘‘ And the Lacedaemonians and their confederates shall deliver whomsoever they have in their
hands of the Athenians or their confederates, in
the same manner.

thereby cutting short the juror’s
pay : this Pericles alone is answerable for. As to the allies, the
amount of direct taxes wrung from
them, was the least of their grievances. A far sorer burthen was the
transfer of all criminal causes, and
all suits involving property above
a certain low amount, from their
own tribunals to those of Athens.
She derived therefrom the profits,
comparatively trifling, arising from
fees of justice and the influx of
strangers into the city, at the expense of suffering to the allies
difficult to be conceived. This is
what the AtheDian orator (i. 77)
wishes to represent as a cornmercium juris prcebwdi et vepetendi.
A t the time of Pericles’ accession
to power, the Athenians, amongst
whom democracy had already made
rapid strides, had still left one
security for an impartial trial in
criminal cases. This security stood
in his way: and he did not hesitate,

by the overthrow of the Areopagus,
to place the life and fortune of
every citizen at the mercy of a vote
of an assembly of 6000 citizens.
Of the justice dealt out by a popular
assembly, a n example is seen in the
affair of the Hemes-busts (vi. 44,
note) : another in the fate of the ten
generals after the battle of Arginuse. The working of the H e l i m
shewed itself i a the occasional direct
division of the rich man’s property
amongst thecitizens a t large (Herm.
8 163, n. 7);and i n the common
practice of confiscating the property
of the rich to supply the wants of
the treasury, whence the jurors
derived their salary (Arist. v. 5, vi.
2, 5.). It may perhaps be a question, whether if victory in this war
had sided with Athens, she could
long have survived this state of
things : and whether Pericles had
any faith in her so doing.]
1
And all others, allies of the
Spartans, in Scione, and all” kc.3

l

~

94

v.
).--*1

Yer\R X.

A.C-421.

or, 88.9.

Artideaofthe
peace between
the Atheninns
monians.
and theLoceds
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" Touching the Scionaeans, Toronseans, and Sermylians, and whatsoever other city belonging to
the Athenians, the Athenians shall do with them
what they think fit.
" The Athenians shall take an oath to the Lacedsmonians and their confederates, city by city ;
and that oath shall be the greatest' that in each
city is in use. The thing that they shall swear
shall be this : I stand to these articles and to this
peace, truly and sincerely. And the Lacedzmonians and their confederates shall take the same
oath to the Athenians. This oath they shall on
both sides every year renew, and shall erect pillars
[inscribed with this peace] at Olympia, Pythiaz, and
in the Isthmus ; at Athens, within the citadel ; and
at Lacedaemon, in the Amyclaeum.
'' And if anything be on either side forgotten,
or shall be thought fit upon good deliberation to
be changed; it shall be lawful for them to do it,
in such manner as the Lacedaemonians and Athenians shall think fit, jointly.
19. '( This peace shall take beginning from the
24th of the month Artemisium, Pleistolas being

[In formulis jurisjurandi, varii
et coiifirmandi et fidem dandi graduserant. Preter usitatum testium
jwjuranduiu aliud erat sanctius,
qnod magis quam alia fidem obstringere videbatur : quale prsstahant Areopagits, dum se et omneni
progeniem dirk devovent, quodqne
ut prscipua gravitate et vi prreditiim memoratur. Imprimis illam
formulam obligare putaveriint, qua
prr liberos jurabant. Goel1er.H e observes also, that the Athenjaris swore on behalf of themselves

.

allies (see ch. 47) : here
therefoie they swear both to the
Lacedsemonians and to their allies,
whilst the latter swear to the Athenians only.-The .4myc/u2um was a
templeofApollo atdmydce, andnot
actually a part of Sparta so called,
as supposed by some : but from its
nearness, Amyclz itself W I S considerec! as part of Sparta, as the PeiTZUS of Athens and the H e r s u m
of Argos. Haack. Popp.]
By Delphi, where the Pythian
games were kept.
end their
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ephore at Sparta, arid the 15th of Elaphebolium,
v.
after the account of Athens, Alcseus being archon.’
‘‘ They that took the oath and sacrificed, were A.C.421.
OL.89.3.
these, Of the Lacedsmonians : Pleistolas, Damagetus, Chionis, Metagenes, Acanthus, Daidus,
Isehagoras, Philocaridas, Zeuxidas, Anthippus,
Tellis, Alcinidas, Empedias, Menas, Laphilus. Of
the Athenians these: Lampon, Isthmionicus, Nicias,
Laches, Euthydemus, Procles, Pythodorus, Hagnon,
Myrtilus, Thrasycles, Theagenes, Aristocrates, Iolcius, Timocrates, Leon, Lamachus, Demosthenes.”
20. This peace was made in the very end of
winter, and the spring then beginning, presently
after the City Bacchanals, and [full] ten years and
some few days over2, after the first invasion of
Attica and the beginning of this war. But now
for the certainty hereof, let a man consider the
times themselves : and not trust to the account of
the names of such as in the several places bare chief
offices, or for some honour to themselves had their
names ascribed for marks to the actions foregoing.
For it is not exactly known who was in the beginning of his office, or who in the midst, or how he
was, when anything fell out. But if one reckon the The true w v or
accounting the
same by summers and winters, according as they yearsofthiswar.
are written3, he shall find by the two half years
which make the whole, that this first war was of
ten summers and as many winters continuance.
[“ This treaty begins from the
ephoralty of Pleistolas, the fourth
day before the end (i. e. the 26th)
ofthe month Artemisium; and from
the archonship of Alcsus a t Athens,
the sixth day before the end (the
’14th) of the month Elaphebolion”.]

a
A few days less.” Goeller,
Arnold. Of the next sentence the
sense may be co,rrectly given : but
the text, as it stands, is admitted
to be untranslatable.]
3 r r h a t is, “ R S they are here
writtcn”.]
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2 1. The LacedEmonians (for it fell unto them by

lot to begin the restitution) both dismissed presently
those prisoners they had then in their hands,
0~88.8.
TbeLacedsmon- and also sent ambassadors, Ischagoras, Menas, and
ians begin to
pedom
the
Philocharidas, into the parts upon Thrace, with
sently
articles,deliver
and pre- command to Clearidas to deliver up Amphipolis to
theirprisonem. the Athenians, and requiring the rest of their
confederates there to accept of the peace in such
manner as was for every of them accorded. But
TbeAmphiyoli. they would not do it, because they thought it was
tans refiise to
renderthemnot for their advantage: and Clearidas also, to
under the gratify the Chalcideans, surrendered not the city,
Athenians.
alleging that he could not do it whether they
would or not. And coming away soon after with
those ambassadors to Lacedaemon, both to purge
himself, if he should be accused by those with
Ischagoras for disobeying the state’s command,
Clearidas endea- and also to try if the peace might by any means
voureth to d i 6
solve the peace, be shaken’ : when he found it firm, he himself
being sent back by the Lacedaemonians with command principally to surrerider the place, and if he
could not do that, then to draw thence all the Peloponnesians that were in it, immediately took his
journey. 2’2. But the confederates chanced to be
present themselves in Lacedaemon : and the Lacedaemonians required such of them as formerly refused,
that they would accept the peace. But they, upon
the same pretence on which they had rejected it
before, said, that unless it were more reasonable
they would not accept it. And the Lacedaemonians,
seeing they refused, dismissed them, and by themYEAB X.

A.C.421.

’ [“Alight be altered: and finding it already ratified’’ &c.

GoellerJ
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selves entered with the Athenians into a league' :
because they imagined that the Argives would not
renew their peace, (because they had refused it A.C.421.
OL.89.3.
before when Ampelidas and Lichas went to Argos, TheLaeedeemoniam make league
and held them for no dangerous enemies without with the Athenthe Athenians) : and also conceived, that by thisim"
means the rest of Peloponnesus would not stir ; for
if they could, they would turn to the Athenians.
Wherefore the ambassadors of Athens being then
present, and conference had, they agreed ; and the
oath and league was concluded on in the terms
following :
23. " The Lacedaemonians shall be confederates TEE ARTICLES
O F T H E LEAGUE
with the Athenians for fifty years.
BETWEEN T H E
('If any enemy invade the territory of theLacedzemonians and do the Lacedaemonians any harm, the * T = E ~ I A N S Athenians shallaid the Lacedaemonians against them
in the strongest manner they can possibly : but if
the enemy,after he hath spoiled the country, shall
be gone away, then that city shall be held as enemy
both to the Lacedaemonians and to the Athenians,
and shall be warred upon by them both ; and both
cities shall again lay down the war jointly: and
this is to be done justly, readily, and sincerely.
('And if any enemy shall invade the territories of
the Athenians, and do the Athenians any harm, then
the Lacedzmonians shall aid the Athenians against
them in the strongest manner they can possibly: but
if the enemy, after he hath spoiled the country, shall
be gone away, then shall that city be held for enemy
both to the Lacedaemonians and to the Athenians,
17.

E:;zr)(zE

'

[ v p p a ~ i a v :in its strict sense, (see i. 44) ; here, an alliance &fenan alliance oflenshe and defensive sive only.]
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and shall be warred upon by both ; and both the
cities shall again lay down the war together : and
A.C.421.
this to be done justly, readily, and sincerely.
0 ~ . 8 Q3..
Articles of the
“If their slaves shall rebel, the Athenians shall
league between
the Lacetlsemou. assist the Lacedaemonians with all their strength
possible.
ians and the
Athenians.
“ These things shall be sworn unto by the same
men on either side that swore the peace, and shall
be every year renewed by the Lacedaemonians [at
their] coming to the Bacchanals at Athens; and by
%heAthenians [at their] going to the Hyacinthian
feast a t Lacedaemon ; and either side shall erect a
pillar, [inscribed with this league], one at Lacedaernon, near unto Apollo in the AmyclEum, another
at Athens, near Minerva in the citadel.
“ If it shall seem good to the Lacedaemonians and
Athenians to addor take awayanythingtouching the
league, it shall be lawful for them to do it jointly.”
“ 24. Of the LacedEmonians took the oath, these:
Pleistoanax, Agis, Pleistolas, Damagetus, Chionis,
Metagenes, Acanthus, Daidus, Ischagoras, Philocharidas, Zeuxidas, Anthippus, Alcinadas, Tellis,
Empedias, Menas, Laphilus. Of the Athenians :
Lampon, Isthmionicus, Laches, Nicias, Euthydemus, Procles, Pythodorus, Hagnon, Myrtilus, Thrasycles, Theagenes, Aristocrates, Iolcius, Timocrates,
Leon, Lamachus, and Demosthenes.”
This league was made not long after the peace :
The Athenians and the Athenians delivered to the Lacedaemonians
~ ; ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ethe
$ ; men they had taken in the island ; and by this
Pylus.
time began the summer of the eleventh year. And’
1’.

YSAR X.

r‘ And hitherto hath heen writtell

these ten years was without interthis first war¶ which during mission.” Gocller.]
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hitherto hath been written these ten years, which
cJ-4
this first war continued without intermission.
YEAR XI.
25. After the peace and league made between A.C.421.
0~.89.9.
the Lncedsmonians and Athenians, after the ten
years’ war, Pleistolas being ephore at Lacedaemon
and Alcsus archon of Athens ; though there were
peace to those that had accepted it ; yet the Corinthians and some cities of Peloponnesus endeavoured to overthrow what was done, and presently
arose another stir by the confederates against Lacedsmon. And the LacedEmonians also after a TheLaoedsmon.
ians slack in perwhile became suspect unto the Athenians, for not formance of the
the
performing somewhat agreed on in the articles.
And for six years and ten months’ they abstained
from entering into each other’s territories with
their arms; but the peace being weak, they did
each other abroad what harm they could ; and in
the end were forced to dissolve the peace made
after those ten years, and fell again into open war.
26.This also hath the same Thucydides of Athens
written from point to point, by summers and winters, as everything came to pass, until such time
as the Lacedsrnonians and their confederates had
made an end of the Athenian dominion, and had
taken their long walls and Pierzeus. To which From the be+nine; to this end
time from the beginning of the war, it is in of the war,
all twenty-seven years. As for the composition g;;:ysven
between, if any man shall think it not to be
accounted with the war, he shall think amiss.
For let him look into the actions that passed as

’

[Auctoris compntatio annorum
progreditur usque adannum 01.91.
2. A.C. 414 : quo tempore Lacedsmonii, ab Alcibiade exstimu-

lati, r u m s ad belliim aperte cum
Atheniensibus gerendum se accinxerunt: vide vi. 93. Exeunt ipsi sex
a m i et menses decem. Goeller.]

-
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they are distinctly set down’; and he shall find
that that deserveth not to be taken for a peace, in
YEAR XI.
A.C.421.
which they neither rendered all, nor accepted all,
01..89.3.
The time of this according to the articles.
Besides, in the Manpeace not to be
esteemed peace. tinean and Epidaurian wars, and in other actions,
it was on both sides infringed: moreover, the confederates on the borders of Thrace continued in
hostility as before : and the Beotians had but a
truce from one ten days to another. So that with
the first ten years’ war, and with this doubtful
cessation, and the war that followed after it, a man
Thenumberof shall find, counting by the times, that it came to
years which the
whole warlasted. just so many years and some few days : and that
those who built upon the prediction of the oracles,
have2 this number only to agree. And I remember
yet, that from the very beginning of this war and so
on till the end, it was uttered by many that it should
be of thrice nine years’ continuance. And3 for the
time thereof I lived in my strength, and applied
my mind to gain an accurate knowledge of the
Thucydides,for same.
It happened also that I was banished my
his ill success at
Amphipolis,ba. country for twenty years, after my charge at
for twenty years. Amphipolis : whereby being present at4 the affairs
nished,Atheus
of both, and especially of the LacedEmonians by
reason of my exile, I could a t leisure the better
learn the truth of all that passed. The quarrels
therefore, and perturbations of the peace, after
those ten years, and that which followed, according
V.

[(‘For let him consider how it
(the composition) is characterized
by the facts of the case”. Arnold,
Goeller.]
2
Found in this solitary instance the event exactly agreeing

r‘

with the prediction”. Am.-‘‘ FOY
I myself remember yet” &e.]
[,, And I lived to the end of it,
being of an age to judge of events
and also applying” kc.]
* [(‘Conversant with.” Arnold.)
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as from time to time the war was carried, I will
V.
now pursue.’
PEA8 XI.
27. After the concluding of the fifty years’ peace u . 4 2 1 .
OL.89. s.
and the league which followed, and when those The Corinthians
contrive with the
ambassadors which were sent for out of the rest A~~~~~
to make
a league in Peloof Peloponnesns to accept the said peace were ponnesus withdeparted from Lacedaemon, the Corinthians (the olit
the Lacedemonians.
rest going all to their own cities) turning first to
Argas', entered into treaty with some of the Argive
magistrates to this purpose :-that the Lacedaemonians having made a peace and league with the
Athenians, their hitherto mortalenemies, tending not
to the benefit, but to the enslaving of Peloponnesus,
it behoved them3 to consider of a course for the
safety of the same : and to make a decree, that any
city of the Grecians that would, and were a free city,
and admitted the like and equal trials of judgment
with theirs, might make a league with the Argives
for the one mutually to aid the other: arid to
assign them a few men with absolute authority
from the state, to treat with : and that it should
not be motioned to the people, to the end, that if
the multitude would not agree to it, it might be
unknown that ever they had made such a motion:affirming, that many would come into this confederacy upon hatred to the Lacedaemonians. And

p‘The controversy therefore
after these ten years, and the following rupture of the treaty, and
the war thereupon how it was” &c.l
After concluding &c., the
embassies from Peloponnesus, which
were sent for to assist at them, retired from Lacediemon. And all
but the Corinthians went home:

r‘

but they turning” &c. Bekk. &c.]
[‘IThe Argives”-The
limiting
the alliance to such states as treated
others upon a footing of equality in
the distribution of justice, operated
as an exclusion from i t of all states
not independent on the one hand,
and ofAthens and Sparta on the
other. Goeller.]

v.

YEAR XI.

A.C.421.
0~89.8.

Twelve men
chosen at Argos
totreatshuta
league.
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the Corinthians, when they had made this overture,
went home.
28. These men of Argos having heard them, and
reported their proposition both to the magistrates
and to the people, the Argives ordered the same
accordingly : and elected twelve men, with whom it
should be lawful for any Grecian to make the
league that would, except the Lacedmnonians and
Athenians, with neither of which they mere to
enter into any league without the consent of the
Argive people. And this the Argives did the more
willingly admit, as well for that they saw the
Lacedcemonians would make w7ar upon them ; (for
the truce between them was now upon expiring) ;
as also because they hoped to have the principality’
of Peloponnesus. For about this time Lacedzmon
had but a bad report, and was in contempt for the
losses it had received. And the Argives in all
points were in good estate, as not having concurred
in the Attic war, but rather been at peace with
both, and thereby gotten in their revenue2. Thus
[+jasaeaL

: to obtain the Ijyf- made attempts, with little success,

poviu, or to he the leading power.]

r‘B u t rather made

their account by being at peace with both”.
Arnold, Goel1er.--The Dorians that
subdned Argos, did not, like the
Spartans, congregate themselves in
the capital, but dispersed themselves in several of the ancient and
considerable cities: whereby the
influence of Argos in Argolis was
almost annihilated, and she was
reduced to being the head of ti.
league for common defence and
regulation of the common interests.
Within a century after the Dorian
invasion, Spartan ambition had

upon Argos : but when the final
conquest of Cynuria (see ch. 41,n.)
had given her the key of Argolis,
Cleomenes in a decisive victory,
some time between 524 and the
Persian war (see Muell. iii. 4 ), slew
six thousand of her Dorian citizens.
After this disaster, and till the iiext
generation arrived at manhood and
expelled them, the government fell
into the hands of the slnves (ypnesii) : and to replenish her free
population, she was obliged to collect and admit to the rights of eitizensliip the suhject periaxi of the
surrounding cities. She was too
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the Argives received into league all such Grecians
1’.
as came unto them.
YEAS XI.
29. First of all therefore, came in the Mantineans ~ ~ 1 4 2 1 .
Or, 89.3.
and their confederates : which they did for fear of The rest pe~o.
ineliue
to the same
the Lacedsemonians. For a part of Arcadia, during ponnesris
the war of Athens, was come under the obedience league
of the Mantineans ; over which they thought the
Lacedaemonians, now they were at rest, would
not permit them any longer to command: and
therefore they willingly joined with the Argives,
as being, they thought, a great city, ever enemy
to the Lacedaemonians, and governed as their own
by democracy’. When the Mantineans had revolted,
crippled t o take any part i n the
Persian war, and followed the ccunsel of the oracle: “hostile to her
neighbours, but the friend of the
gods, to draw in her spear and sit
watchfully guarding her head : and
the head will take care of the
body” : Herod. vii. 148. Hatred
of Spartan supremacy had no small
influence on her policy: she preferred exclusion from the common
affairs of Peloponnesus, and even
submitting to the yoke of the barbarian, rather than acknowledge
the iyapovia of Sparta: Herod,ihid.
H e r new population was industrious, and multiplied apace ; and
prosperity and wealth returned to
Argos: but her constitution thereby
received a democratic tendency inconsistent with the Doric character,
the peculiar features of which gradually disappeared.]
[Except the possession of Messenia, nothing was so vitally important to Sparta as her influence
over the towns of Arcadia : a8 their

VOL. IX.

hostility would exclude her from
all intercourse with the rest of
Greece. Very little is known of
the manner in which she gained a
footing in those towns. The invading Dorians effected no settlement in their march through Arcadia in their route to Sparta: though
no opposition is heard of by any
state except Tegea. Still in the
two first Messenian wars the Arcadians appear as the allies of the
Messenians. I n later times their
territory, the most extensive in Pelopounesus, served only as a thoroughfare for hostile armies: the
people, the native Pelasgians, who
had immemorial possession of the
land (Herod. i. 146, viii. 73), had
no weight in the affairs of Peloponnesus, and shed their blood for
hire in quarrels with which they
had no concern. The Mantineans
however, though they now followed
the policy of Argos, had long been
attached to the Peloponnesian
league, and the faithful ally of
D
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the rest of Peloponnesus began also to mutter
amongst themselves, that it was fit for them to do
A.C.m.
the like : conceiving that there was somewhat in
OL 89.8.
it more than they knew, that made the Mantineans
to turn; and were also angry with the Lacedaemonians, amongst many other causes, for that it
was written in the articles of the Attic peace,
mearticleof that it should be lawful to add unto or take away
adding and alter.
ing misliked. fvom the same, whatsoever should seem good to the
two cities of the Lacedemonians and the Athenians. For this was the article that the most
troubled the Peloponnesians, and put them into a
jealousy that the Lacedcemonians might have a
purpose, joining with the Athenians, to bring them
into subjection: for in justice, the power of changing
the articles ought to have been ascribed to all the
confederates in general. Whereupon, many fearing such an intention, applied themselves to the
Argives, every one severally striving to come into
their league.
TheLaoedsemon30. The Lacedsemonians perceiving this stir to
iaos expostulate
withtheCorinth. begin in Peloponnesus, and that the Corinthians
iausaboutthis were both the contrivers of it, and entered themleague with
Argos.
selves also into the league with Argos, sent ambassadors unto Corinth, with intention to prevent the
sequel of it : and accused them, both for the whole
design, and for their own revolt in particular,
which they intended to make from them to the
league of the Argives; saying that they should
V.

YBAR XI.

Spsrta: and their present defection staunch ally of Sparta), and partly
m y be attributed partly to their to'the establishmentof a democratic
desire to retain possession of Par- government under the influence of
rhasia and to their hostility to Argos. This defection is not forTegea, (ever since its reduction the gotten in after times: see oh. 50, n,)

.
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therein infringe their oath,and that they had already
v,
done unjustly, to refuse the peace made with the
YEAU XI.
Athenians ; forasmuch as it is an article of their A.C.W.
OL 88.3.
league', that what the major part of the confederates should conclude, unless it were hindered by
some god or hero, the same was to stand good.
But the Corinthians, those confederates which The apology of
the Corinthians,
had refused the peace as well as they being now for their reftising
at Corinth, (for they had sent for them before), in thepeace.
their answer to the Lacedzemonians did not openly
allege the wrongs they had received ; as that the
Athenians had not restored Solium nor Anactorium2, nor anything else they had in this war lost :
but pretended not to betray those of Thrace3; for
that they had in particular taken an oath to them,
both when together with Potidaea they first revolted, and also another afterwards. And therefore, they said, they did not break the oath of their
league by rejecting the peace with Athens. For
having sworn unto them by the gods, they should
in betraying them offend the gods. And whereas
it is said, unless some god or hero hin&r it, this Tt,firanswer
appeareth to be a divine hindrance. Thus they touching their
leagne with
answered for their old oath. Then, for their league A ~ ~ ~
with the Argives, they gave this answer: that
when they had advised with their friends, they
would do afterwards what should be just. And
so the ambassadors of Lacedaemon went home. At
the same time were present also in Corinth the
ambassadors of Argos, to invite the Corinthians
to their league, and that without delay. But the
Corinthians appointed them to come again at their
The Peloponnesian.

[See ii. 30, iv. 49.1

a [roirs 4ni epCi~qc.1

D 2
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next sitting. 31. Presently after this came unto
them an ambassage also from the Eleians : and first
A.C.421. they made a league with the Corinthians; and going
0 L . W . 3.
TheEleians
thence to Argos, made a league with the Argives,
make a league
fimt with c0according to the declaration before mentioned ’.
Argoa.then with The Eleians had a quarrel with the Lacedzemonians
rintb,
Quarrel of the concerning Lepreum.
For the Lepreates having
Eleians against
the ~ ~ ~ ~heretofore
d ~ ~ , b warred
~ .
on certain of the Arcadians,
ians.
and for their aid called the Eleians into their confederacy with condition to give the moiety of the
land’ [to be won from them], when the war was
ended, the Eleians gave unto the Lepreates the
whole land to he enjoyed by themselves, with an
imposition thereon of a talent to be paid to Jupiter
Olympian: which they continued to pay till the
beginning of the Athenian war. But afterwards
iipon pretence of that war giving over the payment, the Eleians would have forced them to it
again. The Lepreates for help having recourse to
the LacedEmonians : and the cause being referred
to their decision, the Eleians afterwards, upon suspicion that the Lacedaemonians would not do them
right, renounced the reference, and wasted the
territory of the Lepreates. The Lscedzemonians
nevertheless gave sentence, that the Lepreates
should be at liberty to pay it or not3, and that the
Eleians did the injury : and because the Eleians had
not stood to the reference, the Lacedzemonians put
intoLepreum a garrison of mea at arms. The Eleians
v.

YEAR X1.

* [In ch. 28.--“ The reason of
this was, that the Eleians had a
quarrel” &e.]
[That is, of the Lepreatans’
territory.-“ The Eleians left the

Lepreatans in possession of their
lands, with the imposition thereon
of a talent” &c.]
Were independent” : that is,
of the Eleians.]
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taking this as if the Lacedaemonians had received
v,
their revolted city, and producing the article of
their league, “ that what every one possessed when $
:;
they entered into the Attic war, the same they
should possess when they gave it over”’ ; revolted
to the Argives as wronged, and entered league
with them as is before related. After these came TlieCorinthian~
towns
presently into the Argive league the Corinthians, and theThrace
and the Chalcideans upon Thrace. The Baotians
Lkt: ; :;
also and Megareans threatened as much : but *ws.
because they thought the Argive democracy would
not be so commodious for them, who were governed
according to the government of theLacedaemonians,
by oligarchy, they stirred no further in it.
38. About the same time of this summer the TheAthenians
Athenians expugned Scione, slew all that were
within it at man’s estate3,made slaves of the women
and children, and gave their territory to the PlatEans. They also replanted the Delians in Delos, The Delians reboth in consideration of the defeats they had re- planted in Delos.
ceived after their expulsion, and also because the
oracle at Delphi had commanded it. The Phoceans Phocis and
and Locrians also began a war at that time against crisinR81.
each other.
And the Corinthians and Argives, being now The Corinthians
seek to turn the
leagued, went to Tegea to cause it to revolt from citiesof Pelopon‘‘lone’

[This seems to refer to the fundamental preliminary agreement,
described in ch. I 7 in very different
terms : “ that peace should be concluded on the terms of each party
rendering what they had taken in
the war”: otherwise we must snppose that the Peloponnesian confederates had given each other a

guarantee to this effect before the
war. Thirlwall.]
a
Thought themselves also
wronged : but being watched and
courted by the Lacedsmonians,
and thinking the Argive democtacy
would not ,be so commodious for
them &c., they stirred &c.” Goell.]
[See Cleon’s decree, iv. 122.1

r‘
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the Lacedaemonians, conceiving it to be an important piece’ [of Peloponnesus] ,and making account,
YBAE XI.
~ c . 4 2 1 . if they gained it to their side, they should easily
0~~89.3.
nesus and other obtain the whole.
But when the Tegeates refused
confederates
fromtheLacedar- to become enemies to the LacedEmonians, the
monians b t h e Corinthians, who till then had been very forward,
Argives.
grew less violent : and were afraid that no more
of the rest would come in. Nevertheless they
went to the Bceotians, and solicited them to enter
into league with them and the Argives, and to do
And the Corinthians further desired
The Corinthians as they did.
seek the tendays’
go along with them to Athens, and
the
Bceotians
to
truce with
to
procure
for
them
the like ten days’ truce, to
Baeotians had it.
that which was made between the Athenians and
Beotians presently after the making of the fifty
years’ peace, on the same terms as the Bceotians
had i t : and if the Athenians refused, then to
renounce theirs, and make no more truces hereThe Baeotians after without the Corinthians.
The Corinthians
take time to ansWer
having made this request, the Bceotians willed
Argos.
a l e ~ u e v i t h them, touching the league with the Argives, to
stay a while longer, and went with them to Athens,
but obtained not the ten days’ truce : the AthenV.

r‘

Part (of their plan)”.--“ the
whole of Peloponnesus”. -Tegea
since its reduction by Sparta, had
ever been supported by her, in
accordance with her policy of preventing the growth of any considerable state, against the pretensions
of Mantineia : and to the fidelity of
Tegea she was perhapsindebted for
her safety a t this perilous moment.
All her recollections connected with
Tegea were not of a pleasant
nature. Led by their misinterpre-

tation of an ambiguous oracle, the
Spartans (854, A.C.) invaded the
territory of Tegea, carrying with
them the fetters which they expected
to lay upon the Tegeatans: but
being overthrown, submitted to
have them imposed on themselves.
Herodotus (i. 67.) saw the same
fetters suspended in the temple of
Minerva at Tegea. The importance of Tegea to Sparta in a military point of view has already been
noticed : iii. 8, note.]
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ians answering, that if the Corinthians were confeV.
derates with the Lacedaemonians, they had a peace
already. Nevertheless the Bceotians would not A.
C. 421.
01,
80.3.4.
.
relinquish their ten days’ truce, though the co- The Athenians
deny the ten
rinthians both reqnired the same, and affirmed that days’trucetu the
it was so before agreed on. Yet the Athenians Corinthisns.
granted the Corinthians a cessation of arms, but
without solemn ratification’.
33. The same summer the Lacedaemonians with TheLwedrmonians demolish
their whole power, under the conduct of Pleistoanax the fort of
the son of Pausanias, kiug of the Lacedaemonians, C~pmlamade war upon the Parrhasians of Arcadia, subjects
of the Mantineans ; partly as called in by occasion
of sedition, and partly because they intended, if
they could, to demolish a fortification which the
Mantineans had built and kept with a garrison in
Cypsela, in the territory of the Parrhasians towards2
Sciritis of Laconia. The Lacedsmonians therefore
wasted the territory of the Parrhasians. And the
Mantineans, leaving their own city to the custody
of the Argives, came forth to aid3 the Parrhasians
their confederates : but being unable to defend
both the fort of Cypsela and the cities of the
Parrhasians too, they went home again. And the
Lacedzemonians, when they had set the Parrhasians
at liberty, and demolished the fortification, went
home likewise.
34. The same summer, when those soldiers which TheLacedremonians put a garriwent out with Brasidas, and of which Clearidas sonintoLepreum
ofmen newly
after the making of the peace had the charge, were enfranchised.
returned from the parts upon Thrace : the Lace-

’ [,‘ But no treaty”.]

3 [“ Themselves guarded the ter[L‘ AS a check upon Sciritis”. ritory of their confederates the ParSee Y. 51. Am.]
rhasians”. Arnold.]

*
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dzemonians made a decree, that those Helotes
which had fought under Brasidas should receive
YEAR XI.
A. C. 421. their liberty, and inhabit where they thought good'.
oh88.3.4.
But not long after they placed them, together with
such others as had been newly enfranchised', in
Lepreum ; a city standing in the confines between
Laconia and the Eleians, with whom they were now
TheLacedtemon. at variance.
Fearing also lest those citizens of
iansdiaablethose
that were taken their own, which had been taken in the island and
in Sphacteria to
bear office or to had delivered up their arms to the Athenians, should
makeblvgain. upon apprehension of disgrace for that calamity,
if they remained capable of honours, make some
innovation in the state, they disabled them3 [though)
V.

1 [An essential condition of their
freedom : being bound to the soil,
and incapable of removal from it,
or of receiving their freedom but a t
the will of the state.3
[veo~?ap&Gwv:" recently ascribed to the Gijpog," i. e. new Spartans :
a name acquired by the cnfranchised helot after having been some
time in possession of his liberty.
Their number soon nearly equalled
that of the citizens. There were
also Mothones or Mothaces (from
p60wv, werna) : helots, that having
been brought up with young Spartans (like Eumscus in the house of
Ulysses) obtained their freedom
without the rights of citizenship.
Their descendants however must
sometimes have obtained those
rights : since Callicratides, Lysander, and Gglippus were of Mothonic
origin. Mueller. iii. 3.1
They disgraced them." Of
h p i a there were, both a t Sparta
and Athens, various degrees. The

highest degree at Sparta was a kind
of excommunication, reserved for
for him that disgraced himself in
the field, or returned, as Aristodemus a t Thermopyle, without his
companions. The culprit could fill
no public office: had the lowest
place in the chorus : in the game of
ball, neither party would have him
on their side : he could find no competitor in the gymnasium, no companion of his tent in the field : none
would give him fire : his degradation was made visible to the
world by his ragged cloak and halfshaved beard. Muell. iii. IO.-The
same degree of infamy a t Athens
amounted to actual outlawry, the
dripor fairly losing all protection
of the law, both public and private:
whilst the minor degree deprived
him of some specified rights only ;
as the right of speakiug and voting
in the public assembly, of entering
the agora, of sailing to the Hellespont or to Jonia, &c. Herm. § 124.1
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Some of them were’ in office already. And their
v.
disablement mas this : “that they should neither
bear office, nor be capable to buy and sell”. Yet *.~.421.
Or.89.4.
in time they were again restored to their former
honours.
35. The same summer also the Dictideans’ took The Dietideans
take Thrssua
Thyssus, a town in Mount Athos, and confederate from the
of the Athenians. This whole summer there was
continual commerce between the Athenians and
the Peloponnesians : nevertheless they began, both Jealousy between the Athen.
the Athenians and the Lacedaemonians, to have.ians and Laceeach other in suspicion immediately after the peace, demonians.
in respect of the places not yet mutually surrendered. For the Lacedzemonians, to whose lot it Amphipolis not
yet rendered,nor
fell to make restitution first, had not rendered the peace accept.
in the parts
Amphipolis and the other cities, nor had caused ed
about Thrace,
the peace to be accepted by the confederates upon tians
nor by the BEG
and CoThrace, nor by the Bceotians nor Corinthians : rinthians.
though they had ever professed, that in case they
refused they would join with the Athenians to
bring them to it by force; and had prefixed a time,
(though not by writing), within the which such as
entered not into this peace were to be held as
enemies unto both. The Athenians therefore, when m e Athenians
they saw none of this really performed, suspected $ot.:
render
that they had no sincere intention, and thereupon
refused to render Pylus when they required it :
nay, they repented that they had delivered up the
prisoners they took in the island; and detained
the rest of the towns3 they then held, till the La~~~

[,, Beiny in office”. The object
of disgracing, was to render them
incapable of abusing their officeto
the detriment of the state.]
r‘The Dians”: that is, the in-

habitants of Dium in the peninsula
of Atbos. The Dictideans are unknown. Popp. Goell. Am.]
3 [,, Places”. Methone, Pteleum,
Atalantis, Cythera &c. Goell.]
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cedaemonians should have performed the conditions
on
their part also. The LacedEmonians to this
YEAB XI.
A.C.421alleged, '' that they had done what they were able
0~80.4.
The apology of to do ; for they had delivered the Athenian prithe Lacedamon.
ialls fornot per- soners that were in their hands, and had'withdrawn
formingthe
articles.
their soldiers from the parts upon Thrace, and
whatsoever else was in their own power to perform:
but Amphipolis, they said, was not in their power
to surrender : that they would endeavour to bring
the Bceotians and Corinthians to accept the peace,
and to get Panactum restored, and all the Athenian
prisoners in Bceotia to be sent home : and therefore desired them to make restitution of Pylus, or,
if not so, at least to draw out of it the Messenians
and Helotes, as they for their part had drawn their
garrisons out of the towns upon Thrace; and if
they thought good, to keep it with a garrison of
The Athenians Athenians". After divers and long conferences had
draw the Messenians and He- this summer, they so far prevailed with the Athen1otesoutof91us.ians at the last, as they drew thence all the Messenians and Helotes, and allother Laconianfugitives :
and placed them in Cranii, a city of Cephallenia.
Theendofthe so for this summer there was peace, and free
elever th summer
passage from one to another.
TheLaoedamon.
36. In the beginning of winter, (for now there
ian ephores
dis- were other ephores in office; not those in whose time
solvefl=eeace. the peace was made, but some of them that opposed
it), ambassadors being come from the confederates,
and the Athenian, Beotian, and Corinthian ambassadors being [already] there, and having had much
conference together but concluded nothing, Cleobulus and Xenares, ephores that most desired the
dissolution of the peace, when the rest of the ambassadors were gone home, entered into private
v.

/-*-4
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conference with the Beotians and Corinthians,
V.
exhorting them to run both the same course: and
advised the Bceotians to endeavour first to make a ~ C . 4 2 1 .
Or..89.4
league themselves with the Argives, and then to A pMpositimor
8 league between
get the Argives together with themselves into a the Lacedremonians, Argives,
league with the Lacedaemonians: for that they Beotians, and
might by this means avoid the necessity of accept- Corinthians.
ing the peace with Athens: for the Lacedaemonians
would more regard the friendship and league of
the Argives, than’ the enmity and dissolution of
the peace with the Athenians : for they knew the
Lacedaemonians had ever desired to have Argos
their friend upon any reasonable conditions ; because they knew that their war without Peloponnesus would thereby be a great deal the easier.
Wherefore they entreated the Bceotians to put
Panactum into the hands of the Lacedzemonians :
to the end, that if they could get Pylus for it in exchange, they might make war against the Athenians
the more commodiously.
37. The Bceotians and Corinthians being dismissed2by Xenares and Cleobulus, and all the other
Lacedtxmonians of that faction, with these points
to be delivered to their commonwealths, went to
their several cities. And two men of Argos, of TheArgiveapro.
pound a league
principal authority in that city, having waited for to the Bceotians
and met with them by the way, entered into aandCo”nthi”8:
treaty with them about a league between the
Argives aad the Bceotians, as there was between
them and the Corinthians and the Eleians and
Mantineans already : ‘‘ for they thought, if it suc[,‘ Would choose the friendship ing friends &c. before coming to a
of &c., at the risk of the enmity”. rupture” Prc.: Goell.]

&.: Am-‘‘

Would prefer mak-

*

Commissioned to deliver”.]

-
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ceeded, they might [the more] easily have either
war or peace, (forasmuch as the cause would now be
YEAR XI.
A.C.421. common), either with the Lacedaemonians or whomOr.89.4.
soever else it should be needful”. When the
Bceotian ambassadors heard this, they were well
pleased. For as it chanced, the Argives requested
the same things of them, that they by their friends
in Lacedzemon had been sent to procure of the
and promise to Argives. These men therefore of Aigos, when they
send ambassadoraintoBaeotia saw that the Bceotians accepted of the motion,
to that purpose.
promised to send ambassadors to the Bceotians
about i t ; and so departed. When the Bceotians
were come home, they related there’ what they
had heard both at Lacedzemon and by the way
from the Argives. Thegovernors of Bceotia were
glad thereof; and much more forward in it now
than formerly they had been ; seeing that not only
their friends in Lacedaemon desired, but the Argives
themselves hastened to have done the self-same
thing. Not long after this the ambassadors came
to them from Argos, to solicit the dispatch of the
business before propounded : but the governors of
Bceotia commended [only] the proposition, and
dismissed them with promise to send ambassadors
TheBmotians about the league to Argos.
38. In the meantime
propoundanoath
between them- the governors of Bceotia thought fit, that an oath
selves,theCo. should first be taken by themselves, and by the
rinthians, Chdcideans,and Me- ambassadors from Corinth, Megara, and the congareans, of mu.
tndassistance. federates upon Thrace2, to give mutual assistance
upon any occasion to them that should require it,
and neither to make war nor peace without the
V.

[,, To the Bceotarchs”.]

Megareans, and the anibassadors
was thought from Chalcidice, to take an oath to
fit by the Bceotarchs, Corinthians, each other to give’ &c.]

[,‘ Meanwhile it
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common consent : and next that the Bceotians and
v.
Megareans (for these two ran the same course) YEAB XI.
should make a league with the Argives. But A.c.~u.
0~.8Q
4..
before this oath was [to be] taken, the governors
of Beotia communicated the business to the four
BQotian councils, in the which the whole authority
of the state consisteth': and withal presented their
advice, that any city that would, might join with
them in the like oath for mutual assistance. Bnt The hrgioe
league with
they that were of these councils approved not the the Bceotians
proposition ; because they feared to offend the fwh
Lacedaemonians, in being sworn to the Corinthians
that had revolted from their confederacy. For the
governors of Bceotia had not reported unto them
what had passed at Lacedaemon, how Cleobulus
and Xenares, the ephores, and their friends there,
rI'he Baotian states were
united in a confederacy represented
by a congress of deputies, who met
at the festival of Pumbceotia, in the
temple of the Itonian Athene m a r
Coroneia,more perhapsfor religious
than political purposes. There
were also other national councils
which deliberated 011 peace and
war, of perhaps nearly equal antiquity : though first mentioned at a
later period when there were foul*
of them. I t does not appear how
they were constituted, or whether
with reference to as many territorial
divisions, of which we have no other
trace. The chief magistrates of the
league, called Bmotarchs, presided
in those councils and commanded
the national forces. The fourteen
wooden images carried to the top
of Cithseron (iv. 99, note) seem to
point to that as the original num-

ber of the confederate .states : and
that of the Bmotarchs was perhaps
once the same, though afterwards
reduced and undergoing many
changes. Thebes had early the
privilege of appointing two : one of
whom was superior in authority
over all the rest, and was president
of the board. Thir1.-It is probably
this Baotarch of Thebes, that in
federal decrees is called JPXWVbv
KOW@ p o t w r ; ~ , sometimes simply
EPXWY. To exercise the office,
which was annual, beyond the legitimate time, was a capitol offence:
and Epaminondas and Pelopidas,
even after the battle of Leuctra,
were brought to trial for violating
this law. Butthe Bceotarch was reeligible: and Pelopidas accordingly
was chosen Beotarch eleven years
consecutively. Mueller, Hermann,

5 179 1
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had advised them to enter first into league with
the Argives and Corinthians, and then afterwards
YEAX XI.
~c.421. to make the same league with the Lacedaemonians :
OL. 89.4.
for they thought that the councils, though this had
never been told them, would have decreed it no
otherwise than they upon premeditation should
advise. So the business was checked: and the
ambassadors from Corinth and from the cities upon
Thrace departed without effect. And the governors of Bmotia, that were before minded, if they
had gotten this done, to have leagued’ themselves
also with the Argives, made no mention of the
Argives in the councils at all, nor sent the ambassadors to Argos, as they had before promised : but
a kind of carelessness and delay possessed the
whole business.
A.C.421 0.
39. The same winter the Olynthians took MeOL. 89 4.
Mecybernetaken cyberne’, held with a garrison of the Athenians, by
V.

from the Athenians by assault.

C‘ To have tried to league”.]
[The acquisition of Mecyberna
(a port-town about two miles from
Olynthus) was the commencement
of a series of conquests, which led
Olynthus to aspire to the rank of an
imperial state. Not long after the
end of this war, she succeeded in
forming and placing herself a t the
head of a confederacy of the Chalcidean states, embracing not fewer
than 32 towns ; some, as Putidsea,
of considerable note. Her power
ww further augmented in avery important degree by the cession to her
from Amyntas of a considerable
part of the kingdom of Macedonia.
She became of ability to bring into
the field as many as 6,000 heavy

infantry, a far greater number of
targetiers, and nearly 1,000 horse.
Thebes and Athens did not disdain
to send ambassadors to her, to treat
of an alliance. Sparta became
alarmed, and sent an army of not
less than 10,000 to crush the danger
in its infancy. This, not without
receiving some checks, she succeeded in doing : and little foreseeing
the remote consequences, conceived
she had achieved a great triumph.
B u t the power of Olynthus, now
broken, was unequal afterwards
to withstand the attacks of Philip :
who subdued and razed her to the
ground. And the Chalcidean peninsula, which had hitherto separated Macedonia from the sea, a t
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After this the Lacedeemonians, (for the conferv,
ences between the Athenians and Lacedsmonians YEAF. XI.
about restitution reciprocal continued still), hoping A . C . ~ ~ I . O .
OL. 89.4.
that if the Athenians should obtain from the Bceo- TheLacedemoninns enter into a
tians Panactum, that then they also should recover league with the
Pylus, sent ambassadors to the Bceotians, with ing
Bmtians,know.
it to be
request that Panactum and the Athenian prisoners against justice.
might be put into the hands of the Lacedsemonians,
that they might get Pylus restored in exchange.
But the Bceotians answered, that unless the Lacedsemonians would make a particular league with
them as they had done with the Athenians, they
would not do it. The Lacedzmonians, though
they knew they should therein wrong the Athenians ; for that it was said in the articles, that neither
party should make either league or war without
the other’s consent ; yet such was their desire to
get Panactum to exchange it for Pylus, and withal
they that longed to break the peace with Athens
were so eager in it ’, that at last they concluded a
league with the Bceotians, winter then ending and A . c . ~ ~ o .
OL. 89.4.
the spring approaching: and Panacturn was presently pulled down to the ground2. So ended the
eleventh year of this war.
40. In the spring following, the Argives, when TheYEAR
Argives
XII.
they saw that the ambassadors which the Bceotians seek peace with
the Lacedremonpromised to send unto them came not, and tha.tia,,,
Panactum was razed, and that also there was a
the same time that it became the
fairest part of his dominions, vir.
tudlymadehim master of the whole
of Greece. See Thirl. ch. 37,43.]
[,‘ Were so desirous of the
Boeotian connexion, that” &c. The

effect of making this separate treaty,
was to raise Baotia from a dependent member of the confederacy to
the rank of an indepadent ally.
Herm.§38.]
2 [By the BEotiaiu: see ch. 42.1
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v.

private league made between the Bceotians and
the Lacedzmonians, were afraid lest they should
Y R U XII.
A.c.~~o.on all hands be abandoned, afid that the confedeOL.88.4.
rates would all go to the Lacedaemonians. For
they apprehended that the Bceotians had been
induced both to raze Panactum, and also to enter
into the Athenian peace, by the Lacedzmonians ;
and that the Athenians were privy to the same : so
that now they had no means to make league with
the Athenians neither ; whereas before they made
account, that if their truce with the Lacedaemonians
continued not, they might upon these differences
have joined themselves to the Athenians. The
Argives being therefore at a stand, and fearing to
have war all at once with the Lacedzmonians,
Tegeats, Bceotians, and Athenians, [as] having formerly refused the truce with the Lacedaemonians,
and imagined to themselves the principality of all
Peloponnesus, they sent ambassadors with as much
speed as might be, Eustrophus and Eson, persons
as they thought most acceptable unto them, with
this cogitation, that by compounding with the Lacedaemonians as well as for their present estate
they might, howsoever the world went’, they should
at least live at quiet. 41. When these ambassadors
were there, they fell to treat of the articles upon
which the agreement should be made. And at
The territory of first the Argives desired to have the matter referred,
Cpuna,groundeitherto some private man or to some city, conof the quarrels
betweenlacede- cerning the territory of Cynuria2: about which
mon andGreece

Intending to compound &c., seven races described by Herodotus
and then, so far as circumstances (viii. 73.)as inhabiting Peloponnepermitted, to keep quiet”. Goeller.] sus : of which, he says, four, the
a [The Cynurii are one of the Dorians, Btolians, Dryopes, and
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they have always differed, as lying on the borders

of them both ; (it containeth the cities of Thyrea

y,

YEAR XII.

and Anthena, and is possessed by the Lacedsmon- h.c.420.
QL. 89.4.
ians). But afterwards, the Lacedsmonians not
suffering mention to be made of that, but that if
they would have the truce go on as it did before,
they might, the Argive ambassadors got them to
yield to this : " that for the present an accord Anoddcondition
should be made for fifty years ; but withal, that it Of a truce.
should be lawful nevertheless, if one challenged
the other thereunto, both for Lacedaemon and
Argos to try their titles to this territory by battle,
so that there were in neither city a plague nor a
Lemnians, were foreign races ; one,
the AchTeans, had never quitted
Peloponnesus, but dwelt, not in
their original seats, hut in those of
the Ionians; and two, the Brcadians andcynurians, were aboriginal
(that is, Pelasgians), and dwelt in
their original seats : but of all these,
the Cynurians were the only Ionians, though the Argive government
had doricised them. Cynuria, a
valley between Laconia and Argolis,
is said to hare been subdued by
Sparta as early as 1006 : but in 720
the xar about it was renewed, and
the Srgives got arid kept possession
of it and of the whole coast as fnr
as Malea, including the island of
Cythera, till about 548 (the time at
which Sparta reduced Tegea), when
they finally lost it by the famous
battle of Thyrea, alluded to by
Thucydides. The two armies being
about to join battle, it was agreed
to decide the dispute for Cynuria
by a contest between 300 chosen
men on each side. The arliiies

VOL. IX.

withdrew to avoid the temptation
to violate the agreement : and the
GOO fonght till there were left only
two Argives, and one Sparlan,
Othryades, who were parted by
night. The hrgives ran home to
report their victory : whereupon
Othryades spoiled the dead, erected
a trophy, and slew himself to avoid
the disgrace of surviving his coinpanions. The next day the victory
was claimed by the Argives, as
having the greater number of suzvivors; by the Spartans, as having
erected a trophy. The disputewas
settled lip a battle, in whicli Sparta
was victorious : and the Argives
shaved their heads, and rowed their
hair should never grow till they
recovered Cynuria. (Herod. i. 82).
Much blood was shed for this
inconsiderable territory : which
decided which was to be the leading power in Peloponnesus. It was
not till Sparta was master of it, tliitt
she was able to attack Argos with
snccess : sce ch. 28, note.]
E
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war to excuse them”: as once before they had
done, when, as both sides thought, they had the
YE+R XI].
A.c.@o. victory : ‘‘ and that it should not be lawful for one
0~.89.4.
part to follow the chace of the other, further than
to the bounds either of Lacedzmon or Argos.”
And though this seemed to the Lacedzmonians at
first to be but a foolish proposition, yet afterwards,
because they desired by all means to have friendship with the Argives, they agreed unto it, and
put into writing what they required. Howsoever,
before the Lacedaemonians would make any full
conclusion of the same, they willed them to return
first to Argos, and to make the people acquainted
with i t ; and then, if it were accepted, to return
at the Hyacinthian feast and swear it. So these
departed.
TbeLocedamon42. Whilst the hrgives were treating about this,
ian ambassadors
req,,ire pvlus in the Lacedzmonian ambassadors, Andromedes and
exchange
Panactum.for
Phaedimus and Antimenidas, commissioners for
receiving of Panactum and the prisoners from the
Bceotians to render them to the Athenians, found
that Panactum was demolished’, and that their
pretext was this: that there had been anciently
an oath, by occasion of difference between the
Athenians and them, that neither part should
inhabit the place solely, but jointly both. But for
the Athenian prisoners, as many as the Bceotians
had, they that were with Andromedes received,
convoyed, and delivered them unto the Athenians:
and withal told them of the razing of Panactum,
alleging it as rendered, in that no enemy of Athens
should dwell in it hereafter. Bnt when this was
K.

[,‘ By the Beotians”.]
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told them, the Athenians made it a heinous matter :
Fr.
for that they conceived that the Lacedaemonians
had done them wrong, both in the matter of Panac- A.c.@o.
OL. 89.4.
turn, which was pulled down and should have been The Athenians
take in evil part,
rendered standing; and because also they had both the razing
of Panactum,
heard of the private league made with the Bceotians, and
the league
whereas they had promised to join with the Athen- made
with the
Bceotians,
ians in compelling such to accept of the peace as
had refused it. Withal they weighed whatsoever
other points the Lacedaemonians had been short
in, touching the performance of the articles ; and
thought themselves abused : so that they answered
the LacedEmonian ambassadors roughly, and dismissed them.
43. This difference arising between the Laced=- The W v e s
makeleaguewith
monians and the Athenians, it was presentlyAtliens by mean8
wrought upon by such also of Athens as desired ofA1cibiades.
to have the peace dissolved. Amongst the rest
was Alcibiades, the son of Clinias, a man, though
young in years, yet in the dignity of his ancestors hoiioured as much as any man of what city
soever’. Who was of opinion, that it was better to
join with the Argives ; not only for the matter The causew~iy
Alcibiad~sJedritself, but also out of stomach labouring to cross eth to break with
the Lacedaemonians : because they had made the ~~;s~Lacedrt?n’o*lpeace by the means of Nicias and Laches, without

r‘

A man though yet young (as
he would be considered in any other
city), yet for thz dignity of his
ancestors of great consideration”.
Both by his father’s aud mother’s
side, he was connected with the
noblest of the Eupatrids. H e traced
his paternal line through Eurysaces,
son of Ajax, to Bacus : his mother,
the daughter of Megacles, belonged

to the Alcmaonides, and thus Cleisthenes, the friend of the democracy,
was among his ancestors. His
father Clinias had equipped and
manned a galley with 200 men in
the Persian war: he fell at the
battle of Coroneia (447), leaving
Alcibiades, perhaps, seven or eight
years old, and the heir to one of the
largest fortunes in Athens. Thirl.]
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him ; whom for his youth they had neglected, and
not honoured as for the ancient hospitality between
YEAR XII.
~ . ~ . 4 2 0 . his house and them had been requisite : which his
os&89.4.
father’ had indeed renounced, but he himself, by
good ofices done to those prisoners which were
brought from the island, had a purpose to have
renewed. But supposing himself on all hands
disparaged, he both opposed the peace at first;
alleging that the Lacedaemonians would not be
constant, and that they had made the peace only
to get the Argives by that means away from them,
and afterwards to invade the Athenians again when
.4lcibiades send- they should be destitute of their friends2 : and also
eth fir the ArRix.e.eotoAthens
as soon as this difference was on foot, he sent
to make a league. presently to Argos of himself, milling them with
all speed to come to Athens, as being thereunto
invited, and to bring with them the Eleians and
Mantirieans to enter with the Athenians into a
league, the opportunity now serving3, and promising that he would help them all he could.
44. The Argives having heard the message, and
knowing4 that the Athenians had made no league
with the Bceotians, and that they were a t great
quarrel with the Lacedaemonians, neglected the
ambassadors they had then in Lacedzmon, whom
they had sent about the truce, and applied themselves to the Athenians, with this thought : that if
they should have war, they should by this means
be backed with a city that had been their ancient
V.

c
.
L
?

~

’ r‘ H i s grandfather”.]
a

And that having made peace
with themselves, first to subdue the
Argives and then turn upon the
Athenians destitute of help, that
this was their object in making

peace”. Duker ]
[,‘ To come with the Mantineans and Eleians and invite the
Athenians to an alliance, the opportunity’’ &e.]
When they knew”.]

r‘
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friend, governed like their own by democracy, and
V,
of greatest power by sea. Whereupon they presently sent ambassadors to Athens to make a league: A.c.~~o.
OL. 88. e
and together with theirs went also the ambassadors
of the Eleians and Mantineans. Thither also with TheLacedemon.
all speed came the Lacedaemonian ambassadors, ~m~~~~~~~
Philocharidas, Leon, and Endius, persons accounted $~~;;;e~l&
most gracious with the Athenians ; for fear, lest withtheArgives.
in their passion they should make a league with
the Argives, and withal to require the restitution
of Pylus for Panactum ; and t o excuse themselves
concerning their league with the Bceotians, as not
made for any harm intended to the Athenians.
45. Now speaking of these things before the
council, and how that they were conie thither with
full power to make agreement concerning all controversies betwixt them, they put Alcibiades into
fear : lest, if they should say the same before the
people, the multitude would be drawn unto their
side, and so the Argive league fall off. But Alcibiades deviseth against them this plot. He Alcibiades per.
suadeth the
persuaded the Lacedaemonians not to confess their Lacedemonian
plenary power before the people : and giveth them ;
E;e
his faith, that then Pylus should be rendered, (for people that they
had power to
he said he would persuade the Athenians to it as conclude.
much as he now opposed it), and that the rest of
their differences should be compounded. This he
did to alienate them from Nicias: and that by
accusing them before the people as men that had
no true meaning nor ever spake one and the same
thing, he might bring on the league with the
Argives, Eleians, and Mantineans. And it came
to pass accordingly. For when they came before
the people, and to the question, whether they had

-
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full power of concluding, had, contrary to what
they
had said in council, answered No, the AthenYEAR XII.
~ x . 4 2 0 . ians would no longer endure them ; but gave ear
OL.89.4.
Alcihiades in- to Alcibiades, that exclaimed against the Laced=veigheth against
the Lacedremon. monians far more now than ever : and mere ready
isas.
then presently to have the Argives and those others
with them brought in, and to make the league:
but an earthquake happening before anything was
concluded, the assembly was adjourned.
Niciasendes46. In the next day's meeting, Nicias, though
voiireth to have
the peace BO on the Lacedzemonians had been abused, and he himwith
dremonians.
the Lace self also deceived, touching their coming with full
power to conclude; yet he persisted to affirm,
that it was their best course to be friends with the
Lacedaemonians, and to defer the Argives' business
till they had sent to the Lacedaemonians again to
be assured of their intention : saying, that it was
honour unto themselves, and dishonour to the
Lacedaemonians to have the war put off. For, for
themselves, being in estate of prosperity, it wits
best to preserve their good fortune as long as they
might : whereas to the other side, who were in
evil estate, it should be in place of gain to put
Niciasissent
things as soon as they could to the hazard. So he
ambassador to
Lacedemon to persuaded them to send ambassadors, whereof himget satisfaction
about perfom- self was one: to require the Lacedaemonians, if they
ante ofthe
meant sincerely, to render Panactum standing,
articles.
and also Amphipolis ; and if the Bceotians would
not accept of the peace, then to undo their league
with them ; according to the article, that the one
should not make league with any without the consent of the other. They willed him to say further;
" that they themselves also, if they had had the
will to do wrong, had ere this made a league with
V.
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the Argives, who were present then at Athens for
v.
the same purpose.” And whatsoever they had to
accuse the Lacedtemonians of besides, they in- *.C*20.
OL.89.4.
structed Nicias in it : and sent him and the other
his fellow-ambassadors away. When they were
arrived, and had delivered what they had in charge,
and this last of all; “ t h a t the Athenians would
make league with the Argives, unless the Lacedaemonians would renounce their league with the
Beotians, if the Bceotians accepted not the peace” :
the Lacedsemonians denied to renounce their league
with the Bceotians ; for Xenares the ephore, and
the rest of that faction, carried i t : but at the
request of Nicias they renewed their former oath’.
For Nicias was afraid he should return with nothing
done, and be carped at (as after also it fell out) as
author of the Lacedsemonian peace.
At his return, when the Athenians understood
that nothing was effected at Lacedaemon, they
grew presently irito choler : and apprehending
injury, (the Argives and their confederates being
there present, brought in by Alcibiades), they made
a peace and a league with them in these words :
47. “ The Athenians and Argives and MantiARTICLES
OF T A F FACUE
neans and Eleians, for themselves and for the BETWEEN T N E
confederates commanded by every of them, have ;EE;;;;”,”;”
made an accord2 for one hundred years, without
fraud or damage, both by sea and land. It shall
not be lawful for the Argives nor Eleians nor Mantineans, nor their confederates, to bear arms against
I

[That is, they ratified afresh lution of that with the Athenians.]
the existing treaty : thereby inti2 [,‘ A peace”. This relates only
mating that the Bceotian alliance to forbearing to attack each other:
was not to he considered as a disso- the alliance follows below.]
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the Athenians,-or the confederates under the command of the Athenians, or1 their confederates, by
YEAR XIT.
A . c . ~ o . any fraud or machination whatsoever.
01.89.4.
Theafiiolei of
" And the Athenians, Argiees, and2 Mantineans,
the league
have
made league with each other for one hundred
between the
Athenians and years on these terms :
the Argives.
" If any enemy shall invade the territory of the
Athenians, then the Argives, Eleians, and Mantineans shall go unto Athens to assist them, according as the Athenians shall send them word to do,
in the best manner they possibly can. But if the
enemy after he have spoiled the territory, shall be
gone back, then their city shall be held as an
enemy to the Argives, Eleians, Mantineans, and
Athenians, and war shall be made against it by all
those cities: and it shall not be lawful for any of
those cities to give over the war, without the consent of all the rest.
"And if an enemy shall invade the territory,
either of the Argives, or of the Eleians, or of the
Mantineans, then the Athenians shall come unto
Argos, Elis, and Mantineia, to assist them, in such
sort as those cities shall send them word to do, in
the best manner they possibly can. But if the
enemy after he hath wasted their territory, shall
be gone back ; then their city shall be held as an
enemy both to the Athenians, and also to the
Argives, Eleians, and Mantineans, and war shall
be made against it by all those cities ; and it shall
not be lawful for any of them to give over the war
vi

e

r'

Nor for the Athenians or machination whatsoever".]
[,' Eleians and Mantineans
their confederates against the Argives or Eleians or Mantineans, or have made a defensive ulliance with
their confederates, by any fraud or each other" &c.]
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against that city, without the consent of all the
v.
rest.
YEAR XII.
A.CMO.
6‘ There shall no armed men be suffered to pass
OL 89.4.
through the dominions either of themselves, or of The articlesof
the league
any the confederates under their several commands3 between the
to’ make war in any place whatsoever, unless by e;$;e;;d
the suffrage of all the cities, Athens, Argos, Elis,
and Mantineia, their passage be allowed.
cr To such as come to assist any of the other
cities, that city which sendeth them, shall give
maintenance for thirty days after they shall arrive
in the city that sent for them ; and the like at their
going away : but if they will use the army for a
.
longer time, then the city that sent for them shall
find them maintenance, at the rate of three oboles
of Bgina a day for a man of arms’, and of a
drachma of E g i n a for a horseman.
“ The city which sendeth for the aids, shall
have the leading and command of them, whilst the
war is in their own territory : but if it shall seem
good unto these cities to make a war in common,
then all the cities shall equally participate of the
command.
“ The Athenians shall swear unto the articles,
both for themselves and for their confederates :
and the Argives, Eleians, and Mantineans, and the
confederates of these, shall every one swear unto
them city by city. And their oath shall be the
[“Nor by sea, to make war”&c.]
[66 For a man of arms, a lightarmed soldier, and an archer ; and
of a drachme of Bgina” &.--The
Eginetan drachme was equal to
ten Athenian oboli: three Bginetan
oboli, therefore, or half-drachme,
a

w r e equal to five Athenian oboli ;
that is, to not quite sevenpence
English (see i. 96). The Athenian
standard supplanted the Bginetan
from the time of the founding of
Messene and Megalopolis. See
&luell. iii. 10.1

V.

YEAR XII.

A. C. 420.
OL. 89.4.
The articles of
the league
between the
Athenians and
the &gives.
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greatest that by custom of the several cities is
used, and with most perfect hosts', and in these
words: I wilt? stand to this league according to
the articZes thereof, justly, innocently, and sincerely, and not transgress the same by any art or
machination whatsoever.
"This oath shall be taken at Athens by the
senate and the officers of the commons2; and administered by the Prytanes. At Argos it shall be
taken by the senate and the council of eighty, and
by the Artynix ; and administered by the council
of eighty. A t Maritineia it shall be taken by the
procurators of the people3, and by the senate, and
by the rest of the magistrates ; and administered by
the theori and by the tribunes of the soldiers. At
Elis it shall be taken by the procurators of the
people, and by the officers of the treasury4, and
by the council of six hundred ; and administered
1 c" With victims full-grown" :
not the young of their several kinds:
hostice majores, and not hostice lactantes. Am.]
The home magistrates": that
is, the prytanes,archons, secretaries,
and other high officers, as opposed
to the strategi. Goel1.-Of
the
'' council", and of " the eighty" of
Argos we are entirely ignorant.
The A r t p a must be an ancient
office, and older at least than the
abolition of the monarchy, that is,
than the Persian war : for the same
office existed in their ancient colony, Epidaurus, whose constitution resembled that of Argos only
in the more ancient period. I t s
origin may have been a division of

the regal authority into civil and
military functions. Muell. iii. 8.1
3 [oi Gqpiot~pyoi:
magistrates
not uncommon in Peloponnesus.
Amongst the Achaeans a t least,
their chief duty was to transact
business with the people : which
makes it possible that a t Argos they
were identical with the leaders of
thepeople. Muell. iii. 8.-The theori
were a sacred college whose functions were perpetual, like the college of pontifices and augurs at
Rome. Am.]
[oi 7dl rLXq E " X O Y T F ~ : not simply
magistrates, but some particular
body of men exercising sovereign
authority. Goell. A body like the
original senate at Rome. Am.]
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by the procurators of the people, and by the keepers
V.
CJ-?
of the law.
YXAR XII.
A.C.420.
‘6 This oath shall be renewed by the Athenians,
0L. 89.4.
who shall go to Elis, and to Mantineia, and to Thearticlesof
the league
Argos, thirty days before the Olympian games ;between the
and
and by the Argives, Eleians, and Mantineans, who Athenians
the Argives.
shall come to Athens, ten days before the Panathenaean holydays’.
“ The articles of this league and peace and the
oath shall be inscribed in a pillar of stone by the
Athenians in the citadel: by the Argives in their
market-place within the precincts of the temple of
Apollo : and by the Mantineans in their marketplace within the precinct of the temple of Jupiter.
And at the Olympian games now at hand, there
shall be jointly erected by them all, a brazen pillar
in Olympia [with the same inscription].
‘‘ If it shall seem good to any of these cities to
add anything to these articles ; whatsoever shall
be determined by them all in common council, the
same shall stand good.”
48. Thus was the league and the peace concluded: and that which was made before between
the Lacedaemonians and the Athenians, was notwithstanding by neither side renounced. But the The Corinthians
still refuse the
Corinthians, although they were the confederates peace with
Athens, and inof the Argives, yet would they not enter into this clineagain
.
to the
league : nay, though there were made a league Lacedemonians.
before this between [them and] the Argives,
Eleians, and Mantineans, that where one, there all,
should have war or peace, yet they refused to swear
[The great Panathensan holi- piadum, inde ab Hecatombreonis
days. “ Panathensa Magna quarto dievicessimooctavocelebrabantur”.
quoque anno, et tertio quovis Olym- Goeller.]
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v.

to it; but said that their league defensive was
enough, whereby they were bound to defend each
YEAR XII.
~ c . 4 2 0 . other, but not to take part one with another in
OL. 89.4.
invading. So the Corinthians fell off from their
confederates, and inclined again to the Lacedzemonian s.
The Olylnpian
49. This summer were celebrated the Olympian
games.
; in which Androsthenes, an Arcadian, was
games
0~.90.].
the first victor in the exercise called Pancratium’.
TheLaced~mon-And the Lacedaemonians were by the Eleians proisus forbidden
the exercises: hibited the temple there ; so as they might
- neither
and why.
sacrifice, nor contend for the prizes amongst the
rest : for that they had not paid the fine set upon
them, according to an Olympic law, by the Eleians;
that laid to their charge, that they had put soldiers
into the fort of Phyrcon, and into Lepreum, in the
time of the Olympic truce2. The fine amounted unto
Pancvatium consisted of wrestling and fighting with fists.
According to the Olympic
law”:-“ That they had borne arms
against the fort of Pliyrcon, and put
their soldiers into Leyreum in the
timeoftheOlympic truce”.-Sparta
in conjunction with the Eleians and
Btolians were the authors of the
bcaxrtpla, or Peloponnesian armistice. The same dhvpxtaxai axovsai
put a stop to warfare for a Eufficient
period, t o enable the spectators to
go and return from the festival in
safety : and during this period the
territory of Elis was of course regarded as inviolable, and no armed
force could traverse it without incurring the penalties of sacrilege.
The Eleians sent round to the different states the aaov8o#+or, trucebearers,of Jupiter : who proclaimed

r‘

the armistice, first to their own
countrymen, and then to the other
Peloponnesian states : after which
no army could invadeanother’s territory. The fine here imposed is the
same as that required a t this time
for the ransom of prisoners of war:
whence it is evident that the transgressors of the truce were considered as becoming slaves of the
god, and required to be ransomed
from him. The fine was divided
between the Eleians and the temple
of Olympia. By these and similar
laws wat‘ the armistice protected,
which was intended not merely t o
secure the celebration of the games
from disturbance, but to effect a
peaceable meeting of the Peloponnesians, and give occasion to the
settling of disputes and conclusion
of alliances. Apollo, thc Doric god,
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two thousand minae, which was two minz for every
V.
man of arms, according to the law. But the Lacedaemonians, by their ambassadors which they sent A.C.420.
OL.90.2.
thither, made answer, that they had been unjustly Contention bethe Lacecondemned ; alleging that the truce v a s not pub- tween
daemonianstu,d
Eleians before
lished in Lacedaemon wheu their soldiers were the Grecians at
sent out. To this the Eleians said again, that the OlSmpia,about
a mulct set upon
truce was already begun amongst themselves ; viho tlie Lacedaemonby the Eleiused to publish it first in their own dominion : and ians
ans,for brealung
thereupon, whilst they lay still and expected no
such matter, as in time of truce, the Lacedaemonians did them the injury unawares. The Lacedaemonians hereunto replied, that it was not necessary
to proceed to the publishing of the truce in Lacedzmon at all, if they thought themselves wronged
already : but rather, if they thought themselves
not wronged yet, then to do it by way of prevention, that they should not arm against them afterwards’. The Eleians stood stiffly in their first
argument, that they would never be persuaded but
injury had been done them : but were nevertheless
contented, if they would render Lepreum, both to
remit their own part of the money, and also to pay
that part for them which was due unto the god.
50. When this would not be agreed unto, they
then required this: not that they should render

:;?

~

was at this time regarded as the
protector of the sacred armistice.
Thirl. ch. x: Muell. i. 7. I t does
not however appear, that the nonpayment of the fine moved either
the Eleians or the Delphians to
claim the Lacedemonians as slaves
of the god. The important influence of the Delphic oracle on these
games is said to have occasioned the

time of their celebration to be regulated by the Pythian cycle of eight
years.]
pcB u t considering a t the time
that they (the Lacedemonians) had
done them no wrong, they (the Eleians) afterwards announced to them
the truce : and after that, they (the
Lacedemonians) nowhere borearms
against them”. Goell.]
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Lepreum, unless they would ; but that then they
should come to the altar of Jupiter Olympian,
*.C.420.
seeing
they desired to have free use of the temple,
OL 90.1.
and there before the Grecians to take an oath to
pay the fine a t least hereafter. But when the
LacedEmonians refused that also, they were excluded the temple, the sacrifices, and the games ;
and sacrificed at home: but the rest of the Grecians,
except the Lepreates, were all admitted to be spectators. Nevertheless, the Eleians fearing lest they
would come and sacrifice there by force, kept a
guard there of their youngest men in arms: to
whom were added Argives and Mantineans, of
either city one thousand, and certain Athenian
horsemen, who were then at Argos waiting the
celebration of the feast. For a great fear possessed all the assembly, lest the LacedEmonians
Lichas a Lace should come upon them with an army : and the
damonian whip.
peduponthe
rather, because Lichas the son of Arcesilaus, a
O1yrnpic
LacedEmonian, had been whipped by the serjeants
upon the race: for that when his chariot had
gotten the prize, after proclamation made that the
chariot of the Bmotian state had won it, (because
he himself was not admitted to run’), he came
v.

[The Lacedaemonians being
excluded from the games, Lichas
had entered his chariot in the name
of the Baeotian people instead of
his own. H e appears again hereafter in viii. 43,84.-From the frequency with which he introduces
the subject, Thucydides seems to
have duly appreciated, what he did
not live to know by experience, the
value of the Spartan professions of
“ making a war for the liberty of

Greece”. Nothing was so much
coveted by the Spartans as an excuse for giving effect to their leading maxim of dividing, in order to
render powerless, the Peloponnesian
states : and this unwise provocation
was not forgotten when the Spartans
found their hands free from the
occupation of this war. Three years
had not elapsed from that time,
when Elis was required by the
“ deliverers of Greece” to aeknow-
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forth into the race and crowned his charioteer, to
make it known that the chariot was his own. This
added much unto their fear, and they verily expected some accident to follow. Nevertheless the
LacedEmonians stirred not : and the feast passed
over.
After the Olympian games, the Argives and their
confederates went to Corinth, to get the Corinthians
into their league. And the LacedEmonian ambassadors chanced to be there also: and after much
conference, and nothing concluded, upon occasion
of an earthquake they brake off the conference, and
ledge the independence of her subject towns : and on her refusal, the
allies of Sparta were summoned to
invade and ravage her territory.
The Arcadians and Achaians in
particular were attracted by the
scent of the rich booty: and the
campaign is said to have spread
abundance over the rest of Peloponnesus. I n the end her walls
were demolished, her subject towns
made independent, and she herself
reduced to the state of a dependent
ally of Sparta. The next was a
more decided step. The peace of
Antalcidas, the main feature in
which was the guarantee of the independence of all the Greek states,
had received the assent of Sparta in
the expectation that the oligarchy
would be found powerful enough to
get the upper hand in all the Peloponnesian states. B u t finding that
she had miscalculated, in direct
violation of that treaty she called on
Manteneia (385) to throw down her
walls: in other words, to place
herself a t the mercy of Sparta. The

refusal to obey was followed by the
demolition of the city, and the distribution of theinhabitants amongst
the five hamlets out of which it tias
originally formed. Phlius, by a
timely compliance, saved herself
from a similar fate. After these
acts, which were discountenanced
by both her allies, Corinth and
Thebes, it will excite no surprise to
see Sparta seize and occupy, in
time of peace, the Cadmeia of
Thebes. All this, however, might
have been pardonable, and as the
first necessary step towards the
establishment of a government of
Peloponnesus, even justifiable, had
the Spartans a t the same time
shown any signs of a capacity for
effecting that object. B u t the example of Heracleia (see ch. 52, and
iii. 93) and the countenance given
by her to all the worst acts of the
30 tyrants in Athens, are amongst
the manifold proofs that thepvernment of others was a business with
which the Spartans had very little
acquaintance.]

v.

~C.420.

oL.90.1.

V.

YEAR XIL

A.c.~~o.

OL. 90.1.
The twelfth
8UmmW.

YEAR XIII.

A.C.419.
OL90.1.
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returned every one to his own city. And so this
summer ended.
51. The next winter, the men of Heracleia in
Trachinia fought a battle against the Bnianians,
Dolopians, Melians, and certain Thessalians. For
the neighbour cities were enemies t o this city, as
built to the prejudice only of them; and both
opposed the same from the time it was first founded,
aiinoying it what they could ; and also in this
battle overcame them, and slew Xenares a Lacedzemonian, their commander, with some others,
Heracleots. Thus ended this winter, and the
twelfth year of this war.
52. In the very beginning of the next summer,
the Bceotians took Heracleia, miserably afflicted ’,
into their own hands, and put Hegesippidas, a
Lacedaemonian, out of it for his evil government.
They took it, because they feared, lest whilst the
LacedEmonians were troubled about Peloponnesus,
it should have been taken in by the Athenians.
Nevertheless the Lacedzmonians were offended
with them for doing it. The same summer Alcibiades the son of Clinias, being general of the
Athenians, by the practice2 of the Argives and
their confederates, went into Peloponnesus, and
having with him a few men at arms and archers of
Athens, and some of the confederates which he
took up there, as he passed through the country
with his army, both ordered such affairs by the
way concerning the league as was fit ; and coming
to the Patreans, persuaded them to bnild their
1 [,,Grievously infested after the Lacedremonian”.]
a [,With the co-oper&~ii”.]
late battle”.--“ Hegesippidas the
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walls down to the sea-side, and purposed to raise
another wall himself towards Rhium in Achaia. YEAR XIII.
But the Corinthians, Sicyonians, and such others A.c.~.
OL. 80.1.
as this wall would have prejudiced, came forth and
hindered him.
53. The same summer fell out a war between Warbetweenthe
Epidaurians and
the Epidaurians and the Argives ; the pretext Argipea,
thereof was about a beast for sacrifice, which the
Epidaurians ought to have sent in consideration of
their pastures to Apollo Pythius, and had not done
it : the Argives being the principal owners of the
temple’. But Alcibiades aad the Argives had
indeed determined to take in the city, though
without pretence at all ; both that the Corinthians
might not stir, and also that they might bring the
Athenian succours from LEgina into those parts, a
nearer way than by compassing the promontory of
Scyllmm. And therefore the Argives prepared,
as of themselves, to exact the sacrifice by invasion.
54. About the same time also the Lacedaemonians, with their whole forces, came forth as far as
[Epidaurus, Trcezen, B g i n a ,
and other towns, received their
share of Doric inhabitants either
mediately or immediately from Argos : but she having lost her power
over the towns of Argolis, certain
obligations on the part of those
cities towards Argos belonging to
early times, became at a later period mere forms. Such was the
obligation of the Epidanrians to
send sacrifices to the temple of
Apollo Pythzeus : a temple erected
on the ascent to the Larissa of Argas, probably soon after the Dorian
invasion, to the natioiial deity who
had led them into the country, and

VOL. 1x4

common to all the surrounding
district, though belonging more
particularly to the Argives. The
Dryopians, in their character of
Craugallidx? (see iv. 54, note) had
erected temples to the same god at
Asine in acknowledgment of a
similar dependence : of which one
only was spared by the Argives,
when they destroyed that town.
Muell. i. 5 . Which of the above
two temples is meant by Thucydides, is disputed : Arnold understands that at Argos, Valcknaer and
others that at Asine.-Of the word
porapiwv, “ in consideration of their
pastures”, no explanqtion is given.]
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Leuctra, in the confines of their own territory towards LycEeum, under the conduct of Agis, the son
YEAR XIXI.
~ . ~ . 4 1 9 . of Archidamus, their king.
No man knew against
OL. 90.1.
what place they intended the war; no not the
cities themselves, out of which they were levied’.
But when in the sacrifices which they made for
their passage the tokens observed were unlucky,
they went home again; and sent word about to
their confederates, (being now the month Carneius), to prepare themselves after the next feast of
the new moon, (kept by the Dorians), to be again
upon their march. The Argives, who set forth the
twenty-sixth day of the month before Carneius,
though they celebrated the same day, yet all the
time they continued invading and wasting Epidauria2. And the Epidaurians called in their conV.

1 (This is an exception to the general ruleof the Peloponnesianconfederacy, that the object for which
the allies were summoned, should
be publicly declared : a rule of
some moment for the independence
of the less important members.
Another example of the same exception is seen in the invasion of
Altica bycleomenes: Herod. v.74.1
a [,‘ And sent word about to their
allies, to be prepared to march after
the next month, which was the
month Carneiusand a festival with
the Dorians. Upon their retreat,
the Argives setting out on the
fourth day before the end of the
month next to the month Carneius,
and marching the whole of that dap,
crossed the frontiers of the Epidaurians and began wasting their ternto1-g”. Bekk. Am.-“ And marching that day, invaded the Epidau-

rian territory and wasted it the
whole time (till the Carneian holidays)”. Goell.-The Hyacinthia
and Carneia were festivals in consecutive months in honour of Apollo
of Amycla: : the latter a warlike
festival, lasting nine days, during
which nine tents were pitched near
the city, in each of which lived nine
men in the manner of a military
camp, Muell. ii. 8. I t was nnlawful for the Dorians to bear arms
during this festival : and the Spartans made it their excuse for leaving the Athenians, when they
applied to them for aid, to fight the
battle of Marathon single-handed:
see Herod. vi. 106, 120.-Arnold
supports his reading, by supposing
that the Gca@arfipLa,the passage of
the frontiers, was the only object of
the Argives: that, that effected,they
might ravage the territory unmo-
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federates to help them: whereof some excused
v,
themselves upon the quality of the month; and YEAR XIII.
others came but to the confines of Epidauria, and A . C . ~ I Q .
OL.90.1.
there stayed.
5 5 . Whilst the Argives were in Epidauria, the AC.419.
ambassadors of divers cities, solicited by the
Athenians, met together at Mantineia, where in a meetabout
peace,
bot cmnotagree.
conference amongst them Euphamidas of Corinth
said: ‘‘ that their actions agreed not with their
words ; forasmuch as whilst they were sitting there
to treat of a peace, the Epidaurians with their
confederates and the Argives stood armed, in the
meantime, against each other in order of battle :
that it was therefore fit, that somebody should go
first unto the armies from either side and dissolve
them ; and then come again and dispute of peace”.
This advice being approved, they departed, and
withdrew the Argives from Epidauria. And meeting afterwards again in the same place, they could
not for .all that agree: and the Argives again
invaded and wasted Epidauria.
The Lacedmnonians also drew forth their army
against Caryae : but then again their sacrifice for
passage being not to their mind, they returned.
And the Argives, when they had spoiled about the
third part of Epidauria, went home likewise. They
had the assistance of one thousand men of arms of
Athens, and Alcibiades their commander : but
these hearing that the Lacedaemonians were in the
field2, and seeing now there was no longer need of The end of the
thirteenth
them, departed. And so ended this summer.
summer.

’,

lested, whilst the allies of the Epi1 [,, That some one from either
daurians were prevented by the aide should go” &c.]
festival from crossing the frontiers
[ & 5 p U r E 6 U h : “had mdedtheir
to help them.]
expedition” : Haack. Popp. Bred.
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56. The next winter the Lacedsemonians, unknown to the Athenians, put three hundred garrison
PEAR XIII.
~ . ~ . 4 1 9 . 8 soldiers
.
under the command of Agesippidas into
or, 90.2.
TheArgivesac. Epidaurus by sea.
For which cause the Argives
knowledge the
sea , their own came and expostulated with the Athenians, that
coast tobeofthe whereas it was written in the articles of the league,
dominion of
Athens.
that no enemy should be suffered to pass through
either of their dominions, yet had they suffered the
Lacedemonians to pass by sea : and said they had
wrong, unless the Athenians would again put the
Messenians and Helotes into Pylus against the
Lacedsemonians. Hereupon the Athenians, at the
persuasion of Alcibiades, wrote upon the Laconian
pillar l, [under the inscription of the peace], that
the Lacedsemonians had violated their oath : and
they drew the Helotes out of Cranii, and put them
again into Pylus, to infest the territory with driving
off booties ; but did no more.
All this winter, though there was war between
the Argives and Epidaurians, yet was there no set
battle : but only ambushes and skirmishes, wherein
were slain on both sides such as it chanced. But
A . C . ~ I S . in the end of winter, and the spring now at hand,
OL.90.2.
the Argives came to Epidaurus with ladders, as
destitute of men by reason of the war’, thinking to
V.

Am. : the same word being used in
the first part of the sentence in the
sense of “ drew forth their army”.
Goeller, by an alteration of the text
and punctuation, makes the sense
as follows: “ T h e Athenians &c.,
hearing that the Lacedaemonians
were in the field, came to help with
a thousand men &c.: and when
they were no longer wanted, went
home”.]
* Which was erected for the

articles of the peace to be written
in. p h e writing upon this pillar
that $he Lacedaemonians had violated their oaths, was a step short
of declaring the treaty to be at an
end : which would have been done
by destroying the pillar. Am.]
[That is, expecting that the
Epidaurians would be abroad, defending their territory against the
plundering warfare of the Argives.
Arnold.]
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have won it by assault : but returned again with
v.
their labour lost. And so ended this winter ; and YEAR XIII.
A.C.418.
the thirteenth year of this war.
OL.90 2.
57. In the middle of the next summer, the La- Y&IR xIv.
cedaemonians seeing that the Epidaurians their A. c. 418.
OL.90.2.3.
confederates were tired, and that of the rest of the Preparation of
the Lacedemoncities of Peloponnesus, some had already revolted 3 ions against
and others were but in evil terms ; and apprehend- *Igos.
ing that if they’ prevented it not, the mischief
would spread still further : put themselves into the
field with all their own forces, both of themselves
and their Helotes, to make war against Argos,
under the conduct of Agis, the son of Archidamus,
their king. The Tegeats went also with them, and
of the rest of Arcadia all that were in the Lacedaemonian league. But the rest of their confederates, both within Peloponnesus and without, were
to meet2 together at Phlius : that is to say, of the
Bceotians five thousand men of arms and as many
light-armed, five hundred horse, and to every
horseman another man on foot3, [which holding
the horse’s mane ran by with equal speed] : of
Corinthians two thousand men of arms, and of
the rest more or less as they were : but the Phliasians, because the army was assembled in their
own territory, put forth their whole power.
58. The Argives, having had notice both formerly of the preparation of the Lacedaemonians,
and afterward of their marching on to join with
p‘ If they quickly” &C.]

armed men,who sometimesmounted
met together”.]
behind, sometimes vaulted off ra[,‘ Five hundred horsemen, and pidly, and were thus doubly foras many hamippi”. The Boeotian midable. Muell. iii. 12.]
cavalry were accompanied by light[,‘ Both at firut’’.]

’ [,‘Were
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the rest at Phlius, brought their army likewise
into the field. They had with them the aids of the
YEAR XIV.
A. c. 418. Mantineans and their confederates, and three
oL.90.
a. s.
thousand men of arms of the Eleians: arid marching
forward, met the Lacedsemonians at Methydrium,
a town of Arcadia, each side seizing on a hill.
And the Argives prepared to give battle to the
But
TheLaced=mon- Lacedzemonians, whilst they were single.
ians and their
confederates
Agis, dislodging his army by night, marched 0x1
meet at Phlius.
t o Phlius to the rest of the confederates, unseen.
The Argives go Upon knowledge hereof, the Argives betimes in the
to meet them at
the forestof
morning retired first to Argos, and afterwards to
Nemea
the forest of Nemea’, by which they thought the
Lacedaemonians and their confederates would fall in.
TheLacedremon- But Agis came not the way which they expected :
ians come into
the plains before but with the LacedEmonians, Arcadians, and EpiArgos.
daurians, whom he acquainted with his purpose,
took another more difficult way to pass, and came
down into the Argive plains, The Corinthians
also, and Pellenians and Phliasians, marched another troublesome wayz. [Only] the Beotians,
Megareans, and Sicyonians were appointed to
come down by the way of the forest of Nemea3, in
which the Argives were encamped; to the end
that if the Argives should turn head against the
Lacedsemonians, these might set upon them at the
back with their horse. Thus ordered, Agis entered
into the plains, and spoiled Saminthus and some
other towns thereabouts. 59. Which when the
Argives understood, they came out of the forest4
V.

r‘

* To the road throughNemea:
By another by-road over the
by which they thought the Lacedse- mountains”. Muell.]
monians &c. would fall in (to the
[,‘ By the road to Nemea”.]
plain of Argus)”.]
[,,Out of Nemea”.]
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somewhat after break of day to oppose them ; and
V.
lighting among the Phliasians and Corinthians, slew Y E U XIV.
some few of the Phliasians, but had more slain of A. c. 418.
OL.90.2.8.
their own by the Corinthians, though not many.
The Bceotians, Megareans, and Sicyonians, marched
forward’ towards Nemea, and found that the Argives
were departed : for when they came down and saw
their country wasted, they put themselves into
order of battle. And the Lacedaemonians on the The Argives
enclosedbetween
other side did the same; and the Argives stood the LacedremonB ~ oand
t i a nthe
s:
intercepted in the rniddest of their enemies. For ians
in the plain between them and the city, stood the monians
andtheLacedreenLacedaemonians and those with them; above them, closed between
army of the
were the Corinthians, Phliasians, and Pellenians the
Argivesandtheir
and towards Nemea, were the Bceotians, Sicyon- city.
ians, and Megareans. And horsemen they had
none: for the Athenians alone of all their confederates were not yet come.
Now the generality of the army of the Argives
and their confederates did not think the danger
present so great as indeed it was ; but rather that
the advantage in the battle would be their own :
and that the Lacedzmonians were intercepted, not
only in the Argives’ territory, but also hard by the
city. But two men of Argos, Thrasyllus, one of Propositions or
made by
the five commanders of the army, and Alciphron, peace
two private men
entertainer2 of the Lacedaemonians, when the Of
armies were even ready to join, went unto Agis,
and dealt with him to have the battle put off:
forasmuch as the Argives were content and ready
both to propound and accept of equal arbitrators,
in whatsoever the Lacedaemonians should charge
9

’ [,,AS they had been ordered”.]

2

[ a p & v o ~ : see

iii. 70, note.]
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them withal ; and in the meantime to have peace
YEAR XIV.
with them solemnly confirmed.
A. c. 41s.
60. This these Argives said of themselves, withOL. 90.2.3.
and acceptedby out the command of the generality.
And Agis, of
Agis, without the
howledge ofthe himself likewise, accepting their proposition withrest of the com- out deliberation had with the major part, and
manders.
having communicated it only to some one or more
of those that had charge in the army1, made truce
with them for four months ; in which space they
were to perform the things agreed upon betwixt
~ g withdrawi ~
them : and then presently he withdrew his army
eth hisarmy,and
is censuredforit without giving account to any of the rest of the
rates.
by
the confed& league why he did so.
The Lacedzmonians and
the confederates followed Agis, according to the
law’, as being their general; but among themselves taxed him exceedingly : for that having a
very fair occasion of battle, the Argives being
inclosed on all sides both by their horse and foot,
he yet went his way doing nothing worthy the
great preparation they had made. For this was,
in very truth, the fairest army that ever the Grecians had in the field unto this day. But it was
most to be seen, when they were all together in the
forest of Nemea3: where the Lacedzemonians were
V.

[The escort of the king was
called by the name of darnosia, and
consisted of his tent-comrades : to
which belonged the Polemarchs, the
Pythians, the three Gpotoi and the
two ephors who attended the king
on all expeditions. Muell. iii. 12.1
[As soon as the king had assumed the command of the army,
and had crossed the boundaries, he
became, by ancient custom, general
with unlimited command. H e had

.

authority to dispatch and assemble
armies, and to lead and encamp the
army according to his own judgment. Any person who dared to
resist him, was outlawed : and he
had power of life and death, and
could execute without trial. Muell.
iii. 6.1
[And it was best seen whilst it
was yet all together in Nemea”. It
is probable that the Lacedzemonians
and their allies on their return took
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with their whole forces, besides the Arcadians,
v.
Bmotians, Corinthians, Sicyonians, Pellenians, PEAR XIY.
Phliasians, and Megareans ; and these all chosen A. c. 41s.
or..90.2.3.
men of their several cities, and such as were
thought a match, not only for the league of the
Argives, but for such another added to it. The
army thus’ offended with Agis, departed; and were
dissolved every man to his home.
The Argives were much more offended with
those of their city, which without the consent of the
multitude had made the truce: they also supposing,
that the Lacedzemonians had escaped their hands
in such an advantage as they never had the like
before ; in that the battle was to have been fought
under the city Falls, and with the assistance of
h
many and good confederates. And in their return ~
, punished for
they began to stone Thrasyllus at the Charadrum propounding the
the place where the soldiers, before they enter into peace.
the city from warfare, use to have their military
causes heard’. But he flying to the altar saved himself: nevertheless they confiscated his goods.
61. After this, the Athenians coming in with the The Athenians
instigate the
aid of one thousand men of arms and three hun- A ~ to break
@
~
dred horse under the conduct of Laches and Nicos- the truce*
tratus, the Argives (for they were afraid for all this
to break the truce with the Lacedzemonians) willed
them to be gone again: and when they desired to
the road through Nemea to Phlius,
being the easiest route : they could
not otherwise have been all together
at Nemea. Schol.]
[,‘ Thus the army, offended
with Agis, retreated” &c. Bekker.]
In the bed of the Charadrus:
the place the soldiers use, before

’

r‘

entering the city, to have their
causes (Cid arparsiq) that have
arisen out of the campaign heard”.
Goell. The military courts were
held without the city : because
within the walls, the ordinary law
would have resumed its authority
and its usual forms. Am.]

~

~

~
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v.

treat, would not present them to the people till
YEAR XlV.
such time as the Mantineans and Eleians, who were
A.C.418.
not yet gone, forced them unto it by their imporOL 90.3.
tunity. Then the Athenians, in the presence of
Alcibiades that was ambassador there, spake unto
the Argives and their confederates ; saying ‘‘that
the truce was unduly made without the assent of
the rest of their confederates, and that now (for
they were come time enough) they ought to fall
The Ar@ves
again to the war” : and did by their words so prebreak the truce,
vail with the confederates, that they all, save the
andbesiege
Orchomeniis.
Argives, presently marched against Orchomenus of
Arcadia. And these, though satisfied, stayed behind at first’, but afterwards they also went; and
sitting down before Orchomenus, jointly2 besieged
and assaulted the same ; desiring to take it in as
well for other causes, as chieflyfor that the hostages
which the Arcadians had given to the Lacedsemonians were there in custody. The Orchomenians,
Orcl1ornenus
yielded.
fearing the weakness of their walls, and the greatness of the army, and lest they should perish before
any relief could arrive, yielded up the town on
conditions : ‘‘ to be received into the league, give
hostages for themselves, and to surrender the
hostages held there by the Lacedzmonians into the
hands of the Mantineans”. 62.The confederates
after this, having gotten Orchomenus, sat in council
about what town they should proceed against next.
The Eleians gave advice to go against Lepreum:
nle~~~i~~~~~ but the Mantineans against Tegea3. And the
next against
1 p‘ And these prevailed with
also, yet staid” &c. Goell.]
2 [,‘ They a l l ” : all the allies.]
[Tegea and Mantineia, the two

principal towns of Arcadia, were
connected by their position, the
former with Sparta, the latter with
Argos, which supplied occasion for
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Argives and Athenians concurred in opinion with
v.
the Mantineans. But the Eleians, taking it in evil YEAR XIY.
part that they did not decree to go against Lepreum, A . c . ~ .
OL. 90.3.
went home. But the rest prepared themselves at T e p a : which
displeaseth the
nlantineia to go against Tegea, which also some Eleians, and
within had a purpose to put into their hands.
they go home,
6 3 . The Lacedzemonians, after their return from Th&ce&mon.
ians question
Argos with their four months' truce, severely ques- their king for
the
tioned Agis, for that upon so fair an opportunity as suffering
Argives to go off
they never had before, he subdued not Argos to the unfoughten.
state : for so many and so good confederates would
hardly be gotten together again at one time. But
when also the news came of the taking of Orchomenus, then was their indignation much greater :
and they presently resolved, contrary to their own
custom, in their passion, to raze his house, and fine
him in the sum of ten thousand drachmes *. But he
besought them that they would do neither of these
things yet: and promised that, leading out the
army again, he would by some valiant action cancel
those accusations ; or, if not, they might proceed
afterwards to do with him whatsoever they thought
good. So they forbore both the fine and the razing
of his house : but made a decree for that present,
such as had never been before: that ten Spartans
should be elected and joined with him as councillors, without whom it should not be lawful for
him to lead the army into the field'.
interminable feuds between them :
and these feuds were heightened by
the circumstance that the contigoous plains, which formed the main
part of their territories,wereliable to bemuchdamagedbythe watersfrom
their mountains, which might easily
be turned towardeitherside. Thirl.]

1 [ ~ B K C I p p i & n : a hundred thousand drachmae: that is,if thesewere,
as supposed by Mueller, Bginetan
drachmae, about 5,7291.3s. 4d.: the
Bginetan drachme being about
thirteen-pence three-farthings. See
ch. 47 and i. 96, note.]
2 E" They made a decree at that
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64. In the meantime came news from their side
inTegea; that, unless they came presently with aid,
YUAR XIV.
A . c . ~ . the Tegeans would revolt to the Argives and their
OL. 90.3.
TheLacedsemon. confederates ; and that they wanted little of being
ians put their
army into
revolted already. Upon this, the Lacedzemonians
field torescue with speed levied all their forces, both of themTegea.
selves and their Helotes, in such number as they
had never done before, and marched unto Oresteium in Mznalia : and appointed the Arcadians,
such as were of their league, to assemble and follow
them at the heels to Tegea. The Lacedaemonians
being come entire to Oresteium, from thence sent
back the sixth part of their army, in which they
put both the youngest and the eldest sort, for the
custody of the city ;and with the rest marched on to
Tegea : and not long after arrived also their confederates of Arcadia. They also sent to Corinth, and
to the Bceotians, Phoceans, and Locrians, to come
with their aids with all speed to Mantineia. But
these had too short a warning ; nor was it easy for
them, unless they came all together and stayed for
one another, to come through the enemy’s country,
which lay between and barred them of passage.
Nevertheless, they made what haste they could.
TheLacedreman- And the Lacedzemonians, taking with them their
iam waste the
krritorg ofMan- Arcadian confederates present, entered into the
tineia.
territory of Mantineia ; and pitching their camp by
the temple of Hercules, wasted the territory about.
65. The Argives and their confederates, as soon
as they came in sight, seized on a certain place
V.

present, such &c. ;for they elected
ten Spartans to be of his council,
without whose” &c. Mueller (iii.
6) considers the law not to have
been passed for that campaign only.
We have already seen instances in

which the Spartan general has been
put under the restraint of a council:
as the case of Alcidas, iii. 69, 76,
79. But in those cases the council
had not an equal voice with the
general.]
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fortified by nature and of hard access, and put
themselves into battle array. And the Lacedemonians marched presently towards them ; and
came up within a stone or a dart’s cast. But then
one of the ancient men of the army cried out unto
Agis, (seeing him to go on’ against a place of that
strength), that he went about to amend one fault
with another : signifying, that he intended to make
amends for his former retreat from Argos, which
he was questioned for, with his now unseasonable
forwardness. But he, whether it were upon that
increpation, or some other sudden apprehension
of his own’, presently withdrew his army before
the fight began ; and marching unto the territory
of Tegea, turned the course of the water into the
territory of Mantineia 3: touching which water,
because into what part soever it had his course it

* p6Seeing that they were marching against” &.]
(Some apprehension of his own
‘‘ different from his original plan”.]
3 [The plain of Mantineia is a
high table-land, considerably above
the level of the valleys on the coast
of Peloponnesus, although surrounded by high mountains with
respect to which it is itself a low
plain. It is so complete a basin,
that the streams which flow into it
froin the mountains have no outlet
but through the mountains themselves : the limestone of the country
aboundsincaverns, and the streams,
sinking into these, appear again a t
a considerable distance in the Valleys at a lower level nearthe Coast,
These swallows, katavothra, are exceedingly numerous in Arcadia :

almost all the streams being, a t
some part of their course, swallowed
up, and reappearing at a greater
or less interval. This plain is so
complete a level, that in some parts
there is not slope enough to carry
off the mountain torrents : and it
would be flooded, but for trenches
made to carry the waters towards
one or other of the katavothra provided by nature for their discharge.
Thus the waters about Mantineia
were, anciently, carried off by the
katavothra a t the southern extremity of the plain, in the territory of
Tegea. R u t Agis, here, turns them
in the opposite direction, towards
Mantineia : where the katavothra
were smaller, and the drainage
consequently would be less easily
effected. Arnold.]

V.

$
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did much harm to the country, the Mantineans
and Tegeans were at wars. Now his drift was, by
YEAR X1V.
A.C.418.
the turning of that water to provoke those Argives
OL. QO. 3.
and their confederates which kept the hill, when
they should hear of it, to come down and oppose
them ; that so they might fight with them in the
plain. And by that time he had stayed about the
water a day, he had diverted the stream. The
Argives and their confederates were at first amazed
at this their sudden retreat from so near them :
and knew not what to make of it. But when
after the retreat they returned no more in sight,
and that they themselves, lying still on the place,
did not pursue them : then began they anew to
accuse their commanders, both for suffering the
Lacedaemonians to depart formerly, when they had
them inclosed at so fair an advantage before Argos;
and now again, for not pursuing them when they
ran away, but giving them leave to save themselves,
and betraying the army. The commanders for the
neArgiTes
come down from
present
were much troubled hereat : but aftertheir advantage
toeekthe
wards they drew down the army from the hill, and
enemy.
coming forth into the plain, encamped as to go
against the enemy. 66. The next day, the Argives
and their confederates put themselves into such
order as, if occasion served’, they meant to fight
i n : and the LacedEmonians returning from the
water to the temple of Hercules, the same place
where they had formerly encamped, perceived the
enemies to be all of them in order of battle hard
by them, come down already from the hill. Certainly the LacedEmonlans were more affrighted
v.

[,‘ If they should light upon hini”.]
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at this time, than ever they had been to their
V.
remembrance before. For the time they had to
prepare themselves, was exceedingly short : and
A.C.418.
OL.90.3.
such was their diligence that every man fell imme- TheLacedsernonians put themdiately into his own rank’, Agis the king command- selveR in order
ing all according to the law. For whilst the king hastily.
hath the army in the field, all things are commanded by him : and he signifieth what is to be
done to the polemarchi, they to the lochagi, these
to the pentecontateres, and these again to the
enomotarchi ; who lastly make it known, every
one to his own enomotia. I n this manner, when
they would have anything to be done, their commands pass through the army, and are quickly
executed. For almost all the LacedEmonian army,
save a very few, are captains of captains2: and the
care of what is to be put in execution lieth upon
many.
67. Now their left wing consisted of the Scirit&,
which amongst the Lacedaemonians have ever alone
that place. Next t o these were placed the Brasideian soldiers lately come out of Thrace, and
with them those that had been newly made free4.
1 [,‘ And straightway they fell of
themselvesrapidly into their ranks”.]
* r A r e commanders of cammanders”. An allusion to the endless gradations of rank in the Lacedsmonian army : whereby almost
every Spartan was in some respect
a commander.]
3 [Originally the Scirite were no
doubt, as they were called, inhabitants of the district Sciritis, on the
confines of Laconia, towards Parrhasia; their rights and duties appear to have been defined by agreement ; their mode of fighting was

also perhaps Arcadian. I n marches
they formed the advanced guard :
in camp they occupied the extreme
place, and in battle the left wing.
Although we have no express statement of their mode of arming, they
can hardly have been heavy-armed
troops : since they were particularly
employed when a rapid change of
position, or a vigorous atlack, such
as storming heights, was required.
They were often a t the post of
greatest danger. They were 600
in this war. Muell. iii. 12.1
[VEO8apddEq: see ch. 34,note.]
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After them in order the rest of the Lacedaemonians,
band after band; and by them Arcadians,
YEAR XIV.
A.C.418.
first
the
Heraeans, after these the Maenalians. ‘In
0~.90.3.
the right wing were the Tegeats, and a few Lacedaemonians in the point of the same wing. And
upon the outside of either wing, the horsemen. So
The order o f t €le stood the Lacedaemonians. Opposite to them, in
battle of the
the right wing stood the Mantineans ; because it
Argives.
was upon their own territory ; and with them such
Arcadians as were of their league. Then the
thousand chosen Argives’, which the city had for
a long time caused to be trained for the wars at
the public charge : and next to them the rest of the
Argives. After these, the Cleona3ans and Orneates,
their confederates. And lastly, the Athenians,
with the horsemen (which were also theirs) had the
left wing. 68. This was the order and preparation
of both the armies. The army of the Lacedzmonians appeared to be the greater. But what the
number was, either of the particulars of either side
or in general, I could not exactly write. For the
number of the Lacedaemonians, agreeable to the
secrecy of that state, was unknown; and of the
V.

[From the time that the Dorian
Argives took in and made citizens
of the periceci of the surrounding
towns, for replenishing their own
numbers (see ch. 28, note), commences an entirely new era in the
constitution of Argos. The newlyadopted citizens appear to have
obtained the full rights of the old :
and the change in her constitution
was no less, than if the whole body
of the Achrean periceci in Laconia
had declared themselves the sovereign power. Democracy had ever

after the upper hand in Argos,
which could not be without the disappearance ofthe Dorian character:
as was seen in the diminution of
their military skill. For this reason
the Argires were reduced to form a
standing army of a thousand citizens of noble extraction, under the
command of generals possessing
great civil power. This body soon
endeavoured to set np an oligarchy:
but the democracy proved to be the
preponderating power. Mueller,
iii. 4. See Hermann, 5 33, 38.1

4
5
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other side, for the ostentation usual with all men
touching the number of themselves, was unbelieved.
Nevertheless, the number of the Lacedaemonians
may be attained by computing thus. Besides the
Sciritae, which were six hundred, there fought in
all seven regiments, in every regiment were four
companies, in each company were four enomotiae',
and of every enomotia there stood in front four :
but they were not ranged all alike in file, but
as the captains of bands thought it necessary;
but the army in general was so ordered, as to be
eight men in depth. Arid the first rank of the
whole, besides the Sciritce, consisted of four hundred arid forty-eight soldiers.
1 [L' I n all seven lochi; in each
lochos four pentecostyes; i n each
pentecostys four enornoti&'.-The
i v w p d a was, as the word shows, a
number of men bound by a common oath: they stood in the deep
phalanx one behind the other, the
enomotarch at the head of the whole
file. B u t here the enomotia appears to have had four files of eight
men each : that is, 32 men in all.
The seven lochi therefore contained
3584 hoplites. To these adding the
300 picked men about the king, the
400 cavalry, and the old men in
reserve by the baggage, perhaps
500, the whole amount would be
4784. A sixth part of the army
having been sent back (ch. 64),the
entire army must have been 5740
men: representing the number of
hoplites, which after all her losses
in the field Sparta herself could at
this time furnish. Fifty years later,
a t the battle of Leuctra, 700 Spartans were all she could bring into

VOL. IX.

the field (see iv. 126, note).-It was
to her hoplites, armed with long
spear, short sword, and a huge
shield hanging from the neck by a
thong and reaching down to the
knee, that her attention was almost
exclusively devoted. It was this
manner of arming that the Achaeans
found themselves unable to cope
with, when the Dorians invaded
Peloponnesus : and to this the Spartans owed their victory over the
naked Persians at Plataea, who, as
Herodotus sags (ix. 62), were not
behind the Spartans in either eourage or strength, but without armour
or military skill could make no impression on the Spartan phalanx.
B u t Iphicrates, the Athenian, discovered the way, by doubling the
length of the spear and sword, and
greatly diminishing the size of the
shield, of rendering the peltcutre
(targetiers) formidable even to the
Spartan hoplites : as they found out
a t the battle of Leuctra.]
0

v,

A.C.418.

OL. 90.3.
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69. Now when they were ready to join, the
commanders made their hortatives, every one to
A.c.418.
those that were under his own command. To
OL.90.3.
Thehortative to the Mantineans it was said, ‘‘ that they were to
theirArgives
the
confedeand fight for their territory, and concerning their
rates.
liberty and servitude ; that the former might not
be taken from them, and that they might not
again taste of the latter.” The Argives were admonished, ‘‘that whereas anciently they had the leading of Peloponnesus 2, and in it an equal share, they
should not nom suffer themselves to be deprived
of it for ever; and that withal, they should now
revenge the many injuries of a city, their neighbour and enemy.” To the Athenians, it was
remembered, “how honourable a thing it would
be for them, in company of so many and good
confederates, to be inferior to none of them ; and
that if they had once vanquished the LacedEmoniaus in Peloponnesus, their own dominion would
become both the more assured, and the larger by
it ; and that no other would invade their territory
hereafter.” Thus much was said to the Argives
TheLacedamon- and their confederates.
But the Lacedzmonians
iaus
one another.
encourage encouraged one another, both of themselves, and
also by the manner of their discipline in the wars3;
V.

YEAR XIV.

’

[(‘And for their dominion or
servitude: that the one, after tasting
of it, might not be taken” &c. See
ch. 28.1
[The Gycpovia refers to the
time of the Pelopidse : and the Dorians here appropriate to themselves
the greatness of the Achaeans of
filycenaj. Am-‘‘ And at one time
an equal share of it”: that is, an
equal share with the Spartans of the

leading (Ijycpovia). Goeller.]
[ I ~ E TTGV
~ T O X E ~ L K O Vv6pwv:
“ with war-songs”. The paan took
its name from that of Apollo : he
was first called sa+v (healer), then
the hymn, and lastly the singers.
I t was originally a song sung after
any deliverance : as after a plague,
or victory. And vdpos was the
strain or musical part of the song.
Muell. ii. 6,8.]
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taking encouragement, being valiant men, by the
commemoration of what they already knew; as
being well acquainted, that a long actual experience conferred more to their safety than any short
verbal exhortation, though never so well delivered.
70. After this followed the battle. The Argives
and their confederates marched to the charge with
great violence and fury. But the Lacedzemonians
slowly and with many flutes, according to their
military discipline ; not as a point of religion, but
that, marching evenly and by measure, their ranks
might not be distracted ; as the greatest’ armies,
when they march in the face of the enemy, use
to be.
71. Whilst they were yet marching up, Agis the
king thought of this course. All armies do thus.
In the conflict they extend their right wing, so as
it cometh in upon the flank of the left wing of the
enemy: and this happeneth, for that every one,
through fear, seeketh all he can to cover his unarmed side with the shield of him that standeth
next to him on his right hand ; conceiving, that to
be so locked together is their best defence. The
beginning hereof, is in the leader of the first file
on the right hand : who ever striving to shift his
unarmed side from the enemy, the rest upon like
fear follow after. And at this time, the Mantineans
in the right wing had far encompassed the Scirita::
and theLacedEmonians on the other side, and the
Tegeats, were come in yet further upon the flank
of the Athenians, by as much as they had the
greater army. Wherefore Agis, fearing lest his
[As

&‘

large” armies &c.]
G 2

V.

YEAR XIY.

A.CAS.
OL.QO. 3.

Thefight.
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left wing should be encompassed, and supposing
the Maritineans to be come in far, signified unto
YEAR XIV.
*.CAS.
the SciritE and Brasideians to draw out part of
OL.QO. 3.
their bands, and therewith to equalise their left
wing to the right wing of the Mantineans’; and
into the void space, he commanded to come up
Hipponoidas and Aristocles, two colonels’, with
their bands out of the right wring, and to fall in
there and make up the breach: conceiving that
more than enough would still be remaining in
their right wing, and that the left wing opposed
to the Mantineans would be the stronger. 7 2 . But
it happened, (for he commanded it in the very
onset and on the sudden), both that Aristocles and
Hipponoidas refused to go to the place commanded ; (for which they were afterwards banished
Sparta, as thought to have disobeyed out of cowardice) ; and that the enemy had in the meantime
also charged: and when those which he commanded to go to the place of the SciritE went not,
they could no more reunite themselves nor close
TheLacedemon. again the empty space3. But the LacedEmonians,
ians have the die.
advantagefor
though they had the worst at this time in every
vantageofvalour
order,
but ad- point for skill, yet in valour they manifestly showed
themselves superior. For after the fight was once
begun, notwithstanding that the right wing of the
Mantineans did put to flight the Sciritz and Brasideians, and that the Mantineans together with
V.

p‘ To make a flank movement
from themselves” (the Lacedsmonians, the centre of the army) “ until
they extended as far as the Mantineans”. The Scirits and N a n tineans were the left and right wing
of each army.]

a p‘ Two polemarchs, with their
lochi out of’ &c.]
C‘ And when upon the lochi
not moving forward, he ordered the
Sciritae to join them (the Lacedaemonians), they too were no longer
able to effect the junction”.]
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their confederates and those thousand chosen men
V.
of Argos, falling upon them in flank by the breach
not yet closed up, killed many of the Lacedaemon- A . c . ~
OL. 90.3.
ians, and put to flight and chased them to their
carriages, slaying also certain of the elder sort left
there for a guard ; so as in this part the Lacedaemonians were overcome : yet with the rest of the
army, and especially the middle battle where Agis
was himself, and those which are called the three
hundred IzorRernen’ about him, they charged upon
the eldest of the Argives, and upon those which
are named the $ue cohorts2, and upon the Cleonzeaiis and Orneates, and certain Athenians arranged
amongst them ; and put them all to flight : in such ians
TheLacedamonhave the
sort as many of them never struck stroke, but as victory,
soon as the Lacedzemonians charged gave ground
presently ; and some for fear to be overtaken3 were
trodden under foot.
7 3 . As soon as the army of the Argives and their
confederates had in this part given ground, they
began also to break on either side. The right
wing of the Lacedzemonians and Tegeats had now
with their surplusage of number hemmed the
Athenians in, so as they had the danger on all
hands ; being within the circle, pent up, and without it, already vanquished4. And they had been
[Inreality,hoplites: seeiv.38,n.]
[It may be supposed that, like
Sparta, Argos contained five quarters, each of which had its own
lochos: but no information about
these five lochi is attainable. Am.]
[,‘ And some, not quick enough
t o escape being overtaken”.]
AS soon as Pzc. they were
e

now broken off on both sides; and
at the same time the right wing of
the Lacedsmonians and Tegeates
with their superior numbers surrounded the Athenians; and danger
beset them on both sides, in the one
part being surrounded, and in the
other already beaten”. Compare
the battle in iv. 96. Goell.]

-
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the most distressed part of all the army, had not
their horsemen come in to help them. Withal it
YE&= XIV.
A . c . ~ . fell out that Agis, when he perceived the left wing
OL.90.8.
of his own army to labour, namely, that which
was opposed to the Mantirieans and to those thousand Argives, commanded the whole army to go
and relieve the part overcome. By which means
the Athenians and such of the Argives as, together
with them; were overlaid, whilst the army passed
by and declined them, saved themselves at leisure.
And the Mantineans with their confederates, and
those chosen Argives, had no more mind now of
pressing upon their enemies : but seeing their side
was overcome and the Lacedaemonians approaching
them, presently turned their backs. Of the Mantineans the greatest part’ were slain ; but of those
chosen Argives, the most were saved ; by reason
the flight and going off was neither hasty nor long.
TheLaceaiemon- For the Lacedaemonians fight lorig and constantly,
itma pursue not
the enemy far. till they have niade the enemy to turn his back :
but that done, they follow him not far.
74. Thus, or near thus, went the battle; the
greatest that had been of a long time between
Grecians and Grecians ; and of two the most
famous cities. The Lacedaemonians laying together the arms of their slain enemies, presently
erected a trophy, and rifled their dead bodies2.
Their own dead they took up, and carried them
V.

v‘

Many were slain”.-“ The
flight however and going off” &c.
Besides not making long pursuits,
the Lacedaemonians were also lorbidden to spoil the slain during the
battle ;for a very obvious reason.]
[The spoiling of arms, at least

during the battle, was forbidden to
the Spartans: and the consecration
to the gods of the spoils of the slain
enemies, as well as all rejoicings for
victory, were considered as illomened. With the retreat ceased
all hostilities. Muell. iii. 12.1
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to Tegea, where they were also buried: and deliV.
vered to the enemy theirs under truce. Of the YEAR XIV.
Argives, and Orneates, and Cleonzeans were slain A C 418.
OL.90 3.
Seven hundred : of the Mantineans, two hundred : Number of the
and of the Athenians with the Bginetz, likewise
two hundred, and both the captains. The confederates of the Lacedaemonians were never pressed,
and therefore their loss was not worth mentioning:
and of the Lacedaemonians themselves, it is hard
to know the certainty ; but it is said, there were
slain three hundred.
7 5 . When it was certain they would fight’, Pleistoanax the other king of the Lacedaemonians, and
with him both old and young, came out of the city
to have aided the army: and came forth as far as
Tegea, but being advertised of the victory they
returned. And the LacedEmonians sent out to
turn back also those confederates of theirs, which
were coming to them from Corinth and from without the isthmus. And then they also went home
themselves ; and having dismissed their confederates, (for now were the Carneian holidays), celebrated that feast. Thus in this one battle they~eLace~semo,,wiped off their disgrace with the Grecians : for
they had been taxed both with cowardice for the
blow they received in the island, and with imprudence and slackness on other occasions. But after
this, their miscarriage was imputed to fortune,
and for their minds they were esteemed to have
been’ ever the same they had been.

@c:::fthe

p‘ When the battle was about occasioned by the dissension betaking place”. It was against the tween Demaretus and Cleomenes.
law that both kings should be with Herod. v. 75.1
the army at the same time : a law
[(‘To be still the same”.]
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The day before this battle it chanced also that
YEAR
the Epidaurians with their whole power invaded
A.C.418.
the territory of Argos, as being emptied much
OL. 00.8.
TheEpidaiirians of men : and whilst the Argives were abroad,
enter the territoryofArgos. killed many of those that were left behind to
The Athenians defend it’.
Also three thousand men of Elis and
build a fort
beforeEpidsurus a thousand Athenians, besides those which had
been sent before, being come after the battle to
aid the Mantineans, marched presently all to Epidaurus ; and lay before it all the while the Lacedamonians were celebrating the Carneian holidays :
and assigning to every one his part, began to take
in the city with a wall. But the rest gave over:
only the Athenians quickly finished a fortification,
(which was their task), wherein stood the temple
of Juno?. In it amongst them all they left a garrison ; and went home every one to his own city.
The end of the
twelfth summer, And so this summer ended.
Peaceconcluded
76. In the beginning of the winter following,
between the
Argives and
the LacedEmonians, presently after the end of the
Lacedsemonians,Carneian holidays, drew out their army into the
field : and being come to Tegea, sent certain propositions of agreement before to Argos. There
17.

XLIV.

* [“ And of the Argives left behind to defend it and that came
out to meet them, slew many”.]
[Neither Jupiter nor Juno were
genuine Dorian gods, but were
amongst those borrowed by them
from other nations. The whole of
ArgolisandCorinth were from early
timesunder the protection of Juno,
originally aPelasgian goddess: and
Argos was the original seat of her
worship, which thence received its
peculiar form and character; the

worship of the Samian Juno, as well
as that at Sparta, Epidaurus, and
Bgina, being supposed, from the
resemblance of the ceremonies, to be
derived from Argos. The native traditions concerning I o are onlyfabulous expressions for the ideas and
feelings excited by this religion :
and the Corinthian fables of Medea,
whose worship with that of Juno the
Corinthians introduced at Corcyra,
refer to the indigenous worship of
Juno Acrsea. Mueller, iv. 10.1
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were, before this time, many citizens in Argos well
V,
affected to the Lacedzemonians, and that desired -*YEAR XIV.
the deposing of the Argive people : and now after A.C.~IS.
0~.90.8.
the battle they were better able by much to persuade the people to composition than they formerly
were. And their design was, first, to get a peace
made with the Lacedzemonians, and after that a
league ; and then at last to set upon the commons.
There went thither Lichas the son of Archesilaus,
entertainer’ of the Argives in Lacedzemon, and
brought to Argos two propositions : one of war, if
the war were to proceed ; another of peace, if they
were to have peace2. And after much contradiction, (for Alcibiades was also there), the Lacedaemonian faction, that boldly now discovered themselves, prevailed with the Argives to accept the
proposition of peace ; which was this.
77. ‘‘ It seemeth good to the council3 of theTaEARTICLEs.
Lacedzemonians to accord with the Argives on these
articles :
“ The Argives shall redeliver unto the Orchomenians their children, and unto the Mzenalians their
men, and unto the LacedEmonians those men that
are at &1antineia4: they shall withdraw their sold i e r ~from
~ Epidaurus, and raze the fortification
there.
‘‘ And if the Athenians depart not from Epidaurus [likewise], they shall be held as enemies
see iii. 70, note.]
peace, if they would have peace”.
brought two proposi- Goeller.]
a [“TOtheassembly”: seei.87,n.l
lions: one, of the terms on which
the war should proceed, if they
[See ch. 61.1
5 [That is, the Athenians and
would have war: another’of the
terms on which there should be the allies : see ch. 75. Goeller.]
[?rp6Srvos :

’ [“And
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both to the Argives and to the Lacedzmonians, and
also to the confederates of them both,
" If the Lacedaemonians have any men' of theirs
in custody, they shall deliver them every one to
his own city.
c6 And for so much as concerneth the god, the
Argives shall accept composition with the Epidaurians, upon an oath which they shall swear,
touching that controversy ; and the Argives shall
give the form of that oathz.
'' All the cities of Peloponnesus, both small and
great, shall be free according to their patrial laws.
'' If any without Peloponnesus shall enter into
it to do it harm, the Argives shall come forth to
defend the same, in such sort as in a common
council shall by the Peloponnesians be thought
reasonable '.
" The confederates of the Lacediemonians without Peloponnesus, shall have the same conditions
which the confederates of the Argives and of the
Lacediemonians have ; every one holding his own.
" This composition is to hold from the time, that
they shall both parts have showed the same to
their confederates, and obtained their consen t4.
ai& :any child.]

* p'And

for so much as concerneth the offering to the god &c.
the Spartans to require an oath of
the Epidaurians, and to administer
it to them accordingly". This is
Goeller's suggestion. Arnold considers the passage as corrupt: but
that the general sense of it is, thvt
the matter of the beast for sacrifice
alleged by the Argives to be due to
the temple of Apollo Pythsus from
the Epidaurians (see ch. 53),should

be decided by the oath of the Epidaurians, whether they believed it
to be due or not. As to the custom
amongst the ancients of purging
themselves by their oath, besides the
examples cited by Arnold there is
one in Homer, Iliad 580.1
[This clause is aimed at the
Athenians, as the preceding one at
the Mantineans and Eleians.]
' [(' And having shown these to
their confederates, let them make
composition. if they will". Goeller.]

+.
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And if it shall seem good to either part to add
v.
or alter anything, their confederates shall be sent
A.C.418.
unto, and made acquainted therewith'."
OL.90.3.
78. These propositions the Argives accepted at
first ; and the army of the Lacedzmonians returned
from Tegea to their own city. But shortly after,
when they had commerce together, the same men
went further ; and so wrought, that the Argives
renouncing their league with the Mantineans,
Eleians, and Athenians, made league and alliance
with the Lacedzmonians in this form.
79. " It seemeth good to the Lacedemonians T E E LEAQI'E
RETWEES THB
and Argives to make league and alliance for fifty ARGITES AND
LACEDZMONyears on these articles :
IAXS.
'(That either side shall allow unto the other
equal and like trials of judgment, after the form
used in their cities.
" That the rest of the cities of Peloponnesus
(this league and alliance comprehending also them)
shall be free both from the laws and payments of
any other city than their own ; holding what they
have, and affording equal and like trials of judgment according to the form used in their several
cities2.
" That every of the cities confederate with the
Lacedzmonians, without Peloponnesus, shall be in
6'

c' And if any thing else shall
seem good to the allies, let them
send it home (to the Spartans and
Argives)". Goell. See the same
precaution, ch. 41. The purport of
this obscure passage seems to be,
that the treaty was to be communicated to the allies of each, but not
to depend on their sanction. Thirl.]

2 C'Let the other cities in Peloponnesus be partakers of the treaty
and alliance, retaining their own
laws and institutions and their own
territory, giving equal and like
trials of judgments (mrrd rrirpru)
according to the customs of their
ancestors". Bekker &c. : cowavrdvm u . Vulgo, xorviiv f6vrwv.)
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the same condition with the LacedEmonians : and
YEAR X
IV. the confederates of the Argives, in the same with
kC.418. the Argives : every one holding his own.
OL 90.3.
The league
‘‘ That if at any time there shall need an expebetween the
ArgiVesand
dition to be taken in common, the Lacedaemonians
Lacedremonians. and the Argives shall consult thereof, and decree
as shall stand most with equity towards the confederates. And that if any controversy arise between
any of the cities, either within or without Peloponnesus, about limits or other matter, they also
shall decide it.
‘‘ That if any confederate city be at contention
with another, it shall have recourse to that city
which they both shall think most indifferent : but
the particular men of any one city shall be judged
according to the law of the same.”
80. Thus was the peace and league concluded :
and whatsover one had taken from the other in
the war, or whatsoever one had against another
The Argivesaud otherwise, was all acquitted.
Now’, when they
Laceda?moniaus
make Bn order were together settling their business, they ordered
that the
that the Argives should neither admit herald nor
ians shall quit
thefort.
ambassage from the Athenians till they were gone
out of Peloponnesus, and had quit the fortification: nor should make peace or war with any
They solieit the without consent of the rest.
And amongst other
towna upon
Thracetorevoltthings which they did in this heat, they sent
from the Athenambassadors from both their cities to the towns
ians.
lying upon Thrace and unto Perdiccas : whom they
also persuaded to swear himself of the same league.
Yet he revolted not from the Athenians presently,
V.

p‘ And now managing their receive no herald or embassy from
affairs in common, they voted to the Athenians, till” &c.]
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but intended it : because he saw the Argives had
v.
done so ; and was himself also anciently descended
YEAR XIV.
out of Argos'. They likewise renewed their old oath A . c . ~ .
OL.90.3.
with the Chalcidearis ; and took another besides it.
The Argives sent ambassadors also to Athens, Demosthenes
being sent to
requiring them to abandon the fortification' they fetch their SOL
had made against Epidaurus. And the Athenians
considering that the soldiers they had in it were the
same by a
wile to the
few in respect to the many others that were withEpiaa,,.ii,n,.
them in the same, sent Demosthenes to fetch them
away. He, when he was come, and had exhibited
for a pretence a certain exercise of naked men
without the fort, mhen the rest of the garrison
were gone forth to see it, made fast the gates : and
afterwards having renewed the league with the
Epidaurians, the Athenians by themselves put the
fort into their hands.
81. After the revolt of the Argives from the A.C.417.
OL. 90- 3.
league, the Mantineans also, though they withstood The Mantineans
it at first, yet being too weak without the Argives,
made their peace with the Lacedaemonians; and
laid down their command over the other citiesa.

:;:;;:;

Fizo:&ns.

1 [He was eighth in descent from
Temenus of Argos, the founder of
the family of the Temenidse, the
kings of Macedonia.]
[See ch. 75.1
Which they had the leading of
in Arcadia. [That is, over the Parrhasians and others: see ch. 33,67.
A leading maxim of Spartan policy,
not less perseveringly followed up
than the subversion of the tyrmts,
was to keep Peloponnesus divided
amongst the greatest possible number of independent states : this, in
the mistaken expectation that the

aristocratical party would thereby
become predominant in Peloponnesus, was her object in the peace
of Antalcidas (387). As to Arcadia
in particular, nothing was so much
to be dreaded by her as its becoming united, and thereby independent
and powerful : as it would thereby
lie in its power a t any time to cut
her off from all intercourse with the
north of Greece. This it was that
suggested to the Thebans the founding of Megalopolis : a plan executed by Epaminondas after the
battle of Leuctra, and followed a
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And the Lacedsemonians and Argives with a thousand men of either city having joined their arms,
YEAR XIV.
-4.c.417.
the Lacedzemonians first, with their single power,
or. 90.3.
reduced the government of Sicyon to a smaller
Sicyonand
Arjjos reduced
number ; and then they both together dissolved
to
the democracy at Argos. And the oligarchy was
established conformable to the state of Lacedzemon.
These things passed in the end of winter, and
near the spring. And so ended the fourteenth
year of this war.
YEAR XV.
83. The next summer the Dictideans' seated in
The Dictideans
Mount Athos, revolted from the Athenians to the
revoltfrom
Athens: Aehaia
Chalcideans.
oligarchieed:
Argas relapseth
And the Lacedzemonians ordered the state of
into a democracy
Achaia after their own form, which before was
otherwise. But the Argives, after they had by
little and little assembled themselves and recovered
heart, taking the time when the Lacedsemonians
were celebrating their exercises of the naked youth',
assaulted the f e w ; and in a battle fought within
the city, the commons had the victory ; and some
they slew, others they drave into exile. The Lacedzemonians, though those of their faction in Argos
sent for them, went not a long time after : yet at
last they adjourned the exercises, and came forth
with intention of giving them aid. But hearing by
the way at Tegea, that the f e w were overcome,
they could not be entreated by such as had escaped
V.

year ur two later by the still more
deadly blow to Sparta,the founding
of Messene.]
[The Dians. See ch. 35.3
a [The Gymnopsdia, a festival in
which large choruses of naked men
and boys appeared, said to owe its

institution to the famous battle of
the 300 (see ch. 41, note): of which
Rlueller observes (i. 7.16,), that the
story is the more fabulous, for being
celebrated in sacred songs at the
Gymnopsdia. The story was not
yet a century and a half old.]
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thence, to go on : but returning, went on with the
V.
celebration of their exercises. But afterwards, YEAR XV.
when there came ambassadors unto them, both A . c . ~ .
OL 00.4
from the Argives’ in the city, and from them that
Were driven out, there being present also their
confederates, and much alleged on either side:
they concluded at last, that those in the city had
done the wrong, and decreed to go against Argos
with their army; but many delays passed, and
much time was Spent between. In the meantime The Argives
come again to
the common people of Argos, fearing the Laced=- the league of
and with
monians, and regaining the league with Athens, as Athens,
longwalls takein
conceiving the same would turn to their very great city
a v a v fiom their
to the sea.
advantage, raise long walls from their city down
to the sea-shore : to the end, that if they were shut
up by land, they might yet with the help of the
Athenians bring things necessary into the city by
sea. And with this their building, some other cities
of Peloponnesus were also acquainted2. And the
Argives universally, themselves and wives and
servants, wrought at the wall: and had workmen
The endofthe
and hewers of stone from Athens3. So this sum- fifteenth
summer
mer ended.
83. The next winter the LacedEmonians, under- TheLacedEmonian army comes
standing that they were fortifying, came to Argos to ~ r g o sand
,
razeth the walls
with their army, they and their confederates all which they were
but the Corinthians : and some practice they had
beside within the city itself of Argos. The army
[,‘ Both from those of the Lacedaemonian faction in the city, and
from the Argives who had been
driven out”. Goell. Hobbes has
followed Portus in turning C~YY:XWV
into ’Apyeiwv, and leaving out the
latter word after K U ~ray &.I

[,‘ Were privy to this their
building”.]
[The Peloponnesian population
being agricultural, and knowing
little of these handicrafts, were less
skilful than the Athenian workmen.
Arnold,]
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was commanded by Agis, the son of Archidamus,
of the Lacedsemonians. But those things
king
'YEAR
' XV.
A.C.417.
which were practising in Argos and supposed to
OL.00.4.
have been already mature, did not then succeed.
Nevertheless they took the walls that were then
in building, and razed them to the ground : and
T h e y t a k e ~ y . then, after they had taken HysiE, a town in the
sire, a town in
Argive territory, and slain all the freemen in it,
Argeia.
they went home, and were dissolved every one to
Thebr@ves
his own city. After this, the Argives went with
~
~ an army
~
into Phliasia:
~
~ which when
~
they
~
had
wasted, they went back. They did it, because the
men of Phlius had received their outlaws : for there
the greatest part of them dwelt.
TheAthenians
The same winter the Athenians shut up Perquarrel Perdiccas, and bar him diccas in Macedonia [from the use of the sea] ': obthe use of the
jecting, that he had sworn the league of the &gives
sea
and Lacedsmonians ; and that when they had prepared an army, under the command of Nicias the
son of Niceratus, to go against the Chalcideans upon
Thrace and against Amphipolis, he had broken the
league made betwixt them and him, and by his
departure' was the principal cause of the dissolution of that army ; and was therefore an enemy.
And so this winter ended, and the fifteenth year
of this war.
YEAX XVI.
84. The next summer went Alcibiades to Argos
Alcibiades fetch.
eth away three with twenty galleys ; and took thence the suspected
hundred citizens
of Argas for
Argives, and such as seemed to savour of the LaceL a c e h m o d m . dsemonian faction, to the number of three hundred ;
v.

[This is according to the traas- which is corrupt. Haack also prolstion of Portus : considered by poses to read 6u purdovlp.]
Goeller to be correct as to the sense,
[That is, from his undertaking :
though departing from the text, '<
by his tergiversation". Go11.1

a
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and put them into the nearest of the islands subject
v.
to the Athenian state.
YEAB XVI.
The Athenians made war also against the isle of A . c . ~ .
OL.90.4.
Melos, with thirty galleys of their own, six of chios, meAthenians
and two of Lesbos. Wherein were of their own, ~ ~ & ~
twelve hundredmen of arms, three hundred archers,
and twenty archers on horseback: and of their
confederates and islanders, about fifteen hundred
men of arms. The Melians are a colony of the
Laced2emonians1, and therefore refused to be
subject, as the rest of the islands were, unto the
Athenians; but rested at the first neutral; and
afterwards, when the Athenians put them to it by
wasting of their land, they entered into open war.
Now the Athenian commanders, Cleomedes the
son of Lycomedes, and Tisias the son of Tisimachus,
being encamped upon their land with these forces,
before they would hurt the same sent ambassadors
to deal with them first by way of conference.
These ambassadors the Melians refused to bring
before the multitude ; but commanded them to
deliver their message before the magistrates and
the few : and they accordingly said as followeth :
85. Athenians. " Since we may not speak to the DIALOGUE
BETWEEN THE
multitude, for fear lest when they hear our persua- ATHENIANS
sive and unanswerable arguments all at once in a MELIANY*
~~~

[Herod. viii. 48. The Minyans,
the posterity of the Argonauts settled at Lemnos, were driven thence
by the Pelasgians, whom the Baeotians had forced to take shelter in
Attica, whence they were for some
cause again compelled to seek a
fresh home. These Minyans, according to Herodotus (iv. 148), took
refuge in Laconia : and having in

VOL. IX.

~~

the third generation revolted against
the Dorians, migrated in consequence from Laconia to Crete, accompanied by some Spartans. In
their passage they left a portion of
their body in Melos ; which dated
its unfortunate connexion with
Spartafrom this epoch. Thirl. ch.7.
For the date of its foundation, see
chap. 112.7
H

~

o

~
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continued oration, they should chance to be
seduced ; (for we know that this is the scope of your
YEAR XVI.
*.C.416.
bringing us to audience before the f e w ) ; make
OL.90.4.
Dialoguebe.
surer yet that point, you that sit here : answer’
tweentheAthenimsmdMelim8. you also to every particular, not in a set speech,
but presently interrupting us, whensoever anything
shall be said by us which shall seem unto you to be
otherwise. And first answer us, whether you like
this motion or not ?”
86. Whereunto the council of the Melians answered : “ The equity of a leisurely debate is not to
be found fault withal ; but this preparation of war,
not future but already here present, seemeth not
to agree with the same. For we see that you are
come to be judges of the conference : and that the
issue of it, if we be superior in argument2and therefore yield not, is likely to bring us war ; and if we
yield, servitude.”
87. Ath. “Nay, if you be come together to reckon
up suspicions of what may be, or to any other purpose than to take advice upon what is present and
before your eyes, how to save your city from destruction, let us give over. But if this be the point,
let us speak to it.”
88. Mel. ‘(It is reason, and pardonable for men
in our cases, to turn both their words and thoughts
upon divers things. Howsoever, this consultation
being held only upon the point of our safety, we
are content, if you think good, to go on with the
course you have propounded.”
89. Ath. “ A s we therefore will not, for our
V.

(cpivsro: “ decide”, or, ‘‘ form superior in the argument in point
your opinion upon every &c”.]
of right and justice, and therefore
* If, as is likely, we shall be yield not, will bring” &c.j

r‘

.
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parts, with fair pretences ; as, that having defeated
V.
the Medes, our reign is therefore lawful, or, that
we come against you for injury done ; make a long A.C.418.
OL. 90.4.
discourse without being believed : so would we Dialogue be.
tween the Athenhave you also not expect to prevail by saying, imsandM&sns,
either that you therefore took not our parts because
you were a colony of the LacedEmonians, or that
you have done us no injury. But out of those
things which we both of us do really think, let us
go through with that which is feasible ; both you
and we knowing, that in human disputation justice
is then only agreed on when the necessity is equal ’;
whereas they that have odds of power exact as
much as they can, and the weak yield to such
conditions as they can get.”
90. Mel. ‘‘ Well then, (seeing you put the point
of profit in the place of justice), we hold it profitable for ourselves, not to overthrow a general
profit to all men, which is this : that men in danger,
if they plead reason and equity, nay, though somewhat without the strict compass of justice, yet it
ought ever to do them good2. And the same most
of all concerneth you : forasmuch as you shall else

r‘

B u t agreeably to what we
both of us really think, (to the real
sentiments of both), we would have
you thiiik of getting what you can,
(not what you may have a right to):
both of us knowing, that in human
disputation justice is then only
considered, when strength is equal ;
whereas” &c. Ani. Goell.]
[,‘ W e then consider it at any
rate profitable to you, (for to that,
YOU having thus placed for discussion the point of profit in the place
of that of justice, must we address

ourselves), not to trample on that
which is for the good of all men,
but as mortals, ever in danger of
stumbling, to place justice in nioderation, which has before now convinced many a one, that he has been
a gainer by remaining somewhat
within his strict right”. Gol.--,‘ To
place justice in moderation, and to
any one that can satisfy his hearers
with somewhat within the limits of
strict justice, to let him have the
benefit of it”. Am.-Bekker &C.,
Bvrii~:vulgo, dKTdE.]
H2

-
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give an example unto others of the greatest revenge
that
can be taken, if you chance to miscarry.”
YEAR
A.C.418.
91. Ath. “ A s for us, though our dominion
OL.90.4.
should cease, yet we fear not the sequel. For not
Dialoguebe.
tween theatheninnsandMelians. they that command, as do the Lacedtcmonians, are
cruel to those that are vanquished by them ; (yet
we have nothing to do now with the LacedEmonians) ; but such as having been in subjection, have
assaulted those that commanded them and gotten
the victory’. But let the danger of that be to ourselves. In the meantime we tell you this: that we
are here now both to enlarge2 our own dominion,
and also to confer about the saving of your city.
For we would have dominion over you without
oppressing you, and preserve you to the profit of
us both.”
92. Mel. cc But how can it be profitable for us
to serve ; though it be so for you to command ?”
93. Ath. ‘(Because you by obeying, shall save
yourselves from extremity ; and we not destroying
you, shall reap profit by you.”
94. Mel. (‘But will you not accept, that we
remain quiet and be your friends, (whereas before
we were your enemies), and take part with
neither ?’
95. Ath. “No. For your enmity doth not so
much hurt us, as your friendship will be an arguXVI.

[“ B u t we have not now to do
with the Lacedremonians, but to see
whether the subject is to set upon
and get the better of those that once
commanded him”. Bekker, lizc.
Goeller agreeswith Hobbes.-With
respect to the sentiment “ we fear
not the sequel”; Thucydides pro-

bably was a witness of the politic
moderation of the Lacedaemonians,
which at the end of the war saved
Athens from the doom awarded to
her by Corinth and Thebes: see
ch. 50, note, and iii. 68, note.]
To advantage our own dominion”.]

r‘
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merit of our weakness, and your hatred of our
v.
power, amongst those we have rule over.”
YEAR XVI.
96. &fez. “Why ? Do your subjects measure A . c . ~ I ~ .
Or,. 90.4.
equity so, as to put those that never had to do Dialoguebe
tween the Athen
with you, and themselves, who for the most part iansandlllelians.
have been your own colonies, and some of them
after revolt conquered, into one and the same
consideration ?”
97. Ath. “ W h y n o t ? For they think they
have reason on their side, both the one sort and
the other ; and that such as are subdued, are subdued by force, arid such as are forborne, are so
through our fear’. So that by subduing you, besides the extending of our dominion over so many
more subjects, we shall assure it the more over
those we had before ; especially being masters of
the sea, and you islanders, and weaker (except you
can get the victory) than others whom we have
subdued already2.”
98. &!el. ‘<Doyou think then, that there is no
assurance in that which we propounded3? For
here again, (since driving us from the plea of equity
you persuade us to submit to your profit), when
we have shewed you what is good for us, we must
endeavour to draw you to the same, as far forth as it
shall be good for you also. As many therefore as
now are neutral, what do you but make them your
[“And that they remain free
by their own strength, and that we
through fear do not meddle with
them.”]
[“Unleasyou thatareislanders,
and weaker than the rest, shall get
the better of the masters of the sea”.
This is apparently the sense, but the

grammatical construction of the
words is by Arnold pronounced to
be desperate.]
[,‘ B u t do you not think there
is security in it?”-That is, in not
trying to subdue those from wlioin
you have no right to claim obedience. Schol.]
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enemies, when, beholding these your proceedings,
they look that hereafter you will also turn your
YEAB XVL
A.C.416.
arms upon them ? And what is this, but to make
0L.BO.P
Dialogue be.
greater the enemies you have already, and to make
tween thebthenianv sndMe,ians. others your enemies, each against their wills, that
would not else have been so ?”
99. Ath. “ W e do not think that they shall be
ever the more our enemies, who inhabiting anywhere in the continent, will be long ere they so
much as keep guard upon their liberty against us.
But islanders unsubdued, as you be, or islanders
offended with the necessity of subjection which
they are already in: these may indeed, by unadvised courses, put both themselves and us into
apparent danger.”
100. Mel. If you then to retain your command,
and your vassals to get loose from you, will undergo
the utmost of danger : would it not in us’, that be
already free, be great baseness and cowardice, if
we should not encounter anything whatsoever
rather than suffer ourselves to be brought into
bondage ?’
101. Ath. ‘< No ; if you advise rightly. For you
have not in hand a match of valour upon equal
terms, wherein to forfeit your honour ; but rather
a consultation upon your safety, that you resist not
such as be so far your overmatches.”
102. Mal. (‘But we know that, in matter of war,
the event is sometimes otherwise’ than according
to the difference of number in sides: and that if
we yield presently, all our hope is lost; whereas
V.

[,‘Assuredly then, if you &c.,
a
Is sometimes more uncerit muld be in us” &c.]
tain or unexpected”. Goell.]
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if we hold out, we have yet a hope to keep ourv.
selves up.”
YEAS X V L
103. Ath. “ Hope, the comfort of danger, when A.C.416.
OL.90.4.
such us0 it as have to spare, though it hurt them, Dialoguebetween the Athenyet it destroys them not. But to such as set their iansandhlelians.
rest’ upon it, (for it is a thing by nature prodigal),
it at once by failing maketh itself known ; and
known, leaveth no place for future caution2. Khich
let not be your own case, you that are but weak,
and have no more but this one stake. Nor be
you like unto many men : who though they may
presently save themselves by human means, will
yet, when upon pressure of the enemy their most
apparent hopes fail them, betake themselves to
blind ones ; as divination, oracles, and other such
things which with hopes destroy men.”
104. Me2. “ We think it, you well know, a hard
matter for us to combat your power and fortune,
unless we might do it on equal terms. Nevertheless we believe that, for fortune, we shall be nothing
inferior; as having the gods on our side, because
we stand innocent against men unjust : and for
power, what is wanting in us will be supplied by
our league with the Lacedaemonians, who are of
necessity obliged, if for no other cause, yet for
consanguinity’s sake and for their own honour,
to defend us. So that we are confident, not altogether so much without reason as you think.”
105. Ath. “As for the favour of the gods, we
expect to have it as well as you: for we neither
[That is, their all.]

and whilst one knowing it might be
on his giiard against it, it still does
ing a cast for their all, (for &os), not desert them”.-That is, they
though it be known for treacherous, next put hope in chance. Goell.]

p‘ But with those that are mak-
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do, nor require anything contrary to what maiiYEAR XVI.
kind hath decreed, either concerning the worship
A.C.416. of the gods, or concerning themselves.
For of
OL.90.4.
Dialoguebe
the gods we think according to the common
tween thehtheni&nsmd&fimJ.opinion ; and of men, that for certain by necessity
of nature they will every where reign over such
as they be too strong for’. Neither did we make
this law, nor are we the first that use it made : but
as we found it, and shall leave it to posterity for
ever, so also we use it : knowing that you likewise,
and others that should have the same power which
we have, would do the same. So that forasmuch
as toucheth the favour of the gods, we have in
reason no fear of being inferior. And as for the
opinion you have of the Lacedaemonians, in that
you believe they will help you for their own
honour: we bless your innocent minds, but affect
not your folly. For the Lacedaemonians, though
in respect of themselves and the constitutions of
their own country they are wont for the most
part to be generous; yet in respect of others,
though much might be alleged, yet the shortest
way one might say it all thus: that most apparently of all men, they hold for Itonozirabb that
which pleaseth, and for j u s t that which profiteth.
And such an opinion maketh nothing for your now
absurd means of safety.”
106. Mel. “ Nay, for this same opinion of theirs,
v.

’

[,‘ For neither have we any
opinions of right and wrong, nor do
we aught, at variance with the belief of men in what concerns the
gods, or to their will in what con-

cerns themselves. For of the gods
we believe, and of man we know for
certain, that by a natural necessity
wherever they arethe stronger, there
they will reign”.]
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we now the rather believe’ that they will not beV.
tray their own colony, the Melians ; and thereby YEAU XVI.
become perfidious ,to such of the Grecians as be h.c.418.
Or,90.4.
their friends, and beneficial to such as be their Dialoguebetween the hthen.
enemies.”
ians RndMeliana.
107. Ath. ‘(You think not then, that what is
profitable must be also safe, and that which is just
and honourable must be performed with danger ;
nThich commonly the Lacedzemonians are least
willing of all men to undergo [for others].”
108. Mel. “ But we suppose that they will undertake danger for us, rather than for any other ;
and that they think that we will be more assured
unto them, than unto any other : because for action,
we lie near to Peloponnesus2, and for affection,
are more faithful than others for our nearness of
kin.”
109. Ath. cr The security of such as are at wars,
consisteth not in the good will of those that are
called3 to their aid, but in the power of those
means they excel in. And this the LacedEemonians
themselves use to consider more than any ; and ‘
therefore, out of diffidence in their own forces, they
take many of their confederates with them, though
to an expedition but against their neighbours.
Wherefore it is not likely, we being masters of the
sea, that they will ever pass over into an island.”
110. Mel. ‘‘ Yea, but they may have others to
c“ But we, for this very same
way of thinking of theirs, do now
especially trust to their interest,
t h t they will not betray &c., and
thereby become untrwiw~rihy to
Such of the Grecians” y t c ]
[,‘ We think that they will con-

sider dangers undergone for us, less
hazardous than those undergone for
others, by how much the nearer for
action we lie to Peloponnesus” &c.
Goell.]
Of those that call others to
their aid’.]

r‘
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send: and the Cretic sea is wide, wherein to take
another is harder for him that is master of it,
YEAB XPL
*.c.416.
than it is for him that will steal by, to save himOL.90.4.
Dialogueba
self. And if this course fail, they may turn their
tween the AthenjammdM&ana arms against your own territory, or those of your
confederates not invaded by Brasidas. And then
you shall have to trouble yourselves, no more about
a territory that you have nothing to do withal, but
about your own and your confederates’.”
111. Ath. “ Let2 them take which course of these
they will, that you also may find by experience,
and not be ignorant, that the Athenians never yet
gave over siege for fear of any diversion upon
others. But we observe that, whereas you said
you would consult of your safety, you have not yet
in all this discourse said anything, which a man
relying on could hope to be preserved by: the
strongest arguments you use are but future hopes ;
and your present power is too short to defend you
against the forces already arranged against you.
You shall therefore take very absurd counsel, unless
’ excluding us you make amongst yourselves some
more discreet conclusion : for [when you are by
yourselves], you will no more set your thoughts
upon shame ; which, when dishonour and danger
stand before men’s eyes, for the most part undoeth
them8. For many, when they have foreseen into
what dangers they were entering, have nevertheless

~-

c“ But about what comes nearer ians never gave over” &e. Goeller.]
C‘ For you will hardly betake
home to you, your confederacy and
your own territory”. Bekk. Am.]
2
You may Borne day come, by
experience of these things (the invasions of Attica by the Peloponnesians), to know that the Athen-

r‘

yourselves tu that false shame,
which in dangers leading to manifest destruction, and therefore disgraceful to incur, has been the ruin
of many men”. Goell.]
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been so overcome by that forcible word, dishonour,
V.
that that which is but called dishonour, hath caused ,
.
,
,
,
.
’
them to fall willingly into immedicable calamities ; A.C.416.
0 I. BO. 4.
and so to draw upon themselves really, by their Dialoguebe.
tween the Athenown madness, a greater dishonour than could have iansandMeliana.
befallen them by fortune. Which you, if you
deliberate wisely, will take heed of; and not think
shame to submit to a most potent city, and that
upon so reasonable conditions, as of league arid of
enjoying your own under tribute : and seeing choice
is given you of war or safety, do’ not out of
peevishness take the worse. For such do take the
best course, who though they give no way to their
equals, yet do fairly accommodate to their superiors ; and towards their inferiors use moderation.
Consider of it therefore, whilst we stand off; and
have often in your mind, that you deliberate of
your country ; which is to be happy2 or miserable
in and by this one consultation.”
112. So the Athenians went aside from the
conference; and the Melians, after they had decreed3
the very same things which before they had spoken,
made answer unto them in this manner : ‘(Men of
Athens, our resolution is no other than what you
have heard before ; nor will we, in a small portion
of time, overthrow that liberty, in which our city
hath remained for the space of seven hundred
years since it was first founded. But trusting to
the fortune by which the gods have preserved it
hitherto, and unto the help of men, that is4, of the
1

[,‘ Will not” &c.]
[,Which is your only country,
and is to be happy” &c. Such is the
sense of this corrupt passage.]
[,‘ Having determined on the

’

same answer as they had already
made”. These Melians were not the
government, and decreed nothing.]
[,, Of men and of the Lacedemonians”.]
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Lacedaemonians, we will do our best to maintain
the
same. But this we offer : to be your friends ;
YlCAR
A.C.418.
enemies
to neither side ; and you to depart out of
OL. 00.4.
Dialogue beour land, after agreement ’ such as we shall both
tween the AtheniansandMelians. think fit.”
113. Thus the Melians answered. To which the
Athenians, the conference being already broken
off, replied thus : ‘< You are the only men, as it
seemeth to us, by this consultation, that think
future things more certain than things seen ; and
behold things doubtful, through desire to have
them true, as if they were already come to pass.
As you attribute and trust the most unto the Lacedcemonians, and to fortune and hopes, so will
114. This said, the
The Athenians you be the most deceived’.
and Melians
Athenian
ambassadors
departed
to their camp.
agree not
And the commanders, seeing that the Melians
stood out, fell presently to the war : and dividing
the work among the several cities, encompassed
the city of the Meliaiis with a wall. The Athenians
The city of
Melos besieged.
afterwards left some forces of their own and of
their confederates, for a guard both by sea and
land: and with the greatest part of their army
went home. The rest that were left, besieged the
place.
The Argives
1 15. About the same time the Argives, making
h e eighty men
by an ambush- a road2 into Phliasia, lost about eighty of their
mentofthe
men, by ambush laid for them by the men of
Phliasians.
Phlius and the outlaws of their own city. And
The Athenians the Athenians that lay in Pylus, fetched in thither
in
Laconla.
pJ1usinfest a great booty from the Lacedzmonians. Notwithstanding which, the Lacedaemonians did not war3
V.

XVI.

r‘ Making a treaty of peace,
such as” &c.

a

[That is, “ a n inroad”.]

C‘ Did not even then \var’’,]
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upon them, [as] renouncing the peace: but gave
V.
leave by edict’ only, to any of their people that
YEAR XVI.
would to take booties reciprocally in the territory A . c . ~ .
oL.91.1.
of the Athenians. The Corinthians also made war The Corinthians
upon the Athenians : but it was for certain controversies of their own : and the rest of Peloponnesus
stirred not.
The Melians also took that part of the wall Of TheMelians re.
the Athenians by an assault in the night, which lie’‘ their town*
looked towards the market-place’: and having
slain the men that guarded it, brought into the
town both corn and other provision, whatsoever
they could buy for money3: and so returned and
lay still. And the Athenians from thenceforth kept
The end of the
a better watch. And so this summer ended.
fifteenth summer
116. The winter following, the Lacedaemonians
being about to enter with their army into the territory of the Argives, when they perceived that the
sacrifices which they made on the border for their
passage were not acceptable, returned. And the
Rrgives, having some of their own city in suspicion in regard of this design of the Lacedaemonians,
apprehended some of them ; and some escaped.
About the same time the Melians took another
part of the wall of the Athenians ; they that kept
the siege being then not many. But this done,
there came afterwards some fresh forces from
Athens, under the conduct of Philocrates the son

r‘ By pmclamatiou.”]

Idindicant ea,qnmmoxdefrumento

[Hoc vixintelligi potest de foro et aliis rebus a Meliis raptis Thucyurbis Meliorum. Puto designari dides dicit. Duk.-De foris miliforum rerum venalium in munitio- taribus vid. i. 62,iii. 6. Goell.]
nibus Atheniensium, et locum ubi
3 [,‘ And other provision as much
asservabatur frumentum, et alia ad as they wanted”. Bekker kc.,xphususrnilituin qui urbemobsidebant. utpa : vulgo, ~ p j p a u t v . ]
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YEAR XVL

A.C.416.

OL.91.1.
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of Demeas. And the town being now strongly
besieged, there being also within some that practised to have it given up, they yielded themselves
to the discretion of the Athenians : who slew all
the men of military age, made slaves of the women
and children’; and inhabited the place with a colony sent thither afterwards of five hundred men
of their own.
[It would seem from the threats
put into the mouth of the Athenian
speaker (see ch. 93, ill), that the
same decree which ordered the expedition, had also fixed the punishment to be inflicted on the Melians
if they resisted : as had been done
in the case of Scione. The guilt of
proposing, or a t any rate of supporting the decree, is laid to the
charge of Alcibiades. Thirl. ch. 24.
-The foregoing dialogue has been
the subject of much comment,
which would perhaps have been
spared, had more attention been
given to its scope and object. The
Athenians supposing, truly or
falsely, that the independence of
the Melians endangered their empire by encouraging revolt amongst
their allies, prepared to subdue
them : but resolved first to try the
effect of an embassy to persuade
them to surrender without a struggle. The ambassadors were not
admitted to speak before the popular
assembly : and thus shut out from
all opportunity of either sowingdissension or of appealing to the passions of their audience, they found
themselves reduced to the sober
arguments of expediency. The
attempt of the Melians to draw them
on to the ground ofjustice, whereon

their own triumph was certain, is
met by the declaration of the ambassadors that they do not come
there to argue that question, but to
deliberate only on what was for the
interest of both parties. The Mel.
ians accordingly proceed to argue,
that it is not for the interest of the
Athenians to outrage public feeling
by the unprovoked invasion of an
independent state: and if there they
have the best of the argument, they
are unable, on the other hand, to
find any satisfactory answer to the
question, ‘‘ where lies your hope of
safety”. There is in this an open
avowal of the real motives, by which
nations universally, and individuals
for the most part, are governed in
their dealings with each other:
stripped indeed of the ordinary disguise of the conventional language
of right and,justice, in which those
motives are usually enveloped. But
so far as Thucydides is concerned,
it is difficult to say what were the
arguments really used on this occasion, if these were not they. As to
the Athenians, they were probably
as much mistaken in the policy even
of the invasion itself, as they most
certainly were in the revolting effusiou of blood that followed : which
could tend to no other end than to
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THE SIXTH BOOK
OF THE

HISTORY OF THUCYDIDES.
THE PRINCIPAL CONTENTS.
Sicily described.-The causes and pretences of t h e Sicilian war:
with the consultation and preparation for t h e same.-Alcibiades, one of the generals of the army, accused of defacing t h e
images of Mercury, is suffered for that present to depart with
the army.-The Athenian army cometh t o Rhegium : thence
to Cataria.-From thence Alcibiades is sent for home to make
answer to his accusations : and b y t h e way escaping, goeth to
Lacedsmon.-Nicias
encampeth near Syracuse : and having
overcome the army of t h e Syracusians i n battle, returneth to
Cataria.-The Syracusians procure aids amongst t h e rest of
the Sicilians.-Alcibiades instigateth a n d instructeth the Lacedzemonians against his country.-Nicias
returneth from Catana to Syracuse : a n d encamping i n Epipolze, besiegeth t h e
city : and beginneth to enclose them with a double wall, which
was almost brought t o perfection in t h e beginning of the
eighteenth year of this war.

$Zl'Z
VI.

1. THE same winter the Athenians, with greater
forces than they had before sent out with Laches and
Eurymedon, resolved to go again into Sicily ; and TheAthenians
resolve to invade
if they could, wholly to subdue it : being for the sio~f.
defeat their own object, the secunty of their empire; as they found to
their cost at the termination of the
Sicilian expedition. And those that
would desire to know what mankind
might possibly have become under

a decided and permanent ascendancy of the Hellenic race, must lament to see both Sparta and Athens
exhibit such a total lack of the art
" regere imperio popuIos", as to
leave that race without a hope.]

-
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most part ignorant both of the greatness of the
island, and of the multitude of people, as well
YEAR XVI.
~ . ~ . 4 1 6 . Greeks as barbarians, that inhabited the same ; and
OL.91.1.
The greatness of that they undertook a war not much less than the
Sicily and the
war against the Peloponnesians. For the compass
inhabitants.
of Sicily is little less than eight days’ sail for a
ship ; and though so great, is yet divided with no
more than twenty furlongs, sea measure3, from the
continent.
2. It was inhabited in old time, thus ; and these
were the nations that held it. The most ancient
inhabitants in a part thereof, are said to have been
Cyclopes and
the Cyclopes and Lmtrigones : of whose stock,
Laestrigones.
and whence they came: or to what place they
removed, I have nothing to say. Let that suffice
which the poets have spoken, and which every
particular man hath learned of them. After them,
the first that appear to have dwelt therein, are the
Sicanians.
Sicanians, as they say themselves ; nay, before the
other, as being the natural breed of the island.
But the truth is, they were Iberians ; and driven
away by the Ligyans from the banks of Sicanus’,
a river on which they were seated in Iberia. And
Sicania, Trioa- the island from them came to be called Sicania,
cria.
which was before Trinacria. And these [two]
inhabit yet in the western parts of Sicily. After
Trojsns.
the taking of Ilium certain Trojans, escaping the
VI.

p‘ Is divided by a space of the
sea of 20 stadia, so as not to he
main land”. I t does not appear
that there was one measure for the
land, and another for the sea.]
a [Thucydides calls this liver
‘‘the Sicanus, the river in Iberia”:
but what river he speaks of, is not

known with any certainty. Iberia
seems to have been the name of the
country extending westward of the
Rhone ; as far, at least, as the Pyrenees : for whether the Iherians
were migrators to the north of those
mountains, is disputed. Niebuhr
seems to think they were.]
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hands of the Grecians, landed with small boats in
Sicily : and having planted themselves on the borders of the Sicanians, both the nations in one were
called Elymi ; and their cities were Eryx and
Egesta‘. Hard by these came and dwelled also
certain Phoceans, who coming from Troy, were by
tempest carried first into Afric, and thence into
Sicily. But the Siculi passed out of Italy, (for
there they inhabited), flying from the Opici, having,
as is most likely and as it is reported, observed the
strait, and with a fore wind’ gotten over in boats
which they made suddenly on the occasion, or
perhaps by some other means.
There is at this day a people in Italy called
Sicdi. And Italy itself got that name after the
same manner, from IL king of Arcadia3 called
1 [Segesta, oppidum pervetus, was commonly said to run down
quod ab E n e a fugiente a Troja, from the Tyrrhenian into the Siciatque in hzec loca veniente, condi- lian sea. Am.-The name of Opitum esse demonstrant. Cicero in cans (Oscans or Ausones) was given
Verr. iv.-The Elymians were pro- by the Greeks, before the end of the
bably composed of different tribes, 4th century of Rome (Le., befoore
vaqing in their degrees of affinity 352 A.C.), to all the tribes dwelling
to the Greeks, though we cannot within the limits assigned to Italy
adopt the Greek legend which re- by Timrens. Niebuhr, Rom. Hist.]
piOf the Siheli”. Bekker &c.,
presents them as fugitives from
was
Troy mixed with Phoceans and with I J l K E h h : vulgo, dp&dov.-It
followers of Philoctetes: and Thu- not till late that the name of Italy
cydides himself Reems to mark the was given to the whole region comuncertainty of the tradition, by ob- prised within its natural boundaserving that the Chalcideans under ries, the Alps and the sea. That
Theocles were the first Greeks who name in the earliest times was a nagained a footing in Sicily. Thirl- tional one in the south, and meant
wall. chap. 12.1
no more than the land of the It&:
* c‘ With a favourable (or aft) and was not extended to the more
wind”. But whether r a r i 0 ~ 7 o ~northerly Rgions till the Roman
means here a “ favourable” wind, sway had united the peninsula into
or one “ setting down the current”, one state, and by colonization and
i s matter of doubt.-The current the diffusion of the Latin tongue
VOL. I X .
I

VI,

siculi.

VI.

Phsnicions.
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Italus. Of these a great army crossing into Sicily,
overthrew the Sicanians in battle, and drave them
into the south and west parts of the same ; and
instead of Sicania, caused the island to be called
SiciZia: and held and inhabited the best of the
land for near three hundred years after their going
over, and before any of the Grecians came thither.
And till now they possess the midland and north
*
parts of the island.
Also the Phcenicians inhabited the coast of Sicily
on all sides, having taken possession of certain
promontories’ and little islands adjacent, for trade’s
sake with the Sicilians. But after that many
Grecians were come in by sea, the Phcenicians
abandoned most of their former habitations : and
uniting themselves dwelt in Motya and Soloeis and
Panormus2, upon the borders of the Elymi ; as relyhad monlded its inhabitants into
a single nation. The Greeks, who
regarded none but the CEhotrians
(by which name they designated
the Pelasgi seated in Lucania and
Bruttium) as Italians, were long
strangers to the wider extent in
which the name was applied within
the country itself, and never so
applied it. The region which originally bore the name was, according to them, the peninsula bounded
by the isthmus between the Scylletic and Napetine gulfs, that is,
the southern part of what was afterwards called Bruttium. It was
from Antiochus, a historian contemporary with Herodotus, that it
was first learnt that the whole country to the south of Tarentum and
Posidonia, when it belonged to the
CEnotrians, was called Italia. For

his own days, however, Antiochus
drew a narrower boundary of Italy:
by a line from Metapontum to the
river Laos. Tarentum he places
beyond the limits of Italy, in Iapygia. Hence the Tarentines were
not embraced under the name
ItaZiots,or Italian Greeks. Niebohr.
--It was in the course of the century following the beginning of the
Olympiads, that the Greeks established themselves on the coast of
Sicily ; and spread themselves so
far over the south of Italy, that it
acquired the name of the Great or
the Greater Greece. Thirl. ch. 12.)
And all round Sicily the
Phcenicians inhabited promontories
by the sea, which they had taken
off with a fortification, and small
islands adjaeent”&c.]
[Now Palermo : the capital.]
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ing upon their league with the Elymi, and because
VI.
also from thence lay the shortest cut over unto
Carthage. These were the barbarians, and thus
they inhabited Sicily.
3. Now for Grecians, first a colony of Chalci- Chalcideans.
deans, under Thucles their conductor, going from About A6,.C. 5.759.2.
Eubcea, built Naxos, and the altar of Apollo
Archegetes', now standing without the city : upon
which the ambassadors employed to the oracles,
as often as they launch from Sicily, are accustomed
to offer their first sacrifice. The next year Archias,
a man of the Herculean family, carried a colony
from Corinth, and became founder of Syracuse : Coriuttlians.
where first he drave the Siculi out of that island'
in which the inner part of the city now standeth ;
not now environed wholly with the sea, as it was
then. And in process of time, when the city also
that is without was taken in with a wall, it became
a populous city. In the fifth year after the building of Syracuse, Thucles and the Chalcideans, going
from Naxos, built Leontium, expelling thence the
Siculi ; and after that Catana : but they that went
to Catana, chose Euarchus for their founder.
4.About the same time in Sicily arrivedalso Lamis, hlegareans.
with a colony from Megara ; and first built a certain town called Trotilus, upon the river Pantacius;
[The name of the Delphian god
had now attained throughout Peloponnesus the universal respect
which it so long enjoyed : i t had led
the way to the settlement and conquest of that peninsula, and hence
he was called the leader andfounder
of the Dorians. The regulation of
colonies by the Ilelphian oracle was
the chief instrument which ex-

tended the worship of Apollo on the
Mediterranean. M uell. ii. 3.--The
eewpol(ambassadors) were men sent
yearly by the mother-country, to be
presclit at certain solemn festivals
of the colony, carrying with them
sacrifices and gifts. Goell.]
a Nasos, Ortygia : an island, part
of the city of Syracuse. [$ ?rdhic 4
hvrdc: therestwasthencalled I j Ib.!
I 2

VI.

A.C.728.
0~.13.1.

A.C. 628.

OL.38.1.

A.C.713.
OL.16.4.

Rhodians and
Cretans.
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where for a while after he governed the estate of
his colony in common with the Chalcideans of
Leontium. But afterwards, when he was by them
thrust out, and had builded Thapsus, he died ; and
the rest going from Thapsus, under the conduct of
Hyblon, a king of the Siculi, built Megara, called
Megara-Hyblaa
And after they had there inhabited two hundred and forty-five years, they were
by Gelon, a tyrant of Syracuse, put out both of the
city and territory. But before they were driven
thence, namely one hundred years after they had
built it, they sent out Pammilus and built the city
of Selinus. This Pammilus came to them from
Megara, their own metropolitan city : and so
together with them founded Selinus. Geln was
built in the forty-fifth year after Syracuse, by Antiphemus, that brought a colony out of Rhodes, and
by Entymus, that did the like out of Crete, jointly.
This city was named after the name of the river
Gela ; and the place where now the city standeth,
and which at first they walled in, was called
Lindii2. And the laws which they established were

’.

r‘

And the rest being driven
forth from Thapsos, and Hyblon,
a king of the Sikeli, letting them
take the placeand instigating them
to settle there, built Megara” &c.]
C‘ But the place where now the
citadel stands, and which was the
first that was walled in, is called
Lindii”. Nomen hoc primordiis
coloniae inditum est, quia Antiphemus et Rhodii, ejus socii, maximam partem Lindo, urbe Rhodia,
venerant. Goel1.-The plural form
of the name, like that of Asdvrrvor,
illustrates what Thucydides calls a

general custom in the earliest times,
that the several tribes gave their
own names to the countries where
they settled. When the Lindians
first arrived in Sicily, they called
their first fortified settlement, established probably on the top of a
hill or cliff, by no other name than
their own. Afterwards as the settlement grew and the buildings extended down into the plain and to
the river, so that what was once the
whole town was now only a small
part of it, the new and enlarged
town was distinguished by a local
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the Doric. About one hundred and eight years
VI.
after their own foundation, they of Gela built the
city of Acragante, calling the city after the name
of the river : and for their conductors chose Aristonous and Pystilus, and gave unto them the laws
of Gela. Zancle was first built by pirates that zanc first
by pirates
came from Cume, a Chalcidean city in Opicia : but built
of Curnee
afterwards there came a multitude, and helped to Eubaaus.
people it, out of Chalcis and the rest of Eubcea ;
and their conductors were Perieres and Crataemenes ; one of Cume, the other of Chalcis. And
the name of the city was at first Zancle, so named
by the Sicilians because it hath the form of a
sickle ; and the Sicilians call a sickle xanclon. But
these inhabitants were afterwards chased thence
by the Samians and other people of Ionia2; that in Samiansand
their flight from the Medes, fell upon Sicily. After Other Ionians*
this, bnaxilas, tyrant of Rhegium, drave out the
Samians ; and peopling the city with a mixed people
of them and his own, instead of Zancle called the
place by the name of his own country from whence
he was anciently descended, Messana3.
5. After Zancle was built Himera, by Eucleides,
name derived from the river which
ran beside i t ; but the original city,
now become a citadel, retained its
old national name. So a t Argos,
the citadel, which was the old PeIasgian settlement, retained its
Pelasgian name Larissa ; the more
modern city, which grew up at its
feet, received the name which belonged formerly to the whole country, and was called Argos. France
supplies many instances of towns
having succeeded to the naine of

the people of the whole district : os
in Amiens, Ambiani; Tours, Tnrones ; Rheims, Rhemi ;&c. Am.]
[The name, in the geography of
the Greeks of the time of Thucydides, for the coast of the Tyrrhenian sea, from the Tiber southwards
as far as the confines of CEnotria:
that is, nearly as far as Paestum and
the river Silarus. Am.]
[Samians and Milesians. Herodotus, vi. 22.1
[See iii. 86, note.]

VI.

n

Acne, Casmenre.

Gamarina.

d.C. 483.

OL.74.2.
A.C.461.
OL.79.4.

The cau *e and
pretence of the
Athenians to
invade it.
2
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Simus, and Sacon ; the most of which colony were
Chalcideans; but there were also amongst them
certain outlaws of Syracuse, the vanquished part
of a sedition, called the Myletidae. Their language
grew to a mean between the Chalcidean and Doric:
but the laws of the Chalcidean prevailed. Acrse
and Casmenae were built by the Syracusians:
Acrae, twenty years after Syracuse; and Casmenae, almost twenty after A c r e Camarina v-as
at first built by the Syracusians, very near the
hundred and thirty-fifth year of their own city ;
Ijascoii and Menecolus being the conductors.
But the Camarinseans having been by the Syracusians driven from their seat by war for revolt,
Hippocrates, tyrant of Gela, in process of time,
taking of the Syracusians that territory for ransom
of certain Syracusian prisoners, became their
founder, and placed them in Camarina again.
After this again, having been driven thence by
Gelon, they were planted the third time in the
same city’.
6 . These were the natioiis, Greeks and barbarians, that inhabited Sicily. And though it were
thus great, yet the Athenians longed very much to
send an army against it, out of a desire to bring it all
under their subjection; which was the true motive;
but as having withal this fair pretext, of aiding their
kindred and new confederates’. But principally
[Hippocrates &c., “ he became
the founder and colonized anew
Camarina. And being again overturned hy Gelon, it was a third
time new-colonized by Gehans”.
rrhiwvfor PiAwvoc, i s a correction
of Wesseling adopted by Poppo,

Goeller, and Arnold. Tertia urbis
instauratio dehetur Gelois, qui
mcltis a Gelonis morte annis in
earn commigrarunt. Goell.]
[The kindred refers to all such
as were Tonians, that is, Chalcideans j such as the Leontines, Naxi-
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they were instigated to it by the ambassadors of
Egesta, who were at Athens and earnestly pressed
them thereto. For bordering on the territory of
the Selinuntians, they had begun a war ab6ut certain things concerning marriage, and about a piece
of ground that lay doubtfully between them. And
the Selinuntians having leagued themselves with
the Syracusians, infested’ them with war both by
sea and by land. Insomuch as the Egestaeans,
putting the Athenians in mind of their former
league with the Leontines made by Laches, prayed
them to send a fleet thither in their aid ; alleging,
amongst many other things, this as principal : that
if the Syracusians, who had driven the Leontines
from their seat, should pass without revenge taken
on them, and so proceed, by consuming the rest
of the allies of the Athenians there, to get the
whole power of Sicily into their hands, it would be
dangerous lest hereafter some time or other, being
Dorians, they should with great forces aid the Doriaiis for affinity, and being a colony of the Peloponnesians join with the Peloponnesians that sent them
out, to pull down the Athenian empire : that it were
wisdom, therefore, with those confederates they yet
retain, to make head against the Syracusians ; and
the rather, because for the defraying of the war the
Egestzans would furnish money sufficient of themselves. Which things when the Athenians had often
heard in their assemblies from the mouths of the
Egestaean ambassadors and of their advocates and
ails, Cataneans : the new confede- over to the Athenians by P h e a x in
rates, to some of the remaining v. 4. Hanck. This is a mistake as to
peopleofsicily, as theCamarineans Camarina: see73.iii.86. Poppo.]
and Agrigentines, who were brought
pi Blockaded them”.]

VI.

4

-
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patrons, they decreed to sendambassadors toEgesta;
to see first, whether there were in their treasury
YEAR XVI.
A.C.416.
and temples so much wealth as they said there
OL.81.1.
was, and to bring word in what terms the war
stood between that city and the Selinuntians. And
ambassadors were sent into Sicily accordingly.
A.C.415.
7. The same winter the Lacedsmonians and
OLR11
TheLaced;;on.
their confederates, all but the Corinthians, having
F;z:?;:d drawn out their forces into the territory of the
pottheoptlaws Argives, wasted a small part of their fields, and
of Argo8 into
Omea.
carried away certain cart-loads of their corn.
Thence they went to Ornes, and having placed
there the Argive outlaws, left with them a few
others of the rest of the army: and then making a
composition for a certain time, that they of O r n e s
and those Argives should not wrong each other,
they carried their army home. But the Athenians
arriving not long after with thirty galleys and six
hundred men of arms, the people of Argos came
also forth with their whole power, and joining
with them, sat down betimes in the morning’
before Ornea. But when at night the army went
somewhat far off to lodge, they within fled out;
and the Argives the next day perceiving it, pulled
Ornes to the ground, and went home. And so
also did the Athenians not long after with their
Also the Athenians transported certain
me Atheriians galleys.
war upon Mace.
horsemen by sea, part of their own, and part
donia.
Macedonian fugitives that lived with them, into
VI.

L‘- Sat down for one day”.
Orneae, Tiryns, and Mycenae, were
amongst the towns dispeopled by
ArgoA to replenish her own population : see Y. 28, note. The old

Achaean inhabitants of Ornee, who
appear t o have remained unsubdued till about 580, afterwards
gave their name of Orneatans to all
the suhject perimi of Argos.]
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Methone ’, and ravaged the territory of Perdiccas.
VI.
And the Lacedaemonians sent unto the Chalcideans
upon Thrace, who held peace with the Athenians A.C.415.
OL. 01.1.
from ten days to ten days, appointing them to aid
Perdiccas. But they refused. And so ended the
winter, and the sixteenth year of this war written
by Thucydides.
8. The next summer, early in the spring, the YEAR xvir.
The Athenians
Athenian ambassadors returned from Sicily, and the decree the voy.
age of Sicily: and
ambassadors of Egesta with them: and brought in Alcibiades,
silver uncoined sixty talents, for a month’s pay of
sixty galleys2, which they would entreat the Athe- generals.
nians to send thither. And the Athenians having
called an assembly, and heard both from the Egestzean and their own ambassadors, amongst other
persuasive but untrue allegations, touching their
money, how they had great store ready both in
their treasury and temples, decreed the sending of
sixty galleys into Sicily, and L41cibiadesthe son of
Cleinias, Nicias the son of Niceratus, and Lamachus the son of Xenophanes, for commanders with
authority absolute: the which were to aid the
people of Egesta against the Selinuntians, and
withal, if they had time to spare, to plant the Leontines anew in their city ; and to order allother the
affairs of Sicily as they should think most for the
profit of the Athenians. Five days after this the
people assembled again, to consult of the means
[L‘ Methone on the borders of
Macedonia”.]
[This is a talent for a months
pay of each ship’s crew: which,
t;rking the crew at two hundred
men, would be a drachine per day
for every man. This is double the

usual pay : but the same which we
have already seen to have been
given to those that served a t the
siege of Potidaea, iii. 17 owing
perhaps to the same reason, the
distance from home and probable
length of the service. Am.]

VI.

Y E A R XVII.

*.C.415.

OL.91.1.

T H E OPIATIOJ
(1F NIClhS.
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how most speedily to put this armada in readiness;
and to decree such things as the generals should
further require for the expedition. But Nicias
having heard’ that himself was chosen for one of
the generals, and conceiving that the state had not
well resolved, but affected the conquest of all
Sicily, a great matter, upon small and superficial
pretences, stood forth, desiring to have altered this
the Athenians’ purpose, and spake as followeth :
9. ‘‘ Though this assembly was called to deliberate of our preparation, and of the manner how to
set forth our fleet for Sicily : yet to me it seemeth,
that we ought rather once again to consult, whether it be not better not to send it at all ; than
upon a short deliberation in so weighty an affair,
and upon the credit of strangers, to draw upon
ourselves an impertinent war. For my own part,
I have honour by i t : and for the danger of my
person, I esteem it the least of all men: (not
but that I think him a good2 member of the commonwealth, that hath regard also to his own person
and estate ; for such a man especially will desire the
public to prosper for his own sake) : but as I have
never spoken heretofore, so nor now will I speak
anything that is against my conscience, for gaining
to myself a pre-eminence of honour: but that only
which I apprehend for the best. And although I
am sure, that if I go about to persuade you to
preserve what you already hold, and not to hazard

[Bekker and the rest, C ~ K O C U I:O ~ glad to he chosen” &c. : and Heragainst his will been isocrates, ch. 34: “for that the
chosen”, &c. Vulgo, Circoiruac. I n man of most experience has the
support of the first, Duker cites charge against Ais will”. See also
Nicias, ch. 12 : “if there be any Plutdrch, Alcib. 18. Goell.]
[An eyually good” &c.]
man here, (dupcvo~.aipaecir), that is

‘‘ having
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things certain for uncertain and future, my words
171.
will be too weak to prevail against your humour:
yet this I must needs let you know, that neither * . ~ . 4 1 5 .
OL.91.1.
your haste is seasonable, nor your desires easy to OrationofNicias
be achieved. 10. For I say, that going thither
you leave many enemies here behind you, and
more you endeavour to draw hither. You perhaps
think that the league will be firm, that you have
made with the Lacedaemoniaris ; which, though as
long as you stir not, may continue a league in
name, (for so some have made it of their own
side’), yet if any considerable forces of ours chance
to miscarry, our enemies will soon renew the war,
as having made the peace constrained by calamities, and upon terms of more dishonour and necessity than ourselves : besides, in the league itself
we have many things controverted. And some
there be that refuse utterly to accept it, and they
none of the weakest : whereof some are now in
open war against us’, and others, because the
Lacedzemoniaiis stir not, maintain only a truce
with us from ten to ten days3, and so are contented yet to hold their hands. But peradventure, when they shall hear that our power is
distracted, which is the thing we now hasten to
do, they will be glad to join in the war with the
Sicilians against u s ; the confederacy of whom
they would heretofore have valued above many

’ r‘

For to that end have the
practices been directed of some,
both amongst ourselves and our
enemies”. MeaningAlcibiacles,and
the ephors Cleobnlus and Xenares:
see v. 36. Schol.]

[As the Corinthiaus. The Eleians and Alegarems had not accepted it.]
[A truce that might be renounced at the end of every ten
days. These were the Baeotians.1

-
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other. It behoveth us l therefore to consider of
these things, and not to run into new dangers,
YEAR X V I I .
-4.c.416. when the state of our own city hangeth unsettled,
OL.Bl.1.
Orstionof Niciss nor seek a new dominion before we assure that
which we already have. For the Chalcideans of
Thrace, after so many years’ revolt, are yet unreduced : and from others in divers parts of the
continent, we have but doubtful obedience. But
the Egestzans, being forsooth our confederates
and wronged, they in all haste must be aided:
though to right us on those by whom we have a
long time ourselves been wronged, that we defer.
11. And yet if we should reduce the Chalcideans
into subjection, we could easily also keep them so :
but the Sicilians, though we vanquish them, yet
being many and far off, we should have much ado
to hold them in obedience. Now it were madness
to invade such, whom conquering you cannot keep;
and failing, should lose the means for ever after to
attempt the same again’. As for the Sicilians, it
seemeth unto me, at least as things now stand,
that they shall be of less danger to us if they fall
under the dominion of the Syracusians, than they
are now: and yet this is it that the Egestzeans
would most affright us with. For now the states
of Sicily, in several, may perhaps be induced, in
VI.

p‘ So that it behoveth a certain
person (Alcibiades) to consider of

these things, and not to endanger
our city whilst it is yet a t sea, (not
yet safe in port), and not to grasp at
new dominion before we are sure
of that we have already: if 80 it
be, that the Chalcideans Thraceward have been so many years in

open revolt, and are yet unreduced”.
Goell.]
a [,‘ And failing, should be in R.
very different plight from what we
were before attacking them”. The
Sicilians a t present, if not subjects,
are still not enemies : but that will
not be so, after an attack upon
them which shall miscarry. Schol.]
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favour of the Lacedaemonians, to take part against
VI.
US: whereas then, being reduced into one, it is
YEAR XVII.
not likely they would hazard with us state against A.C.415.
OL.01.1.
state I. For by the same means that they, joining OrationofNbiaa
with the Peloponnesians, may pull down our dominion, by the same it would be likely that the
Peloponnesians would subvert theirs. The Grecians
there will fear us most, if we go not at all ; next,
if we but show our forces and come quickly away.
But if any misfortune befall us, they will presently
despise us, and join with the Grecians here to
invade us. For we all know, that those things are
most admired which are farthest off, and which
least come to give proof of the opinion conceived
of them. And this, Athenians, is your own case
with the Lacedaemonians and their confederates :
whom because beyond your hope you have overcome in those things for which at first you feared
them’, you now in contempt of them turn your
arms upon Sicily. But we ought not to be puffed
up upon the misfortunes of our enemies: but to
be confident then only, when we have mastered
their designs3. Nor ought we to think that the
Lacedaemonians set their minds on anything else,
but how they may yet for the late disgrace repair
their reputation, if they can, by our overthrow: and
the rather, because they have so much and so long
laboured to win an opinion in the world of their
C‘ Whereas in the other case,
it is not likely that one power would
molest the other”.]
[,‘Whom because beyond your
hope (considering what your fear of
them used tobe) youhave overcome,

you now in contempt” &c. Goell.]
3 [‘‘ Then only, when we are
masters of our own minds, or of
ourselves”. Goell. “ Of their, the
enemy’s minds”: that is, by fairness
or superior ability. Am.]
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valour. The question with us therefore, if we be
YEAR X V I I .
well advised, will not be of the Egestaeans in Sicily,
*.C.*16.
but how we may speedily defend our city against
OK..91.1.
OrationofNicias the insidiation of them that favour the oligarchy ’.
1% We must remember also that we have had now
some short recreation from a late great plague and
great war, and thereby are improved both in men
and money ; which it is most meet that we should
spend here upon ourselves, and not upon those
outlaws which seek for aid: seeing it maketh for
them, to tell us a specious lie ; who contributing
only words whilst their friends bear all the danger,
if they speed well, shall be disobliged of thanks, if
ill, undo their friends for company. Now if there
be any man here’, that for ends of his own, as
being glad to be general, especially being yet too
young to have charge in chief, shall advise the
expedition, to the end he may have admiration
for his expense upon horses, and help from his
place to defray that expense: suffer him not to
purchase his private honour and splendour with
the danger of the public fortune. Believe rather
that such men, though they rob the public, do
nevertheless consume also their private wealth.
Besides3, the matter itself is full of great difficulties,
such as it is not fit for a young man to consult of,
much less hastily to take in hand. -13. And I
VI.

[The question Pzc. “will not
be about these Sicilian barbarians,
the Egestseans, but how to be without loss of time on our guard
against a city plotting against us
through their oligarchical government”. See i. 19: “theLacedmnonians drew them to embrace” SScJ

* H e glanceth at Alcihiades.
[Tam somptuosum erat Athenis, et
vero in plurimis Greecie partihus
:quos alere, u t documentum esset
magnarum opum,et putaretur indicare opulentiam et iude nobilitatem
majorum. Goell.]
[“ .4nd that the matter” &c.]
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seeing those now sit by and abet=’the same man,
VI.
am fearful of them : and do on the other side exhort the elder sort, (if any of them sit near those A.C.415.
OL.Q1.L
other), not to be ashamed to deliver their minds OrntionofNieias
freely, as fearing that if they gave their voice
against the war they should be esteemed cowards ;
nor to doat (as they do) upon things absent’;
knowing that by passion the fewest actions, and
by reason the most do prosper : but rather for the
benefit of their country, which is now cast into
greater danger than ever before, to hold up their
hands on the other side, and decree : ‘‘ that the
Sicilians, within the limits they now enjoy3, not
misliked by you, and with liberty to sail by the
shore in the Ioriian gnlf, and in the main of the
Sicilian sea, shall possess their own, and compound
their differences between themselves”. And for
the Egestt-eans, to answer them in particular, thus :
“ that as without the Athenians they had begun
the war against the Selinuntians, so they should
without them likewise end i t : and that we shall
no more hereafter, as we have used to do, make
such men our confederates, as when they do injury,

’

[ r a p a d c v u r o b c : “ persons that
have got possession of any office of
state as president, epistates, senator &c., by contrivance or other
illegal means :” as interpreted by
Goeller. H e adds, that they appear
to be the followers of the societies
or clubs mentioned in viii. 54 : see
note ibid. But hedoes not explain
how Alcibiades, now playing the
part of a demagogue,could have any
connection with anyof the clubs, all
of which were aristocratical.]

’

[,To doat on what they have
not got; knowing that by passion
men rarely succeed, but by foresight very often : but on behalf of
their country, which is making a
cast of greater peril than ever before, to hold up their hands’’ &.]
[That is to say, the Sicilians
were not to sail in the Grecian seas,
nor the Greciaus on the coast of
Sicily, with more than one ship of
war. A common stipulation: see ii.
7. iii,71, iv. 78. vi. 52. viii. 56. Am.]

-
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we must maintain it, and when we require their
assistance, cannot have it”. 14. And you the presiYKAR XVII.
*c415.
dent, if you think it your office to take care of the
OL.91.1.
OrationofNicias commonwealth, and desire to be a good member
of the same, put these things once more to the
question, and let the Athenians speak to it again.
Think (if you be afraid to infringe the orders of
the assembly) that before so many witnesses, it
will not be made a crime’: but that you shall be
rather thought a physician of your country, that
hath swallowed down evil counsel. And he truly
dischargeth the duty of a president, who laboureth
to do his country the most good, or at least will
riot willingly do it hurt.”
15. Thus spake Nicias. But the most of the
Athenians that spake after him, were of opinion
that the voyage ought to proceed, the decree
already made not to be reversed : yet some there
Motives of Alci- were that said to the contrary. But the expedition
biades to further
hisvoyage.
was most of all pressed by Alcibiades the son of
Cleinias, both out of desire he had to cross Nicias,
with whom he was likewise at odds in other
points of state, and also for that he had glanced
at him invidiously in his oration : but principally
for that he affected to have charge, hoping that
himself should be the man to subdue both Sicily
and Carthage to the state of Athens: and withal,
if it succeeded, to increase his own private wealth
and glory. For being in great estimation with the
VI.

* [,, Considering, if you dread
putting the question a second time,
that a violation of the laws has nothing criminal in it, when done
before 80 many witnesses”. The

putting the question a second time,
was a mode of reviewing the decrees
of the people nd consistent with
the established forms of the Atheaian assembly.)
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citizens, his desires were more vast than for the
VI.
proportion of his estate, both in maintaining of ZX
horses and other his expenses, was meet: which *.C.415OL.9l.l.
proved afterwards none of the least causes of the
subversion of the Atheniau commonwealth. For
most men fearing him, both for his excess in things
that concerned his person and form of life, and for
the greatness of his spirit in every particular
action he undertook, as one that aspired to the
tyranny, they became his enemy'. And although
for the public he excellently managed the war, yet
every man, privately displeased with his course of
life, gave the charge of the wars to others, and
thereby not long after overthrew the state. Alcibiades at this time stood forth, and spake to this
eEect.
16. " Men of Athens, it both belongeth unto TEE ORATIONOP
ALCIBIADES.
me more than to any other to have this charge:
and withal I think myself (for I must needs begin
with this, as having been touched by Nicias) to be
worthy of the same. For those things for which
I am so much spoken of, do indeed purchase glory
to my progenitors and myself: but to the commonwealth they confer both glory and profit. For
the Grecians have thought our city a mighty one,
even above the truth, by reason of my brave appearance at the Olympic games : whereas before
they thought easily to have warred it down. For
I brought thither seven chariots, and not only won
the first, second, and fourth prize2, but carried

'

[,' They bec'ame his enemy as
oiie that aspired" &c.]
[L'For I ran sewn chariots,
which is more than any private man
VOL. I X .

ever did before: and I was victor,
and was besides second and fourth,
and carried in all other things a
magnificence"&c.]
K

VI.

PEAR XVII.

-4.C.416.
OL.91.1.
Orationof
Alcibiades.
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also in all other things a magnificence worthy the
honour of the victory. And in such things as these,
as there is honour to be supposed according to the
law ; so is there also a power conceived upon sight
of the thing done. As for my expenses in the city
upon setting forth of shows’, or whatsoever else is
remarkable in me, though naturally it procure envy
in other citizens, yet to strangers this also is an
argument of our greatness. Now, it is no unprofitable course of life2, when a man shall at his
private cost not only benefit himself, but also the
commonwealth. Nor doth he that beareth himself
high upon his own worth, and refuseth to make
himself fellow with the rest, wrong the rest : for
if he were in distress, he should not find any man
that would share with him in his calamity. Therefore, as we are not so much as saluted when we
be in misery ; so let them likewise be content to
be contemned of us when we flourish ; or if they
require equality, let them also give it. I know
that such men, or any man else that excelleth in
the g k . .of anything whatsoever, shall as long as
he liveth be envied, principally of his equals, and
then also of others amongst whom he converseth :
xopqyiac: the exhibition of
masks, games, and other festivals.
[The Choregi were ten in number,
one for each tribe. It was their
business to provide the chorus in
all dramatic entertainments, as well
as in the dithyrambic or lyric recitations, in the festival of the great
Dionysia. They paid the expenses
of the training of the chorus, and
also of its maintenance during the
interval : and they furnished the

dresses and whatever else was required by the chorus in the per.
formance of its part. Brn.-The
expenses of the office required a
fortune of at least three talents: and
as no man would accept it willingly,
the office went through the tribe in
a certain order. Hem. 0 161.l
[L( It is no unprofitable object”.
Vulgo, Bekker, Goeller, G~civouc.
Duker, Bauer, Arnold,dvora :taking
it in an ironical sense.]
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but with posterity they shall have kindred claimed
of them, though there be none; and his country
will boast of him, not as of a stranger or one that
had been a man of lewd life, but as their own citiZen and one that had achieved worthy and laudable
acts. This being the thing I aim at, and for which
I am renowned', consider now whether I administer the public the Korse for it or not. For having
reconciled unto you the most potent states of
Peloponnesus without much either danger or cost,
I compelled the Lacedamonians to stake all that
ever they had upon the fortune of one day of
Mantineia '.
17. And this hath my youth and madness, supposed to have been very madness3, with familiar
and fit words wrought upon the power of the
Peloponriesians : and shewing reason for my passion, made my madness now no longer to be feared4.
But as long as I flourish with it, and Nicias is
esteemed fortunate, make you use of both our
services. And abrogate not your decree touching
the voyage into Sicily, as though the power were
great you are to encounter withal. For the number
wherewith their cities are populous, is but of promiscuous nations, easilyshifting andeasily admitting
new corners ; and consequently not sufficiently
p' Renowned

in my privale

life".]

c" From which though they
escaped, they have not even yet recovered their confidence. And this
hath my youth" &c.]
[aapb 9 6 : beyond
~ ~ nature,
" monstrous". Am.-"
Beyond my
years": in reply to Nicias, I C U ~rb
npdypapiya,r.s.X. inch. 12.Goell.l

C' And this is the work of my
youth, and what is called my monstrous folly. So did I deal with the
Peloponnesian power with all discreetness of speech, and gaining
credit by my vehemence obtained
belief for my words, And now no
longer dread it (my folly): but as
long" &c. Am. Vulgo, atgopicOat : Bekker &c., q 6 / 3 7 p O f . ]
K 2

VI.

~c.416.

OL.91.1.
Oration of

Alcibiades.

VI.

YEAB X V I L

h.c.415.
OL.Rl.1.
Oration of
Alcibiades.
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armed, any of them, for the defence of their bodies,
nor furnished, as the custom of the place appointeth,
to fight for their country’. But what any of them
thinks he may get by fair speech, or snatch from
the public by sedition, that only he looks after ;
with purpose, if he fail, to run the country. And
it is not likely, that such a rabble should either
with one consent give ear to what is told them, or
unite themselves for the administration of their
affairs in common : but if they hear of fair offers,
they will one after one be easily induced to come
in ; especially if there be seditions amongst them,
as we hear there are. And the truth is, there are
neither so many men of arms as they boast of; nor
doth it appear that there are so many Grecians there
in all, as the several cities have every one reckoned
for their own number. Nay, even Greece hath much
belied itself, and was scarce sufficiently armed in
all this war past2. So that the business there, for
all that I can by fame understand, is even as I
have told you, and will yet be easier. For we shall
have many of the barbarians, upon hatred of the Syracusians, to take our parts against them there: and
if we consider the case aright, there will be nothing
t o hinder us at home. For our ancestors having
the same enemies, which they say we leave behind
us now in our voyage to Sicily, and the Persian besides, did nevertheless erect the empire we now have
~

For their cities swarm with
a motley population, and easily admit of changes and new forms in
their constitutions: and for this
reason no one is furnished to fight
as for his own country, either in
respect of his personal appoint-

~~

ments, or of the means of public
defence”. See ch. 36, note.]
* p‘ Greece was much deceived
as to the number of her heavgarmed soldiers, and was scarcely
sufficiently armed in this present
war”. Goell.]
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by our only odds of strength at sea. And the hope
of the Peloponnesians against us was never less
than now it is, though their power were also as
great as ever : for they would be able to invade
our land, though we went not into Sicily ; and by
sea they can do us no harm though we go, for we
shall leave a nary sufficient to oppose theirs behind us'.
18. '' What therefore can we allege with any
probability for our backwardness : or what can we
pretend unto our confederates, for denying them
assistance i Whom we ought to defend, were it
but because we have sworn it to them, without
objectiiig that they have not reciprocally aided us.
For we took them not into league, that they should
come hither with their aids : but that by troubling
our enemies there, they might hinder them from
coming hither against us. And the way whereby
we, and whosoever else hath dominion, hath
gotten it, hath ever been the cheerful succouring
of their associates that required it, whether they
were Greeks or barbarians. For if we should all
sit still, or stand to make choice2which were fit to
be assisted and which not, we should have little
under our government of the estates of other men,
but rather hazard our own. For when one is grown
mightier than the rest, men use not only to defend
themselves against him when he shall invade, but

r''

And the hope &c. was never
less than now : and be they never
so determined, by land indeed they
are strong enough to invade US
though we went not into Sicily, but
by sea they can do us no harm;
for we shall leave" &c.]

[" Or stand to make distinction of races". Bekker &c., p d o rptvotv: vulgo, $tko~pivot~v.--"We
should be making but small addition to our present dominion, but
should rather put that self-same
empire to hazard'.]

VI.

A.c.~.
OL.91.1.

Orationof

Aicibiudes.

-

.

VI.

YEAR XVII.

A.c.~.
OL.91.1.
Orntion of
Alcibiades.
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t o anticipate him, that he invade not a t all. Nor
is it in our power to be our own carvers, how
much we will have subject to us ; but considering
the case we are in, it is as necessary for us to seek
t o subdue those that are not under our dominion,
as to keep so those that are : lest if others be not
subject to us, we fall in danger of being subjected
unto them. Nor are we to weigh quietness in the
same balance that others do, unless also the institution of this state were like unto that of other
states. Let us rather make reckoning, by enterprising abroad’ to increase our power at home,
and proceed on our voyage; that we may cast
down the haughty conceit of the Peloponnesians,
and show them the contempt and slight account
we make of our present ease, by undertaking this
our expedition into Sicily. Whereby, either conquering those states we shall become masters of
all Greece, or weaken the Syracusians, to the
benefit of ourselves and our confederates. And
for our security to stay, if any city shall come to
our side, or to come awayif otherwise, our galleys
will afford it. For in that we shall be at our own
liberty, though all the Sicilians together were
against it2.
‘‘ Let not the speech of Nicias, tending only t o
laziness, and to the stirring of debate between the
young men and the old, avert you from it: but
with the same decency3 wherewith your ancestors,
consulting young and old together, have brought
our dominion to the present height, endeavour you

r‘ There”, in Sicily.]

and the rest, vaurpciropeg: vulgo,
For a t sea we shall beat all airroxpci~oprg.]
the Sicilians put together”. Bekker
p‘ The accustomed order”.]
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likewise to enlarge the same. And think not that
VI.
youth or age, one without the other, is of any YXAB XVII.
effect, but that the simplest, the middle sort, and A.C.415.
OL 91.1.
the exactest judgments tempered together, is it Oration of
that doth the greatest good; and that a state as
well as any other thing will, if it rest, wear out of
itself; and all men’s knowledge decay ; whereas
by the exercise of war experience will continually
increase, and the city will get a habit of resisting
the enemy, not with words, but action. In sum,
this is my opinion: that a state accustomed to be
active, if it once grow idle, will quickly be subjected by the change : and that they of all men are .
most surely planted, that with most unity’ observe
the present laws and customs, though not always
of the best.”
19. Thus spake Alcibiades. The Athenians, when
they had heard him together with the EgestEans
and Leontine outlaws, who being then present2
entreated, and objecting to them their oath begged
their help in form of suppliants, were far more
earnestly bent upon the journey than they were
before. But Nicias, when he saw he could not
alter their resolution with his oration, but thought
he might perhaps put them from it by the greatness
of the provision, if he should require it with the
most, stood forth again and said in this manner3.
20. “ Men of Athens, forasmuch as I see you THE O&ATIOBOF
violently bent on this expedition, such effect may it NICIAS.
I

C‘ With most conshncy”.]

[“ Coming forward”.]
‘
And Nicias, seeing that by
the same arguments he could no
longer divert them from their pur-

r‘

pose, but that by the vastness of the
provision, if he should require a
great one, he might perhaps bring
about a change of mind, stood
forth again” &c.]

-
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take as is desired. Nevertheless I shall now deliver my opinion upon the matter as it yet standeth’.
YEAR XVII.
A.C.416.
As
far as we understand by report, we set out
or,.91.1.
OrationoCNicias against great cities, not subject one to another,
nor needing innovation, whereby they should be
glad, out of hard servitude, to admit of easier
masters ; nor such as are likely to prefer our government before their own liberty ; but many, (as
for one island), and those Greek cities’. For besides Naxos and Catana, (which too I hope will join
with us for their affinity with the Leontines), there
are other seven, furnished in all respects after the
manner of our own army ; and especially those two
against which we bend our forces most, Selinus
and Syracuse. For there are in them many men
of arms, many archers, many darters, besides many
galleys and a multitude of men to man them. They
have also store of money, both amongst private
men and in their temples. This have the Selinuntians. The Syracusians have a tribute beside,
coming in from some of the barbarians. But that
wh‘erein they exceed us most, is this: that they
abound in horses, and have corn of their own, not
fetched in from other places. 21. Against such a
power we shall therefore need not a fleet only, and
with it a small army ; but there must great forces
go aloiig of land soldiers, if we mean to do anything worthy of our design, and not to be kept by
their many horsemen from landing3; especially if
the cities there, terrified by us, should now hold
VI.

* c“ The present matter”.]
a

Selinus, Agrigentum, Messana,

[,‘ And the Greek cities, for Himera, Catana. Goell.]

[,,And not be cooped up by
one island, in number many”. The
“ other seven”, are Syracuse, Gela, their many horsemen”.}
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all together, and none but the Egestaans prove
VI.
our friends and furnish us with a cavalry to resist
them. And it would be a shame either to come A.C.416.
0L.Ql.l.
back with a repulse, or to send for a new supp~yoratiotlofNicias
afterwards, as if we had not wisely considered our
enterprise at first. Therefore we must go sufficiently provided from hence, as knowing that we
go far from home, and are to make war in a place
of disadvantage, and not as when we went as confederates to aid some of our subjects here at home’,
where we had easy bringing in of necessaries to
the camp from the territories of friends. But we
go far off, and into a country of none but strangers,
and from whence in winter there can hardly come
a messenger unto us in so little as four months.
32. Wherefore I am of opinion that we ought to
take with us many men of arms, of our own, of
our confederates, and of our subjects : and also
out of Peloponnesus as many as we can get, either
for love or money: and also many archers and
slingers, whereby to resist their cavalry ; and much
spare shippingz, for the more easy bringing in of
provision. Also our corn, I mean, wheat and barley parched, we must carry with us from hence in
ships3; and bakers from the mills, hired, and made
to work by turns, that the army, if it chance to be
weather-bound, may not be in want of victual.
For being so great, it will not be for every city to
receive it. And so for all things else, Re must as
E“ And shall have to carry on
[L‘ And in ships we must be far
a war, not like one amongst your superior”.]
subject states here, when you have
a [L‘ In ships of burthen; and
gone as the ally of one against an- bakers, pressed into the service from
other ; where we have had” &c.]
the mills, in proportion”. Am.]
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much as we can provide them ourselves, and not
rely on others. Above all, we must take hence as
YEAS XVIL
A.G.415.. much money as we can : for as for that which is
OL.91.1.
OrationofNick8 said to be ready at Egesta, think it ready in words,
but not in deeds. 23. For although we go thither
with an army not only equal unto theirs, but also
(excepting their men of arms for battle) in everything exceeding it : yet so shall we scarce be able
both to overcome them, and withal to preserve our
own. We must also make account, that we go to
inhabit some city in that foreign and hostile
country, and either the first day we come thither
to be presently masters of the field’, or failing, be
assured to find all in hostility against us. Which
fearing, and knowing that the business requires
much good advice and more good fortune, (which
is a hard matter, being we are but men), I would
so set forth as to commit myself to fortune as little
as I may, and take with me an army that in likelihood should be secure. And this I conceive to
be both the surest course for the city in general,
and the safest for us that go the voyage. If any
man be of a contrary opinion, I resign him my
place.”
24. Thus spake Nicias, imagining that either the
Athenians would, upon the multitude of the things
required, abandon the enterprise; or if he were
forced to go, he might go with the more security.
TheAthenians But the Athenians gave not over the desire they
umy,O~;$$~ had of the voyage for the difficulty of the preparathemfrom the tion, but were the more inflamed thereby to have
VI.

And we must consider our- hostile race: who must the first day
selves like those that go to make a they land straightway make themsettlement amongst a foreign and se1;es masters of the field, or” &c.]

-
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it proceed ; and the contrary fell out of that which
VI.
he before expected’. For they approved his coun- ;
,
,
,
I
,
sei, and thought now there would be no danger at A.C.415.
OL.91.1.
all. And every one alike fell in love with the enterprise,sre
the more euenterprise: the old men, upon hope to subdue couraged to it.
the place they went to, or that at least so great
a power could not miscarry ; and the young men,
upon desire to see a foreign country, and to gaze2,
making little doubt but to return with safety. As
for the common sort and the soldiers, they made
account to gain by it not only their wages for the
time, but also so to amplify the state in power, as
that their stipend should endure for ever. So that
through the vehement desire thereunto of the most,
they also that liked it not, for fear if they held up
their hands against it to be thought evil affected to
the state, were content to let it pass. 25. And in
the end a certain Athenian stood up, and calling
upon Nicias, said he ought not to shift off nor
delay the business any longer; but to declare
there before them all, what forces he would have
the Athenians to decree him. To which unwillingly
he answered and said, he would consider of it first
with his fellow-commanders. Nevertheless, for so
much as he could judge upon the suddeu, he said
there would need no less than one hundred galleys ;
whereof for transporting of men of arms, so many
of the Athenians’ own as they themselves should
think meet, and the rest to be sent for to their
confederates : and that of men of arms in all, of
their own and of their confederates, there would
[“ The contrary of what he in- that now there would be no” &C.]
tended. For they considered that
9 [“And know by inquiry”. Schol.]
he approved of the expedition, and
[“ More at leisure”.]
*

I40
VI'
c*--c
YEAR XVII.

A.C. 415.

or"91.1.

"he faces of all
the images of
Mercury
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be requisite no less than five thousand ; but rather
more, if they could be gotten, and other provision
proportionable. As for archers, both from hence
and from Crete, and slingers, and whatsoever else
should seem necessary, they would provide it themselves and take it with them'.
26. When the Athenians had heard him, they
preseritly decreed that the generals should have
absolute authority, both touching the greatness of
the preparation and the whole voyage, to do
the,rein as should seem best unto them for the
commonwealth. And after this, they went in hand
with the preparation accordingly ; and both sent
unto the confederates, and enrolled soldiers at
home. The city had by this time recovered herself from the sickness and from their continual
wars, both in number of men fit for the wars,
grown up after the ceasing of the plague, and in
store of money gathered together by means of the
peace : whereby they made their provisions with
much ease2. And thus were they employed in preparation for the voyage.
27. In the meantime the Mercuries of stone
throughout the whole city of Athens, (now there
1 [,,And as for the rest of the
armament in proportion, both
archers from hence and from Crete
&c., that they (himself and the generals) would provide it" &c.]
* [,' The city had just recovered
itself during the armistice from the
effects of the sickness and the continual war, both in number of youth
grown up and in stock of money :
so that there was a more ready supply'of all things".-At Athens the

public mind was entirely occupied
by this one thought : all conversation turned upon this sub.ject. The
young greedily listened io the descriptions with which the veterans
who had already served in Sicily,
fed their curiosity : and in the palsstra would interrupt their exercises to trace the form of the island
in the sand, and to discuss its position with respect to Africa and Carthage. Thirl.]
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were many of these of’ square stone set up by the
law of the place, and many in the porches of private
houses and in the temples’), had in one night most A . c . ~ .
OL.01. 1.
of them their faces pared. And no man knew throughout
who had done it : and yet great rewards out o f $ ~ P a r e d
the treasury had been propounded to the discoverers ; and a decree made, that if any man knew
of any other profanation, he might boldly declare2
the same, were he citizen, stranger, or bondman.
And they took the fact exceedingly to heart, as
ominous to the expedition, and done withal upon
conspiracy for alteration of the state and dissolution of the democracy.
28. Hereupon, certain strangers dwelling in the Alcibiades
accrised for hapcity, and certain serving-men, revealed something, ing
in mockery
acted the celenot about the Mercuries, but of the paring of the bration of the
statuesof some other of thegods,committed formerly m~teriesof
their religion.
through wantonness and too much wine by young
men; andwitha1,how theyhad inprivatehousesacted
the mysteries of their religion in mockery: amongst
whom they also accused Alcibiades. This they
that most envied Alcibiades, because he stood in
[i‘ That is to say, the square
figure, of which by the custom of
the place there are so many in private doorways and in the temples”.
Thc square form of these images is
variously explained : as signifying,
that as the master of eloquence and
truth, on whichever side it fell it
alighted safely; or that eloquence
had no need of hands or feet, or of
any of the bodily powers.]
a [,‘ H e might with impunity de.
nounce the same”. The pljvuarc,
denunciation or iufomation, was
the proceeding open to those that

were not citizens, whereby having
first obtained &%la, impunity, they
might denounce any public wrongdoer. The citizen could do the
same by the ~iaayyrXia,a proceeding
attended with less danger and expense to the informer, and needing
no &ha. See H e m . 3 133.-The
first trace of the existence of a party
sworn to the overthrow of the democracy, is supposed to be that mentioned by Thucydides, i. 10’: :the
discoveryof which party and of their
intrigues with Sparta led to the
battle of Tanagra. 8 164.1
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the way that they could not constantly bear chief
sway with the people, making account to have the
A.C.415.
if they could thrust him out, took hold of
primacy
OL.91.1.
and exceedingly aggravated ; exclaiming, that both
the mockery of the mysteries and the paring of
the Mercuries tended to the deposing of the people,
and that nothing therein was done without him ;
alleging for argument his other excess in the
ordinary course of his life, iiot convenient in a
popular estate. 29. He’ at that present made his
He desires to
come to his trial
heforehisgoing apology, and was there ready, if he had done any
forth:butisnot such thing, to answer it before he went the voyage,
suffered.
(for by this time all their preparation was in readiness), and to suffer justice if he were guilty, and
if absolved to resume his charge: protesting
against all accusations to be brought against him
in his absence, and pressing to be put to death
then presently if he had offended ; and saying, that
it would not be discreetly done, to send away a
man accused of so great crimes with the charge
of such an army before his trial. But his enemies,
fearing lest if he came then to his trial he should
have had the favour of his army, and lest the people,
which loved him because the Argives and some of
the Mantineans served them in this war only for
his sake, should have been mollified, put the matter
off and hastened his going out’, by setting on other
orators to advise, that for the present he should
go, and that the setting forward of the fleet should
VI.

rJ--T
YEAR SVII.

~~

-~

H e on the spot both made
answer to the informations against
him, and declared himself ready
before sailing (for by this time
every thing was ready for the expe-

dition) to stand his trial whether he
had done any of these things; and
if he had, to suffer justice” &c.]
Turned it off and prevented
it” : that is, his trial a t that time.]
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Ilot be retarded, and that at his return he should
have a day assigned him for his trial : their purpose
YEAIL XVII.
being, upon further accusation, which they might A. c.416.
OL.91.1.
easily’ contrive in his absence, to have him sent
for back to make his answer. And thus it was
concluded that Alcibiades should go.
30. After this, the summer being now half spent, The Athenian
fleet pntteth to
they put to sea for Sicily. The greatest part ofsea.
the confederates, and the ships that carried their
corn, and all the lesser vessels, and the rest of the
provision that went along, they before appointed to
meet [upon a day set] at Corcyra, thence all together to cross over the Ionian gulf to the promon, ~
tory of Iapygia. But the Athenians themselves, ~ 1 description
of the setting
and as many of their confederates as were at forth of the fleet,
Athens, upon the day appointed’, betimes in the
morning came down into Peiraeus and went aboard
to take sea. With them came down in a manner
the whole multitude of the city, as well inhabitants
as strangers : the inhabitants to follow after such
as belonged unto them, some their friends, some
their kinsmen, and some their children, filled both
with hope and lamentations ; hope of conquering
what they went for, and lamentation, as being in
doubt whether ever they should see each other any
more, considering what a way they were to go
from their own territory: (and now when they
were to leave one another to danger, they apprehended the greatness of the same more than they
had done before when they decreed the expedition : nevertheless their present strength, by the
+
-

[,, Could better contrive”.]
perhaps refers to the
a day” &c. Hobbes meeting at Corcyra.]

’ [,,Upon

“

day set” fur
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A .C.416.
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abundance of everything before their eyes prepared
for the journey, gave them heart again in beholding it) :but the strangers and other multitude came
only to see the shew, as of a worthy and incredible
design I.
31. For this preparation, being the first Grecian
power that ever went out of Greece from one only
city, was the most sumptuous and the most glorious of all that ever had been sent forth before it
to that day. Nevertheless for number of galleys
and men of arms, that which went forth with
Pericles to Epidaurus, and that which Agnon carried with him to Potidaea, was not inferior to it.
For there went four thousand men of arms, three
hundred horse, and one hundred galleys, out of
Athens itself; and out of Lesbos and Chios fifty
galleys, besides many confederates that accompanied him in the voyage. But they went not far,
and were but meanly furnished. Whereas this
fleet, as being to stay long abroad, was furnished
for both kinds of service, in which of them soever
it should have occasion to be employed, both with
shipping and land-soldiers. For the shipping, it
was elaborate with a great deal of cost, both of the
captains of galleys and of the city. For the state
allowed a drachma a day to every mariner: the
empty galleys2 which they sent forth, being of

[“ As a thing worth seeing, and
surpassing belief”. Valla, Portus.]
a Empty, in respect of those that
carried provision. f ‘ For the statc
allowed a drachme a day to every
mariner, and furnished empty galleys, of the swift ones sixty, and of
suchascarried” &c.-the following

is Hermann’s account of the mode
of maintaining the Athenian navy.
“ When with the extended naval
power of Athens, the old division of
the people into forty-eight, and later
into fifty Naukrarise. each of which
provided a ship, became extinct, the
generals appointed every year from
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nimble ones sixty, and of such as carried their
men of arms forty more : and the captains of galleys both put into them the most able servants;
and besides the wages of the state, unto the
[uppermost bank of oars, called the] Thranitz,
and to the servants, gave somewhat of their own ;
and bestowed great cost otherwise every one upon
amongst the richest citizens the unfrequently contriving to rid
necessary number of Trierarchs,one themselves of all contribution : alfor every ship : which the Trierarch though being the same for all, their
thereupon had a t his own cost to fit share was therefore proportionally
out and keep in repair, the state small. Demosthenes, in Olymp. cx.
providing nothing more than the first re-established the just proporempty vessels and the pay for the tion : whereby with the possession
ship’s company. It is believed that of a certain fortune was combined
later the expenses of Trierarch, like the duty of maintaining a trireme :
those of Choregus, were divided so that the less rich, up to that
between two. When however the amount, had the privilege of becomcommand of the ship in person, ori- ing a member of a Synteleia; the
ginally part of theduty ofTrierarch, richer, on the contrary, in proporbecame less essential, thereupon tion to their means had to take the
sprung up the custom for the Trier- charge of more than one ship”.
arch to sell by auction to him that Antiq. 5 lGl.-The
fortune which
would undertake it on the lowest by the law of Demosthenes subterms, the charge of the entire jected the possessor to the charge
trierarchy: a mischief which the of one trireme, was ten talents:
regulation of the Symmorii, made under which amount, the possessor
A.C.357, raised to a still greater might enter the Synteleia. The
height. I t was then that the twelve number of ships which one man
hundred wealthiest citizens became might Le charged with, seems to
permanently bound to the duty of have been limited to three. See
Trierarch ; and were for that pur- Dem. pro Cor. At the present
pose divided into twenty Symmorii; time, there appear to have been
and each of these again into Syn- elected annually four hundred
teleis, of sixteen members at the Trierarchs :and a fortune exceeding
most, each Synte1e;a having the eight talents, as Goeller says, subcharge of providing for a ship; a t jected to this duty, which no one
less cost however than formerly, was liable to two years consecubecause the state now provided tively. The Naukrarirc, abovethe furniture of the vessel. The mentioned, were divisions of the
richest amongst the Symmorii made four $uXal ofAthens ; each of which
the ready outlay, and afterwards was divided into three Phratk,
divided it amongst the rest: not and each Phratria into four Nau-
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his own galley, both in the badges’ and other
rigging, each oue striving to the utmost to have
his galley, both in some ornament and also in
swiftness, to exceed the rest. And for the land
forces, they were levied with exceeding great
choice’, and every man endeavoured to excel his
fellow in the bravery of his arms and utensils that
belonged to his person. Insomuch as amongst
themselves, it begat quarrel about precedency3:
but amongst other Grecians, a conceit that it was
an ostentation rather of their power and riches,
than a preparation against an enemy. For if a
man enter into account of the expense, as well of
the public, as of private men that went the voyage ;
namely, of the public, what was spent already in
the business, and what was to be given to the
commanders to carry with them; and of private
men, what every one had bestowed upon his
person, and every captain on his galley, besides
what every one was likely, over and above his
allowance from the state, to bestow on provision
for so long a warfare, and what the merchant4
carried with him for traffic, he will find the
whole sum carried out of the city to amount to a
great many talents. And the fleet was no less
noised amongst those against whom it was t o
krarie. Boeckh says “ t h a t each
Naukraria furnished two horsemen
and one ship, rat v a h plav, whence
perhaps the name”.]
oqpiia: the images, which
being set on the fore part of the
vessel, did give it the name for the
most part.
2 [Eurahdyocc Xp?)SOic : “ were

chosen out of the best lists”: that is,
composed of none but citizens, and
those all within the military age.
Compare Herod. iv, 135. Am.]
[,‘ It begat contention amongst
themselves, each striving in his own
station to surpass the rest”.]
What either soldier or merchant carried” &c.]

r‘
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go, for the strange boldness of the attempt and
gloriousness of the show, than it was for the excessive report of their number, for the length of the
voyage, and for that it was undertaken with so
vast future hopes in respect of their present power’.
32. After they were all aboard, and all things
laid in that they meant to carry with them, silence
was commanded by the trumpet; and after the
wine had been carried about2to the whole army,
and all, as well the generals as the soldiers, had
drunk a health to the voyage3, they made their
prayers, such as by the law were appointed for
before their taking sea, not in every galley apart,
but all together, the herald pronouncing them.
And the company from the shore, both of the city
and whosoever else wished them well, prayed with
them. And when they had sung the PEan and
ended the health, they put forth to sea : and having at first gone out in a long file, galley after
galley, they after went a vie by Bgina4. Thus
hasted these to be at Corcyra: to which place

r‘

And the fleet was not less
noised about for the strange boldness of the attempt and the gloriousness of the show, than for the
excessive greatness of the expedition as compared with those against
whom they were setting forth; and
for that it was the most distant expedition from home ever attempted,
and with the greatest hopes of the
future, if compared with their present means”. See Thucydides’ own
opinion of what the expedition was
capable of, ii. 65.1
[,‘ Had been mixed throughout
the whole army”.]

ariv8ovrcs.
I t was a form
amongst the Grecians and other
nations then, both before great enterprises to wish good fortune, and
at the making of league and peace
to ratify what they did, by drinking
one to another. [What is here called
I‘ drinking to each other”, is the ordinary ceremony of a libation (wine
poured into the sea). I‘ And when
both the epibatg and the generals
had from golden and silver cups
made their libations”. See the libation by B n e a s ; in Bneid. v. 776.1
4
They vied with each other as
far as Egina”.]

r‘
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VI.

also the other army of the confederates were
assembling.
At Syracuse they had advertisement of the voyage from divers places: nevertheless it was long
ere anything would be believed. Nay, an assembly
being there called, orations were made such as
follow on both parts: as well by them that believed the report touching the Athenian army to
be true, as by others that affirmed the contrary.
And Hermocrates the son of Hermon, as one that
thought he knew the certainty, stood forth and
spake to this effect :
33. " Concerning the truth of this invasion,
TEE ORATION OF
HERMOCBATES.
though perhaps I shall be thought, as well as other
men, to deliver a thing incredible ; and though I
know, that such as be either the authors or relaters
of matter incredible, shall not only not persuade,
but be also accounted fools : nevertheless, I will
not for fear thereof hold my tongue, as long as the
commonwealth is in danger ; being confident that
I know the truth hereof somewhat more certainly
than others do. The Athenians are bent to come
even against us, (which you verily wonder at), and
that with great forces both for the sea and land :
with pretence indeed to aid their confederates the
Egestzans and replant the Leontines ; but in truth
they aspire to the dominion of all Sicily, and especially of this city of ours ; which obtained, they
make account to get the rest with ease. Seeing
then they will presently be upon us, advise with
your present means, how you may with most honour' make head against them ; that you may not
-*
YEAR X V I I .

A C.415.
OL.91.1.
The Syracus.
ians, upon the
fame of their
coming, do some
believe it, and
someriot.

1

[('How you may best" &c.]
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be taken unprovided through contempt, nor be
careless through incredulity; and that such as
believe it, may not be dismayed with their audaciousness and power. For they are not more able
to do hurt unto us, than we be unto them. Neither
indeed is the greatness of their fleet without some
advantage unto us : nay, it will be much the better
for us, in respect of the rest of the Sicilians. For
being terrified by them, they will the rather league
with us. And if we either vanquish, or repulse
them without obtaining what they came for, (for 1
fear not at all the effecting of their purpose); verily
it will be a great honour to us, and in my opinion
not unlikelyto come topass. For in truth there have
been few great fleets, whether of Grecians or barbarians, sent far from home, that have not prospered
ill. Neither are these that come against us, more in
number than ourselves and the neighbouring cities :
for surely we shall all hold together upon fear.
And if for want of necessaries in a strange territory they chance to miscarry, the honour of it will
be left to us against whom they beud their councils,
though the greatest cause of their overthrow should
consist in their own errors. Which wras also the
case of these very Athenians, who raised themselves by the misfortune of the Medes ; (though it
happened for the most part contrary to reason) ;
because in name' they went only against the Athenians. And that the same shall now happen unto
US, is not without probability.
34. '' Let us therefore with courage put in readiness our own forces ; let us send to the Siculi, to

' E'' Through the report that they went" &c.

Goell.]
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confirm those we have, and to make peace and
league with others ; and let us send ambassadors
to the rest of Sicily, to show them that it is a
common danger ; and into Italy, to get them into
our league, or at least that they receive not the
Athenians. And in my judgment it yere our best
course to send also to Carthage : for even they are
not without expectation of the same danger. Nay,
they are in a continual fear that the Athenians will
bring war upon them also, even to their city’. So
that upon apprehension that if they neglect us the
trouble will come home to their own .door, they
will perhaps, either secretly or openly, or some
way’ assist us. And of all that now are, they are
the best able to do it, if they please. For they
have the most gold and silver : by which the wars
and all things else are the best expedited. Let us
also send to Lacedzemon and to Corinth, praying
them not only to send their succours hither with
speed, but also to set on foot the war there. But
that which I think the best course of all, though
through an habit of sitting still you will hardly be
brought to it, I will nevertheless now tell you what
it is. If the Sicilians all together, or if not all yet
if we and most of the rest’, should draw together
our whole navy, and with two months’ provision
go and meet the Athenians at Tarentum and the
promontory of Iapygia ; and let them see, that they
must fight for their passage over the Tonian gulf
before they fight for Sicily: it would both terrify
them the most, and also put them into a considera-

r‘

1
Will some time or another some way or another. Arnold].
[,And as many as possible of
invade their city”.]
[Anglice : openly or secretly, or the rest”.]
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tion, that we, as the watchmen of our country,
come upon them out of an amicable territory, (for
we shall be received at Tarentum), whereas they
themselves have a great deal of sea to pass with all
their preparations, and cannot keep themselves in
their order for the length of the voyage : and that
for us, it will be an easy matter to assail them,
coming up slowly as they do and thin’. Again, if
lightening theirgalleys, they shallcome up tous more
nimbly and more close together, we shall charge
upon them already wearied2, or we may, if we please,
retire again into Tarentum. Whereas they, if
they come over but with a part of their provisions,
as to fight at sea, shall be driven into want of
victuals in those desert parts ; and either staying
be there besieged, or, attempting to go by, leave
behind them the rest of their provision, and be
dejected, as not assured of the cities whether they
will receive them or not. I am therefore of opinion,
that dismayed with this reckoning they will either
not put over at all from Corcyra, or whilst they
spend time in deliberating, and in sending out to
explore how many and in what place we are, the
season will be lost arid winter come3; or deterred
with our unlooked-for opposition, they will give
over the voyage. And the rather, for that as I
hear the man of most experience amongst their
[Bekker &c., rar‘ bkiyov: ‘‘ few
at a time”. Vdgo, KaT& hdyov.
Hobbes has followed the Scholiast,
or an interpolation of Portus in his
Latin translation.]
If they should use their oars,
we might charge them weary with
rowing, or we might” kc.]

r‘

I am therefore from this reasoning of opinion, that excluded
hence they would not so much as
put over from Corcyra; but that
either whilst they are spending time
&c., their operations will be driven
into the winter; or that deterred
with our” &c. Valla.]
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commanders hath the charge against his will ; and
would take a light occasion to return, if he saw
any considerable stop made by us in the way. And
I am very sure, we should be voiced amongst them
to the utmost. And as the reports are, so are
men’s minds; and they fear more such as they
hear will begin with them, than such as give out
that they will no more but defend themselves :
because then they think the danger equal. Which
would be now the case of the Athenians. For
they come against us with an opinion that we will
not fight : deservedly contemning us, because we
joined not with the Lacedemonians to pull them
down. But if they should see us once bolder
than they looked for, they would be terrified more
with the unexpectedness than with the truth of our
power itself. Be persuaded therefore, principally
to dare to do this ; or if not this, yet speedily to
make yourselves otherwise ready for the war ; and
every man to remember, that though to show contempt of the enemy be best in the heat of fight,
yet those preparations are the surest, that are
made with fear and opinion of danger’. As for the
Athenians, they come ; and I am sure are already
in the way, and want only that they are not now
here.”
35. Thus spake Hermocrates. Rut the people
of Syracuse were at much strife amongst themselves: some contending, that the Athenians would
by no means come, and that the reports were not
That the time for showing
contempt of one’s enemy, is the heat
of fight : but that a t the present
moment themost useful thingwould

be, to consider preparation made
with fear as the most secure, and
therefore to act as if in danger”.
Compare ii. 11. Goell.]
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true ; and others, that if they came they would do
VI.
no more harm than they were likely again to - *YIIA E XVII.
receive. Some contemned and laughed a t the A.C.415.
or. 91.1.
matter: but some few there were that believed
Hermocrates, and feared the event. But Athenap a s , who was chief magistrate of the people, and
at that time most powerful Kith the commons,
spake as followeth :
36. " He is either a coward or not well affected TEEORATION OF
ITHKNAQORAS.
to the state, whosoever he be, that wishes the
Athenians not to be so mad as coming hither to
fall into our power. As for them that report such
things as these and put you into fear, though I
wonder not at their boldness, yet I wonder at their
folly, if they think their ends not seen. For they
that are afraid' of anything themselves, will put
1 [,' That have privately some
fear" : that is, that have good cause
to be afraid of somewhat.-For the
right understanding of this speech,
some knowledge is requisite of the
leading events of the history of the
Greek cities in Sicily : and of the
result of those events, the present
state of parties there. Syracuse,
likeother Dorian colonies, contained
originally three different classes :
the original colonists, the yapdpor
(Herod. vii. 156), who conquered
and divided the land, and formed
the aokirrvpa or governing body :
the natives whom they reduced to
slavery, called cvX\i)ptoL(a name not
understood): and the Grjpo~,a vast
body of exiled and discontented
persons from Greece, who had sub.
sequently been invited to reinforce
the original colonists, without however being received into the aoxi-

revya. B u t the Dorian states of

Sicily and Italy had, unlike those
of Peloponnesus, admitted the demus into the city. Hence the great
size of their cities : and a still more
important consequence. For the
demus was found to be what Gel0
~U
called it, E U V O ~ K ~dXapirdrurov
(Herod. vii. 156),amost unwelcome
inmate : and was ever struggling to
force its way into the government,
and, above all, to obtain a redivision (dva8auy6~)of the lands. The
gamori and their cyllprii stood tu
the demus in the same relation as
the patricians and their clients to
the plebeians at Rome: and the
change in the constitution took
much the same course, first to a
politeia, and thence in time to an
absolute democracy. I n 492, the
union of the demus and the slaves
drove the gamori into exile. B u t
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the city into affright, that they may shadow their
own with the common fear. And this may the
reports do at this time, not raised by chance, but
framed on purpose by such as always trouble the
state. But if you mean to deliberate wisely, make
not your reckoning by the reports of these men, but
by that which wise men and men of great experi-

c-k.
YEAR XVIX.

-4.~415.

OL. 91.1.
Orationof
Athenagoras.

confusion and anarchy, the fruit of
the supineness of the men of property (Arist. v. 3), soon made the
people glad to submit to the tyranny
of Gelo, though bringing back in
his train the ejected gamori. His
dynasty was overthrown in 466, and
again made way for a politeia. The
foreign mercenaries, whom he had
admitted to the rights of citizenship, were disfranchised : and upon
their flying to arms, were driven
from the city, and settled a t Messana : and the estates which Gel0
had provided them with a t the expense of the aristocracy, were restored to their former owners. The
example of Syracuse was followed
by the Greek cities in general : the
tyrants were ejected and democratic
constitutions established throughout Sicily. B u t though at first a t
peace amongst themselves, internally they enjoyed b u t little tranquillity. The multitude were ill
satisfied with barren political privileges, which resigned the real advantages (in their eyes) of the revolution to those that had regained
their estates. The civatiaupbc formed
the exciting topic with them : and
the attempts of demagogues by that
handle to re-establish tyranny, are
said to have been the origin of an
institution a t Syracuse similar to

ostracism at Athens, called petulism : the laurel-leaf serving the
purpose of the oyster-shell. But
being found to end only in deterring the best citizens from taking
part in public affairs, it was soon
abandoned. The distracted state
of affairs encouraged theSikel chief,
Ducetios, to attempt the restoration
of the empire of his countrymen.
The jealousy of the growing power
of Syracuse, especially of her conquests in the Sikel country, the
frnit of the war of Ducetius, engendered a war between that state and
Agrigentum : in which most of the
Greek cities sided with one or other
of the rival states. B u t the victory
over the Agrigentine party a t Himera (452), finally established the
supremacy of Syracuse over all the
Dorian, if not all the Grecian states
of Sicily, except Camarina. Hermocrates, a young noble, is the
leader of the aristocratical party :
whilst Athenagoras seems to have a
kind of tribuuician authority, as
official advocate of the commons.
This is the period of the Syracusan
constitution, which is alluded to
with approbation by Aristotle (v.
IO). But the Athenian expedition
was the cause of further changes :
see vii. 87, note. See Muell. iii. 9:
Thirl. ch. xxii.]
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ence, such as I hold the Athenians to be, are likely
to do. For it is not probable, that leaving the Peloponnesians and the war there not yet surelyended,
they should willingly come hither to a new war
no less than the former: seeing, in my opinion,
they may be glad that we invade not them, so many
and so great cities as we are. 37. And if indeed
they come, as these men say they will: I think
Sicily more sufficient to dispatch the war than
Peloponnesus, as being in all respects better furnished ; and that this our own city is much stronger
than the army which they say is now coming,
though it were twice as great as it is. For I know
they neither bring horses with them nor can they
get any here, save only a few from the Egestzans,
nor have men of arms so many as we, in that they
are to bring them by sea’. For it is a hard matter to
come so far as this by sea, though they carried no
men of arms in their galleys at all, if they carry
with them all other their necessaries ; which cannot be small against so great a city. So that I am
so far from the opinion of these others, that I
think the Athenians, though they had here another
city as great as Syracuse, and confining on it, and
should from thence make their war, yet should not
be able to escape from being destroyed, every man
of them ; much less now, when all Sicily is their
enemy’. For in their camp, fenced with their
[,‘ Nor have men of arms so
many as we, not at least coming in
their fleet”.]
[Though they had here &c.
they would scarcely be able to
escape &c.: much less when all
Sicily is their enemy, (as it will be,

for there will be no division), and in
a camp pitched by men just landed
from their ships, with tents and
other equipment5 such as necessity
may supply them with, and never
able for our horsemen to stir far
abroad”. Am. Goell.]
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galleys, they shall be cooped up, and from their
tents, and forced munition, never be able to stir
far abroad without being cut off by our horsemen.
In short, I think they shall never be able to get
landing : so much above theirs do I value our own
forces.
38. ‘‘ But these things, as I said before, the
Athenians considering, I am very sure will look
unto their own ; and our men talk here of things
that neither are, or ever will be who I know have
desired, not only now but ever, by such reports as
these or by worse, or by their actions, to put the
multitude in fear, that they themselves might rule
the state. And I am afraid, lest attempting it
often, they may one day effect it : and for us, we
are2 too poor-spirited either to foresee it ere it be
done, or foreseeing to prevent it. By this means
our city is seldom quiet, but subject to sedition
and contention, not so much against the enemy as
within itself; and sometimes also to tyranny and
usurpation. Which I will endeavour (if you will
second me) so to prevent hereafter, as nothing
more of this kind shall befall you : which must be
done, first by gaining you the multitude, and then
by punishing the authors of these plots, not only
when I find them in the action, (for it will be hard
to take them so), but also for those things which
they would and cannot do. For one must not only
take revenge upon a n enemy for what he hath
already done, but strike him first for his evil purpose ; for if a man strike not first, he shall first be
stricken. And as for thef e w , I shall in somewhat

’:

* r‘Nor can be”.]

*

r‘Lest we should be”.]
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reprove them, in somewhat have an eye to them,
VI.
and in somewhat advise them ’. For this, I think,
will be the best course to avert them from their A.C.416.
Ot.91.1.
had intentions. Tell me forsooth, (I have asked2 Orationor
Athenagoras.
this question often), you that are the younger sort,
What would you have ? Would you now3 bear
office? The law allows it not : and the law was
made because ye are not [now] sufficient for government, not to disgrace you when you shall be
sufficient4. But forsooth, you would not be ranked
with the multitude ! But what justice is it, that
the same men should not have the same privileges ?
39. Some will say, that the democracy is neither a
well-governed nor a just state : and that the most
wealthy are aptest to make the best government.
But I answer first, democracy is a name of the
whole; oligarchy, but of a part. Next, though
the rich are indeed fittest to keep the treasure:
yet the wise are the best counsellors, and the multitude upon hearing the best judge. Now in a
democracy all these, both jointly and severally,
participate equal privileges. But in the oligarchy,
they allow indeed to the multitude a participation
of all dangers : but in matters of profit, they not
only encroach upon the multitude, but take from
them and keep the whole. Which is the thing
that you the rich‘ and the younger sort affect : but
in a great city cannot possibly embrace. But yet,
0 ye the mcst unwise of all men, unless you know
Which must he done, first by
2 c‘ Asked myself”.]
gaining you the many &c. : (for one
3 [That is, “before your time”.]
must not only take revenge &c.):
4 [,, Rather than to disgrace you
and on the other hand the few, by as sufficient”.]
in somewhat reproving them” kc.]
5 [bvvcipsvor: ‘‘ the nobles”.]

VI.

YEAR XVII.
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that what you affect is evil, and if you know not
that, you are the most ignorant of all the Grecians I know ; or, ye most wicked of all men, if
knowing it you dare do this’: 40. yet I say,
inform yourselves better, or change your purpose and help to amplify the common good of
the city, making account that the good amongst
you shall not only have an equal, but a greater
share therein than the rest of the multitude;
whereas if you will needs have all’, you shall run
the hazard of losing all. Away therefore with
these rumours, as discovered and not allowed.
For this city, though the Athenians come, will
be able to defend itself with honour. And we
have generals to look to that matter. And if they
come not3, (which I rather believe), it will not,
upon the terror of your reports, make choice of
you for commanders, and cast itself into voluntary
servitude: but taking direction of itself, it both
judgeth your words virtually as facts4, and will not
upon words let go her present liberty, but endeavour to preserve it by not committing the same
actually to your discretion.”
4 1. Thus said Athenagoras. Then one of their
generals rising up, forbade any other to stand
forth, and spake himself to the matter in hand to
this effect :
p‘ Whereas if you affect other
B u t even yet, ye most un[(I

wise of all men : (ye are either the
most stupid of all the Grecians, if
you do not know that you are preparing mischief for yourselves, or
the most wicked, if you know that
and yet dare do it): even yet, I
say”, &c. Am. Bekker and the
rest put a full stop at rolpi?rc.]

matters, (than the common good),
you shall run &c.”]
Y A n d if there be not any of
these things true, as I believe there
is not, &c.”]
[That is, that they will be as
treacherous in their acts as false in
their words. Goell.]
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(‘It is no wisdom, neither for the speakers to VI.
utter such calumnies one against another, nor for
the hearers to receive them. We should rather -4.c.m.
OL.91.1.
consider, in respect of these reports, how we may THE SPEECH
in the best manner, both every one in particular
and the city in general, be prepared to resist them G ~ N E R A L ~ .
when they come. And if there be no need, yet to
furnish the city with horses and arms and other
habiliments of war, can do us no hurt. As for the
care hereof and the musters, we will look to it :
and will send men abroad both to the cities and
for spials: and do whatsoever else is requisite.
Somewhat we have done already : and what more
we shall hereafter find meet’, we will from time
to time report unto you.”
Which when the general had said, the Syracusians dissolved the assembly.
42. The Athenians were now all in Corcyra, The Athenis,=
both they and their confederates. And first t h e ~ ~ c ~ r ~ ~
generals took a view’ of the whole army, and put
them into the order wherein they were to anchor
and make their naval camp: and having divided
them into three squadrons, to each squadron they
assigned a captain by lot3, to the end that being
at sea they might not come into want of water, or
harbours, or any other necessaries, where they
chanced to stay ; and that they might otherwise
be the4 more easy to be governed, when every
~~~~~8~~~

’

And whatsoever we may find
out, we will” &c.]
[i?rrFhraaiv: “ a second review”:
that is, on the uniting of the army;
there having probably been one of
its parts before sailing. Am.]
[,, They assigned by lot one to

each general ; to the end that they
might not by sailing together come
into want of water” &c. The generals were three : see ch. 8. Bekker
&C., iipa T X ~ O W E S : vulgo, civa?rXC
ovrcr.]
4 [
,,h h r e orderly and more” &c.]

-
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squadron had his proper commander. After this
they
sent before them three galleys into Italy and
Y W A R XVII.
~.C.415.
Sicily, to bring them word what cities in those
Ot9l.l.
parts would receive them : whom they appointed
to come back and meet them, that they might know
whether they might be received or not before they
Thequnntityof put in.
43. This done, the Athenians with all
the army.
their provisions’ put out from Corcyra towards
Sicily ; having with them in all one hundred and
thirty-four galleys, and two Rhodian long-boats of
fifty oars a-piece. Of these, a hundred were of
Athens itself: whereof sixty were expedite, the
other forty for transportation of soldiers : the rest
of the navy belonged to the Chians and other the
confederates. Of men of arms, they had in all
five thousand one hundred. Of these, there were
of the Athenians themselves fifteen hundred enrolled, and seven hundred more [of the poorer sort,
called] Thetes, hired for defence of the galleys2.
The rest were of their confederates, some of them
being their subjects: of Argives there were five
hundred : of Mantineans and mercenaries, two
VI.

With such a n armament as
that described”.]
[tni@&rac
: murines. See iii. 95.
-The I500 Athenians were BK K U .raX6yov, sometimes called EK TBV
r&wv. All citizens were subject to
the expense and duties of hoplitae,
and were enrolled accordingly: and
to them are opposed the Gljpos +Ads
and Thetes, as also the allies. Goell.
-From a lost passage of Aristcphanes, the thetes, like the proleturii
among the Romans, are stated not
to have been subject to military
duty. R u t though that may have

been so in earlier times, it may still
be assnmed that it was not long
before they began to serve as lightarmed and in the fleet; and that
in cases of great urgency they
served as heavy-armed, as did even
many of the metasci, without however being bound to this duty. It
is probable therefore that they were
armed at the piiblic expense. Thucydides accordingly mentions thetes
amongst the heavy-armed : but distinguishes them from the heavyarmed levied& rearaX6yov. Boeckh.
The murines are solevied inviii.24.1
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hundred and fifty. Their archers in all, four hundred and eighty: of which eighty were Cretans.
Rhodian slingers they had seven hundred. Of
light-armed Megarean fugitives, one hundred and
twenty : and in one vessel made for transportation
of horses, thirty horsemen.
44. Th’ese were the forces that went over to the
war at first. With these went also thirty ships
carrying necessaries, wherein went also the bakers,
and masons, and carpenters, and all tools of use
in fortification : and with these thirty ships went
one hundred boats by constraint ; and many other
ships and boats that voluntarily followed the army
for trade: which2 then passed all together from
Corcyra over the Ionian gulf. And the whole fleet
being come to the promontory of Iapygia and to
Tarentum, and such other places as every one
could recover, they went on by the coast of Italy,
neither received of the states there into any city
nor allowed any market ’, having only the liberty
of anchorage and water, (and that also at Tarenturn and Locri4 denied them), till they were at
* pessels belonging to private
individuals pressed into the service
by the state. See ch. 22.1
r‘A11 which” Src.]
rl’hat is, the cities would sell
them no provisions. &yopc( signifies
the thing sold, as well as the market.
Goeller.]
[The most celebrated of all the
Lacedsemonian colonies, and one
which really proceeded from Sparta,
was Tarentum. The history of ita
origin, though bnried in fable, is
connected with that of the first
Messenian war. The leader of the
VOL. IX.

colony was a Heracleid; though
Taras is called a son of Neptune,
because they carried over his worm
ship from Tlenarutn to Italy. The
fruitful and luxuriant soil, the soft
and voluptuous climate, and the
commerce for which Tarentum was
well situated (though never actively
carried on), engendered that effeminacy of character, which gave
countenance to the fable that the
founders were ?rapBcviat, sons of
unmarried women. The Locrians
who in 683 founded Locri, must
alsohave hadspartanleaders:since,

M

VI.

kC.416.

OL.81.1.

*

-
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Rheginm, where they all came together again, and
settled their camp in the temple of Diana (for
A c 416.
neither there were they suffered to come in) withOL.91. 1.
out the city, where the Rhegians allowed them a
market. And when they had drawn their galleys
to land, they lay still. Being here, they dealt with
the Rhegians, who were Chalcideans, to aid the
Leontines, Chalcideans likewise. To which was
answered, that they would take part with neither ;
but what the rest of the Italians’ should conclude,
that also they would do. So the Athenians lay
still, meditating on their Sicilian business, how
they might carry it the best ; and withal expected
the return from Egesta of the three galleys which
they had sent before them, desiring to know if so
much money were there or not, as was reported
by their messengers at Athens.
The Syracusians
45. The Syracusians in the meantime from divers
certainly know.
ing
parts, and also from their spies, had certain intelingspreparefor ligence that the fleet was now at Rhegium: and
their defence.
therefore made their preparations with all diligence,
and were no longer incredulous ; but sent unto the
Siculi, to some cities men to keep them from revolting ; to others, ambassadors ; and into such places
as lay upon the sea2, garrisons : and examined the
forces of their own city by a view taken of the
VI.

YEAB XVII.

as their coins show, they paid particular honours to the Dioscuri, and
in time of distress in war the statues
of those gods were sent to them
from Spark, as to a people of the
same origin. Muell. i. 6. As to the
mpOsviac, Aristotle (v. 7) seems not
to,doubt the truth of the story of
their having been the founders of
Tarentum.]

CIraXtdrat : Italiots, the name

of the Greek settlers in Italy, in
distinction to the ’Irakol, Italians,
or natives. The same distinction
holds between the Z w k ~ G r a tand
the Z w k o l , the Sicilians and the
Sikeli : that is, the Greek settlers
and the natives.]
[ m p d k m : “and to the stations
of the national guards, garrisons”.]
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arms and horse, whether they were complete or
VI,
not; and ordered all things as for a war at hand,
A.C.415.
and only not already present.
OL. 91.1.
46. The three galleys sent before to Egesta The hope of the
Athenians of
returned to the Athenians at Rhegium; and brought money from
word, that for the rest of the money promised~;;~frua.
there was none, only there appeared thirty talents.
At this the generals were presently discouraged ;
both because this first hope was crossed ; and because also the Rhegians, whom they had already
begun to persuade to their league, and whom it
was most likely they should have won, as being of
kin to the Leontines and always heretofore favourable to the Atheiiian state, now refused. And
though to Nicias this news from the EgestEeans was
no more than he expected, yet to the other two it
was extreme strange. But the Egestseans, when The fraudof the
the first ambassadors from Athens went to see
their treasure, had thus deceived them. They
brought them into the temple of Venus in Eryxl,
and showed them the holy treasure, goblets, flagons,
censers, and other furniture, in no small quantity ;
which being but silver, appeared to the eye a great
deal above their true value in money. Then they
feasted such as came with them2, in their private
houses; and at those feastings exhibited all the
gold and silver vessels they could get together,
either in the city of Egesta itself, or could borrow
in other as well Phcaician as Grecian cities, for
their own. So all of them in a manner3 making
use of the same plate, and much appearing in
Eryx was a city near Egesta, reme”. rpqptrUiv, sceHerod. V. 85.1
and subject to it.
[,‘ All for the most part making
e
Those that came in the tri- use of the same plate”.]
M z

r‘

-
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every of those houses, it put those which came
with the ambassadors’ into a very great admiraYEAR XVII.
A . c . ~ . tion : insomuch as a t their return to Athens, they
Or. 91.1.
strove who should first proclaim what wealth they
had seen. These men, having both been abused
themselves and having abused others, when it
was told that there was no such wealth in Egesta,
were much taxed by the soldiers. But the generals
went to counsel upon the business in hand.
Theseveral
47. Nicias was of this opinion : that it was best
opinions of the
generals, touch. to go presently with the whole fleet to Selinus,
ing
ceed.
how to pro- against which they were chiefly set forth; and
The opinion of if the Egestaeans would furnish them with money
Nicias.
for the whole army, then to deliberate further upon
the occasion ; if not, then to require maintenance
for the sixty galleys set forth at their own request,
and staying with them by force or composition to
bring the Selinuntians and them to a peace: and
thence passing along by other of those cities, to
make a show of the power of the Athenian state,
and of their readiness to help their friends and
confederates ; and so to go home, unless they
could light on some quick and unthought-of means
to do some good for the Leontines, or gain some
of the other cities to their own league : and not to
put the commonwealth in danger at her own
charges.
48. Alcibiades said, it would not do well to have
The opinion of
Alcibiades.
come out from Athens with so great a power, and
then dishonourably without effect to go home
again: but rather to send heralds to every city
but Selinus and Syracuse, and assay to make the
VI.

p‘ It put the Athenians of the triremes into” &c.]
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Siculi revolt from the Syracusians, and others to
VI.
enter league with the Athenians, that they might
aid them with men and victual : and first to deal A.C.~K
OL 91.1.
with the Messanians, as being seated in the passage,
and most opportune place of all Sicily for coming
in, and having a port and harbour’ sufficient for
their fleet : and when they had gained those cities,
and knew what help they were to have in the war,
then to take in hand Syracuse and Selinus, unless
these would agree with the Egestaeans and the
other suffer the Leontines to be replanted.
49. But Laniachus was of opinion, that it was Theopinionof
best to go directly to Syracuse, and to fight withLamachns~
them as soon as they could at their city, whilst
they were yet unfurnished and their fear at the
greatest. For that an army is always most terrible
at first : but if it stay long ere it come in sight,
men recollect their spirits, and contemn it the
more2 when they see it. Whereas if it come upon
them suddenly while they expect it with fear, it
would the more easily get the victory, and everything would affright them ; as the sight of it (for
then they would appear most for number) and the
expectation of their sufferings, but especially the
danger of a present battle. Arid that it was likely
that many men might be cut off in the villages
without, as not believing they mould come ; and
though they should be already gotten in, yet the
army, being master of the field and sitting down
before the city, could want no money: and the
other Sicilians would then neglect leaguing with
[“As haring a port andstation my”. In iv. 1 Messana is said to
hllence conveniently to attack and have the ?rpoupobj of Sicily. Goell.1
watch the movernents of the ene2 [(G Contemn it rather”.]
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the Syracusians, and join with the Athenians, no
YEAR XVII.
longer standing off and spying who should have
A.c.*M.
the better. And for a place to retire unto and
OL. 81.1.
anchor in’, he thought Megara most fit: being
desert, and not far from Syracuse neither by sea
nor land.
50. Lamachus said this : but came afterwards
Alcibiades seek- to the opinion of Alcibiades. a f t e r this, Alcibiades
eth league with
the Mes8anjms, with his own galley having passed over to Messana,
b u t i s i m e d . and propounded to them a league and not prevailed, they answering that they would not let the
army in but allow them only a market without the
And presently
The Athenians walls, returned back to Rhegium.
go with part of
the
generals
having
out
of
the
whole
fleet manned
their fleet to
Naxos:
threescore galleys, and taken provision aboard,
went along the shore to Naxos, having left the rest
of the army with bne of the generals at Rhegium.
and to C a t & , The Naxians having received them into the city,
they went on by the coast to Catana. But the
Catanaeans receiving them not, (for there were
some within that favoured the Syracusians), they
entered the river of Terias; and having stayed there
all that night, went the next day towards Syracuse
Thry aend ten leisurely2with the rest of their galleys; but ten they
galleys to view
Syracuseandthe sent before into the great haven, plot to stay3, but]
havens
t o discover if they had launched any fleet there,
and to proclaim from their galleys, that the Athenians were come to replant the Leontines on their
VI.

[L‘ And whence to watch for
opportunities to attack the enemy”.
Goeller.]
[,, In column”. Bekker &c.,
fni K B p W C : some MSS. Bnr~aipws.]
[These words “ not to stay”,

which are unmeaning, are not in
the Greek. ‘‘ They sent forward
ten of their galleys to sail to the
great haven, and discover &c. j and
to approach the city and proclaim
from their gnlleys REc.”]
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own, according to league and affinity, and that
therefore such of the Leontines as were in SyraYYAB XVII.
CIIse, should without fear go forth to the Athenians A . c . ~ .
OL.91.1.
as to their friends and benefactors. And when
they had thus proclaimed, and well considered the
city, and the havens, and the region where they
were to seat themselves for the war, they returned
to Catana.
5 I. An assembly being called at Catana, though Catam
they refused to receive the army they admitted the suvhed.
generals, and willed them to speak their minds.
And whilst Alcibiades was in his oration and the
citizens at the assembly, the soldiers having secretly
pulled down a little gate which was but weakly
built’, entered the city, and were walking up and
down in the market. And the Cataneans, such
as favoured the Syracusians, seeifkg the army within,
for fear stole presently out of the town, being not
many. The rest concluded the league with the
Athenians, and willed them to fetch in the rest of
the army from Rhegium. After this, the Athenians
went back to Rhegium : and rising from thence,
came to Catana with their whole army together2.
52. NOWthey had news from Camarina, that if The Athenians
go to Camarina,
they would come thither, the Camarinaeans would but are not
join with them ; and ’that the Syracusians were
manning their navy. Whereupon with the whole
army they went along the coast, first to Syracuse ;

r‘I l l walled-up”. Goell. Am.]
And made their camp”.
Bekker and Goeller read 6iarXduav.rrc, “the Athenians crossed the
strait to Rhegium”; instead of
T X E ~ W T E C , which is simply ’‘ they
went to Rhegium”. Arnold says

that the former would be the proper
expression for those coming from
Rhegium to Catana, but is not
applicable to those going from Catana to Rhegium, on account of the
difference in the course owing to
the formation of the coast.]

VI.

YEAR XVIL

A.C. 415.

01..
91.1.

Alcibiades
called home to
answeraboutths
Mercuries-
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where not finding any navy manned, they went on to
Camarina‘. And being come close up to the shore,
they sent a herald unto them. But the Camarinseans would not receive the army ; alleging that
they had taken an oath, not to receive the Athenians with more than one galley, unless they should
have sent for more of their own accord. Having
lost their labour, they departed ; and landed in a
part of the territory of Syracuse, and had gotten
some booty. But the Syracusian horsemen coming
out, and killing some stragglers of the light-armed,
they returned again to Catana.
53. Here they find the galley called Salaminia,
come thither from Athens, both for Alcibiades, who
was commanded to come home to purge himself of
such things as were laid to his charge by the state,
and also for other soldiers that were with him,
whereof some were accused for profanation of the
mysteries, and some also for the Mercuries2. For
the Athenians, after the fleet was put to sea, proceeded nevertheless in the search of those that
were culpable, both concerning the mysteries and
the Mercuries. And making no inquiry into the
persons of the informers, but through jealousy admitting of all sorts, upon the reports of evil men
apprehended very good citizens and cast them
into prison : choosing rather to examine the fact
and find the truth by torments3, than that any man,
[aJBrc: “ they again continued
along the coast to Camarina”. Am.]
[,, And also for others of the
army, against whom as well as him
there were informations relating to
the profanation ofthe mysteries,and
also to the affair of the Mercuries”.]

[,‘ They thought it better to
sift the matter thoroughly and get
at the truth, than that owing to the
bad character of the informer any
one, even having the character of a
good citizen, should be accused and
escape unquestioned”. Hobbes has
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how good soever in estimation, being once accused
VI.
should escape unquestioned. For the people, having YEAR XVII.
by fame understood that the tyranny of Peisistratus A . c . ~ .
oL.91. 1.
and his sons was heavy in the latter end; and
withal, that neither themselves nor Harmodius,
but the Lacedemonians overthrew it' : were ever A.C.510.
fearful, and apprehended every thing suspiciously. 0L.67.2*
54. For the fact of Aristogeiton and Harmodius Digression
was undertaken upon an accident of love : which touching
posing of the
the dety
ranny of Peiaisunfolding at large, I shall make appear that iieither tratus and his
any other, nor the Athenians themselves, report sons.
any certainty either of their own tyrants or of the
fact. For the old Peisistratus dying in the tyranny,
taken the scholiast's interpretation
of paoavlaat rii ~ p 2 y p a: which can
scarcely mean torture applied to the
person accused. Valla and Portus
take it in its natural sepse.]
[The Athenian democracy received their first great impulse from
a quarter, whence it might have
been little looked for : from oligarchioalsparta. The AlcmtPonidre,
whom fearofpeisistratus had driven
from Athens, on the death of Hipparchus settled at Delphi,and there
contrived to bribe the Pythoness to
bid all that came to the oracle from
Sparpa, whether in a public or pri"ate character, to rid Athens of her
tyrants. Her habitual reverence
h t h e commands ofher god, backed
by her eagernest4 to lay hold of
every opportunity to carry out her
favourite Policy, was too much for
her friendly feelings towards the
family of Peisistratus : and Hippias
was driven from Athens. But a
short experience made her sensible
that she had mistaken (as she did
a century and more later, in

the peace of Antalcidas) the relative
strength of the aristocratical and
democratical parties. Athens too,
hitherto nowise superior to her
neighbours, was no sooner released
from the shackles of her tyrants and
in the enjoyment of a regular
gove~nment, than she surpassed
them all in warlike qualities. With
this too came to light the treason
of the Pythoness : supposed to have
been the work of Cleisthenes, the
leader of the democracy. Cleomenes
was therefore dispatched with a n
army to the aid of the sinking party
of Isagoras, which was nevertheless
forced to seek its safety in flight :
not however before Cleomenes had
been master of the Acropolis, and
there found prophecies, left behind
(purposely perhaps) by the Peisis.
tratidac, announcing dire evils to
befidll Sparta from Athens. And
Sparta hereupon was ready, hut for
the strenuous protest of the confederates, to have undone her OWD work
and recalled Hippias to Athens.
See Herod. V. 68-96.]
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not Hipparchus, as the most think, but Hippias,
A.C 514.
who was his eldest son, succeeded in the govern0 ~ 6 6 . 3 . ment.
Now Harmodius, a man in the flower of
his youth, of great beauty, was in the power of one
Aristogeiton, a citizen of a middle condition that
was his lover. This Harmodius having been solicited by Hipparchus the son of Peisistratus, and
not yielding, discovered the same unto Aristogeiton.
He apprehending it (as lovers use) with a great
deal of anguish, and fearing the power of Hipparchus, lest he should take him away by force,
fell presently, as much as his condition would permit, to a contriving how to pull down the tyranny.
In the meantime Hipparchus, having again attempted Harmodius and not prevailed, intended,
though not to offer him violence, yet in secret, as
if forsooth he did it not for that cause, to do him
some disgrace’. For neither was the government
otherwise heavy till then, but carried without their
evil will. And to say the truth, these tyrants2
held virtue and wisdom in great account for a long
time, and taking of the Athenians but a twentieth
part of their revenues, adorned the city, managed
their wars, and administered their religion worthily.
In other points they were governed by the laws
formerly established, save that these took a care
ever to prefer to the magistracy men of their own
adherence, And amongst many that had the annual office of archon, Peisistratus also had it, the
son of Hippias, of the same name with his grandVI.

] [?rpo.lrqXarciSv:fiom?rqX~s,mud,
These, tyrants as they were,
signifies the offering of any species held” &c. Gol. Thetenthofall rents
of insult, by word or deed, whether &c., levied by Peisistratus, was recognizable by law or not. Goell.] duced by his sons to a twentieth.3
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father ;who also, when he was archon, dedicated
the altar of the twelve gods' in the market-place,
and that other in the temple of Apollo Pythius.
And though the people of Athens, amplifying
afterwards that altar which was in the marketplace, thereby defaced the inscription : yet that
upon the altar that is in the temple of Apollo Pythius, is to be seen still, though in letters somewhat
obscure, in these words :
Peisistratus the son of Hippias
Erected this to stand
I'th' Temple of Apol10 Pythius,
Witness of his command.
And that Hippias, being the elder brother,
had the government, I can affirm, as knowing it
by a more exact relation than other men : and it
may be known also by this. It appears that of all
the legitimate brethren, this only had children : as
is both signified by the altar, and also by that
pillar, which for a testimony of the injustice of the
tyrants was erected in the Athenian citadel. In
which there is no mention of any son of Thessalus
or of Hipparchus, but of five sons of Hippias, which
he had by Myrrhine, the daughter of Callias the
son of Hyperechidas : for it is probable that the
eldest was first married. And in the forepart of the
pillar, his name after his father's was the first : not
without reason, as being both next him in age,
55.

[The altar of the twelve gods,
which is mentioned by Herodotus
(vi. 108) as being in existence in
520, is supposed by Goeller to have
been the central point whence, from
the time of Peisistratus, the dis.

tances were measured throughout
Attica. On the sides of the road,
busts of Hermes were placed by
Hipparchus t o serve as mile-stones.
And that other of Apollo in the
temple of Pythium".]

-"
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and havingalso enjoyed the tyranny. Nor indeed
could Hippias have easily taken on him the governA.C.614.
0 ~ . 6 6 . ~ . ment on a sudden, if his brother had died seised of
the tyranny, and he been the same day to settle it
on himself. Whereas he retained the same with
abundant security, both for the customary fear in
the people and diligence in the guard’; and was
not to seek like a younger brother, to whom the
government had not continually been familiar.
But Hipparchus came to be named for his misfortune, and thereby grew an opinion afterwards that
he was also tyrant.
56. This Harmodius therefore that denied his
suit, he disgraced as he before intended. For
when some had warned a sister of his, a virgin, to
be present to carry a little basket in a procession,
they rejected her again when she came: and said
that they had never warned her at all, as holding
her unworthy the hoiiour ’. This was taken heavily
by Harmodius ; but Aristogeiton, for his sake, was
far more exasperated than he. Whereupon, with
the rest of the conspirators, he3 made all things
VI.

1 p‘Whereas he both retained the
same with abundant security, owing
to his having long accustomed the
people to dread him and to his
habitual attention to his guards,
and was not to seek” &c. Goell.]
p4As being unfit for the office.
This being taken heavily by Harmodius, Aristogeiton too was for his
sake far more exasperated (than
before)”. Both Harmodius and
Aristogeiton were, according to Herodotus (v. 55), descended from the
Gephyraeans, a Phcenician race that
came with Cadmus to Bceotia, as it

is since called. On the expulsion
of the Cadmeians by the Argives,
the Gephyraeans were left in possession of Tanagra: but the subsequent irruption of the Bceotians
drove them to Athens (see iii. 61,
note). If therefore the K C Z W J $ ~ ~ O ~
or basket-camiers in the Panathenaea
and other festivals were chosen
,
the virgins
strictly 61 ~ J Y C V S Vfrom
of pure blood, the sister of Harmodius, as of foreign origin, was undoubtedly liable to exception on
that ground.]
They made all things” &c.]

r‘
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ready for the execution of the design. Only they
were to stay the time of the holiday called the
Great Panatherma, upon which day only such citizens as lead the procession might, without suspicion, be armed in good number. And they were
to begin the fact themselves ; but the rest were to
help them against the halberdiers Now the conspirators, for their better security, were not many ;
for they hoped that such also as were not privy to
it, if they saw it once undertakenz, being upon this
occasion armed, would assist in the recovery of
their own liberty.
5 7 . When this holiday was come, Hippias was
gone out of the city into the place called Cerameicum with his guard of halberdiers, and ”vas ordering the procession how it was togo. And Harmodius and Aristogeiton, with each of them a dagger,
proceeded to the fact. But when they saw one of
the conspirators familiarly talking with Hippias,
(for Hippias was very affable to all men), they
were afraid, and believed that they were discovered
and must presently have been apprehended. They
resolved therefore (if it were possible) to be revenged first upon him that had done them the
wrong, and for whose sake they had undergone all
this danger ; and, furnished as they were, ran [furiously] into the city, and finding Hipparchus at a
place called Leocorium3, without all regard of
themselves fell upon him, and with all the anger
’The guardof Hippias thetyrant.
If any number, however
small, should make a beginning”.]
T h e temple called Leocorium”. A temple of Minerva at

r‘

P‘

Athens, taking its name from the
three daughters, sacrificed, according to report, by their father Leos to
Minerva for the safety of the city,
a t the biddingof theDelphicoracle.]

VI.

0~66.3.

VI.

kC.614
OL.66.8.
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in the world, one upon jealousy, the other upon
disgrace, struck and slew him. Aristogeiton, for the
present, by means of the great confluence of people,
escaped through the guard ; but taken afterwards,
was ungently handled’; but Harmodius was slain
upon the place. 58. The news being brought to Hippias in the Cerameicum, he went not towards the
place where the fact was committed, but presently
unto those that were armed for the solemnity of
the shows and were far off, that he might be with
them before they heard of it : and composing his
countenance [as well as he could] to dissemble the
calamity, pointed to a certain place, and commanded them to repair thither without their arms.
Which they didaccordingly, expecting that he would
have told them somewhat. But having commanded
his guard to take those arms away, he then fell
presently to picking out of such as he meant to question, and whosoever else was found amongst them
with a dagger. For with shields and spears to be
in [the head of] the procession, was of custom.
59. Thus was the enterprise first undertaken
upon quarrel of love, and then upon a sudden fear
followed this unadvised adventure’ of Harmodius
and Aristogeiton. And after this time the tyranny
grew sorer to the Athenians than it had been before. And Hippias standing more in fear, not
only put many of the citizens to death, but also
A [This is understood to mean,
that he was put to very severe torture to extort from him the names
of his accomplices. This was a
practice not confined to Athens. To
slaves, and even foreigners, whose

evidence was considered material,
torture was applied as a matter of
course : as however ready they
might be to give their evidence, it
wasconsideredworthlesswithoutit.]
a C‘ This desperate feat”.]
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cast his eye on the states abroad, to see if he might
get any security from them in this alteration at
home. He therefore afterwards (though an Athenian and to a Lampsacen') gave his daughter Archedice unto Bantidas the son of Hippocles, tyrant of
Lampsacus ; knowing that the Lampsacens were in
great favour with King Darius. And her sepulchre
is yet to be seen with this inscription :
Archedice, the daughter of King Hippias,
Who in his time
Of all the potentates of Greece was prime,
This dust doth hide.
Daughter, wge, sister, mother unto kings she was,
Yetfree from pride.

VI.

And Hippias, after he had reigned three years
more in Athens, and was in the fourth deposed by A.C.610.
the Lacedzemonians and the exiled Alcmaeonides,
went under truce to Sigeium, and to Bantidas at
Lampsacus, and thence to King Darius: from
whence, twenty years after in his old age, he came A.C.~QO.
OL. 72.2.
t o Marathon with the Medan army.
60. The people of Athens bearing this in mind, A.C.416.
and remembering all they had heard concerning ThtrOL.91.1.
jealousy
and passionate
them, were extremely bitter and full of jealousy furyofthe people
towards those that had been accused of the myste- in inquiry after
theauthorsof the
ries : and thought all to have been done upon offencestouchthe mysteries
some oligarchical or tyrannical conspiracy. And ing
and Mercuries.
whilst they were passionate upon this surmise,
many m-orthy men had already been cast in
prison : and yet they were not likely so to give
over, but grew daily more savage, and sought to
A woman of Athens, a city to a man of Lampsacus, a city infaflourishing for letters and civility, mous for barbarity and effenlinacy.

-
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apprehend more still. Whilst they were at this
YEAR XVII.
pass, a prisoner’ that seemed most to be guilty, was
*.CAM.
persuaded by one of his fellow prisoners to accuse
or..91.1.
One of the pri- somebody, whether it were true or not true : (for
soners is per.
suaded by a fel- it is but conjectural on both sides ; nor was there
ever, then or after, any man that could say cerman,whether tainly who it was that did the deed) : who brought
true or not trne:
anddothso.
him to it by telling him, that though he had not
done it, yet he might be sure to save his own life,2
and should deliver the city from the present suspicion : and that he should be more certain of his
own safety by a free confession than by coming to
Diversmen
his trial if he denied it. Hereupon, he accused
accused of the
pwing of the
both himself and others for the Mercuries. The
Mercuries.
people of Athens, gladly receiving the certainty
(as they thought) of the fact, and having been
much vexed before to think that the conspirators
should never [perhaps] be discovered to their
multitude3, presently set at liberty the accuser, and
the rest with him whom he had not appeached :
but for those that were accused, they appointed
judges*, and all they apprehended they executed :
and having condemned to die such as fled, they
ordained a sum of money to be given to those that
should slay them. And though it were all this
VI.

Zg;;;;:

[This prisoner was Andocides,
the orator.-As Thucydides could
not satisfy himself as to the credit
due to his story, it would be presumption for any one now to pronounce upon it. But the narrative
which we have still remaining from
the hand of Andocides himself, in
a n oration composed some years
after in his own defence, raises a
strong suspicion that it had a t most

but a very slender ground-work of
truth. Thirl. ch. xxv.]
[,Yet by obtaining a promise
ofpardon he might both save his
own life and deliver” &c.-“ by a
free confession under a promise of
pardon, than” &c.]
[“ That those who were con.
spiring against the multitude”.]
They went through the forms
of trial”.]

r‘
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while uncertain whether they suffered justly or
VI.
unjustly, yet the rest of the city had a manifest
A.C.416.
ease for the present.
OL.91.1.
6 1. But touching Alcibiades, the Athenians took
it extreme ill through the instigation of his enemies, the same that had opposed’ him before he
went. And seeing it was certain, as they thought,
for the Mercuries ; the other crime also concerning the mysteries, whereof he had been accused,
seemed a great deal the more to have been committed by him upon the same reason and conspiracy
against the people. For it fell out withal, whilst Presumptioni
aflainat Alci.
the city was in a tumult about this, that an armyb,,ae8.
of the Lacedaemonians was come as far as the
isthmus upon some design against the Beotians’.
These therefore they thought were come thither,
not against the Bceotians3, but by appointment of
him ; and that if they had not first apprehended
the persons appeached, the city had been betrayed.
And one night they watched all night long in their
arms in the temple of Theseus within the city.
And the friends of Alcibiades in Argos were a t
the same time suspected of a purpose to set upon
the people there: w-hereupon the Athenians also ’
delivered unto the Argive people those hostages4
which they held of theirs in the islands, to be
slain. And there were presumptions5 against Alcibiades on all sides. Insomuch, as purposing by Alcibiades sent
law to put him to death, they sent, as I have said,forhome*
[,‘ That set upon him”.]

3 [,‘ Not on an understanding
with the Boeotians”.]
of the Lacedamonians was come as
[The 300 Argives suspected of
far as the isthmus upon some prac- Lacedemonisrn : see v. 84.1
tice with the Boeotians” (against ,
[,‘ And suspicion beset Alcihithe Athenians).]
a i e s on all sides”.]
VOL. I X .
N

l

p‘ That an army, no great one,

#
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the galley called Salaminia into Sicily, both for
him, and the rest with him that had been accused:
YEAR XVII.
A. C. 415. but gave command to those that went, not to
OL.91.1.2.
apprehend him, but to bid him follow them to
make his purgation ; because they had a care not
to give occasion of stir either amongst their own
or their enemy's soldiers ; but especially, because
they desired that the Mantineans and the Argives,
who they thought followed the war by his persuasion, might not depart from the army. So he and
the rest accused with him in his own galley, in
company of the Salaminia, left Sicily and set sail
Alcibiadesflieth. for Athens.
But being at Thurii they followed
no further, but left the galley and were no more
to be found : fearingindeed to appear to the accusation'. They of the Salaminia made search for
171.

c" Fearing to go home to meet
their trial with the present prejudice
existing against them". Goell. Am.
That Alcibiades and the rest should
have declined a trial will surprise
no one, when it is considered,
amongst other indications of the
temper of the Athenian people and
the sort of trial they were likely to
hare, that the story of the principal
informer, Dioclides,wasthis: that he
knew the mutilators of the Hermesbusts, that they amounted to 300
persons, that on the night of the
outrage he had seen them enter the
orchestra of the theatre, that he
stood behind a pillar and could discern, by the light of the moon which
shone full in their faces, the features of almost all, that he did not
see the outrage perpetrated, but the
next day meeting some of the 300,
he taxed them with the deed, which

they admitted and gave him money
to be silent: and that on this evidence, uucoryoborated and unquestioned,it was resolved by the council
of 500 (which was invested with extraordinary powers for investigating
the supposed conspiracy) to arrest
and put to the torture forty-two
persons named in a list given in by
Dioclides, two in this list being
members of the council. This informer was crownedand drawn i n a
chariot to the council-house, to be
entertained amongst the privileged
guests at the public table. H e afterwards confessed himself to be an
impostor, and suffered death. Superstition seems to have had its
share in producing this popular
madness. There are many indications, that during the war, while
the public morals were more and
more infected with licentiousness,
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Alcibiades and those that were with him, for a
VI.
while: but not finding him, followed on their
course for Athens. Alcibiades, now an outlaw, A.
C. 416.
OL.91.1. a.
passed shortly after in a small boat from Thurii
into Peloponnesus ; and the Athenians proceeding
to judgment upon his not appearing, condemned
both him and them to death.
62. After this, the Athenian generals that re- The Atlienitin
mained in Sicily, having divided the army into two,
and taken each his part by lot, went with the*nllEgest&
whole towards Selinus and Egesta : with intention,
both to see if the Egestaeans would pay them the
money, and withal to get knowledge of the designs
of the Selinuntians and learn the state of their
controversy with the Egestaeans. And sailing by
the coast of Sicily, having it on their left hand, on
that side which lieth to the Tyrrhene gulf, they
came to Himera, the only Grecian city in that part
of Sicily : which not receiving them, they went
on, and by the way took Hyccara, a little town of TilrytakeHyo~~~~~~~~

cara.

and the new sceptical opinions were
spreading among the upper classes,
superstition was gaining ground
in the great body of the people.
The proceedings and disclosures
which followed the mutilation of
the Hermes-busts, though the result
of political intrigues, are still no
to be overlooked as illustrations of
the state of religion. And the remains of the old comedy contain
many allusions to the introduction
of new rites, all of a mystic and enthusiastic nature, and belonging to
foreign and barbarous superstitions,
which seem either to have been
imported during this period into,
Athens,or tohaveattracterl a greater

number of devotees than before,
especially among the women. Such
were the orgies of the Thracian
goddess Cotytto, those of the god
Sabazius, the Phrygian Bacchus,
the worship of Rhea or Cybele, and
of Adonis. Some of these rites, as
the secret orgies of Cotytto, appear,
like the Roman Bacchanalia,to have
been used as a cover for the grossest
licentiousness. I t was generally
noticed as an ill omen, that the
festival of Adonis, which was celebrated by the women with representation of funeral exsequies, fell
on the day on which the Sicilian expedition was decreed. See Thirl.
ch. xxv. xxxii.]
N2
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the Sicanians enemy to the Egestseans, and a seatown; and having made the inhabitants slaves,
YEAR XVIT.
A. c. 416. delivered the town to the Egesteans, whose horse01..91. 1.2.
forces were there with them. Thence the Athenians with their landsmen returned through the
territory of the Siculi to Catana ; and the galleys
went about with the captives. Nicias going with
the fleet presently from Hyccara to Egesta, when
he had dispatched with them his other business,
and received thirty talents of money, returned to
the army. The captives they ransomed ; of which
they made one hundred and twenty talents more.
Then they sailed about to their confederates of the
Siculi, appointing them to send their forces : and
with the half of their own they came before Hybla
Theendofthe in the territory of Gela, an enemy city, but took it
seventeenth
summer.
not. And so ended this summer.
A.C.416.
63. The next winter the Athenians fell presently
01.91.2.
TheSyracusians to make preparation for their journey against Sycoutemn the
racuse : and the Syracusians, on the other side,
Athenians.
prepared to invade the Athenians. For seeing the
Atheuians had not presently, upon the first fear and
expectation of their coming, fallen upon them, they
got every day more and more heart. And because
they went far from them into those other parts of
Sicily, and assaulting Hybla could not take it,
they contemned them more than ever : and prayed
their commanders, (as is the manner of the multitude, when they be in courage), seeing that the
Athenians came not unto them, to conduct them
to Catana. And the Syracusian horsemen, which
were ever abroad for scouts, spurring up to the
camp of the Athenians, amongst other scorns asked
them, whether they came not rather to dwell in
VI.
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the land of another than to restore the Leontines
v~.
c*--4
to their own.
YEAR XVII.
64. The Athenian generals having observed this, ~ ~ c . 4 1 5 .
and being desirous to draw forth the Syracusians’ Niciashisatrab
0~.91.2.
gem to get easy

whole power as far as might be from the city, to landingand
be able in the meantime without impeachment, y;m&g:by
going thither in the night by sea, to seize on some
convenient place to encamp i n ; for’ they knew
they should not be able to do it so well in the face
of an enemy prepared, nor if they were known to
march by land, for that the Syracusian horsemen
being many would greatly annoy the light-armed
and other multitude, they themselves having na
horsemen there : whereas thus they might possess
themselves of a place, where the horse could not
do them any hurt at all to speak of, (now the’
Syracusian outlaws that were with them, had told
them of a place near the temple Olympieium3,
which also they seized) : I say, the Athenian generals, to bring this their purpose to effect, contrived
the matter thus. They send a man, of whose
fidelity they were well assured, and in the opinion
of the Syracusian commanders no less a friend of
[,‘ For they knew they should
not be so well able (to effect their
object) if they should disembark
in the face of an enemy prepared
against them ; or if they should be
known to be marching by land, for
that” &c.]
[,, Some Syracusian outlaws”.]
[The Syracusans derived this
worship of Jupiter from that a t
Olympia in Elis : Archias, their
founder, having been accompanied
by one of the IamidE, the sacred
family of Olympia. The worship

of the Olympian Jupiter seems to
have originated with the Achreans,
who also in other places consecrated temples to Jupiter alone.
B u t it is remarkable that in no
Doric country was there any great
establishment of the worship of this
god : but wherever it occurred, it
was connected with and subordinate
to that of some other deity. Muell.
ii. 10. The Syracnsans reckoned
their time by the office of the Bin.
phipolis, or high priest of the Olympieium.]

VI.

YEAB XVII.

*.CAM.
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theirs. This man was a Catantean, and said he
came from Catana, from such and such, whose
names they knew, and knew to be the remnant of
their well-willers in that city. He told them that
the Athenians lay every night within the town,
and far from their arms; and that if with the
whole power of their city, at a day appointed betimes in a morning they would come to their
camp, those friends of the Syracusians would shut
the Athenians in and set on fire their galleys ; by
which means, the Syracusians assaulting the pallisado, might easily win the camp’: and that the
Catanaeans that were to help them herein were
many, and those he came from already prepared
for it.
65. The Syracusian commanders, having been
also otherwise encouraged, and having intended a
preparation’ t o go against Cataiia though this
messenger had not come, did so milch the more
unadvisedly believe the man ; and straightways
being agreed of the day on which they were to be
there, sent him away. These commanders (for by
this time the Seliriuntians and some other their
confederates were come in) appointed the Syracusians universally to set fornTards by a day3. And
when all their necessaries were in readiness, and
the day at hand on which they were to be there,
they set forwards towards Catana, and encamped
c“ The army”: that is, the
Athenians in the camp, as distinguished fromthoseinCatana. Goell.
Am.]
2 [naptucEvriuOai,“a preparation”,
is set down by Arnold as an interpolation. Duker says : “ sufficie-

bat iivat Bni car&qv: omnino suspectuin habeo hunc locum”. “ Having intended to haw been prepared
to go” &c. Goell.]
[, Gave orders to the Sgracusians to be ready for the expedition
with all their forces”.]
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the night following upon the banks of the river
VI.
Simzthus in the territory of the Leontines. The
Athenians upon advertisement that they were set
01.01. a.
-4-0.416.
forth, rising with their whole army, both themselves and such of the Siculi and others as went
with them’, and going aboard their galleys and
boats in the beginning of the night set sail for
Syracuse. In the morning betimes the Athenians
disbarked over against Olympieium’, to make their
camp. And the Syracusian horsemen, who were
at Catana before the rest, finding the camp risen,
came back to the foot and told them : whereupon
they went all together back to the aid of the city’.
66. In the meantime, the way the Syracusians had TheAthenians
land, pitch their
to go being long, the Athenians had pitched their camp, and en.
camp at leisure in a place of advantage : wherein trench themit was in their own power to begin battle whenrmusianareturn.
they list, and where both in and before the battle
the Syracusisn horsemen could least annoy them.
For on one side there were walls, and houses, and
[1‘ That had come to join them”.]
[,‘ The Olympieium”.]
[Syracuseis said by Plutarch to
have been a city not inferior to
Athens: and must therefore have
contained a t onetime about200,OOO
inhabitants. Ortygia, the ancient
city, called also Niaos, and by the
Romans Insula,A m , Urbs, Peninsula, was (except Temenites) the
only name of the various quarters
of the city known to Thucydides.
That which was afterwards called
Acradina, he calls r l j v f6w ?rdXtv.
The name Temenites afterwards
became changed for Neupolis : and
in time Tyca and Epipolz also

became suburbs of the city. The
circuit of the ancient walls of this
Pentapolis was, according toStrabo,
180 stadia: which agrees pretty
nearly with the result of modern
surveys. The territory of the city
extended toward the north to that
of the Leontines : on the south i t
was conterminous with that of the
Camarinreans. Many of thesikelian
cities were tributary to it. The
population has in modern times
returned within its ancient limits of
Ortpgia : and does not now exceed
a t the utmost 40,000, and is according to some far less. See Goeller,
ch. 66,note.l
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trees, and a lake that kept them off; on the other
side steep rocks: and having felled trees hard by
YEAR XV11.
*.C.4*6.
and
brought them to the sea-side, they made a
0~,.91.2.
pallisado both before their galleys and towards
Dascon’. And on that part that was most accessible to the enemy, they made a fort with stone,
(the best they could find, but unwrought), and with
wood ; and withal pulled down the bridge of the
river Anapus. Whilst this was doing, there
came none to empeach them from the city. The
first’ that came against them were the Syracusian
TheSyraousian horsemen ; and by and by after, all the foot togearmy cometh
ther. And though at first they came up near unto
back.
the camp of the Athenians, yet after, seeing the
Athenians came not out against them, they retired
again : and crossing to the other side of the Helorine highway, stayed there that night.
TheAthenians
67. The next day the Athenians and their conand Syracusians
to fight. federates prepared to fight, and were ordered thus.
The Argives and the Mantineans had the right wing,
the Atheriians were in the middle, and the rest of
their confederates in the other wing. That half of
the army which stood foremost, was ordered by
eight in file: the other half towards their tents,
ordered likewise by eights, was cast into the form
of a long square3, and commanded to observe diligently where the rest of the army was in distress,
and to make specially thither. And in the middest
VI.

p‘ They made a stockade along
the line of their galleys ; and close
to Dascon, where it was most easy
of access to the enemy, hastily
erected a fort with unhewn stones
&c.” Bekk. Am. Goeller’s punctuation agrees with that of Hobbes.]

a [L‘But first the Syracusan horsemen came to help, and then afterwards all the foot too was collected
together. And they marched up a t
first near, but after &c”.]
a
Of a hoElow square”. For the
difference in the Athenian and Sy.
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of these so arranged, were received such as carried
VI.
the weapons and tools of the army’.
YEAR XV11.
The Syracusians arranged their men of arms, A.C.416.
0L. 91.2.
who were Syracusians of all conditions and as
many of their confederates as were present, by
sixteens in file: (they that came to aid them, were
chiefly the Selinuntians, and then the horsemen of
the Geloans, about two hundred ; and of the Camarinseans, about twenty horsemen and fifty archers) :
the cavalry they placed in the right point of the
battle, being in all no less than a thousand ttvo
hundred, and with them the darters. But the
Athenians intending to begin the battle, Nicias
went up and down the army, from one nation to
another : to whom and to all in general he spake
to this effect :
68. “ What need I, sirs, to make a long exhorta- THE OBATION
tion, when this battle is the thing for which we all
To
came hither2? For in my opinion, the present
preparation is more able to give you encouragement, than any oration how well soever made, if
with a weak army. For where we are together,
Argives, Mantineans, Athenians, and the best of
the islanders, how can we choose among so many
and good confederates, but conceive great hope of
the victory: especially against tag and rag, and not
chosen men, as we are ourselves, and against Sicilians, who though they contemn us, cannot stand
against u s ; their skill not being answerable to

z:,’

racusian tactics, see iv. 93. note.]
tation, who are here for one and the
[“ And in the middle of these, same contest”: that is, ‘‘ we are all
who formed the reserve, they placed engaged in one coinmon cause, and
the baggage-carriers”.]
should be mutually encouraged hy
[L‘ What need we a long exhor- the sight of each other”. Am.]

VI.

YEAB XVII.

A.C.415.
0~01.a.
Oration of
Nicias.

The battle
between the
Athenians arid
Syracusians.
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their courage ? It must be remembered also that
we be far from our own, and not near to any
amicable territory but such as we shall acquire by
the sword. My exhortation to you, I am certain,
is contrary to that of the enemy. For they say to
theirs, ‘ You are to fightfor your country’. I say
to you, You are to fight out of your country, where
you must either get the victory, or not easily get
away ; for many horsemen will be upon us. Remember therefore every man his own worth, and
charge valiantly : and think the present necessity
and strait we are in, to be more formidable than
the enemy.”
69. Nicias having thus exhorted the army, led
it presently to the charge. The Syracusians expected not to have fought at that instant: and
the city being near, some of them were gone
away ; and some for haste came in running ; and
though late, yet every one, as he came, put himself
in where was the greatest number. For they wanted
neither willingness nor courage, either in this or
any other battle ; being no less valiant, so far forth
as they had experience, than the Athenians : but
the want of this made them, even against their
wills, to abate also somewhat of their courage.
Nevertheless though they thought not the Athenians would have begun the battle, and were
thereby constrained to fight upon a sudden, yet
they resumed their arms, and came presently forward to the encounter.
And first, the casters of stones’ and slingers
and archers of either side, skirmished in the middest
1 p‘ The throwers of stones”. qui saxa non fundis, sed manibus
X1eop6Xor,Znpidutores, niilites erant, emittebant”. Goell.]
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between the armies, mutually chasing each other,
as amongst the light-armed was not unlikely.
After this, the soothsayers brought forth their
sacrifices according to the law of the place’; and
the trumpets instigated the men of arms to the
battle. And they came on to fight, the Syracusians
for their country and their lives for the present,
and for their liberty in the future : on the other
side, the Athenians to win the country of another
and make it their own, and not to weaken their
own by being vanquished : the Argives and other
free confederates, to help the Athenians to conquer
the country they came against, and to return to
their own with victory: and their subject confederates came also on with great courage, principally for their better safety, as desperate if they
overcame n o t ; and withal upon the by, that by
helping the Athenians to subdue the country of
another, their own subjection might be the easier.
70. After they were come to hand-strokes, they
fought long on both sides. But in the meantime
there happened some claps of thunder and flashes
of lightning, together with a great shower of rain :
insomuch as it added to the fear of the Syracusians, that were now fighting their first battle and
not familiar with the wars ; whereas to the other

p‘According to custom”. I t is
not meant that the Syracusans only
offered the usual sacrifice. The
Greeks in general always sacrificed
before battle (see iv. 92, V. 10.) ;and
waited to engage till the sacrifice
was pronounced propitious : a custoin which was of course turned to
account by the general. At the

battle of Plattea, Pausanias induced
the Lacedemonians and Tegeetaus
to support with patience a murderous attack by the Persian archers,
till the sacrifice appeared fair (Herod. ix. 61) : that is, till the movement of the Persians gave him the
opportunity for charging with advantage.]
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side that had more experience, the season of the
year’ seemed to expound that accident ; and their
SBAB XVII.
A.C.416.
greatest fear proceeded from the so long resistance
o~.gi.a.
of their enemies, in that they were not all this
while overcome. When the Argives first had made
the left wing of the Syracusians to give ground,
and after them the Athenians had also done the
like to those that were arranged against them:
The Athenians then the rest of the Syracusian army was presently
have thevictory.
broken and put to flight. But the Athenians pursued them not far ; because the Syracusian horsemen, being many and unvanquished2, whensoever
any men of arms advanced far from the body of
the army, charged upon them, and still drave them
in again : but having followed as far as safely they
might in great troops, they retired again and
erected a trophy. The Syracusians having rallied
themselves in the Helorine way, and recovered
their order as well as they could for that time, sent
a guard into Olympieiurn, lest the Athenians should
take the treasure there : and returned with the rest
of the army into the city. 71. The Athenians went
not to assault the temple ; but gathering together
their dead, laid them upon the funeral fire, and
stayed that night upon the place. The next day
they gave truce to the Syracusians to take up their
dead, of whom and of their confederates were slain
about two hundred and sixty : and gathered up
the bones of their own4. Of the Athenians and
VI.

p h a t is, winter. See the next
8 Pdpws : ‘ I notwithstanding their
chapter.]
defeat sent” &c.]
c“ Because the Syracusan horse[Ut in patriam relata, ibi sepemen being &c., checked them, and lirentur, ut arbitror : quod et de
whensoever” &.]
Themistoclis ossibus quidam pro-
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their confederates there died about fifty. And
vr.
thhs, having rifled the bodies of their dead enemies,
they returned to Catana I. For it was now winter ; ;;i;;;;
and to make war there, they thought it yet unpossible before they had sent for horsemen to Athens,
and levied other amongst their confederates there
in Sicily, to the end they might not be altogether
over-mastered in horse ; and before they had also
both levied money there and received more from
Athens, and made league with certain cities, which
they hoped after this battle would the more easily
hearken thereunto ; and before they had likewise
provided themselves of victuals and other things
necessary, as intending the next spring to undertake Syracuse again. 7 2 . With this mind they
went to winter at Naxos and Catana.
The Syracusians after they had buried their Hermocrates enoourageth the
~:
dead, called an assembly : and Hermocrates the s
son of Hermon, a man not otherwise second to
any in wisdom, and in war both able for his experience and eminent for his valour, standing forth
gave them encouragement, and would not suffer
them to be dismayed with that which had happened.
“Their courage,” he said, cc was not overcome,
though their want of order had done them hurt.
And yet in that they were not so far inferior, as it
was likely they would have been : especially being
(as one may say) home-bred artificers, against the
most experienced in the war of all the Grecians’.
diderunt,et de EumenePlutarchos.
Notus est ex omnibus scriptorihus
hicmosveterum. Duk. Forthebones
of Themistocles, see also i. 138.1
And with the spoils of their
enemies they returned” &c.]

r‘

9 c“ And being moreover like
men, if one may so say, without any
knowledge of a trade ( L 8 i d ~ q )opposed to the most experienced of all
Greece”. Am.--“ That they had
also been greatly hurt” &c.]

~
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That they had also been hurt by the number of
their generals and commanders,”--for there were
YEAR XVII.
~ . ~ . 4 1 5 . fifteen that commanded in chief--“and
by the
OL91.2.
many supernumerary soldiers under no command
at 41’. Whereas if they would make but a few
and skilful leaders, and prepare armour this winter
for such as want it, to increase as much as might
be the number of their men of arms, and compel
them in other things to the exercise of discipline,
in all reason they were to have the better of the
enemy. For valour they had already, and to keep
their order would be learnt by practice2: and both
of these would still grow greater ; skill, by practising with danger ; arid their courage would grow
bolder of itself, upon the confidence of skill. And
for their generals, they ought to choose them few
and absolute, and to take an3 oath unto them, to
let them lead the army wheresoever they thought
best. For by this means, both the things that
require secrecy would the better be concealed, and
all things would be put in readiness with order
and less tergiversation.”
73. The Syracusians, when they had heard him,
and is chosen
general uith two
all that he advised : and elected three
decreed
more.
generals, him, Weracleides the son of Lysimachus,
The Syracnsians and Sicanus the son of Exekestus.
They sent also
send lor aid into
~
~
l ambassadors
~
~
~ to~ Corinth
,
~ and
~ Lacedaemon,
~
~
~ as. well
to obtain a league with them‘, as also to persuade
VI.

a [re Gpcrov : “ the oath”. The
1 C‘ And the disorder and anarchy
of the many”: that is, “ of the pri- usual oath of unlimited ohedience,

vates”.]
2 c‘ They wereto have the better
of their enemy : when to their cowage, whichthep have already, should
be added good order in action”.]

taken when any commander was
iuveated with unlimited authority.

Arnold.]

r‘

Both that an allied force
might join them”. Arnold.]
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the Lacedzemonians to make a hotter war against
VI.
the Athenians, and to declare themselves in the
quarrel.of the Syracusians : thereby either to with- A.C 415.
OL. 9i.a.
draw them from Sicily, or to make them the less
able to send supply to their army which was there
already.
74. The Athenian army at Catana sailed pre- The Athenians
ntteiript Messently to Messana, to receive it by treason of some adria, but lail.
within : but the plot came not to effect. For Alcibiades, when he was sent for from his charge,
being resolved to fly, and knowing what was to be
done’, discovered the same to the friends of the
Syracusians in Messana : who with those of their
faction slew2 such as were accused, and being
armed upon occasion of the sedition, obtained to
have the Athenians kept out. And the Athenians,
after thirteen days’ stay, troubled with tempestuous
weather, provision also failing and nothing succeeding, returned again to Naxos: and having
fortified their camp with a pallisado, they wintered
there; and dispatched a galley to Athens for
money and horsemen, to be with them early in
the spring.
75. The Syracusians this winter raised a wall ~ . ~ . 4 * 6 . 4 .
OL. 91. 2.
before their city, all the length of the side towards TheSgracusians
enlarge the comE p i p o l ~ eincluding
~
Temenites : to the end, if they uassoftheir walh

r‘

For Alcibiades, upon leaving his command on being sent for
home, knowing that he would have
to fly, and being aware of what was
about to be done, discovered” &c.]
* [,,First slew kc., and then falling into sedition and arming themselves, obtained’’ &c.]
[r& E m r o M ~Anglice
;
Overton.
Epipolse was the name of the steep

and broken ground, that rose with
a continual ascent from the city to-

wards the western and inland parts:
from whence was visible the whole
interior of the city. Its highest
part, and the ground immediately
adjacent to it, consisted of three
continuous hills, standing in a
straight line. By the principal of
these, Euryelus, which formed the

-
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chanced to be beaten, they might not be so easily
enclosed
as when they were in a narrower compass.
Y E A R XVII.
A. C. 415 4. And they put a guard into Megara, and another
OL. 01. 2.
and burn the
into Olympieium ; and made pallisadoes on the seatents of the
side
at all the places of landing. And knowing
Athenians by
Cataria.
that the Athenians wintered at Naxos, they
marched with all the power of the city unto Catana: and after they had wasted the territory, and
burnt the cabins and camp where the Athenians
had lodged before, returned home. And having
heard that the Athenians had sent ambassadors to
Ambassadors
both from the
Athenians and Camarina, according to a league made before in
Syracuse unto the time of Laches’, to try if they could win them
Camarina. for
the friendship of to their side, they also sent ambassadors to oppose
that city.
it. For they suspected that the Camarinzans had
sent those succours in the former battle, with no
great good will: arid that now they would take
part with them no longer, seeing the Athenians
had the better of the day, but would rather join
with the Athenians upon the former league. Hermocrates therefore and others being come to Camarina from the Syracusians, and Euphemus and
others from the Athenians, when the assembly was
met, Hermocrates desiring to increase their envy
to the Athenians2, spake unto them to this effect :
T H E O R A T f O S OX
BBRIOCRbTRS.
76. “Men of Camarina, we come not hither
VI.

extremity of Epipole, was the
ascent from the parts about the
river Anapus, and from the inland
country,and fromMegara,Thapsos,
and Leon. Goell.-‘‘ including rbv
rLpLCYk7p”: a name of Apollo, ap,
parently so called from r I p r v o ~in
like manner as Diana Nemorensis
Aricii extra Rornam from nmw.
This name of Apollo, Temenites,

became that of the quarter where his
rlprvoc stood. And that it stood in

Neapolis, which after the time of
Thucydides became the name of
this quarter of the city? appears
from Cicero iv. Verr, 73. Goell.]
[See iii. 86.1
2 c“ To be beforehand in accusing the Athenians”. Bekker &c.,
rpo8lcrpaAriv: v u l g ~ , r p o o ~ r a ~ a h ~ i v . ]
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upon fear that the forces of the Athenians here
present may affright you : but lest their speechea
which they are about to make, may seduce you,
before you have also heard what may be said by
us. They are come into Sicily with that pretence
indeed, which you hear given out, but with that
intention which we all suspect: and to me they
seem not to intend the replantation of the Leontines, but rather our supplantation. For surely
it holdeth not in reason, that they who subvert the
cities yonder, should come to plant any city here :
nor that they should have such a care of the Leontines, because Chalcideans, for kindred‘s sake, when
they keep in servitude the Chalcideans themselves
of Eubcea, of whom these here are but the colonies.
But they both hold the cities there, and attempt
those here, in one and the same kind. For when
the Ionians, and the rest of the confederates their
own colonies’, had willingly made them their
leaders in the war to avenge them of the Medes,
the Athenians laying afterwards to their charge,
to some the not sending of their forces’, to some
their war amongst themselves, and so to the rest
the most colourable criminations they could get,
subdued them all to their obedience. And it was
not for the liberty of the Grecians that these men,
nor for the liberty of themselves that the Grecians
made head against the Medes : but the Athenians
did it to make them serve, not the Medes, but them,
and the Grecians to change their master, as they
did, not for one less wise, but for one worse wise.
[ d r b a$Gv : “ of their own free “those descended from themselves”,
choice”. Goell. Am. Hobbes has from Portus and the Schuliast.]
taken ‘‘ their colonies”, that is,
2 [See i. 99.1
VOL. IX.
0

VI.

A

c 416.4.
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Oratiotio~

Hemoorate’*

VI.

YEAR X Y II

~c.416.4.

OL.91. 2.
Oration of
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77. “ But in truth we come not to accuse the
Athenian state, though it be obnoxious enough,
before you that know sufficiently the injuries they
have done, but far rather to accuse ourselves : who
though we have the examples before our eyes of
the Grecians there brought into servitude for want
of defending themselves, and though we see them
now, with the same sophistry of replanting the
Leontiries and their kindred, and aiding of their
confederates the Egestseans, prepare to do the like
unto us, do not yet unite ourselves, and with better
courage make them to know that we be not
Ionians, nor Hellespontines, nor islanders, that
changing serve always the Mede or some other
master, but that we are Dorians and freemen, come
to dwell here in Sicily out of Peloponnesus, a free
country. Shall WE: stand still till we be taken city
after city, when we know that that only way we
are conquerable : and when we find them wholly
bent t o this, that by drawing some from our alliance
with their words, and causing some to wear each
other out with war upon hope of their confederacy,
and winning others by other fit language, they may
have the power to do lis hurt’? But we think,
though one of the same island perish, yet if he
dwell far off, the danger will not come to us : and
before it arrive, we count unhappy only him that
suffereth before us2. 78. If any therefore be of this
opinion, that it is not he, but the Syracusian that
[,, And seeing them wholly bent
upon this, to draw some &c., and to
cause some Prc., and to beguile
others as, finding apt matter to
address to each, they best may”.
Goeller.]

r‘

A i d think we, that if a neighhour, a distant one, perish before
us, the danger will not reach us:
but that he that has ill fortune
before us, is the only one that is to
he unlucky”?]
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is the Athenian’s enemy ; and thinketh it a hard
$1.
matter that he should endanger himself for the
territory that is mine: I would have him to con- ~ ( ‘ . 4 1 6 - 4 .
or, 91. 2.
&der, that he is to fight not chiefly for mine, but Oratlonot
equally for his own in mine, and with the more “ermocro‘es’
safety for that I am not destroyed before and he
thereby destitute of my help, but stand with him
in the battle. Let him also consider that the
Athenians come not hither to punish the Syracusians for being enemies to you, but by pretence of
me to make himself the stronger by your friendship ’. If any man here envieth, or also2 feareth
us, (for the strongest are still liable unto both), and
would therefore wish that the Syracusians might
be weakened to make them more modest, but not
vanquished for their own safety’s sake : that man
hath conceived a hope beyond the power of man.
For it is not reasonable3 that the same man should
be the disposer both of his desires and of his fortune. And if his aim should fail him, he might,
deploring his own misery, peradventure wish to
enjoy4 my prosperity again. But this will not be
possible to him that shall abandon me, and not
undertake the same dangers, though not in title, yet
in effect the same that I do. For though it be our
power in title, yet in effect it is your own safety you
defend. And you men of Camarina, that are borderers and likely to have the second place of danger,
you should most of all have foreseen this, and not
have aided us so dully. You shouldratherhave come

’

p‘ B u t by pietending to hate cusan”. Goeller.]
me (the Syrscussn), to gain thereby
e 1‘‘ Or even feareth us”.]
the fsiendsliip (Q~tLvou)
of the Sicil3 [,‘ Possiblc”.1
ian that is the enemy of the Syra.I
To ~11ky”.]
0 2

1DG

VI.
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~c.416.4.

OL. 91. 2.
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to us: and that which, if the Athenians had come
first against Camarina, you should in your need
have implored a t our hands, the same you should
now also have been seen equally to hearten us
withal, to keep us from yielding. But as yet, neither you nor any of the rest have been so forward.
79. Perhaps upon fear, you mean to deal evenly
between us botb, and allege your league with the
Athenians. You made no league against your
friends, but against your enemies, in case any
should invade you: and by it you are also tied to
aid the Athenians, when others wrong them ; but
not when, as now, they wrong their neighbour.
For even the Rhegians, who are also Chalcideans,
refuse to help them in replanting the Leontines ;
though these also be Chalcideans. And then it
were a hard case, if they suspecting a bad action
under a fair justification, are wise without a reason’;
and you, upon pretence of reason, should aid your
natural enemies, and help them that most hate you
to destroy your more natural kindred.
“ But this is no justice ; to fight with them is justice, and not to stand in fear of their preparation.
Which, if we hold together, is not terrible : but is,
if contrarily (which they endeavour) we be disunited. For neither when they came against us,
being none but ourselves, and had the upperhand
in battle, could they yet effect their purpose ; but
quickly went their ways. 80. There is no reason
therefore we should be afraid, when we are all
together, but that we should have the better will
[ d M y w s makes an antithesis to it.--“ And you”, sirXdyy

T~o$&uF~,

in many other “ with a reasonable pretext, shd.uld
cases, seems all that can be said for aid your” kc.]

rLX6yy : which, as
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to unite ourselves in a league: and the rather,
because’ we are to have aid from Peloponnesus,
who every way excel these men in military sufficiency. Nor should you think that your purpose2
to aid neither, as being in league with both, is
either just in respect of us, or safe for yourselves :
for it is not so just in substance, as it is in the
pretence. For if through want of your aid, the
assailed perish and the assailant become victor :
what do you by your neutrality, but leave the safety
of the one undefended, and suffer the other to do
evil? Whereas it were more noble in you, by
joining with the wronged and with your kindred,
both to defend the common good of Sicily, and
keep the Athenians, as you- friends, from an act
of injustice. To be short, we Syracusians say, that
to demonstrate plainly, to you or to any other, the
thing you already know, is no hard matter3: but
we pray you, and withal if you reject our words
we protest, that whereas the Ionians, who have ever
been our enemies, do take counsel against us, you,
that are Dorians as well as we, betray us. And if
they subdue us, though it be by your counsels that
they do it, yet they only shall have the honour of
it : and for the prize of their victory, they will have
none other but even the authors of their victory :
but if the victory fall unto us, even you also, the
cause of this our danger, shall undergo the penalty.
Consider therefore now and take your choice,
whether you will have the servitude without the
Especially as aid will be league-” &c. Bekker &e., rpopi)here from” &e.]
eEIUV : VUlgO, ?rpO6UpiUV.]
ri [,That forecast of yoiirs, to
[OI’&V
i‘pyou rbac ‘‘ is of no
aid neither forsooth, as being in profit”. Goeller.]
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present danger : or saving yourselves with us, both
avoid the dishonour of having a master, and
escape our enmity, which is likely otherwise to he
lasting.”
81. Thus spake Hermocrates. After him Euphemus, ambassador from the Athenians, spake thus :
82. “ Though our coming were to renew our
former league, yet seeing m-e are touched by the
Syracusian, it will be necessary we speak something here of the right of our dominion. And the
greatest testimony of this right he hath himself
given ; in that he said, the Ionians were ever enemies to the Dorians. And it is true’. For being
Ionians, we have ever endeavoured to find out
some means or other, how best to free ourselves
from subjection to the Peloponnesians that are
Dorians, more in number than we and dwelling
near us. After the Medan war, having gotten us a
navy, we were delivered thereby from the command
and leading of the Lacedsemonians: there being
no cause why they should rather be leaders of us
than we of them, save only that they were then
the stronger. And when we were made commanders of those Grecians which before lived under
the king, we took upon us the government of them :
because we thought, that having poxer in our

’

p‘ But the matter stands thus”.
I t cannot be said that the Ionians
were ever enemies to the Dorians.
Mueller (i. 8.) observes, that it is
remarkable that during the whole
of the time in which Sparta was
founcling her empire, (that is, down
to the sixth century A.C.), we read
of no serious contest between Do-

rians and Ionians : that Megara
and B g i n a carried on border-wars
with Athens, but the whole race
took no part in the contest : and
that in regard to the important
island of Salamis, Sparta in her character of umpire actually awarded
the possession of it to Athens, to
the great detriment of Megara.]
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hands to defend ourselves, we should thereby be
VI.
the less subject to the Peloponnesians. And to say
truth, we subjected the Ionians and islanders (whom A . C . ~ W ~ .
nL.91. 2.
the Syracusians say we brought into bondage being Oration of
our kindred) not without just cause’: for they E‘’l”l~m~’P*
came with the Medes against ours, their mother
city : and for fear of losing their wealth durst not
revolt, as we did, that abandoned our very city.
But as they were content to serve, so they would
have imposed the same condition upon us. 83. For
these causes, we took upon us our dominion over
them; both as worthy of the same, in that we
brought the greatest fleet and promptest courage
to the service of the Grecians, whereas they,
with the like promptness in favour of the Medes,
did us hurt ; and also as being desirous to procure
ourselves a strength against the Peloponnesians.
And follow any other we will not2, seeing we alone:
[,‘ And liaving ourselves hecome the leaders ( $ Y E ~ ~ Y CofC )those
wvho werehefore suhject to the king,
we continue such : thinking that so
hating power to defend ourselves,
we should be less in the power of
the Peloponnesians, and, to speak
plniilly, having sulidued, hut not
without just cause, the Ionians and
islanders, &c. For they c:ime” &c.
--The Dorians o f Asia, armed after
the Hellenic fashion and sprung
from Peloponnesus, furnished 30
ships. Tlie lonians,who so long as
they were seated in what is now
called Achaia, and before the coniing of Danaus and Xuthus to Peloponnesas,were, as the Greeks say,
called IEgialan Pelasgi, but in the
h c of Ion son of Xutlius, Ion.

ians, furnished 100 ships, and the
islanders 17 : both armed after the
Hellenic fashion. This was the
Pelasgian race, which afterwards,
as well as the 12 Ionic states from
Athens, was called Ionic. The
.Zolians, armed after the Hellenic
f d i i o n , and anciently, as theGreeAs
sny, called Pelasgi, furnished BO
ships. The Hellespontians, colonists
of the Ionians and Dorians, (save
those of Abydos, who were left by
Xerres to guard the bridge), furnished 100 ships, armed after the
Hellenic fashion. Herod. vii. 93-5.1
And we use no specious
phrases, as that we alone k c . ; or
that we have put ourselves into
danger for the liberty of thcm (the
Uorians and islanders) more thill1
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have pulled down the barbarian, and therefore
have
right to command ; or at least have put ourYEAB XYII.
~ . ~ . 4 1 5 - 4 . selves into danger more for the liberty of the PeloOL. 91. 2.
Orationof
ponnesians, than of all the rest of Greece, and our
Eupliemus.
own besides. Now to seek means for one’s own
preservation, is a thing unblameable. And as it is
for our own safety’s cause that we are now here, so
also we find that the same will be profitable for
you. Which we will make plain from those very
things which they accuse, and you, as most formidable, suspect us of: being assured, that such as
suspect with vehement fear, though they may be
won for the present with the sweetness of an oration, yet when the matter comes to performance,
will then do as shall be most for their turn.
(‘We have told you that we hold our dominion
yonder upon fear ; and that upon the same cause
we come hither now, by the help of our friends to
assure the cities here ; and not to bring you into
subjection, but rather to keep you from it. 84. And
let no man object, that we be solicitous for those
that are nothing to us : for as long as you be preserved, and able to make head against the Syracusians, we shall be the less annoyed by their sending
of forces to the Peloponnesians? And in this
point you are very much unto us. For the same
reason, it is meet2 also that we replant the Leontines; not to subject them, as their kindred in
VI.

that of all Greece, our own amongst
the rest. But to seek means” &c.
Bekker &c., ob KaMmo6prBa: vulgo, Oi)k ixxY i?r6prea.]
[,‘And let no one suppose that
we be solicitous for those that arc
nothing to us; remembering-, that

so long as you be preserved, from
the very fact of your being strong
enough to make head against the
SJ racusans, we are less likely to be
annoyed by their sending of forces
to the Peloponnesians”.]
[It is reasonable”.]
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Eubcea, but to make them as puissant as we can : VI.
that being near, they may from their own territory
weaken the Syracusians in our behalf. For as for A . C . ~ A
OL. 91. 2.
our wars at home, we are a match for our enemies orution of
without their help ; and the Chalcidean (whom F.op''eml's.
having made a slave yonder, the Syracusian said,
we absurdly attempt to vindicate into liberty here)
is most beneficial to us there without arms, paying
money only; but the Leontines, and other our
friends here, are the most profitable to us when
they are most in liberty.
85. '(Now to a tyrant or city that reigneth, nothing can be thought absurd if profitable; nor any
man a friend, that may not be trusted to. Friend
or enemy he must be, according to the several
occasions. Rut here it is for our benefit not to
weaken our friends, but by our friends' strength
to weaken our enemies. This you must needs
believe, inasmuch as yonder also we so command
over our confederates, as every of them may be
most useful to us : the Chians and Methymnaeans
redeem their liberty with providing us some galleys ; the most of the rest, with a tribute of money
somewhat more pressing. Some again of our
confederates are absolutely free, notwithstanding
that they be islanders, and easy to be subdued : the
reason whereof is this ; they are situate in places
commodious about Peloyonnesus. It is probable
therefore, that here also we will so order our affairs
as shall be most for our own turn, and most
according to our fear, as we told you, of the Syracusians. For they affect a dominion over you;
and having by advantage of your suspicion of us
drawn you to their side, will themselves by force,

VI.

YEAR XVII.

-4.c.416-4.
OL. 91. a.
Orstionor

Euphemus.
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or (if we go home without effect) by your want of
friends, have the sole command of Sicily : which,
if you join with them, must of necessity come to
pass. For neither will it be easy for us to bring
so great forces again together': nor will the Syracusians want strength to subdue you, if we be
absent. Him that thinketh otherwise, the thing
itself convinceth. 86. For when you called us in
to aid you at the first, the fear you pretended was
only this: that if we neglected you, the Syracusians would subdue you, and we thereby should
participate of the danger'. And it were unjust,
that the argument you would needs have to prevail
then with us, should now have no effect with yourselves ; or that you should be jealous of the much
strength we bring against the power of the Syracusians, when much rather you should give the
less ear unto them. We cannot so much as stay
here without you : and if becoming perfidious we
shouldsubdue these states, yet we are unable to hold
them : both in respect of the length of the voyage,
and for want of means of guarding them ; because
they be great, and provided after the manner of
the continent?. Whereas they, not lodged near you
in a camp, but inhabiting near you in a city of
greater power than this of ours4, will be always
c" For neither would it he easy
even for LIS to deal with so great a
force, when united i n one; nor
without lis, would you find these
here (the Syracusans) a feeble
enemy".]
[npoaciovvc~$6pov : " the fear
you held up before our eyes, was no
other than this : that if we looked

on and saw you got under hy the
Sgracusans, we too should he in
w
pasdanger". n p o a ~ i ~dicuntur
tores, quum frondem manu quatientes, pecus quo volunt ducunt.
L'~tkcr.1
[And therefore, such as a maritime powcr could not deal with.]
[That is, " than this power
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watching their advantages against you : and when
an opportunity shall be offered against any of your
cities, will be sure not to let it slip. This they
have already made to appear, both in their proceedings against the Leontines, and also otherwise.
And yet have these the face to move you’ against
us that hinder this, and that have hitherto kept
Sicily from falling into their hands. But we, on
the other side, invite you to a far more real safety ;
and pray you, not to betray that safety which we
both of us hold from one another at this present,
but to consider, that they by their own number
have way to you always, though without confederates ; whereas you shall seldom have so great an
aid again to resist them. Which if through your
jealousy you suffer to go away without effect, or if
it miscarry, you will hereafter wish for the least
part of the same, when their coming can no more
do you good.
87. “ B u t , CamarinEans, be neither you nor
others moved with their calumnies. We have told
you the very truth, why we are suspected: and
summarily we will tell it you again, claiming to
prevail with you thereby. We say, we command
yonder, lest else we should obey ; and we assert
into liberty the cities here, lest else we should
be harmed by them: many things we have to
be doing, because many things we are forced to
beware of: and both now and before, we came not
uncalled ; but called as confederates to such of you
as suffer wrong. Make not yourselves judges of
what we do, nor go about as censors (which were
which we have brought here”.]
men that know not what you are
[,‘ To rnovc yoo, :is if yon were about, against us” kc.]

VI.

~ . ~ . 4 * 6 4
Or.. 91. 2.

Orationof

Eiiphemus.
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now hard to do) to divert us ; but as far as this
busy humour and fashion of ours may be for your
PEAB X V I L
m.415-4. own service, so far take and use it : and think not
OL, 91. 2.
Orationof
the same hurtful alike to all, but that the greatest
Euphemua.
part of the Grecians have good by it. For in all
places’, though we be not of any side, yet both he
that looketh to be wronged, and he that contriveth
to do the wrong, by the obviousness of the hope that
the one hathof our aid, and of the fear that the other
hath of their own danger, if we should come, are
brought by necessity, the one to moderation against
his will, the other into safety without his trouble.
Refuse not therefore the security now present,
common both to us that require it, and to yourselves2. But do as others use to do ; come with us :
and instead of defending yourselves always against
the Syracusians, take your turn once, and put them
to their guard as they have done you.”
‘ f i e resolutionof
88. Thus spake Euphemus. The Camarinzans
the Camarinestood thus affected. They bare good will to the
Athenians, save that they thought they meant to
subjugate Sicily : and were ever at strife with the
Syracusians about their borders. Yet because they
were afraid that the Syracusians, that were near
them, might as well get the victory as the other,
they had both formerly sent them some few horse,
and also now resolved for the future to help the
Syracusians, but underhand and as sparingly as
possible: and withal that they might no less seem
VI.

[,, For in every place, that even
where we are not at hand, yet he
that looketh &c., and he that contriveth &c., for tlie obvious expectation each hath, one of meeting
with our aid, the other, that if we

come we are like to put him in some
jeopardy,theyarebothbrought”&c.]
a c“ Refuse not therefore this security, both comnion to him that
requires it, and now present to
yourselves”.]
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favour the Atheniaus than the Syracusians,
VI.
especially after they had won a battle, to give for
c.416-4.
the present an equal answer unto both’. So after ~or,,
91. 2.
deliberation had, they answered thus : “ That forasmuch as they that warred, were both of them their
confederates, they thought it most agreeable to their
oath for the present to give aid to neither”. And
so the ambassadors of both sides went their ways.
And the Syracusians made preparations for the
war by themselves2.
The Athenians being encamped at Naxos, treated The Athenians
seek tn niri the
with the Siculi, to procure as many of them as sicoli:
they might to their side. Of whom, such as inhabited the plain and were subject to the Syracusians, for the most part held off: but they that
dwelt in the most inland parts of the island, being a
free people, and ever before dwelling in villages,
presently agreed with the Athenians3; and brought
corn into the army, and some of them also money.
To those that held off, the Athenians went with
their army : and some they forced to come in, and
others they hindered from receiving the aids and
garrisons of the Syracusians4. And having brought they bring their

30

fleet to Catana:

*

r‘ But fearing lest the Syra-

cusans, that were near them, should
even without their aid get the victory, they at the first sent those
( r o 3 ~few
)
horse : and now resolved
for the future in fact rather to support the Syracusans, but as sparingly as possible ; but for the present, that they niight no less &c., in
words to giveequal answer toeach.]
And the Syracusans prepared themselves for the war. And
the Athenians” &c.]
p‘ But the scattered inhabitants

*

of the inland parts, who had been
from all time independent, agreed
straightway, all but a few, with the
o l ~ j ~ ~ tag ,tern
Athenians”.-ai
chosen rather than n6kcs, or even
~Gpai,to denote the absolutely barbarian habits of those Sikeli, whose
habitations had nothing in them
approaching to civil union. drn.]
’ r ‘ B u t others they were hindered (from forcing to come in) by
the Syracusans sending garrisons
and supporting them with succours”.]
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their fleet from Naxos, where it had been all the
winter till now, they lay the rest of the winter at
YEAR XVII.
A.C.4164- Catana, and re-erected their camp formerly burnt
OL. 91. 2.
by the Syracusians. They sent a galley also to
they sendforaid Carthage, to procure amity and what help they
to Csrthnge and
into ~
~could ~from ~thence~: andi into ~Hetruria',
:
because
VI.

'

.

[is ~upaqviav.--If we search
for the traces of their diffusion, the
Pelasgi will appear to be one of the
greatest nations of Europe: extending in their migrations almost a s
widely as the Celts. Thessalian,
Sikelian, Tyrsenian, Pelasgian :
these are only various names of a
nation extending from the P o and
Arno almost to the Bosporus: and
it was by no arbitrary fiction that
Xschylus makes Pelasgus, son of
naXalXQwv, boast that his people
were masters of the whole country
west of the Strymon. The regions
of the east, again, were overrun
with Pelasgic tribes.
Lemnos,
Itnbros, and Samothrace, were well
known Pelasgian settlements even
down to the historical period : they
inhabited Lesbos and Chios before
the Greeks, and, as i t is said, the
whole of Ionia from Mycale and of
Eolis. B u t all that was left i n
later times of this immense race,
were detached and widely-scattered
remnants, like those of the Celtic
tribes in Spain: which, like them
too, were conceived to be, not the
fragments of a great people, but
settlements formed, like those of the
Greeks, by dispersed migrations and
colonizations. -Tyrsenia was the
name by which the Greeks, in early
times, designated the whole of
western Italy. W e find a line of
Tyrsenian settlements, whose Pe-

lasgic origin is well established,
along the whole coast of the sea,
which thence derives its name, from
Pisa clown to the borders of mnotria. I n the historical age, however,
the nation peculiarly so called by
the Greeks were the Etruscans:
with whom their colonies in Sicily
and Italy were continually forming
relations of war or peace, and whose
fame stood high in Hellas itself for
power, arts, and wealth. I t was
forgotten that the Etruscans, who
called themsclves Rasena, und appear to have been of REtian (Rhatian) origin, and neither in language
nor laws to have had the remotest
resemhlance to the Greeks or Pclasgi, had gotten the name of Tyrrhenians only hy having conquered
Tyrrhenia, and become the masters
of those Tyrrhenians who did not
quit their homes. And from Tyrrhenia retaining its name after this
conquest, two entirely different
races came to be called Tyrrhenians
by the Greeks : the Pelasgi on the
coast of Asia and the islands in the
north of the Xgean, and the Etruscans. As to the fonner, i t was evidently the custom a t the time ofthe
Peloponnesian war, to call the old
Pdasgian inhabitants of Lemnos
and Imbros Tyrsenian Pelnsgi.
They were the descendants of the
Pelnsgi, who, after the Dorian invasion, left Bccotia, and obtained for
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Some cities there had of their own accord promised
to take their parts. They sent likewise to the
YEAR XVII.
Siculi about them and to Egesta, appointing them A.C.415.4.
to send in all the horse they could : and made ready an:;;e:i;eto
bricks, and iron, and whatsoever else was necessary bc~ie~esyracnse.
for a siege, and every other thing they needed, as
intending to fall in hand with the war early the
next spring.
The ambassadors of Syracuse which were sent Syr;,cusiaos
ray aid of the
to Corinth and Lacedsemon, as they sailed by PCorinthians
and
endeavoured rllso to move the Italians to a regard Lncedrcmonians.
of this action of the Athenians'. Being come to
a time settlements in Attica on condition of labouring for the state
(ii. 17, note). After ousting the
Minyae and abiding long in Lemnos
and Imbros, being compellcd by
the Athenians to migrate anew,
they shaped their course, some to
the Hellespont, some to the coast of
Thrace and the peninsula of Mount
Athos. Hence Thucydides (iv. 109)
gays that Athos was inhabited by a
Pelasgic race, the Tyrsenians who
had previously settled in Attica and
Lemnos. They came originally, as
the story runs, from the south of
Etruria: and must undoubtedly
have called themselves Tyrsenians.
Their first appearance however was
in Acarnania: and all that Pausanias could learn of their extraction, was that they were Sikelians :
a name which had extended across
the Ionian sea to Epirus. And the
probability is that they came, not
from the Tiber, but from Epirus:
and the Pelasgic extraction of the
Epirots having been forgotten in
the time of Thucydides, they were
the only Pelasgi then known in

southern Hellas.-When the Greek
settlements were founded in Italy,
the Etruscans had not yet made
their appearance. It is to the Pelasgi, and not to the Etruscans, we
must refer the lines wherein Hesiod speaks of Agrius and Latinus
as ruling the renowned Tyrsenians:
and they must be the pirates that
infested the western seas before the
Greeks sent colonies to Sicily, and
that with the Carthaginians (about
540 A. C.) defeated the Phocaeans
(see Herod. i. 166). Subsequently
all the pirates of the lower sea seem
to have been regarded by the Greeks
500 A.C.
as Tyrrheniam-About
the Etruscans were a t the height
of their power, and commanded the
whole Tyrrhenian sea. The defeat
of their fleet by Hiero in 474, seems
to have broken their maritime
power: in the course of this ccntury they lost the whole country
beyond the Apennines, and in three
centuries more were swallowed up
in the Roman empire. See Niebnhr,
(Enotrians and Pelasgi.]
I [,,They endeavoured to movc
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Corinth, they spake unto them, and demanded aid
upon the title of consanguinity. The Corinthians
A.C.416.4. having forthwith, for their own part, decreed
OL. 91. a.
cheerfully to aid them, sent also ambassadors from
themselves along with these to Lacedaemon: to
help them to persuade the Lacedaemonians, both to
make a more open war against the Athenians a t
home, and to send some forces also into Sicily. At
the same time that these ambassadors were at
Lacedsmon from Corinth, Alcibiades was also
there with his fellow-fugitives : who presently upon
their escape passed over from Thurii first to Cyllene, the haven of the Eleians, in a ship, and afterwards went thence to Lacedaemon, sent for by the
Lacedaemonians themselves, under public security.
For he feared them for his doings about Mantineia.
And it fell out, that in the assembly of the Lacedaemonians, the Corinthians, Syracusians, and AlAlcibiades at
cibiades made all of them the same request. Now
Lacedaemon
instigat& the the ephores and magistrates, though intending to
Lacedremooians
send ambassadors to Syracuse to hinder them from
against his
eountvcompounding with the Athenians, being yet not
forward to send them aid, Alcibiades stood forth
and sharpened the Lacedzmonians : inciting them
with words to this effect :
THEoRATIoNor 89. " It will be necessary that I say something
ALCIBIADES.
first concerning mine om-n accusation, lest through
jealousy of me, you bring a prejudicate ear to the
common business. My ancestors having on a
certain quarrel renounced the office of receiving
VI.

YEAR XYIL

the Ztuliots not to disregard what
the Athenians were about, as aimed
equally at themselves". Of the
Italiots, the Tarentines and Lo-

crians were connected by blood or
alliance with the Peloponnesians :
the Metapontians, Thurians, and
RLegians with the Athenians.]
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you', I was the man that restored the same again;
and showed you all possible respect, both otherwise, and in the matter of your loss at Pylus.
Whilst I persisted in my good will to you, being to
make a peace at Athens, by treating the same with
my adversaries you invested them with authority,
and me with disgrace. For which cause, if in
applying myself afterwards to the Mantineans and
Argives, or in anything else I did you hurt, I did
it justly :and if any man here were causelessly angry
with me, then when he suffered, let him be now
content again, when he knows the true cause of
the same. Or if any man think the worse of me
for inclining to the people, let him acknowledge
that therein also he is offended without a cause.
For we have been always enemies to tyrants ; and
what is contrary to a tyrant, is called the people :
and from thence hath continued our adherence to
the multitude. Besides, in a city governed by
democracy, it was necessary in most things to
follow the present course ; nevertheless we have
endeavoured to be more moderate than suiteth with
the now headstrong humour of the people. But
others there have been, both formerly and now,
that have incited the common people to worse
things than 12: and they are those that have also
driven out me. But as for us, when we had the
charge of the whole, we thought it reason', by what
form it was grown most great and most free, and

'

p' Renounced your ?rpo&vlav":
see iii. 70, note: and v. 43.1
[L'To the wickeder measures".]
[,, We however became leaders
of the democracy, thinking it reason
VOL. I X .

in what forrn kc.,in that topreserve
it: (for such of us as have any ,judgment know &c.: but of confessed
~nadnessnothing new can be said):
and we thought it not safe" &c.]
P

VI.

Y E A 8 XVII.

A.C. 416-4.

ol" 91. 2.
Oration of
Blcibiudes.

VI.

l E A R XVII.

A.C.4164.
or.. 91. 2.
Oration of
Alcibindes.
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in which we received it, in the same to preserve it.
For though such of us as have judgment, do know
well enough what the democracy is, and I no less
than another, (insomuch as I could inveigh against
it ; but of confessed madness nothing can be said
that is new), yet we thought it not safe to change
it, when you our enemies were so near us.
90. cc Thus stands the matter touching my own
accusation. And concerning what we are to consult of, both you and I, if I know anything which
you yourselves do not, hear it now’. We made
this voyage into Sicily, first (if we could) to subdue
the Sicilians ; after them the Italians2; after them,
to assay the dominion of Carthage, and Carthage
itself. If these or most of these enterprises succeeded, then next we should have undertaken Peloponnesns, with the accession both of the Greek
forces there3, and with many mercenary barbarians,
Iberians and others of those parts, confessed to be
the most warlike of the barbarians that are now.
We should also have built many galleys besides
these which we have already, (there being plenty of
timber in Italy) ; with the which besieging Peloponnesus round, and also taking the cities thereof
with our land forces, upon such occasions as should
arise from the land, some by assault and some by
siege4, we hoped easily to have debelled it and
C‘And concerning what you
are to consult about, and I, if I
know aught more than you, am to
advise, hear it now”.]
[,‘ The Italiots”.--“ The dominion of Carthage”; that is,Sardinia,
Corsica, and probably some of the
states of Africa. Am.]

r‘

If thesel in whole or in part,
succeeded,wewere now to undertake
Peloponnesus, having gained the
accession of the whole power of the
Greeks there, and hiring many of
the barbarians” &e.]
p‘ With which besieging Peloponnesus round, and by attacks by

21 I
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afterwards t o have gotten the dominion of all
TI,
Greece. As for money and corn to facilitate some
. c91.
. ~ *2.4. B
points of this, the places we should have conquered *OL.
there, besides what here we should have found, Oration of
Aleibiwlea.
a7ould sufficiently have furnished us.
9 1 . Thus, from one that most exactly knoweth
it, you have heard what is the design of the fleet
now gone ; and which the generals there, as far as
they can, will also put in execution. Understand
next, that unless you aid them, they yonder cannot
possibly hold out. For the Sicilians, though inexpert, if many of them unite may well subsist : but
that the Syracusians alone, with their whole power
already beaten, and withal kept from the use of
the sea ’, should withstand the forces of the Athenians already there, is a thing impossible. And if
their city should be taken, all Sicily is had, and
soon after Italy also : and the danger from thence
which I foretold you, would not be long ere it fell
upon you. Let no man therefore think that he
now consulteth of Sicily only, but also of Peloponnesus, unless this be done with speed. Let the
army you send be of such, as being aboard may
row, and landing presently be armed : and (which
I think more profitable than the army itself) send
a Spartan for commander, both to train the soldiers already there, and to compel unto it such as
refuse. For thus will your present friends be the
more encouraged, and such as be doubtful come to
b6

land with our army at the same
time, of the cities taking some by
assault and some walling in” &e.]
TFor theSicilians, though v e q
inexpert, yet if they could closely
unite, might even yet get the better:

but that the Syracusans k c . , and
withal blockaded by the fleet,
should withstand” kc.]
2 [L( Unless this be done with
speed, and an army be embarked
for those parts, of such as” &e.]
P2
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VI,
you with the more assurance. It were also good
* to make war more openly upon them here : that
YEAR XVII.

the Syracusians seeing your care may the rather
hold out, and the Athenians be less able to send
supply to their army. You ought likewise to forti@ Deceleia in the territory of Athens, a thicg
which the Athenians themselves most fear, and
reckon for the only evil they have not yet tasted in
this war. And the way to hurt an enemy most, is
to know certainly what he most feareth, and to
bring the same upon him. For in reason a man
therefore feareth a thing most, as having the precisest knowledge of what will most hurt him. As
for the commodities which yourselves shall reap,
and deprive the enemy of by so fortifying ; letting
much pass, I will sum you up the principal. Whatsoever the territory is furnished withal', will come
most of it unto you, partly taken, and partly of its
own accord. The revenue of the silver mines in
Laurium, and whatsoever other profit they have
from their land or from their courts of justice2,
will presently be lost : and, which is worse, their
confederates will be remiss in bringing in their
revenue : and will care little for the Athenians, if
they believe once that you follow the war to the
utmost. That any of these things be put in act
speedily and earnestly, men of Lacedzmon, it
resteth only in yourselves : for I am confident, and

-4~~16-4.
OL. 91. 2.
orationof
Akibiades.

[That is, the live and dead
stock; slaves, cattle, trees,&. Am.]
[The courts of justice would
be closed, the citizens' whole time
being oocupied with the war: and
the state would thereby lose the

fees and fines arising from the suits
of its own citizens, and what is
more serions, from the suits of their
allies, who were obliged to resort to
the tribunals at Athens. Boeckh.
Seev.18,note.)
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I think I err not, that all these things are possible
to be done.
92. “ Now I must crave this : that I be neither
the worse esteemed, for that having once been
thought a lover of my country, I go now amongst
the greatest enemies of the same against it; nor
yet mistrusted, as one that speaketh with the zeal
of a fugitive. For though I fly from the malice of
them that drave me out, I shall not, if you take my
counsel, fly your profit. Nor are you enemies so
much, who have hurt but your enemies, as they
are, that have made enemies of friends. I love
not my country, as wronged by it, but as having
lived in safety in it1. Nor do I think that I do
herein go against any c o u t r y of mine ; but that I
far rather seek to recover the country I have not.
And he is truly a lover of his country, not that
refuseth to invade the country he hath wrongfully
lost : but that desires so much to be in it, as by
any means he can he will attempt to recover it.
I desire you therefore, Lacedaemonians, to make
use of my service in whatsoever danger or labour
confidently: seeing you know, according to the
common saying, if I did hurt you much when I was
your enemy, I can help you much when I am your
friend. And so much the more, in that I know
the state of Athens, and but conjectured at yours.
And considering you are now in deliberation upon
a matter of so extreme importance, I pray you
think not much to send an army both into Sicily
and Attica : as well to preserve the great matters
[,‘ I retain not my love of coun- but wherein I lived in safety in it
try, wherein I am wronged by it, as one of the citizens”.]

VI.

YEA% XVIL

~.~.4154.
OL. 91. 2.

Orationof
Alcibiades.
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that are there with the presence of a small part of
your force, as also to pull down the power of the
YEAR xvir.
~ ~ 4 1 6 - 4 .Athenians both present and to come : and after01,. 01. 2.
Oration of
wards to dwell in safety yourselves, and to have
Alcibiades.
the leeding of all Greece ; not forced, but voluntary and with their good affection.”
neLacec1eemon93. Thus spake Alcibiades. And the Lacedaeians resolve to
sendGy1ippus monians, though before this they had a purpose of
into
their own accord to send an army against Athens,
but had delayed and neglected it’ : yet when these
particulars were delivered by him, they were a
great deal the more confirmed in the same, conceiving that what they had heard was from one
that evidently knew it. Insomuch as they had set
their minds already upon the fortifying of Deceleia,
and upon the sending of some succours into Sicily,
for the present ’. And having assigned Gylippus
the son of Cleandridas, unto the Syracusian ambassadors for chief commander 3, they willed him
to consider, both with them and the Corinthians,
how best for their present means, and with greatest
speed, some help might be conveyed unto them in
Sicily. He thereupon appointed the Corinthians
to send him two galleys presently to Asine, and to
furnish the rest they meant to send, and to have
them ready to sail when occasion should serve.
This agreed upon, they departed from Lacedzemon.
The Atheuians
In the meantime the galley arrived at Athens,
resolve to send
provisio,, aud
which the generals sent home for money and
horsemen*
horsemen. And the Athenians upon hearing, deTI.

l

[mpiopPpLrvot: &‘

had delayed it

through circumspection”.]
a

[,‘ Sending forthwith”.)

s [,, And appointing Gylippus,
the son of Cleandridas, commander
of the Syracusans”.]
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creed to send both provision and horsemen’ to the
VI.
army. So the winter ended : and the seventeenth ;Zx
A.C.414.
year of this war written by Thucydides.
OL. 91.2.
94. In the very beginning of the next spring
the Athenians in Sicily departed from Catana, and
sailed by the coast to Megara of Sicily. The inhabitants whereof, in the time of the tyrant Gelon,
the Syracusians (as I mentioned before) had driven
out, and now possess the territory themselves.
Landing here, they wasted the fields : and having
assaulted a certain small fortress of the Syracusians, not taking it, they went presently back, part
by land and part by sea, unto the river Tereas.
And landing again in the plain fields, wasted the The Athenians
burn the fields of
same and burnt up their corn: and lighting on certain towns of
Siculi and
some Syracusians, not many, they slew some of the
take Centoripa.
them ; and having set up a trophy, went all again
on board their galleys. Thence they returned to
Catana, and took in victual : then with their whole
army they went to Centoripa, a small city of the
Siculi; which yielding on composition, they departed, and in their way burnt up the corn of the
Inesszeans and the Hyblzans. Being come again The?- receive
rnvnt-7 vandhoi se.
to Catana, they find there two hundred and fifty menfrod thens.
horsemen? arrived from Athens, without horses,
though not without the furniture, supposing to have
horses there : and thirty archers on horseback, and
three hundred talents of silver.
95. The same spring the Lacedzemonians led forth ThrLoccdwnon.
their army against Argos, and went as far as to ians invade
CleonE : but an earthquake happening, they went
[,‘ To send both the money and a [,‘ The 250 horsemen”: those
the horsemen”.]
mentioned in the last chapter.]

-
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hbme again. But’ the Argives invaded the terriYEAR XVIII.
tory of Thyrea, confining 011 their own ; and took
A.C.414.
a great booty from the Lacedaemonians, which they
OL. 91.2
TheArgivestake sold for no less than twenty-five talents.
a great booty in
Not long after2, the commons of Thespie set
Thyreatis.
The commonsof upon them that had the government ; but not
Thespire set
uponthefew,but prevailing, were part apprehended, and part
with ill success.
escaped to Athens, the Athenians3 having also
aided them.
96. The Syracusians the same summer, when
they heard that the Athenians had horsemen sent
to them from Athens, and that they were ready
now to come against them, conceiving that if the
Athenians gat not Epipole, a rocky ground and
lying just against the city4, they would not be
able, though masters of the field, to take in the
city with a wall : intended therefore, lest the enemy
should come secretly up, to keep the passages by
Epipolre a high which there was access unto it with a guard’. For
ground before
the cityofSJra. the rest of the place is to the outside high and
cuse.
steep, falling to the city by degrees, and on the
inside wholly subject to the eye. And it is called
by the Syracusians, Epipolae‘, because it lieth
above the level of the rest. The Syracusians,
coming out of the city with their whole power into
a meadow by the side of the river Aiiapus betimes
in the morning, (for Hermocrates and his fellowcommanders had already received their charge),
TI.

the rest, BqPaiwv: vulgo, & & J v ~ w v . ]
* [,‘ And after this”.]
[,, Overhanging the city”.]
[,‘And the same summer, not
[“For that in no other way
long after”.]
c‘ And the Thebans coming to could they get up. For the rest
help, were part apprehended and of the place” CIEc.1
part escaped” PLo. Bekker and
[Bnglice, Overton.]
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were there taking a view of their arms : but’ first
they had set apart seven hundred men of arms,
under the leading of Diomilus, an outlaw of Andros,
both to guard Epipolce, and to be ready together
quickly upon any other occasion wherein there
might be use of their service. 97. The Athenians
the day following, having been already mustered,
came from Cataria with their whole forces, and
landed their soldiers at a place called Leon, six or
seven furlongs from EpipolE, unperceived, and laid
their navy at anchor under Thapsus. Thapsus is
almost an island, lying out into the sea and joined
to the land with a narrow isthmus ; not far from
Syracuse, neither by sea nor land. ,4nd the naval
forces of the Athenians, having made a pallisado
across the said isthmus, lay there quiet2. But the
land soldiers marched a t high speed towards Epipolae, and gat up by Euryelus before the Syracusians3 could come to them from out of the meadow,
where they were mustering. Nevertheless they
came on, every one with what speed he could, not
only Diomilus with his seven hundred, but the rest
also. They had no less to go from the meadow
than twenty-five furlongs, before they could reach
the enemy. The Syracusians therefore coming up
in this manner‘, and thereby defeated in battle at
p‘ And they first set apart”.]

* C‘ And

the Athenians on the
morrow of the same night (that is,
at the same tiroe with the Syracusans) were reviewing their army :
(they had unperceived put in with
their army from Catana a t the place
called Leon, distant from Epipolae
six or seven stadia, and had landed
their infantry, aud stationed their

fleet a t Thapsos, a peninsula projecting with a narrow isthmus into
the sea, not far distant from Syracuse either by sea or land) : and
their naval forces bad palisadoed the
isthmus, and were lying quiet in
Thapsos”.]
[,, Saw them or could come t o
them” &c.]
r‘dDisorderly manner”.]

VI.
;
,
,

A c.414.
OL.91.2.

VI.

YBAR XVIII.

~c.414.
OL.01.2.

Dioniiliis slain.

The Athenians
fortify Idsbtlalum.
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Epipols, withdrew themselves into the city. But
Diomilus was slain, and three hundred of the rest.
The Athenians after this erected a trophy, and
delivered to the Syracusians the bodies of their
dead under truce ; and came down the next day to
the City. But when none came out to give them
battle, they retired again ; and built a fort upon
Labdalum’, in the very brink of the precipices of
Epipolze, on the side that looketh towards Megara,
for a place to keep their utensils and money in
when they went out either to fight or to work.
98. Not long after, there came unto them from
Egesta three hundred horsemen: and from the
Siculi, namely2 the Naxians and some others, about
one hundred : and the Athenians had of their own
two hundred and fifty ; for which they had horses,
part from the Egestaeans and Catanzeans, and part
they bought. So that they had together in the
whole, six hundred and fifty horsemen. Having
put a guard into Labdalum, the Athenians went
down to Syca3, and raised there a wall in circle
very quickly ; so that they struck a terror into the
Syracusians with the celerity of the work. Who
therefore coming forth, intended to have given
them battle, and n o longer to have neglected the
matter. But when the armies were one set against
the other, the Syracusian generals perceiving their
own to be in disarray, and not easily to be embattled, led them again into the city, save only a
~~~

*

~

[A continuation of the tumuli
at the summit of Epipols, perhaps
so called from its resemblance to
the Greek letter lambda. Goell.]
* PAnd Naxians”.]
A temple of Fortune, part of

~

the city. [UVK? : by Livy and Cicero
written Tycu and Tycha. The latter
(Ven. iv.) speaks of a temple of
Fortune existing in that district.
-The ‘‘ wall in a circle” is the wall
of circurnvallation.]
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certain part of their horsemen ; which staying,
VI.
kept the Athenians from carrying of stone and YEAR XVIII.
straggling far abroad from their camp. But the ~ . c . 4 1 4 .
oh91.2.
Athenians with one squadron’ of men of arms, together with their whole number of horse, charged
the horsemen of the Syracusians and put them to
flight : of whom they slew a part, and erected a
trophy for this battle of horse.
99. The next day the Athenians fell to work mie Atlieiiiniis
l q i n to builil on
upon their wall, to the north side of their circular the iinrtli side of
fortification
wall2: some building, and some fetching stone and the
wherein they lay
tile wall wheretimber, which they still laid down toward the place with
to begirt
called Trogilus, in the way by which the wall thecity.
should come with the shortest compass from the
great haven to the other sea. The Syracusians, by
the persuasion of their generals, and principally of
Hermocrates, intended not to hazard battle with
their whole power against the Athenians any more :
but thought fit rather, in the way where the Athenians were to bring their wall, to raise a counterwall ; which, if they could but do before the wall
of the Athenians came on, it would exclude their
further building : and if the Athenians should set
upon them as they were doing it, they might send
part of the army to defend it, and pre-occupate
l [$vXtj pLia : ‘‘ one tribe”. From
this, amongst other passages, i t appears that the Athenians observed
the custom, common amongst other
nations, of retaining the distinction
of tribes in the arrangement of their
army. The same appears of the
Messenians, in iii. 90 : of the Spar.
tans, in v. 15 : and of the Syracusaiis, vi. 100. So at the battle of
h.hrathon, the Athenians werc ar-

ranged in their tribes (Herod. vi.
111). And Nestor, i n 11. ii. 362,
bids Agamemnon separate the men
by tribes and phratriae, “ S O that
tribe may support tribe, and phratria phratria”. Hence the word $6Xonis is used by Homer for p&q,
or battle.]
2 [(‘The Athenians fell to work
upon the northern part of their
wall of circumvallation”.]
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the accesses to it with a pallisado: and if they
would come with their whole army to hinder them,
YEAU XVIII.
A.C.414.
then must they also be forced to let their own
OL.91.2.
TheSyracusians work stand still.
Therefore they came out ; and
make a crosswall
in their ~ a y beginning at their own city, drew a cross-wall
beneath the circular fortifications of the Athenians ;
and set wooden turrets upon it, made of the olive
trees which they felled in the ground belonging to
the temple. The Athenian navy was not yet come
about into the great haven from Thapsus, but the
Syracusians were’ masters of the places near the
sea ; and the Athenians brought their provision to
the army from Thapsus by land.
100. The Syrcusians, when they t,hought both
their pallisado and wall sufficient; and considering
that the Athenians came riot to impeach them in the
work, as they that feared to divide their army and
to be thereby the more easy to be fought withal,
and that also hasted to make an end of their own
wall wherewith to encompass the city, left one
squadron2 for a guard of their works, and retired
with the rest into the city. And the Athenians
cut off the pipes of their conduits, by which their
water to drink was conveyed under ground into
the town. And having observed also, that about
noon the Syracusians kept within their tents, and
VI.

[,, Were as yet masters”.]
[q,vk?jvp h v : see eh 98, note.
Arnold believes there is no information of the number of tribes at Syracuse : for though at Corinth there
were eight, this would be no rule
lor its colony, placed under such
different circumstances, and receiving from time to time such numbers
2

of new citizens : and as iu ch. 72,
the number of generals appears to
be fifteen, i t may be supposed that
as in Athens the generals were ten,
corresponding to the ten tribes, and
the same in other democratical
states, so in Syracuse the tribes
were fifteen. Of the aqueduct, or
conduit, the traces are yet extant.1
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that some of them were also gone into the city,
VI.
and that such as were remaining a t the pallisado
kept but negligent watch ; they commanded three *.c.~M.
OL.91.2.
hundred chosen men of arms, and certain other
picked out and armed from amongst the unarmed,
to run suddenly t o that counter-wall of the Syrasians. The rest of the army divided in two, went
one part with one of the generals to stop the succour which might be sent from the city ; and the
other with the other general to the palisado next
to the gate’ [of the counter-wall]. The three hundred assaulted and took the pallisado ; the guard
whereof forsaking it, fled within the wall into the
temple ground: and with them entered also their
pursuers ; but after they were in were beaten out
again by the Syracusians, and some slain, both of
the Argives and Athenians, but not many. Then
the whole army went back together, and pulled
down the wall arid plucked up the pallisado : the
pales whereof they carried with them to their camp,
and erected a trophy.
101. The next day, the Athenians beginning at The Athenians
build from their
their circular wall’, built onwards to that crag own fortification
t o the crags toover the marshes, which on that part of Epipolae wards the great
looketh to the great haven, and by which the way haven.
to the haven, for their wall to come through the

’

[ I I v X ~ ~ ,modo est portula munimenti alicujus, per quam milites
prmidii exeunt et intrant, plerumque palis a subito hostium impetu
rnunita : modo, est portula postica
maenium urbis. Hic, avXis est portnla partis urbis, q u e ex Temenite
in Epipolas ferebat. Goeller.]
Beginning jrmn their wall
of circuinvallation”. I t was already

r6

begun in ch. 99.-Hanc celeritatem
circummunitionis si quis cum Plutarcho miretur, comparet Epipolas
viginti diebus muro trigiuta stadiorum circumdatds apud Diodorum
xiv. 18 : comparet ingentia opera
circa Carthaginern spatio viginti dierum noctiumque a Scipione ducta,
et obsidionem Numautiae. Goeller.
See Plutarch. Nicias, 17.1
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plain and marsh, was the shortest. As this was
doing, the Syracusians came out again and made
YEAR XVIII.
-4.C. 414.
another
pallisado, beginning a t the city, through
OL.01.2.
the middle of the marsh ; and a ditch at the side
of it, to exclude the Athenians from bringing their
wall to the sea. But the Athenians, when they
had finished their work as far as to the crag,
assaulted the pallisado and trench of the Syracusians again. And having commanded their galleys
to be brought about from Thapsus into the great
haven of Syracuse, about break of day went
straight down into the plain ; and passing through
the marsh, where the ground was clay and firmest,
The Atheniana [and partly] upon boards and planks, won both
take their palithe trench and pallisado, all but a small part,
sado again.
betimes in the morning; and the rest not long
after. And here also they fought ; and the victory
fell to the Athenians: the Syracusians, those of
the right wing, fled to the city; and they of the
left, to’ the river. The three hundred chosen
Athenians, desiring to cut off their passage, marched
at high speed towards the bridge. But the Syracusians fearing to be prevented, (for most of the
horsemen were in this number)2, set upon these
three hundred : and putting them to flight, drave
them upon the right wing of the Athenians, and
following affrighted also the foremost guard3 of the
Lamachus seeing this, came to aid them
Lamachusslain. wing.
with a few archers from the left wing of their own,
VI.

‘

[L‘By the river”: that is, towards the bridge.]
a [,,But the Syracusans fearing
to be prevented, and also Imving
there the greatecpart of their horse.
men, set upon” &c.]

[d rphrq qvharelj. Velim doceri qurenam in p u p a sit rp&q
+ h ~ i j cornuum. Intcrim suspicari lirehit, foriassis legendum esse
guXlj : vide cap. 98. Duk. Arnold
has adopted QUA$.]
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and with [all] the Argives: and passing over a
VI.
certain ditch, having but few with him, was de- Yl<AR XVIII.
.41*.
serted and slain’ with some six or seven more. ~or.. ~81.2.
These the Syracusians hastily snatched up, and
carried into a place of safety beyond the river2:
and when they saw the rest of the Athenian army
coming towards them, they departed. 102. In
the meantime, they that fled at first to the city,
seeing how things went, took heart again; and
re-embattled themselves against the same Athenians
that stood ranged against them before ; and withal
sent a certain portion of their army against the
circular fortification of the Athenians upon Epipoke ; supposing to find it without defendants, and
so to take it. And they took and demolished the ~ i c i a s , n 9 9 a l i l l ~ ( l
in his canip, deoutworks ten plethers3 in length : but the circle fendeth it
itself was defended by Nicias, who chanced to be
left within it for infirmity. For he commanded
his servants to set fire on all the engines, and
whatsoever wooden matter lay before the wall:
knowing there was no other possible means to save
themselves for want of men. And it fell out accordingly : for by reason of this fire they came
no nearer, but retired. For the Athenians having
by this time beaten back the enemy below, were
coming up to relieve the circle : and their galleys
withal (as is before mentioned) were going about
from Thapsus into the great haven. Which they
above perceiving, speedily made away, they and
_
*
l

l [,‘ And being deserted by all
butafewofthose that had passedthe
ditch with him,was slain with” &c.]
[Beyond the river they were
in safety, having possession of the

’

Olynipieium. See chap. 75.3
a The plether, according to Suidas, contains 68 cubits. [The cubit
was a foot and a half: the plethron
is said by Goeller to be 100 feet.]
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the whole army of the Syracusians, into the city :
with opinion that they could no longer hinder
A-C.414.
them, with the strength they now had, from bringOL.81.2.
ing their wall through unto the sea.
103. After this the Athenians erected a trophy,
and delivered to the Syracusians their dead under
truce : and they on the other side delivered to the
Athenians the body of Lamachus and of the rest
slain with him. And their whole army, both land
and sea forces, being now together, they began to
enclose the Syracusians with a double wall from
Epipolae and the rocks unto the sea-side. The necessaries of the army were supplied from all parts
of Italy. And many of the Siculi, who before
stood aloof to observe the way of fortune, took
part now with the Athenians ; to whom came also
three penteconteri [long boats of fifty oars a-piece]
from Hetruria ; and divers other ways their hopes
were nourished. For the Syracusians also, when
there came no help from Peloponnesus, made no
longer account to subsist by war ; but conferred,
both amongst themselves and with Nicias, of composition : for Lamachus being dead, the sole command of the army was in him. And though nothing
were concluded, yet many things (as was likely
with men perplexed, and now more straitly besieged
than before) were propourided unto Nicias, and
more amongst themselves. And’ the present ill
success had also spread some jealousy amongst
And they discharged the
The Syraeuaians them, one of another.
change their
generals under whose conduct this happened, as if
generals.
their harm had come either from their unluckiness
VI.

Y E 4 R XVIII.

For the present ill succe8s” ELc.1
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or from their perfidiousness :and chose Heracleides,
VI.
Eucles, and Tellias in their places.
Y E A R XVIII.
104. Whilst this passed, Gylippus of Laced%- h.C.414.
0~.91.2.
mon and the Corinthian galleys were already at Gylippus de.
spairethofsicily,
Leucas, purposing with all speed to go over into and seeks to save
Sicily. But when terrible reports came utito them Italy.
from all hands, agreeing in an untruth, that Syracuse was already quite enclosed, Gylippus had
hope of Sicily no longer; but desiring to aesureItaly,
he and Pythen a Corinthian, with two Laconic and
two Corinthian galleys, with all speed crossed the
Ionic sea to Tarentum : and the Corinthians were
to man ten galleys of their own, two of Leucas,
and three of Ambracia, and come after. Gylippus
went first from Tarentum to Thurii, as ambassador,
by his father’s right, who was free of the city of
Tarentum’: but not winning them to his side, he
[,‘Went first on an embassy
from Tarentum to Thnrii, on the
strength of his father’s having been
a citizen of the latter place”. Both
father and son are a striking example of the singular venality of
the Spartan character. The father
Cleandridas, the counsellor of king
Pleistoanax (v. 16), was charged
with receiving a bribe from Pericles
(A.C. 445) to withdraw their army,
when invading Attica after the
battle of Coroneia (iii. 68, note).
Cleandridas fled from his trial, was
condemned to death in his absence,
and finished his days in a voluntary
exile. The son Gylippus, charged
with a like offence, ended his life
by starvation. The difficulty is, not
merely to account for an unusunlly
strong propensity to a vice, which
seems to have prevailed ainongst

VOL. IX.

kings, gerontes, ephors, generals,
all alike: hut to explain how the
practice could exist consistently
with the banishment from the state
of the precious metals. Of its universal prevalence the oracle leaves
no douht : ic pkoxpqparia anriprav
b k ~ id, u o 8; oi&v, ‘L avarice, and
nothing else, will be the ruin of
Sparta”. See Herm. 5 46.-Cleandridashad heenof eminent serviceto
the Thurians, in concluding apeace
between them and the Tarentines,
with whom they were at war: which
was followed in 433 hy the fonnding of Heracleia. The earliest
mentbn of the Lucanians is on the
occasion of the skill and courage
displayed by him in leading the
Thurians against them. B u t in
389 the Thurians were defeated,
and almost exterminated nearlaos,

Q
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put out again, and sailed along the coast of Italy.
YKAB XYIII.
Passiug by the Terinaean gulf, he was put from the
A.C.414.
shore by a wind which in that quarter bloweth
or,81.2.
strongly against the north’, and driven into the
main sea; and after another extreme tempest
brought in again into Tarentum : where he drew
up such of his galleys as had been hurt by the
Nicias despise& weather, and repaired them.
Nicias, hearing that
the coming of
G ~ Q , ~ ~ he
~ . came, contemned the small number of his galleys, as also the Thurians had before, supposing
them furnished as for piracy: and appointed no
watch for them yet.
105. About the same time of this summer, the
Lacedaemonians invaded the territory of Argos,
they and their confederates : and wasted a great
part of their land. And the Athenians aided the
Argives with thirty galleys: which most apparently
broke the peace between them aiid the Lacedzemonians. For before, they went out from Pylus
v i t h the Argives and Mantineans, but in the nature of freebooters ; and that also not into Laconia,
but other parts of Peloponnesus2. Nay, when the
Argives have often entreated them but only to land
with their arms in Laconia, and having wasted
never so little of their territory to return, they
would not. But now, under the conduct of Pythodorus, Lzespodius, and Demaratus, they landed in
the territory of Epidaurus Limera, and in Prasize,
VI.

of which the Lucanians had made
themselves masters. See Niebuhr,
vol. i. p. 96.1
By a wind sitting in the
north”: that is, blowing from the
north. The words rtarir rbv n p i -

r‘

vuiov KOXTOV, are incapable of ex-

planation, and by Goeller are included in brackets.]
a
And that rather about the
rest of Peloponnesus, than into
Laconia”.]

r‘
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and there and in other places wasted the country :
and gave unto the Lacedzemonians a most justi* ; ~h~ ;
fiable cause to fight against the Athenians. After A . c . ~ M .
0r.. 91.2.
this, the Athenians being departed from Argos
with their galleys, and the Lacedzemonians gone
likewise home, the Argives invaded Phliasia : and
when they had wasted part of their territory, arid
killed some of their men, retuned.
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VII.

YEAR XVIII.

A.C. 414.
OL.91.3.

Gylippus arriveth a t S y r a c u s e : checketh t h e fortune of t h e
Athenians : a n d c u t t e t h off their works with a counter-wall.
-The L a c e d a m o n i a n s invade A t t i c a a n d fortify Dece1eia.T h e confederates of each side a r e solicited for supplies t o b e
sent t o Syracuse.-Two
battles fought i n the g r e a t h a v e n :
i n t h e first of which t h e Syracusinns a r e beaten, i n t h e second
superior.-Demosthenes
a r r i v e t h with a new a r m y : a n d
attempting t h e works of t h e enemy i n E p i p o l a b y night, is
repulsed with g r e a t slaughter of his men.-They
fight t h e
third time: a n d t h e Syracusians having t h e victory, block u p
t h e haven with boats.-A
catalogue of t h e confederates on
each side.-They fight again a t t h e bars of t h e haven : where
t h e Athenians losing their galleys, prepare to march away b y
land.-In
t h e i r march they a r e afflicted, beaten, a n d finally
subdued b y t h e Syracusians.-The
death of Nicias a n d D e mosthenes, a n d misery of t h e captives i n t h e quarry.-Which
happened i n t h e ninteenth y e a r of this war.

1. GYLTPPUS and Pythen, having repaired their
galleys, from TLcrentiim went along the coast to
Locri Epizephyrii l. And upon certain intelligence
[These Locrians, who take their
name from the promontory Epizrphyrium, were for the most part
descendants of the Ozolian and
Opuntian Locrians: but Syracusans
contributed largely to the founda-

tion of their city ;besides which the
Spartans are said to have colonized
Locri in the first Messenian war.
I t may therefore be considered as a
Doric state : its constitution was
oligarchica1,and in this state as well
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now, that Syracuse was not wholly enclosed, but
Vir.
coming with an army there was entrance still by, - x
Epipolae ; they consulted whether it were better *.C.414.
OL 91.8.
to take Sicily on their right hand, and adventure GJlippuaand
Pythen resolve
into the town by sea ; or on the left, and so first to togo to Syracuse,
go to Himera, and then taking along both them and
as many other as they could get to their side, to go
into it by land. And it was resolved to go to
Himera : the rather, because the four Attic galleys,
which Nicias, though he contemned them before,
had now when he heard they were at Locri sent
to wait for them, were not arrived yet a t Rhegium.
Having prevented this guard, they crossed the
strait : and touching at Rhegium and Messana by
the way, came to Himera. Being there, they pre- nSy
took the
aid of the men of
vailed so far with the Himeraeans, that they not Himera.
only followed them to the war themselves, but also
furnished with armour such of Gylippus and Pythen’s mariners as wanted: for at Himera they
had drawn their galleys to land. They likewise
sent to the Selinuntians, to meet them at a place
assigned with their whole army. The Geloans also,
arid other’ of the Siculi, promised to send them
forces, though not many : being much the willinger
to come to the side, both for that Archonidas was
lately dead, (who reigning over some of the Siculi
in those parts, and being a man of no mean power,
was friend to the Athenians), and also for that
Gylippus seemed to come from Lacedzemon with
as Opus are found the hundred by the laws given to them by Zafamilies, which by virtue of their leucus ahout 650 A.C.: the earnobility emjoyed alarge share of the liest written code which existed in
government: their dialect moreover Greece. See Muel. iii. 1 I.]
* [,‘ And certain of the Sikeli”.]
was Doric. They were governed
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a good will to the business. Gylippus, taking with
him of his own mariners and sea-soldiers, for whom
Y E A R XVIII.
~ . ~ 4 1 4 .he had gotten arms, at the most seven hundred,
0 L. 91.3.
and Himerseans with armour and without in the
wbole one thousand, and one hundred horse, and
some light-armed Selinuntians, with some few
horse of the Geloans, and of the Siculi in all about
orie thousand, marched with these towards Syracuse.
TheCorinthian
2. In the meantime, the Corinthians with the
galleys left hg
Gglipp,,s. make rest of their galleys putting to sea from Leucas,
haste aft, r him:
and Gnnpylylus made after [as they were] every one with what
arfivingfirst,
speed he could : and Gongylns, one of the Corinthkeepeth t h Sy.
~
racusiansfrom ian commanders, though the last that set forth,
compounding.
arrived first at Syracuse with one galley, and but
a little before the coming of Gylippus. -4nd finding
them ready to call an assembly about an end of the
war, he hindered them from it, and put them into
heart : relating, how both the rest of the galleys
were coming, and also Gylippus the son of Cleandridas for general, sent unto them by the Lacedsemonians. With this the Syracusians were re-confirmed, and went presently out with their whole
army to meet him : for they understood now that
he was near’. He, having taken Iegas, a fort, in
his way, as he passed through the territory of the
Gplippnv arriv Siculi, and embattled his men, cometh to Epipolae :
eth at Syracuse
and getting up by Euryelns, where also the Athenians had gotten up before, marched together with
the Syracusians towards the wall of the Athenians.
At the time when he arrived, the Athenians had
finished a double wall of seven or eight furlongs
YII.

*I--*--r

I

p‘ For they understood that he WRS already near”.]
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towards the great haven'; save only a little next
vII.
the sea, which they were yet at work on. And on YEAR XYIII.
the other side of their circle, towards Trogilus and ~ . c . 4 1 4 .
the other sea, the stones were for the most part laid OL.9l.S.
ready upon the place: and the work was left in
some places half, and in some wholly finished. So
great was the danger that Syracuse was now
brought into.
3. The Athenians, at the sudden coming on of Gylippuso~er.
eth the Athen.
Gylippus, though somewhat troubled at first, yet ianq
fire days'
put themselves in order to receive him. And he, tru,, to begone
making a stand when he came near, sent a herald1"
to them ; saying, that if they would abandon Sicily
within five days with bag and baggage, he was
content to give them truce. Which the Athenians contemning, sent him away without any
answer. After this, they were putting themselves
into order of battle one against anot,her: but
Gylippus finding the Syracusians troubled, and
not easily falling into their ranks, led back his
army in a more open ground. Nicias led not the
Athenians out against him, but lay still at his
own fortification. And Gylippus seeing he came
not up, withdrew his army into the top called
Temenites2; where he lodged all night. The next
day, he drew out the greater part of his army, and
embattled them before the fortification of the
Athenians, that they might not send succour to
any other place ; but a part also they sent to the TheSpracnsians
fort of Labdalum, and took it, and slew all those win Labdaluni.
* p' And lie chanced to come a t harbour, of seven or eight stadia :
the critical moment, at which the save" &e.]
Athenians had already finished a
Y [That is, the rock which sepadouble wall reaching to the great rated Tycha and Nenpolis.]
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they found within i t : for the place was out of
sight to the Athenians. The same day the SyraYEAR XVIIL
A.C.414.
cusians also took an Athenian galley, as it entered
OL.91.3.
into the great haven.
The Syracusians
4. After this, the Syracusians and their confedebuild a wall upwardsthrough rates began a wall through Epipolae, from the city
Epipolre tu stop
proc;pr,ing
towards the single cross wall’ upwards : that the
ofthewall of
Athenians, unless they could hinder it, might be
the Atheuiims.
excluded from bringing their own wall any further
on. And the Athenians by this time, having made
an end of their wall to the sea, were come up
again: and Gylippus (for some part of the wall
was but weak) rising with his army by night, went
to assault it. But the Athenians also knowing it,
(for they lodged all night without the wall), went
presently to relieve it : which Gylippus perceiving,
again retired2. And the Athenians, when they
had built it higher, kept the watch in this part
themselves: and divided the rest of the wall to
Also it seemed
The Athenians the charge of their confederates.
fortify Plemniygood
to
Nicias
to
fortify
the
place
called
Plemmyrium.
rium. I t is a promontory over against the city,
which shooting into the entrance of the great
haven straiteneth the mouth of the same : which
fortified, he thought would facilitate the bringing
in of necessaries to the army. For by this means,
their galleys might ride nearer to the haven3 of
the Syracusians: and not upon every motion of
the navy of the enemies, to be to come out against
VII.

[+E
rd iyrchpaiov: “ towards
the cross wall of the Syrucusuns” .
that is, so a8 to meet theformer cross
vvall, which had been taken by the
Athenians, vi. 100. Go1.-“towards
the cross wall of the Allwnians” :

that is, their w d l of circumvallation, which ran across this new wall.
Thir1.-“ in a cross direction” : that
is, across the Athenian wall. Am.]
[,‘ Retreated hastily”.]
The lesser haven, [Laccius].
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them, as they were before, from the bottom of the
VIT.
[great] haven. And he had his mind set chiefly - y
now upon the war by sea : seeing his hopes by AC.414.
OL.91. s.
land diminished since the arrival of Gylippus.
Having therefore drawn his army and galleys to
that place, he built about it three fortifications,
wherein he placed his baggage ; and where now
also lay at road both his great vessels of carriage,
and the nimblest of his galleys’. Hereupon principally ensued the first occasion of the great loss
of his sea soldiers. For having but little water,
and that far to fetch, and his mariners going out
also to fetch in wood, they were continually intercepted by the Syracusian horsemen, that were
masters of the field. For the third part of the
Syracusian cavalry were quartered in a little town
called Olympieium’, to keep those in Plemmyrium
from going abroad to spoil the country. Nicias Nicias sendeth
twenty galleys
was advertised moreover of the coming of the rest to lie in wait for
the aid coming
of the Corinthian galleys : and sent out a guard of from Pelopontwenty galleys, with order to wait for them about nesus.
Locri and Rhegium, and the passage there into
Sicily.
5. Gylippus in the meantime went on with the on
Gylippusgoeth
with his wall,
wall through Epipolz, using the stones laid ready andfightethwith
the Athenians
there by the Athenians3; and withal drew out the twice:andinthe
latter battle havSyracusians and their confederates beyond the ing the victory,
point of the same, and ever as he brought them hefinishedhis
wall, and utterly
forth put them into their order; and the Athenians, excluded the
[,‘ And his fighting galleys”.]
[“ At Polichne near the Olympieium”. Goeller.]
Using the stones which the
Athenians had before laid there for

r6

themselves : and kept the Syracusans and their allies continually
drdwn out and in battle array in
advance of the wall. And the
Athenians, on the other side, &c.”]

V~J.

YEAU X V III.

A.C.414.

Or,91.3.
proceeding or
the wall of the
Atheniatls.
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on the other side, embattled themselves against
them. Gylippus, when he saw his time, began the
battle : and being come to hands, they fought between the fortifications of them both, where the
Syracusians and their confederates had no use a t
all of their horsemen. The Syracusians and their
confederates being overcome, and the Athenians
having given them truce to take up their dead and
erected a trophy, Gylippus assembled the army,
and told them, that this was not theirs, but his
own fault ; who by pitching the battle so far within
the fortifications, had deprived them of the use
both of their cavalry and darters ; and that therefore he meant to bring them on again : and wished
them to consider, that for forces they were nothing
inferior to the enemy ; and for courage, it were a
thing not to be endured, that being Peloponiiesians
and Dorians, they should not master and drive out
of the country Ionians, islanders, and a rabble of
mixed nations.
6 . After this, when he saw his opportunity, he
brought out the army again. Nicias and the Athenians, who thought it necessary, if not to begin
the battle, yet by no means to set light by the wall
in hand’: (for by this time it wanted but little of
passing the point of theirs, and proceeding, would
give the enemy advantage, both to win if he fought,
and not to fight unless he listed)2: did therefore
also set forth to meet the Syracusians. Gylippns,
when he had drawn his men of arms farther with1 C‘ The wall which was now
drawing near to theirs”.]
2 [“And proceeding, would make
it all one to the Athenians whether

they fought and conquered, or
whether they fought not”: that is,
victory would no longer be of any
use to them. Goell ]
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out the walls than he had done before, gave the
VII.
onset. His horsemen and darters he placed upon . -y
~2.414.
the flank of the Athenians, in ground enough, to ~OL.
91.3.
which neither of their walls extended. And these
horsemen, after the fight was begun, charging upon
the left wing of the Athenians next them, put them
to flight: by which means the rest of the army
was by the Syracusians overcome likewise, and
driven headlong within their fortifications. The
night following, the Syracusians brought up their
wall beyond the wall of the Athenians, so as they
could no longer hinder them, but should be utterly
unable, though masters of the field, to enclose
the city.
7 . After this, the other twelve galleys of the galleys
merestofthe
come in
Corinthians, Ambraciotes, and Leucadians, unde- from pelopon.
nwus, unixeen of
scried of the Athenian galleys that lay in’wait for the Athenisus
them, entered the haven, under the command of th;;cz;;ztto
Erasinides, a Corinthian : and helped the Syracusians to finish hat remained to the cross wall’.
Now Gylippus went up and down Sicily, raising Gylippusgoeth
about Sicily, and
forces both for sea and land, and soliciting to his sendeth into Peloponnesus for
side all such cities as formerly either had not been more aid.
forward, or had wholly abstained from the war.
Other ambassadors also, both of the Syracusians
and Corinthians, were sent to Lacedaemon and
Corinth, to procure new forces to be transported
either in ships or boats, or how they could ; because the Athenians had also sent to Athens for the

r‘

Helped the Syracusans to
build up to the cross wall”: that is,
the wall of the Athenians, which
crossed the Syracusan wall. I n the
last chapter, the Syracusans are said
to have already brought their wall

beyond the Athenian wall : which
Goeller explains, by supposing that
intheirhastethey builttheextremity
at the Athenian liiie first, and the
Corinthians now helped them to fill
up the interval.]
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vu.

like. In the meantime, the Syracusians both
manned their navy, and made trial of themselves,
AC.414.
as intending to take in hand that part also : and
OL,91.3.
were otherwise exceedingly encouraged.
Nicias writeth to
8. Nicias perceiving this, and seeing the strength
Athens for s u p
ply, and to be of the enemy and his own necessities daily increaseasedofhie
ing, he also sent messengers to Athens, both at
charge.
other times and often, upon the occasion of every
action that passed : and-now especially, as finding
himself in danger, and that unless they quickly
sent for those away that were there already, or
sent a great supply unto them, there was no hope
of safety. And fearing lest such as he sent, through
want of utterance or judgment’, or through desire
to please the multitude, should deliver things otherwise than they were, he wrote unto them a letter :
conceiving that thus the Athenians should best
know his mind, whereof no part could now be
suppressed by the messenger, and might therefore
enter into deliberation upon true grounds. With
these letters, and other their instructions, the
messengers took their journey. And Nicias in the
meantime having a care to the well guarding of
his camp, was wary of entering into any voluntary
dangers.
9. In the end of this summer, Euetion, general
The Athenians
besiege bmphifor the Athenians, with Perdiccas, together with
plis.
many Thracians warring against Amphipolis, took
not the city ; but bringing his galleys about into
Strymcn, besieged it from the river, lying at ImeTheendofthe raeum.
And so this summer ended.
eighteenth
IO. The next winter, the messengers from Nicias
summer.
c--*-4
Y E A R XVIII.

[Bekker &c., pvljpqr

:

‘‘ of memory”.

Goell. A m . vulgo, yvhpqc.]
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arrived a t Athens ; and having spoken what they
\~II.
had in charge, and answered to such questions as . -y
they were asked, they presented the letter : which ri.c.414.
OL.91.3.
the clerk of the city’, standing forth, read unto the
Athenians, containing as followeth :
11. “ Athenians, you know by many2 other my THE LgTTEB on
letters what hath passed formerly : nor is it less ~~~~~~~~E
needful for you to be informed of the state we are ATRENS.
in, and to take counsel upon it, a t this present.
When we had in many battles beaten the Syracusians, against whom we were sent, and had built
the walls within which we now lie, came Gylippus
a Lacedaemonian, with an army out of Peloponnesus, and also out of some of the cities of Sicily ;
and in the first battle was overcome by us: but in
the second, forced by his many horsemen and
darters, we retired within our works. Whereupon
giving over our walling up of the city for the multitude of our enemies, we now sit still. NorS can
we indeed have the use of our whole army, because
some part of the men of arms are employed to defend our walls. And they have built a single wall
up to us, so that now we have no more means to
[There were threedifferentsecretaries. The secretary of the Prytaneium, who was chosen by lot,
and changed with each Prytaneia :
he had charge of the votes and proccedings of the council. Another
was elected by the council, to take
charge of the laws. The third, the
one here meant, was chosen by the
people, and read documents, when
necessary, to the assembly and the
council. Herm. 8 127.1
[,, I n other messages”. I n his

last edition Bekker has included in
brackets the word noXX&. Goeller
observes that the Athenians had not
yet heen twelve months in Sicily;
and the passage being four months
(see vi. 21), Nicias could scarcely
in that time have sent many messages.-Consistently with ch. 8, the
word i n ~ a ~ o k amust
? ~ be taken in
the sense oforal despatches. Thirl.]
[L‘ We now sit still: (for we cannot have the use of our whole army
&c.) : and they have built” kc.]

-
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enclose it, except one should come with a great
army and win that cross wall of theirs by assault.
A.C.414.
And so it is, that we who seemed to besiege others,
OL.91.3.
LetterofNicias. are besieged ourselves for so much as concerneth
the land: for we cannot g o far abroad by reason
of their cavalry. 12. They have also sent ambassadors for ariother army into Peloponnesus: and
Gylippus is gone amongst the cities of Sicily, both
to solicit such to join with‘ him in the war as
have not yet stirred, and of others to get, if he
can, both more land-soldiers and more munitiori
for their navy. For they intend, as I have been
informed, both to assault our wall by land with
their army, and to make trial what they are able
to do with their navy by sea. For’ though our
fleet (which they also have beard) were vigorous
at first, both for soundness of the galleys and entireness of the men: yet our galleys are now soaked2
with lying so long in the water, and our men consumed. For we want the means to haul a-land
our galleys, and trim“ them : because the galleys
of the enemy, as good as ours and more in number,
do keep us in a continual expectation of assault,
which they manifestly endeavour4. And seeing it
is in their own choice to attempt or not, they have
therefore liberty to dry their galleys at their pleasure : for they lie ilot, as we, in attendance upon
others. 13. Nay, we could hardly do it, though
we had many galleys spare, and were not conv11.

YEAR XVIIL

r‘

].
And let none think it so grett
a matter that they should attack us
even by sea. For though” &c.]
2 p‘ Are now leaky”.]
a [Gra+S&x : naves subductas sic-

care. Hemsterh. ad Lucian. Cont.]
‘c‘ Keep us in continual expect.
ation of an assault. And they are
manifestly practising themselves ;
and it is in their own choice” Src.]
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strained, as now, to keep watch upon them with
w.
For
should
we
abate
though
y
our whole number.
but a little of our observance, we should want pro- A.C 414.
or,.91.3.
vision : which as we are, being to pass so near LetterofNicias.
their city, is brought in with difficulty. And hence
it is, that our mariners both formerly have been,
and are now wasted. For our mariners, fetching
wood and water and foraging far off, are intercepted by the horsemen : and our slaves', now we
are on equal terms, run over to the enemy. As
for strangers, some of them having come aboard by
constraint, return presently to their cities ; and
others having been levied at first with great wages,
thinking they came to enrich themselves rather
than to fight, now they see the enemy make so
strong resistance, both otherwise beyond their
expectation and especially with their navy, partly
take pretext to be gone that they may serve the
enemy, and partly, Sicily being large, shift themselves away every one as he can. Some there are
also, who having bought here Hyccarian slaves',
have gotten the captains of galleys to accept of them
in the room of themselves, and thereby destroyed
the purity of our naval strength. 14. To you I
write, who know how small a time any fleet continueth in the height of vigour : and how few of the
mariners are skilful both how to hasten the course
of a galley and how to contain the oar. But of all,
my greatest trouble is this : that being general, I
can neither make them do better, (for your natures
are hard to be governed), nor get mariners in any
[ O q h r o v r q . " ministri nautaThese were they which Nicias,
rum": sic Qcpkovrrc niilitum sunt, upon the taking of Hyccara, made
iv. 16. Goeller.]
sale of himself. [See vi. 62.1
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other place, (which the enemy can do from many
places),andmust of necessityhave them from whence
YEAR XVIII.
*.CU
we brought both those we have and those we have
oh91 3.
For our now confederate cities, Naxos and
Letter ofxicins. lost’.
Catana, are not able to supply us. Had the enemy
but that one thing more, that the towns of Italy
that now send us provision, seeing what estate we
are now in and you not help us, would turn to
them, the war were a t an end and we expugned
without another stroke.
“ I could have written to you other things more
pleasing than these, but not more profitable : seeing it is necessary for you to know certainly the
affairs here, when you go to council upon them.
Withal, because I know your natures to be such,
as though you love to hear the best, yet afterwards
when things fall not out accordingly you will call
in question them that write it, I thought best to
write the truth for my own safety’s sake. 15. And
now think thus: that though we have carried ourselves, both captains and soldiers, in that for which
we came a t first hither, unblameably ; yet since all
Sicily is united against us, and another army expected out of Peloponnesus, you must resolve (for
those we have here are not enough for the enemy’s
present forces) either to send for these away, or to
send hither another army, both of land and sea-soldiers, noless than the former, and moneynot alittle;
and also a general to succeed me, who am able no
longer to stay here, being troubled with the stone
[in the kidneys]. I must crave your pwdon2. I
VII.

1 [“Nor get supplies for the ships daily consumption are limited to
from any place, (which the enemy what we brought with us”. Am.]
&c.), but our stock in hand and our
Consideration:for I &c.(’J
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have done you many good services in the conducts
T711.
of your armies, when I had my health. What you YEAR
c-~--5
XVIrl.
will do, do in the very beginning of spring, and - 4 . ~ ~ 1 4 .
OL.91.3.
delay it not. For the enemy will soon have furnished himself of his Sicilian aids: and though
those from Peloponnesus will be later, yet if you
look not to it, they will get hither partly unseen, as
before, and partly by preventing you with speed.”
16. These were the contents of the letter of
Nicias. The Athenians, when they had heard it The Atheninns
conclude to send
read, though they released not Nicias of his charge, ne,,.
to
yet for the present, till such time as others chosen Syracuse*
t o be in commission might arrive, they joined with
him two of those that were already in the army,
Menander and Euthydemon: to the end that he
might not sustain the whole burthen alotie in his
sickness. They concluded likewise to send another
army, as well for the sea as the land, both of Athenians enrolled, and of their confederates. And for
fellow-generals with Nicias, they elected Demosthenes the son of Alcisthenes, and Eurymedon the
son of Thucles. Eurymedon they sent awaypresently
for Sicily about the time of the winter solstice, with
ten galleys and twenty’ talents of silver, to tell
them there that aid was coming, and that there
was care taken of them. 17. But Demosthenes
staying, made preparation for the voyage to set
out early the next spring : and sent unto the confederates, appointing what forces they should provide, and to furnish himself amongst thetn with
nioney and galleys and men of arms.
The Athenians sent also twenty galleys about

E:;:eyato

[Haack. Popp. Thirl. A m .
VOL. IX.

‘‘ 120”.-Goell.

Rekli. “ 20” 1

R
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Peloponnesus, to watch that none should go over
YEAR XVIII.
into Sicily from Corinth or Peloponnesus. For
A.C.413.
the Corinthians, after the ambassadors were come
0L.Ql. 3.
Nanpaetne,to to them and had brought news of the amendment
keep the Co,.inthiansfrom of the affairs in Sicily, thought it was well that
tranapnrting
they had sent thither those other galleys before :
their forces into
Sicily.
but now they were encouraged a great deal more,
and prepared men of arms to be transported into
Sicily in ships’; and the Lacedzmonians did the
like for the rest of Peloponnesus. The Corinthians
manned five-and-twenty galleys, to present battle
to the fieet that kept watch at Naupactus : that the
ships with the men of arms, whilst the Athenians
attended these galleys so embattled against them,
might pass by unhindered.
TheLacedsrnon18. The Lacedaemonians, as they intended before,
ians prepare ta
inyadeAt,ica and being also instigated to it by the Syracusians
andfnrtif~Dece- and Corinthians, upon advertisement now of the
leis, supposing
the Athenians to Athenians’ new supply for Sicily prepared likewise
haye broken the
peace.
to iiivade Attica; thereby to divert them. And
Alcibiades also importunately urged the fortifying
of Deceleia, and by no means to war remissly.
But the Lacedaemonians were heartened thereunto
principally, because they thought the Athenians
having in hand a double war, one against them
and another against the Sicilians, would be the
easier pulled down: and because they conceived
the breach of the last peace was in themselves’.
For in the former war, the injury proceeded fromc
their own side : in that the Thebans had entered
Platsea in time of peace, ; and because also, whereas
VIT.

1

[,In ships of burthen”.]

p‘ The first breach of the peme

was in them” (the Athenians).]
Rather froiii their own side”.]
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it was inserted in the former articles, that arms
vir.
should not be carried against such as would stand YEAR XVIII.
to trial of judgment, they had refused such trial A.c.413.
OL.91.8.
when the Athenians offered it. And they thought
all their misfortunes had deservedly befallen them
for that cause : remembering amongst others, the
calamity at Pylus. But when the Athenians with
a fleet of thirty sail' had spoiled part of the territory of Epidaurus, and of Prasis and other places,
and their soldiers that lay in garrison in Pylus had
taken booty in the country about ; and seeing that
as often as there arose any controversy touching
any doubtful point of the articles, the LacedEmoriians offering trial by judgment, they refused it :
then indeed, the Lacedsemonians conceiving the
Athenians to be in the same fault that themselves
had been in before, betook themselves earnestly to
the war. And this winter, they sent about unto
their confederates to make ready iron, and all
instruments of fortification. Arid for the aid they
were to transport in ships to the Sicilians, they
both made provision amongst themselves, and
compelled the rest of Peloponnesus to do the like.
So ended this winter, and the eighteenth year of
the war written by Thucydides.
19. The next spring, in the very beginning, Y V A R X I X .
The Pelopoirnes.
earlier than ever before', the LacedEmonians and ia,,s invatle
Atticn, and fir.
their confederates entered with their army into t i f j Deceleia.
Attica, under the command of Agis the son of
Archidamus, their king. And first they wasted
the champagne country ; and then went in hand
with the wall at Deceleia, dividing the work amongst
[For this expedition, see vi. 105.J

2

[,'Very early indeed".]
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the army, according to their cities. This Deceleia
is from the city of Athens, at the most’, but one
YEAR XIX.
A.C.413.
hundred and twenty furlongs : and about as much
OL.91.9.
or a little more from Bceotia. This fort they made
in the plain, and in the most opportune place that
could be to annoy the Athenians, and in sight of
the city. Now the Peloponnesians and their confederates in Attica, went on with their fortification,
The Peloponnes- They in Peloponnesus, sent away their ships with
ians send away
theirmenofarms the men of arms about the same time into Sicily :
for Sicily.
of which the LacedEmonians, out of the best of
their Helotes and men made newly free2, sent in
the whole six hundred, and Eccritus a Spartan for
commander : and the Bceotians three hundred,
under the conduct of Xenon and Nicon, Thebans,
and Hegesander, a Thespian. And these set forth
first, and put to sea at Taenarus in Laconia. After
them a little, the Corinthians sent away five hundred more, part from the city itself of Corinth, and
part mercenary Arcadians ; and Alexarchus, a Corinthian, for capt,ain. The Sicyonians also sent two
hundred with them that went from Corinth, and
Sargeus a Sicyonian for captain. Now the twentyfive Corinthian galleys that were manned in winter,
lap opposite to the twenty galleys of Athens which
were at Naupactus, till such time as the men of
arms in the ships from Peloponnesus might get
away : for which purpose they were also set out
at first, that the Athenians might not have their
minds upon these ships so much as upon the
galleys.
20. In the meantime also the Athenians, whilst
VII.

1

[,,About 120 stadia”.]

[vto8apwE&v : see v. 34, note.]
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Deceleia was fortifying, in the beginning of the
VI[.
spring, sent twenty’ galleys about Peloponnesus
YRAB XIX.
under the command of Charicles the son of Apollo- A . c . ~ ~ s .
OL. 81.3.
dorus ; with order when he came to Argos, to take
aboard the men of arms which the Argives were
to send them, according to league’: and sent away m e Athenians
Demosthenes (as they intended before) into Sicily,
with threescore galleys of Athens and five of Chios, Sicily.
and one thousand two hundred men of arms of the
roll of Athens, and as many of the islanders as they
could get, provided by their subject confederates
of all other necessaries for the war3. But he had
order to join first with Charicles, and help him to
make war first uponLaconia. So Demosthenes went
to Egina, and stayed there both for the remnant
of his own army, if any were left behind, and for
Charicles till he had taken aboard the Argives.
2 1 . In Sicily, about the same time of the spring, Gylippos persuadeth the Sy.
Gylippus also returned to Syracuse, bringing with racusianstofight
him from the cities he had dealt withal as great bysea
forces as severally he could get from them. And
having assembled the Syracusians, he told them
that they ought to man as many galleys as they
could, and make trial of a battle by sea : and that
he hoped thereby to perform somewhat to the
benefit of the war, which should be worthy the
danger. Hermocrates also was none of the least
means of getting them to undertake the Athenians
with their navy : who told them, “ that neither the
l

r‘Thirty galleys”.]
r‘ With order to go also

[,‘ As many of the islanders as
to they could get from all sides, and

Argos, and sumnio~ion shipboard, from the rest of their allies, their
according to the league, the hoplitre subjects, getting whatsoever they
of the Argives”.]
might have of use for the war”.]

-
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Athenians had this skill by sea hereditary, or from
everlasting ; but were more inland men than the
YEAR XTX.
A.C.41.1.
Syracusians, and forced to become seamen by the
01.. 01.3.
Medes : and that to daring men, such as the Athenians are, they are most formidable that are as
daring against them ; for wherewith they terrify
their neighbours, which is not always the advantage of power, but boldness of enterprizing, with
the same shall they in like manner be terrified by
their enemies”’. ‘‘ He knew it,” he said, “ certainly, that the Syracusians by their unexpected
daring to encounter the Athenian navy, would get
more advantage in respect of the fear it would
cause, than the Athenians should endamage them
by their odds of skill.” H e bade them therefore to
make trial of their navy, and to be afraid no longer.
The Syracusians, on these persuasions of Gylippus
and Hermocrates, and others if any were, became
now extremely desirous to fight by sea : and presently manned their galleys.
The Spracusinns
22. Gylippus, when the navy was ready, drew
win I’lemmy.
out
his whole power of land soldiers in the beginrinm, bot nte
beaten by s e a
ning of night, meaning to go himself and assault
the fortifications in Plemmyrium2: withal the galleys of the Syracusians, by appointment, thirty-five
of them came up towards it out of the great haven;
and forty-five more came about out of the little
haven, where also was their arsenal, with purpose
to join with those within, and to go together to
VII.

r‘

They (the Syracusans) tcw,
may in like manner strike the same
fear into them”.]
[He marched out of the city by
Epipols, descended into the plain

in the rear of the Athenian lines,
crossed the Anapus, and came upon
Plemmgrium along the table-land
extending from the sea to the fort
and temple of Olympieium. A ~ n . 1
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Plemmyrium, that the Athenians might be troubled
I’Ir.
on both sides. But the Athenians having quickly YEAR XI%
manned sixty galleys to oppose them; with twenty- A.C.413.
0~.01.3.
five of them they fought with the thirty-five of
the Syracusians in the great haven, and with the
rest went to meet those that came about from the
little haven’. And these fought presently before
the mouth of the great haven, and held each
other to it for a long time ; one side endeavouring
to force, the other to defend the entrance. 23. In TheSyracusians
win the aorks of
the meantime, Gylippus (the Athenians in Plemmy- the Athenians in
rium being now come down to the water side, and PlemwnLiu.
having their minds busied upon the fight of the
galleys) betimes in the morning, and on a sudden
assaulted the fortifications before they could come
back again to defend them; and possessed first
the greatest, and afterwards the two lesser: for
they that watched in these, when they saw the
greatest so easily taken, durst stay no longer.
They that fled upon the losing of the first wall,
and put themselves into boats and into a certain
ship, got hardly into the camp : for whilst the Syracusiaris in the great haven had yet the better in
the fight upon the water, they gave them chase
with one nimble galley’. But by that time that

r‘From the dock-yard”.]
[“And the men in the firsttoken fort, so many a t least as
escaped tc certain boats and merchant-ships, with wine difficulty
reached the camp : for the Syracusans a t this time having the best of
the fight with the ships in the great
haven, they were chased hy one
nimble galley”.-“The camp”, that
is, the camp ivliich the Athenians

had in the double-wall from the
crag of Temenites to the sea, where,
as appears in chap 11, was stationed a part of their army. And
to keep up the communication between Piemmyrium and the dool)lewall, they still kept a naval camp in
the bay ( p x q 7 ) of the great haven
near Dascon : for that all their ships
did not remove to Plemniyrium,
appears from eh. 4 and 53. To that

~11.

YRAR XIX.

A.c.~.
OL.91.3,
The Atheninns
get the victory

by,&,
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the other two walls were taken, the Syracusians
upon the water were overcome : and the Athenians
which fled from those two walls got to their camp
with more ease. For those SyraCUSian g a k y s
that fought before the haven's mouth, having
beaten back the Athenians, entered in disorder ;
and falling foul one on another, gave away the
victory unto the Athenians : m-ho put to flight not
only them, but also those other by whom they had
before been overcome within the haven, and sunk
eleven galleys of the Syracusians and slew most of
the men aboard them, save only the men of three
galleys, whom they took alive. Of their own galleys they lost oiily three. When they had drawn
to land the wreck of the Syracusian galleys, and
erected a trophy in the little island over against
Plemmyrium, they returned to their camp.
24. The Syracusians, though such were their
success in the battle by sea, yet they won the fortification in Plemniyrium; and set up three trophies,
for every wall one. One of the two valls last
taken, they demolished : but two they repaired,
and kept with a garrison. At the taking of these
walls, many men were slain, and many taken alive :
and their goods, which altogether was a great
matter, were all taken. For the Athenians using
these works for their storehouse, there was in
them much wealth and victual be1ongir:g unto
merchants, and much unto captains of galleys.
For there were sails within it for forty galleys, besides other furniture ; and three galleys drawn to
navalcump first of all, therefore, he- Plemmyrium ; and thence to the
took themselves the fugitives from double-wall. Goell.]
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land. And this loss of Plemmyrium, was it that
most and principally impaired the Athenians'
army. For the entrance of their provision was
now no longer safe; for the Syracusians lying
against them there with their galleys, kept them
out, and nothing could be brought in unto them
but by fight: and the army besides was thereby
otherwise terrified and dejected.
2 5 . After this the Syracusians sexit out twelve
galleys under the command of Agatharchus, a
Syracusian. Of which one carried ambassadors
into Feloporinesus, to declare what hope they had
now of their business, and to instigate them to a
sharper war in Attica. The other eleven went into
Italy, upon intelligence of certain vessels laden
with commodities coming to the Athenian army :
which also they met with, and destroyed most of
them ; and the timber, which for building of galleys the Athenians had ready framed, they burned
in the territory of Caulonia. After this they went
to Locri : and riding here, there came unto them
one of the ships that carried the men of arms of
the Thespians, whom the Syracusians took aboard,
arid went homeward by the coast. The Athenians
that watched for them with twenty galleys a t Megara, took oiie of them, and the men that were in
her ; but could not take the rest : so that they
escaped through to Syracuse. There was also a
light skirmish in the haven of Syracuse, about the
piles which the Syracusians had driven down
before their old harbour', to the end that the gall [Li Their old ( V ~ O J U O ~ K W V docks
)
the " dock-yard": ~ ~ V E ~LO"Ytown
,
under cover": wherein ships were having a dock-yard. See ii. 84,
built or repaired. v a t j p w (ch. 22) i. 30,and the scholiast. Goell.]

VLI.

h.C.413.
01..U1.3.

vIr.

YEAR XIX.

A.C.413.

OL.91.8.
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leys might ride within, and the Athenians not
annoy them by assault. The Athenians having
brought to the place a ship of huge greatness’,
fortified with wooden turrets and covered against
fire, caused certain men with [little] boats to go
and fasten corcls unto the piles, and so broke’ them
up with craning. Some also the divers did cut
up with saws. In the meantime the Syracusians
from the harbour3, and they from the great ship,
shot at each other: till in the end the greatest
part of the piles were by the Athenians gotten up.
But the greatest difficulty was to get up those piles
which lay hidden. For some of them they had so
driven in, as that they came not above the water :
so that he that should come near, was in danger to
be thrown upon them as upon a rock4. But these
also for reward, the divers went down and sawed
asunder. But the Syracusians continually drave
down other in their stead. Other devices they had
against each other, as was not unlikely between
armies so near opposed : and many light skirmishes
passed, and attempts of all kinds miere put in
execution. The Syracnsians moreover sent ambassadors, some Corinthians, some Arnbraciotes,
and some Lacedmnonians, unto the cities about
them5: to let them know that they had won Plemmyrium ; and that in the battle by sea, they were
not overcome by the strength of the enemy, but

1 [puptoq6pov : “ of the burthen
2 p‘ Dragged them up”.]
often thousand talents”; or, accordp‘ The covered docks”.]
4 p‘ So that it was dangerous to
ing to those who use the form puptapq6pov, of ten thousand ampho- sail near them, lest not seeing thein
ra: the burthen of ships being one should be stranded as on a
reckoned in both talents and am- rock”.]
6 [That is to say, in Sicily.]
p!1ora?.]
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by their own disorder; and also to show what
VI[.
hope they were in in other respects, and to entreat
their aid both of sea and land forces : forsomuch ~.c.413.
Or.. 91.3.
as the Athenians expecting another army, if they
tvould send aid before it came whereby to overthrow that which they had now there, the war
would be at an end. Thus stood the affairs of
Sicily.
26. Demosthenes, as soon as his forces which he Demosthmeain
to Sicily
m7as to carry to the succour of those in Sicily were his
fortifiethaneck
gotten together, put to sea from Egitia, arid sailing
in
into Peloponnesus joined with Charicles and the
thirty galleys that were with him. And having
taken aboard some men of arms of the hrgives,
came to Laconia ; and first wasted part of the territory of Epidauriis Limera. From thence going
to that part of Laconia which is over against the
island Cythera, where there is a temple of Apollo',
they wasted a part of the country : and fortified
an isthmus there, both that the Helotes might have
a refuge in it running away from the Lacediemonians, and that freebooters from thence, as from
Pylus, might fetch in prizes from the territory
adjoining. As soon as the place was taken in,
Demosthenes himself went on to Corcyra, to take
up the confederates there, with intent to go thence
speedily into Sicily. And Charicles having stayed
to finish and put a garrison into the fortification,
went afterwards with his thirty galleys to Athens :
mid the Argives also went home.
27. The same winter also came to Athens a
thousand and three hundred targetiers, of those
W B ~

;t:d

' [i' To where is the temple of conia". Cythera was nlso the name
Apolio, opposite to CgtheriL of La- of a town in Cyprus.]

&
'
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called Machaerophori’ of the race of them that are
called Dii: and were to have gone with DemosYEAR XIX.
A . c . ~ . thenes into Sicily. But coming too late, the Athe0 I.. 91.3
Tlieaidsof.;he nians resolved to send them back again into
Thracians come
Thrace, as being too chargeable a matter to enter6o
Sicily.
tain them only for the war in Deceleia : for their
pay was to have been a drachma a man by the day.
Theincornmodi- For Deceleia being this summer fortified first by
ties which befell
t1iehtlierriansby the whole army, and then by the several cities
the fortification
maintained with a garrison2 by turns, much endain Deceleia.
maged the Athenians ; and weakened their estate,
both by destroying their commodities and consuming of their men, so as nothing more. For the
former invasions, having been short, hindered them
not from reaping the benefit of the earth for the
rest of the time. But now, the enemy continually
lying upon them, and sometimes with greater
forces, sometimes of necessity with the ordinary
garrison making incursions and fetching in booty,
Agis the king of LacedEmon being always there
in person and diligently prosecuting the war : the
Athenians were thereby very grievously afflicted.
For they were not only deprived of the fruit of the
land, but also above twenty thousand of their
slaves fled over to the enemy, whereof the greatest
part were artificers: besides they lost all their
sheep and oxen. And by the continual going out
of the Athenian horsemen, making excursions to
Ileceleia and defending the country, their horses
became partly lamed through incessant labour in
rugged grounds, and partly wounded by the
VII.

[,, Of the Thracian sword-men
of the Dian race”. See ii. 96.1

[,‘ With garrisons that infested
the country hy turns”.]
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enemy. 28. And their provision, which formerly
they used to bring in from Eubcea by Oropus the
shortest way, through Deceleia by land, they were
now forced to fetch in by sea a t great cost about
the promontory of Sunium. And whatsoever the
city was wont to be served withal from without,
it now wanted : and instead of a city was become
as it were a fort. And the Athenians watching on
the battlements of the wall, in the day time by
turns, but in the night, both winter and summer,
all at once (except the horsemen), part at the walls
and part at the arms, were quite tired’. But that
which pressed them most, was that they had two
wars a t once. And yet their obstinacy was so
great, as no man would have believed till now they
saw it. For being besieged at home from the fortification of the Peloponnesians, no man would
have imagined that they should not only not have
recalled their army out of Sicily, but have also
besieged Syracuse there, a city of itself no less
than Athens : and therein so much have exceeded
the expectation of the rest of the Grecians both in
power and courage, (who in the beginning of this
war conceived, that if the Peloponriesians invaded
their territory, some of them, that they might hold
out two years, others three, no man more), as that
in the seventeenth year after they were first invaded they should have undertaken an expedition
into Sicily, and being every way weakened already
by the former war, have undergone another, iiot
inferior to that which they had before with the

p‘And the city was obliged to Athenians were harrassed bnth
h r i ~ ~from
g abroad all things alike: summer and winter, with watching
and instead of a city Rc. For the on the hattlements” Rc.]

VIT.

A.C.413.

OL.91.3.
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Peloponnesians. Now their treasure being by‘
these wars, and by the detriment sustained from
YEAR XIX.
A.C.413.
Deceleia, and other great expenses that came upon
OL.91.5.
them, at a very low ebb, about this time they imposed on such as were under their ‘dominion, a
twentieth part of all goods passing by sea for a
tribute‘; by this means to improve their comings
in. For their expenses were not now as before ;
but so much greater, by how much the war was
greater : and their revenue besides cut off.
The Thmcisns
89. The Thracians, therefore, that came too late
Bent buck, in
their way sack to go with Demosthenes, they presently sent back,
thecityof Myca.
as being unwilling to lay out money in such a
lessus.
scarcity : and gave the charge of carrying them
back to Diitrephes, with command as he went
along those coasts, (for his way was through the
Euripus), if occasion served, to do somewhat
against the enemy. He accordingly landed them
by Tanagra, and hastily fetched in some small
booty. Then2 going over the Euripus from Chalcis
in Eubcea, he disbarked again in Bceotia and led
his soldiers towards Mycalessus ; and lay all night
at the temple of Mercury undiscovered, which is
distant from Mycalessus about sixteen furlongs,
The next day he cometh to the city, being a very
great oneg, and taketh it : for they kept no watch,
nor expected that any man would have come in
and assaulted them so far from the sea. Their
YII.

[The exhaustion of her allies,
brought about by the extraordinary war-taxes imposed over ar>d
above the standing tribute, ohliged
Athens a t this time to commute all
their taxes into one of a twentieth
of all imporis and exports. Herm.

$ 16A.-This continued to be paid
to the end of the war. Goell.]
r - A n d in the evening going
over” &c.]
[,‘ A t daybreak he cometh to
the city, being no great one”. Bekk.
&c., o t p~yaXp: vulgo ob deest.]
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walls also were but weak, in some places fallen
VII.
down, and in others low-built : and their gates
open through security. The Thracians entering A.C.413.
OL.91.3.
into Mycalessus, spoiled both houses and temples, The barbarous
of the
slew the people, without mercy on old or you””0 * rriielty
Thracians.
but killed all they could light on, both women
and children ; yea, and the labouring cattle, and
whatsoever other living thing they saw. For the
nation of the Thracians, where they dare, are extreme bloody, equal to any of the barbarians.
Insomuch as there was put in practice at this time,
besides other disorder’, all forms of slaughter that
could be imagined: they likewise fell upon the
school-house, which was in the city a great one,
and the children newly entered into it ; and killed
them every one. And the calamity of the whole
city, as it was as great as ever befell any, so also
was it more unexpected and more bitter. 30. The
Thebans hearing of it, came out to help them : and
overtaking the Thracians before they had gone far,
both recovered the booty, and chased them to the
Euripus and to the sea, where the galleys lay that
brought them. Some of them they killed : of those
most in their going aboard ; for swim they could
not ; and such as were in the [small] boats, when
they saw how things merit a-land, had thrust off
their boats, and lay without the Euripus’. In the

’ [,‘ Other no small disorder”.]

lower empire there was a bridge
[Popp. Goell. Am.: Zfw 706~6- over the Euripus, which was natuparoc, “ o u t of bow-shot”: vulgo e t rally called l;tirypa. B u t i t is
Bekk.: Zfw l;eiryparoc, “ beyond the ahsurd to suppose that the Atheubridge over the Euripus”.-The
ians would have made Eubea
corrupt (the latter) reading main- accessible by land, when it )vas so
tained its hold on the MSS. the important to her to keep it under
more easily, that in the time of the the protection of lier navy. Ar-

VII.

YEAR X I X

A. C. 418.
OL.91.8.
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rest of the retreat, the Thracians behaved themselves not unhandsomely against the Theban horsemen, by whom they were charged first : but running out, and again rallying themselves in a circle,
according to the manner of their country, defended
themselves well, and lost but few men in that
action. But some also they lost in the city itself,
whilst they stayed behind for pillage. But in the
whole of thirteen hundred there were slain [only]
two hundred and fifty. Of the Thebans and others
that came out to help the city, there were slain,
horsemen and men of arms, one with another
about twenty ; and amongst them Scirphondas of
Thebes, one of the governors of Bceotia: and of
the Mycallesiaris there perished a part’. Thus
went the matter at Mycalessus : the loss which it
received being, for the quantity of the city, no less
to be lamented than any that happened in the
whole war.
3 1. Dcmosthenes going from2 Corcyra after his
fortifying in Laconia, found a ship lying in Pheia
of Elis, and in her certain men of arms of Corinth,
ready to go into Sicily. The ship he sunk: but
the men escaped, and afterwards getting another
ship went on in their voyage. After this, Demosthenes being about Zacynthus and Cephallenia,
took aboard their men of arms, and sent t o Naupactus for the Messenians. From thence he crossed
over to the continent of Acarnania, to Alyzea and

nold.-“ FOTin the rest of the w.
[pbpos r~: ‘I a considerable part
treat” &c. Their loss was greatest of the whole”. Goell. Aru.]
e [,, To Corcyra”. Bekker &c.
in getting aboard: not great in the
rest of the retreat, became they be- id : vulgo, &.I
p‘ Arriving at”.]
haved therein not amiss.]
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Anactorium, which belonged to the Athenians.
TIT.
Whilst he was in these parts, he met with Eurymedon out of Sicily, that had been sent in winter AC.413.
OL.91.3.
unto the army with commodities’: who told him Eurymedon
cometh to Deamongst other things, how he had heard by the mosthenes out
of Sicily, and
way after he was at sea, that the Syracusians had telleth him of
won Plemmyrium. Conon also, the captain of
Naupactus, came to them, and related that the
twenty-five galleys of Corinth that lay before Naupactus would not give over war and yet delayed to
fight’: and therefore desired to have some galleys
sent him, as being unable with his eighteen to give
battle to twenty-five of the enemy. Whereupon Demoathenes
and Eurymedon
Demosthenes and Eurymedon sent ten galleys more levy forces for
to those at Naupactus, the nimblest of the whole
fleet, by Conon himself3: and went themselves
about furnishing of what belonged to the army.
Of whom Eurymedon went to Corcyra, and having
appointed them there to man fifteen galleys, levied
men of arms : for now giving over his course to
Athens, he joined with Demosthenes, as having
been elected with him in the charge of general :
and Deniosthenes took up slingers and darters in
the parts about Acarnania.
32. The ambassadors of the Syracusians, which
after the taking of Plemmyrium had been sent

.;!;:AE

H e met with Eurymedon
returning from Sicily ; who had at
the time before-mentioned in winter
taken the supply of money to the
army, and had been sent back : who
told himkc.” Hewas despatched to
Sicily at the winter solstice (see ch.
16) : his arrival in Sicily is not
noticed. Goeller says it was now

VOL. IX.

the end of J u n e : which gives six
months for the voyags to Sicily and
back]
a p6And were about to fight”.]
3 [They send away ten galleys
‘‘ with Conon : and go themselves
about completing the asseniblingof
their army”. ThegalleysatNaupactus were originally 20: see ch. 17.7
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unto the cities about’, having now obtained and
levied an army amongst them, were conducting the
XIX.
A.C.413.
same to Syracuse. But Nicias, upon intelligence
OL.81.3.
Niciasover.
thereof, sent unto such cities of the Siculi as had
throweth the
new
the passages and were their confederates, the Cenfromtothe neigh- toripines, Halicyzeans, and others, not to suffer
ing
boufingcities, the enemy to go by, but to unite themselves and
and killeth eight
hundredofthem. stop them : for that they would not SO much as
offer to pass any other way, seeing the Agrigentines had already denied them. When the Sicilians
were marching, the Siculi, as the Athenians had
desired them, put themselves in ambush in three
several places : and setting upon them unawares
and on a sudden, slew about eight hundred of
them, and all the ambassadors save only one, a
Corinthian : which conducted the rest that escaped,
being about fifteen hundred, tosyracuse. 33. About
the same time came unto them also the aid of the
Camarinzeans, five hundred men of arms, three
hundred darters, and three hundred archers. Also
the Geloans sent them men for five galleys2,besides
four hundred darters and two hundred horsemen.
For now all Sicily3, except the Agrigentines, who
were neutral; but all the rest, who before stood
looking on, came in to the Syracusian side against
the Athenians. [Nevertheless], the Syracusians,
after this blow received amongst the Siculi, held
their hands ; and assaulted not the Athenians for a
while.
Demosthenes and Eurymedon having their army
now ready, crossed over from Corcyra and the
1711.

-.YEAR

~~

r‘

[Selinus and Himera are para
Sent them a navy to the
ticulary meant, whose route lay number of five ships”.]
Almost all Sicily”.]
along the southern coast. Am.]
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continent with the whole army to the promontory
of Iapygia’. From thence they went to the Chcerades, islands of Iapygia : and here took in certain
Iapygiari darters to the number of two hundred
and fifty, of the Messapian nation. And having
renewed a certain ancient alliance with Artas, who
reigned there and granted them those darters,
they went thence to Metapontum2, a city of Italy.
There by virtue of a league, they got two galleys
1 [,,Having their army from Corcyra and the continent now ready,
crossed the Ionian sea with &c.”
-1apygia
embraced the southeastern part of Italy, according to
tbe more ancient writers, from Metapontum, or including that city,
from the Siris to mount Garganus,
or as the Greeks called it, mount
Drion ; which seems to have been
the southern limit of Ombrica in
their early geography. This extensive country is said by the Greeks
to have been inhabited by three
distinct tribes, the Messapians, the
Peucetians, and the Daunians : by
the first, on the peninsula to the
east of Tarentum; by the Peucetians, to the north of them along
the coast from Brundusium to Barium; between which and mount
Garganus lay the Daunians. The
name Iapygia is the same with
Apulia : the Latin termination icus
in Appicus, which is the same as
Apulus, being contracted in Oscan
into i x ; thus making .4pix. No
good Roman writer would ever say
Iapygia instead of Apulia :nor any
good Greek writer the reverse.
Niehuhr.]
a [Metapontum was founded by

a body of Achaeans, at the invitation
of Sybaris : herself also of Achaean
origin and mistress of the country
afterwards called Lucania, and the
founder of Posidonia (Pzstum) and
Laos. By the industrious cultivation of her highly fertile territory
Metapontum afterwards attained to
extraordinary wealth. She became
united with Sybaris and Croton and
their four colonies in a league similar to the Achsean league. The extraordinary city Sybaris, which has
received opprobrium probably altogether unmerited, a t all events
much exaggerated, was in 510 A.C.
utterly destroyed by Croton : the
first irremediable wound sustained
by Magna Graecia, followed by a
bloody revolution in which Croton
wore herself out.-The Messapians,
who had extended their dominion
far into (Enotria, had become before
the present time the object of jealousy and alarm to the neighbonring tribes : and the Peucetians and
Daunians, leagued with the Tarentines, had destroyed their power.
They were still the enemies of the
Tarentines, and as such therefore
the friends of the Athenians. Niebuhr. See also Muell. ii. 3.1
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and three hundred darters : which taken aboard,
they kept along the shore till they came to the
YEAR XIX.
~ . ~ . 4 1 9 . territory of Thurii.
Here they found the adverse
OL. 91.9.
faction to the Athenians to have been lately driven
out in a sedition. And because they desired to
muster their army here, that they might see if
any were left behind ; and persuade the Thurians
to join with them freely in the war, and, as things
stood, to have for friends and enemies the same
that were so to the Athenians : they stayed about
that in the territory of the Thurians.
Thebattleby
34. The Peloponnesians and the rest, who were
sea before Nauat the same time in the twenty-five galleys that
and Athenians. for safeguard of the ships lay opposite to the galtheCorinthians
leys before Naupactus, having prepared themselves
for battle, and with more galleys’, so as they were
little inferior in number to those of the Athenians,
went to an anchor under Irineus of Achaia in Rhypica. The place where they rode was in form like
a half moon ; and their land forces they had ready
on either side to assist them, both Corinthians and
other their confederates of those parts’, embattled
upon the points of the promontory; and their
galleys made up the space between, under the
command of Polyanthes, a Corinthian. Against
these the Athenians came up with thirty-three
galleys from Naupactus, commanded by Diphilus.
The Corinthians at first lay still ; but afterwards
when they saw their time, and the signal given,
VII.

r‘

* About the same time thc Peloponnesians in the twenty-five galleys, who to cover the passage to
Sicily of the transports were lying
opposite to the galleys in Naupactus,

having made ready for action and
manned some additional galleys, so
as they were &c.”]
[That is, the Achaians ;who had
now all sided with Sparta. Am.]
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they charged the Athenians, and the fight began,
They held each other to it long. The Athenians
sunk three galleys of the Corinthians : and though
none of their own were sunk, yet seven were made
unserviceable, which having encountered the Corinthian galleys a-head, were torn on both sides
between the beaks and the oars by the beaks’ of
the Corinthian galleys, made stronger for the same
purpose. After they had fought with equal fortune, and so as both sides challenged the victory ;
though yet the Athenians were masters of the
wrecks, as driven by the wind into the main, and
because the Corinthians came not out to renew the
fight ; they at length parted. There was no ohasing of men that fled, nor a prisoner taken on either
side ; because the Peloponnesians and Corinthians
fighting near the land easily escaped, nor was there
any galley of the Athenians sunk. But when the
Athenians were gone back to Naupactus, the Corinthians presently set up a trophy as victors ; in
regard that more of the Athenian galleys were
made unserviceable, than of theirs ; and thought
themselves not to have had the worse, for the same
reason that the others thought themselves not to
have had the better. For the Corinthians think
they have the better, when they have not much
the worse2: and the Athenians think they have the
worse, when they have not much the better. And
when the Peloponnesians were gone and their
[,‘ Were struck and stove in on
the bows by the heads of the Corithian galleys, which had their
epotides made stouter for this very
ohject”. The epotides, literally ear-

cups, were two beams projecting
from the bows for holding the beak.]
2 [“ Thought they had the better,
if they bad not &c. : and the Atbenians thought CIEc.”]

vlT.
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amy by land dissolved, the Athenians also set up
a trophy in Achaia, as if the victory had been
XIX.
A. C.413.
theirs ; distant from Erineus, where the PeloponOL.Rl.4.
nesians rode, about twenty furlongs. This was the
success of that battle by sea.
Demosthenes
35. Demosthenes and Eurymedon, after the Thuand Earymedon
come along the' rians had put in readiness to go with them seven
shore of Italy,
hundred men of arms and three hundred darters,
and take up
ibrcea.
commanded their galleys to go along the coast to
Croton' ; and conducted their land soldiers, having
first taken a muster of them all upon the side of
the river Sybaris, through the territory of the
Thurians. But coming to the river Hylias, upon
VII.

YEAR

[The Crotoniatae, according to
Herodotus (viii. 47), were by race
Achaeans : but Mueller observes
that the colony must have been
established under the authority of
Sparta ; Apollo and Hercules, the
Doric god and hero, being both
worshipped there with especial
honour, and the early constitution
being also Doric. Croton was the
soil whereon Pythagoras made the
experiment of his real aristocracy.
The single galley sent by this state
to assist the Greeks at the battle of
Salamis, was the sole instance of
support given to their cause by any
state beyond the limits of Greece :
Herod.ibid.-Thurii was a scion of
Sybaris, also an Achaean colony and
contemporaneous with Croton(A.C.
710). About sixty years after the
overthrow and destruction of their
city by Croton, the descendants of
the exiled Sybarites succeeded in
again forming a settlement on its
site : but in a few years were again
forced to fly hy the jealousy of Cro.

ton. The exiles now applied for
help to Sparta and Athens : and by
the latter state were favourably received. Under the usual guidance
of an oracle, the new city, called
Thurii from a fountain which rose
there, was built with geometrical
regularity near the former site of
Sybaris. Amongst the new settlers
were Herodotus the historian, and
Lysias the orator. The Sybarite
exiles, however, not being content
to live on terms of equality with the
new settlers, dissensions arose, in
which the former are said to have
been exterminated. The remaining
Thurians then invited adventurers
to join them from Greece on terms
of perfect equality. I n imitation of
the Athenians, they divided themselves into ten bribes, named after
the different nations of which the
colony was composed. Of these,
four represented Athens, Ionia,
Eubaea, and the islands ;three Peloponnessus ;and three the north of
Greece. See Thirl. ch. xviii.]
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word sent them from the men of Croton, that if
VII.
the army went through their territory it should be
against‘:their will, they marched down to the sea- *.C.IIS.
O~.01.4.
side and to the mouth of the river Hylias ; where
they stayed all that night, and were met by their
galleys. The next day embarking, they kept along
the shore and touched at every town saving Locri,
till they arrived at Petra in the territory of
Rhegium.
36. The Syracusians in the meantime, upon The Sgracuaians
make ready their
intelligence of their coming on, resolved to try galleysto fight
again what they could do with their navy ; a n d with
. the AthenIan8 there before
with their new supply of landmen, which they had thesupplycame.
gotten together on purpose to fight with the Athenians before Demosthenes and Eurymedon should
arrive. And they furnished their navy, both other- Their manner of
strengthening
wise and according to the advantages they had their galleys.
learnt in the last battle, and also made shorter the
heads of their galleys, and thereby stronger ; and
made beaks to them of a great thickness, which
they also strengthened with rafters fastened to the
sides of the galleys, both within and without, of six
cubits long]: in such manner as the Corinthians
had armed their galleys a-head, to fight with those
before Naupactus. For the Syracusians made
account, that against the Athenian galleys not so
built, but weak before, as not using so much to
meet the enemy a-head as upon the side by fetching a compass, they could not but have the better ;
and that to fight in the great haven many galleys
in not much room, was an advantage to them : for
’

r‘

And placed in the bows thick galley, six cubits long both within
epotides, supported by beams run- and without”: that is, six cubits
ning along them to the sides of the within the galley, and six without.]
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that using the direct encounter, they should break
with their firm and thick beaks the hollow and
infirm foreparts of the galleys of their enemies; and
that the Athenians, in that narrow room, would
want means both t o go about and to go through
them’, which was the point of art they most relied
on. For as for their passing through, they would
hinder it themselves as much as they could : and
for fetching compass, the straitness of the place
would not suffer it. And that fighting a-head,
which seemed before to be want of skill in the
masters [to do otherwise], was it they would now
principally make use of: for in this would be their
principal advantage. For the Athenians, if overcome, would have no retiring but to the land, which
was but a little way off and little in compass, near
their own camp2: and of the rest of the haven
themselves should be masters. And the enemy
being pressed, could not choose, throriging together into a little room arid all into one and the
same place, but disorder one another : which was
indeed the thing, that in all their battles by sea did
the Athenians the greatest hurt ; having not, as the
Syracusians had, the liberty of the whole haven to
retire unto3. And to go about into a place of
more room, they having it in their power to set
upon them from the main sea, and to retire again
at pleasure, they should never be able ; especially

-

1 [ S C ~ ~ X ~ O GrC.r?~Xouv:
VV,
see i. 49,

note.]
a [‘c If driven back,could make nc,
anamusissave to theland”:-‘$ that,
hamely, opposite their own camp”.
The Syracnsans were in possession
of all the rest of the shore of the

harbour : and the short distance of
the line of battle from the shore
would not admit of performing
the anacrousis (see i. 49, note) with
proper effect.]
[,‘Wherein tu execute the anacrousis”.]
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having Plemmyrium for enemy, and the haven’s
VII.
mouth not being large.
YEA& XIX.
37. The Syracusians having devised thus much ~C.413.
or. 91.4.
over and above their former skill and strength’,
and far more confident now since the former
battle by sea, assaulted them both with their army
and with their navy at once. The landmen from
the city Gylippus drew sooner out a little, and
brought them to the wall of the Athenians’ camp
upon the side toward the city2: and from Olympieium, the men of arms all that were there, and
the horsemen and light armed of the Syracusians
came up to thewall on the other side. And by and by
after3, came sailingforth also the galleys of theSyracusians and their confederates. The Athenians, that
thought at first they would have made the attempt
only with their landmen, seeing also the galleys on
a sudden coming towards them, were in confusion ;
and some of them put themselves in order upon
and before the walls, against those that came from
the city : and others went out to meet the horsemen and darters, that were coming in great numbers and with speed from Olympieium and the
parts without: others again went aboard, and
withal came to aid those ashore. But when the The Athenians
aud Syracusians
galleys were manned they put off, being seventy- fight
five in number; and those of Syracuse about
eighty. 38. Having spent much of the day in
charging and retiring and trying each other, and
C‘ The Syracusans having the case of the Syracusans. Arnold,
thus adapted their plans to their Goeller.]
present knowledge and power”.
* Against so much of it as
What in ordinary cases would be fronted the city”.]
bad seamanship, was well suited to
[L‘ And straight hereupon”.]

-
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performed nothing worth the mentioning, save
PEA% XIX.
that the Syracusians sunk a galley or two of the
*.C.418.
Athenians, they parted again : and the land solOL. 91.4.
diers retired at the same time from the wall of the
Athenian camp. The next day the Syracusians
lay still, without showing any sign of what they
meant to do. Yet Nicias seeing that the battle by
sea was vith equality, and imagining that they
would fight again, made the captains to repair
their galleys, such as had been torn’: and two
great ships to be moored without those piles which
he had driven into the sea before his galleys, to be
instead of a haven enclosed. These ships he placed
about two acres’ breadth2asunder : to the end, if
any galley chanced to be pressed, it might safely
run in and again go safely out at leisure. In performing of this, the Athenians spent a whole day
from morning until night.
39. The next day the Syracusians assaulted the
TheAthenians
and Syracusians
Athenians again with the same forces3, both by
fightwain.
sea and land, that they had done before ; but begun earlier in the morning ; and being opposed
fleet against fleet, they drew out a great part of
the day, now again as before, in attempting upon
Thestratngemof each other without effect.
Till at last Ariston the
Ariston, a inaster
son of Pyrrhichus, a Corinthian, the most expert
ofagaileg.
master that the Syracusians had in their fleet,
persuaded the commanders in the navy to send
to such in the city as it belonged to, and command that the market should be speedily kept
a t the sea-side, and to compel every man to bring
VII.

[,‘Such as had any damage : there were several of these ships.]
and moored ships of burthen with[,,Two plethra”: see vi. l02,n.l
out the piles &c.” It appears that
c‘ The same mannerofattack”.]
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thither whatsoever he had fit for meat, and there
to sell it : that the mariners disbarking, might
presently dine by the galleys’ side, and quickly
again unlooked-for assault the Athenians afresh
the same day. 40. This advice being liked, they
sent a messenger, and the market was furnished.
And the Syracusians suddenly rowed astern‘
towards the city; and disbarking, dined there right
on the shore. The Athenians, supposing they had
retired towards the city as vanquished, landed at
leisure : and amongst other business went about the
dressing of their dinner, as not expecting to have
fought again the same day. But the Syracusians
suddenly going aboard, came towards them again :
and the Athenians, in great tumult and for the
most part undined, embarking disorderly, at length
with much ado went out to meet them. For a
while they held their hands on both sides, and but
observed each other. But anon after, the Athenians thought not fit, by longer dallying, to overcome themselves with their own labour, but rather
to fight as soon as they could ; and thereupon at
once with a joint shout charged the enemy, and
the fight began. The Syracusians received [and
resisted’] their charge ; and fighting, as they had
before determined, with their galleys head to head
with those of the Athenians, and provided with
beaks for the purpose, brake the galleys of the
Athenians very much between the heads of the
galleys and the oars. The Athenians were also
annoyed much by the darters from the decks ; but
[rpiryvar ~pouacipevor: “ re- ?rpirpvav cpoiraaa8at, in order to
treating”. dvaxpoCaaa8ac, to row retreat.]
astern in order to charge again;
* [Vulgo, + ~ W J W O : Bekk. om3
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much more by those Syracusians, who going about
in small boats passed under the rows of the oars
YEAR XIX.
A.c.*B. of the enemy’s galleys, and coming close to their
OL.01.4.
sides, threw their darts at the mariners from
thence
4 1. The Syracusians having fought in this manTheSgraousians
have the victory.
ner with the utmost of their strength, in the end
gat the victory: and the Athenians, between the
[two] ships, escaped into their harbour. The
Syracusisn galleys chased them as far as to those
ships : but the dolphins hanging from the mastsz
over the entrance of the harbour, forbade them
to follow any further. Yet there were two galleys,
which upon a jollity after victory approached them,
but both were lost: of which one with her men
and all was taken. The Syracusians, after they
had sunk seven galleys of the Athenians and torn
many more, and of the men had taken some alive
and killed others, retired, and for both the battles.
erected trophies : and had already an assured hope
of being far superior by sea, and also made account
to subdue the army by land. And they prepared
to assault them again in both kinds.
Demostheoes
42. In the meantime Demosthenes and Euryand Eurymeaon
medon
arrived with the Athenian supply ; being3
with new army
m r i v e a t s ~ r a - about seventy-three galleys, and men of arms, of
cure.
their own and of their confederates, about five thousand ; besides darters, as well barbarians as Greeks,
VII.

’.

8

[Through the port-holes, which
were large enough to admit at teart
a man’s head: see Herod. v. 33.1
a [,, From the beams”. These
beams seem to have been of considerable size, and the whole engine

powerful enough to break clean
throogh any galley on which the
dolphin fell. -The
ships were
moored, not abreast, but one after
another in two files. Goell.]
With the foreign ships”.]

r‘
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not a few, and slingers and archers, and all other
VII.
provision sufficient. For the present it not a little
daunted the Syracusians and their confederates, to
see no end of their danger; and that, notwithstanding the fortifying in Deceleia, another army
should come now equal and like unto their former;
and that their power should be so great in every
kind. And on the other side, it was a kind of
strengthening after weakness to the Athenian
army that was there before. Demosthenes, when
he saw how things stood, and thinking it unfit to
loiter and fall into Nicias his case :-for Nicias,
who was formidable at his first coming, when he
set not presently upon Syracuse but wintered at
Catana, both grew into contempt, and was prevented also by the coming of Gylippus thither with
an army out of Peloponnesus : the which, if Nicias
had gone against Syracuse at first, had never been
so much as sent for : for supposing themselves to
have been strong enough alone, they had a t once
both found themselves too weak, and the city been
enclosed with a wall ; whereby, though they had
sent for it, it could not have helped them as it did:Demosthenes, I say, considering this, and that he
also even at the present and the same day was most
terrible to the enemy, intended with all speed to
make use of this present terribleness of the army.
And having observed that the cross wall of theDernosthenes
attempteth to
Syracusians, wherewith they hindered the Athenians win the wall
the Sgrafrom enclosing the city, was but single ; and that which
cusiaus had built
if they could be masters of the ascent to Epipoliz, tothroughEpipolm
exclude the
and again of the camp there, the same might easily proceedingofthe
wall of the
be taken, (for none would have stood against Athenians.
them) : hasted to put it to trial, and thought it his

v11.

YBAB XIX.

A.C.418.
0~91.4.
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shortest way to the dispatching of the war. For
either he should have success, he thought, and so
win Syracuse, or he would lead away the army,
and no longer without purpose consume both the
Athenians there with him and the whole state.
The Athenians therefore went out, and first wasted
the territory of the Syracusians about the river
Anapus; and were the stronger, as at first, both
by sea and land. For the Syracusians durst neither
way go out against them, but only with their horsemen and darters from Olympieium. 43. After
this, Demosthenes thought good to try the wall
which the Athenians had built to enclose the city
withal’, with engines. But seeing the engines
were burnt by the defendants fighting from the wall,
and that having assaulted it in divers parts with
the rest of his army, he was notwithstanding put
back, he resolved to spend the time no longer ; but
having gotten the consent of Nicias and therest in
commission thereunto, to put in execution his design for Epipolze, as was before intended. By day,
it was thought impossible not to be discovered,
either in their approach or in their ascent. Having
therefore first commanded to take five days’ provision of victual, and all the masons and workmen,
as also store of casting weapons, arid whatsoever
they might need, if they overcame, for fortification : he and Eurymedon and Menander, with the
whole army, marched about midnight to Epipolze,

-

r‘

1
The cross wall of the Syracusans”. Bekker k c . , raparrtxiaparoc: vulgo, cimrrtxiuparoc. Thucydides carefully distinguishes the
former word, by which he always

means the cross wall of the Syracusans, from the latter, which he
applies to the Athenian wall of
circumvallation. See Lucian. de
Conscr. Hist. c. 38. Goell.]
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leaving Nicias in the camp. Being come to Epipol= at Euryelus, where also the army went up
before, they were not only not discovered by the
Syracusians that kept the watch, but ascending'
took a certain fortification of the Syracusians there,
and killed part of them that kept it. But the
greatest number escaping, ran presently to the
camps, of which there were in Epipola three walled
about without the city, one of Syracusians, one of
other Sicilians, and one of confederates 2, and carried the news of their coming in, and told it to
those six hundred Syracusians that kept this part
of Epipolze at the first ; who presently went forth
to meet them. But Demosthenes and the Athenians lighting on them, though they fought valiantly, put them to flight ; and presently marched
on3, making use of the present heat of the army
to finish what he came for before it were too late :
and others [going on] in their first course took
the cross-wall of the Syracusians, they flying that
kept it, and were throwing down the battlements
thereof. The Syracusians, and their confederates,
and Gylippus and those with him, came out to
meet them from their camps: but because the
attempt was unexpected and in the night, they
charged the Athenians timorously, and were even

r'

Advancing". At Euryelus
they were already a t the summit
of the heights.-The fortification
taken was apparently on the very
crest of the slope, on or near the
spot which the Athenians had formerly fortified a t Labdalum. Am.]
2 c" One of the Syracusans, one
of the other Sicilians", &c. The
three camps appear to have been

formed immediately under the walls
of the city. The six hundred Syracusans were probably stationed
higher on the slope, perhaps at the
point where the cross wall terminated. Am. Goell.]
[hc rb apda6w: that is, they
marched on without staying to take
thecross wall.--drb rijc+mqc,"in
their first course", is unexplained.]
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at first forced to retire. But as the AtbnianS
advanced more out of order, [chiefly] as having
already gotten the victory, but’ desiring also quickly
to pass through all that remained yet unfoughten
with, lest through their remissness in following
they might again rally themselves ; the Bceotians
withstood them first, and charging forced them to
turn their backs.
44. And here the Athenians were mightily in
disorder and perplexed : so that it hath been very
hard to be informed of any side, in what manner
each thing passed. For if in the day time, when
things are better seen, yet they that are present
cannot tell how all things go, save only what every
man with much ado seeth near unto himself: how
then in a battle by night, (the only one that happened between great armies in all this war), can a
man know2 anything for certain ? For though the
moon shined bright, yet they saw one another no
otherwise than as by the moonlight was likely : so
as to see a body, but not be sure whether it were
a friend or not. And the men of arms on both
sides, being not a few in number, had but little
ground to turn in. Of the Athenians, some were
already overcome, othersa went on in their first
way. Also a great part of the rest of the army
was already, part gotten up, and part ascending,
and knew not which way to march. For after the
Athenians once turned their backs, all before them
was in confusion4; and it was hard to distinguish

’

1

[,,And desiring”.]

’ r‘Could any one have knnwn”

3

r‘ Others, not worsted”.]
r‘For all before them, the flight

k c . : apte ad hunc locum. Goeller, having taken place, was already in
Aruold.]
confusion, and it was hard QLc.”]
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of anything for the noise. For the Syracusians
VII.
and their confederates prevailing, encouraged each
other and received the assailants with exceeding ; ;Glf
gfeat shouts : (for they had no other means in the
night to express themselves) : and the Athenians
sought each other, and took for enemies all before
them, though friends and of the number of those
that fled; and by often asking the word, there
being no other means of distinction, all asking at
once they both made a great deal of stir amongst
themselves, and revealed the word to the enemy.
But they did not in like manner know the word of
the Syracusians ; because these, being victorious
and undistracted, knew one another better: so
that when they lighted on any number of the
enemy, though they themselves were more, yet the
enemy escaped as knowing the watchword; but
they, when they could not answer, were slain.
But that which hurt them most was the tune of
the Paean : which being in both armies the same,
drave them to their wits’ end. For the Argives
and Corcyraeans, and all other of the Doric race on
the Athenians’ part, when they sounded the Pzean,
terrified the Athenians on one side : and the enemy
terrified them with the like on the other side.
Wherefore at the last falling one upon another in
divers parts of the army, friends against friends,
and countrymen against couutrymen, they not
only terrified each other, but came to hand-strokes
and could hardly again be parted. As they fled The Athenians
before the enemy, the way of the descent fromay.

’ r‘

When they were once thrown All Dorians, as Spartans, Argives,
into confusion, falling” &.--The
Corinthians, and Syracusans, had
p w n varied according to the tribe. the same. Muell. ii. 6.J
L.-
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Epipolz by which they were to go back being but
strait, many of them threw themselves down from
YEAR XIX.
-4 C.418.
the rocks, and died so. And of the rest that gat
OL.91.4.
down safely into the plain, though the greatest
part, and all that were of the old army by their
knowledge of the country, escaped into the camp :
yet of these that came last, some lost their way ;
and straying in the fields, when the day came on
were cut off by the Syracusian horsemen that
ranged the country about.
45. The next day the Syracusians erected two
trophies ; one in Epipole at the ascent’, and another where the first check was given by the
Bceotians. The Athenians received their dead
under truce. And many there were that died, both
of themselves and of their confederates : but the
arms taken were more than for the number of the
slain. For of such as were forced to quit their
bucklers and leap down from the rocks, tho;gh some
perished, yet some there also were that escaped.
TheSyracusians
46. After this, the Syracusians having by such
send for more
Buppliel, and
unlooked-for prosperity recovered their former
~e;;aetc~~ courage, sent Sicanns with fifteen galleys to Agrigentum, being in sedition ; to bring that city, if
they could, to their obedience2. And Gylippus
went again to the Sicilian cities3 by land, to raise
yet another army, as being in hope to take the
camp of the Athenians by assault, considering how
the matter had gone in Epipolz.
47. In the meantime the Athenian generals went
T h e Athenian
VI 1.

[That is to say, at E u q e l u s :

‘(perducere veluti vitulum

ostensa
fronde”. Am. Goell.]
To bring over the city, and
To the rest of Sicily”.
induce it to send succours”. irxci- Bekker &c., ICrdv (ZXXqv LwXiav:
p d a t is well explained by Reiske, vulgo, BE 2.1
see ch.

2.1

r‘
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t o council upon their late overthrow, and present
VII,
general weakness’ of the army. For they saw not
only that their designs prospered not, but that the
soldiers also were weary of staying. For theycornrnandeni
take council
were troubled with sickness, proceeding from a what to do.
double cause ; this being the time of the year most
obnoxious to diseases, and the place where they
lay moorish and noisome : and all things else appeared desperate. Demosthenes2 thought fit to The advice OF
Demosthenes.
stay no longer; and since the execution of his
design at Epipols had failed, delivered his opiniori
for going out of the haven, whilst the seas were
open, and whilst, at least with this addition of galleys, they were stronger than the army of the
enemy. “For it was better,” he said, “for the
city to make war upon those which fortify against
them at home, than against the Syracusians ; seeing they cannot now be easily overcome : and there
was no reason why they should spend much money
in lying before the city.” This was the opinion of
Demosthenes.
48. Nicias, though he also thought their estate The opinion of
bad, yet was unwilling to have their weakness Nicias’
discovered3 ; and by decreeing of their departure
openly with the votes of many, to make known the
same to the enemy ; for if at any time they had a
mind to be gone, they should then be less able to
do it secretly. Besides, the estate of the enemy,
inasmuch as he understood it better than the rest,

r‘ Discouragement”.]
r‘ Demosthenes therefore wasof

failed, he gave his vote for losing
no time in going off, whilst the
opinion &c: but, as he was minded sea” &c.]
even when the attempt was ha[,, Was unwilling in terms to
zarded at Epipolte, so, since it had confess their weakness”.]

T2

v11.

Y8AR XIX.

A.C.413.
01.91.4.
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put him into some hope that it might yet grow
worse than their own, in case they pressed the
siege ; especially being already masters of the sea,
far and near, with their present fleet’. There was
moreover a party for the Athenians in Syracuse,
that desired to betray the state into their hands :
and that sent messengers unto him, and suffered
him not to rise and be gone. All which he knowing, though he were in truth doubtful what opinion
to be of, and did yet consider ; nevertheless openly
in his speech, he was against the withdrawing of
the army: arid said, “ that he was sure the people
of Athens would take it ill, if he went thence
without their order: for that they were not to
have such judges as should give sentence upon
their own sight of things done, rather than upon
the report of calumniators; but such as would
believe whatsoever some fine speaker should accuse
them of. That many, nay most of the soldiers
here, who now cry out upon their misery2, will
there cry out on the contrary ; and say the generals have betrayed the state, and come away for a
bribe. That he3 would not therefore, knowing the
nature of the Athenians so well, choose to be put
to death unjustly, and charged with a dishonourable crime by the Athenians, rather than, if he
must needs do one, to suffer the same at the hand
of the enemy by his own adventure4. And yet,”
he said, cc the state of the Syracusians was still
inferior to their own. For paying much money to
~~

~

r‘

C‘ For

_

_

_

~

they would wear them
Cry out that their affairs
out by want of money; especially were desperate”.]
c“ That he at any rate”.]
beingaow, with their presentfleet,
inore decidedly masters at sea”.]
[iXp : “ in his own person”.]

‘
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strangers, and laying out much more on forts’
[without and about the city] ; having also had a
great navy a year already in pay ; they must needs
want money at last, and all these thingsfail them2.
For they have spent already two thousand talents,
and are much in debt besides. And whensoever
they shall give over this course and make pay no
longer, their strength is gone3; as being auxiliary,
and not constrained to follow the u-ar, as the
Athenians are. Therefore it was fit,” he said, ‘(to
stay close to the city; and not to go away as if
they were too weak in money, wherein they were
much superior.”
49. Nicias, when he spake this, assured them
of it4,as knowing the state of Syracuse precisely
and their want of money; and that there were
some that desired to betray the city to the Athenians, and sent him word not to go. Withal
he had now confidence in the fleet, which, as
being before overcome, he had not5. As for lying
where they did, Demosthenes would by no means
hear of it. But if the army might not be carried away without order from the Athenians, but
must needs stay in Sicily; then, he said, they
might go6 to Thapsus or Catana, from whence by
their landmen they might invade and turn much
[bv m p i m X i o q : see vi. 45, n.]

C‘They were badly off now,
and in course of time would not
know how to get on”.]
[,‘ And as soon as ever they fail
in the pay of any part of their forces,
be it never so inconsiderable, their
affairs are ruined”.]
[,‘ I n saying this, Nicias’ reliance was upon his knowing” &c. I t
a

‘

is manifest from the last chapter,
that he did not disclose his intrigues
with the party in Syracuse.]
[Nicias relied on his knowing
&c: “and was encouraged, as on the
former occasion, by his confidence
in the fleet”. Goell. Duker says
of this passage, “ haec mihi enigmata sunt”.]
[,, They must rise and go” &c.]

VII.
A.C.413.
OL. 91.4.
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of the country to them’ and wasting the fields of
the enemies, weaken the Syracusians ; and be to
YYlAR XIX.
~ . ~ . 4 1 3 . fight with their galleys in the main sea, and not
oL.91.4.
in a narrow, (which is the advantage of the enemy),
but in a wide place, where the benefit of skill
should be theirs; and where they should not be
forced, in charging and retiring, to come up and
fall off in narrow and circumscribed limits. In
sum he said, he by no means liked to stay where
they were : but with all speed, no longer delaying
the matter, to arise and be gone. Eurymedoii
also gave the like counsel. Nevertheless, upon the
contradiction of Nicias, there grew a kind of sloth
and procrastination in the business ; and a suspicion withal, that the asseveration2 of Nicias was
grounded on somewhat that he knew above the
rest. And thereupon the Athenians deferred their
going thence, and stayed upon the place.
Gylippuareturn50. In the meantime Gylippus and Sicailus reeth w i d another
from the turned unto Syracuse.
Sicanus without his purcities of Sicily.
pose at Agrigentum ; for whilst he was yet in Gela,
the sedition which had been raised in the behalf of
the Syracusians was turned into friendship3 : but
Gylippus not without another great army out of
Sicily, besides the men of arms, which having set
forth from Peloponnesus in ships the spring before,
were then lately arrived at Selinus from out of
Afric. For having been driven into Afric, and the
Cyrenaeans having given them two galleys with
VII.

.-

r‘

Whence with their landrnen &c., Opt+ovrat : vulgo, rp6+ovrar.]
they might overrun much of the
C“ The confidence”.]
country and subsist themselves,
a [L‘Theparty that was for friendwhilst they weakened their enemies ship with the Syracusans had been
by wasting their territory”. Bekker driven out”. Goell. Am.]
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pilots, in passing hy the shore they aided the Eues~11.
peritae’ besieged by the Africans ; and having overcome the Africans, they went over to Neapolis, a A . c . ~ .
OL.91.4.
town of traffic belonging to the Carthagenians;
where the passage into Sicily is shortest, and but
two days and a night’s sail over ; and froni thence
they crossed the sea to Selinus. As soon as they
were come, the Syracusians again presently prepared to set upon the Athenians, both by sea and
land. The Athenian generals seeing them have
another army, and their own2 not bettering, but
every day growing worse than other, but especially
as being pressed to it by the sickness of the soldiers, repented now that they removed not before :
and Nicias being now no longer against it as he
was, but desirous only that it might not be concluded openly3, gave order unto all as secretly as
was possible to put forth of the harbour, and to be
ready when the sign should be given. But when The Athenians
out of supersti.
they were about it, and everything was ready, the tion forbear to
remove, because
moon happened to be eclipsed: for it was full of an eclipse of
moon. And not only the greatest part of the themoon.
Athenians4 called upon the generals to stay, but
[A people to the west of Barca,
and to the north of the Auschiss.
Herod. iv. 171.1
a c‘ Their own affairs”.]
3 [That is to say, he did not wish
a council o f war to be held, at which
the taxiarchs and trierarchs would
he present, and thequestion decided
by open voting. And the generals
being abroapciropsc, (having absolute authority), might act on their
own responsibility. Am.]
4 p‘ Looking upon it as ominous,

called” &c. Pericles, who had
gained from Anaxagoras 8ome more
correct notions of the heavenly
hodies than were common in his
time, had ventured on the occasion
of the expedition about Peloponnesiis in 430 (ii. 56) to disregard an
eclipse of the sun : and explained
its real cause, by showing that the
same effect was produced by a cloak
held up between the sun and the
eyes of the bystanders. But the
natnre of an eclipse of the tnoon

-
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Nicias also (for he was addicted to superstition
and observations of that kind somewhat too much)
YBAB XIX.
~ . ~ . 4 1 3 . said that it should come no more into debate
OL 01.4.
whether they should go or not, till the three times
nine days were past, which the soothsayers appoint
in that behalf. And the Athenians, though upon
going, stayed still for this reason.
The Syracusians
6 1 . The Syracusians also having intelligence of
assault the
Athenian camp this, were encouraged unto the pressing of the
with their land.
Athenians much the more : for that they confessed
soldiers.
themselves already too weak for them, both by
sea and land; for else they would never have
sought to have run away. Besides, they would
not have them sit down in any other part of Sicily,
and become the harder to be warred on ; but had
rather thereright, and in a place most for their
own advantage, compel them to fight by sea. To
which end they manned their galleys; and after
they had rested’ as long as was sufficient, when
they saw their time, the first day they assaulted
the Athenians’ camp. And some small number of
men of arms and horsemen of the Athenians sallied
out against them by certairi gates : and the SyraVII.

~

was still less generally understood.
Uufortunately the astronomer Meton did not accompany the exyedition, having, it is said, feigned
madness to avoid it: and one of the
most intelligent among the soothsayers, Stilbides, was lately dead.
Still, if none of the rest conld have
been found to declare, as appears
to have been the opinion of Philnchorus, one learned on those questions (Plut. Nicias), that for a retreating army the veiling of one of
the celestial luminaries was an

~

auspicious sign, three days’ delay
was commonly held sufficient. But
the soothsayers of Nicias enjoined
that the retreat should be deferred
for three times nine days, that is,
till the next full moon. See Thirl.
ch. 26. There is some difference of
opinion whether “ three”, or “ three
times nine days” is the proper
reading: founded inainly upon a
passage of Diodorus.]
[,, And after essaying themselves”. Bekker &c., dvtmcprjvro :
some MSS., icvtsa6ovro.]
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cusiaxis intercepting some of the men of arms, beat’
VII.
them back into the camp. But the entrance being -.’
strait, there were seventy of the horsemen lost; :,CAI:
and men of arms some, but not many. 52. The2TheSyracusians
overcome the
next day they came out with their galleys, Seventy- Athenians again
six in number, and the Athenians set forth against bysea*
them with eighty-six ; and being come together,
they fought. Eurymedon had charge of the right
wing of the Athenians ; and desiring to encompass
the galleys of the enemies, drew forth his own
galleys in length mol-e towards the shore; and
was cut off by the Syracusians, that had first overcome the middle battle of the Athenians, from the
rest, in the bottom and inmost part of the haven ;
and both slain himself, and the galleys that were
with him lost. And that done, the rest of the
Athenian fleet was also chased and driven ashore.
53. Gylippus, when he saw the navy of the
enemy vanquished, and carried past the piles and
their own harbour, came with a part of his army
to the pier3 to kill such as landed, and to cause
that the Syracusians might the easier pull the
enemy’s galleys from the shore, whereof themselves

C‘And putting to flight the
rest, beat them hack” QEc.]
And this dag, the Syracusans
retreated. B u t the next day they
came out with their galleys seventysix in number; and at the same
time marched against the fortifications with their infantry. And the
Athenians set forth” &c.]
[“ To the causeway”.-~+j is
here not an artificial mule, but one
of the prominencies forming and
einbracing the bay near Dascon.

r1

Goel1.-After
following the citywall for some way, till it turned off
in an inland direction, the x+j
then continued along the edge of the
harbour: forming a sort of narrow
causeway between the sea on one
side, and the marshy ground on the
other. Arid the ground being thus
narrow, the Syracnsans, as soon as
they were beaten, were naturally
driven off the causeway into the
niarshy ground on their right-hand,
called the marsh oflysimeleia. Arn.1

VI I.

YEAR XIX.

A .C.418.

0L. 91.4.

I

The Athenians
dejected, repent
of the voyage.
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were masters. But the Tuscans, who kept guard
in that part for the Athenians, seeing them coming
that way in disordes, made head: and charging
these first’, forced them into the marsh called
Lysimeleia. But when afterwards a greater number
of the Syracusians and their confederates came to
help them, then also the Athenians, to help the
Tuscans, and for fear to lose their galleys, fought
with them ; and having overcome them, pursued
them, and not only slew many2 of their men of
arms, but also saved the most of their galleys, and
brought them back into the harbour. Nevertheless the Syracusians took eighteen, and slew the
men taken in them. And amongst the rest they
let drive before the wind (which blew right upon
the Athenians) an old ship full of faggots and
brands set on fire, to burn them. The Athenians
on the other side, fearing the loss of their navy,
devised remedies for the fire : and having quenched
the flame and kept the ship from coming near,
escaped that danger.
54. After this the Syracusians set up a trophy,
both for the battle by sea, and for the men of arms
which they intercepted above before the camp,
where also they took the horses. And the Athenians erected a trophy likewise, both for the flight
of those footmen which the Tuscans drave into
the marsh, and for those which they themselves
put to flight with the rest of the army.
55. When the Syracusians had now manifestly
overcome their fleet3; (for they feared at first the

r‘

But the Tyrseni, who &c,
made head : and charging the first
they met, forced &c”.]

p‘ Some few”. Bekker
ob .rroXX03c : vulgo,

om.ob.]

[“Even their fleet”.]

&c.,
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supply of galleys that came with Demosthenes) ; VII.
the Athenians were in good earnest utterly out of
1~413.
heart. And as they were much deceived in the A0~.91.4.
event, so they repented more of the voyage’. For
having come against these cities, the only ones that
werefor institution like unto their own, andgoverned
by the people as well as themselves2, and which
had a navy and horses and greatness ; seeing they
could create no dissension amongst them about
change of government, to win them that way, nor
could subdue it with the greatness of their
forces when they were far the stronger, but misprospered in most of their designs ; they were then
at their wits’ end : but now, when they were also
vanquished by sea, (which they would never have
thought), they were much more dejected than ever.
56. The Syracusians went presently about the The Syracusians
intend to keep in
haven without fear, and meditated how to shut up the Athenians,
and reckon upon
the same: that the Athenians might not3 steal the glory of a full
away without their knowledge, though they would, victory.
For now they studied not only how to save themselves, but how to hinder the safety of the Athen
ians. For the Syracusians conceived, not untruly,
that their own strength was at this present the
greater ; and that if they could vanquish the
Athenians and their confederates both by sea and
land, it would be a mastery of great honour to
them amongst the rest of the Grecians. For all
the rest of Greece should be4 one part freed by it,
and the other part out of fear of subjection here-

r‘

Were utterly out of heart,
* [See vi. 36, note.]
and great was their dismay : but
[,‘ Might no longer” &e.]
far greater still their repenting of
[,, Should be straightway one
the voyage”.]
part freed”.]

-
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after : for it would be impossible for the Athenians,
with the remainder of their strength, to sustain
YEAX XIX.
A.C.413.
the war that would be made upon them afterwards.
OL.91.4.
And they being reputed the authors of it, should
be had in admiration, not only with all men now
living, but also with posterity. And to say truth,
it was a worthy mastery; both for the causes
shewn, aiid also for that they became victors not
of the Athenians only, but many others their confederates; nor again they themselves alone, but
their confederates also, having been in joint COMmand with the Corinthians and Lacedaemonians,
and both exposed their city to the first hazard, and
of the business by sea performed the greatest part
The nations that themselves’.
The greatest number of nations, exwere at the wan
ofSyrSOUSeon cept the general roll of those which in this war
other.
the one side Or adhered to Athens and LacedEmon, were together
a t this one city.
57. And this number on both sides, against
Sicily and for it, some to help win, and some to
help save it, came to the war at Syracuse : riot on
any pretence of right, nor as kindred to aid kindred,
but as profit or necessity severally chanced to
Athenians.
induce them2. The Athenians being Ionic, went
against the Syracusians that be Doric, voluntarily.
Lemnians.
With these, as being their colonies, went the LemImbrians
~ ~ g i , , ~ ~ :nians and Imbrians3, and the BginetEe that dwelt
VII.

~

[,‘ Having

~~

opened the way to
the greatest part of it themselves.
For the greatest number” &c.
?rpord+awcc,a metaphor taken from
cutting a way before one through a
forest. A m . Goell.]
[,‘ For so many as follows, on
both sides, against Sicily and for it,

those with the Athenians to help
win, and those with the Syracusans
to help save it, came to the war a t
Syracuse,not siding with each other
according to justice or kindred, but
rather as profit” &c.]
3 [Leninos and Imbros (Herod.
v. 26) were in the reign of Darius a t
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in Bgina then, all of the same language and insti~11.
tutions with themselves: also the Hestiseans of
Eubcea’. Of the rest, some went with them as ~Or.
~C.413.
91.4.
their subjects, and some as their free confederates ; Hentireans of
Eretrians.
and some also hired. Subjects and tributaries : as Eubaea.
the Eretrians, Chalcideans, Styrians, and Carys- :g:r
tians, from Eubcea: Ceians, Andrians, Tenians, from Cwstims.
Ceinns.
out of the islands : Milesians, Samians, and Chians, Andrians.
from Ionia. Of these the Chians followed them as
Samians.
free, not as tributaries of money, but of galleys. Chians.
And these were almost all of them Ionians, descended from the Athenians; except only the
Carystians, that are of the nation of the Dryopes2.
‘And though they were subjects and went upon
constraint, yet they were Ionians against Dorians3.
Besides these there went with them Eolians:
namely, the Methymnzeans, subjects to Athens, not Methpnreans.
tributaries of money but of galleys ; and the Tene- Tenedians.
dians and Bnians, tributaries. Now here, Bolians Bniana
were constrained to fight against Bolians*; namely,
against their founders the Bceotians, that took
part with the Syracusians. But the Platseans, and matream.
only they, being Bceotians 5, fought against B m the close of the sixth century A.C.
st,ill occupied by the Pelasgians
who migrated thither from Attica
(see vi. 88, note). Lemnos was colonized with Athenians by Miltiades some years before the battle of
Marathon (Herod. vi. 140) : and
Imbros mag have been colonized
by him in his flight from the Chersonese to Athens (ibid. 41).]
[“And moreover the Hestiseans,
dwelling in Hestiaea in Eiibea: all
of the same language” &c.-For
the Bginetae, see ii. 2 7 : and for

the Hestiaeans, see i. 114.1
[See iv. 54,note. Herodotus
( G i . 46) reckons the Styrians
amongst the Dryopes.]
a
Yet at any rate as Ionians
against Dorians they still followed”.
Popp. Goell. Am. ’IwvBs ys :vulgo
et Bekk. rs.]
[See iii. 2, note,]
[raravrrKp3: “ being outright
Bceotians”: not like the Methymnaeans, descended from a common
stock, but actual Bceotians themselves. Am. But see iii. 61, note.]

’

r‘

YII.

YEAR XIX.

A.C.413.
OL.91.4.
Rhodians and

Cytherean$.

Cephnllnninns.
Zacynthiniis.

Corcyrems.

Messenians.

Megareans.

Argives.
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tians upon just quarrel. The Rhodians and Cythereans, Doric both’, by constraint bore arms ; one
of them, namely the Cythereans, a colony of the
Lacedaemonians, with the Athenians against the
Lacedaemonians that were with Gylippus ; and the
other, that is to say, the Rhodians, being by descent
Argives, not only against the Syracusians, who
were also Doric, but against their own colony, the
Geloans, which took part with the Syracusians.
Then of the islanders about Peloponnesus, there
went with them the Cephallenians and Zacynthians :
not but that they were free states, but because
they were kept in awe as islanders by the Athenians, who were masters of the sea. And the Corcyreans, being not only Doric but Corinthians,
fought openly against both Corinthians and Syracusians, though a colony of the one, and of kin to
the other : which they did necessarily, (to make the
best of itz) ; but indeed no less willingly, in respect
of their hatred to the Corinthians. Also the Messenians now so called, in Naupactus, were taken
along to this war ; and the Messenians at Pylus,
then holden by the Athenians. Moreover the Megarean outlaws 3, though not many, by advantage
taken of their misery, were fain to fight against
the Selinuiitians that were Megareans likewise.
But now the rest of their army was rather voluntary. The Argives not so much for the league, as
for their enmity against the Lacedemonians and
their present particular spleen*, followed the Atlie-

c“ Each man’s present piirti1 [For Rhodes, see iii. 104, note:
Cythera, iv. 53,54.1
cular interest”. Bekker Src., &$ekin^: vulgo deest. Vulla has ‘‘ uti[“ As they pretended”.
litatis”.]
[See i v . 66-74.]
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nians to the war though Ionic, against Dorians.
TIL.
And the Mantineans and other Arcadian mercenaries went with them, as men accustomed ever to k:9t.1:
invade the enemy shewed them : and now for gain Mantineans
and
other Arcadians.
had for enemies, as much as any, those other Arcadians which went thither with the Corinthians.
The Cretans and Etolians were all’ mercenary :Cretans.
and it fell out, that the Cretans, who together with rEtu*ians*
the Rhodians were founders of Gela, not only took
not part with their colony, but fought against it
willingly for their hire’. And some Acarnanians Acarnanim.
also went with them for gain : but most of them
went as confederates, in love to Demosthenes and
for good will to the state of Athens. And thus
many within the bound of thi: Ionian gulf. Then
of Italians, fallen into the same necessity of seditious times3, there went with them to this war the
Thurians and Metapontians : of Greek Sicilians, Thunans.,
Metapontians,
the Naxians and Catanzans. Of barbarian, the Naxiaos.
Catanteaus.
EgestEans, who also drew with them the most of Egesteana.
those Greek Sicilians4. Without Sicily, there went
with them some Tuscans, upon quarrels between Tnscans.
them and the Syracusians ; and some Iapygian I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c u I s .
mercenaries. These were the nations that followed
the army of the Athenians.
58. On the other side, there opposed them on
[‘<Were also mercenary”.]
[“ That the Cretans, who &c.,
unwillingly for their hire, came not
with, but against their colony”.
Bekker &c., iinovrac: Valla, ultro.
-“ And some of the Acarnanians,
for love of gain but more for love
of Dentosthenes” Prc.]
[I‘ Of Italiots the Thurians

and Metapontians, as having been
overtaken in such necessities a t that
time, necessities belonging to seditious times, went with them”. Necessities such, as to force them to
fly their country andjoin the Athenians. Am. Goell.]
4 [“ Of the Sikeli”. Bekker &c.,
uixshijw : vtilgo, owckwrth.]
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the part of the Syracusians, the Camarimans their
borderers : and beyond them again the Geloans :
Y E d R XIX.
A.C.413.
and then (the Agrigentines not stirring) beyond
OL.91.4.
them again the same way, the Selinuntians. These
Syraeusisns.
Camarinteans.
inhabit the part of Sicily that lieth opposite to
Himerteans.
Afric. Then the Himerzeans, on the side that
lieth on the Tyrrhene sea, where they are the only
Grecians inhabiting, and only aided them. These
were their confederates of the Greek nation within
Sicily ; all Dorians and free states. Then of the
Siculi.
barbarians there, they had the Siculi’, all but what
revolted to the Athenians. For Grecians without
Locedemonians. Sicily, the Lacedsemonians sent them a Spartan
commander, with some Helotes and the rest freedmen2. Then aided them both with galleys and with
Corinthians.
land-men, the Corinthians only ; and for kindred’s
Leucadians.
Ambraciotes,
sake, the Leucadians and Ambraciotes : out of
*rcadianmerce Arcadia, those mercenaries sent by the Corinthians :
nanea
sicyoniaus.
and Sicyonians on constraint8: and from without
Peloponnesus, the Bceotians. To the foreign aids
the Sicilians themselves, as being great cities, added
more in every kind than as much again : for they
got together men of arms, galleys, and horses,
great store, and other number in abundance. And
to all these again the Syracusians themselves
added, as I may say, about as much more, in respect
of the greatness both of their city and of their
danger.
59. These were the succours assembled on either
part, and which were then all there : and after
VII.

C-CI

[“ The Sikeli alone, all” &c.]

freeman) : then aided” &c. See

p‘ Sent them aspartali general, Neodamodes, v. 34, note.]

but the rest neodamodes and helots:
[Sicyon was reduced by Sparta
(now neodamode is equivalent to in 418 : see v. 81.1
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them came no more, neither to the one side nor the
~11,
other. No marvel then, if the Syracusians‘ thought
it a noble mastery, if to the victory by sea already A.C.413.
OL.91.4.
gotten they could add the taking of the whole
Athenian army, so great as it was; and hinder
their escape both by sea and land. Presently The ~yractisiaaa
therefore they fall in hand with stopping up the
mouth of the great haven, being about eight furlongs wide, with galleys laid cross and lighters and
boats upon their anchors: and withal prepared
whatsoever else was necessary in case the Athenians
would hazard another battle ; meditating on no
small matters in anything.
60. The Athenians, seeing the shutting up of
the haven and the rest of the enemy’s designs,
thought good to go to council upon it. And the
generals and commanders of regiments having
met and considered their present want, both otherwise and in this, that they neither had provision
for the present, (for upon their resolution to be
gone, they had sent before to Catana to forbid the
sending in of any more), nor were likely to have
for the future unless their navy got the upper
hand : they resolved to abandon their camp above,
and to take in some place, no greater than needs
they miist’, near unto their galleys, with a wall ;
‘‘le

p‘And their allies”. Bekker kc.]
[rutiapxoi: see iv. 4, note.

It
seems to be the opinion of Schoemann, as cited by Goeller, that the
taxiarch of the tribe commanded
the hoplits of his tribe in the field.]
[“ No greater than they needs
must for their baggage and their
sick, near” &c. By the ‘‘ camp

VOL. IX.

above”, is meant the upper extremity of the Athenian lines, where
they extended to the rpqpvb~,the
cliff of Epipolae, and were most
distant from the sea-shore. The
Athenians were now, as observed by
Nicias, more like a besieged than a
besieging army : the enemy having
a free communication with the sur.

U

VII.

YEAR XIX.

A.C.413.
0~91.4.

THEORATrOx
OF NICIAS.
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and leaving some to keep it, to go aboard with the
rest of the army, and to man every galley they
had, serviceable and less serviceable : and having
caused all sorts of men t o go aboard and fight it
out, if they gat the victory, to go to Catana; if
not, to make their retreat in order of battle by
land (having first set fire on their navy) the nearest
way unto some amicable place, either barbarian or
Grecian, that they should best be able to reach
unto before the enemy.
As they had concluded, so they did. For they
both came down to the shore from their camp
above: and also manned every galley they had,
and compelled to go aboard every man of age of
any ability whatsoever. So the whole navy was
manned to the number of one hundred and ten
galleys : upon which they had many archers and
darters, both Acarnanians and other strangers, and
all things else provided according to their means
and purpose’. And Nicias, when almost everything was ready, perceiving the soldiers to be dejected for being so far overcome by sea, contrary
to their custom, and yet in respect of the scarcity
of victual desirous as soon as could be to fight,
called them together, and encouraged them then
the first time2 with words to this effect :
61. “ Soldiers, Athenians and other our confederates, Cthough] the trial a t hand will be common
to all alike, and will concern the safety and country

r‘

rounding country by means of EpiAnd such a purpose” : of
polse, whilst their cavalry, with a gaining the victory, not by skill, but
safe retreat at Olympieium, could by the landsmen on board. Arnold,
act on the rear of the Athenian Goeller.]
a
And first of all exhorted”.
lines,andprevent them from getting
provisions. Am. Goell.]
Bekker &c., r6 : vulgo, r6ra.l

rc
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no less of each of us than of the enemy : (for if our
VII.
galleys get the victory, we may every one see his
native city again) : yet' ought we not to be dis- A.C.413.
OL,01.4.
couraged like men of no experience, who failing in Oretionof Nicias
their first adventures, ever after carry a fear suitable to their misfortunes. But you Athenians here
present, having had experience already of many
wars, and you our confederates, that have always
gone along with our armies, remember how often
the event falleth out otherwise in war than one
would think : and in hope that fortune will once
also be of our side, prepare yourselves to fight
again in such manner as shall be worthy the number you see yourselves to be. 62. What we thought
would be helps in the narrowness .of the haven,
against such a multitude of galleys as will be there,
and against the provision of the enemy upon their
decks, whereby we were formerly annoyed, we
have with the masters now considered them all ;
and as well as our present means will permit,
made them ready. For many archers and darters
shall go aboard : and that multitude, which if we
had been to fight in the main sea we would not
have used, because by slugging the galleys it would
take away the use of skill, will nevertheless be
useful here, where we are forced to make a landfight from our galleys. We have also devised,
instead of what should have been provided for in
the building of our galleys', against the thickness
of the beaks of theirs, which did most hurt us, to
lash their galleys unto ours with iron grapnels:
c" And weought not to be dis- was called for to fit our ships to
encounter the thick epotides of the
couraged".]
* [" W e have also devised what enemy, which did most QIc.".]
u2

-
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whereby (if the men of arms’ do their part) we
may keep the galleys which once come close up
YEAR XlXo
A.C.418.
from falling back again. For we are brought to a
Or.. 91.4.
Orationofsiuias necessity now, of making it a land-fight upon the
water: and it will be the best for us neither to
fall back ourselves, nor to suffer the enemy to do
so ; especially when, except what our men on land
shall make good, the shore is altogether hostile.
63. Which you remembering, must therefore fight
it out to the utmost, and not suffer yourselves to
be beaten back unto the shore: but when galley
to galley shall once be fallen close, never think
any cause worthy to make you part, unless you
have first beaten off the men of arms of the enemy
from their decks. And this I speak to you rather
that are the men of arms, than to the mariners:
inasmuch as that part belongeth rather unto you
that fight above ; and in you2 it lieth even yet to
achieve the victory for the most part with the
landmen. Now for the mariners, I advise, and
withal beseech them, not to be too much daunted
with the losses past ; having now both a greater
number of galleys, and greater forces upon the
decks. Think3 it a pleasure worth preserving,
that being taken, by your knowledge of the language and imitation of our fashions, for Athenians
(though you be not so), you are not only admired
VII.

[,‘I f the marines do” &c.]

iaortltis stood nearly on the foot-

Bekker &c.]
[“And to bear in mind that
pleasure, how worthy it is to be prkserved, that being taken” &c. This
is addressed to the metceci, who
formed a large part of the seamen
of the Athenian navy. Of these the

ing of Athenian citizens (see ii.31,
note). But that they received more
protection from injury than the
citizens, or were in any respect
better off, seems to be considered
ao an exaggeration. They had not
in fact the full rights of citizensd]

c‘ I n us”.

.
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for it through all Greece, but also partake of our
VII.
dominion in matter of profit, no less than ourselves ; and for awfulness to the nations subject :;;;k
:
and protection from injury, more. You therefore OratiooofNicias
that alone participate freely of our dominion, cannot with any justice betray the same. In despite
therefore of the Corinthians, whom you have often
vanquished, and of the Sicilians, who as long as
our fleet was at the best durst never so much as
stand us, repel them: and make it appear that
your knowledge even with weakness and loss, is
better than the strength of another with fortune.
64. Again, to such of you as are Athenians, I
must remember this : that you have no more such
fleets in your harbours, nor such able men of arms;
and that if aught happen to you but victory, your
enemies here will presently be upon you a t home ;
and those at home will be unable to defend themselves, both against those that shall go hence, and
against the enemy that lieth there already. So
one part of us shall fall into the mercy of the Syracusians, against whom you yourselves know with
what intent you came hither : and the other part
which is at home, shall fall into the hands of the
Lacedaemonians. Being therefore in this one battle
to fight both for yourselves and them, be therefore
valiant now if ever : rind bear in mind every one
of you, that you that go now aboard, are the land
forces, the sea forces, the whole estate and great
name of Athens. For which, if any man excel
others in skill or courage, he can never shew it
more opportunely than now, when he may both
help himself with it and the whole.”
6 3 . Nicias having thus encouraged them, com-
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manded presently to go aboard. Gylippus and the
Y B A R XIX.
Syracusians might easily discern that the A theniaiis
*OLc.413,
meant
to fight, by seeing their preparation. Be01.4.
sides, they had advertisement of their purpose to
cast iron grapnels into their galleys ; and as for
everything else, so also for that they had made
provision. For they covered the fore-part of their
galleys, and also the decks for a great way, with
hides : that the grapnels cast in might slip, and not
be able to take hold. When all was ready, Gylippus likewise and the other commanders used unto
their soldiers this hortative :
THE ORATION o r
66. '(That not only our former acts have been
GYLIPPCS A A D
T ~ E 8 1 R A C U B I dhonourable,
x
but that we are to fight now also for
GINERALS
further honour, men of Syracuse and confederates,
the most of you seem to know already ; for else you
never would so valiantly have undergone it' : and
if there be any mail that is not so sensible of it as
he ought, we will make it appear unto him better.
For whereas the Athenians came into this country,
with design first to enslave Sicily, and then if that
succeeded, Peloponnesus and the rest of Greece ;
and whereas already they had the greatest dominion of any Grecians whatsoever, either present or
past : you, the first that ever withstood their navy,
wherewith they were everywhere masters, have in
the former battles overcome them, and shall in
likelihood overcome them again in this. For men
that are cut short where they thought themselves
to exceed, become afterwards further out of
opinion with themselves than they would have
been if they had never thought so : and when they
VII,

[Undergone " what you have".]
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come short of their hope in things they glory in,
VII.
they come short also in courage of the true
strength of their forces. And this is likely now to A.C.413.
01,.01.4.
be the case of the Athenians. 67. Whereas with Oration of
Gglippus and
us it falleth out, that our former courage, wherewith the Syracusian
though unexperienced we durst stand them, being generals.
now confirmed, and an opinion added of being the
stronger’, giveth to every one of us a double hope.
And in all enterprises, the greatest hope conferreth
for the most part the greatest courage. As for
their imitation of our provisions, they are things
we are acquainted withal, and we shall not in any
kind be unprovided for them. But they, when
they shall have many men of arms upon their
decks, being not used to it ; and many, as I may
term them, 1and-darters2, both Acarnanians and
others, who would not be able to direct their darts
though they should sit3; how can they choose but
put the galleys into danger, and be all in confusion
amongst themselves, moving in a fashion not their
own4? As for the number of their galleys, it will
help them nothing : if any of you fear also that, as
being to fight against odds in number. For many
in little room are so much the slower to do what
they desire, and easiest to be annoyed by our munition5. But the very truth you shall now understand by these things, whereof we suppose we
have most certain intelligence. Overwhelmed

r‘

Of having overcome the
strongest and being therefore” &c.]
p Li&vriurai xcpuaiot. Such as
being upon land could use their
darts, but not tottering upon the
water.
Sitting still”: that is, mo-

tionless as they willbe. Goe1l.Am.l
That is, according to the motion of the galley, not steadily as
uponland.
C‘ And very easy to injure with
the devices adopted by us”: that is,
the thick epotides RLc.]

‘

YII.

TEAR XIS.

A. U.413.
Or.. 91.4.
Oratlon of
Gylippus and
the Sjrscusian
generals.
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with calamities, and forced by the difficulties which
they are in at this present, they are grown desperate ; not trusting to their forces, but willing to
put themselves upon the decision of fortune, as
well as they may ; that so they may either go out
by force, or else make their retreat afterward by
land, as men whose estates cannot change into the
worse.
68. ‘‘ Against such confusion, therefore, and
against the fortune of our greatest enemies now
betraying itself into our hands, let us fight with
anger: and with an opinion, not only that it is
most lawful to fulfil our hearts’ desire upon those
our enemies, that justified their coming hither
as a righting of themselves against an assailant ;
but also, that to be revenged on an enemy, is both
most natural, and, as is most commonly said, the
sweetest thing in the world’. And that they are
our enemies, and our greatest enemies, you all well
enough know ; seeing them come hither into our
dominion to bring us into servitude. Wherein if
they had sped, they had put the men to the
greatest tortures, the women and children to the
greatest dishonesty, and the whole city to the most
ignominous name2 in the world. In regard
whereof, it is not fit that any of you should be so
tender, as t o think it gain if they go away without
putting you to further danger ; for so they mean
to do, though they get the victory : but effecting
(as it is likely we shall) what we intend, both to
[,Most lawful against enemies, shall have theopportunity of avengto justify, as vengeance taken upon ing ourselves on our enemy, said to
a future aggressor, the satiating of be the sweetest” &c. Goell.]
The name of suhjwt.
the mind‘s desire, but also that we
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be revenged of these, and to deliver unto all Y I ~ .
Sicily their liberty, which they enjoyed before,
but now is more assured. Honourable is that
combat’, and rare are those hazards, wherein the
failing bringeth little loss, and the success a great
deal of profit.”
69. When Gylippus and the commanders of the 1st September.
Syracusians had in this manner encouraged their
soldiers, they presently put their men on board ;
perceiving the Athenians to do the same. Nicias Nicias encourhissoldiers
perplexed’ with this present estate, and seeing ageth
8nBW.
how great and how near the danger was, being
now on the point to put forth from the harbour ;
and doubting, as in great battles it falleth out, that
somewhat in every kind was still wanting, and
that he had not yet sufficiently spoken his mind,
called unto him again all the captains of galleys,
and spake unto them every one by their fathers, their
tribes, and their proper names, and entreated
every one of them that had reputation in any kind,
not to betray the same ; and those whose ancestors were eminent, not to deface their hereditary
virtues ; remembering them of their country’s liberty, and the uncontrolled power of all men to
live ‘as they pleased : and saying whatsoever else
in such a pinch men are accustomed, not out of
their store, to utter things stale3, and in all occasions the same, touching their wives, children, and
patrid gods, but such things as being thought by

:;;;;

c‘ But that it were an honourable struggle, to effect, as is likely
we shall, what we intend, to be revenged &c. And those am the
rarest of hazards, wherein” &c.]
[icntrXqypivos : terrified.]

’

c“ Their country, themost free
in the word, and the uncontrolled
power in it of all men” &e :-“ not
caring though they seem to utter
things d e , although on all occasions the same” &c. Goell.]

-
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them available in the present discouragement, they
use to cry into their ears. And when he thought
YEAB XrX.
~ c . 4 1 3 . he had admonished them, not enough, but as
OL.DI. 4.
Hepreparethto much as the time would permit him, he went his
fight.
way, and drew out those forces that were to serve
on land on the sea-side : and embattled them so as
they might take up the greatest length of ground
they were able, thereby so much the more to confirm the courage of them that were aboard. And
Demosthenes, Menander, and Eudemus, (for those
of the Athenian commanders went aboard), putting
forth of the harbour1, went immediately to the
lock of the haven, and to the passage that was
left open, with intention to force their way out.
70. But the Syracusians and their confederates,
being out already with the same number of galleys
they had before, disposed part of them to the guard
of the open passage2, and the rest in circle about
the haven; to the end they might fall upon the
Athenians from all parts at once, and that their
land-forces might withal be near to aid them
wheresoever the galleys touched. 111 the Syracusian navy commanded Sicanus and Agatharchus, each of them over a wing ; and Pythen, with
the Corinthians, had the middle battle. After the
Athenians were come to the lock of the haven, at
the first charge they overcame the galleys placed
there to guard it, and endeavoured to break open
the bars thereof. But when afterwards the SyraVII.

l [L‘ Putting forth of their ovn
station”.-The words, “ and to the
passage” &c., are considered by
Poppo and Goeller to be an interpolation : it not appearing that there

was any such passage, and the
word Gr6~?rXovv, in Thucydides,
always meaning some naval evolution.]
e ofthe he mouth of theharbour”.]
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cusians and confederates came upon them from
VIT.
every side, they fought not at the lock only, but
also in the haven itself: and the battle was sharp, *.(‘.*13.
01.91.4.
and such as there had never before been the like. TheAthenians
Syracusians
For the courage wherewith the mariners on both and
fight.
sides brought up their galleys to any part’ they
were bidden, was very great, and great was the
plotting and counterplotting, and contention one
against another of the masters : also the soldiers,
when the galleys boarded each other, did their utmost to excel each other in all points of skill that
could be used upon the decks2: and every man, in
the place assigned him, put himself forth to appear
the foremost. But many galleys falling close
together in a narrow compass, (for they were the
most galleys that in any battle they had used, and
fought in the least room : being little fewer on the
one side and the other than two hundred), they
ran against each other but seldom, because there
was no means of retiring nor of passing by, but
made assaults upon each other oftener,as galley with
galley, either flying or pursuing, chanced to fall
foul8. And as long as a galley was making up,
they that stood on the decks used4 their darts and
arrows and stones in abundance : but being once
come close, the soldiers at hand-strokes attempted
to board each other. And in many places it so fell
out, through want of room, that they which ran

’ [Ixbrr, “whenever”.]

[,‘ Also the marines, when &c.,

did their best that the service on
deck might not be behind the rest of
the skill displayed”.)
[“ The (EpPoXnl) charges on the
eneniy’s side, owing to there being

110 room for anacrousis or diecplous,
were few: whilst the (~rpoupoXui)
running aboard of each other, as
one galley might chance to fall foul
of another in flight or attack, were
far more frequent”. See i. 49, note.]
(in’ ubrjjv ; “ against it”.]

-
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upon a galley on one side, were run upon themselves on the other ; and that two galleys, or someYEAB XIX.
~ . ~ . 4 1 3 . times more,were forced to lie aboard of one ; and
0~91.4.
that the masters were at once to have a care, not
in one place only, but in many together, how to defend ou the one side, and how to offend on the
other : and the great noise of many galleys fallen
foul of one another, both amazed them and took
away their hearing of what their directors directed.
For’ they directed thick and loud on both sides,
not onlyas art required, but out of their present
eagerness: the Athenians crying out to theirs to
force the passage, and now if ever valiantly to lay
hold upon their safe return to their country ; and
the Syracusians and their confederates to theirs,
how. honourable a thing to every one of them it
would be to hinder their escape, and by this victory to improve every man the honour of his
own country. Moreover, the commanders of
either side, where they saw any man without necessity to row a-stern, would call unto the captain
of the galley by his name, and ask him, the Athenians, whether he retired because he thought the
most hostile land to be more their friend than the
sea, which they had so long been masters of2: the
Syracusians theirs, whether when they knew that
the Athenians desired earnestly by any means to
fly, they would nevertheless fly from the flyers.
me diversity of
7 1. Whilst the conflict was upon the water, the
passion of them
thatbeheldthe land-men had a conflict, and sided with them
VII.

c“ Of what their keleustce said.
[,, Which they had with no
For loud was the exhorting, and small labour made themselves
loud the shouting on both sides masters of”. Bekk. Goell. Am., 06
amohgst the keleustd’. Seeii. 84, n.] Gt’bkiyov 1r6vov: vnlgo, om. a6vou.I
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in their affections’ : they of the place, contending
VII.
for increase of the honours they had already
gotten ; and the invaders, fearing a worse estate A.C 41%
01..91.4.
than they were already in. For the Athenians, fight irom t~ie
who had their whole fortune at stake in their shore*
galleys, were in such a fear of the event as they
had never been in the like: and were thereby of
necessity to behold the fight upon the water with
very different passions2. For the sight being
near, and not looking all of them upon one and
the same part, he that saw their own side prevail
took heart, and fell to calling upon the gods, that
they would not deprive them of their safety : and
they that saw them have the worse, not only
lamented, but shrieked outright; and had their
minds more subdued by the sight of what .was
done, than they that were present in the battle
itself. Others that looked on some part where
the fight was equal, because the contention continued so as they could make no judgment on it,
with gesture of body on every occasion agreeable
to their expectation, passed the time in a miserable
perplexity’. For they were ever within a little
either of escaping, or of perishing. And one
might hear in one and the same army, as long as
the fight upon the water was indifferent, at one
and the same time lamentations, shouts that they
won,that they Zoost: and whatsoever else a great
army in great danger is forced differently to utter.
[,,During this doubtful conflict on the water, the army on the
shore of both sides had also their
struggle and contention of mind“.]
fl
And were therehg”&c. Con-

r6

sidered to be a corrupt passage.]
p‘ Moving their bodies in their
extreme fear in sympathy with their
thoughts, passed their time as ill a8
the worst of them”. Arn.]

1711.

YEA8 XIX.

A.C.~IS.
OL. 01.4.
The Athenians

fly.
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They also that were aboard suffered the same : till
at last the Syracusians and their confederates,
after long resistance on the other side, put them to
flight, and manifestly pressing, chased them with
great clamour and encouragement of their own to
the shore. And the sea-forces making to the
shore, some one way and some another, except
only such as were lost by being far from it,
escaped into the harbour‘. And the army that
was upon the land, no longer now of different passions, with one and the same vehemence2, all with
shrieks and sighs unable to sustain what befel, ran
part to save the galleys, part to the defence of the
camp : and the residue, who were far the greatest
number, fell presently to consider every one of the
best way to save himself. And this was the time
wherein of all other they stood in greatest fear3,
and they suffered now the like to what they had
made others to suffer before at Pylus. For the
Lacedsemonians then, besides4 the loss of their
fleet, lost the men which they had set over into the
island: and the Athenians now, without some accident not to be expected, were out of all hope to
save themselves by land.
72. After this cruel battle, and many galleys
and men on either side consumed, the Syracusians
and their confederates, having the victory, took up
the wreck and the bodies of their dead: and
returuing into the city, erected a trophy. But
the Athenians, in respect of the greatness of their
present loss, never thmght upon asking leave to

r‘

All that were not taken on
the water, reaching the shore
escaped to the camp”.]

a

[“ The same impulse”.]
Consternation”.]
r‘BythelossGrc.,lost also”&c.]
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take up their dead or wreck : but fell immediately
VII.
to consultation how to be gone’ the same night.
And Demosthenes coming unto Nicias, delivered A.C.413.
0~.91.4.
his opinion for going once again aboard, and
forcing the passage, if it were possible, betimes the
next morning, saying that their galleys which were
yet remaining and serviceable were more than
those of the enemy : for the Athenians had yet left
them about sixty, and the Syracusians under fifty.
But when Nicias approved the advice, and would
have manned out the galleys, the mariners refused
to go aboard: as being not only dejected with
their defeat, but also without opinion of ever
having the upperhand any more. Whereupon they
now resolved all to make their retreat by land.
73. But Hermocrates of Syracuse suspecting their Thestratagem of
Hermocrates, to
purpose, and apprehending it as a matter dangerous hinder the escape
that so great an army, going away by land andoftheAthenians
sitting down in some part or other of Sicily, should
there renew the war, repaired unto the magistrates :
and admonished them, that it was not fit, through
negligence, to suffer the enemy in the night time
to go their ways, (alleging what he thought best
to the purpose) ; but that all the Syracusians and
their confederates should go out and fortify in
their way, and prepossess all the narrow passages
with a guard. Now they were all of them of the
same opinion no less than himself, and thought it
fit to be done : but they conceived withal, that the
soldier now joyful and taking his ease after a sore
battle, being also holiday, (for it was their day of
sacrifice to Hercules2), would not easily be brought
[That is, how to retreat by land.
? [As Dorians, thesyracusans worBut Demosthenes” &e.]
shipped the Dorian hero Hercules.]
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to obey. For through excess of joy for the victory,
PEAX XIX.
they would most of them, being holiday, be drinkA.C.413- ing; and look for anything rather than to be
01.91.4.
persuaded at this time to take up arms again and
go out'. But seeing the magistrates upon this
consideration thought it hard to be done, Hermocrates not prevailing, of his own head contrived
this. Fearing lest the Athenians should pass the
worst of their way in the night, and so at ease
out-go them, as soon as it grew dark he sent certain of his friends, and with them certain horsemen,
to the Athenian camp : who approaching so near
as to be heard speak, called to some of them to
come forth, as if they had been friends of the
Athenians ; (for Nicias had some within that used
to give him intelligence) ; and bade them to advise
Nicias not to dislodge that night, for that the Syracusians had beset the ways ; but that the next day,
having had the leisure to furnish their army, they
might march away. 74. Upon this advertisement
they abode that night, supposing it had been without fraud2. And afterwards, because they went not
presently, they thought good to stay there that
ad~eptember. day also, to the end that the soldiers might pack
up their necessaries as commodiously as they could,
and begone, leaving all things else behind them
GylippusgPeth save what was necessary for their bodies.
But
oiit with his
forcea,and bewts Gylippus and the Syracusians, with their land
the wny.
forces, went out before them : and not only stopped
VII.

1 c" They would most of them be
drinking in the feast : and that they
might expect to persuade them to
any thing rather than a t this time
to take up arms &c."]

And having so said, they
went their way : and the Athenians
reported what they had heard to their
generals; who suspectingno fraud,
upon this report abode that night".]
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up the ways in the coixntry about by which the
VH.
Athenians were likely to pass, and kept a guard
at the fords of brooks and rivers, but also stood A.C.413.
OL.91.4.
embattled to receive and stop their army in such
places as they thought convenient. And with
their galleys they rowed to the harbour of the
Athenians, and towed their galleys away from the
shore. Some few whereof they burnt, as the Athenians themselves meant to have done: but the
rest at their leisure, as any of them chanced in any
place to drive ashore, they afterwards hauled into
the city’.
75. After this, when everything seemed unto SI.^ September.
The Athenians
Nicias and Demosthenes sufficiently prepared, they march away
frnm before Sy.
dislodged, being now the third day from their racuse by land.
fight by sea. It was a lamentable departure, not
only for the particulars2, as that they marched
away with the loss of their whole fleet, and that
instead of their great hopes they had endangered
both themselves and the state: but also for the
dolorous objects which were presented both to the
eye and mind of every of them in particular, in the
leaving of their camp. For their dead lying unburied, when any one saw his friend on the grouncl,
it struck him at once both with fear and grief.
But the living that were8 sick or wounded, both
grieved them more than the dead, and were more
miserable. For with entreaties and lamentations
they put them to a stand, pleading to be taken
along by whomsoever they saw of their fellows or

r‘

And the rest at their leisure
Not on one account only”.]
a [“ That were left behind, both
and without opposition they towed
away wheresoever each had drifted, wounded and sick,were to the living
far more grievous than tho dead”.]
and hauled” &c.]
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familiars, and hanging on the necks of their comrades’, and following as far as they were able : and
when the strength of their bodies failed, that they
could go no further, with ah-mes ! and imprecations
were there left. Insomuch as the whole army,
filled with tears and irresolute2, could hardly get
away ; though the place were hostile, and they had
suffered already, and feared to suffer in the future,
more than with tears could be expressed: but3
hung down their heads, and generally blamed
themselves. For they seemed nothing else but
even the people of some great city expugned by
siege, and making their escape. For the whole
number that marched, were no less one with another than forty thousand men. Of which not only
the ordinary sort carried every one what he thought
he should have occasion to use ; but also the men
of arms and horsemen, contrary to their custom,
carried their victuals under their arms, partly for
want and partly for distrust of their servants, who
from time to time4 ran over to the enemy ; but at
this time went the greatest number. And yet
what they carried was not enough to serve the
turn : for not a jot more provision was left remaining in the camp, Neither were the sufferings of
others6, and that equal division of misery, which
nevertheless is wont to lighten it, in that we suffer
c‘ Departing comrades”.]
C‘ And i n this straight”.]

Who before this, but now in
greatest numbers, ran over” &c. It
[,And besides their grief there must be borne in mind, that the
was a general dissatisfaction with Greek soldier did not, like the Rothemselves: for they seemed” &c. man, carry his own provisions.]
-“ of a city expugned, and that no
The rest of their ignominy”:
small one. For the whole number -“ especially considering from
what splendour and glory” Rc.]
that marched” &e.]
a

r‘
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with many, at this time so much as thought light
~ 1 r .
in itself. And the rather, because they considered
4 1 3
from what splendour and glory which they enjoyed aOL.Ul.1.
before, into how low an estate they were now
fallen. For never Grecian army so differed from
itself. For whereas they came with a purpose to
enslave others, they departed in greater fear of
being made slaves themselves ; and instead of
prayers and hymns with which they put to sea,
they went back again with the contrary maledictions'; and whereas they came out seamen, they
departed landmen, and relied not upon their naval
forces but upon their men of arms. Nevertheless,
in respect of the great danger yet hanging over
them, these miseries seemed all [but] tolerable.
76. Nicias, perceiving the army to be dejected,
and the great change that was in it, came up to
the ranks, and encouraged and comforted them as
far as for the present means he was able. And as
he went from part to part he exalted his voice
more than ever before, both as being earnest in
his exhortation, and because also he desired that
the benefit of his words might reach as far as
might be.
77. " Athenians and confederates, we must hope THE
ORATIOS O F
NICIAS TO HIS
still, even in our present estate. Men have been APPLICTED.4RYY
saved ere now from greater dangers than these are.
Nor ought you too much to accuseyourselves, either
for your losses past, or the undeserved miseries we
are now in. Even I myself, that have the advantage
of none of you in strength of body, (you see how
I am in my sickness), nor am I thought inferior to

zz

1

E" Omens".

Goell.]

XZ
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any of you for prosperity past, either in respect of
mine own private person or otherwise, am neverYEAR XIX.
A . c . ~ . theless now in as much danger as the meanest of
OL.91.4.
And yet I have worshipped the gods freOretionofNieias you.
quently according to the law, and lived justly and
unblameably towards men. For which cause my
hope is still confident of the future : though these
calamities, as being not according to the measure
of our desert, do indeed make me fear. But they
may perhaps cease. For both the enemies have
already had sufficient fortune: and the gods, if
any of them have been displeased with our voyage,
have already sufficiently punished us. Others have
invaded their neighbours as well as we: and as
their offence, which proceeded of human infirmity,
so their punishment also hath been tolerable. And
we have reason now, both to hope for more favour
from the gods ; (for our case deserveth their pity
rather than their hatred) ; and also not to despair
of ourselves, seeing how good and how many men
of arms you are, marching together i n order of
battle’. Make account of this, that wheresoever
you please to sit down, there presently of yourselves
you are a city: such as not any other in Sicily
can either easily sustain, if you assault, or remove,
if you be orice seated. Now for your march, that
it may be safe and orderly, look to it yourselves ;
making no other account any of you, but what place
soever he shall be forced to fight in, the same, if he
win it, must be his country and his walls’. March
VII.

p‘ And surveying yuurselves, that wheresoever you please to sit
your men of arms how good, and in down” &c.]
your ranks how mag. you are, deC‘ By winning it, he will therespair not too much, but consider by gain both country and walls”.]
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you must with diligence, both night and day alike,
VII.
for our victual is short : and if we can but reach
some amicable territory of the Siculi, (for these are kC.413.
Or.01.4.
still firm to us for fear of the Syracusians), then OrationofNicias
you may think yourselves secure. Let us therefore send before to them, and bid them meet us’,
and bring us forth some supplies of victual. In
sum, soldiers, let me tell you it is necessary that
you be valiant ; for there is no place near, where
being cowards you can possibly be saved : whereas
if you escape through the enemies at this time, you
may every one2see again whatsoever anywhere he
most desires ; and the Athenians may re-erect the
great power of their city, how low soever fallen.
For the men, not the walls nor the empty galleys,
are the city.”
78. Nicias, as he used this hortative, went withal
about the army, and where he saw any man straggle
and not march in his rank, he brought him about
arid set him in his place. Demosthenes having
spoken to the same or like purpose, did as much
to those soldiers under him. And they marched
forward, those with Nicias in a square battalion,
and then those with Demosthenes in the rear3.
And the men of arms received those that carried
the baggage, and the other multitude, within them.
When they were come to the ford of the river The Athenians
Anapus, they there found certain of the Syracu- mmch3and the
-y-

’ p‘ They have been sent to and

C‘ And they marched

arranged

told to meet us”. Bekker &c., rpo- in a hollow oblong, the division of
Irlmprrac : vulgo, apo?rhpcntrs.]
Nicias leadivy the wuy, and that of
a
The Test of you shall see Demosthenes folloiving”. Bekker
again &c., and you, Athenians, k c . , ?rp&ov p b Ijy06p~vou: vulgo

r‘

shall re-erect &c.”]

desunt.]

T~II,

YEAR XIX.

-4. c.413.
OL.91.4.
Syracusians
assault them
a9 they
BO.

4th SPptember.

6thSeptember.
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sians and their confederates embattled against them
on the bank: but these they put to flight, and
having won the passage marched forward. But
the Syracusian horsemen lay still upon them, and
their light-armed plied them with their darts, in
the flank. This day the Athenians marched forty
furlongs, and lodged that night at the foot of a
certain hill. The next day, as soon as it was light,
they marched forwards about twenty furlongs ; and
descending into a certain champaign ground, encamped there, with intent both to get victual at
the houses, (for the place was inhabited), and to
carry water with them thence: for before them in
the way they were t o pass, for many furlongs together there was but little to be had. But the Syracusians in the meantime got before them, and cut
off their passage with a wall. This was at a steep
hill, on either side whereof was the channel of a
torrent with steep and rocky banks: and it is
called Acrzum Lepas’. The next day the Athenians went on: and the horsemen and darters of
the Syracusians and their confederates, being a
great number of both, pressed them so with their
horses and darts, that the Athenians after long
fight were compelled to retire again into the same
C‘ And were cutting off”: that
is, during this halt of the Athen.
ians.]
[Xixac, according to Goeller,
signifies w p e s : “ the top of the
rock”.-It must be remembered,
that the object of the Athenians was
to penetrate far enough into the interior to reach the country of the
Sikeli. This they attempted in the
first instance to effect, by ascending

one of the valleys which fall into
that of the Anapus : but being unable to force their passage in this
direction, they fell back upon the
coast, intending tu follow the coastroad through the low country near
the sea till they should arrive a t
another valley, when they would
again turn inland, and make a
secon’d attempt to penetrate to their
friends the Sikeli. Am.]
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camp ; but now with less victual than before, be~ I I .
cause the horsemen would suffer them no more to YEAR XIX.
straggle abroad, 79. In the morning betimes they A.C.~IS.
01.9.
1.4.
dislodged, and put themselves on their march 6th September,
again, and forced their way to the hill’ which the
enemy had fortified ; where they found before them
the Syracusian foot embattled in great length
above the fortification [on the hill’s side] : for the
place itself was but narrow. The Athenians coming up assaulted the wall : but the shot of the
enemy, who were many, and the steepness of the
hill, (for they could easily cast home from above),
making them unable to take it, they retired again
and rested. There happened withal some claps of
thunder and a shower of rain, as usually falleth out
at this time of the year, being now near autnmn :
which further disheartened the Athenians, who
thought that also this did tend to their destruction.
Whilst thev lay still, Gylippus and the Syracusians
sent part ‘of their army to raise a wall at their
backs, in the way they had come : but this the
Athenians hindered, by sending against them part
of theirs. After this, the Athenians retiriug with
their whole army into a more champaign ground2,
lodged there that night : and the next day went 7t11september.
forward again. And the Syracusians with their
darts, from every part round about, wounded many
of them ; and when the Athenians charged, they
retired, and when they retired, the Syracusians
charged ; and that especially upon the hindmost,
that by putting to flight a few they might terrify
the whole army. And for a good while the Athen-

* [,, And sought to force and win in great depth above” &c.]
2 [,More towards the plain”.l
the hill” &c. Goell.-b‘ embattled
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ians in this manner withstood them: and afterwards, being gotten five or six furlongs forward,
A.C.413.
they rested in the plain : and the Syracusians went
OL 91.4.
from them to their own camp.
Nicias ana D e
80. This night it was concluded by Nicias and
mosthenes rise in
the
and Demosthenes, seeing the miserable estate of their
march
way: Nieias
acontrary
fore. army, and the want already of all necessaries, and
mostsandin
that many of their men in many assaults of the
order; but Demosthenesin the enemy were wounded, to lead away the army as far
rear, slower and
moreindisorder. as they possibly could’: not the way they purposed before, but toward the sea ; which was the
contrary way to that which the Syracusiarisguarded.
Now this whole journey of the army lay not towards Catana, but towards the other side of Sicily,
Camarina and Gela, and the cities, as well Grecian
as barbarian, that way. When they had made
many fires accordingly, they marched in the night:
and (as usually it falleth out in all armies, and
most of all in the greatest, to be subject to affright
and terror, especially marching by night and in
hostile ground, and the enemy near) were in confusion’. The army of Nicias leading the way, kept
together and got far afore; but that of DemosVII.

YEAR XIX.

[,‘ The miserable estate &.,
both from the want &c. and from
manybeingwounded, to leaveburning all the fires they could and lead
away the army as far&c.”-It being
now manifest that to reach the
Sikelian country by the valley from
Syracuse, was utterly hopeless, the
generals resolved to change the line
of retreat, and to penetrate into the
nterior by the valley of the Cacyparis, terminating on the sea-cuast
about six or seven miles to the

southward of the Anapus. T o effect
this they proposed to gain a march
upon the enemy by setting out a t
night, and falling hack towards the
sea till they came into the road from
Syracuse to Helorus : and then to
follow this road in a direction parallel to the coast, till they reached
the Cacyparis, when they would
turn again to the right and once
more move towards the interior.
Arnold.]
[,‘ A panic seized them”.]
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thenes, which was the greater half, was both severed
VII.
from the rest and marched more disorderly. Ne- YEAR X I X .
vertheless, by the morning betimes they got to the A.C.413.
OL.BI.4.
sea-side, and entering into the Helorine Kay they 8th September.
went on towards the river Cacyparis, to the end
when they came thither to march upwards along
the river’s side through the heart of the country.
For they hoped that this way the Siculi, to
whom they had sent, would meet them. When
they came to the river, here also they found a
certain guard of the Syracusians stopping their
passage with a wall and with piles. When they
had quickly forced this guard, they passed the
river, and again marched on to another river, called
Erineus: for that was the way which the guides
directed them l.
81. In the meantime the Syracusians and their
confederates, as soon as day appeared, and that
they knew the Athenians were gone, most of them
accusing Gylippus as if he had let them go with his
consent, followed them with speed the same way,
which they easily understood they were gone ; and
about dinner time overtook them. When they Demosthenes
orertal-en by the
were come up to those with Demosthenes, who enemy, resisteth
long as he can,
were the hindmost, and had marched more slowly as
nnd is taken.
and disorderly than the other part had done, as
having been put into disorder in the night, they
fell upon them and fought. And the Syracusian
horsemen hemmed them in and forced them up
[Finding the eneniy already on
tlie Cacyparis, they were afraid of
finding the valley stopped a t tlie
upper end ; and therefore marched
on to the next, that of the Erineus:

their guides informing them that by
ascellding this they might gain the
interior ; and here, as they hoped,
might anticipate the enemy. Arnold.]

VII.

Y E A R XIX.

A.C.413.
OL.01.4.
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into a narrow compass, the more easily now’, because they were divided from the rest. Now the
army of Nicias was gone by this time one hundred
and fifty furlongs2further on. For he led away the
faster, because he thought not that3 their safety
consisted in staying and fighting voluntarily ; but
rather in a speedy retreat, and then only fighting
when they could not choose. But Demosthenes
was both in greater and more continual toil, in
respect that he marched in the rear, arid consequently was pressed by the enemy4: and seeing
the Syracusians pursuing him, he went not on, but
put his men in order to fight, till by his stay he
was encompassed, and reduced, he and the Athenians with him, into great disorder. For being
shut up5 within a place enclosed round with a wall,
and which on either side had a way [open] amongst
abundance of olive trees ; they were charged from
all sides at once with the enemy’s shot. For the
Syracusians assaulted them in this kind, and not
in close battle, upon very good reason. For to
hazard battle against men desperate, was not so
much for theirs, as for the Athenians’ advantage.
Besides, after so manifest successes, they spared
themselves somewhat ; because they were loth to
wear themselves out6 before the end of the business ; and thought by this kind of fight to subdue

’

[“Indeed”. Bekker &e., 84;:
one MS. 48q.1
As much as fifty stadia”.
Bekker &c, rai mvr6rovra: vulgo,
irarbv c. T.]
3 [,That in their present condition their safety &c.”]
4
And was the first to sustain

r‘

r‘

the enemy : and a t this time, knowing the Spacusans were pursuing
him, he was more taken up with
ordering his men for battle than in
marching on, till &e.”]
p/Being driven back i n confusion”. Am.]
e [,, To be taken off”.]
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and take them alive. 82. Whereupon, after they
v11.
had plied the Athenians and their confederates all
day long from every side with shot, and Sam- that A.C.413.
01.91.4.
with their wounds and other annoyance they were
already tired : Gylippus and the Syracusians and
their confederates first made proclamation, that if
any of the islanders would come over to them, they
should be at liberty. And the men of some few
cities went over. And by and by after, they made Demosthenes
agreement with all the rest that were with Demos- yieldeth.
thenes; that they should deliver up their arms,
and none of them be put to death, neither violently, nor by bonds, nor by want of the necessities of life. And they all yielded, to the number
of six thousand men: and the silver they had,
they laid it all down, casting it into the hollow
of targets ; and filled with the same four targets.
And these men they carried presently into the
city.
Nicias, and those that were with him, attained
the same day to the river Erineus ; which passing,
he caused his army to sit down upon a certain
ground more elevate than the rest. 83. Where the
Syracusians the next day overtook and told him, 9th September.
that those with Demvsthenes had yielded themselves ; and willed him to do the like. But he, not
believing it, took truce for a horseman to enquire
the truth. Upon return of the horseman, and TtieoBerof
N i c k to redeem
word that they had yielded, he sent a herald to his army not
Gylippus arid the Syracusians : saying, that he was acaepted*
content to compound on the part of the Athenians,
to repay whatsoever money the Syracusians had
laid out, so that his army might be suffered to depart; and that till payment of the money were

3 16
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made, he would deliver them hostages, Athenians,
every hostage rated as a talent. But Gylippus and
YEAU XIX.
A.C 413.
the Syracusians refusing the condition, charged
OL.91.4.
them; and having hemmed them in, plied them
with shot, as they had done the other army, from
every side till evening. This part of the army was
also pinched with the want both of victual and
other ' necessaries. Nevertheless observing the
quiet of the night, they were about to march.
But no sooner took they their arms up, than the
Syracusians perceiving it gave the alarm. Whereupon the Athenians finding themselves discovered,
sat down again : all but three hundred, who breaking by force through the guards, marched as far
10th September. as they could that night2. 84. And Nicias, when
it was day, led his army forward ; the Syracusians
and their confederates still pressing them in the
same manner, shooting and darting at them from
every side. The Athenians hasted to get the river
Asinarus; not only because they were urged on
every side by the assault of the many horsemen
and other multitude, and thought to be more at
ease when they were over the river, but out of
weariness also and desire to drink. When they
were come unto the river, they rushed in without
any order, every man striving who should first get
over. But the pressing of the enemy, made the
passage now more difficult3. For being forced to
take the river in heaps, they fell upon and trampled
one another under their feet ; and falling amongst
VII.

~~

no longer; and every man striving
to get over first, and the eneiny
lying upon them, made the passage
could".]
8 p' They rush in, observing order
now difficult".]
1 Vulgo, &WV
2

: Bekk. &c. 0m.j

r,, Went off in the night as they
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the spears and utensils of the army, some perished
vir.
presently; and others catching hold one of another', were carried away together down the A.C.413.
O~.gl.4.
stream. And [not only] the Syracusians standing
along the farther bank, being a steep one, killed
the Athenians with their shot from above, as they
were many of them greedily drinking, and troubling one another in the hollow of the river : but
the Peloponnesians came also down and slew them
with their swords, and those especially that were
in the river2. And suddenly the water was corrupted: nevertheless they drunk it, foul as it was
with blood and mire ; and many also fought for it.
85. In the end, when many dead lay heaped in the
river, and the army was utterly defeated, part at
the river, and part (if any gat away) by the horse- 10th September.
men ; Nicias yielded himself unto Gylippus, (having
more confidence in him than in the Syracnsians) :
to be for his own person at the discretion of him
and the Laced~eernonians,and3 no further slaughter
to be made of the soldiers. Gylippus from thenceforth commanded to take prisoners. So the residue,
except such as were hidden from them, (which
were many), they carried alive into the city. They
[,, And entangled (in the baggage) sank down". Goell. Am. I t
is said a little below, that the men
fought with each other for the
water : a fact inconsistent with the
stream being strong enough to
" carry them away".]
[And the Syracusans Xrc. killed
the Athenians, as they were drinking, '' and confusedly crowded together in the hollow of the rirer :
and the Peloponnesians especially

went down and slew them in the
river. And the water was quickly
spoiled : nevertheless &."-Here,
RS in other instances, the Syracusans showed no inclination to come
to close quarters with the Athenians:
but were better pleased to see that
done by the Peloponnesian troops,
whilst they themselves plied them
with missiles from a distance. Am.]
But no further slaughter &c.
And after this Gylippus" (Irc.]

r'

VII.
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sent also to pursue the three hundred which brake
through their guards in the night ; and took them.
That which was left together of this army to the
public, was not much’; but they that were conveyed away by stealth were very many: and all
Sicily was filled with them, because they were not
taken, as those with Demosthenes were, by composition. Besides, a great part [of these] were
slain ; for the slaughter [at this time] was exceeding great, none greater in all the Sicilian war’.
They were also not a few that died in those other
assaults in their march. Nevertheless many also
escaped, some then presently, and some by running
away after servitude ; the rendezvous of whom was
Catana.
86. The Syracusians and their confederates
being come together, returned with their prisoners,
all they could get, and with the spoil, into the
city. As for all other the prisoners of the Athenians and their confederates, they put them into
the quarries3, as the safest custody. But Nicias

C‘ The portion of the army that
was collected together in a body,
was not much : but they that” &c.]
a [Hobbes has adapted his language to the words ‘‘ Sicilian war”.
The comparison is undoubtedly
weak: and some desire to rend
“ Grecian war”.)
[Lautnmias Syracusanas onines
audistis, plerique nostis. Opus est
ingens, magnificum regum ac tyrannorum. Totum est ex sax0 in
mirandam altitudinem depresso, et
multorum operis penitus exciso,
ideoque, quamquain dartyaarov,
nihil tam clausum ad exitus, nihil

tam septum undique, nihil tam
tutum ad custodias nee fieri nec
cogitari potest. I n has lautumias,
si qui publice custodiendi sunt,
etiam ex ceteris oppidis Sicilire deduci imperantur. Cic. ii. Verr. 5 ,
cited by Goell.-In retaliation of
this treatment of the Athenians, the
Syracusans taken by Thrasyllus at
the battle of Ephesus, were put into
the quarries of Munychia. B u t the
prisoners contrived to dig their way
out through the rock : and escaped
to Megara, where they occasioned
the revolt of Nisaea, which Athens
did not again recover.]
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and Demosthenes they killed, against Gylippus his
will. For Gylippus thought the victory would be
very honourable, if, over and above all his other
success, he could carry home both the generals of
the enemy to Lacedaemon. And it fell out that
one of them, Demosthenes, was their greatest
enemy, for the things he had done in the island
and at Pylus ; and the other, upon the same occasion, their greatest friend. For Nicias had earnestly laboured to have those prisoners which were
taken in the island, to be set a t liberty; by persuading the Athenians to the peace. For which
cause the Lacedaemonians were inclined to love
him : and it was principally in confidence of that,
that he rendered himself to Gylippus. But certain Syracusians, as it is reported, some of them
for fear (because they had been tampering with
him) lest being put to the torture he might bring
them into trouble, whereas now they were well
enough ; and others, especially the Corinthians,
fearing he might get away by corruption of one or
other, being wealthy, and work them some mischief afresh, having persuaded their confederates
to the same, killed him. For these, or for causes
near unto these, was he put to death: being the
man that, of all the Grecians of my time, had least
deserved to be brought to so great a degree of
misery ‘,
87. As for those in the quarries, the Syracusians
handled them at first but ungently. For in this
hollow place2, first the sun and suffocating air
lCLDeserved,forhisstudyofevery
* C‘ For in a hollow, and many
lawful virtue, to be brought &e.”] in small space, first the sun &e.”]

VII.
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(being without roof) annoyed them one way : and
on
the other side, the nights coming upon that
YEAR XIX.
A.C.413.
heat, autumnal and cold, put them, by reason of
OL.91.4.
. the alteration, into strange diseases : especially
doing all things, for want of room, in one and the
same place; and the carcasses of such as died of
their wounds, or change’ [of air] or other like
accident, lying together there on heaps. Also the
smell was intolerable : besides that they were
afflicted with hunger and thirst. For for eight
months together, they allowed no more but to
every man a cotyle2 of water by the day, and
two cotyles of corn. And whatsoever misery is
probable that men in such a place may suffer, they
suffered. Some seventy days they lived thus
thronged. Afterwards, retaining the Athenians,
and such Sicilians atid Italians as were of the
army with them, they sold the rest. How many
were taken in all, it is hard to say exactly : but
they were seven thousand at the fewest. Arid
this was the greatest action that happened in all
this war, or at all, that we have heard of amongst
the Grecians3: being to the victors most glorious,
vir.

.
c
L
l

1 [,Or the change”: of temperature above-mentioned.)
2 [See iv, 16, note.]
3
Or, as appears to me, the
greatest even of the Hellenic actions
known by rePoif‘.--We have a description by Livy of a moment, two
centuries later than the present
time, when Syracuse, not as now
exulting over a defeated besieging
army, was on the point, after standing a three yeaxs’ siege, of tasting
the treatment of a city taken hy

r‘

assault. ‘i Marcellus, ut mania
ingressus, ex snperioribus locis
urhem, omnium ferme illa tempestate pulcherrimnm, suhjectam oculis vidit, illachrymasse dicitur,
partim guadio t a n t s perpetrate rei,
partim vetusta gloria urbis. Attieniensium classes demersae, et duo
ingentes exercitus cum duobus cla.
iissimis ducibus deleti, occurrebant; et tot hella cum Carthaginiensibus tanto cum discrimine
gesta ; tot tam opulenti tyranni
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and most calamitous to the vanquished. For
being wholly overcome in every kind, and receiving small loss in nothing, their army, and fleet,
and all [that ever they had], perished (as they
use to say) with an universal destruction’. Few
of many returned home. And thus passed the
business concerning Sicily.

...

regesque ......E a quum universa
occurrerent animo, subiretque cogitatio, jam illa momento horre arsura
omnia, et ad cineres reditura: priusquam signa Achradinatn admoveret,
premittit Syracusanos, ut alloquio
leni perlicerent hostes ad dedendam urbem.” xxv. 24.-For the
present, as at Athens the vauriKbc
~ X ~ O the
S , authors of the victory of
Salamis, and thence of the Athenian $ y ~ p o v i aand dominion of the
sea, established an unlimited and
irresistible democracy, so did it
happen here. B u t less than ten
years’ experience of their own incapacity for the task of government,

VOL. I X .

drove them to make trial of dictators : an experiment which at last
ended in the tyranny of Dionysius:
another example to be added to
those of Theagenes of Megara (iv.
66,note) and Peisistratus of Athens,
of the people becoining the dupe of
confidence placed in a demagogue
for his merit of riTQXerra 4 apbc
robs ~ X o u a i o u ~hatred
,
of the &JL.
See Arist. v. 4,5.]
[The loss is computed hp Isocrates at 40,000 soldiers, and 240
triremes: by Boeckh, a t 65,000
soldiers. The narrative of Thucydides shows a loss of 209 triremes.
Goeller.]

Y

VI[.
A.C.41S
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~111.

xIx.

Or. 91.4.

The revolt of the Athenian confederates and the offers made by
Tissaphernes and Pharnabazus, the king’s lieutenants of the
lower Asia, draw the Lacedsmonians to the war in Ionia and
Hellespont.-First in Ionia, and the provinces of Tissaphernes:
who, by the counsel of Alcibiades and connivance of Astyochus,
hindereth their proceedings.-Alcibiades
in the meanwhile,
to make way for his return into his country, giveth occasion of
sedition about the government: whence ensued the authority of
THE FOUR HUNDRED, under the pretext of THE FIVE THOUSAND:
the recdling of Alcibiades by the army: snd at length, by his
countenance, the deposing again of THE FOUR HUNDRED, and end
of the sedition.-But
in the meantime they lose Eubcea.
-Mindarus, the successor of Astyochus, finding himself abused
by Tissaphernes, carrieth the war to Pharnabazus into Hellespont : and there presently loseth a battle to the Athenians
before Abydos, being then summer and the twenty-first year
of the war.

1. WHEN the news was told a t Athens, they
believed not a long time, though it were plainly
related and by those very soldiers that escaped
from the defeat itself, that all was so utterly lost as
it was. W e n they knew it, they were mightily
By the best or most credible Goell.-“ that all was at any rate
of the soldiers that escaped” &c. so utterly lost” &c.]
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offended with the orators’ that furthered the voy- ~ 1 1 1 .
age: as if they themselves had never decreed it.
They were angry also with those that gave out ~ c . 4 1 3 .
01..
91.4.
prophecies2, arid with the soothsayers : and with The fear and
sorrow of the
whosoever else had at first by any divination put Athenisus upon
them into hope that Sicily should be subdued. hearing
of
ue u
Every thing, from every place, grieved them ; and
fear and astonishment, the greatest that ever they
were in, beset them round3. For they were not
only grieved for the loss which both every man in
particular and the whole city sustained, of so many
men of arms, horsemen, and serviceable men, the
like whereof they saw was not left: but seeing
they had neither galleys in their haven, nor money
in their treasury, nor furniture in their galleys,
were even desperate at that present of their
safety ; and thought the enemy out of Sicily would
come forthwith with their fleet into Peiraeus, especially after the vanquishing of so great a navy;
and that the enemy here would surely now, with
double preparation in every kind, press them to
the utmost both by sea and land, and be aided
therein by their revolting confederates. Never- The Atlienian,
theless, as far as their means would stretch, it was
thought best to stand it out; and getting materials arid money where they could have it, to make
ready a navy, and to make sure of their confederates, especially those of Eubcea; and to introduce a greater frugality in the city4, and to erect
J.

: :o: :

[That is,Dexnostratus; and probably Pisander, ch. 49: also Androdes, ch. 65. Goell.]
e [The people misinterpreted an
oracle from Dodona, Z G K E ~ ~oUl dVZEW: overlooking a small hill so

called not far from the city.]
(“And theseevents bad changed
their hopes into fear and the utmost
consternation”. Goell.]
* [That is, in respect of sacred
festivals, shows, and the pay of the
Y 2
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a magistracy of the elder sort, as occasion should
be offered to pfeconsult of the business that passed.
TEAR XIX.
~ c . 4 1 3 . And they were ready, in respect of their present
OL 91.4.
fear, (as is the people’s fashion), to order every
Theendofthe thing aright.
And as they resolved this, so they
nineteenth
summer.
did it. And the summer ended.
TheGreciaus
2. The Winter following, upon the great overtake part all of
them against the throw of the Athenians in Sicily, all the Grecians
Athenians.
were presently up against them. Those who
before were confederates of neither side, thought
fit no longer, though uncalled, to abstain from the
war, but to go against the Athenians of their own
accord ; RS having not only every one severally this
thought, that had the Athenians prospered in
Sicily they would afterwards have come upon them
also, but imagined’ withal that the rest of the war
would be but short, whereof it would be an honour
to participate. And such of them as were confederates of the LacedEmonians, longed now more
than ever to be freed as soon as might be of their
great toil. But above all, the cities subject to the
Athenians were ready, even beyond their ability,
to revolt; as they that judged according to their
passion, without admitting reason in the matter,
that the next summer they were to remain with
The hopes of the victory2. But the Lacedaemoniaris themselves took
Lacedccmonians.
heart, not only from all this, but also priricipally
VIII.

jurors. Duk.-The preconsultation
operated as a veto upon moving any
matter in the public assembly not
first approved of by this council. It
seems probable that this innovation
was intended as a step to further
changes of anoligarchical tendency.
See Thirl. ch. xxvii.]

[t)yobpsvoi: om. Bekker, QLc.]

p‘ As they that judged according to passion: and did not allow
them a word to say as to their
being able to hold out another summer”: that is, considered they had
no chance of holding out. Arnold,
Goeller.]
a
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from that, that their confederates in Sicily with 17111.
great power, having another navy now necessarily
added to their own’, would in all likelihood be ~.C.413.
0~91.4.
with them in the beginning of the spring. And
being every way full of hopes, they purposed
without delay2 to fall close to the war: making
account, if this were well ended, both to be free
hereafter from any more such dangers as the Athenians, if they had gotten Sicily, would have put
them into ; and also having pulled them down, to
have the principality of all Greece now secure unto
themselves.
3. Whereupon Agis their king went out with a Agislevieth
part of his army the same winter from Deceleia, and mouey*
levied money amongst the confederates for the
building of a navy : and turning into the Melian
gulf, upon an old grudge took a great booty from
the (EtEans, which he made money of3; and

p‘To their former resources”.
The meaning is, that necessity had
compelled the Sicilians to equip n
fleet, which but for the Athenian
expedition they never would have
done. Am.]
[,‘ They purposed in earnest to
fall” 8Lc.l
P‘Upon the old enmity between
them carried off the greater part of
their pillageable property, aud
made money of it : and forced the
Achaeans of Phthia” Psc. The unexpected excursion left no time to
drive off the cattle: which Agis
seized, and then restored to the
owners for money. Am.-TheEnianes, or as they are called from
dwelling about mount (Eta, the
CEteans, in early times inhabited

the inland parts of Thessaly. Although they admitted a certain dependence on the Delphic oracle,
and adopted the fables of Hercules,
yet from their geographical position
they lived in opposition and hostility to the Malians and Dorians. It
is prohable, that the migration of
the Dorians to Peloponnesus is in
some way connectedwith thearrival
of the E n i a n e s in this region. It
was chiefly on this account that
Sparta founded Heracleia in Trachinia (iii. 92): which would doubtless have caused the revival of a n
important Doric power in this part
of Greece, had not the jealousy of
the Thessalians and Dolopians, and
even of the Malians themselves,
been awakened a t its first establish-
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forced those of Pthiotis being Achaians, and others
YEAR X1X.
in those parts subjects to the Thessalians, (the
A.C.418.
Thessalians complaining and unwilling), to give
0~91.4.
them hostages and money. The hostages he put
into Corinth, and endeavoured to draw them into
TheLacedsemon. the league.
And the Lacedaemonians imposed
iaus nl*pniiit
fleetofahllndred upon the states confederate, the charge of building
galleys to be
one hundred galleys: that is to say, on their own
made ready
amon~sttlle
state and on the Bceotians, each twenty-five ; on
cities of league.
the Phoceans and Locrians, fifteen; on the Corinthians, fifteen ; on the Arcadians, Sicyonians,
and Pellenians, ten ; and on the Megareans, T r e zenians, and Hermionians, ten. And put all things
else in readiness presently with the spring to begin
the war.
me Athenians
4. The Athenians also made their preparations, as
build their navy,
they
had designed ; having gotten timber and built
nnd contract
their cbarges.
their navy this same winter, and fortified the promontory of Sunium that their cornboats might &me
about in safety. Also they abandoned the fort in Laconia,which they had built as they went by for Sicily.
And generally where there appeared expense upon
anything unuseful, they contracted their charge.
5 . Whilst they were on both sides doing thus’,
The Eubccans
VIII.

R

ment. Muell. i . .$?.-The ‘‘ others in
those parts”, must have been the
Perrhsebians to the north of Larissa,
and the Magnesians to the east of
mount Pelion. For these were suhject to the Thessalians, and were
called periaeci, but had not ceased
to be distinct nations: Thessdy
itself comprehending the valley of
the Peneus (the ancient d p y o ~mhZUylKbV), and a district towards the
Pegaman hay called hy Herodotus

nioXis. This country, and the towns
of L a r i m , Crannon, Pharsalus, and
Iolcus, the Thessalians had in their
own immediate possession : the cultivation however being performed
by their slaves the penestre, the ancient Pelasgo-Eolian inhahitants.
Idem iii. 4.1
C‘L And no less active than if
they were a t the beginning of preparation for the war, there came this
winter unto Agis” &c.]
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there came unto Agis about their revolt from the ~ 1 1 1 .
Athenians, first the ambassadors of the Eubceans.
Accepting the motion, he sent for Alcamenes the A.C.418.
OL. Ql.4
son of Sthenelaidas and for Melanthus from Lace- ofier to mvolt to
dsemon, to go commanders into Eubcea. Whom, %- *
when he’ was come to him with about three hundred freedmen, he was now about to send over.
But in the meantime came the Lesbians,’they also The Lesbians
offer to revolt to
desiring to revolt : and by the means’ of the
Bceotians Agis changed his former resolution, and
prepared for the revolt of Lesbos, deferring that of
Eubcea ; and assigned them Alcamenes, the same
that should have gone into Eubcea, for their
governor’: and the Bceotians promised them ten
galleys, and Agis other ten. Now this was done
without acquainting therewith the state of Lacedsemon. For Agis, as long as he was about
Deceleia with the power he had, had the law in his
own hands, to send what army and whither he
listed, and to levy men and money at his pleasure.
And at this time, the confederates of him (as I may
call them) did better obey him, than the confederates of the Lacedzmonians did them at home4:
for having the power in his hands, he was terrible
wheresoever he came. And he was now for the
Lesbians. But the Chians and Erythrzans, they The Chians alld
81re
. to revolt.d e
also desiring to revolt, went not to Agis, but to Erythreens
p6When they were come”.]

r‘The co-operation”. The Lesbians were akin to the Rceotians :
see iii. 2, note.]
[,‘ For harmost”. The name of
a Spartm officer appointed in those
states, which had hitherto been
under the Athenian government :

who was found no less oppressive
than their old masten. Rerm. $39.1
[,‘ And at this time the allies
did far more readily, as one may
say, obey him than the Lacedaemonians at home”. For the power of
the Spartan kings beyond the frontiers, see v. 60, note.]

-
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the Laced~emoiiiansin the city : and with them
went also an ambassador from Tissaphernes, lieuYEAR XIX.
* . ~ 1 3 . tenant to king Darius in the low countries of Asia'.
OL. 91 4.
Tiswphernes,
For Tissaphernes also instigated the Peloponneslieutenant of the
lowerAsia,Isians, and promised to pay their fleet. ' For he had
boureth
the Lncedmnon.
to hare lately begged of the king2 the tribute accruing in
iaxls come tinto his own province ; for which he was in arrearage,
him.
because he could receive nothing out of any of the
Greek cities by reason of the Athenians. And
therefore he thought by weakening the Athenians,
to receive his tribute the better, and withal to
draw the Lacedaernonians into a league with the
king: and thereby, as the king had commanded,
to kill or take alive Amorges, Pissuthnes his bastard son, who was in rebellion against him about
Caria3. The Chians therefore and Tissaphernes
followed this business jointly.
VIII.

[" Darius son of Artaxerxes".
Lower Asia, according to Berodotus, was divided liy Darius, son of
Hystaspes, into three satrapies :
one called the province of Dascylium (i. 129), and comprehending
the Hellespontine cities, Phrygia,
Bithynia, Paphlagonia, and Cappadocia: another, Ionia, Zolis, Caria,
Lycia, and Pamphylia : and a third
comprising only Mysia and Lydia.
B u t the two last were more generally united under one governor
who resided at Sardis, and was
called Satrap rGv K k r w , or r&
bmOaXaaaiwv. This province appears sometimes to have had civil
and military governors distinct
Grim each other : the aarpciaqc and
the urparqyd.6 rLv rkrw heing clifferent persons. Arn ]
I"For he had lately becn called

upon by the king to pay the tribute
accruing kc."]
[Pissuthnes, the satrap of Ionia,
had rebe1:ed against Darius ; and
after maintaining himself with the
aid of some Greek auxiliaries for
some time against Tissaphernes
and two other generals, had a t last
been induced to surrender on soleinn assurance olpersonal security.
H e was brought to Darius, and put
to death hy a torture called the
a r r o t b ~ and
,
said to be the invention
of Darius himself. The intended
victim was entertained with a hanquet, and it was contrived that he
should fall asleep. H e then sank
through a trap-door into a pit filled
with cinders, where he rotted and
starved. This atrocity was probably
the cause of the rebellion ofthe son.
See Thirl. ch. xxvii.]
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6 . Calligeitus the son of Laophon, a Magarean,
and Timagoras the son of Athenagoras, a Cyzicene,

~111.

both banished their own cities and abiding with * ~ 4 1 3 .
OL.91.4.
Pharnabazus the son of Pharnaces, came also about Pharnabazna,
lieutenant of
the same time to Lacedzemon ; sent by Pharna- Hellespont,la.
boureth the like
bazus to procure a fleet for the Hellespont, that he for himself.
also, if he could, might cause the Athenian cities
in his province to revolt for his tribute’s sake, and
be the first to draw the LacedEemonians into league
with the king: just the same things that were
desired before by Tissaphernes. Now Pharnabazus
and Tissaphernes treating apart’, there was great
canvassing at Lacedzemon, between the one side
that persuaded to send to Ionia and Chios, and the
other that would have the army and fleet go first
into the Hellespont. But the Lacedaemonians
indeed approved best by much of the business of
the Chiaris and of Tissaphernes. For with these
eo-operated Alcibiades, hereditary guest and friend
of Endius the ephore of that year in the highest
degree : insomuch as in respect of that guesthood,
Alcibiades his family received a Laconic name’.
For Endius was called Endius Alcibiadis. Nevertheless the Lacedzemonians sent first one Phrynis,
a man of those parts3, to Chios, to see if the galleys they hnd were so many as they reported, and
whether the city were otherwise so sufficient as it
was said to be. And when the messenger brought
[,‘ n’ow each side treating these
mattersapsrt,both those from Plrarnehazns and those from Tissaphernes”.]
[,‘ The Laconic name”: that is,
Alcibiades, originally a Laconian
name. As Bndius was the son of

Alcihiades, so again his son would
be Alcibiudes the son of Endius :
and so, according to tlie Greek custom, the two names wouldalternate
througb all generations. See Arnnltl’s note.]
[,‘ One of the periceci”.]
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back word that all that had been said was true,
YEAR XI%.
they received both the Chians and the Erythrzeans
A.C.413.
presently into their league : and decreed to send
OL.91.4.
them forty galleys, there being at Chios, from such
places as the Chians named, no less than sixty
already. And of these at first they were about to
send out ten, with Melancridas for admiral' : but
afterwards, upon occasion of an earthquake, for
Melancridas they sent Chalcideus, and instead of ten
galleys they went about the making ready of five
only in Laconia. So the winter ended : and nineteenth year of this war written by Thucydides2.
YEAR XX.
7. In the beginning of the next summer, because
A.C. 412.
0 ~ . 9 1 . 4 . the Chians pressed to have the galleys sent away,
TheLacedamon.
ians seud to Co. and feared lest the Athenians should get notice
rinth to hasten what they were doing ; (for all their ambassadors
away the fleet to
Chios.
went out by stealth) ; the LacedEmonians send
away to Corinth three Spartans, to will them with
all speed t o transport their galleys over the isthmus
to the other sea towards Athens, and to go all to
Chios, as well those which Agis had made ready
to go to Lesbos as the rest: the number of the
galleys of the league which were then there, being
forty wanting one. 8. But Calligeitus and Timagoras, who came from Pharnabazus, would have
no part in this fleet that went for Chios ; nor would
deliver the money, twenty-five talents, which they
had brought with them, to pay for their setting
forth, but made account to go out with another
Theconfederates fleet afterwards by themselves.
When Agis saw
in council at Corinthsetdown that the Lacedaemonians meant to send first to
VIII.

c" The then admiral". ii.80, n.]

adduced t o show that this book was
[This expression, and the same written byThucydides. See ch. 109,
in ch. 60, are amongst the proofs note.1
1

1
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Chios, he resolved not of any other course himself; VIII.
but the confederates assembling at Corinth went
to council upon the matter, and concluded thus :
that they should go first to Chios under the com- an onler for the
following,
mand of Chalcideus, who vas making ready the war
with
. which to
five galleys at Laconia ; and then to Lesbos under
whioh
the charge of Alcamenes, intended also to be sent
thither by Agis; and lastly into Hellespont, in which
voyage they ordained that Clearchus, the son of
Rhamphias, should have the command ; and concluded to carry over the isthmus first the one half
of their galleys, and that those should presently
put to sea, that the Athenians might have their
minds more upon those, than on the other half to
be transported afterwards. For they determined
to pass that sea openly ; contemning the weakness
of the Athenians, in respect they had not any navy
of importance yet appearing. As they resolved, so
presently they carried over one and twenty galleys.
9. But when the rest urged to put to sea, the Corinthians were unwilling to go along before they
should have ended the celebration of the Isthmian
holidays, then come. Hereupon Agis was coil tent,
that they for their parts should observe the Isthmian
trnce ; and he therefore to take the fleet upon hirnSelf as his own'. But theCorinthians not agreeing to The Athenians
understand tho
that, and the time passing away, the Athenians got purpose of the
intelligence the easier of the practice of the Chians :Chians tozerolt.F
and sent thither Aristocrates, one of their generals,
to accuse them of it. The Chians denying the
matter, he commanded them for their better credit

z;l;:

[((And thathe should take upon pedition".-" The Athenians got
himself the responsibilityof the ex- more intelligence of &c."]
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to send along with him some galleys for their aid
due by the league’: and they sent seven. The
YEAR XX.
A.C.41 2.
cause why they sent these galleys, was the many
OL.91.4
not acquainted with the practice ; and thef e w and
conscious not willing to undergo the enmity of the
multitude without having strength first, and their
not expecting any longer the coming of the Lacedaemoninns, because they had so long delayed them.
10. In the meantime the Isthmian games were
The Athenians
drive the Pelo.
celebrating,
and the Athenians (for they had word
ponnesion galIeysintoPeireus, sent them of it) came and saw2; and the business
a desert haven,
and therebesiege of the Chians grew more apparent.
After they
them.
went thence, they took order presently that the
fleet might not pass from Cenchreize undiscovered.
And after the holidays were over, the Corinthians
put to sea for Chios3 under the conduct of Alcamenes. -4nd the Athenians a t first with equal
number came up to them, and endeavoured to
draw them out into the main sea4: but seeing
the Peloponnesians followed not far, but turned
another way, the Athenians went also from them.
For the seven galleys of Chios, which mere part of
this number, they durst not trust. But afterwards having manned thirty-seven others5, they
v111.

p‘H e commanded them as a
pledge of their fidelity to the league,
to send some galleys”. Duk. Goll.]
* [“ And the Athenians, the games
(or the truce of the games) being
announced, sent theori to them”.
Goell. See i. 25, note,]
[L( With twenty-one ships”.;
* [,‘ And the Athenians, with
equalnumber, first of all sailing up
to them, then hegan to retreat towards the main sea”. Arn. Gocll.]

*

[,‘ Butafterwardsmannedothers,
that the number in all was thirtyseven”: that is? having manned sixteen additional sliips. “ It seenis
easier to adopt this interpretation of
the words of Thucydides, than with
Krueger to strike out the wordstai
rpiri~ovra: though, as he observes,
they may have crept into the text
from ch. 15, and if omitted they
would leave the context perfectly
intelligible and probable”. ThirlSO
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gave chase to the enemy by the shore, and drave
them into Peirzeus in the territory of Corinth: (this
PeirEus is a desert haven, and the utmost upon
the confines of Epidauria). One galley that was
far from land, the Peloponnesians lost; the rest
they brought together into the haven. But the
Athenians charging them by sea with their galleys, and withal setting their men a-land, mightily
troubled and disordered them : brake their galleys
upon the shore, and slew Alcameries their commander. And some’ they lost of their own.
11. The fight being ended, they assigned a sufficient number of galleys to lie opposite to those of
the enemy, and the rest to lie under a2 little island
not far off: in which also they encamped, and sent
to Athens for a supply. For the Peloponnesians
had with them for aid of their galleys, the Corinthians the next day3: and not long after, divers
others of the inhabitants thereabouts. But when
they considered that the guarding of them in a
desert place would be painful, they knew not what
course to take ; and once they thought to have set
the galleys on fire: but it was concluded afterwards to draw them to the land, and guard them
with their landmen till some good occasion should
be offered for their escape. And Agis also, when
he heard the news, sent unto them Thermon, a
Spartan. The Lacedzemonians having been advertised of the departure of these galleys from the
wall.-Poppo and Arnold consider
[That is, some men.]
the above the correct interpretation.
[,‘ Under the little island”.]
C‘ For there came to the PeloGoeller takes the words in their
literal sense, that thereweremanned ponnesians the next day the Corinthirty-seven additional ships, mak. thians,who were going to their ships
ing in all fiftyeight.]
to protect them”. Am. Goell.]

v,r,.
Y E A R XX.

A.C.412.
OL.91.4,

VJII.

YEAR XX.

A.C.412.
01..
91.4.
The voyage of
Chalcideus and
Aldhiades to

Chios.
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isthmus, (for the ephores had commanded Alcamenes, when he put to sea to send them word by
a horseman’), were minded presently to have sent
away also the five galleys also that were in Laconia,
and Chalcideus the commander of them, and with
him Alcibiades. But afterwards, as they were
ready to go out, came the news of the galleys
chased into Peiraeus : which so much discouraged
them, in respect they stumbled in the very entrance
of the Tonic war, that they purposed now, not
only not to send away those galleys of their own,
but also to call back again some of those that were
already at sea.
12. When Alcibiades saw this, he dealt with
Endius and the rest of the ephores again, not to fear
the voyage : alleging that they would [make haste,
and] be there before the Chians should have heard
of the misfortune of the fleet ; and that as soon as
he should arrive in Ionia himself, he could easily
make the cities there to revolt, by declaring unto
them the weakness of the Athenians and the diligence of the Lacedaemonians ; wherein he should
be thought more worthy to be believed than
any other. Moreover to Endius he said, that it
would be an honour in particular to him, that
Ionia should revolt and the king be made confederate to the Lacedaemonians by his own means’, and
not to have it the mastery of Agis: for he was at
difference with Agis. So having prevailed with

[“ Aud to the Lacedaemonians
it was first of‘ all reported that the
shipshad gottoseafromtheisthmus:
(for the ephors had ordered Alcamenes,whenthatshouldhappentosend

kc.): and they were minded Rc.”.]
[“By his (Alcibiades) meane”:
-“for he (Alcibiades) was at difference” &e. Goell. For the cause
of this difference see ch. 44, note.]
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Endius and the other ephores3, he took sea with five VIII.
galleys, together with Chalcideus of Lacedzmon ;
A.C.412.
and made haste.
OL.91.4.
13. About the same time came back from Sicily sixteen galleys
of Peloponnesus
those sixteen galleys of the Peloponnesians, which, inbrwpted and
hardly handled
having aided Gylippus in that war, were inter- in their return
cepted by the way about Leucadia and evil en-fi*mSicikby
the Athenians,
treated by twenty-seven galleys of Athens, that ruriveinCorinth.
watched thereabouts under the command of Hippocles, the son of Menippus, for such galleys as
should return out of Sicily. For all the rest, saving
~

~-

[Of the origin of the office of
the fire ephori little is known.
They were ancient Doric magistrates : but by whom or when instituted, is uncertain. Their power
seems to have originated in judicial
functions : the basis being a superintendence (whence their name,
E$opoi, inspectors,) over the market.
This was at Sparta no unimportant
object of care: every Spartan bringing his corn to market to exchange
for other commodities. This jurisdiction received its first extension
from the privilege of instituting
scrutinies into the official conduct
of all magistrates, except the gerontes : in the end, it usurped many
of the functions of royalty. Thus,
the ephors transacted business with
foreignambassadors,and dispatched
their own abroad. I n war, they
sent out the troops on what day
they deemed fit: and appear to
have had even the power to determine the number. The king, or
the general to whom they entrusted
the army, received from them instructions how to act: they were
recalled by their scytale, and sum-

moned by them before a judicial
tribunal. They had, it appears, a t
all times the management of the
treasury: and as the finances of
Sparta were continually on the increase, so the office of treasurer
must have become more important.
But it is evident that the power of
the ephors was essentially founded
on the supreme authority of the
public assembly, which they had
the privilege of convening and putting to the vote, and whose agents
and plenipotentiaries they were.
Unable to act for itself, it entrusted
to the ephors, who were chosen
from among the people on democratic principles, a power similar
to that exercised in so pernicious a
manner by the demagogues of
Athens. Plato and Aristotle compare their power to a tyranny : and
in Greece the tyrant, it will be remembered, generally arose out of
the demagogue. Accordingly, the
ephow reached the summit of their
power, when they began to lead the
public assembly. They are censured by Aristotle (ii. 7.) for their
corrupt habits and dissolute life :

VIII.

PEAR XX.

A.C.412.
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Chins ana E r p
thrm revolt.
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one, avoiding the Athenians, were arrived in Corinth before'.
14. Chalcideus and Alcibiades, as they sailed,
kept prisoner every man they met with by the
way; to the end that notice might not be given
of their passage. And touching first at Corycus in
the continent, where also they dismissed those
whom they had apprehended ; after conference
there with some of the conspirators of the Chians,
that advised them to go to the city without sending
them word before, they came upon the Chians suddenly and unexpected. I t put the commons into
much wonder and astonishment : but the f e w had
so ordered the matter beforehand, that an assembly2
chanced to be holden at the same time. And
when Chalcideus and Alcibiades had spoken in the
same ; and told them that many galleys were coining to them, but not that those other galleys were
besieged in Peiraeus ; the Chians first, and afterwards the Erythraeans, revolted from the Athenians.
After this they went with three galleys to Clazomen=, pnd made that city to revolt also. And
their mode of election was, he says,
a mockery. They were the cause of
the dissolution of the Spartan constitution: the decrees by which it
was undermined, (particularly the
law of the ephor Epitadeus, permitting the gift and devise of landed
property), originated with them.
And when Agis and Cleomenes engaged in a fruitless struggle with a
degenerate age to restore the constitution of Lycurgus, they began
with the overthrow or the eyhors.
See hluell. iii. 7.3
[,, About this time were return-

ing the sixteen galleys of the Peloponnesians from Sicily, which had
aided Gylippus inputting an end
to the war. Aud being intercepted
about Leucadia, and evil entreated
&c, all but one escaped the Athenians and arrived at Corinth." Bekker, &c, ~ u u 8 t a a o h p j n a n a t: vulgo,
Evv?roXsp~aaoat.]
[PovX$u, " the council":

'
which
is used in opposition to d d q ~ i a ,
the assembly of the people: and implies that the constitution of Cliios
was OligdrChicdl. An assembly was
hardly the thing wanted.]
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the Clazomenians presently crossed over to the vIII.
continent, and there fortified Poliohna’ : lest they
YEAR XX.
should need a retiring place from the little island A . C ~ .
OL.91.4.
wherein they dwelt. The rest also, all that had
revolted, fell to fortifying, and making of preparation for the war.
15. This news of Chioa was quickly brought to ‘ b e Athenians
nbrogate the dethe Athenians ; who conceiving themselves to be cree touching
thousand ta.
now beset with great and evident danger, and the
leotsrmrved for
that the rest of the confederates, seeing so great a stnte,andfurnish
theextremitieaof
city to revolt, would be no longer quiet, in this a fiest with
their present fear2 decreed that those thousand money‘
talents, which through all this war they had
affected to keep untouched, forthwith abrogating
the punishment ordained for such as spake or gave
their suffrages3 to stir it, should now be used, and
therewith galleys not a few manned. They decreed
also to send thither out of hand, under the command of Strombichides the son of Diotimus, eight
galleys of the number of those that besieged the
enemy at Peiraeus; the which, having forsaken
their charge to give chase to the galleys that
went with Chalcideus, and not able to overtake
them, were now returned : and shortly after also to
send Thrasycles to help them with twelve galleys
more, which also had departed from the same
guard upon the enemy. And those seven galleys
of Chios, which likewise kept watch at Peiraeus
* [rljv rrokipav. A general
name, which has become a proper
one by usage ; like Ham, Kirby
bc, in English ;or more like Borgo
in Italian : the full name of the
place being properly rljv noXiXvav
rw”vKkacopcviwu, Borgo dei ClazoVOL. 1x.

meni; and thence in common
v,
speech, simply rljv ~ o k i ~ v aBorgo.
Am.-Clazomenre, at this time an
island, was by Alexander joined to
the continent by a mole. Goell.]
’ [limrX#rws : consternation.]
[“Asspakeor put it tothevote”.]
Z
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with the rest, they-fetched from thence, and gave
the bondmen that served in them their liberty, and
the chains to those that were free, And instead
of all those galleys that kept guard’ upon the galleys of the Peloponnesians, they made ready other
with all speed in their places ; besides thirty more,
which they intended to furnish out afterwards.
Great was their diligence; and nothing was of
light importance that they went about for the
recovery of Chios.
16. Strombichides in the meantime arrived’ at
Samos : and taking into his company one Samian
galley, went thence to Teos, and entreated them
not to stir. But towards Teos was Chalcideus also
coming with twenty-three galleys from Chios : and
with him also the land forces of the Clazomeriians
and Erythr=ans3. Whereof Strombichides having
been advertised, he put forth again before his
arrival ; and standing off at sea, when he saw the
many galleys that came from Chios, he fled towards
Samos, they following him. The land forces, the
Teians would not at the first admit : but after this
flight of the Athenians, they brought them in.
And these for the most part4 held their hands for
a while, expecting the return of Chalcideus from
the chase: but when he stayed somewhat long,
they fell of themselves to the demolishing of the
wall built about the city of Teos by the Athenians
towards the continent; wherein they were also
That had left the guard”:-

menianr and Erythrreans moved
along the shore”: that is, by the
speed others in their places”.]
side of Chalcideus. Arm Goell.]
3
With his eight galleys”.]
[And the land forces held their
a [wapdee: “and at the same hand” Rc. Bekker Rc, ol wtzoi:
time the land forces of the Clazo- vulgo, oi r o L b i . 3

‘‘ they manned and sent out with all
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helped by some few barbarians, that came down VIII.
thither under the leading of Tages, deputy lieuteA C. 412.
nant of Tissaphernes.
OL.91.4.
17. Chalcideus and Alcibiades, when they had
chased Strombichides into Samos, armed the mariners that were in the galleys of Peloponnesus,
and left them in Chios; instead of whom they
manned with mariners of Chios both those and
twenty galleys more : and with this fleet they went
to Miletua with intent to cause it t b revolt. For
the intention of Alcibiades, that was acquainted
with the principal Milesians, was to prevent the
fleet which was to come from Peloponnesus, and to
turn these cities first’; that the honour of it might
be ascribed to the Chians, to himself, to Chalcideus,
and (as he had promised) to Endius that set them
out, as having brought most of the cities to revolt
with the forces of the Chians only and of those
galleys that came with Chalcideus. So these, for
the greatest part of their way undiscovered, aad
arriving not much sooner than Strombichides and
Thrasycles, (who now chancing to be present with
[those] twelve galleys from Athens followed them
with Strombichides), caused the Milesians to revolt. Miletus
The Athenians following them at the heels with
nineteen galleys, being shut out by the Milesians,
lay at anchor at Ladal, an island over against
the city.
Presently upon the revolt of Miletus was made

r‘

1
Was to bring over them (the
Milesians) before the arrival of the
fleet from Peloponnesus”.]
2
Lade, the island &c. The
scene of the sea-fight in498 between
the Persians under Darius and the

revolted Ionians : see Herod vi.
7-17. It is now joined to the continent by the mud of the .Mrt.ander,
and ita place marked only by 8 hill:
and Miletus is no longer on the
sea-shore.]
2 2

-
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the first league between the king and the Laced=monians by Tissaphernes and Chalcideus, as folYEA8 XX.
A . c . ~ . loweth :
Or, 9 1 . 4
League between
18. “ The Lacedzmonians and their confederates
Tissaphernes
and theLacedre-have made a league with the king and Tissaphernes
monians.
on these articles :
“Whatsoever territory or cities the king possesseth, and his ancestors have possessed, the same
are to remain the king’s.
‘I Whatsoever money or other profit redounded
to the Athenians from their cities’, the king and
the Lacedsemonians are jointly to hinder, so as the
Athenians may receive nothing from thence, neither
money nor other thing.
“ The king, and the Lacedaemonians and their
confederates, are to make joint war against the
Athenians. And without consent of both parts it
shall not be lawful to lay down the war against the
Athenians, neither for the king, nor for the Lacedzemonians and their confederates.
“ If any shall revolt from the king, they shall be
enemies to the Lacedemonians and their confederates : and if any shall revolt from the Lacedaemonians and their confederates, they shall in like
manner be enemies to the king.”
19. This was the league. Presently after this the
Chians set out ten galleys more, and went to Anaea :
both to hearken what became of the business at
Miletus, and also to cause the cities thereabouts to
revolt. But word being sent them from Chalcideus to go back, and that Amorges was at hand2
with his army, they went thence to the temple of
VIII.

I

[(‘From these cities”.]

*

[,, A t hand hy land”.]
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Jupiter. [Being there] they descried sixteen VIII.
galleys more, which had been sent out by the
Athenians under the charge of Diomedon after A.C.412.
OL.91.4.
the putting to sea of those with Thrasycles : upon
sight of whom they fled, one galley to Ephesus, the
rest towards Teos. Four of them the Athenians
took, but empty, the men having gotten on shore :
the rest escaped into the city of Teos. And the
Athenians went away again towards Samos. The Lebedos and
Eras revolt.
Chians putting to sea again with the remainder of
their fleet and with the land forces, caused first
Lebedos to revolt, and then Erae : and afterwards
returned, both with their fleet and landmen, every
one to his own.
20. About the same time, the twenty galleys of ThePelopoones
Peirsus
Peloponnesus, which the Athenians had formerly’
chased into Peiraeus, and against whom they now
lay with a like number, suddenly forced their
passage ; and having the victory in fight, took four
of the Athenian galleys ; and going to Cenchreiae,
prepared afresh for their voyage to Chios and
Ionia. At which time there came also unto them Astyochlls ad.
miral of the Pefrom Lacedaemon for commander, Astyochus ; who lopounesiaus.
was now admiral of the whole navy3. When the
1 [“ And they descry” &c.Around the temple of Jupiter a
small town had probably grown up,
as a t the more famous 6ibs iipbv
near the mouth of the Bosphorus.
The “land forces” mentionedalittle
below, were those of the Clazomenians and Erythraeans, said in ch.
16 to have been admitted into Teos.
Arnold.]
a Y L H a d as before mentioned
chased”: see ch. IO.]

[,‘ T o whom now belonged the
entire (vauap~ia)command of the
fleet”: that is, of the fleet of the
allies, as well as of Sparta.-In
the fifth century A.C. a general
demoralization, the fruit of the
extended limits of the foreign power
of Sparta, pervaded by degrees
every department of the state., Expeditions in distant countries, beyond seas especially, oqerated not
only to thwart the design of the

VIII.

YEAR XX.

A. c. 419.

oh 91. 4.
Tissaphernes
rszeth the remainder of the
Athenian wall
at Teos.
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landmen were gone from Teos, Tissaphernes himself came thither with his forces ; and he also demolished the wall as much as was left standing, and
went his way again. Not long after the going
away of him, came thither Diomedon with ten
galleys of Athens. And having made a truce with
the Teians, that he also might be received, he put
to sea again, and kept the shore to Em, and
assaulted it ; but failing to take it, departed.
21. It fell out about the same time that the
commons of Samos, together with the Athenians
who were there with three galleys, made an insurrection against the great men ; and slew of them
in all about two hundred. And having banished
four hundred more, and distributed amongst themselves their lands and houses, (the Athenians having now, as assured of their fidelity, decreed them
their liberty), they administered the affairs of the
city from that time forward by themselves, no more
communicating with the Geomori ', nor permitting
any of the common people to marry with them.
legislator, by bringing individuals
in contact with foreign manners
and luxuries, but occasioned in
many respects a total abandonment
of it. From this source flowed a
degree of self-seeking, the more
dangerous that the possibility of it
had not been contemplated in framing the constitution. B u t the necessity of sending to various countries commanders independent of
the king, ran counter to the constitution of Lycurgus. This begat
new dignities: Humosts for theconquered cities, Navarchs and Episto& for the fleet : the lawful liqits

of which offices means were soon
found to evade. And that characters
such as Clearchus and Lysander,
should under these circumstances
be found not proof against the
allurements of fame and ambition,
is far less surprising than the same
weakness in Pausanias, in whose
time Sparta possessed more of the
virtue of self-denial. Hem. 8 46.3
* [The same class as the yapdp04
of Syracuse: see vi. 36,note.--"Ncr
permitting the common people either
to give their children in marriage
to them, or to marry from amongst

them". Goell,]
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22. After this, the same summer, the Chians, as VIII.
they had begun, persevering in their earnestness
to bring the cities to revolt, even without the ~ c . 4 1 ~
OL. 0% 1.
Lacedzemonians, [with their single forces], and mecliians en.
deavour to turn
desiring to make as many fellows of their danger h t m s from the
to the
as they were able, made war by themselves with Atheninnu
Lacedlemonians
with their single
thirteen galleys against Lesbos : which was accord- power:
andcause
ing to what was concluded by the Lacedaemonians, first Metbyrnna,
namely, to go thither in the second place, and EZlffytileneta
thence into the Hellespont. And withal the land
forces, both of such Peloponnesians as were present and of their confederates thereabouts, went
along by them to Clazomenae and Cyme: these
under the command of Eualas a Spartan, and the
galleys, of Deiniades a man of the parts thereabouts l.
The galleys putting in at Methymna, caused that
city to revolt first.
.
,2
23. Now Astyochus the Lacedamonian admiral,
having set forth as he intended from Ceuchreiae3,
arrived at Chios. The third clay after his coming
thither, came Leon arid Diomedon into Lesbos
with twenty-five galleys of Athens : for Leon came

.. .... ..

pi Deiniadas, a perimcos”. This
is an unusual occurrence. But the
Spartans did not hold the naval service in much estimation : and moreover, the inhabitants of the maritime towns were more practised in
naval affairs than the Dorians of
the interior. Even here it i s not to
be supposed that the pericecos had
any Spartans uoder him : but that
like Gylippus, he was no more
than it commander of the Chians.
See Muell. iii. 2.1
It seemeth that something is
here wanting, and supplied thus by

Fran. Porta. “ Then the Chians,
leaving four galleys here for guard
of the place, went to Mytilene with
the rest, and caused that city also
to revolt”. [The foregoing sentence
is supplied by Bmilius, not Francis, Portus. Valla has supplied the
sentence in nearly the same words.
The Greek is found in one XS.
only. ‘‘ And four ships are left b e
hind in it. And the rest again
caused Mytilene to revolt”.]
[,,Setting forth with four ships,
as he was preparing to do, &om
Cenchreis”. See ch. 20.J

-
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with a supply of ten galleys more from Athens
afterwards’.
Astyochus in the evening of the same
Y B ~ Rxx,
* ~ ~ 1 2 -day, taking with him one galley more of Chios,
oha2.1.
took his way toward Lesbos, to help it what he
could : and put in at Pyrrha, and the next day at
Eressos. Here he heard that Mytilene was taken
by the Athenians, even with the shout of their
The Athenians voices.
For the dthenians coming unexpected,
recoverMytilene
entered the havena: and having beaten the galleys
of the Chians, disbarked and overcame those that
made head against them, and won the city. When
Astyochus heard this, both from the Eressians and
from those Chian galleys that came from Methymna
with Eubulus ; which having been left there before,
as soon as Mytilene was lost fled, and three of
them chanced to meet with him, (for one was taken
by the Athenians) ; he continued his course for
Mytilene no longer : but having caused Eressos to
revolt, and armed the soldiers he had aboard,
made them to march toward Antissn and Methymna
by land3, under the conduct of Eteonicus ; and he
himself with his own galleys and those three of
Chios, rowed thither along the shore, hoping that
the Methymnaeans, upon sight of his forces, would
*s?).ochussee- take heart and continue in their revolt. But when
ing he could do
nopoaatLes- in Lesbos all things went against him, he re-embos, returned to
barked his army and returned to Chios. And the
Chios.
landmen4 that were aboard, and should have gone
into Hellespont, went again into their cities. After
WJI.

[That is, the forces of “ their
confederates thereabouts” (ch. 22),
pectedly entering the haven”.]
who with the Peloponnesian lands c‘ And armed (the inhabitants), forces had accompanied the Chian
he sends the hoplitae of his own fleet in ita expedition to Lesbos.
ships to Antissa &c.” Goell. Am.] Am. Goell.]
1

*

[After Diomedon in ch. 19.1

r‘ As they were sailing unex-
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this came to them six galleys to Chios, of those of VIII.
the confederate fleet at Cenchreice. The Athenians,
when they had reestablished the state of Lesbos, ;fi;;;went thence and took Polichna, which the Clazomenians had fortified in the continent ; and brought
them all back again into the city which is in the
island, save only the authors of the revolt; for
these got away to Daphnus. And Clazomens re- The Athenians
recover Claso.
turned to the obedierice of the Athenians.
mena.
24. The same summer, those Athenians that with
twenty galleys lay in the isle of Lada before Miletils, landing in the territory of Miletus at Panormus,
slew Chalcideus the Lacedzemonian commander, Chalcideusslain.
that came out against them but with a few ; and
set up a trophy, and the third day after departed’.
But the Milesians pulled down the trophy, as
erected where the Athenians were not masters.
Leon and Diomedon, with the Athenian galleys The Athenians
make sharp war
that were at Lesbos, made war upon the Chians by upon Chios.
sea from the isles called a3nussze,which lie before
Chios, and from Sidussa and Pteleum (forts they
held in Erythrza), and from Lesbos2. They that
were aboard were men of arms of the roll, compelled to serve in the fleet3. With these they
landed at Cardamyle ; and having overthrown the
Chians that made head in a battle at Bolissus, and
slain many of them, they recovered from the enemy
~

c‘ Sailed across and set up a operations,madeaar with their fleet
trophy”.]
* [,‘ Leon and Diomedon, with
&c., from the aEnussz, the islands
lying before Chios, and from Sidusse and Pteleum, datroyed the
forts they possessed in ErythrEa :
and making Leuhos the base of their

upon Chios”. Valla, Goeller: inserting KU&ikOV, found in one frIS.1
[The epihata., usually chosen
from the fourth class, were now,
oving to the peculiar exigency of
the times, drawn from the higher
classes. Goell. Am.]
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a11 the places of that quarter. And again they
overcame them in another battle at Phanse, and in
a third at Leuconium. After this, the Chians went
out no more to fight : by which means the Athenians made spoil of their territory, excellently well
furnished ’. For except it were the Lacedaemonians, the Chians were the only men that I have
heard of, that had joined advisedness to prosperity;
and the more their city increased, had carried the
more respect in the administration thereof to assure
it. Nor ventured they now to revolt, (lest any
man should think that, in this act at least, they
regarded not what was the safest), till they had
many and strong confederates with whose help to
try their fortune ; nor till such time as they perceived the people of Athens (as they themselves
could not deny) to have their estate after the defeat in Sicily reduced to extreme weakness. And
if through human misreckoning they miscarried in
aught, they erred with many others : who in like
manner had an opinion, that the state of the Athenians would quickly have been overthrown.
Being therefore shut up by sea, and having their
lands spoiled, some within undertook to make the
city return unto the Athenians. Which though
the magistrates perceived, yet they themselves
stirred not ; but having received Astyochus into
the city with four galleys that were with him from
Erythrz, they took advice together, how by taking
hostages, or some other gentle way, to make them
give over the conspiracy. Thus stood the business
with the Chians.

*

[,,And from the Medan war until that time unravaged”.]
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25. In the end of this summer a thousand five

VIII;

hundred men of arms of Athens, and B thousand of
Argosl, (for the Athenians had put armour upon
five hundred light-armed of the Argives), and of TheAthenians
fight with the
other confederates a thousand more, with forty- ~ i l ~andd
eight galleys, reckoning those which were for kT:i;.bdege
transportation of soldiers, under the conduct of
Phrynicus, Onomacles, and Scironides, came in2 to
Samos, and crossing over to Miletus encamped before it. And the Milesians issued forth with eight
hundred men of arms of their own, besides the
Feloponnesians that came with Chalcideus and
some auxiliar strangers3 with Tissaphernes (Tissaphernes himself being also there with his cavalry) :
and fought with the Athenians and their confederates, The A4rgives,who made one wing of themselves, advancing befare the rest and in some
disorder, in contempt of the enemy, as being Ionians and not likely to sustain their charge, were by
the Milesians overcome: and lost no less than
three hundred of their men. But the Athenians,
when they had first overthrown the Peloponnesians, and then beaten back the barbarians and
other multitude, and not fought with the Milesians
at all, (for they, after they were come from the
chase of the Argives and saw their other wing

&Cg:

[A thousand of Athens : fifteen
hundred of brgos: Bekk. &c.]
[,, From Athens".]
a [It is a question whether these
were Greeks or barbarians : probably however they were Greeks: Arcadians, we may suppose, from Peloponnesus (see v. 29, note). The
word &VlKbV describes them with
respect to Tissaphernes, and not to

the historian himself. The '' Peloponnesians that came with Chalcideus"must hare been too few to
offer any resistance to a 1000 heavyarmed Athenians, being only theepibat= of five ships : but the Pelaponnesian mercenaries of Tissaphernes
addedconsiderably to their strength.
" And some foreign f i s w o v p ~ b ~ )
mcenen'es of Tissaphernes". Am.)

~ ~

-
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defeated, went into the town), sat down with their
arms, as being now masters of the field, close under
*-C.*la.
the wall of the city. It fell out in this battle, that
OL @a.1.
on both sides the Ionics had the better of the
Dorics. For the Athenians overcame the opposite
Peloponnesians ; and the Milesians, the Argives.
The Athenians, after they had erected their trophy,
the place being an isthmus, prepared to take in the
town with a wall : supposing if they got‘ Miletus,
the other cities would easily come in.
TheAthenians
26. In the meantime it was told them about twirise from Miletus
thecoming light, that the five and fifty galleys from Peloponof fiftyfive gal- nesus and Sicily were hard by, and only not already
leys from Pelo.
p0n-a
come. For’ there came into Peloponnesus out of
Sicily, by the instigation of Hermocrates to help to
consummate the subversion of the Atheniau state,
twenty galleys of Syracuse and two of Selinus :
and the galleys that had been preparing in Peloponnesus being then also ready, they were, both
these and the other, committed to the charge of
Theramenes, to be conducted by him to Astyochus
the admiral: and they put in first at Eleus3, an
island over against Miletus. And being advertised
there that the Athenians lay before the town, they
went from thence into the gulf of Iasus, to learn
how the affairs of the Milesians stood. Alcibiades
coming a horseback to Teichiussa of the territory
of Miletus, in which part of the gulf the Peloponnesian galleys lay at anchor, they were-informed
VIII.

Y R A B XX.

1
For of the Sikeliots, tit the
instigation mainly of Hermocrates
&c., there came of Syracusan galleys twenty and of Selinuntian two,
and those from Peloponnesus,which

had been preparing and were now
ready. And both were committed to
Theramenes of Lacedamon &c.”]
a c‘ At Leros, the island” &c.
Bekker &c., ALpov: vulgo, ~ X E ~ V , ]
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by him of the battle : for Alcibiades was, with the
Milesians and with Tissaphernes, present in it.
And he exhorted them, unless they meant to lose
what they had in Ionia and the whole business, to
succour Miletus with all speed, and not to suffer it
to be taken in with a wall. ‘17. According to
this, they concluded to go the next morning and
relieve it. Phrynichus, when he had certain word
from Derus’ of the arrival of those galleys, his colleagues advising to stay and fight it out with their
fleet, said that he would neither do it himself, nor
suffer them to do it, or any other, as long as he
could hinder it. For seeing he might fight with
them hereafter, when they should know against
how many galleys of the enemy, and with what
additions to their own2, sufficiently and at leisure
made ready, they might do it ; he would never, he
said, for fear of being upbraided with baseness,
(for it was no baseness for the Athenians to let their
navy give way upon occasion ; but by what means
soever it should fall out, it would be a great baseness to be beaten3), be swayed to hazard battle
against reason, and not only to dishonour the state,
but also to cast it into extreme danger; seeing
that since their late losses it hath scarce been fit
with their strongest preparation, willingly, no nor
urged by precedent necessity, to undertake*, how
then without constraint to seek out voluntary, dangers? Therefore he commanded them with all
[Bekker bc.,Xipov : vulgo, 66- to have to compound, if they were
beaten, on any terms”. Goell. Valla
* And with how many of their and Portus agree with Hobbes.]
Willingly,or at any rate only
own against them” (the enemy’s
galleys).]
on strong necessity, to undertake
* (“ But rather would it be base the enemy”. Goell.]
POV.1

r‘

r‘

vI1l.
C-LI
Y E h s XX.

A.c.~.
OL.W.14

v111.
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speed to take aboard those that were wounded,

and their landmen and whatsoever utensils they
brought with them ; but to leave behind whatsoever they had taken in the territory of the enemy,
to the end that their galleys might be the lighter :
and to put off for Samos, and thence, when they
had all their fleet together, to make out against
the enemy as occasion should be offered. As
Phrynichus advised this, so he put it in execution :
and was esteemed a wise man, not then only, but
afterwards; nor in this only, but in whatsoever
else he had the ordering of. Thus the Athenians
presently in the evening, with their victory unperfect, dislodged from before Miletus. From Samos
the Argives, in haste and in anger for their overthrow, went home.
The Pelopnnes28. The Peloponnesians setting forth betimes in
inns and Tim5
phernestake
the morning from Teichiussa, put in at Miletus';
was Amorges,
Issus:
wherein and stayed there one day. The next day they took
rebelb*eking7 with them those galleys of Chios, which had fOTwhom they take
prisoner.
merly been chased together with Chalcideus ; and
meant to have returned to Teichiussa, to take
aboard such necessaries' as they had left ashore.
But as they were going, Tissaphernes came t o
them with his landmen, and persuaded them to set
upon Iams, where Amorges the king's enemy then
lay. Whereupon they assaulted Iasus upon a
sudden: and they within not thinking but they
had been the fleet of the Athenians, took it. The
greatest praise in this action was given to the
YbAB f X .

A.C.419.
O L , ~I.,

p' .4ftat (the departure of the
Athenians) put in" &o. GinelLl
[ u d g : The masts, sails, and
rigging; which had, as usual, been

left on shore, when the fleet saiIed
in expectation of going into action.
CompareXenoph. Hellen. i. 1.813:
vi. 2.37. A m . See eh. 43.1
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Syracusians. Having taken Amorges, the bastard FIII.
son of Pissuthnes, but a rebel to the king, the
Peloponnesians delivered him to Tissaphernes, to $2;::
carry him if he would to the king, as he had order
to do. The city they pillaged ; wherein, as being
a place of ancient riches, the army got a very great
quantity of money. The auxiliary soldiers of
Amorges, they received without doing them hurt,
into their own army; being for the most part
Peloponnesians. The town itself they delivered to
Tissaphernes, with all the prisoners, as well fcee
as bond; upon composition with him, a t a Daric
stater’ by the poll. And so they returned to
Miletus. And from hence they sent Pedaritus the
son of Leon, whom the Lacedaemonians had sent
hither to be governor of Chios, to Erythrse ; and
with him, the bands that had aided Amorges by
land ; and made Philip governor there in Miletus. The end of the
twentieth
And so this summer ended.
summer.
49. The next winter Tissaphernes, after he had
put a garrison into Iasus, came to Miletus: and
for one month’s pay, which was promised on his
part at Lacedsemon, he gave unto the soldiers
through the whole fleet after an Attic drachma a
man by the day. But for the rest of the time he
would pay but three oboles, till he had asked the
king’s pleasure: and if the king commanded it,
then he said he would pay them the full drachma.
1 [The Qaric stater was of gold,
and equivalent to twenty Attic
drachmae. Scho1.-TheDaricstater,
as also that of Philip of Macedon,
Alexander, and Lysimachus, was
equalin value to the golden Attic
stater, or the Attic didrachme. And

the didrachme was valued at 20
drachmae of silver: so that in the
mina there would be 5 staters, in
the talent 300 ; calculating the
value of gold a t ten times that of
silver. Boeckb. The eameappears
frnniXenoph.’Anab.i.7.§ 18. Am.]

-
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Nevertheless upon the contradiction of HermoPEAR XX.
crates, general of the Syracusians, (for Therarnenes
A.C.412.
was but slack in exacting pay, as not beirig geneOL. ga. 1.
ral, but only to deliver the galleys that came with
him to Astyochus), it was agreed that but for the
five galleys that were over and above, they should
have more than three oboles a man. For to fiftyfive galleys he allowed three talents a month ; and
to as many as should be more than that number,
after the same proportion'.
TheAthenians
30. The same winter the Athenians that were
send part of'the
fleetRgRitiSt
at Samos, (for2 there were now come in thirty-five
Chios, nnd part
againstMi,etus. galleys more from home, with Charminus, Strombichides, and Euctemon, their commanders), having
gathered together their galleys, as well those that
had been at Chios as all the rest, concluded, distributing to every one his charge by lot, to go lie
before Miletus with a fleet ; but against Chios, to
send out both a fleet and an army of landmen.
And they did so. For Strombichides, Onomacles,
and Euctemon, with thirty galleys and part of
those thousand3 men of arms that went to Miletus,
VIII.

3

[,' I t was agreed that for every

ship, the month's pay of each man

5 ships, they should have somewhat would be 18 drachmae, or 38 oholes
more than 3 oboli a man a day. a day.]

For he gave 3 talents a month for
5 ships : and to the rest, insomuch

as there were more ships than this
number (that is, for any number
less than five), he was to give after
the same rate." Goell. Vulgo, i s
&rr v&c cui mvr$eovra: Bekker
&c. om. rtai w.-The alteration of 3
oboles a man d a y to 3 talents for
every 5 ships a month, would give
36 minae for each ship a month :
and reckoning 200 men to each

r ' T h e Athenians having gathered &c, as well &c as all the
rest (for there were now &c)."This was done in pursuance of the
advice of Phrynichus (ch. 27), to
assemble their fleet a t Samos, and
make sorties from time to time.
The distribution of the command
by lot, was practised, where no one
of the generals was abrorpcirwp : see
instances in vi. 42, 62.1
[See chap. 25, note.]
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which they carried along with them in vessels fof vm-.
transportation of soldiers, according to their lot
went to Chios : and the rest remaining a t Samos A.C.412.
O L . B ~1
..
with seventy-four galleys, were masters of the sea,
and went’ to Miletus.
3 1. Astyochus, who was now2 in Chios requiring Astyochusgoeth
from Chios to
hostages in respect of the treason, after he heard Clazomenm:
of the fleet that was come with Theramenes, and
that the articles of the league with Tissaphernes
were mended3, gave over that business : and with
ten galleys of Peloponnesus and ten of Chios, went
thence and assaulted Pteleum ; but not being able
to take it, he kept by the shore to ClazornenE.
There he summoned those within to yield: with
offer to such of them as favoured the Athenians,
that they might go up and dwell at Daphnus. And
Tamos the deputy lieutenant4 of Ionia, offered
them the same. But they not hearkening thereunto, he made an assault upon the city, being unwalled : but when he could not take it, he put to
sea again, and with a mighty wind was himse1fthencetoPhocm
and Cume.
carried to Phoczea and Cume : but the rest of the
fleet put in a t Marathusa, Pele, and Drimyssa,
islands that lie over against Clazomenae. After
they had stayed there eight days in regard of the
winds, spoiling and destroying, and partly taking
aboard whatsoever goods of the Clazomenians lay
without, they went afterwards to Phociza and
l

p‘ Made a descent on”.]

[ “ A t the time before mentioned,” ch. 24 :-“ as a precaution
against treason”.]
C‘ And that the affairs of the
league were in better plight”.VOL. IX.
a

‘‘ And with the ten galleys of Peloponnesus”: that is, six that arrived in ch. 23, and four brought
by Astyochus in ch. 24.1
[Onap~oc must be the subsatrap.]
A A

~111.
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Cume to Astyochus. 32. While Astyochus was

there, the ambassadors of the Lesbians came unto
~ c . 4 1 3 . him, desiring to revolt’ from the Athenians.
And
OL 02.1.
ne
Lesbians as for him, they prevailed with him : but seeing
offer to turn to
Astyoohus,
the Corinthians and the other confederates were
unwilling in respect of their former ill success
there, he put to sea for Chios. Whither after a
great tempest his galleys, some from one place and
some from another, at length arrived all. After
this, Pedaritus, who was now2 at Erythrze, whither
he was come from Miletus by land, came over with
his forces into Chios. Besides those forces he
brought over with him, he had the soldiers which
were of the five galleys that came thither with
Chaicideus and were left there, to the number of
five hundred ; and armour to arm them.
Now some of the Lesbians having promised to
revolt3, Astyochus communicated the matter with
Pedaritus and the Chians, alleging how meet it
would be t o go with a fleet and make Lesbos to
revolt ; for that they should either get more confederates, or failing, they should at least weaken
Astyochus and the Athenians.
But they gave him no ear ; and
I’edaritus, the
for the Chian galleys, Pedaritus told him [plainly]
of
Chios, disagree. he should have none of them.
33. Whereupon
Astyochus taking with him five galleys of Corinth,
a sixth of Megara, one of Hermione, and those
of Laconia which he brought with him, went towards Miletus to his charge : mightily threatening
YRAE XX.

c“ Again

to revolt”. See ch. over” &c. The “five galleys” see
in ch. 6,8,12, 17.1
a [,Who at the timebeforemena [“ Havingannouslced their intioned (ch. 28) went by land from tention to revolt”:-“to go with
Miletus, being at Erythra! passed the fleet”.]
1

22, 23.1
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the Chians, in case they should need him, not to VIIT.
help them.
YEAB XX.
When he was come to Corycus in Erythrzea, he; A . c . ~ .
OL. 02.1,
stayed there. And the Athenians from Samos lay
on the other side of the point, the one not knowing
that the other was so near'. Astyochus, upon a letter
sent him from Pedaritus, signifying that there were
come certain Erythraean captives dismissed from
Samos with design to betray Erythrze, went presently back to Erythrae: so little he missed of
falling into the hands of the Athenians. Pedaritus
also went over to him ; and having narrowly enquired touching these seeming traitors, and found
that the whole matter was but a pretence which
the men had used for their escape from Samos2,
they acquitted them, and departed one to Chios,
the other, as he was going before, towards Miletus.
34. In the meantime, the army of the Athenians The Athenian
towd
being come about by sea from Corycus to Arginum, galleys
with tempest.
lighted on three long-boats of the Chians ; which3
when they saw, they presently chased. But there
arose a great tempest ;and the long-boats of Chios
with much ado recovered the harbour. But of the
Athenian galleys, especially such as followed them
furthest, there perished three, driven ashore at the
city of Chios ; and the men that were aboard them
were part taken, and part slain. The rest of the
[" And the Athenians sailing
with an army from Samos to Chios
took up their station on the opposite
side of a hill ; separated from each
other without knowing it. But
Astyochus, upon a letter from Pera.
ditus reaching him at nightfall &c.,
went presently &c."J

* [That is, the men had persuaded the Athenians, that if they
had their liberty they could bring
Erythm back to them.]
p' And no sooner did they see
them and give ohace, than straight
a great tempest arose: and the
longboata &c." Goell.]
AA2
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fleet escaped into a haven called Phcenicus, under
YEAR XX.
the hill Mimas : from whence they got afterwards
A.C.~YJ. to Lesbos, and there fortified ’.
OL.92.1.
The Athenians
35. The same Winter Hippocrates Setting Out
tnke the galleys
of the Pelopon. from Peloponnesus with ten galleys of Thurium,
nesialls~sentto commanded by Dorieus the son of Diogoras2 with
waft in the ships
of corn from
two others, and with one galley of Laconia and one
E g p t to Cnidua
of Syracuse, went to Cnidus. This city was now
revolted from Tissaphernes3: and the Peloponnesians that lay at Miletus hearing of it, commanded
that, the one half of their galleys remaining for
the guard of Cnidus, the other half should go about
Triopium, and help to bring in the ships which
were to come from Egypt4. This Triopium is a
VIII.

r‘

And there began preparations for fhe fortification”: that is,
for fortifying Delphinium (ch. 38).
Am.]
[Diagoras was of the royal
family of Rhodes ; where the monarchy expired about 660 A.C.
His sons had before the present
time been condemned to death and
banished by the Athenians, as heads
of the aristocracy. Dorieus, one of
them, is again condemned, and
again escapes in ch. 84. The ancient fortune of the Rhodians,
which was owing to their adherence
to the Doric customs and to their
great commercial activity, was interrupted by the troubles of this
war : in which democracy and aristocmcy were alternately introduced
by the Athenian and Lacedemonian
influence. Soon after this period
(A.C.408) the city of Rhodes was
founded,arid peopled kith the inhabitants of the three cities, Lindus,
Ialysns, andCameirus: seeiii,l 03,n.

..

I n 396 Rhodes was again recovered
and made democratical by Athens :
hut in 391 the Spartan party was
again uppermost, and the Social
W a r finally put an end to Athenian
influence. The Doric characteristics were retained here longer than
in most other Doric states: COLI-.
rage, constancy, with a haughty
sternness of manners, and a certain
temperance, which in a manner
contrasted with their magnificence
in meals, huildings, and all the arts.
Muell. iii. 9.1
[Popp. Goell. Am. Thirl. Bsb
r r ~ ~ a u $ Q p v ‘‘
o ~revolted
~,
from the
Athenians through Tissaphernes”.
Vulgo et Bekk. i c r b 7.3
And they in Miletus hearing
of it, bade that one-half &c., the
other half, which were about Triopion, should attack and seize the
corn ships from Egypt”. That is,
the Athenian corn ships : part of
Egypt being a t this time in revolt
from Persia. Goell.]

‘
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promontory of the territory of Cnidus, lying out in VIII.
the sea and consecrated to Apollo. The Athenians, upon advertisement hereof, setting forth from A . c . ~ I ~ .
OL. 9a.i.
Samos, took those galleys’ that kept guard at
Triopium: but the men that were in them escaped
to land. After this they went to Cnidus, which
they assaulted ; and had almost takeu, being without wall. And the next day they assaulted it
again ; but being less able to hurt it now than
before, because they had fenced it better this
night, and the men also were gotten into it that
fled from their galleys under Triopiurn, they invaded’ and wasted the Cnidian territory ; and so
went back to Samos.
36. About the same time, Astyochus being come They sssault the
to the navy at Miletus, the Peloponnesians had 3 butcannotwin
city of Cnidus,
plenty of all things for the army. For they hadit.
not only sufficient pay, but the soldiers also had
store of money yet remaining of the pillage of
Iasus. And the Milesians underwent the war with
a good will. Nevertheless the former articles of
the league made by Chalcideus with Tissaphernes
seemed4defective, and not so advantageous to them
as to him. Whereupon they agreed to new ones,
in the presence of Tissaphernes6, which were these:
37. c c The agreement of the Lacedzemonians and m e second
league between
their confederates with king Darius and his chil- the Lacedemon.
ians and theking
dren6, and with Tissaphernes, for league and amity of Persia.
according to the articles following :
‘‘Whatsoever territories and cities do belong

p‘ The six galleys that” &c.]

[,Whilst Theramenes was still
[They went away and wasted” there”.]
&c. Bekker &c, cinrXBbvras : vul[The king’s sons were probably
go, ~ M Y ~ s E . ]
named, in order that they might be
bound after their father’s death.
Had still plenty” &c.]
YTo the Peloponnesians”]
For the new king, it seems, was not

r‘

~111.

YBAX X&

A.C.419.
OL oa. 1.
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unto king Darius, or were his father’s or his ancestors’, against these shall neither the Lacedzemonisns’ go to make war, nor any way to annoy
them : neither shall the Lacedzemonians nor their
confederates exact tribute of any of those cities.
Neither shall king Darius, nor any under his dominion, make war upon or any way annoy the
Lacedzemonians, or any of the Lacedzemonian confederates.
‘‘ If the Lacedzemonians or their confederates
shall need anything of the king, or the kiug of the
Lacedaemonians or of their Confederates: what they
shall persuade each other to do, that if they do it,
shall be good.
‘‘ They shall both of them make war jointly
against the Athenians and their confederates : and
when they shall give over the war, they shall also
do it jointly.
“ Whatsoever army shall be in the king’s country, sent for by the king, the king shall defray.
“ If any of the cities comprehended in the
league made with the king, shall invade the king’s
territories, the rest shall oppose them and defend
the king to the utmost of their power. If any city
of the king’s, or under his dominion, shall invade
the Lacedzemonians or their confederates, the king
shall make opposition and defend them to the
utmost of his power.”
bound by his predecessor’sacts, unless accepted by himself. Thus
the treaties with Philip and Antiochus were renewed with their successors. Livy XI. xlii. Arnold.]
Nor their allies”. This and
the former treaty (ch. 18) differ, in

r‘

this article, only in the substitiition
of ;luav for d p v , property for pas:
session :“ whatsoever belonged unto”, instead of “ whatsoever they
used to possess”: what territories
belong to the king, being still left
an openquestion. See again ch. 56.1
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38. After this accord made, Theramenes deli- VIIi.
vered his galleys into the hands of Astyochus:
and putting to sea in a light-horseman, is no more A . c . ~ I ~ .
otm.1.
seen’.
Thehamenee
t h to iwa in a
The Athenians that were now come with their p&$,&horuemsn,
army from Lesbos to Chios, and were masters of =disc-tawv.
the field and of the sea, fortified Delphinium, .a
place both strong to the land-ward, and that had
also a harbour’ for shipping, and W ~ E Inot far from
the city itself of Chios. And the Chians, as having been disheartened in divers former battles, and
otherwise not only not mutually well affected, but
jealous one of another; (for Tydeus3 and his
accomplices had been put to death by Pedaritus
for Atticism, and the rest of the city was kept in
awe, but by force, and for a time) ; stirred not
against them. And for the causes mentioned, not The Chian6 in
s e d for
conceiving themselves, neither with their own clistress,
aid toAsty,,,.hus.
strength nor with the help of those that Pedaritus
had with him, sufficient to give them battle, they
sent to Miletus to require aid from Astyochus.
Which when he denied them, Pedaritus sent letters ADtyochus reRiueth to aid
to Lacedaemon complaining of the wrong. Thus them,
of
proceeded the affairs of the Athenians at Chios. complolned
hy Pedaritus his
Also their fleet at Samos went often out against letters to the
the fleet of the enemy at Miletus : but when theirs
would never come out of the harbour to encounter
them, they returned to Samos and lay still.
[,Sails away and is lost at
sea”. Thir1.--“ Sails away and disappears”: feaving to he called to
account at Sparta for complying
with Tissaphernes about the pay.
Am. Goell.]
[“Having harbours”.]

[,, For the accomplices of Tydeus, the son of Ion, had now &c,
and the rest of the city was hy force
reduced to an oligarchy”. Whether
this Ion is the poet of Chios, one of
some celebrity, whose first tragedy
was representedin 452,isuncertain.]

h
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39. The same winter, about the solstice, went
out
from Peloponnesus towards Ionia those twentyYBAB XX.
~.c.412. seven galleys, which a t the procurement of CalliOL.92.1.
The 6alleys
that geitus of Megara and Timagoras of Cyzicus were
were provided
forPhemabezus made ready by the Lacedaemonians for Pharnaset forth toward bazus.
The commander of them was Antisthenes
Ionis.
Antisthenes and a Spartan : with whom the Lacedaemonians sent
eleven other
spartansseut
eleven Spartans more to be of council with Astywith absolute
authofiityinto ochus ; whereof Lichas the son of Arcesilaus was
Ionia.
one’. These had commission, that when they
should be arrived at Miletus, besides their general
care to order everything to the best, they should
send away these galleys, either the same or more
or fewer, into the Hellespont to Pharnabazus, if
they so thought fit ; and to appoint Clearchus the
son of Rhamphias, that went along in them, for
commander: and that the same eleven, if they
thought it meet, should put Astyochus from his
charge, and ordain Antisthenes in his place : for
they had him in suspicion for the letters of Pedaritus. These galleys holding their course from
Malea through the main sea, and arriving at Melos,
lighted on ten galleys of the Athenians : whereof
three they took, but without the men, and fired
them. After this, because they feared lest those
Athenian galleys that escaped from Melos should
give notice of their coming to those in Samos, (as
also it fell out), they changed their course and
went towards Crete: and haviiig made their voyage
the longer that it might be the safer, they put in
They arrive at
~ a u n u ain Asia. at Caunus in Asia.
Now from thence, as being in
VIII.

1 [See Lichas, ch. 43, 84, and
those in ii. 85, iii. 69,76,or even
v. 50. The powers of these E&in v. 63 : the reason of this strong
PvAo, are far more extensivethan of measuretlppears,perhaps,inch.5D.]
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a place of safety, they sent a messenger to the fleet VIII.
at Miletus for a convoy.
YEAR XX.
40. The Chians arid Pedaritus about the same
time, notwithstanding [their former repulse, andj me Chiaua
desire help of
that Astyochus was still backward, sent messen- Astyochua
gem to him, desiring him to come with his whole
fleet to help them, being besieged: and not to
suffer the greatest of their confederate cities in all
Tonia to be thus shut up by sea and ravaged by
land, as it was. For the Chians having many
slaves ’, more than any one state except that of the
Lacedsmonians, whom for their offences they the
more urgently punished because of their number ;
many of them, as soon as the Athenians appeared
to be settled in their fortifications, ran over presently to them ; and were they, that knowing the
territory so well, did it the greatest spoil. Therefore the Chians said he must help them, whilst
there was hope and possibility to do it : Delphinium
being still in fortifying and unfurnished2, and
greater fences being in making both about their

:::;2

l [The Chians had been a trading
people from very early times : and
are said to be the first of the Greeks
that regularly dealt in slaves. The
antiquity of slavery amongst thein
is proved by their slaves still retaining the Homeric name Qcphnovrss,
signifying “those that wait on
others”, whether bond or free: which
had never been exchanged for the
more common name 8oBXos. Am.
-The Athenians were probably not
far behind the Chians : Hermann
(5 114) calculating their slaves a t
nearly 400,000 : though Mueller
(iii. 3) says that, in this war, their

slaves were not 200,000. It seems
certain, however, that their number
was considerable enough to induce
the state to render their condition
not only tolerable, but very little
inferior to that of the citizens:
H e m . ibid.-It appears from Herodotus (vi. 37), that in earlier
times slavery was known in no part
of Greece. It was the want of
slaves that drew to the Nine-pipes
for water the daughters of the
Athenian citizens, for violating
whom the Pelasgi were expelled
from Attica.]
3 [,,Unfinished”.]
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camp and fleet. Astyochus, /though he meant it
not before, because he would have made good his
YEAB XX.
A.C.411.
threats, yet when he saw the confederates were
OL.92.1.
willing, he was bent to have relieved them.
Astyochusisdi.
41. But in the meantime came the messenger
verted from help.
ing the Chions, from the twenty-seven galleys, and from the Laceand goeth towaft
in the twenty- dzemonian counsellors, that were come to Caunus'.
seven ~ l l e ~ s oAstyochus
f
therefore esteeming the wafting in of
Peloponneeus
that i~ at
these galleys, whereby they might the more freely
cullnus.
command the sea, and the safe coming in of those
Lacedamonians, who were to look into his actions,
a business that ought to be preferred above all
other, presently gave over his journey for Chios,
and went towards Caunus. As he went by the
coast, he landed at Cos Meropidis2, being unwalled,
and thrown down by an earthquake which had
happened there, the greatest verily in man's memory ; and rifled it, the inhabitants being fled into
the mountains: and overrunning the country, made
booty of all that came in his way, saving of freemen ; and those he dismissed. From Cos he went
by night to Cnidus: but found it necessary, by
the advice of the Cnidians, not to land his men
there, but to follow as he was after those twenty
galleys of Athens, wherewith Charminus, one of
the Athenian generals gone out from Samos, stood
watching for those twenty-seven galleys that were
come from Peloponnesus, the same that Astyochus
VIII.

1 c" Came a message from Caunus, that the 27 galleys and the
council of the Lacedremonians are
at hand".]
0 p At Cos Meropis".
Cos was
said to be the daughter of the bero

Merops, by whom it was first
settled. The ancient inhabitants
were called by the Greeks .W9vpeo.
Some connect the name with the
Homeric epithet of a"vOpwnot,ptponrc,articukzte speakers.-"The city
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himself was going to convoy in. For they at vrIr.
Samos had had intelligence from Miletus' of their
coming : and Charminus was lying for them about ;:i;;:
Syme, Chalce, Rhodes, and the coast of Lycia:
for by this time he knew that they were at Caunus.
42. Astyochus, therefore, desiring to outgo the
report of his coming, went as he was to Syme;
hoping to find those galleys out from the shore.
But [a shower of] rain, together with the cloudiness of the sky, made his galleys to miss their
course in the dark, and disordered them.
The next morning, the fleet being scattered, the A fiKht between
Peloponnesleft wing was manifestly descried by the Athenians, the
ian and Athen.
iao fleets: where.
whilst the rest wandered yet about the island. in the Athenians
And thereupon Charminus and the Athenians put had thewom.
forth against them with twenty galleys2, supposing
they had been the same galleys they were watching
for from Caunus: and presently charging, sunk
three of them and hurt others, and were superior
in the fight, till such time as, contrary to their
expectation, the greater part of the fleet came in
sight, and enclosed them about. They then betook
themselves to flight: and with the loss of six
galleys the rest escaped into the island of Teuglussa, and from thence to Halicarnassus. After
this the Peloponnesians putting in at Cnidus, and
joining with those seven-and-twenty galleys that
came from Caunus, went all together to Syrne : and
having there erected a trophy, returned again and
lay at Cnidus.
43. The Athenians, when they understood what
being unwalled &c., tie rifled &c."]
r'from Melos. Bekk. &c.]

[With less than the twenty
galleys": see ch. 41.1
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had passed in this battle, went from Samos with
their whole navy to Syme. But neither went they
YEAR XX.
A.c.411.
out against the navy in Cnidus, nor the navy there
0L.DZ. 1.
against them. Whereupon they took up the furpiture of their galleys at Syme, and assaulted
Loryma, a town in the continent ; and so returned
to Samos.
Tissaphernea
The whole navy of the Peloponnesians being' at
and the Lacedsemoniansdisagree Cnidus, was [now] in repairing and refurnishing
abouttheurticles with such things as it wanted : and withal those
of their league.
eleven Lacedzemonians conferred with Tissaphernes
(for he also was present) touching such things as
they disliked in the articles before agreed on2, and
concerning the war, how it might be carried for
the future in the best and most advantageous manner for them both. But Lichas was he that considered the business more nearly; and said, that
neither the first league, nor yet the later by Theramenes, was made as it ought to have been : and
that it would be a very hard condition, that whatsoever territories the king and his ancestors possessed before, he should possess the same now3;
for so he might bring again into subjection all t h e
islands, and the sea, and the Locrians, and all as
far as Bceotia ; and the Lacedzmonians, instead of
restoring the Grecians into liberty, should put them
into subjection to the rule of the Medes. Therefore he required other and better articles to be
1'111.

c" Being now a t Cnidus".]
r'Touching whathad beenalready done, if aught dippleased
them, and concerning the war &c."]
[tLIt would be a serious mat-

*

*

.

ter, if whatsoever territory the king
&c had ever ruled, the same he
should now claim as part of his
empire".-" All the islands and
Thessaly, and the Locri" &c.]
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drawn, and not to stand to these : as for pay, in YIII.
the new articles they would require none’. But
Tissaphernes chafing at this, went his way in A.C.411.
OL 82.1.
choler : and nothing was done.
44. The Pelopoiinesians solicited by messengers
from the great men of Rhodes, resolved to go
thither: because they hoped it would not prove
impossible, with their number of seamen and army
of land‘ soldiers, to bring that island into their
power’; and withal supposed themselves able, with
their present confederates, to maintain their fleet
without asking money any more of Tissaphernes.
Presently therefore, the same winter, they put forth
from Cnidus: and arriving in the territory of
Rhodes, at Cameirus, first frighted the commons
out of‘ it, that knew not of the business ; and they
fled ’. Then the Lacedaemonians called together
both these, and the Rhodians of the two cities
Lindus and Ielysus ; and persuaded them to revolt
from the Athenians. And Rhodes turned to the Rhodesrevolteth
the PelopooPeloponnesians. The Athenians at the same time, tonesians.
hearing of their design, put forth with their fleet
from Samos, desiring to have arrived before them :
and were seen in the main sea, too late, though
not much4. For the present they went away to
Chalce, and thence back to Samos ; but afterwards
they came forth with their galleys divers times,
and made war against Rhodes, from‘ Chalce, Cos,
-

[,‘ Or

a t any rate not to stand
to these: nor was pay wanted upon
any such terms”.]
a
Because they hoped to bring
that island, one not inconsiderable
both for number of ships and land
forces, into their power”.]
1

p‘ And arriving first a t Cameirus of Rhodes with 94 ships,
frighted c(tc ; especially as the city
was unwalled; and they fled’.]
[“ But being too late, though
not mtlch, they thereupon went
away to Chalce”.]

-
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and Samos. Now the Peloponnesians did no
more to the Rhodians, but levy money amongst
YEAR XX.
A.C-411.
them to the SUM of thirty-two talents : and otheror, 82.1.
wise for fourscore days that they lay there, having
their galleys hauled ashore, they meddled not'.
~.c.412.
45. In this time, as also before the going of the
Peloponnesians to Rhodes, came to pass the
Alcibiades flieth things that follow. Alcibiades, after the death of
to Tissnphernes,
and crwaefh the Chalcideus and battle at Miletus, being suspected
badness
Peloponnesisns.
of the by the Peloponnesians, and Astyochus having received letters from them from Lacedaemon to put
him to death ; (for he was an enemy to Agis, and
also otherwise not well trusted) : retired to Tissaphernes first, for fear ; and afterwards to his power
hindered' the affairs of the Peloponnesians. And
He sdviseth
being in everything his instructor, he not only cut
Tissaphernea to
shorter their pay, insomuch as from a drachma he
ahortent]&
Pay:
brought it t o three oboles, and those also not continually paid ; advising Tissaphernes to tell them,
how that the Athenians, men of a long continued
skill in naval affairs, allowed but three oboles to
their own, not so much for want of money, but
lest the mariners, some of them growing insolent
by superfluity, should disable their bodies by
spending their money on such things as would
VIII.

c" And the Pelopounesians levied of the Rhodians 32 talents,
and drew up their ships and did
nothing else for 80 days".]
2 ["Endamaged with him (Tissaphernes) the alkirs &".-Alcibiades, dariog his stay a t Sparta,
had made an implacable enemy of
Agis. H e is said to have excited
his jealousy, by declaring himself
ambitious of giying a king to

Spartil : which, whether well or ill
founded, was increased by his queen
Timaea calling, a m o n p t her women, her infant son Leotychides by
the name of Alcibiades. The Spartan government too was far from
being well pleased with the inffuence of Alcihiades amongst the
Asiatic Greeks, though immediately
subservient to its interest. See
Thirl. ch. xxviii.]
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weaken them, and others should quit the galleys VIII.
with the arrear of their pay in their captains' hands
for a pawn : but also gave counsel to Tissaphernes :;$2:
to give money to the captains of the galleys and andtocorrupt
the captains.
to the generals of the several cities, save only those
of Syracuse, to give way unto it. For Hermocrates T h e i n w Q of
[the general of the Syracusians] was the only man, Hermocrates.
that in the name of the whole league stood against
it. And for the cities that came to require money, Alcibiadesan.
swereth inTissahe would put them back himself, and answer them phernes'nrtme to
cities that
in Tissaphernes his name ; and say, namely to the the
call upon him for
Chians, that they were impudent men, being the money, and piitn
them d.
richest of the Grecian states and preserved by
strangers, to expect nevertheless that others, for
their liberty, should not only veuture their persons,
but maintain them with their purses : and to other
states, that they did unjustly, having laid out their
money before they revolted that they might serve
the Athenians, not to bestow as much or more now
upon themselves : and told them, that Tissaphernes,
now he made war at his own charges, had reason
to be sparing ; but when money should come down
from the king he would give them their full pay,
and assist the cities 11s should be fit. 46. More- Hecounselleth
Tiaaaphernes to
over, he advised Tissaphernes not to be too hasty prolong the war,
to make an end of the war, nor to fetch in the;;iyboth
Phcenician fleet which was making ready, nor take
more men2 into pay, whereby to put the whole
power both by sea and land into the hands of one :
but to let the dominion remain divided into two,
that the king, when one side troubled him, might
I p h a t is, leaving in their capcaptain to give leave of absence to
tains' hands their arrears of pay : a the injury of the service. Goell.]
pledge, which would indiice the
c" More of the Grecians".]
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set upon it with the other : whereas the dominion
both by sea and land being in one, he will want by
YEAB XX,
A.C.412.
whom to pull down those that hold it, unless with
o1.9a.1.
great danger and cost he should come and try it
out himself: but thus the danger would be less
chargeable, he being but at a small part of the
cost; and he should wear out the Grecians one
against
another, and himself in the meantime reHeadviseth him, main in safety
H e said further, that the Athenof the two, to fa.
VOUr the Athen- ianS Were fitter to partake dominion with him than
ians the rather,
as litter to help the other; for that they were less ambitious of
subdue the
power by land ; and that their speeches and acGrecians.
tions tended more to the king’s purpose*: for that
they would join with him to subdue the Grecians,
that is to say, for themselves as touching the dominion by sea, and for the king as touching the
Grecians in the king’s territories: whereas the
Lacedaemonians, on the contrary, were come to set
them free : and it was not likely but that they that
were come to deliver the Grecians from the Grecians, will, if they overcome the Athenians, deliver
them also from the barbarians. H e gave counsel
therefore, first to wear them out both ; arid then,
when he had clipped, as near as he could, the wings
of the Athenians, to dismiss the Peloponnesians out
of his country.
And Tissaphernes had a purpose to do accordingly ; as far as by his actions can be conjectured.
Tissaphernes, For hereupon he gave himself to believe Alcibiades,
guided by the
counsel of Alci- as his best counsellor in these affairs: and neither
VIII.

’.

r‘

V A n d the danger would be
e
And that they coriducted
less, to wear out the Greeks against the war on priuciples and with a
each other, at less cost and with practice most conformable to the
security to himself”,]
king’s interest”. Am.]
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paid the Peloponnesiarie their wages, nor would VIIT.
suffer them to fight by sea: but pretending the
~412.
coming of the Phenician fleet, whereby they might AOL.
92.1
afterwards fight with odds ’, he overthrew their biadrs,hiirdereth
successol the
proceedings, and abated the vigour of their navy, the
felopomesians,
before very puissant ; and was in all things else
more backward than he could possibly dissemble.
47. Now Alcibiades advised the king and Tissa- Alcibiades aimeth at his return
phernes to this, whilst he was with them, partly to Athens by
because he thought the same to be indeed the best
course ; but partly also, to make way for his own Tissaphemes.
return into his country : knowing that if he destroyed it not, the time would one day come that
he might persuade the Athenians to recall him.
And the best way to persuade them to it, he thought,
was this: to make it appear unto them that he
was powerful with Tissaphernes. Which also came
to pass. For after the Athenian soldiers at Samos Motionmadefor
the recalling of
saw what power he had with him, the captains of Alcibiades, and
galleys and principal men there?: partly upon Alcibiades his own motion, who had sent to the
greatest amongst them, that they should remember
him to the best sort, and say that he desired t o
come home, so the government might be in the
hands of a few, not of evil persons nor yet of the
multitude that cast him out3; and that he would

;::;:zt;f

* [“With more than enough”.
Goell. Am.]
[What is said in the lirst instance of “ the soldiers”, that is, of
the army i n general, becomes
limited to the trierarchs and principal men, when mention is made
of a regular design on mere political grounds to overthrow the conVOL. IX.

stitution: for t o this the army a t
large had no inclination. Am.“ T O remember him to the chief

md.1

[“ And not of the mischievous
and democratical party that cast
him out”.-Hobbes seems to have
read FupxoXEpfiv, “ to war on their
side”, for EvpxoXertCew: “ t o come
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bring Tissaphernes to be their friend, [and to war
on their side]: but chiefly of their own accords,
YEAR sx.
-4.~412.
had their minds inclined to the deposing of the
0~.92.1,
popular government.
48. This business was set on foot first in the
camp ; and from thence proceeded afterwards into
the city. And certain persons went over to Alcibiades out of Samos, and had conference with him.
And when he had undertaken to bring to their
friendship first Tissaphernes, and then the king, in
case the government were taken from the people :
for then, he said, the king might the better rely
upon them : they that were of most power in the
city, who also were the most toiled out1, entered
into great hope both to have the ordering of the
state at home themselves, and victory also over the
Conspiracy in enemy. And when they came back to Samos, they
the army at Sa.
mosrylRinstthe drew all such as were for their purpose into a n
democracy of
oath of conspiracy with themselves : and to the
Athens.
multitude gave it out openly, that if Alcibiades
might be recalled and the people put from the
government, the king would turn their friend and
furnish them with money.
Though the multitude were grieved with this
proceeding for the preSent, yet for the great hope
they had of the king’s pay they stirred not. But
they that were setting up the oligarchy, when they
had communicated thus much to the multitude,
fell to consideration, anew and with more of their
complices, of the things spoken by Alcibiades.
And the rest thought the matter easy, and worthy
VIII.

homeand sharein thegovernment”.] thens, which were thrown princi[That k, with the public hur- pally on the rich. Goell.]
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to be believed: but Phrynichus, who yet was VIII.
general of the army, liked it not; but thought, as
the truth was, that Alcibiades cared no more for A.C.412.
OL.82.1.
the oligarchy than the democracy, nor had any Phrynichus is
against the re.
other aim in it, but only by altering the govern- calling of Alci.
ment that then was to be called home by his asso- biada
ciates : and said, “ they were especially to look to
this, that they did not mutiny for the king’, who
could not very easily be induced (the Peloponnesians being now as much masters at sea as themselves, and having no small cities within his dominions) to join with the Athenians, whom he trusted
not ; and to trouble himself, when he might have
the friendship of the Peloponnesians, that never
did him hurt: as for the confederate cities to
whom they promise oligarchy, in that they themselves do put down the democracy,” he said, “ he
knew full well, that neither those which were
already revolted would the sooner return to, iior
those that remained be ever the more confirmed
in their obedience thereby : for they would never
be so willing to be in subjection either to dhe few
or to the people, as they would be to have their
liberty, which side soever it were that should give
it them: but would think, that even those which
are termed tlie good men2, if they had the government, would give them as much to do as the people, being contrivers and authors to the people of
doing those mischiefs against them, out of which
they make most profit unto themselves: and that
if the f e w had the rule, then they should be put to

r‘

And said that for themselves not easy for the king (the Peloponthey bad especially to see to it, that nesians being &c.) to join” kc.]
there be no Eedition : that it was
a [KuXOJ~cZyaeo3c. See iv. 40,n.J
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VIII. death unheard, and more violently than by the
former ; whereas the people is their refuge, and
HX.
A.C.412.
moderator of the others’ insolence. This,” he said,
OL.02.1.
“ h e was certain that the cities thought ; in that
they had learned the same by the actions themselves: and that therefore what was yet propounded by Alcibiades, he by no means approved’.’’\
49. But those of the conspiracy there assembled,
not only approved the present proposition, but
also made preparation to send Pisander3 and others
ambassadors to Athens : to negociate concerning
the reduction of Alcibiades, the dissolution of the
democracy, and the procuring unto the Athenians
the friendship of Tissaphernes.
50. Now Phrynichus knowing that an overture
The treasoll of
Phrynichus
~
a i n s t t h e s t a tto
e , ~be
a s made at Athens for the restoring of
for fear Of Alci- Alcibiades, and that the Athenians would embrace
biades.
i t ; and fearing lest being recalled he should do
him a mischief (in regard he had spoken against
it) as one that would have hindered the same : beH~ writes secret took himself to this course. He sends secret letletters to Astyo.
ters to Astyochus, the Lacedaemonian general, who
chus.
was yet3 about Miletus, and advertised him that
Alcibiades undid their affairs, and was procuring
the friendship of Tissaphernes for the Athenians :
writing in plain terms the whole business, and desiring to be excused if he rendered evil to his
enemy with some disadvantage to his country.
c-L--,

*

[(L And that he at all events was
not pleased with aught that Alcibiades even at the present time was
about”.]
a [Peisander had been one of the
most active in stirring the puhlic

feeling in the affair of the Hermesbosts.]
9 [hrdrr ;‘‘ yet a t the time before mentioned” : ch. 42. All this
took place before the Peloponnesians set out for Rhodes in ch. 44.1
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Astyochus had before this laid by the purpose of ~ f .
revenge against Alcibiades, especially when he was
xx.
not in his own hands'. And going to him to Mag- $$
::
nesia and to Tissaphernes, related unto them what
advertisement he had received from Samos, and Alcibiades.
made himself the appeacher. For he adhered, as
was said, to Tissaphernes for his private lucre, both
in this and in divers other matters: which was
also the cause that concerning the pay, when the
abatement was made, he was not so stout in opposing it as he ought to have been. Hereup6n
Alcibiades sendeth letters presently to those that
were in office at Samos, accusing Phrynichus of
what he had done, and requiring to have him put
to death. Phrynichus perplexed with this dis- Phrynichus
sends to Astyocovery, and brought into danger indeed, sends chus ngain, and
again to Astyochus, blaming what was past as not Offemto
whole mputthe
y into
well concealed : and promised now to be ready to hi hands.
deliver unto him the whole army at Samos to be destroyed : writing from point to point, (Samos being
unwalled), in what manner he would do i t ; and
saying, that since his life was brought in danger,
they could not blame him though he did this or
any other thing, rather than be destroyed by his
most deadly enemies. This also Astyochus revealed
unto Alcibiades. 5 1. But Phrynichus having had T h e device of
ichus to
notice betimes how he abused him, and that letters avoid
Ph?'' thedonger.
of this from Alcibiades were in a manner come',
he anticipates the news himself: and tells the
army, that whereas Samos was unwalled and the
galleys rid not all within, the enemy meant to come
P'Buthstyochus was notthink- as heretofore, within his reach: but
ing of punishing Alcibiades, espe- going" &c.]
* Were all but arrived".]
cinlly its he 110 longer put himself,

r'
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and assault the harbour’: that he had sure intelligence
hereof, and that they ought therefore with
YBdg xx.
~ ~ ~ 4 1 all
2 . speed to raise a wall about the city, and to put
OL.82.1.
garrisons into other places thereabouts2. Now
Phrynichus was general himself, and it was in his
own power to see it done. They then fell to walling ; whereby Samos (which they meant to have
done howsoever) was so much the sooner walled
in. Not long after came letters from Alcibiades,
that the army was betrayed by Phrynichus, and
that the enemy purposed to invade the harbour
where they laya. But now they thought not Alcibiades worthy to be believed, but rather that having foreseen the design of the enemy, he went
about, out of malice, to fasten it upon Phrynichus
as conscious of it likewise. So that he did him no
hurt by telling it, but bare witness rather of that
which Phrynichus had told them of before.
52. After this Alcibiades endeavoured to incline
Alcibiades endeavoureth to
Timapher. and persuade Tissaphernes to the friendship of the
For though Tissaphernes feared the
the Athenians.
to thepart of Athenians.
Peloponnesians, because their fleet was greater
than that of the Athenians ; yet if he had been
able4, he had a good will to have been persuaded
by him ; especially in his anger against the Pelopounesians, after the dissension at Cnidus, about
the league made by Theramenes ; (for they were
already fallen out, the Peloponnesians being about
VIII.

’

c“ The naval camp”.]

he saw the difference at Cnidus with

To fortify the city and take the Yeloponnesiansabout the treaty
of Theramenes. For now about this
other precautions”.]

r‘Meant to attack them”.?
‘ p h a t is, to become a friend of
a

the Athenians.-“

time, they being in Rhodes, had
happened the quarrel, wherein that
especially when which &c.” See ch. 43.1
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this time in Rhodes). Wherein that which had vliI.
been before spoken by Alcibiades, how that the
coming of the Lacedzemonians was to restore all A.C.412.
OL.02.1.
the cities to their liberty, was now verified by
Lichas ; in that he said, it was an article not to be
suffered, that the king should hold those cities
which he and his ancestors then or before had
holden. Alcibiades therefore, as one that laboured
for no trifle, with all his might applied himself to
Tissaphernes.
53. The Athenian ambassadors sent from Samos Pisander getteth
the Athenians to
with Pisander, being arrived at Athens, were be content with
making their propositions to the people : and theoligarch~*
and to give him
related unto them summarily the points of their mission
ani'otl1erscom.
to treat
business, and principally this ; " that if they would nzitb Alcibiades.
call home Alcibiades, and not suffer the movernb
ment to remain in the hands of the people in such
manner as it did, they might have the king for
their confederate, and get the victory of the Peloponnesians". Now when many opposed that point
touching the democracy ; and the enemies of Alcibiades clamoured withal, that it would be a
horrible thing he should return by forcing the
government', when the Eumolpidae and Ceryces2
[,' That he should return, who
had violated the lans".]
Eumolpidae, a family descended
from Eumolpus, the author at
Athens of the Mysteries of Ceres.
This family had the chief authority
in matters that concerned those
Ceryces, heralds in war,
rites.
ambassadors in peace. Suidas.
They pronounced all formal words
in the ceremonies of their religion,
and were a family descended from
Ceryx son of Mercury. [Other fa-

-

milies besides these are mentioned,
in which public rites were hereditary : as the Eteobutadae, Thaulonidae, &c. Goell.-In every family
of the Kerukes, the father had his
son solemnly enrolled in the sacred
order as soon as he had passed his
boyhood, having first made oath
that he was his true son, to prevent
the intermixture of any strange
blood. At Sparta, the sacred order
of the Kerukes and pbyacpoc, cooks,
were strictly hereditary. Aim.]
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Phrynichus ac
cused by Pisnn-
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bare witness against him concerning the mysteries
for which he fled, and prohibited his return under
their curse : Pisander, at this great opposition and
querimony, stood out, and going amongst them took
out one by one those that were against it, and asked
them ; “ whether, now that the Peloponnesians
had as many galleys at sea to oppose them as they
themselves had, and confederate cities more than
they, and were furnished with money by the king
and Tissaphernes, the Athenians being without,
they had any other hope to save their state but by
persuading the king to come about to their side”.
And they that were asked having nothing to answer, then in plain terms he said unto them:
“ This you cannot now obtain, except we administer
the state with more moderation, and bring the
power into the hands of a few, that the king may
rely upon us. And we’ deliberate at this time,
not so much about the form, as about the preservation of the state ; for if you mislike the form’, you
may change it again hereafter. And let us recall
Alcibiades, who is the only man that can bring
this to pass.” The people hearing of the oligarchy,
took it very heinously at first : but when Pisander
had proved evidently, that there was no other way
of safety, in the end, partly for fear and partly
because they hoped again to change the government, they yielded thereunto. So they ordered,
that Pisander and ten others should go and treat
both with Tissaphernes and Alcibiades, as to them
should seem best. Withal, upon the accusation of

r‘

1
And unless we deliberate &c :
[That is, “any of these present
and unless we recall” &c.]
alterations”.J
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Pisander against Phrynichus, they discharged both VIII.
Phrynichus and Scironides, his fellow-commissioner, of their command: and made Diomedon ~ . C . 4 1 9 .
01. 92 I.
aiid Leon generals of the fleet in their places. Now der, ani1 dis.
charged of his
the cause why Pisander accused Phrynichus, and command.
said he had betrayed Iasus and Amorges, was only
this: he thought him a man unfit for the business
now in hand with Alcibiades.
Pisander, after he had gone about to all those
combinations’, (which were in the city before, for
obtaining of places of judicature and of command),
exhorting them to stand together arid advise about
deposing the democracy; and when he had dispatched the rest of his business, so as there should
be no more cause for him to stay there2 : took sea
with those other ten to go to Tissaphernes.
55. Leon and Diomedon arriving the same A.C.411.
Leon and Diowinter at the Athenian fleet, made a voyage against medonwarupon
the PeloponneaRhodes ; and finding there the Peloponnesian gal- iao navy at
leys drawn up to land, disbarked and overcame in Rhodes
battle such of the Rhodians as made head ; and
then put to sea again arid went to Chalce. After
this they made sharper war upon them from Cosa.
[Evvwpoalag, sometimes called own state. And accordingly Lysanirarptiac, societies or clubs :already der,in his choice of the 30 tyrants,is
mentioned in iii. 82. These were said to have been guided by no prin-

naturally the resort of the weaker
of the two political parties: and
accordingly the first trace of them
appears in the time of Cinion, when
the aristocracy was on the decline.
Their professed object was to give
each other mutual support in elections and in suits in the courts of
law : their real object, to overthrow
the democracy, by the aid, if need
be, of the foreign enemy, and at the
expcnse of the independence of their

ciple of either aristocracy or wealth,
but simply by the clubs.]
And having arranged other
matters (hi~ o i gsrapoirarv) against
the present democracy, so that there
should be no longer delay: took
sea” &c. Schol. Goell.]
And carried on the war
thence (from Chalce) rather than
from Cos”. Bekk. &c ,pLiXXov 4 i r t :
vulgo om.$. It appearsin ch. 60,
that tlie Athenians had taken up

r‘

r‘

-
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For from thence they could better observe the
YBAB XX,
Peloponnesian navy when it should put off from
~ . C . 4 1 1 . the land.
OL 92.1.
Chios distressed,
In this while there arrived at Rhodes Xenophonand Pedaritus
the captainslain,tidas, a Laconian, sent out of Chios from Pedaritus,
to advertise them that the fortification of the
Athenians there was now finished : and that unless
they came and relieved them with their whole fleet,
the state of Chios must utterly be lost. And it
was resolved to relieve them. But Pedaritus in the
meantime, with the whole power both of his own
auxiliary forces and of the Chians, made an assault
upon the fortification which the Athenians had
made about their navy : part whereof he won, and
had gotten some galleys that were drawn a-land.
But the Athenians issuing out upon them, first put
to flight the Chians, and then overcame also the
rest of the army about Pedaritus : and slew Pedaritus himself, and took many of the Chians prisoners and much armour’. 56. After this the Chians
were besieged both by sea and land more narrowly :
and great famine was in the city.
Pisander, and the other Athenian ambassadors
that went with him, when they came to Tissaphernes, began to confer about the agreement,
Alcibindesnn- But Alcibiades (for he was not sure of Tissaphernes,
able to make
good his word, because he stood in fear too much of the Peloponabout brin@ng nesians, and had a purpose besides, as Alcibiades
Tissaphernes to
the Athenians’ himself had taught him, to weaken both sides [yet
side, demand9
exceasive condi- more]), betook himself to this shift : that Tissations, to make
thebreachap- phernes should break off the treaty by making to
the Athenians exorbitant demands. And it seemed
VIII.

their station at Chalce. Arnold.] many of the Chians, and took much
And slew Pedaritus and armour”.]

r‘

.
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that Tissaphernes and he aimed at the same thing':
vin,
Tissaphernes for fear; and Alcibiades, for that
when he saw Tissaphernes not desirous to agree, $
;:;;
[though the offers were never so great], he was pear p m w a
from the Atbenunwilling to have the Athenians think he could fans,and to 88ve
not persuade him to it, but rather that he was his ownoredit
already persuaded and willing, and that the Athenians came not to him with sufficient offers. For
Alcibiades being the man that spake for Tissaphernes, though he were also present, made unto
them such excessive demands, that though the
Athenians should have yielded to the greatest part
of them, yet it must have been attributed to them
that the treaty went riot on2. For they demanded,
first, that all Ionia should be rendered: then
again, the adjacent islands and other things: which
the Athenians stood not against. In fine, at the
third meeting, when he feared now plainly to be
found unable to make good his word, he required,
that they should suffer the king to build a navy,
and sail up and down by their coast3 wheresoever
And it seems to me that this
same thing was also the object of
Tissaphernes".]
[" For Alcibiades, speaking on
behalf and in the presence of Tissaphernes, made such excessive demands, that the Athenians, though
conceding in a great measure whatever he asked, were nevertheless the
side that brake off the conference".]
3 [Bekker, Arnold, Thirlwall,
iau~oir,L q his own", the king's coast.
the coast
Goellerandothers: iaurw"~,
'' of themselves", that is, of Persia
and the Athenians. This touches
the question of the treaty said by

Diodorus andPlutarch to havebeen
concluded between the Athenians
and Persia after Cimon's victories,
A. C. 450 ;whereby it was provided,
that no king's ship of war should
sail beyond Phaselis and the Cyanean or Chelidonian islands. Arnold seems inclined tQ give some
credit to the treaty: upon which
Baack remarks, that Thucydides
makes no mention of it in i. 112,
where he relates the expedition and
death of Cimon : whilst Hermann
(5 39) contents himself with referring to the authorities on both sides;
calling it " the so-called Cimonian

-
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and with what number soever of galleys he himself
should think good. Upon this the Athenians
A C.411.
would treat no longer, esteeming the conditions
0~.92.1.
intolerable and that Alcibiades had abused them,
arid so went away in a chafe to Samos.
Tiqsaphernes
57. Presently after this, the same winter, Tissahearkeneth agnin
to the ~
~ phernes
l
~went~ to Caunus,
~
~ with
.
intent both to bring
nesisns.
the Peloponnesians back to Miletus, and also, (as
soon as he should have agreed unto new articles,
such as he could get), to give the fleet their pay ;
and not to fall directly out with them : for fear lest
so many galleys wanting maintenance, should either
be forced by the Athenians to fight and so be
overcome, or, emptied of men, the business might
succeed with the Athenians according to their own
desire without him. Besides he was afraid’, lest
looking for maintenance they should make spoil in
the continent. In consideration and foresight of
all which things, he desired to counterpoise the
Grecians2. And sending for the Peloponnesians, he
gave them their pay; and now made the third
league, as followeth :
The third league
between T ~ ~ 58.
~ “
~ In
. the thirteenth year of the reign of
XIII.

YEAR XX.

peace”. Thirlwall however treats
it as an undoubted fabrication.
Goeller observes, that whether that
story be true or not,aud supposing
the Athenians on this occasion to
deliver up to the king all Ionia, it
was still important to them to
restrain him from menacing the
islands with his fleet: for which
reason he prefers iavr3v. The passage in Livy, xxxiii. 20 : “ Nephelida, promontorium Ciliciae, inclyturn federeantiquo Atheniensiurn”:

is supposed to refer to this treaty of
Cimon.-“ Which the Athenians
not opposing, at last a t the third
meeting, fearing &c., he required
Szc. Then indeed the Athenians
would concede no more, but conceiving they were trifled with and
abused by Alcihiades, went away
&c.”]
I (“ Especially afraid”.]
2 [L‘ I n consideration &c., conformably to his design of counterpoising the Grecians, sending” kc.3
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Darius, Alexippidas being ephor in Lacedemon, VII I.
agreement was made in the plain of MEander,
between the Lacedaemonians and their confederates A c 411.
Or.. 92.1.
on one part, and Tissaphernes and Hieramenes’ ptiernesand the
and the sons of Pharnaces on the other part, con- Peloponnesians‘
cerning the affairs of the king, and of the Lacedsemonians and their confederates.
“ That whatsoever country in Asia belongeth to
the king, shall be the king’s still2: and that concerning his own countries, it shall be lawful for the
king to do whatsoever he shall think meet.
“ That the Lacedaemonians and their confederates shall not invade any the territories of the
king to harm them ; nor the king, the territories
of the Lacedaemonians or their confederates.
‘‘ If any of the Lacedsemonians or their confederates shall invade the king’s country to do it hurt,
the Lacedaemonians and their confederates shall
oppose it : and if any of the king’s country shall
invade the Lacedsemonians or their confederates to
do them hurt, the king shall oppose it.
‘‘ That Tissaphernes shall, according to the rates
agreed on3, maintain the present fleet till the king’s
fleet arrive.
1 [Hieramenes is said to have
married a sister of Darius.1
1 [,‘ That the king’s territory, so
far as it lies in Asia, belongs to the
king”. Another expression intended
to evade the question, what is or is
not the king’s territory : see ch. 18,
37.1
8 [ r a d id & ~ y ~ ~ i “
p accord~ a :
ing to the original treaty”. I t is not
clear whether this refers to the rate
of pay, or only to the general uudertnking mentioned in ch. 5, to pay

the Peloponnesian fleet. The rate
of pay bpecified at Syarta appears,
from ch. 29, to have heen a drachme
a day. B u t after the present treaty
the Peloponnesians, it seems, contented themselves with the ordinary
allowance: for Xenophon, He1l.i. 5,
speaks of a contract whereby the
king had engaged to give half a
drachme a day. Kreuger supposes
that this was the rate alwaysimplied, when no particular sum was
expressed. Thirl. ch. xxviii.]
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‘‘ That when the king’s navy shall be come, the
, Lac6dsemonians and their confederates shall mainA.C.411.
tain their own navy themselves, if they please : or
OI“92.1.
if they will have Tissaphernes to maintain it, he
shall do it ; and that the Lacedaemonians and their
confederates, at the end of the war, repay Tissaphernes whatsoever money they shall have received
of him ‘.
‘‘ When the king’s galleys shall be arrived, both
they and the galleys of the Lacedaemonians and
their confederates shall make the war jointly,
according as to Tissaphernes and the Lacedaemonians and their confederates shall seem good : and
if they will give over the war against the Athenians, they shall give it over in the same manner.”
59. Such were the articles. After this Tissaphernes prepared for the fetching in of the Phoenician fleet, according to the agreement, and to do
whatsoever else he had undertaken: desiring to
have it seen, at least, that he went about it.
Oropustakenby
60. In the end of this winter, the Bceotians took
treeson,
Oropus by treason. It had in it a garrison of
Athenians2. They that plotted it, were certain
Eretrians and some of Oropus itself; who were
then contriving the revolt of Eubcea. For the
place being built to keep Eretria in subjection3, it
was impossible, as long as the Athenians held it,
but that it would much annoy both Eretria and the
rest of Eubaa. Having* Oropus in their hands
VIII.

TEAR X L

1 [Received, that is, after the
3 [“For the place being immearrival of the king’s fleet. Goeller, diately opposite to Eretria, it was
Arnold, Tbirlwall.]
impossible &c.”]
4
[Took Oropus ‘‘ though garriHaving then Oropus &c., the
soned by Athcnians”.]
Eretrians come to Rhodes” &c.]
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already, they came to Rhodes to call the Peloponvur.
nesians into Euboea. But the Peloponnesians had
a greater inclination to relieve Chios now dis- :0
”:.
tressed: and putting to sea, departed out of
Rhodes with their whole fleet. When they were
come about Triopium, they descried the Athenian
fleet in the main sea going from Chalce. And
neither side assaulting other, they put in, the one
fleet a t Samos, the other at Miletus : for the Peloponnesians saw they could not pass to relieve
Chios without a battle. Thus ended this winter ;
and the twentieth year of this war written by
Thucydides.
61. The next summer, in the beginning of the TEAR XXI.
spring, Dercylidas a Spartan was sent by land into
Hellespont with a small army, to work the revolt
of Abydos, a colony of the Milesians. And the ThrChiansfight
aFainst the
Chians at the same time, whilst Astyochus was at Athenians that
a stand how to help them, were compelled by the besirged
pressure of the siege to hazard a battle by sea.
Now whilst Astyochus lay at Rhodes, they had
received into the city of Chios, after the death of
Pedaritus, one Leon a Spartan, that came along
with Antisthenes as a private soldier’: and with
him twelve galleys that lay at the guard of Miletus,
whereof five were Thurians, four Syracusians, one
of Anaea, one of Miletus, and one of Leon’s own.
Whereupon the Chians issuing forth with the whole
1 p‘ The Chians had, Rfter the
death of Pedaritus, received as commander Leon, a Spartan from Miletus, who came with Antisthenes
as epibates”. The meaning here of
qibates (iii. 95, note) is doubtful.
Kreuger supposs it to be the title

of an inferior officer in the Spartan
naval service, like 4 m u r o k d ~: but
this the scholiast denies. Perhaps
it only signified one who sailed with
the admiral, to be ready for any specialservicewhichmightneedaSpartan. Am., Antisthenes, see ch. 39.1
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Abpdos and
Lampsacus
RTOk

Strombichides
recovereth
Lampsacm.
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force of the city, seized a certain place of strength:
and’ put forth thirty-six galleys against thirty-two
of the Athenians, and fought, After a sharp fight,
wherein the Chians and their associates had not
the worst, and when it began to be dark, they
retired again into the city.
62. Presently after this, Dercylidas being arrived
now in Hellespont from Miletus by land, Abydos
revolted to him and to Pharnabazus : and two days
after revolted Lampsacus. Strombichides having
intelligence of this, made haste thither from Chios
with four-and-twenty sail of Athenians : those
being also of that number which transported his
men of arms. And when he had overcome the
Lampsacenes that came out against him, and taken
Lampsacus, being an open town, at the first shout
of their voices, and made prize of all the goods
they found and of the slaves, he placed the freemen
there again : and went against Abydos. But when
that city neither yielded nor could be taken by
assanlt, he crossed over from Abydos to the opposite shore : and in Sestos, a city of Chersonesus,
possessed heretofore by the Medes2, he placed a
garrison for the custody of the whole Hellespont.
63. In the meantime not only the Chians had
the sea at more command, but Astyochus also and
the army at Miletus, having been advertised of
what passed in the fight by sea, and that Strombichides and those galleys with him were gone
away, took heart. And Astyochus going to Chios
with two galleys, fetched away the galleys that
p‘ And at the same time”.]

at that meinorable time by the
[Poyy. Gotll. A m . rdrr : “held RIedcs”(i.89). Vulgort Bekk. 7rorr.I
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were there': and with the whole fleet now together V ~ I I .
went against Samos. But seeing they of Samos,
by reason of their jealousy one towards another, i;:!;:
came not against him, he went back again to
Miletus. For it was about this time that the
democracy was put down at Athens'.
For after that Pisander and his fellow-ambassa- The democracy
at Athens put
dors that had been with Tissaphernes, were come down by Pisanto Samos, they both assured their affairs yet better :;;.Pd l1lSIelin the army, and also provoked the principal men
of the Samians to attempt with them the erecting
of the oligarchy ; though there were then an insurrection amongst them against the oligarchy. And The authors or
the oligarchy r e
withal the Athenians at Samos, in a conference solve toleaveout
Alcibiades, and
amongst themselves, deliberated how, since Alci- to goveru the
biades would not, to let him alone ; for indeed they
wlththeir
private meensfor
thought him no fit man to come into an oligarchy :thenlselves.
but for themselves, seeing they were already engaged in the danger, to take care both to keep the
business from a relapse, and withal to sustain the
war, and to contribute money and whatsoever else
was needful with alacrity, out of their private
estates ; and no more to toil for other than themselves3. 64. Having thus advised, they sent Pisan[Not all the ships ;for the Chiails would not have parted with
their own : it seems therefore that
Leon's squadron only can be referred to. Thirl.]
f ' For about this time, and still
earlier, the democracy had been put
down at Athens". Bekk. &c., rareXEXuro: vulgo, rareX6wo.-It was in
the month of April that Astyochus
sailed to Samos: and the government of the Four Hundred was set

VOL. IX.

up in Athens a t the end of Febrnary or the heginning of March.
Goell.]
c' And at the same time their
Athenian partisans a t Samos considered amongst themselves,that they
had best let Alcibiades alone; since
he would not join them: (for that
he was no fit man to come into a n
oligarchy): and to depend on themselves, being already engaged &c.,
to see that affairs suffer no relapse,

cc
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der with half the ambassadors presently home, to
YEAR XXI.
follow the business there ; with command to set
AC.411.
up the oligarchy in all the cities they were to touch
OL92.1.
at by the way : the other half they sent about’,
some to one part [of the state] and some to another. And they sent away Diotrephes to his
charge, who was now about Chios, chosen to go
governor of the cities upon Thrace.
The Athenians
He, when he came to Thasos, deposed the people.
hnving set up the
And within two months at most after he was gone,
olig&,yin
Thasos, it presently revolteth the Thasians fortified their city: as needing no
frointhem
longer an aristocracy with the Athenians’, but expecting liberty every day by the help of the LacedEmonians. For there were also certain of them
with the Peloponnesians, driven out by the Athenians : and these3 practised with such in the city as
were for their purpose, to receive galleys into it
and to cause it to revolt. So that it fell out for
them just as they would have it : that that estate
of theirs4 was set up without their danger, and that
the people was deposed that would have vithstood
it. Insomuch as at Thasos it fell out contrary to
what those Athenians thought, which erected the
oligarchy : and so, in my opinion, it did in many
other places of their dominion. For the cities
now grown wise5, and withal resolute in their proceedings, sought a direct liberty ; and preferred
WII.

and with alacrity to contribute &c.,
as men toiling no longer for other
than themselves.”]
To other subject places”.]
[That is, the aristocracyof Thasos had no need of the aristocracy
of Athens.]

a

c“ With all their might”.]
That the city was set up”.]

‘‘

[aw$pooiluqu wohac.: as-

suming a sober wary spirit”: with
regard to the means of effecting
their object. The phrase is very
singular and obscure. Thirl.]
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not before it that outside of a well-ordered govern- VIII.
c--.*-.
ment, introduced by the Athenians.
YSAB XXI.
65. They with Pisander, according to the order A.C.411.
OL. 92.1.
given them, entering into the cities as they went Theproceeding
of I’isander in
by, dissolved the democracies : arid having in some setting up the
places obtained also an aid of men of arms, they oligarchy.
came to Athens : and found the business, for the
greatest part, dispatched to their hands by their
accomplices before their coming. For certain
young men combining themselves, had not ouly
murdered Androcles privily, a principal patron of
the popular government, and one that had his hand
the farthest in the banishment of Alcibiades : (whom
they slew for two causes ; for the sway he bare
amongst the people ; and to gratify Alcibiades,
who they thought would return and get them the
friendship of Tissaphernes) : but had also made
away divers men unfit for their design in the same
manner. They had withal an oration ready made,
which they delivered in public, wherein they said,
that there ought none to receive wages but such
as served in the wars’, nor to participate of the
government more than five thousand ; and those,
such as by their purses and persons were best able
to serve the commonwealth. 66. And this with
~

c“ They openly too held language, preconcerted amongst them,
that none ought to receive wages,
but such &c.” The pay of the
army and navy, a highly necessary
measure of Pencles (i. 141, note),
first placed arms in the hands of
such as were necessitated to gain
their daily bread. I n the course of
this war, either by Cleon or an unknown Callistratus, was introduced

the further innovation of paying the
citizens that attended the assembly
(iii. 59,nobe). This, together with
the pay of the jurors (v. 18, note),
magistrates, senators &c., was now
abolished : which a t once operated
to exclude from the magistracies
and judicial offices the classes without property. The former however
was revived after the fall of the 30
tyrants.]

c:c
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the most carried a good shew : because they that
would set forward the alteration of the state, were
to have the managing of the same’. Yet thepeople
and the Council of the Bean met. still ; but debated nothing, save what the conspirators thought
fit : nay, all that spake were of that number, and
had considered before what they were to say’. Nor
would any of the rest speak against them, for fear,
because they saw the combination was great : and
if any man did, he was quickly made away by one
convenient means or other ; and no inquiry made
after the deed-doers, nor justice prosecuted against
any that was suspected. But the people were so
quiet and so afraid, that every man thought it gain
to escape violence, though he said never a word.
Their hearts failed them, because they thought the
conspirators more indeed than they were : and to
learn their number, in respect of the greatness of
the city and for that they knew not one another,
they were unable3. For the same cause also was
it impossible for any man that was angry at it, to
bemoan himself, whereby to be revenged on them
that conspired4: for he must have told his mind,
either to one he knew not, or to one he knew and
trusted not. For the populars approached each
[,,This waa thrown out as a
bait to the many: for as for the
powers of government, the authors
of therevolution meant to keep them
to themselves”. The 400 were all
chosen by Peisander and his party:
the 5000 were never to be named
at all.-The ‘‘ council of the bean”
was the senate : chosen by the bean,
that is, by ballot.]
E“ And all that was to be said,

was considered beforehand by the
conspirators”.]
* And to find out the conspirators, a thing impossible for the
greatness of the city, their ignorance of each other also put it out
of their power”.]
For the same cause, one that
was aggrieved could not even complain to any one, thereby to repel
him that was plottingagainst him.’?

‘
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other, every one with jealousy, as if they thought
him of the plot. For indeed there were such
amongst them, as no man would have thought
would ever have turned to the oligarchy: and
those were they that caused‘ in the many that
diffidence ; and by strengthening the jealousy of
the populars one against another, conferred most
to the security of thef e w ,
(37. During this opportunity, Pisander and they
that were with him, coming in fell in hand presently with the remainder of the business. And
first they assembled the people, and delivered their
opinion, for ten men to be chosen with power
absolute to make a draught of laws ; and having
drawn them, to deliver their opinion at a day
appoirited before the people, touching the best form
of government for the city. Afterwards, when
that day came, they summoned the assembly to
Colonus2:which is a place consecrated to Neptune
without the city, about two furlongs off. And
they that were appointed to write the laws, presented this, and only this : T h t it should be Zawfulf o r any Athenian to deliver whatsoever opinion
he pleased; imposing of great punishments upon
whosoever should either accuse any that so spake
of violating the laws3, or otherwise do him hurt,
[,, Most of all caused”.)
[“ They enclosed the assembly
at &.-about
ten stadiaoff”.-The
Scythians, or foreign mercenary police, used to enclose the place of
assembly with a red rope, as well to
exclude non-voters as to confine the
voters till the business was finished.
The ordinary place of assembly,
originally the Pnyx within the oity,
1

was afterwards, as in most democratic states, the theatre, mostly
that of Dionysus in the Peiraeus.
(Herm. $ 128). The present assemhly was held without the city, that
is, beyond the influence of the slaves
and metaeci, who would have favoured any disturbance.]
I) [“ Should either prosecute by
ypa$h ?rapavbpwv,or should other.

~111.

AC.411.
OL.92.1,
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Now here indeed it was in plain terms propounded,
(‘that not any magistracy of the form before used,
YEAR XXI.
~ . ~ . 4 1 1 . might any longer be in force, nor any fee belong
OL.92.1.
The form of the unto it : but that five Prytanes might be elected,
new oligarchy.
and these five choose a hundred, and every one of
this hundred take unto him three others: and
these four hundred entering into the council-house,
might have absolute authority to govern the state
as they thought best, and to summon the five
thousand as oft as to them it should seem good”.
Pisander aprin.
68. He that delivered this opinion was Pisander :
cipal man of the
oljg&,a]&
who was also otherwise openly the forwardest to
Antiphonan- put down the democracy.
But he that contrived
other setter up
the few.
the whole business, how to bring it to this pass,
Thepraiseof
and had long thought upon it, was Antiphon : a
Antiphnn.
man for virtue not inferior to any Athenian of his
time, and the ablest of any man both to devise
well, and also to express well what he had devised:
and though he came not into the assemblies of the
people,nor willingly to any other debatings, because
the multitude had himin jealousy for the opinion they
had of the power of his eloquence; yetwhen anyman
that had occasiori of suit, either in the courts of justice or in the assembly of the people, came to him
for his counsel, this one man was able to help him
most. The same man, when afterwards the government of THE FOUR H U N D R E D went down and was
vexed of the people, was heard plead for himself,
when his life was in question for that business’, the
I’hrynicbuaau- best of any man to this day.
Phrynichus also
~111.

wise do him hurt. And thereupon it
was openlypropounded, that no magistracy” &e. See iii. 43, note.]
* [,‘ When called in question for

having established (the Four Hundred)”. Thucydides is said t o have
been a disciple of Antiphon : a supposition which receives countenance
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shewed himself an earnest man for the oligarchy, VIII.
and that more earnestly than any other ; because
he feared Alcibiades, and knew him to be acquainted: : : :$
with all his practices at Samos with Astyochus ;other author of
the oligarchy.
and thought in all probability, that he would never
return to live under the government of the f e w .
And this man, in any matter of weight, appeared
the most sufficient to be relied on‘. Also Theramenes the son of Agnon, an able man both for
elocution and understanding, was another of the
principal of those that overthrew the democracy.
So that it is no marvel if the business took
effect, being by many and wise men conducted,
though it were a hard one. For it went sore with
the Athenian people, almost a hundred years after
the expulsion of the tyrants, to be now deprived of
their liberty : having not only not been subject to
any, but also for the half of this time been inured
to dominion over others.
69. When the assembly, after it had passed these The Four Handrrd enter upon
things no man contradicting, was dissolved ; then the senate arid
dismiss tile
afterwards they brought THE FOUR HUNDRED into setrate of five
the council-house in this manner. The Athenians hundred called
from the terms in which he is here
spoken of. H e is also said to have
been the first orator who wrote
speeches for his clients, or opened
a school of rhetoric. H e is sent, in
ch. 90, with Phrynichus and others
on an embassy to Sparta : for this
he was tried and lost his life : his
property was confiscated, his body
refused burial in Attica, and his
family declared Jripoi.]
’ And for this dangerous business, after that he entered upon it,
he appeared the ablcst of all”. See

r‘

his assassination, ch. 92. The career of the person next named,
Theramenes, son of Hagnon, is remarkable. H e will be found before
long deserting to the democracy.
H e was one of the promoters of the
prosecution of theten generals for not
recovering their own dead aftertheir
victory at Arginuste. He was afterwards one of Lysander’s 30 tyrants:
and was finally put to death for his
opposition to the headlong measures
of Critias, the leader of the extreme
party amongst the thirty.]

VIII.

YEAR XXI.

A-C.411.

OL.92, 1.

thecouucilof
the Bean.
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were evermore partly on the walls, and partlyat their
arms in the camp, in regard of the enemy that
lay at Deceleia’. Therefore on the day appointed,
they suffered such as knew not their intent, to go
forth as they were wont, But to such as were of
the conspiracy, they quietly gave order not to go
to the camp itself2, but to lag behiiid at a certain
distance: and if any man should oppose what was
in doing, to take arms and keep them back. They
to whom this charge was given, were [theJ Andrians, Tenians, three hundred Carystians, and such
of the colony of Bgina which the Athenians had
sent thither to inhabit3, as came on purpose to this
action with their own arms. These things thus
ordered, THE FOUR H U N D R E D , with every man a
secret dagger, accompanied with one hundred and
twenty young men of Greece4, whom they used for
occasions of shedding of blood, came in upon the
Counsellers of the Bean, as they sat in the councilhouse, and commanded them to take their salary
and be gone : which also they brought ready with
them, for the whole time they were behind5, and

The Athenians, in regard of
the enemy a t Deceleia, were all of
them evermore, some upon the
walls, and some on station where
the arms were piled. On this day,
therefore, they suffered” &c. As
soon as the assembly was dissolved,
those that were not in the conspiracy, were allowed to disperse as
usual after the parade.]
[,‘ Not to go exactly to the st.+
tion of the arms”.]
[These new settlers peculiarly
dreaded the Peloponiiesians getting

the upper hand in the war, and re..
storing (as in fact they did a t the
end of the war) the E g i n e t s whom
they had dispossessed of their
estates. Am.]
[Supposed to he called Grecz’u~~s,
to distinguish them from the
Scythians, of whnm the ordinary
police of Athens was composed.
They were probably members of
some of the aristocratical clubs already noticed : see ch. 54. Am.]
[“For the remainder of thecurrent year”.]
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paid it to them as they went out. 70. And the W I I .
rest of the citizens mutinied not, but rested quiet'.
THE FOUR HUNDRED being now entered into $f;!i:
the council-house, created Prytanes amongst themselves by lot, and made their prayers and sacrifices
to the gods, all that were before usual at the
entrance upon the government. And afterwards
receding far from that course which in the administration of the state was used by the people,
saving that for Alcibiades his sake they recalled
not the outlaws, in other things they governed the
commonwealth imperiously : and not only slew
some, though not many, such as they thought fit
to be made away, and imprisoned some, and confined others to places abroad ; but also sent heralds
to Agis, king of the Lacedamonians, who was then
at Deceleia, signifying that they would come to
composition with him; and that now he might
better treat with them, than he might before with
the unconstant people. 7 1. But he, not imagining Agis,iohopeth&
the city
in
that the city was yet in quiet nor willing so soon sedition,eometh
to deliver up their ancient liberty, but rather that ;;;;z.t>b"t
if they saw him approach with great forces they
would be in tumult, not yet believing fully but that
some stir or other would arise amongst them, gave
no answer at all to those that came from THE FOUR
HUNDRED, touching the composition : but having
sent for new and great forces out of Peloponnesus, came down himself not long after, both
with the army at Deceleia and those new comers,
WBL)

["And when the council went mutinied not,but restedquiet: then
out in this manner without opposi- the Four Hundred being entered
tion, and the rest of the citizens into the council-house &c."]
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to the Athenian walls: hoping that they would
YEAR XXI.
fall into his hands according to his desire, at least
A.C.411.
the more easily for their confusion, or perhaps at
OL. 92.1.
the very first shout of their voices, in respect of
the tumult that in all likelihood m-as to happen
both within and without the city. For, as for the
long walls, in regard of the few defendants likely
to be found upon them, he thought he could not
fail to take them’. But when he came near, and
the Athenians were without any the least alteration
within ; and had with their horsemen which they
sent out, and a p a r t of their men of arms and
of their light-armed and of their archers, overthrown some of his men that approached too
near, and gotten some arms and bodies of the
slain : rectified thus, he withdrew his army again.
And himself, and such as were with him before,
stayed in their places at Deceleia ; but as for those
that came last, after they had stayed awhile in the
The FourHun- country, he sent them home again. After this THE
dred Rend to La.
cedemon to pro- FOUR HUNDRED, notwithstanding their former
Ourea
peace.
repulse, sent ambassadors unto Agis anew : and he
now receiving them better, by his advice they sent
ambassadors also to Lacedzemon about an agreement, being desirous of peace.
Theysentto sa- 72. They likewise sent ten men to Samos, to
rnos, to excuse
theirdoi,lijsto satisfy the army : and to tell them, ’‘ that the
‘11eawoligarchy was not set up to any prejudice of the
city or citizens, but for the safety of the whole
VIII.

-

f6Hoping either that their
agitation would render them more
submissive to their (the Peloponnesians’) purpose, or that in the
confusion likely to be found both
within and without he might sue1

-

ceed, even with the very first attack, in taking the long walls, in
regard of their deserted state for
the same reason”. Goell. Am. rijc
r&v paKp&v r q I v : volgo et Bekk.
76%

ycip p. 7.1
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state: and that they which had their hands in it ~111.
were five thousand, and not four hundred only1;
notwithstanding that the Athenians, by reason of A.C.411.
OL92.1.
warfare and employment abroad, never assembled,
of how great consequence soever was the matter
to be handled, so frequent as to be five thousand there at once”2. And having in other things
instructed them how to make the best of the
matter, they sent them away immediately after the
government was changed : fearing, as also it fell
out, lest the seafaring multitude would not only
not continue in this oligarchical form themselves,
but the mischief beginniug there would depose
them also.
73. For in Samos there was a commotion about Theoligarchy
assaulted at 9athe oIigarchy already: and this that followeth, hap- hy thepopened about the same time that THE F O U R HUN- p’lars.
DRED were set up in Athens. Those Samians that
had risen3 against the nobility, and were of the
people’s side, turning when Pisander came thither,
at the persuasion of him and of those Athenians in
Samos that were his accomplices, conspired together to the number of three hundred, and were to
[,‘ And that the government
was in the hands of 5000, and not
400 only.”]
[It is observed that this could
not be true, because some decrees,
as ostracism and all privil~ggia,required a majority, or at all events
the presence, of 8000 citizens. I t
is also observed that it does not
appear how 60 large a proportion
of the citizens could he absent on
foreign service, as to leave at home
no more than 5000 to attend the

assembly. But in the first place,
that is not said : but only that 5000
did not attend the assembly. And
next, the assertion is not that of
Thucydides,but of Pisander and his
party : and most probably an exaggeration. Of the citizens however,
whose gross number is reckoned a t
about 20,000, a fourth part would
be a large proportion to assemble on
any but very important occasions.]
[&t: “ a t the time beforementioned”: see ch. 21 .]
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have assaulted the rest as populars. And one
Hyperbolus, a lewd fellow', who, not for any fear
YEAR XXI.
A.C-411. of his power or for any dignity, but for wickedness
OL.92. 1.
of life and dishonour he did the city, had been
banished by ostracism, they slew : abetted therein
both by Charminus, one of the commanders, and
by other Athenians that were amongst them, who
had given them their faith. And together with these,
they committed other facts of the same kind : and
were fully bent to have assaulted the popular side.
But they having gotten notice thereof, made known
the design both to the generals, Leon and Diomedon ; (for these being honoured by the people,
endured the oligarchy unwillingly) ; and also to
Thrasybulus and Thrasyllus, whereof one was captain of a galley, and the other captain of a baud
of men of arms', and to such others continually as they thought stood3 in greatest opposition
to the conspirators: and required of them that
they would not see them destroyed, and Samos
VIII.

boXBqpbv & J B Q U T O V : a n epithet implying that he was capable
of any baseness. H e labours under
the charge not only of political protligacy, but of private dishonesty in
the exercise of his trade of a lampmaker. Thirl. ch. xxxii. There is a
tradition that it was by an intrigue
of Alcibiades that ostracism was
applied to Hyperbolus, and that it
answered its intended purpose :
ostracism was thereby rendered contemptible, and fell into disuse
(Herm. $ 164). I t is an inventioli
attributed to Cleisthenes: it was
afterwards adopted by the democracies of Argos and Megara, and

under another name, petalism, a t
Syracuse also. I t is spoken of by
Aristotle (iii. 9, v. 8) with some approbation, not only as a check on
the dangerous power of individuals,
bot also as some security against
the people resorting to more violent
measures to rid themselves of ohnoxious persons. H e adds however
that the people knew not how to
use their weapou : instead of looking to the common weal, urauiau7ik;C
IxpW"vr0 TOiC burpaxrapoic.
iii. 9.1
2 [,, Captain of the hoplites".]
And to such others as they
thought stood always".]

r'

'
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alienated from the Athenians, by the only means of ~ 1 1 1 .
which their dominion had till this time kept itself
in the state it is in. They hearing it, went to .4.~.411.
01,. 92.1.
the soldiers, and exhorted them one by one not to
suffer it ; especially to the Paralians, who were all
Athenians and freemen, come thither in the galley
called Paralus, and had always before been enemies
to the oligarchy’. And Leon and Diomedon,
whensoever they went forth any whither, left them
certain galleys for their guard : so that when the
three hundred assaulted them, the commons of the
Samians, with the help of all these, and especially
of the Paralians, had the upperhand: and of the
three hundred slew thirty. Three of the chief
authors they banished : and burying in oblivion
the fault of the rest, governed the state from that
time forward as a democracy.
74. The Paralus, and in it Chaereas the son of The army
Athens to s i p
Archestratus, a man of Athens, one that had been tomfy
. their doings
against the oli
forward in the making of this change, the Samians gnrchy atSamos :
and the soldiers dispatched presently away to not
b o w i n g tllat
the oligarchy
Athens, to advertise them of what was done : for w.asthenin
authority at
they knew not yet, that the government was in the Athens.
hands of THE FOUR HUNDRED. When they arrived,
THE FOUR H U N D R E D castsome two orthree of these
of the Paralus into prison : the rest, after they had
taken the galley from them and put them aboard
another military galley, they commanded to keep
--

1 [,, Especially to the Paralians.
the crew of the ship (Paralus); all
Atheiiians and freemen, and ever at
all times hostile to oligarchy, even
before its appearance”.-The whole
vaurirbc bxAog, the greater part of
whom were slaves, (i. 141, note ;

iii. 17, note), was strongly disposed
to democracy : but the Paralians,
receiving higher pay, had a still
stronger interest than the rest in
upholding the maritime dominion,
and therefore also the democracy,
of Athens.]

-
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guard about Eubcea. But Chzereas, by some means
or other getting presently away, seeing how things
*.~.*11.
went, came back to Samos; and related to the
OL. 92.1.
army all that the Athenians had done, aggravating
it to the utmost: as that they punished every man
with stripes, to the end that none should contradict the doings of those that bore rule ; and that
their wives and children at home were abused;
and that they had an intention further to take and
imprison all that were of kin to any of the army
which was not of their faction, to the intent to kill
them if they of Samos would not submit to their
authority. A i d marly other things he told them,
Thedemocracy adding lies of his own.
75. When they heard
re-established in
this,
they
were
ready
at
first
to have fallen upon
the m y .
the chief authors of the oligarchy, and upon such
of the rest as were partakers of it. Yet afterwards,
being hindered by such as came between’ and
advised them not to overthrow the state, the
enemy lying so near with their galleys t o assault
them ; they gave it over. After this, Thrasybnlus
the sori of Lycus, and Thrasyllus, (for these were
the principal authors of the change), determining
now openly to reduce the state at Samos t o a democracy, took oaths of all the soldiers, especially
of the oligarchicals, the greatest they could devise2:
both that they should be subject to the democracy
and agree together; and also that they should
zealously prosecute the war against the Peloponnesians ; and withal be enemies to THE FOUR HUNDRED, and not to have to do with them by ambasVIII.

YBAX XXI.

[,, By those between (the two the inoderate inen. Goeller.]
2 [See v. 18, 1 ~ ~ t c . I
extreme partim)”: that is to say, 11y
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sadors. The same oath was taken by all the Vrrr.
Samians that were of age; and the Athenian sol- ,
,
,
,
.
’
diers communicated with them their whole affairs, A c 411.
oL.oa.I.
together with whatsoever should succeed of their
dangers’: for whom and for themselves, they made
account there was no refuge of safety ; but that if
either THE FOUR HUNDRED or the enemy at Miletus overcame them, they must needs perish.
76. So there was a contention at this time: one
side compelling the city to a democracy ; the other,
the army to an oligarchy. And presently there
was an assembly of the soldiers called : wherein
they deprived the former commanders, and such
captains of galleys as they had in suspicion, of their
charge ; and chose others, both captains of galleys
and commanders, in their places ; of which Thrasybnlus and Thrasyllus u-ere two. And they stood TI^^
en
up and encouraged one another, both otherwise,
an31 qtute at
and with this: ‘(that they had no cause to be home by eompadejected for the city’s revolting from them ; for riaon
oftheir
strength.
they at Athens, being the lesser part, had forsaken
them, who were not only the greater part, but also
every way the better provided2. For they having
the whole navy, could compel the rest of the: cities
subject unto them to pay in their money as well
now, as if they were to set out from Athens itself.
And that they also had a city, namely Samos, no
weak one; but even such a one, as when they
were enemies, wanted little of taking the dominion
of the sea from the Athenians. That the seat of
the war, was the same it was before3; and that
~

r‘

Made common cause with
’ [,,The better able t o provide
them as to the result of tlie preseiit themselves”. Goell. Am.]
dangerous crisis”.]
[,‘ For that they both had Sa-

~

VIII.

xxI.
AC.411OL. 02.1.
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they should be better able to provide themselves of
things necessary, having the navy, than they should
be that were at home in the city. And that they
at Athens were masters of the entrance of Peiram,
both formerly by the favour of them at Samos’ :
and that now also, unless they restore them the
government, they shall again be brought to that
pass, that those at Samos shall be better able to
bar them the use of the sea, than they shall be
to bar it them of Samos. That it was a trifle and
worth nothing, which was conferred to the overcoming of the enemy by the city; and a small
matter it would be to lose it, seeing they had neither any more silver to send them, (for the soldiers
shifted for themselves), nor yet good direction,
which is the thing for which the city hath the command of the armies. Nay, that in this point they
erred which were at Athens; in that they had
abrogated the laws of their country : whereas they
at Samos did both observe the same themselves,
arid endeavour to constrain the other to do so
likewise2. So that such of them in the camp as
should give good council, were as good as they in
the city. And that Alcibiades, if they would decree his security and his return, would with all his
heart procure the king to be their confederate.

mos for their city, Prc.: and were his nine months’ siege of Samos to
able to defend themselves from the Agamemnon’s ten years’ siege of
enemy from this place as heretofore”.-The allusion of taking the
dominion of the sea from Athens, is
to the events of i. 116: where Peri.
des, notwithstanding the honours
he received on his return from that
expedition, arid his comparison of

Troy, appears to have had a narrow
escape of coming home with a different tale.]
1 [L‘ Of themselves, shtioned as
an advanced guard at Samos”.]
[,‘ And will endeavour to force
them (the Athenians) to do so”.]

*
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And that which is the main thing, if they failed of vjlr,
all other helps, yet with so great a fleet they could
not fail of many places to retire to, in which they ;;;;:;
might find both city and territory.”
77. When they had thus debated the matter in
the assembly and encouraged one another, they
made ready, as at other times, whatsoever was
necessary for the war’. And the ten ambassadors
which were sent to Samos from T H E FOUR H U N DRED, hearing of this by the way at Delos, whither
they were come already, stayed still there.
78. About the same time also, the soldiers of Upon themnrmur u l the solthe Peloponnesian fleet a t Miletus murmured diem against
Astguchus, he
amongst themselves, that Astyochus and Tissa- goeth
to Samw
phernes overthrew the state of their affairs. Asty- wofier the
Atheniansbattle:
ochus in refusing to fight ; both before, when their
own fleet was stronger2, and that of the Atheuians
but small ; arid also now, whilst they were said to
be in sedition, and their fleet divided ; aiid in expecting the Phenician fleet, in fame, not in fact to
come from Tissaphernes’: and Tissaphernes, in
that he not only brought not iu that fleet of his,
but also impaired theirs by not giving them their
pay, neither fully nor continually: and that they
therefore ought no longer to delay time, but to
hazard battle. This was urged principally by the
Syracusians.
79. Astyochus and the confederates, when they
heard of the murmur, and had in council resolved
to fight, especially after they were informed that

r‘

They set themselves also to yet in greater strength”: greater,
preparing for war with no less that is, than now.]
They were running the risk
alacrity”.]
2 I“Whilst they were themselves of perishing by delay”.]
VOL, I X .
DD
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Samos was in a tumult: putting forth with their
whole fleet to the number of one hundred and
Y E A R XXI.
*.c411.
twelve sail, with order given to the Milesians to
OL. 92.1.
march by land to the same place, went to Mycale.
whorefuseit.
But the Athenians, being come out from Samos
with their fleet of eighty-two galleys, and riding
now at Glauce of the territory of Mycale, ([for] in
this part [toward Mycale] Samos is but a little
way from the continent), when they descried the
Peloponnesian fleet coming against them, put in
again to Samos: as not esteeming themselves a
sufficient number, to hazard their whole fortune
on the battle. Besides, they stayed for the coming
of Strombichides from Hellespont to their aid (for
they saw that they of Miletus had a desire to fight)
with those galleys that went from Chios against
Abydos’: for they had sent unto him before. So
these retired into Samos. And the Peloponnesians
putting in at Mycale, there encamped : as also did
the land-forces of the Milesians, and others of the
country thereabouts. The next day, when they
meant to have gone against Samos, they received
news that Strombichides with his galleys was arrived out of Hellespont : and thereupon returned
TheAthenians presently to Miletus.
Then the Athenians on the
offer battle to the
Peloponnesians, other side, with the addition of these galleys, went
it.
and they refuse to Miletus, being now one hundred and eight sail,
intending to fight : but when nobody came out
against them, they likewise went back to Samos.
The Peloponnes.
80. Immediately after this, the same summer,
ians send part of
theirfleetto.
the Peloponnesians, who refused to come out
VIII.

[ For these galleys see ch. 62. gence that they in Miletus were inhaving previous intelli- tending to fight, they stayed” &.]

‘‘ Besides,
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against the enemy, as holding themselves with I.II[,
their whole fleet too weak to give them battle, and
were now at a stand how to get money for the ;$;:
maintenance of so great a number of galleys I: wmls the Hellespont,but there
sent Clearchus, the son of Rhamphias, with forty wentthraughbiit
galleys, according to the order at first from Pclo- Only teueallsya
ponnesus2, to Pharnabazus. For not only Yharnabazus himself had sent for, and promised to pay
them : but they were advertised besides by ambassadors, that Byzantium had a purpose to revolt.
Hereupon these Peloponnesiari galleys having put
out into the main sea, to the end that they might
not be seen as they passed b y ; and tossed with
tempests, part of them, which were the greatest
number, and Clearchus with them, got into Delos,
and came afterwards to Miletus again ; but
Clearchus went thence again into the Hellespont
by land, arid had the command there : and part
under the charge of Helixus, a Megarean, which
were ten sail, went safely through into the Hellespont, and caused Byzantium to revolt. And after
this, when they of Samos heard of it, they sent
certain galleys into Hellespont to oppose them,
and to be a guard to the cities thereabouts : and
there followed a small fight between them of eight
galleys to eight, before Byzantium.
81. In the meantime, they that were in autho- Alcibisdes is
sud
rity at Samos, and especially Thrasybulus, who recnlled
comethtosamar.
after the form of government changed was still of
[“The same summer, the Peloponnesians, immediately after
their declining t o put to sea, as
being now in their opinion too weak
to engage with the united force of

the enemy, being at a stand how
&c, especially as Tissaphernes paid
badly: send Clearchus with forty
galleys”&c. Goell.]
a [See this order in chap 39.1
D D 2

-
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the m.,id to have Alcibiades recalled, at length in
YEAR XXI.
an assembly persuaded the soldiers to the same.
~ . ~ . 4 1 1 . And when they had decreed for Alcibiades both
04 82.1.
his return and his security, he went to Tissaphernes
and fetched Alcibiades to Samos: accounting it
their only means of safety, to win Tissaphernes
He manifesteth from the Peloponnesians to themselves. An assemhis power with
Tiasaphernes. bly being called, Alcibiades complained of and
lamented the calamity of his own exile, and speaking much of the business of the state gave them
no small hopes of the future time : hyperbolically
magnifying his own power with Tissaphernes, to
the end that both they which held the oligarchy at
home might the more fear him, and so the conspiracies’ dissolve, and also those at Samos the more
honour him and take better heart unto themselves ;
and withal, that the enemy might object the same
to the utmost to Tissaphernes2, aud fall from their
present hopes. Alcibiades therefore, with the
greatest boast that could be, affirmed that Tissaphernes had undertaken to him, that as long as he
had anything left, if he might but trust the Athenians they should never want for maintenance ; no,
though he should be constrained3 to make money
of his own bed ; and that he would fetch the P h e nician fleet, now at Aspendus, not to the Peloponneeians but to the Athenians: and that then only
he would rely upon the Athenians, when Alcibiades
Alcibiades gene-calledhome should undertake for them4. 82. Hearral of the AthenilrnmY.
ing this and much more, they chose him presently
~111.

[ & ~ ~ p ~ u:i a
‘‘ rthe clubs”.]
* [rl At last be constrained”.]
[“ That the enemy.might to the
[ , l Should’ undertake to him
utmost be embroiled with Tissa- (Tissaphernes)”. Bekker & c . , a h $ :
phemes”. Goell. A m ]
Yulgo, aS70ic.]
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for general together with those that were before ; v.111.
and committed unto them the whole government
of their affairs. And now there was not a man
$
:;:
that wonld have sold his present hopes, both of
subsisting themselves and being revenged of THE
FOUR H U N D R E D , for any good in the world : and
were ready even then, upon those words of his,
contemning the enemy there present, to set sail for
Peirseus. But he, though many pressed it, by all
means forbade their going against Peiraeus, being to
leave their enemies so near: but since they had
chosen him general, he was, he said, to go to Tissaphernes first, and to dispatch such business with
him as concerned the war. And as soon as the
assembly brake up, he took his journey accordingly : to the end that he might seem to cornmunicate everything with him, and for that he desired
also to be in more honour with him, and to show
that he was general, and a man capable to do him2
good or hurt. Arid it happened to Alcibiades,
that he awed the Athenians with Tissaphernes, aiid
Tissaphernes with the Athenians.
83. When the Peloponnesians that were a t Mile- nepeloponneamurmur
tus, heard that Alcibiades was gone home ; whereas ians
againstT ~
they mistrusted Tissaphernes before, now they phernes
bstyochus.
aad
much more accused him3. For it fell out, that
when at the coming of the Athenians with their
fleet before Miletus they refused t o give them
battle, Tissaphernes became thereby a great deal
slacker in his payment; and besides that he was
hated by them before this for Alcibiades’ sake4,the

-

[L‘ Of saving theniselves”.]
[,‘Were much more ill-disc‘ To do him ROW good” &c. posed towards him”. Duk.Goell.]
Became slacker in his payBekker &c., $611 : vulgo om.]
I

s

~

~

~111.

Y E A R XXIr

4.c.411.

OL.92.1.

Mutiny sgain\t
Astyochus.

TheMilesians
take in the fort
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soldiers now, meeting in companies apart, reckoned up one to another the same matters which
they had noted before, and some also, men of value
and not the common soldier alone, recounted this
withal ; how they had never had their full stipend ;
that the allowance was but small, and yet not continually paid ; and that unless they either fought,
or went to some other place where they might
have maintenance, their men would abandon the
fleet; and that the cause of all this was in
Astyochus, who for private lucre gave way to the
humour of Tissaphernes. 84. Whilst these were
upon this consideration, there happened also a
certain tumult about Astyochus. For the mariners
of the Syracusians and Thiirians, by how much
they were a multitude that had greater liberty than
the rest, with so much the stouter importunity they
demanded their pay. And he not only gave them
somewhat an insolent answer, but also threatened
Dorieus, that amongst the rest spake for the soldiers
under himself, and lift up his staff against him.
When the soldiers saw that, they took up a cry like
seamen indeed, all a t once; and were running
upon Astyochus to have stricken him. But foreseeing it, he fled to an altar ; and was not stricken,
but they were parted again'. The Milesians also
ments: and added to the hatred
they bore him even before this on
account of Alcibiades. And the
soldiers meeting &c."]
p' For the multitnde (the mariners) of the Syracusans and TEJriam, being for the most part freemen, therefore with the stoutest
importunity &c." Their navy was

not,like thatof theAthenians and Pe.
loponnesians, manned with slaves.
-"And he not only gaye them a
soniewhat insolent answer and used
threats, but against Dorieus, as he
spake in behalf of' his men, he lifted
u p his staff.'' The custom of carrying sticks was common to the
Spartans with the Dorians of lower
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took in a certain fort in Miletus, built by Tissa- ~ 1 1 1 .
phernes, having privily assaulted it ; and cast out -y*
the garrison that was within it. These things ~OLc .92.1.
411.
were by the rest of the confederates, and especially madeintheircity
by the Syracusians, well approved of : but Lichas byTissaphemes*
liked them not ; saying, it behoved the Milesians,
and the rest dwelling within the king's dominion,
to have obeyed Tissaphernes in all moderate things,
and till such time as the war should have been well
dispatched to have courted him. And the Milesians, for this and other things of this kind, were
offended with Lichas: and afterwards when he
died of sickness, would not permit him to be buried
in that place where the LacedEmonians then present would have had him.
8 5 , Whilst they were quarrelling' about their Eilindarus suecessor io Astyo.
business with Astyochus and Tissaphernes, Min- cl~,ls,
t&th
darus cometh in from Lacedzmon to succeed ;:;;;;y'stp
Astyochus in his charge of the fleet : and as soon ochusgoeth
as he had taken the command upon him, Astyochus
departed. But with him Tissaphernes sent' a
Carian, named Gauleites, one that spake both the
languages, both to accuse the Milesians about the
fort, and also to make an apology for himself:
knowing that the Milesians went principally to
exclaim upon him ; and that Hermocrates went
Italy. Muell. iv. 2. See Herod.
iii. 137, where the Crotonians attack
roim ureu&Aorcn the Persians laying
hands on Democedes.-" When the
multitude of the soldiers saw it,
they as well indeed as the sailors
raiscd a cry and ran upon Astyochus &c:-he was not however
stricken indeed, but &c?]

[" I n this sort".]
p' Sent as ambassador". The
Carians generallyunderstood Greek,
and also acted as interpreters to the
Persians. Mardonius sends a Carian to consult the oracles of
Greece : and Gyrus has Carian interpreters at his court. See Valckeiiaer ad Herod. viii. 133. Goell.]
a
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with them, and would bewray how Tissaphernes
undid the business of the Peloponriesians with
IR4R XXI.
~ . ~ 4 1 1Alcibiades, and dealt on both hands.
For he was
OL. sa 1.
continually at enmity with him about the payment
of the soldiers’ wages : and in the end, when Hermocrates was banished from Syracuse, and other
commanders of the Syracusian fleet, namely, Potamis, Myscon, and Demarchus, were arrived at
Miletus, Tissaphernes lay more heavy upon him
being an outlaw, than before: and accused him
amongst other things, that he had asked him
money, and because he could not have it became
his enemy. So Astyochus arid Hermocrates and
the Milesians went their way to Lacedzemon.
TheambaqsaAlcibindes by this time was come back from
d o n trnm the
Pollr Bondred Tissaphernes to Samos.
86. And those ambassatoe=cusetlle
dors of THE FOUR HUNDRED, which had been sent
changeat Athens
out before’ to mollify and to inform those of Samos,
came from Delos now, whilst Alcibiades was present. An assembly being called, they were offering
t o speak. But the soldiers a t first v-ould not hear
them ; hut cried out to have them put to death, for
that they had deposed the people : yet afterwards
with much ado they were calmed, and gave thern
hearing. They declared, “ that the change had
been made for the preservation of the city, not to
destroy it, nor to deliver it to the enemy; for they
could have done that before now, when the enemy
during their government assaulted it 2 : that every
one of T H E FIVE THOUSAND was to participate of
the government in their turns’: and their friends
~111.

[sdss : see ch. 72, 77.1
[‘rheassaiilthy Agis in c11.71.]

[L‘ That all should in their turn
partake (or he) of the 5000”.rirn.]
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were not, as Chsereas had laid to their charge, V I I T .
abused ; nor had ally wrong at all, but remained
every one quietly upon his OWL”
Though they A01..c.411.
g2.1.
delivered this and much more, yet the soldiers
believed them not’, but raged still ; and declared
their opinions, some in one sort some in another,
most agreeing in this to go against Peiraus. And Alcihiades
saveth the
now Alcibiades appeared to be the first and prin- Athenian stete.
cipnl man in doing service to the commonwealth2.
For when the Athenians at Samos were carried
headlong to invade themselves : in which case
most manifestly the enemy had presently possessed
himself of Ionia and Hellespont : [it was thought
that] he was the man that kept them from it.
Nor was there any man at that time able to have
held in the multitude, but himself. H e both made
them to desist from the voyage, and rated off from
the ambassadors those that were in their own particular incensed against them. Whom also he sent
away, giving them their answer himself: “ That
he opposed not the government of THE FIVE
T H O T J S A N D ,but willed them to remove T H E F O U R
H U N D R E D , and to establish the council that was
before of five hundred : that if they had frugally
cut off any expense, so that such as were employed
in the wars might be the better maintained, he did
much commend them for it.” And withal he exhorted them to stand out, arid give no ground to
their enemies: for that as long as the city held
out, there was great hope for them to compounda;
1 1‘‘Gave heed to them none the state inferior to no man”. Goell.]
a p‘ Theie WHS great hope thcy
m ore”.I
2 p‘ A p p ~ ” l thtn for t’ie f i r p t
might also compose theb own diftime to h d \ e tloue senice to the I’cieiicrs”.]

YI11.

YEAR XXI.

A.C.411.
OL. D2. 1.

Tissaphernes
goeth to the
Phoenician fleet
at Aspendus.
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but if either part miscarry once, either this at
Samos or the other a t Athens, there would none
be left for the enemy to compound withal'.
There chanced to be present also the ambassadors of the Argives, sent unto the popnlar faction
of the Athenians in Sczmos, to assist them. These
Alcibiades commended, and appointed to be ready
when they should be called for : and so dismissed
them. These At-gives came in with those of the
Paralus, that had been bestowed formerly' in the
military galley by THE FOUR HUN D RED , to go
about Eubcea, and to convoy Laespodias, Aristophon, arid Melesias, ambassadors from THE FOUR
HUNDRED, to Lacedcemon. These as they sailed
by Argos, seized on the ambassadors3, and delivered
them as principal men in deposing of the people
to the Argives: and returned no more to Athens,
but came with the galley they then were in to
Samos, and brought with them these ambassadors
from the Argives.
87. The same summer, Tissaphernes, at the
time4 that the Peloponnesians were offended with
him most, both for the going home of Alcibiades
and divers other things, as now manifestly Atticizing, with purpose, as indeed it seemed, to clear
himself to them concerniiig his accusations, made
ready for his journey to Aspendus for the Phceni-

'

[" Even when their differences
shall be composed, there will no
longer be any hope": that is, manciliation will come too late.]
[&a
: see ch. 74.1
(" About Eubcea. And as they
(the Paralians) were carrying the
Athenian ambassadors sent by the

400 to Lacedtemon, Lsspodias &c,
as they sailed by Argos they laid
hands on the aml)assadors, and"
&c. Vulgo, o? inflat) iybvovro:
Bekker &c., om. om.]
[,' Tissaphernes about this time
of the same siunmer, when the Peloporinesians &."I

'
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cian fleet, and willed Lichas to go along with him : VIII.
saying that he would substitute Tamos his deputy
lieutenant over the army, to pay the fleet’ whilst A.C411.
OL.02.1.
himself was absent.
This matter is divergly reported : and it is hard Conjectures or
divers upon his
to know with what purpose he went to Aspendus, going.
and yet brought not the fleet away with him. For
it is known that one hundred and forty-seven sail
of Phoenicians were come forward as far as Aspendus : but wby they came not through, the conjectures are various. Some think it was upon design
(as he formerly2 intended) to wear out the Peloponnesian forces : for which cause also Tsmos,
who had that charge, made no better, but rather
worse payment than himself. Others, that having
brought the Phcenicians as far as Aspendus, he
might dismiss them for money : for he never meant
to use their service3. Some again said, it was
because they exclaimed so against it at Lacedaemon : and that it might not be said he abused them,
but that he went openly to a fleet really set out.
For my own part, I think it most clear that it The opinion of
was to the end to consume and to balance the the author.
Grecians, that he brought not those galleys in:
consuming them, in that he went thither and delayed the time; and equalizing them, in that
bringing them to neither he made neither party
the stronger. For if he had had a mind to end the
war, it is marlifest he might have been sure to have
done it. For if he had brought them to the
Lacedzemonians, in all reason he had given them
3-

[,‘ His deputy to pay the army
btc.”]
[,, Actually did intend”.]

so long as

[,‘ For in no case (whether he
got money or not) did he mean to
use their service.” Goell.]
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the victory, who had a navy already’ rather equal
than inferior to that of their enemies. But that
Yl’lR XXI.
*.C.4*1.
which
hurt them most’, was the pretence he
OL 82 1.
alleged for not bringing the fleet in. For he said,
they were not so many sail, as the king had ordained to be gotten together. But sure he might
have ingratiated himself more in this business, by
dispatching it with less of the king’s money,
than by spending more3. But whatsoever was his
purpose, Tissaphernes went to Aspendus and was
with the Phcenicians : and by his own appointment the Peloponnesians sent Philip, a Laced%monian, with him with two galleys, as to take
charge of the fleet.
Alcibisde-,
88. Alcibiades, when he heard that Tissaphernes
kuoa in8 tlicit
~Lssap~lrrrles was gone to Aspendus, goes after him with thirteen
m oiild never
brillgO,ltl,rfleet, galleys, promising to those at Samos a safe and
wethnitrrllim, great benefit ; which was, that he would either
t n mnlie tiie Pe.
loponnesisns
bring those Phcenician galleys to the service of the
think the fleet
,,asstayedfur
Athenians, or at least hinder their coming to the
Peloponnesians : knowing, as is likely, the mind of
Atheniunb.sakes
hi9 and the
Tissaphernes by long acquaintance, that he meant
riot to bring them on, and desiring, as much as he
could, to procure him the ill will of the Peloponnesians for the friendship shown to himself and to
the Athenians, that he might thereby the better engage him to take their part. So he presently put
to sea, holding his course for Phaselis and Caunus
upwards ‘.
p‘ Who indeed, even as i i was.
[,‘ By not spending much of
were lying opposite to the Athenians tiie Iring’s money, i d by effecting
the same matters with less”.]
with R navy rather equal” &c.]
But what beurctyed him
[That is, towards the centre of
most”. FLhker &e., xnro$wp+.]
the Persian government. A m ]
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VIII.

being returned from Samos to Athens, and having
related what they had in charge from hlcibiades : ;:e42fi:
how that he exhorted them to hold out, and not Seditionat
abut
give ground to the enemy ; and that he had great Athens
thechangeofthe
oligarchy in to d e
hopes to reconcile them to the army, and to over- mocrac? again.
come the Peloponnesians: whereas many of the
sharers in the oligarchy were formerly discontented, and would gladly, if they could have done
it safely, have quitted the business, they were now
a great deal more confirmed in that mind. And
already they had their meetings apart, and did cast
aspersions on the goverment ; and had for their
ringleaders some of the heads of the oligarchicals
and such as bare office amongst them, as Theramenes the son of Agnon, and Aristocrates the son
of Scellius, arid others, who though they were partakers with the foremost, in the affairs of state, yet
feared, as they said, Alcibiades and the army at
Samos ; arid joined in the sending of ambassadors
to LacedEmon, because they were loth, by singling
themselves from the greater number, to hurt the
state, not that they dismissed the state into the
hands of a very few: but said, that THE FIVE
THOU S A ND ought in fact to be assigned, and not
in voice only, and the government to be reduced
t o a greater equality. And this was indeed the
form pretended in words ~ Y T H EFOUR HUNDRED.
But the most of them, through private ambition, Ambition of the
oligorchicals
fell upon that, by which an oligarchy made out of amongst thema democracy is chiefly overthrown'. For at once =lresover[Theramenes, Aristocrates,and state, but being in real fear of the
others, '' mho were partakers with army at Satnos and Alcibiades, and
the foremost of the affairs of the of the ambarsadors sent to Lacedre-

1’111.

YXAR XXI.

A.C.411.
0~92.1.

throweth their

government.

Theoligarchnls
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they claimed every one, not to be equal, but to be
far the chief. Whereas in a democracy, when
election is made, because a man is not overcome
by his equals, he can better brook it1. But the
great power of Alcibiades a t Samos, and the opinion
they had that the oligarchy was not like to last,
was it that most evidently encouraged them : and
thereupon they every one contended who should
most eminently become the patron of the people.
90. But those of THE FOUR H U N D R E D that
were most opposite to such a form of government,
and the principal of them ; both Phrynichus, who
had been general at Samos and was ever since’ at
difference with Alcibiades ; and Aristarchus, a man
that had been a n adversary to the people both in
the greatest manner and for the longest time ; and
Pisander and Antiphon, and others of the greatest
power, not only formerly, as soon as they entered
into authority, and afterwards when the state at
Samos revolted to the people, sent ambassadors to
Lacedsemon and bestirred themselves for the olig a r c h ~ and
~ , built a wall in the place called Eetio-

mon, lest without the authority of
the majority (of the oligarchy) they
should do the state some mischief,
avowed frankly, not indeed that
they were desirous of ridding themselves of the domination of a narrow oligarchy, but that the 5000
ought to be constituted in reality
and not in name only, and a more
equal politeia established. Such
was their political pretence in words.
B u t the most of them through private ambition were intent upon
that, by which” &c. Goell.-They
feared, or affected to fear, that the

ambassadors sent to Lacedsrnon
had some secret instructions from
the smallminoritywho had assumed
all the powers of government, to
concert measures for betraying the
city into the enemy’s hand. Thirl.
ch. xxviii.]
* P ‘ A man more easily brooks
want of success,as being the result
of inferior deserts”. Goell.]
[rdsa : “ who was a t difference
&c. at the time of his command a t
Samos”.]
[L’ For peace”. Bekk. &c., 71jv
ipokvyiav : vulgo, r$v dkiyapxiuv.]
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neia: but much more afterwards, when their V I I I .
ambassadors were come from Samos, and that
they saw not only the populars, but also some A . c . ~ I ~ .
OL.92.1.
others of their own party thought trusty before, to fortifythemouth
the haven of
be now changed. And to Lacedsemon they sent ofPeirreus.
Antiphon and Phrynichus with ten others with all
possible speed, as fearing their adversaries both
at home and at Samos, with commission to make
a peace with the Lacedzmonians on any tolerable
conditions, whatsoever or howsoever : arid in this
time went on with the building of the wall in
Eetioneia with greater diligence than before. The
scope they had in this wall, as it was given out by
Theramenes2 [the son of Agnon], was not so much
to keep out those of Samos, in case they should
attempt by force to enter into Peiraeus, as at their
pleasure to be able to let in both the galleys and
the land-forces of the enemies. For this Eetioneia
is the pier3 of the Peiraeus, close unto which is the
mouth of the haven. And therefore they built
this wall so to another wall that was built before
to the continent, that a few men lying within it
might command the entrance. For the end of
[,‘ The state of
a

affairs”.]

r‘And those with him”.]

IS a pier &c.”-The city
walls being carried down to either
side of the harbour’s mouth, were
prolonged thence across the mouth
upon moles, until a passage only
was left in the middle for two or
three triremes abreast between two
towers, the opening of which might
be further secured by a chain.
hake’s Topography of Athens.The “old wall” ran inland from

the point where the mole touched
the ordinary line of coast, intended
to cover the place from a n enemy
attacking from without. The ‘‘ new
wall” was to secure their fort on
the mole from an attack from Peir a m or the interior of the harbour.
And the object was to isolate Eetioneia like D castle, cut off from the
harbour by the new wall, as it was
from the country on the outside by
the old wall. The city might now a t
any time be reduced by famine. Ar.]

YIII.

YEAB XXI.

A.C 411.
OL. 92. 1.

Thermnenes
muruiiirath
agaiiwt their
i o r t i l y i ~ yin

Esthneia.
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each wall was brought to the tower upon the
[very] mouth of the haven’, as well of the old
wall towards the continent as of the new which
was built within it to the water. They built also
an open ground-gallery, an exceeding great one
and close to their new wall within Peirseus : and
were masters of it, and constrained all men as
well to briiig thither their corn which they had
already come in, as to unload2 there whatsoever
should come in afterward ; and to take and sell it
from thence.
9 1. These things Therameiies murmured at long
before : and when the ambassadors returned from
Lacedzemoir without compounding for them all in
general, he gave out that this wall would endanger
the undoing of the city. For at this very instarit
there happened to be riding on the coast of Laconia forty-two galleys, amongst which were 6ome
of Tarentum, some of Locri, some Italians, and
some Sicilians3; set out from Peloponnesus at the
instance of the Euhceans, bound for Eubea and
commanded by Hegesandridas the son of Hegesander, a Spartan. And these Theramenes said
were coming, not so much towards EubEa, as
towards those that fortified in Eetioneia : and that
if they were not looked to, they would surprise
the city4. Now some matter might indeed be

‘ (“W%icb was narrow”.l
Locus Athenis
erat Ik’aipaais dictus : quod illic
exemtas uavibus aut curribus sarcinas seponerent. Hudson.]
c“ All this then was deiiounced
by Theramenes both long before,
and again when the ambassadors
a [iFatpsiaOat.

returned &c.: saying, that this wall
would endanger &zc.”--“ Riding at
Las in Laconia’j--“ some from Tarentum and Locri, Italiots and
Sikeliots”.
C‘ If they were not looked to,
they (in the city) would be destroyed
ere they were aware”.]
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gathered also from those that were accused: so VIII.
that it was not a mere slander. For their prin- YEAR XXL
cipal design was, to retain the oligarchy with A . C . ~ I .
OL.92.1.
dominion over their confederates : but if they The scope of the
failed of that, yet being masters of the galleys and oligarehiedn*
of the fortification, to have subsisted free themselves: if barred of that, then rather than to be
the only men to suffer death under the restored
democracy, to let in the enemy ; and without either
navy or fortification to have let what would have
become of the city, and to have compounded for the
safety of their own persons1. 92. Therefore they
went diligently on with the fortification, wherein
were wickets and entries and backrays for the
enemy: and desired to have it finished in time.
And though these things were spoken but amongst Phrynichua
murdered.
a few before and in secret, yet when Phrynichus,
after his return from his Lacedzernonian ambassage, was by a certain watchman2 wounded
treacherously in the market-place when it was
full, as he went from the council-house, and not
far from it fell instantly dead, and the murtherer
gone; and that one of his complices, an Argive,
taken by THE FOUR HUNDRED and put to the
torture, would confess no man of those named to
him, nor anything else saving this, that many men
used to assemble at the house of the captain of
l ["To let in the enemy, and
compound for the city, to do as it
might without walls or ships, so
that they at least might have sccurity for their own persons". Goell.]
[,, By one of the peripoli;and the murderer escaped, but his
accomplice, an Argive, taken &c.,
VOL. I X.

would confess the name of no one
as the instigator, nor aught else

save this &e." By the Peripolarrh,
Goeller understands, not the " captain of the watch", but the prefect
of the ephebi, that is, of the penpoli : though the name pwiplarch
belonged equally to both.]
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Theramenes
and his faction
sat themselves
against the rest
of the Four
Hundred.
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the watch and at other houses: then at length,
because this accident bred no alteration, Theramenes and Aristocrates, and as many other, either
of T H E FOUR HUNDRED or out of that number, as
were of the same faction, proceeded more boldly
to assault the government. For now also the fleet
being come about from Laconia’, and lying upon
the coast of Epidaurus, had made incursions upon
Bgina. And Theramenes thereupon alleged, that
it was improbable that those galleys holding their
course for Eubcea, would have put in at Bgina
and then have gone back again to lie at Epidaurus,
unless they had been sent for by such men as he
had ever accused of the same : and that therefore
there was no reason any longer to sit still. And
in the end, after many seditious and suspicious
speeches, they fell upon the state in good earnest.
For the soldiers that were in Peirzeus employed in
fortifying Eetioneia, (amongst whom was also
Aristocrates, captain of a band of men, and his
band with him2), seized on Alexicles, principal
commander of the soldiers under THE FOUR
HUNDRED, an eminent man of the other side : and
carrying him into a house, kept him in hold. As
soon as the news hereof was brought unto T HE
FOUR H U N D R E D , who chanced at the same time
to be sitting in the council-house, they were ready
[,, From Las.’q
For the soldiers &.,amongst
whom was Aristocrates, a taxiarch,
at the head of his own $VAS (vi. 98,
n.), seized on Alexicles, a general
of the oligarchy and much given to
the clubs (iraipows), and carrying
him into a house kept him in hold.
l

‘Andthere aided them in t h i , moreover, one Hermon, commander of
the peripoli stationed at Munychia:
and what was more, the bulk of the
hoplites assented to it all. As soon
as the news hereof was brought
&e.” Bekker kc., iraipovc: vulgo,
iripous.]
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all of them presently to have taken arms’, threatening Theramenes and his faction. He to purge
himself was ready to go with them and to help to
rescue Alexicles : and taking with him one of the
commanders who was also of his faction, went
down into Peiraeus. To help him went also Aristarchus, and certain horsemen of the younger sort.
Great and terrible was the tumult. For in the
city they thought Peiraeus was already taken ; and
him that was laid in hold, slain: and in Peiraeus,
they expected every hour the power of the city to
come upon them. A t last the ancient men, stopping them that ran up and down the city to arm
themselves ; and Thucydides of Pharsalus, the
city’s host, being then there, going boldly and close
up to every one he met, and crying out unto them
not to destroy their country when the enemy lay
so near waiting for an advantage : with much ado
quieted them, and held their hands from spilling
their own blood. Theramenes coming into Peirzus,
(for he also had command over the soldiers), made
a shew by his exclaiming of being angry with
them : but Aristarchus and those that were of the
contrary side, were extremely angry in good earnest. Nevertheless the soldiers went on with their
business, and repented not a jot of what they had
done ’. Then they asked Theramenes, if he thought
[“They were ready, all but
such as were dissatisfied with the
state of things, to run to the arms
(that is to say, where they were
piled) : threatening, kc.”
[“But the ancient men with
di5culty hindering those that were
running about the city and making

for the arms, and Thucydides &c.,
who was there, being active in stopping every man he met k c . , they
became pacified and held &c. 9 n d
Theramenes coming to Peirsus,
being himself also a general, made
a shew &c. : but Aristarchus and
those opposed to the multitude were

EE2

,$,:i,f:,:.,
wr.
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this fortification were made to any good end, and
whether
it were not better to have it demolished.
XXI.
~ ~ 4 1 1 And
.
he answered, that if they thought good to
OL.92.1.
demolish it, he also thought the same. A t which
Thesoldierspiill word they presently got up, both the soldiers and
down the wall
they had builtin also many others of Peiram, and fell a digging
Eetioneia*
down of the mall. Now the provocation that they
used to the multitude, was in these words : ‘‘ that
whosoever desired that the sovereignty should be
in THE FIVE THOUSAND instead of THE FOUR
HUNDRED, ought also to set himself to the work
in hand.” For notwithstanding all this, they
thought fit as yet to veil the democracy with the
name of THE FIVE T H O U S A N D ; and not to say
plainly whosoever will have the sovereignty in the
peopZe: lest THE FIVE THOUSAND should have
been extant indeed, and so a man by speaking to
some or other of them, might do hurt to the business through ignorance. And for this cause it was
that THE FOUR H UNDRE D would neither let THE
FIVE THOUSAND be extant, nor yet let it be known
that they were not. For to make so many participant of the affairs of state, they thought was a
direct democracy: but to have it doubtful, would
make them afraid of one another.
93.The next day, THE FOUR HUNDRED, though
out of order’, yet met together in the councilhouse, and the soldiers in Peiraeus, having enlarged
Alexicles whom they had before imprisoned, and
quite razed the fortification, came into the theatre
~111.

YEAR

in high wrath. But the hoplites Bekker &c., r@ .nki)@ct: vulgo, r@
vent to work most of them all the dXq@ti.
same, and listened to nothing, and
[,‘ I n perturbation as they
asked .Theratnenes whether &c.” were, yet” Brc.]
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of Bacchus near to Munychia, and there sat down ~ 1 1 1 .
with their arms : and presently, according as they
had resolved in an assembly then holden, marched A.C.411.
OL.92.1.
into the city, and there sat down again in the
temple of Castor and Pollux’. To this place came
unto them certain men elected by THE FOUR HUNDRED, and man to man reasoned and persuaded
with such as they saw to be of the mildest temper,
both to be quiet themselves and to restrain the
rest : saying, that not only T H E FIVE THOUSAND
should be made known who they were, but that out
of these such should be chosen in turns to be of THE
F O U R HUNDRED, as THE FIVE THOUSAND should
think good: and entreating them by all means
that they would not in the meantime overthrow
the city, and force it into the hand of the enemy.
Hereupon the whole number of the men of arms,
after many reasons alleged to many men, grew
calmer : and feared most2 the loss of the whole
city. And it was agreed betwixt them, that an A day appointed
an wembly,
wherein to heat
assembly should be held for making of accord for
of agreement.
in the temple of Bacchus at a day assigned.
[,‘ And piled their arms, and
held an assembly : and it being so
resolved, marched straightway to
the city, and there piled their arms
in the Anaceium.”-The Anaceium
was the temple of Castor and Pol.
lux, SO called from their Pelopon.
, the meanuesian name d v n ~ q one
ing of which is not settled (see
Plut. Thes.). The worship of the
Tyndaridae is not of Dorian origin,
although they were considered as
the leaders of the Spartan a m y . It
was found by tlie Durians a t the time
o f their entrance into Pelopnnesus

already established a t Amyclz,
Therapne, and other places: and
was perhaps founded in the ancient
Peloponnesian worship of the great
gods or Cabiri, which in time became transferred to the human
Tyndaridre. Their images were
two upright b e a m with two others
laid across them, called &cava:
one or both of their statues accompanied every military expedition,
according as one or both of the
kings went with the army. See
Muell. ii. IO.]
c‘ Feared very much.”]

-
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94. When they came to the temple of Bacchus,
and wanted but a little of a full assembly, came
YEAR XXI.
A . c . ~ I ~ . news that Hegessndridas with his forty-two galleys
OL. 92.1.
came from Megara along the coast towards Salamis.
And now there was not a soldier’ but thought it
the very same thing that Theramenes and his party
had before told them, “ that those galleys were to
come to the fortification”, and that it was now
demolished to good purpose. But Hegesandridas,
perhaps upon appointment, hovered upon the
coast of Epidaurus and thereabouts: but it is
likely that in respect of the sedition of the Athenians he stayed in those parts, with hope to take
hold of some good advantage. Howsoever it was,
the Athenians as soon as it was told them, ran
presently with all the power of the city down to
Peirzus : less esteeming their domestic war than
that of the common enemy, which was not now far
off, but even in the haven’. And some went aboard
the galleys that were then ready, some launched
the rest; and others ran to defend the walls and
mouth of the haven.
Thebattle be
95. But the Peloponnesian galleys being now3
beenthetithen
Beet gone by and gotten about the promontory of SuOfHegesandridas nium, cast anchor between Thoricus and Prasiae,
at Eretris.
and put in afterwards at Oropus. The Athenians
with all speed, constrained to make use of tumultVIII.

[Popp. Goell. Am. : T&V noX- a t the very mouth of their harbour.”
“ and every one of the many
The sense required seems to be that
thought” : vulgo et Bekk. TGV of Arnold: “ seeing that a foreign
trkdk.]
war, greater than their domestic
[Literally, ‘‘ As their domestic one, was not far off, but ” &c.]
a [,,Sailing by, and doubling the
war, greater than that from their
foreign enemy, wm not far off but promontory ’’ &c.]
A&,
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uary forces’, such as a city in time of sedition might VIII.
afford, and desirous with all haste to make good
their greatest stake, (for Eubcea, since they were A.C.411.
0 L. 92.1.
shut out of Attica, was all they had), sent a fleet
under the command of Timocharis to Eretria.
Which arriving, with those galleys that were iu
Eubcea before, made up the number of six-andthirty sail. And they were presently constrained
to hazard battle : for Hegesandridas brought out
his galleys from Oropus, when he had first there
dined. Now Oropus is from Eretria about threescore furlongs of sea. Whereupon the Athenians
also, as the enemy came towards them, began to
embark: supposing that their soldiers had been
somewhere near unto the galleys. But it fell out
that they were gone abroad to get their dinner,
not in the market; (for by set purpose of the
Eretrians, to the end that the enemy might fall
upon the Athenians that embarked slowly before
they were ready, and force them to come out and
fight2, nothing was there to be sold); but in the
utmost houses of the city. There was besides a
sign set up at Eretria, to give them notice at
Oropus at what time to set forward. The Athen- TheAthenians
ians drawn out by this device3, and fighting before defeated*
the haven of Eretria, made resistance nevertheless
for a while: but afterwards they turned their
backs, and were chased ashore. Such as fled to
the city of the Eretrians, taking it for their friend,
[ “ Raw and undisciplined Eubma, cut off as Attica was, was
forces, as would be the case the every thing to them): sent” kc.]
city being in sedition and they
p‘ J u s t as they were”.]
[‘LPutting to sea in this unwishing to send speedy aid in a
matter of the last importance: (for prepared state”.]

-
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were handled most cruelly, and slaughtered by
them
of the town ; but such as got to the fort in
YEAR X X I .
A .C.411.
Eretria,
holden by the Athenians, saved them0 L . Q Z . 1.
selves : and so did so many of their galleys as got
to Chalcis.
The Peloponnesians, after they had taken twenty-two Athenian galleys with the men, whereof
some they slew and some they took prisoners,
Eubmarevolteth erected a trophy : and not long after having caused
all Eubcea to revolt, save only Oreus, which the
Athenians held with their own forces’, they settled
the rest of their business there,
Thelamentable
96. When the news of that which had happened
estate of the
in Eubcea was brought to Athens, it put the AthenAthenians
ians into the greatest astonishment that ever they
Eubma. Of
had been in before. For neither did their loss in
Sicily, though then thought great, nor any other at
any time so much affright them as this. For now
when the army at Samos was in rebellion, when
they had no more galleys nor men to put aboard,
when they were in sedition amongst themselves
arid in continual expectation of falling together by
the ears : then in the neck of all arrived this great
calamity ; wherein they not only lost their galleys,
but also, which was worst of all, Eubcea, by which
they [had] received more commodity than by Attica.
How then could they choose but be dejected ? But
most of all they were troubled, and that for the
nearness, with a fear lest upon this victory the
enemy should take courage and come immediately
into Peiraeus, now empty of shipping : of which they
VIII.

[,,For of this the Athenians there by Pericles after the last reheld possession themsehes”. The covery of the island in 445. See i.
Atbenian cleruchipr settlersplanted 1 14. Arnold.]
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thought nothing wanting, but that they were not VIII.
there already. And had they been anything adventurous, they might easily have done it: and :::$
:
then’, had they stayed there and besieged them, TheLacedmmoniunv let slip the
they had not only increased the sedition, but also advantagewhich
they might have
compelled the fleet to come away from Ionia to the had, if in prosaid of their kindred and of the whole city, though
enemies to the oligarchy ; and in the meantime cometopeirseua.
gotten the Hellespont, Ionia, the Islands, and all
places even to Eubcea, and, as one may say, the
whole Athenian empire into their power, But the TheLacedsemoncommodious
Lacedaemonians, not only in this but in many other inns
enemies to the
things, were most commodious enemies to the Athenians*
Athenians to war withal. For being of most different humours ; the one swift, the other slow ; the
one adventurous, the other timorous : the Lacedaernonians gave them great advantage, especially
when their greatness was by sea. This was evident in the Syracusians: who being in condition
like unto them, warred best against them.
97. The Athenians upon this news made ready, ‘meAthenians
settle their gonotwithstanding, twenty galleys ; and called an vernment,and
put an end to
assembly, one then presently in the place called the sedition, by
Pnyx, where they were wont to assemble at obher ~ P Z ; ; ; ~ ~ ,
times : in which having deposed THE FOUR H U N - sodsettingupthe
Five Thousand.
DRED, they decreed the sovereignty to T H E FIVE
TH O U S AND ; of which number were all such to be,
as were charged with arms: and from that time
forward to salariate no man for magistracy ; with
a penalty on the magistrate receiving the salary,
to be held for an execrable person. There were

:;;;otfighad

1 r‘And then had they, either by thecity,or stnyedand besieged them,
lyinu off the Peirms raised to a they had forced the fleet, though
still grcater height the sedition of enemies &c., to conie away kc.”]
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also divers other assemblies held afterwards ;
wherein they elected law-makers, and enacted
FEAR XXI.
A.C.411.
other things concerning the government ’. And
OL.92.1.
now first (at least in my time) the Athenians
seem to have ordered their state aright: which
consisted now of a moderate temper, both of the
f e w and of tlze many. And this was the first
thing, that after so many misfortunes past made
the city again to raise her head.
They recall
They decreed also the recalling of Alcibiades,
Alcibiades.
and those that were in exile with him: and sending to him and to the army a t Samos, willed them
to fall in hand with their business.
Most of the
98. In this change Pisander and Alexicles, and
oligarchicalsfly
tothe enemy. such as were with -them, and they that had been
principal in the oligarchy, immediately withdrew
Anstarchiis
themselves to Deceleia. Only Aristarchus (for it
hetrayeth(Enoe.
chanced that he had charge of the soldiers) took
with him certain archers of the most barbarous2,
and went with all speed to (Enoe. This was a
fort of the Athenians in the confines of Bceotia;
and (for the loss that the Corinthians had received
VIII.

p4Wherein they made framers

rcaXrirai rb K O L V ~ Vavopa m a & rGv

of the Constitution, and passed other roXirciGv, 7roXirria. And the chief
votes for establishing the politeia:” requisite of Aristotle’s politeia is
corresponding to the also found in the present Athenian
constitution : 6 i b m p Kard raitrqv
Am.-“And at the first, the Athen- rrjv 7roXirsiav xupihrarov rb ?rpo?roians seem, within my time at least, Xrpoh, K U ~pwfhxovaiv airr+S oi KEto have ordered their affairs better rtrqpivoi rci L;rrXa.J
by farthan a t anyother time”. Thua [Designat lninistros publicos,
cydides here, as in ch. 89, seems to qui roE6rar Athenis vocahantur.
use the word ?roXirria in the sdme Erant enim hoc genus fere barhari:
sense in which it is used by Aris- unde et Scythre dicti. Duker. They
totle (iii. 5 ) : Grav 68 rb ?rXljBoc were at firat 300: afterwards raised
lrpds rb X O ~ V xoXirctqrai
~ V
av&pou,
to 1200. Herin. 5 129.1
VopoOBras,

Euyypaptis of the oligarchy in ch.67.
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by the garrison of Enoe’) was by voluntary Co- VIII.
rinthians, and by some Bceotians by them called in
to aid them, now besieged. Aristarchus therefore k:&;f:
having treated with these, deceived those in (Enoe :
and told them, that the city of Athens: had compounded with the Lacedaemonians, and that they
were to render up the place to the Bceotians ; for
that it was so conditioned in the agreement.
Whereupon, believing him as one that had authority over the soldiery, and knowing nothing because
besieged, upon security for their pass they gave up
the fort. So the Bceotians receive (Enoe : and the
oligarchy and sedition at Athens cease.
A.C.411.
99. About the same time of this summer,:B-hen
oL.92.2.
none of those whom Tissaphernes at his going‘to Mindarus aith
the PeloponaesAspendus had substituted to pay the Peloponnesian ian fleet, seeing
Tissaphernes
navy at Miletus, did i t ; and seeing neither the and the Pheni.
Phcenician fleet nor Tissaphernes came2 to them ;not,
cian fleet e-*
resolves to
and seeing Philip, that was sent along with him, go to Pharnabnzus in the
and also another, one Hippocrates a Spartan that Hellespont
was lying in Phaselis, had written to Mindarus the
general, that the fleet was not to come at all and
in every thing Tissaphernes abused them ; seeing
also that Pharnabazus had sent for them, and was
willing, upon the coming to him of their fleet, for
his own part also as well as Tissaphernes, toycause
the rest of the cities within his own province to
revolt from the Athenians : then at length, Mindarus hoping for benefit by him‘, with goodiorder
C‘ Bnd owing to an accident
[L‘ No signs hitherto of either
which befell them (the Corinthians) &c. coming”.]
of the slaughter by those in CEnoe
[Seeing that Pharnabazus had
of some of their men returning from sent PEc., “ and like Tissaphernee,
Ueceleia, was besieged by kc.”]
was eager himself too to bring ~e
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Mindarus stHp
eth by the way
atCbios: Thra.
meantime
syllus
in the
out
goes him, and
watches for his
going by st

Lesbos.
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and sudden warning, that the Athenians at Samoe
might not be aware of their setting forth, went
into the Hellespont with seventy-three galleys,
besides sixteen which the same summer were gone
into the Hellespont before, arid had overrun part’ of
Chersonnesus. But tossed with the wind she was
forced to put in at Icarus : and after he had stayed
there through ill weather some five or six days, he
arrived at Chios.
100. Thrasyllus having been advertised of his
departure from Miletus, he also puts to sea from
Samos with five and fifty sail ; hasting to be in the
Hellespont before him. But hearing that he was
in Chios, and conceiving that he would stay there,
he appointed spies to lie in Lesbos and in the continent over against it, that the fleet of the enemy
might not remove without his knowledge : arid he
himself going to Methymna, comuianded provision
to be made of meal, and other necessaries ; intending, if they stayed there long, to go from Lesbos
and invade them in Chios. Withal, because Eressos was revolted from Lesbos2, he purposed to go
thither with his fleet: if he could, to take it in.
For the most potent of the Methymnaean exiles
had gotten into their society about fifty men of
arms3 out of Cume, and hired others out of the
fleet, and make the remainingcities
of his own government to revolt,
hoping to get something by it:
then indeed Mindarus, with good
order %c., went” &c.]
1 Y A considerable part”.
For
the 16 galleys, see ch. IOfL.--The
Hellespont and Bosporus, the great
thoroughfare of Greek commerce,
became a t this time the priucipal

theatre of the war: it was observed
by Agis, that the issue of the
struggle would depend on the commaiid of it. Thirl. ch. xxix.]
a [,, Eressos of Leshos had revolted”. &.]
[,,For the most potent Rc. had
hrought over from Cume about 50
heavyarmed volunteers : and had
hired others Src.”]
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continent: and with their whole number in all ~ 1 1 1 .
three hundred, having for their leader Anaxarchus
a Theban, chosen in respect of their descent from A.C.411.
OLQZ.2.
the Thebans’, first assaulted Methymna. But
beaten in the attempt by the Athenian garrison
that came against them from Mytilene, and again
in a skirmish without the city driven quite away,
they passed by the way of the mountain to Eressos,
arid caused it to revolt. Thrasyllus therefore intended to go thither with his galleys, arid to assault
it. At his coming he fouiid Thrasybulus there also
before him, with five galleys from Samos: for he
had been advertised of the outlaws coming over ;
but being too late to prevent them, he went to
Eressos and lay before it at anchor. Hither also
came two galleys of Methymna, that were going
home from the Hellespont: so that they were in
all threescore and seven sail, out of which they
made an army, intending with engines, or any
other way they could, to take Eressos by assault2.
101. In the meantime, Mindarus and the Pelo- Mindamsandhis
fleet nteal by into
ponnesian fleet that was at Chios, when they had the Hellespont
of those
spent two days in victualling their galleys, and had unseen
that watched
their going in
received of the Chians three Chian tessaraco~tes~
Lesbos.
a man, on the third day put speedily off from
c‘ Anaxander a Theban:their relationship to the Thebans”:
see iii. 2, note. Bekk. &e., civalavGpos: vulgo, ivaEipXOu.]
2 ?‘TOthesewere added two ships
returning from the Hellespont, and
the .Metliymnsean ships ; so that
they were in all &c.: with the landforces of which they prepared, with
The Sletliymna.an
engines &c.”

ships must have been fire, to make
67 in all.]
A tersaracoste seemeth to have
been a coin amongst the Chians,
and the fortieth part of some greater
coin. [Like the h a t pwrat8rs. If
it was the fortieth part of the stater,
its value would be about 3 oboli :
and the whole would be 3 days’ pay,
tit 3 oholi a-day. Am.]
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Chios: and kept far’ from the shore, that they
YEAR XXI.
might not fall amongst the galleys at Eressos.
A.C.411.
And leaving Lesbos on the left hand, went to the
OL.92.2.
contineiit side: and putting in at a haven in Craterei2, belonging to the territory of Phocsea, arid
there dining, passed along the territory of Cume,
and came to Arginusse in the continent over
against Mytilene, where they supped. From
thence they put forth late in the night, and came
to Harmatus, a place in the continent over against
R’Iethymna : and after dinner going a great pace
by Lectus, Larissa, Hamaxitus, and other the
towns in those parts, came before midnight to
Rhmteium ; this now is in Hellespont3. But some
of his galleys put in at Sigeium, and other places
thereabouts.
TheAthenians
102. The Athenians that lay with eighteen galat Sestos with leys at Sestos, knew that the Peloponriesians were
eighteen galleys
stealout ofthe entering into the Hellespont by the fires, both
Hellespont : but
are met by bfin. those which their own watchmen put up, and by
darus, and four
ofthemtsken.
the many which appeared on the enemies’ shore :
and therefore the same night in all haste, as they
were, kept the shore of Chersonnesus towards
Elaxs, desiring to get out into the wide sea and
to decline the fleet of the enemy: and went out
unseen of those sixteen galleys that lay at Abydos4,
though these had warning before from the fleet of
their friends that came on, to watch them narrowly
that they went not out. But in the morning,
being in sight of the fleet with Mindarus and
VIII.

p‘ Kept not far &c.” Bekk. &c.,

Carteria”. Bekker &c.]
vulgo, om. 06. If
(“And were then in the Helthey left Lesbos on the left hand, lespont”.]
[See chap. 99.1
they were notfur from the shore.]

o t nrkbyrac:

‘
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chased by him, they could not all escape, but the VIII.
most of them got to the continent and into Lemnos ; only four of the hindmost were taken near A.C.411.
OL. 92.2.
Elreus : whereof the Peloponnesians took one with
the men in her, that had run herself aground at
the temple of Protesilaus ; and two other without
the men ; and set fire on a fourth, abandoned upon
the shore of Imbros.
103. After this they besieged E l a m the same
day, with those galleys of Abydos which were with
them’, and with the rest, being now altogether
fourscore and six sail. But seeing it would not
yield, they went away to Abydos.
The Athenians, who had been deceived by their The Athenians
haste from Les.
spies, and not imagining that the enemy’s fleet bos after the Pe.
loponnesiansmto
could have gone by without their knowledge, and Hellespont.
attended at leisure the assault of Eressos: when
now they knew they were gone, immediately left
Eressos and hasted to the defence of Hellespont.
By the way they took two galleys of the Peloponnesians, that having ventured into the main more
boldly in following the enemy than the rest had
done, chanced to light upon the fleet of the Athenians. The next day they came to Elms, and
stayed : and thither from Imbros came unto them
those other galleys that had escaped from the
enemy. Here they spent five days in preparation
for a battle2.
104. After this, they fought in this mauner.
The Athenians went by the shore, ordering their
galleys one by one, towards Sestos. The Peloponnesians also, when they saw this, brought out
their fleet against them from Abydos.

p‘Which joined thctn”.]

[,‘ Tcr thr, battle”.]

-
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Being sure to fight, they drew out their fleets in
length,
the Athenians along the shore of ChersonYKAB XXI.
A.C.411.
nesus,
beginning
at Idacus and reaching as far as
OL.02.9.
The Athenians Arrhiana, threescore and six’ galleys : and the
and Pelaponneti
ians fight, and Peloponnesians, from Abydos to Uardanum, fourget
the the
**enians
victory. score and six2 galleys.
In the right wing of the
Peloponnesians, were the Syracusians : in the other,
Mindarus himself, and those galleys that were
nimblest. Amongst the Athenians, Thrasyllus had
the left wing, and Thrasybulus the right : arid the
rest of the commanders, every one the place
assigned him.
Now the Peloponnesians laboured to give the
first onset, and with their left wing to over-reach
the right wing of the Athenians and keep them
from going out3, and to drive those in the middle
to the shore which was near. The Athenians, who
perceived it, where the enemy went about to cut
off their way out, put forth the same way that they
did, and outwent them: the left wing of the
Athenians was also gone forward by this time beyond the point called Cynos-sema4. By means
whereof that part of the fleet which was in the
middest became both weak and divided, especially
when theirs was the less fleet : and the sharp and
angular figure of the place about Cynos-sema, took
away the sight of what passed there from those
that were on the other side.
105. The Peloponnesians therefore, charging
viI1.

[Belik.&c.,“76”: vulg0,“86.”]
[Vulgo et Bekk. “68”: Goell.
88” Am. Thirl. “ 86“. See chapter 10%)
To keep them, if they could,

*

from getting out”: that is, out of the
slrait.)
[So called from Hecuba, wlio
was chitnged into a dog and died
there. See Eurip. Hecuba,1246-b&]
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this middle part, both drave their galleys to the ~ 1 1 1 .
dry land: and being far superior in fight, went
out after them and assaulted them upon the shore. 0 c.411.
62.2.
And to help them neither was Thrasybulus able
who was in the right wing, for the multitude of
the enemies that pressed him ; nor Thrasyllus in
the left wing, both because he could not see what
was done for the promontory of Cynos-sema, and
because also he was kept from it by the Syracusians and others, lying upon his hands no fewer in
number than themselves. Till a t last the Peloponnesians, bold upon their victory, chasing some one
galley some another, fell into some disorder in a
part’ of their army. And then those about Thrasybulus, having observed that the opposite galleys
sought now no more to go beyond them, turned
upon them; and fighting put them presently to
flight2: and having also cut off from the rest of
the fleet such galleys of the Peloponnesians, of that
part that had the victory, as were scattered abroad,
some they assaulted3, but the greatest number they
put into affright unfoiighten. The Syracwsians
also, whom those about Thrasyllus had already
caused to shrink, when they saw the rest fly fled
outright.
106. This defeat being given, and the Pelopon- The courage of
the Athenians
nesians having for the most part escaped first to erectedwith this
the river Pydius4, and afterwards to Abydos : victory*
though the Athenians took but few of their galleys,

zAz
I..

[,‘A considerable part”.]
strtiight to Bight”.]
* [,‘ They beat them, and the
[(‘And then Thrasybulus, desisting now from the attempt to greatest part” &c.]
outgo the left wing of the Pelopon[Bekker Bro., peiSiov: vulgo,
nesians, turned and attacked the nir&ov. Nothing is known of either
ships opposed to him, and put them name.]
VOL. I X .
FF

-
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(for the narrowness of the Hellespont afforded to
the
enemy a short retreat), yet the victory was the
TEAR X X I .
A C 411.
most
seasonable to them that could be. For having
01.92.2.
till this day stood in fear of the Peloponnesian
navy, both for the loss which they had received by
little and little and also for their great loss in
Sicily, they now ceased either to accuse themselves,
or to think highly any longer of the naval power
of their enemies. The galleys they took were
these : eight of Chios, five of Corinth, of Ambracia
two’, of Leucas, Laconia, Syracuse, and Pellene,
one a-piece. Of their own they lost fifteen.
When they had set up a trophy in the promontory of Cynos-sema, and taken up the wrecks, and
given truce to the enemies to fetch away the
bodies of their dead : they presently sent away a
galley with a messenger to carry news of the victory to Athens. The Athenians, upon the coming
in of this galley hearing of their unexpected good
fortune, were encouraged much after their loss in
Eubcea and after their sedition: and conceived
that their estate might yet keep up, if they plied
the business courageously.
TI^^ Athenians
107. The fourth day after this battle, the Athenrecoyer Cyzicus,
and tale eight ians that were in Sestos having hastily prepared2
g d l e y ~ o f t h e their fleet, went to Cyzicus, which was revolted :
Peloponnesiana.
and espying, as they passed by, the eight galleys
come from Byzantium riding under Harpagium
and Priapus, set upon them : and having also overcome those that came to their aid from the land,
took them3. Theri coming to Cyzicus, being
VIII.

*

r‘And of Beotia two”.]
men on shore, took the ships”: for
I‘;Repaired”.]
the ships, see ch. 80.-At Harpuy[‘I Aud having overpowered the
ium is said to have taken place the
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an open town, they brought it again into their ~111.
own power ; and levied a sum of money amongst
A.C.411.
them.
OL. 92.2.
The Peloponnesians’ in the meantime going from The Peloponnes.
recover
some oftheir
Abydos to Elzeus, recovered as many of their gal- ians
leys [formerly] taken as remained a4iole : the Elaens.
galleys
rest, the Elzeusians [had] burnt. They also sent They send for
the fleet with
Hippocrates and Epicles into Euboea, to fetch away Hegesnndridas
out of Eubaea.
the fleet that was there.
108. About the same time also, returned Alci- Alcibiades
returneth from
biades to Samos with his thirteen galleys’ from Aspendus to
Caunus and Phaselis : reporting that he had diverted the Phoenician fleet from coming to the
Peloponnesians, and that he had inclined Tissaphernes to the friendship of the Athenians more
than he was before. Thence manning out nine HefortifiethCoa,
galleys more, he exacted a great sum of money of
the Hallicarnasseans, and fortified Cos. Being
now almost autumn, he returned to Samos3.
The Peloponnesians being now in Hellespont, Thebntandrians
put out the gar. of Tissnthe Antaxidrians (who are Bolians) received into rison
out of
the city men of arms4 from Abydos by land through phernes
their citadel.
mount Ida, upon injury that had been done them
by Arsaces, a deputy lieutenant of Tissaphernes.
This Arsaces having feigned a certain war, not
declared against whom, had formerly called out
rape (&pxayd) of Ganymede.]
[“ But the Peloponiiesians too
&e.” The Athenians had left their
prizes a t Elseus, which was their
station before the battle.]
[See ch. 88.1
P‘Having so done, and established a governor in Cos, being
now almost autumn he returned

to Ssmos. And Tissaphernes, when
he heard of the sailing of the Peloponnesian ships from Miletus to the
Hellespont, returned from Aspendus to Ionia. Whilst the Peloponnesians were in the Hellespnnt,
the Antandrians Psc.”]
p‘ Whom they had transported
from Ahydos Psc.”]
P F 2
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the chiefest of the Delians (the which in hallowing
of Delos by the Athenians were turned out,“and
A.C.411. had planted themselves in Adramyttium) to go
or.e2.a.
with him to this war: and when under colour of
amity and confederacy he had drawn them out, he
observed a time when they were at dinner, and
having hemmed them in with his own soldiers
murdered them with darts. And therefore, for
this act’s sake fearing lest he might do some
unlawful prank against them also, and for that he
had otherwise done them injury’, they cast his
garrison out of their citadel.
Tissaphernes go.
109. Tissaphernes, hearing of this, being the
eth toward Hellmpont,torecu. act of the Peleponnesians as well as that at Miletus
ver ttle
of or that at Cnidus ; (for in those cities his garrisons
the Peloponnesinns.
had also been cast out in the same manner’j ; and
conceiving that he was deeply charged to them,
and fearing lest they should do him some other
hurt ; and withal not enduring that Pharnabazus
should receive them, and with less time and cost
speed better against the Athenians than he had
done : resolved to make a journey to them in the
Hellespont, both to complain of what was done at
Antandros, and to clear himself of his accusations
the best he could, as well concerning the Phenician fleet as other matters. And first he put in at
Ephesus, and offered sacrifices to Diana3.
VIII.

A
Y B A B XXI.

v

* [“ And for that he imposed
upon them other intolerable grievances, they cast &c.”]
a [“Tissapheriies, seeing that this
too was the work of the Peloponnesians, and not only that a t Miletus .md Cnidus : for &e.” For the
garrison a t Miletus, see ch. 84.1

[The great goddess of the Ephesians. The many-sided divinity of
Ephesus was much less a Grecian
than an Asiatic goddess, and was
intimately allied with the leading
personages of the Persian theology.
Thirl. ch. xxix. See iii. 104, the
latter part of the note.]
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When the winter following this summer shall be ~ 1 1 1 .
ended, the one-and-twentieih year [of this war] m
eshall be comdete’.
one-and-twen.
I

[Goeller considers this last sen- answered : and that of the charactence as spurious : because, if genu- ters that appear in this hook, except
ine, Thucydides, when he wrote it, Alcihiades, already sufficiently demust either have ahandoned the scribed, none are of any great note:
idea of continuinx the history, or and thatat Athens with the entrance
have noted the year for fear of for- of the oligarchy vanished all liberty
getting it. The whole of this eighth of speech. Goeller observes that
book has been denied by some of this latter p i r t of the history is
the ancient writers, all later than certaiuly less highly fitiished : yet,
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, to be but for the absence of speeches, the
the work of Thucydides : and has critics would not readily hare adbeen variously ascribed to his judged it to be less perfect than the
daughter, to Thcopompus, and to rest: and he adds “ ultimum librum
Senophon : to the latter, owing to Thucytlidis esse, vix jam a quohis own history being, as was sup- quam dubitatur”. With respect to
posed, connected with that of Tliu- the supposition of Xenophon being
eydides by the phrase with \+hich the author of this book, and that his
i t commences, p r d ruirru. One own history heginning with prai
of the main arguments adduced raSra is an immediate continuation
again\t its authenticity, is the ab- of it ; it is observed by Mr. Thirlsence in this hook of all speeches. w d l , that it is certain thatan interTo this it is replied, that the pur- ml of five or six weeks must hare
pose for which the speeches are in- intervened between the last event
troduced in the former hooks, the here related and that with which
description of the cha~acters,man- Xenophon’s narrative opens : and
ners and civil constitutions of the that it seeins clear that tlie beginbelligerent nations, was already ning of his work has heen lost.

tieth Bummer.

THE NAMES OF THE PLACES OF GREECE,
OCVURBI\Q

IN TBCCPDIDES OR IN THE MAP OF GREECE,
B R t E F L Y N O T E D OUT OF DIVERS A U T H O R S FOR T H E B E T T E R M A N I F E S T I N G OF
T H E I R S I T U A T I O N A N D E N L I G H T E N I N G OF THE HISTORY.

ABAS,a city of the Locrians of Opus
confining on Hiampolis, which is a city o
Phocis. Paus. in Phoc.
ABDERA,a city situate next beyond thl
river Nestus, towards the east, Strab. vii
Epit. Nestus ariver of the territory of Ab
dera. Herod. vii.
ABYDOS,a city on the entrance of He1
lespont, between Lampsacus and Ilium
equally distant from both. In sight o
Ilium, and is distant from the mouth o
the river Zsepus by sea 700 furlongs
Strab. xiii.
ACANTHUS,
a city near to the isthmu:
of mount Athos, and (as in Strab. vii. Ep.;
in the bay of Singus. But it appeareth b j
Herod. vii. that it lieth on the other side
in the bay of Strymon; where he saith
that the isthmus of mount Athos is of 12
furlongs length, and reacheth from &anthus to the sea that lieth before Torone.
And in another place of the same book
he saith, that the fleet of Xerxes sailed
throu h the ditch (which Xerxes had
caasef to be made through the said isthmus) from Acanthus, into the bay, i n
which are these cities, Singus, &c.
a region in Greece, divided
ACARXANIA,
fromepirus b the bayofAmbracia. Polrb.
iv. It reachetl from Ambrakt to the river
Acheliius ; and is divided from the Ztolians by Achelous. Strab. x.
ACHBUM,a city of Troas, opposite to
the isle Tenedos. Strab. xiii.
ACHAIA,
a region of Peloponnesus, confining on Elis, Arcadia, and Sicyouis. :
bounded on one side with Elis, at thepromontory of Araxus, and on the other side
with the territory of Sicyon. Strab. viii. It
hath in it 12 cities in this order, beginning at that part which confineth on Sicyonia: Pellene, a g i r c , a g e , Bura, Helice,
Agium, Rhypes, Patrs, Pharit., Olenus,

Dyme, Tritsea, Herod. i. Strab. ix. I t is
also a part of Thessaly, in which are the
Phthiotie. Herod. Vii. Strab. ix.
ACHARNE,a town of Attica, distant
from Athens about 60 furlongs ; Thuc. ii:
and lieth toward the north of it, as may be.
collected out of the narration of the journey of Arcbidamus with his arm Ib.
ACHELOUS,
a river that riseti in the
mountain Pindus, and running through the
territories of Agrsis and Amghilochia,
and by the city of Stratus, divideth the
maritime parts of Acsrnania from 2tolia.
Strab. x. AchelSus riseth in Pindus, and
runneth through Dolopia, Agreis, Arnphilochia, by the city of Stratus, and by the
city CEneias into the sea. Thuc. ii. extrem.
ACHERON,
ACHERUSIA.-ACHERUSIAis
a lake which issueth into the sea, near unto
Cheimerium, a promontory of Thesprotis:
and into this lake falleth the river Acberon. Thuc. i.--ACHERON cometh out of the
lake Acherusia, into the haven Glycys. Str.
pii. Acheron cometh out of Molossis, and
falleth into the lake Acherusia, which Livy
calleth the bay of Thesprotis : Liv. viii.
ACRI~E,a city of Laconia; between it
and Gythium the river Eurotas goeth out
into the sea. Str. viii. From Helos, which
is at the mouth of Eurotas, it is 30 furlongs
distant, and from the promontory of Tcnarus 230 furlongs. Paus. in Lacon.
ACRITAS,a promontory joining to the
territory of Methone, and is the beginning
of the bay of Messenia. Strab. viii.
ACROTHOI,
ACROTHO~
prom., ACROrHOON.-ACROTHOI are the people of a city
in the territor of Acte, in which Acte is
the mountainithos. Thuc. iV.-ACRoTHoS
s a promontory of mount Athos, towards
.he bay of Strymon.-And ACROTEOON a
:ity in the same. Herod. vii. Instead of this
Acrothos and Acrothoon, Ptolomy hath

.
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Athosa, acity and romontory. ACROTON divideth it almost in the middest, and
a town on the top o f mount Athos. Plin. iv reaoheth from the Panonim mountains to
ACTEis that territory wherein starrdetk Pontus Enxinus. Strab. vii.
the mountain Athos, disjoined from thc
BNIA,
a city in the bay of Therme, last
continent by a ditch made by the king 0: in order from Potidea towards Therme.
Per&, and hath in it these cities: Sane Herod. vii. I t is distant from ThessalonDion, Thyssus, Cleonze, Acrothoi, 010. ica (which is the same with Therme) 120
phyxus. Thuc. iv.
fuflo?gs, and opposite to Pydna. Liv. xliv.
ACTIUM,
a temple of Apollo, upon tht pnncip.
BNUS,
a city between the river Hebrus
shore. I t is situate where the ba of Am.
bracia is narrowest. Pol. iv. In t%emouth and the bay of Melas (i. e. the Black Bay).
of the bay of Ambracia, not far from Anac. Herod. vii. Ap ian. Civil. iv.
BNIANES,
a &reek nation inhabitin in
torium. Strab. x.
ADHAMYTTIUH ET 8INUS ADRAMYT. mount CEta, part of them above the d t o TENm-The BAY of Adramyttium (hken Iians: that is, so as the Btolians are bein the greatest extent) beginneth at the tween them and the sea. They border on
promontory of Lectus, and endeth at the the Locri Epicnemides, in such manner as
promontory of Cane, which is opposite tc the Btolians do on the Locri Ozole. Strab.
Malea of Lesbos. And the bay of Adra- 1x. x.
BOLIS,
a Greek nation inhabiting by
myttium (properly so called) beginneth a!
the promontory of Gargara, and endeth at the sea-side in Asia, from the promontory
the promontory of Pyrrha-And the CITY of Lectus to the river Hermus. Strab. xiii.
of Adramyttium is within the promontory
BSEPUS,
a river in Troas, rising out of
of Pyrrha. Strab. xiii.
mount Ida, falling into Propontis, in that
BDEPSA,
a city of Eubcea, over against
art which is nearest to Zeleia, about 700
krlongs from Abydos by sea. Strab. xiii.
Opus, a city of the Locrians. Strab. ix.
BDESSA,
a city of Macedonia, in the
BTAEA,
a city of Laconia, not far from
way called by Strabo, Ignatia, from Apol- Thurium, as may be gathered out of
lonia and Dyrrachium (or Epidamnus) to Thnc. i.
Thessalonica (or Therme): and lieth beBTOLIA,
a region divided from the
tween Thessalonica and the Eordians. Acarnanians, on the parts towards the sea
Strab. vii.
by the river Achelous: confining on the
&B,
a city of Euboea, opposite to the east, with the Locrians called Ozolse. On
mouth of the river Cephissus. Strab. ix. It the north it hath the Athamanes, and part
is also the name of a cit of Achaia in Pe- of the Bnianes. Strab. x. Btolia, Locris,
loponnesus, between Hetce and Bura. He- Phocis, and Bceotia are divided from each
rod. i: Paus. Achaic. It is the name also of other by parallel lines, drawn from the
another cit in JEolia, 1 ing up from the west northwards. Id. ix.
seabehind t l e territory oJCume. Strab. xiii.
AGORA.a city near to the Thracian
&IXA.
an island over against Epidau- Chersonnesns. They that go to it from
rus, in the Saronian bay. Strab. viii. Paus. Sestos, leave Cardia on the left hand, Herod. vii, where he describeth the way of
Corinth.
BGIRE,
a city of Schaia, between Pel- the Persian army
Aonms, a region north of Acarnania.
lene and BgEp, Herod. i. Strab. ix: opposite to Parnassus. Polyb. iv. Also a city The river Achelous rising out of the
of Lesbos, where the island is narrowest mountain Pindus, passeth first through
between the bay of Pyrrha and the other Dolopia, then through Agreeis, and lastly
through Acarnania, by the city of Stratus
sea. Strab. xiii.
ZGITIUM,
a town in Ztolia, amongst and the city of CEneias, into the sea. Strab.
the hills, 80 furlongs distant from the sea. Y : Thuc. iii. sub fin.
AGRIAXES,a nation dwelling at the
Thuc. iii.
BGIUM,
a city of Achaia, between He- head of the river Strymon, in the mounlice and Rhypes, Herod. i. Strab. ix: dis- tain Rhodope. Strab. Ep. vii. extrem.
tant from Patrle 160 furlongs. Paus. Ach. rhucgdides (ii.) seemeth to place them also
BGOS
POTAMOS, a river in the Tbracian ;hereabouts.
Chersonnesus, distant from Sestos 15 fu2ALALCOMENE,
a city of Macedonia by
longs. Xen. Grac. ii.
,he river Erignon. Strab. vii. Also a city
if
Bceotia,
near
the
lake Copais.
~EMATEIA,
a region of Macedonia,
placed by Ptolomy between Thessaly and
ALIACSZON,
a river of Macedonia. It
iseth out of the mountains called Canathe river Axius.
BMUS,
a mountain of Thrace, which uvii, according to PtoloIny : Livy hath
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Elymea, a city by the river Aliacmon,
ANEA,a city in Asia, by the sea-side
near the mountains which he calleth Cam- mer against the isle Samos. Thuc. iv.
ANAPUB,a river of Acarnania, menbunii, which are likely to be the same.
Liv. xlii. It mixeth waters with Lydius, ioned b Thucydides (ii). I t should seem
the confluent of which two rivers divide )y the &story that it runneth between
stratus andmneias. Livy (x1ii)mentioneth
Bottia from Macedonia. Herod. vii.
ALMOPIA,a region of Macedonia, of i river thereabout also called Peletarus: it
whose situation I find nothing but in Pto- nay be it is the same.
ANAPHE,
an island not far from Them.
lomy’s Tables, who putteth it between 46
and 47 deg. long. and between 41 and 42 3trab. x.
deg. lat. Ptol. Tab. x. Europe.
ANDANIA,a city of Messenia, on the
ALONNESUS,
a little island lying before :onfines of Arcadia. Paus. Messen.
ANDROS,
an island, one of the Cyclades.
Magnesia of Thessaly. Strab. ix. Also a
city in the Chersonnesus of Erythrza, be- 3trab. x. Vide Cyclades.
tween Casystns and the promontory ArANTANDROS,
acity ofTroas,Herod. v: in
gennum. Strab. xiv.
:he bay ofAdramyttium,properl so called,
ALOPE,a city of the Locri Epicnemides, 3trab. xiii: under mount Ida, T l u c iii.
ANTHEDON,a city of Beotia, on the
distant fromElateia ofPhoris 120 furlongs:
from Cynus, the haven of the Opuntians, jhore opposite to Eubcea, the utmost on
90 furlongs. Strab. ix.
that shore towards Locris. Strab. ix.
ALPHEUS,
a river of Peloponnesus, risANTHEMUS,a territory in Macedonia,
ing in the territor of Megalopolis near not far from Grestonia, as may be gathered
unto the springs ofYEurotas (Strab. viii.), )ut of Thuc. ii.
ANTHENA,
a city of the territory of Cydivideth Laconia from Megalapolis, and
from Tegea. Paus. Arc. It runs by Herzea. nuria, Thnc. v: at the foot of the hill ParId. ib.: Yolyb. iv. It goeth out into the nethus. Paus. Cor.
ANTICYRA,
a city of Phocis upon the
sea near Olympia. Strab. viii. Pausanias
saith it goeth out above Cyllenc, the haven sea-side, next after Crissa towards Boeotia
of the Elpians ; but it is contrary to all Strab. ix. Also a city of the Melians upon
other, both ancient and modern, geo- the river Spercheius. Id.
graphers.
ANTIRRHIUM,which is called also REIis that promontory
ALYZEA,
a city on the sea-coast of Acar- O M MOLYCHRICUM,
nania, between the city Pal re and the which with the opposite promontory of
Achaia called Rhium, comprehendeth the
promontory of Crithota. Strat. x.
strait of the Crisswan (or Corinthian) bay,
ET SIBUS AM~RACIU~.-AMADIBRACIA
BRACIA is a city in the bottom of the Am- of five furlongs breadth. Strab. viii. It
bracian bay, upon the river Aracthus, a is near to the city Molycria, Strab. ix: and
to the east of it. Id. X.
little remote from the sea. Strab. vii.-The
ANTISSA,a city of Lesbos, between the
AMBRACIAX
BAY divideth Epirus from
promontory of Sigrium and the city MeAcarnania. Polyb. iv
AMORGOS,
an island, one of the Sporades. thymna. Strab. xiii.
ANTITAXES,a nation whom Strabo
Strab. x.
AMPELUS,
apromontory of Torone. He- calleth Atintanes,and placeth in the mountains of Epirus. Strab. vii. Appianus hath
rod. vii.
AJIPRILOCHIA,a region lying north of also Atintanes: and Livy (xlv) maketh
Aoarnania, south of Dolopia: through it them as an addition to the fourth part of
Macedonia, in the division of that kingdom
runneth the river Achelous. Strab. x.
AXPHIPOLIS,called formerly the Nine- by Paulus Bmilius. So that it may be
ways, a city situate on the river Strymon, gathered that the Atintanes, whom Thuthe river running on both sides it; 25 fur- cydides calleth Antitanes, and numbereth
longs from Eion. Herod. 1%: Thuc. iv.
imongst Epirotical nations, are situate on
AJIPRIGSA,
a city of the Locrians called the confines of Epirus and Macedonia.
Ozolip, confining on the territory of Crissa.
Aous, a river of Illyris. After EpidamHerod. viii: Strab. ix. Distant from Del- nus (saith Strabo, describing the sea-coast
phi 120 furlongs. Pans. Phoc.
towards Epirus) are the rivers Apsus and
AMYCLIE,
a cit.y of Laconia, 20 furlongs Aous. Strab Fii. Near to it standeth Apollonia. To. Plutarch hath Anius instead of
from Sparta towards the sea. Polyb. iv.
ANAcToRImr,a city of Acarnania,within it, in the life of Ccesar. In this river it
the gulf of Ambracia, 40 furlongs from was that he took boat to cross the Ionian
Actium (Strab. x.), in the mouth of tht sea unknown, and ww forced back by
tempest.
Ambri?citmbay. Thuc. i.
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APHRODIBIA,
a town of Laconia, near
the sea-side. Thuc. iv.
APHYTIB,
a city in Psllene, Herod. vii.
Thuc. 1: between Potidea and Mende.
Strab. Ep. vii. extrem.
APIDANUS,
a river of Achaia in Thessaly. Herod. vii. I t falleth into Peneus.
Id. I t runneth by Pharsalus. Strab. viii.
APODOTI,
a nation, part of the Etolians,
nearest to the sea. Thuc. iii.
APOLLOYIA,
a city of Illyris, in the Ioniau gulf, Herod. ix : upon the river Aous,
60 furlongs from the sea. Strab. vii. Also
a city between Therme and Amphipolis.
Itin. Peutinger; Itin. Antonini. A Chalcidic city. Athen. viii.
Aesus, a river of Illyris, between Epidamnus and Apollonia. Strab. vii.
ARACTHUB,
a river of Epirus, rising out
of the hill Stympha, in the territory of the
Parorzi (peradventure the same with Parausi), and running by the city of Ambracia into the Ambracian bay. Strab. vii.
ARAXUS, a promontory in the confines
of Elis and Arcadia. Strab. vis.
ARCADIA,a region of Peloponnesus, in
the middest of it; bounded with Elis,
Achaia, Argolica, and Messenia. Strab. viii.
ARGEYNUM,
apromontory ofErythrEeain
Asia, lying out between Alonnesus and the
city ErythrEe, opposite t o and distant 60
furlongs from Posideum a promontory of
Chins. Strab. xiv.
ARCINUSE,are three islands lying new
to the promontory of Cane in Bolis, opposite to Malea, a promontory of Lesbos.
Strab. xiii.
ARGILUS,a city by the sea-aide, west
of the river Strymon, Herod. vii: not far
from Amphipohs. Thuc. iv.
ARGOS,ARGOLICA,-ARCOSis a city Of
Argeia, much celebrated in history: it
standeth from the sea 40 fnrlongs. Paus.
Cor. In all maps that I have yet seen, it
is placed unreasonably far from the sea:
but it appears by the beginning of Herod.
i, where he speaketh of the women of
Argos that came down to the sea-side to
the ships of the Phcenicians; and by
Thuc. ix, where he relateth that the Argives were builcling walls to reach unto
the sea from their city; that it cannot be
farther from it than is by Pausanias set
down.-ARcoLIcA confineth on Laconia,
Arcadia, Isthmus. Strab. viii.
a city of k m ARoos AMPHILOCHICUX,
philochia, upon the side of the bay of
Ambracia. Thuc. ii. Twenty-two miles
from Ambracia. Liv. xxxriii.
ARNI, a city of the Chalcideans near
Acanthus, as it seemeth by Thuc. iv.

ARNE,a cit of Thessal Thuc. i: in
that part of Aessaly whicfis called Estiotis. Strab. ix.
ARRBIANE,
a placein theThracianChersonnesus, opposite to Abydos. Thuc. viii.
ARNISSA,a city of Macedonia, on the
confines of Lyncus. Thuc. iv.
ARTEIKISIUM,
a temple of Diana by the
sea-side in Eubcea, at the straits of it, not
far from Thermopyls. Herod. vii. Famous
for a battle by sea, fought there between
the Grecian and Persian fleet.
ASINE, a maritime citv in Argolica (or
Argeia), the first in the bay of Hermione.
Strab. viii. Also a maritime city of Messenia, and the first in the bay of Messenia,
Strab. viii: between the romontory
Acritus and the city Colonifes, 40 furlongs from each. Paus. Mes. Also a city
of Laconia, by the sea-side, between Tenarus the promontory, and Gythium.
Strab. viii. Also a city of Laconia, near
Cardamyle. Herod. viii.
Asopus, a river running between Plat z a and Thebes. Thuc. ii. I t divideth the
territory of the Plataans from that of the
Thebans, and runneth within 10 furlongs
of Thebes. Paus. in h o t . According to
Strabo, it runneth into the sea by Tanagra. Strab. ix. But according to Ptolomy,
Cephisns, and Asopns, and Ismenus meet
all in RQotia: and Asopus passing through
Attica, entereth into the sea by the promontory Cynosura. Ptol. Tab. x. I t is
also the name of a river rising about
Phlius in Peloponnesus, and entering into
the sea near Corinth. Paus. Cor. It is
also the name of a city in Laconia, by the
sea side, distant from the promontory
Onugnathos 200 furlongs, and from the
city AcriEe 60 furlongs. Pans. Lac.
a maritime city of Acarnania,
ASTACUS,
between the promontory Crithota and
mouth of the river Achelous. Strab. x.
ASTERIA,an island between Ithaca and
Cephallenia. Strab. x .
ASTY
PALEA, an island, one of the Sporades, lyingftw within the main sea. Strab.
x. Also a promontory of the territory of
Mindus, in Asia. Strab. xiv.
ATALANTE, a little island in the bay of
Opus, between Eubcea and Ekeotia, over
against the city of Opns. Strab.ix. Thuc.5.
ATARNEUS,
a city of iEolis, over against
Lesbos. Herod. i. Between Pitane and
Adramyttium. Strab. xiii.
ATHAMANEE,
a nation inhabiting on the
north of the Ztolians, the last of the Epirotes. Strab ix. Above the Xtolians, that
is, more remote from the sea than the
Xtolians. Id. x.
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ATHENS,HELLADOS
HELLAB,the most
renowned city of Greece, situate in Attica,
about 40 furlongs from Peirsus and the
sea. Strab. ix. Thuc. ii.
ATHOS,a famous mountain in the Chersonnesus called Acte, abiitting on the
a g e a n sea. Thuc. iv. And beginning at
the ditch made by Xerxes of 12 furlongs
length, between Acanthus and the sea opposite to Torone. Herod. vii.
ATRAX,a cit of Thessaly. by which
Peneus runneth %eforeit comes tolarissa.
Strab. ix.
ATTICA, a famous region of Greece,
bounding on the territor of Megara, on
the shore over against Saramis, Strab ix:
and on the territory of the Bceotians by
sea at Oropus. Id. By land, at Panactum,
Thuc. v: at Gnoe, Id. ii: at Hysia, Id. ii.
AULIB,a village in Bootia, Of the territory of Tanagra, by the sea-side, 30 furlongs from Delium. Strab. ix.
AULON,
a place near the sea-side, in the
bay of Strymon, near which the Lake
Bolbe issaeth into the sea, and is somewhere between Arne of Chalcidea and
Argilus, as may be gathered out of
Thuc. iv.
AXIUE,a river of Macedonia, rising in
the mountain Scardus. Ptolomy. It divideth Bottia from Mygdonia. Herod. T i i
It falleth into the ba of Therme, between
Therme and Pella. gtrab. Ep. vii.
AZORUS,
a city of Perabia, Liv. xliv.

is called Bolyce by Athen. viii. It goeth
Dut into the sea b Aulou and Bromiscus,
which are two L e , hetween Arne ia
Cbalcidea, and lmphipolis. Thuc. iv.
BOL~SSUS,
a place in Chios. Thuc. viii.
BOME,
a town of the Xtolims towards
the Melian ba Thuc. iii.
BOTTIA,
or ~ O T T I B A , or B O T T ~ IA~ .
re ‘on of Macedonia, 1 in to the sea, divigd from Mygdonia i y &e river Axius,
and from Macedonia by the confluent of
the rivers Aliacmon and Lydius. Herodvii.
BRANCHIDE,a town where there was a
temple of Apollo, on the Milesian shore.
Herod. vii. Between the promontory of
Posideum, and the city Miletus. Strab. xiv.
BRAPRON,a town of Attica, between
Prasise and Marathon, on the sea-side, towards Eubcea. Strab. ix.
BRILESSUS,a mountain in Attica, between Eleusis and Acbarnse. Thuc. ii.
BRONISCUS,
a town near the sea,between
Acanthus and Argilus. Thuc. iv.
BUDORUS.
a promontory of the island
Salamis, lying out towards Megara. ScboL
ad Thuc. ii.
BUPHRAS,
a mountain of Messenia, about
Pylas. Thuc. iv.
BURA,a cit of Acbaia, between Helice
and Bgirae, $stant from Helice 30 furlongs, and from 2Egirae 72 furlongs. Paus.
Ach.
BYZANTIUM,
called now Constantinople,
situate at the entrance of the Bospborus.
Strab. xii.

BERMIUS,
a mountain of Macedonia
Herod. Viii. At thefoot whereof standeth
the city Berrhaa. Strab. Ep. vii.
BERRHCEA,
a c i t i of Macedonia betwecr
Pydna, from ahic It is distant 17 miles
and Thessalonioa or Therme, from which
it is distant 51 miles. Itin. Ant. Pii.
BISALTIA,a region of Macedonia, near
the river Strymon, containing the city 01
Argilus, and the country about it. Herod
ni.
BISTONIS,a lake in Thracia, close by thc
city Dicaea. Herod. ~ii.
Ba.4, a city of Laconia, between thc
promontories of Onugnathos and Malea
Strab. viii. Directly opposite to Cythera
in the utmost part of the bay of Bcea
which be6ns at Onugnathos, and ends ai
Malea. The territory of B e a joineth tc
that of Epidaurus Limera. Paus. Lac.
BCEOTIA,a region of Greece betweex
Attica and Pbocis, reaching from sea tc
sea. Strab. ix.
BOIUM,
acityof D0ris.Thuc.i. Strahix.
BOLBE,a lake in Mygdonia. Thuc. i
A lake not far from Olynthns. Herod. viii

CAICUS,a river of Asia, which passing
by Pergamus, falletb into the bay of Elaa,
iq?olis, bctween Elea and Pitane. Strab.
x111.
CALAURIA,
an island in the bay of Hermione, lying just before Trcezen. Strab.viii.
CALLIB,a town of theatolians, towards
the Melian bay. Thuc. iii.
CALYDON,
a city of the Ztolians, new
the sea, upon the river Evenus. Strab. X.
CAMBUNII,mountains of Macedonia,
between it and Persbia. Liv xlii. xliv.
CAMEIROS,
a city of the Dorians in Asia.
Herod. i. I t standeth in the island Rbodus. Strab. xiv. Thuc. viii.
CANE,a city and promontory of Bolis,
distant from Elaa towards Ionia 100 furlongs, and as much from Malea, a promontory of Lesbos to which it is opposite.
Strab. xiii.
CANABTRBA,
a promontory of I’ellene.
Herod. iii : Strab. Ep. vii : Liv. xliv.
CAPHAREUS,
a haven of Eubaa, on the
outside, not far from Germtus. Herod vii.
CAPHYB,a city of Arcsdia, n6t far from
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Orchomenus. Polyh. iv. The river Ladoi
ronneth between it and Psophis. Paus.Arc
a cit of Laconi?, betweer
CARDAMYLE,
Phara: and Leuctra, gy the sea-side, in thc
Messenian bay, Strab. viii : distant fron
the promontory of Tsnarus 400 furlongs
Paus. Lnc. I t is also a city in the islanc
Chios. Thuc. Viii.
CARDIA,a city in the isthmus of thc
Thracian Chersonesus, upon the sea-sidc
in the Black Bay (or bay of Melas)
Eerod. vi.
CARPATHUS,
Rn island in that sea, whicl
called from it Mare Carpathium, hath tc
the north, the sea called Icarium ; to thc
south, the .Egyptian sea ; to the west, thc
Cretic and African seas. Strab. x. extrem
CARYX,a town in Arcadia, betweer
Orchomenus and Pheueum, in the confine2
of both, distant from Pheneum 60 furlongs
Paus. Arc.
CARYSTUS,
a city of Eubcea, at the fool
of the mountain Ocha. Strab. x. Maratho
a city of Attica, is equally distant from il
and Athens. Paus. Att.
CASOS,an island in the Carpathian sea
from Carpathus 80 furlongs, and from
Sammonium, a romontory of Crete, 250
in quantity 80 &-longs about. Strab. x.
CABYSTUS,
a haven in the Chersonesue
of Erythraea, at the foot of the mountain
Corycus. Strab. xiv.
CAUXUS,
a maritime city of Lycia, subj:ct to the Ithodians, by the river Calbis.
btrab. xiv.
a river of Asia, falling into
CAYSTRUS,
the sea at Ephesus, so as the mouth of it
is the haven of the Ephesians. Strab. xiv.
When the Ionians made a journey against
Sardes, they left their fleet at Coressus,
and then went up by the rirer Caystrus,
and then over the mountain Tmolus, and
so to Sardes. Herod. Y.
CECROPIA,
a region of Attica, between
the hills Ptrrnethus and Brilessus. Thuc. ii.
a place mentioned in
CECRYPHALEIA,
Thuc. i. Pliny hath the island Cecryphalus opposite to Epidaurus, and distant
from it 6 miles. The Scholiast and Stephanus put it in the west parts of Peloponnesus falsely.
CENEUI, a promontory of Euhcea, opposite to the promontory of Cnemides of the
Locrians, and to Thermopylae. Strab. ix.
CENCEREIIE,a haven of the Corinthians,
on the side of the isthmus that lieth towards Athens. Thuc viii. Cenchreiz on
one side, and Lechaeum on the other, contain the isthmus. Paus. Cor.
CEOS,an island, one of the Cyclades, the
nearest to the island Helena. Strab. x.

CEPHALLENIA,an island over against
Acarnania, distant from Leiicadia 10 furlongs, Strab. X. Thuc. ii. and hath in it 4
cities, Pale, Same, Prone, Crtrnii. Thuc. ii.
CEPEISSUS,a river, which rising about
Lilaea, a city of Phocis, and going by
Elateia, Daulia, and Phanotis, cities of
Phocis, and Chaeroneia and Coroneia, cities
of Bceotia, falleth into, at Coroneia, and
filleth the lake called Copais. Afterwards
an earthquake opening the way, it went
on to the sea, and entered it at Larymna,
a town of Bceotia, opposite to age of
Eubcea. Strab. ix. Also a river of Attica,
rising in the territory of Eleusis, and falling into the sea by Peirsus. Paus. Att.
CERAUNII,mountains of Epirus, on the
sea side, in the entrance of the Ionian
gulf. Strab. vii.
CERAUNUS,
a town between Cnidus and
Halicarnassus, from whence also the hay
there is called theceraunian bay. Strab.xiv.
CERDYLIUM,
a hill of the Argilians, beyond Strymon, near Amphipolis. Thuc. ii.
CERCINE,a mountain between Thracia
and Macedonia: the same divideth the
Psonians from the Sintians. Thuc. iv.
CESTRINE,a region of Epirus, divided
from Thesprotis by the river Thyanis.
Thuc. i. The Chaonians and Thesprotians
have all the sea coast from the mouutains
called Ceraunii to the Ambracian ba :
therefore Cestrine seemeth part of t i e
Chaonians. Strab. vii. Called Cestrine
from Cestrinas the son of Helenus. Paus.
Cor.
CHERONEIA,a city of Bceotia confining
on Phocis, 20 furlongs distant from Panopeus or Phanotis, and situate u on the
river Cephissus. Paus. Phoc. Strag. ix.
CHALCE,an island, one of the Sporades,
distant from Telos 80 furlongs, and from
Carpathus 400 furlongs. Strah. x.
CHALCEDON,a city of Bithynia, over
against Byzantium, Strab. xi1 : in the
mouth of Pontus Euxinus. Id. ; Thuc. iv.
a city of Eubma, at the EuriCHALCIB,
pus. Herod. vii: Strab. x. Also a city
of Btolia, upon the river Evenus, on the
east side of it, Strab. x : beneath Calydon,
Id. ix.
CHALCIDEA,
a region joining to Thrace,
zontaining most of the towns upon or near
the sea, from the mouth of the river Strymon to Potidma in Pallene. This may
be gathered out of Thucydides. I t waa
30 named, for that the were colonies of
Chalcis in Eubaa, eitger immediate or
lerived.
CRALLBI,the people of a city of the
Locri Ozolse. Thuc. iii.
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CHAONIA,
a maritime region of Epirus, between the mouth of the riier Caystrns
beginning at the mountains called Ceraunii, and the city of Colophon. Strab. xiv.
and together with Thesprotis reaching &s
CLAZOMENE,
an Ionic city in Lydia,
far &s the Ambracian bay. Strab. vii. I t Herod. i : situate in the Chersonnesus of
is divided from Thesprotis by the river Erythrrea, confining on the Erythrmans,
Th anis. Thuc. i.
these being within, the Clazomentanswith(?HEIDORUS,
a small river of Macedonia, out, the Chersonnesus. Between Clazowhich rising in Grestonia, runneth into men6 and Teos, across the isthmus it is
the river Axius. Herod. vii.
but 50 furlongs ; but round about by sea,
CHEIMERIUM,
a promontory of Epirus, 1000 furlongs. Presently without the
between the islands called Sybota and the isthmus, where it is narrowest, stands Clamouth of the river Acheron. Strab. %ii. zomena. Strah. xiii. Before it lie 8 little
Vide Acheron.
islands. Id. xiv.
a promontory of Elis, beCHELONATA,
CLEITOR, a city of Arcadia, between
tween the promontories of Araxus and Psophis and Caphyz. Pol b. iv. I t conIcthys. Strab. S i .
fineth on the territory oPPheneiim, toCHERBONNESUB
signifieth any ortion of wards the east. Paus. Arc.
land that is almost environed wit{ the sea:
CLEONE,a city of Argeia, between Argos
but for the most part, when there is no and Corinth, confining on the Phliasians.
word added to determine the signification, Paus. Cor. Also a city in the territory
it is here that territory of Thrace, which where mount Athos standeth. Herod. vi^.
is included with these three seas, Propon- Thuc. iv.
tis, Hellespont, and the Black Bay, Mclas,
CNEMIDES,a promontory of Locris, disStrab. vii. ep. I n the isthmus of this tant from Cynus, the halen of the OpunChersonnesus standeth the city Cardia, at tians, towards Thermopyle, 50 furlongs.
the side towards the BlackBay, and Pactya Strab. ix.
on the part towards Propontis. Herod. vi.
CNIDUS,a city of the Dorians in Asia,
CHIOS,now called Scio, an island and by the sea called Triopium. Herod. i. On
city of the Ionians, Herod. i : distant from the north it hath the Ceraunian bay : on
Lesbos about 400 furlongs, and 900 fur- the south, the Rhodian sea. Strab. xiv.
longs in circuit. Strab. xiii.
COLONL,an upland city of Hellespont,
CHRUSIS,a part of Mygdonia so called. in the territory of Lampsacus. Strab. xiii.
Steph.
Also a maritime city of Troas, 140 furCHRYBOPOLIS,
a village of the Chalce- longs from Ilium between Hamaxitus and
donians, in the mouth of Pontus. Strab.xii. Larissa. Id. xiii.
CIMOLIS,au island, one of the Cyclades.
COLONIDES,
a maritime city of Messe-.
Vide Cyclades. I t lieth west of Sicinus, nia, between Asine and the mouth of the
Pholegandros, and Lagusa. Strab. x.
river Pamisus, distant from Asine 40 furCIRRHA,a city of Phocis in the Co- longs. Paus. Mes.
rinthian bay, oler against Sic on, Strab.
COLOPHON,
an Ionic city in Lydia, Heix : distant from Delphi 60 furcngs: from rod. i : between Ephesus and Lebedos:
Delphi to Cirrha runs the riler Plistus. from Lebedos 20 furlongs ; from Ephesus
I t is the haven or town of shipping for 70 furlongs. Strab. xiv.
Delphi. It confineth upon Locris. Paus.
PORTUS, a haven not
COLOPHONIORIJ~I
Phoc. He maketh it the same with far from Torone. 1huc. v.
Crissa. Vide Crissa.
COPE ET &PAIS LACUS. Cop= is a
CITARIWS,a mountain of Macedonia, city of Bceotia, situate on the north part
joining to Olympus, out of w e h riseth of the lake Copais. Strab. ix. Paus. Bceot.
the river Eurotas. Strab. Ep. vii.
CORASBIE,
two little islands on the west
a mountain of Attica. When of the island Patmos. Strab. x.
CITHIERON,
the Persian camp under Mardonius lay
CORCYRA,
now called Corfn, an island
about Asopus in the territory of Platcea, over against Epirus, whose east arts are
the army of the Grecians that were en- opposite to the islands called Sygota, and
camped at the foot of Cithaeron, were west parts to the haven called Onchimus.
opposite to them. Herod. ix. P l a k a is Strab. vii.
between Cithaeron and the city of Thebes.
a town of the territory of
CORESBUS,
Strab. ix.
Ephesus, by the sea-side, near to the
CITIUM, a city of Cyprus.
mouth of the river Caystrus. Herod. v.
CLAROS,
an island, one of the Sporades.
CORINTHUS,a famous city, near the
E x Ortelii thesauro. Also a city belong- isthmus of Peloponnesus.
ing t o the Colophonians, Paus. Ach. :
CORONEIA,a city of Bceetir, upon the
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river Cephisus, where it entereth into the
lake Copais, and not far from the hill
Helicon. Strab. ix.
CORONTE,a city of Acarnania. Thuc. iv.
a town near the sea in LacoCORTYTA,
nia. Thuc. iv.
a mountain in the ChersonCORYCUS,
nesus of Erythrre, between Teos and Erythra?. Strab. xiii.
CORYPHASIUM,
a promontory of Messenia, distant from Methone 100 furlongs:
in this promontory stood the fort of Pylus.
Paus. Mes.
Cos, an island with a city in it of the
same name. It belonged to the Dorians
of Asia. Herod. i. Called Cos Meropidis
(Thuc. viii.), because inhabited of old by
the Meropians. It lyeth in the Carpathian
sea, Strab. x : o posite to Termerium, a
promontory of tl?e Mindians. Id. xiv.
CRANAON,
a city in the champaign of
Thessaly. Strab. ix. The same may be
gathered out of Liv. xlii.
CRANII,apeqpleof Cephallenia. Thuc. ii.
About the strait of that island. Strab. x.
CRATEREI,a haven near the city of
Phocrea, in Bolis. Thuc. Vi&
CRENE,i. e. the Wells, a place in Acarnania, not far from Argos. Thuc. iii.
CREUSA,a sea-town of Bceotia, upon
the bay of Crissa, belonging to the city
Thespire. Strab. ix. Paus. Baeot.
CRISSA,UNDE SINUS CRISSEUS,a seatown of Phocis, between Cirrha and Anticyra, from which the bay of Corinth is
called also the Crisssean bay. Strab.ix.
This bay is called now the bay of Lepanto.
CRYTHOTA,
a promontory of Acarnania,
1 'ng out into the sea, between the city
c y z e a , and the mouth of the river Achelous. Strab. x.
CROCYLIUM,
a town in IEtolia, of the
region inhabited by the Apodoti. Thuc. iii.
CROMMYON,
a town in the isthmus of
Corinth, Thuc. iv. Paus. Cor. : between
Schcenus and the rocks called Scironides,
and confineth on Megaris. Strab. viii.
CYCLADES,
islands in the Bgrean sea,
so called, for that they lie round about
the island Delos. Their number and order, according to Strabo, is this : Helena,
Ceos, Cythnus, Seriphus, Melos, Siphnus,
Cimolis, Prepesinthus, Olearus, Naxos,
Paros, Syrus, Myconus, Tenos, Andros,
Gyarus. Strab X.
CYLLENE,a sea-town of Elis in Peloponnesus, belonging to the city of His,
and where their shipping lay, 60 furlongs
distant from Arexus : Strab.viii : and from
Elis 120 furlonp. Paus. ii. Eliac. Also a
mountain, the hghest in Peloponnesus, on

the confines of Arc& and Achaia, near
Pheneum. Paus. Arc.
C u m , a cit of Aolis, on the sea-coast,
Herod. i : the L t of the maritime cities of
Bolis, towards Ionia, as may be gathered
out of Strab. xiii.
CYNOS-BEMA,
a promontor of the Thracian Chersonnesus, not far i o m Abydos:
Thuc. viii: over against the mouth of the
river Rhodius, which falleth into the sea
between Abydos and Dardanum. Strab.
x111.
CYNUS,a town of Locris, upon the sea
towards Eubaea, belonging to the city of
Opus, distant from the promontory Cnemides 50 furlongs, in the entrance of the
bay of Opus. Strab. ix. Liv. xxviii.
CYNURIA,
a territory on the border between Argeia and Laconia, toward the seaside, containing the cities Thyrea and
Anthena. Thuc. v. Paus. Cor.
CYPHANTA,
a maritime town of Laconia, distant from Zarex on one side 16
furlongs, from Prasise on the other 200.
Paus. Lac.
CYPSELA,
a castle in Parrhasia, a territory of Arcadia, near t o Sciritis of Laconia. Thuc. Y.
CYRRFIUS,a city of Macedonia, not far
from Pella. Thuc. ii. Cyrrhesk, that is,
the people of Cyrrhns are plnced thereabouts by Pliny (it).
CYTINIUM,a city of Doris on the side
if Parnassus. Thuc. iii : Strab. ix.
an island opposite to Malea,
CYTHERA,
1 promontory of Laconia, and distant from
It 40 furlongs: Strab. viii : opposite directly to the city Boea. Paus. Lac. I n it
are two cities, Cythera and Scandeia.
I'huc. iv. Paus. Lac.
CYTHNUS,
an island, one of the Cyclades.
Vide Cyclades.
CYZICUS,an island and city in ProponLis : Strab. xii : distant from Zeleia, which
s a city near the sea on the river Asepus,
190 furlongs. Id. xiii.
' DARDANUS
ET DARD.4NUM.-DARDAius is a city on the sea-side, from Abydos
' 0 furlongs, between it and Rhceteium.
3trPb.xiii. I t coufineth on Abydos. Herod.
7ii.-DARDANUM is apromontory between
4bydos and Dardanus. Strab. xiii.
DASCYLIS,a region of Bithynia, lying
tpon Propontis. Ptolomy and Strabo
nention the town Dascyclos, or Dascylium,
rhich Strabo saith staudeth upon the lake
3ascylitis, by the river Rhindacus. Strab.
:ii. It was a province subject to the Perians in the time of Xerxes, and governed
ty Megabates, his lieutenant. Thuc. i.
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DAUI.IA,
a city of Phocis, on the east
of Delphi, upon the river Cephissus, and
at the foot of Parnassus. Strab. ix. Paus.
Phoo.
DECELEIA,a town in Attica, in the way
between Oropus and Athens, distant from
Athens 120 furlongs, and not much more
from Bceotia. Thiic. 6.
DELIUM,a temple of dpollo, by the
sea-side in the territory of Tanagra: Thuc.
iv. Paus. Bceot : opposite to Chalcis of
Eubcea. Herod. vi.
DELOS,
an island, and in it a city with a
temple consecrated to Ap0110. Thiic. iii.
It is distant from Andros 15 miles, and as
many from Myconus. Plin. iv.
DELPHI,a city of Phocis, famous for
the temple and oracle of Apollo. It
standeth at the foot of the hill Parnassus :
Herod. viii : on the south part of the hill :
Strab. ix : threescore furlongs from the
sea. Paus. Phoc.
DELPHINIUX,
a town in the isle Chios,
not far from the city Chios, and by the
sea-side. Thuc. viii.
DERCII, a people of lhrace.
DICIA, a city of Thrace, between Abdera and Marones Herod. vii.
DICTIDII, a people in Mount Athos.
Thuc. viii.
DION,a city, and in it a temple of Jnpiter, standing at the sea-side, at the foot
of Olympus. Thuc. iv. Strab. Epit. vii.
Also a city in Mount Athos. Thuc. iv.
DOBERUS,
a city of Pseonia, at the foot
of Cercine. Thuc. ii.
DOLICHE,a city of the Perrhrebians, not
far from the mountains called Cambunii.
Liv. xliv.
DOLOPIA,
a region on the south side of
the hill Pindus, on the north of the AmI;hilochians, and confining on Phthiotis of
hessaly. Strab. ix. x.
DORIS,a region confining on the Melians, and with a narrow corner running in
between them and Phocis. Herod. viii. It
lieth on the east part of Parnassus, and
divideth the Locrians called Ozolm, from
the hcrians called Opuntians. It was
called Tetrapolis, because it contained
these four cities, Erineus, Boium, Cytinium, and Pindds. Strab. ix. The Donans
are also a nation in Asia, by the sea-side,
joining to Caria, of which were numbered
the inhabitants of the islands Rhodes and
Cos, and the cities Cnidus and Halicarnassus. Strah. xiv.
DORISCUS
CAMPUS,a large champaign
by the side of the river Hebrus in Thrace,
where Xerxes passing on towards Greece,
mustered his mighty army. Herod. Vii.
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DRABEWUS,
a city of Edonia, beyond the
river Strymon. Thuc. i.
DRECANUM,
a promontory of the island
Cos, distant from the city Cos 200 furlongs. Strab. xiv.
DRIMYSSA,
an island lying before Clazomense. Thuc. viii. Liv. xxxviii. Vide
Clnaomenre.
DROI, a people of Thrace.
DYME,a cit of Achaia, the nearest to
the confines of?Elis. Strab. viii. Paus. Ach.
ECHIXADES,
islands lying in and out
before the mouth of the river Achelous.
Thuc. iii. Strab. x.
EDONIA,
a region of Thrace, lying to
the river Strymon and the sea : it had in
it Amphipolis, Drabescus, and other cities :
Thuc. i : by which the situation thereof
may be sufficiently understood
EIDOMENE,
a city of Macedonia, not far
from Doberus. Thuc. ii. Plin. iv.
EION,a city of Thrace, on the river
Strymon. Herod vii. I n the mouth of
Strymon, 25 furlongs from Amphipolis.
Thuc. iv.
E~23-4,a sea t o m in Zolis belonging
to the city of Pergamus, distant from the
mouth of the river Caicus towards Ionia,
12 furlongs ; and from Can= 100 furlongs.
Strab. xiii.
ELATEIA,a city of Phocis, by the river
Cephissus, confining on the Locrians.
Strab. ix. Paus. Ph&. It standeth in the
straits of the Phocean mountains. Id.
ELECTHERB,
a town of Attica, between
Eleusis and Platsea, on the border of Attics. Paus. Att. Idem k o t .
ELEUS,a city of Chersonnesus to the
north of Lemnos. Herod. vi.
ELEUSIS,
a sea-town of Attica: Strab.
viii : on the confines of Megaris. Paus.
Att.
ELIS. Elis and Messenia are two regions that take up the west part of Peloponnesus. Elis is bounded on the north
by the promontory Araxus, and divided
from Messenia in the parts towards the
sea, by the river h’eda. Strab. viii. Elis,
the principal city thereof, is distant from
the sea 120 furlongs, and from Olympia
h o s t 300. Paus. Eliac. extrem.
ELLOMENUS,
a town in Neritum of the
territory of Leucadia. Thnc. iii.
ELYnfIoTB, ELIMEIA.-A nation of Macedonia, which Ptolomy placeth on the
sea-side u on the Ionian gulf.-Livy hath
the cit Eyimeia at the foot of the mountains &mbunii, and by the river Aliacmon. Liv. xlii.
EMBATUS,
a town of Erythrma, Thuc.
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iii : on the part toward Lesbos, as may be
probably conjectured b the history.
ENIPEUS,
a river 0; Thessal which
falleth into the river Peneus. &rod. vii.
But first it receiveth into itself the water
of Apidanus, that passeth by Pharsalus.
Strab. viii. I t riseth in the mountain
Othrys. Id ib.
EORDIA,
a region of Macedonia, between
the Lyncestians and Thessalonica (or
Therms), 'in the way called Ignatia, that
leadeth from Epidamnus to Thessalonica.
Strab. vii.
EPHESUS,
an Ionic city in Lydia: Herod. i: at the mouth of the river Caistm: on the side towards Mycale. Strab.
x111.
EPHYRE,
a cit of Thesprotis, upon the
river Thyamis. itrab. vii. Thuc. 1. Also
a city of Agrieis. Strab. vii. x.
EPIDAMNUa, a city afterwards called
Dyrrachium, now Durazzo, situate on the
Ionian gulf, amongst the Taulantii, I11 ri
ans, Thuc. i: next without the bay ca$ed
Rhizicus. Strab. vii.
EPIDAURUS,
a city of Argeia by the seaside, in the inmost part of the Saronian
bay. Strab. viii.
EPIDAURUS
LIMERA,
a maritime city of
Laconia, in the bay of Argos, 300 furlongs
from the promontory of Malea. Paus. Lac.
ERB, a city in Erythrsa, between Teos
and Casystus. Strab. xiii.
ERESSUS,
a city in 'the isle Lesbos, between Pyrrha and the promontory Sigrium.
Strab. xiii.
ERETRIA,
a city of Eubma, between
Chalcis and Gerestus : Strab. x : opposite
to Oropus in Attica. Id. ix.
ERIGON,
a river of Macedonia, arising
in nlyris and falling into the river Axius.
Liv. xxxix. Strab. vii.
ERINEUS,
a city of Doris. Thuc. i :
Strab. ix. Also a haven in the territory of
R h pes in Acbda. Thuc. vii. Paus. Ach.
~ X T I ~ B Zan
, Ionic city.
Herod. i.
I t standeth in the midst of the Chersonnesus, between the promontor Argenuum
and the mountain Mimas, anBbefore it lie
certain islands called Hippi. Strab. xiii.
Also a town in the confines of Attica, not
far from Platrea. Thuc. iii. Herod. ix.
ESTIOTIB,
a region of Thessaly, confining on the mountains Olympus and Ossa.
Herod. i. I t is the west part of Thessaly,
and lieth between mount Pindus and the
up er Macedonie. Strab. ix.
!&B(EA,
an island lying opposite to the
continent of Attica, and Bceotia, and Locris, extending from Sunium as far as
Thesealy. The length of it is reckoned

from the promontory Ceneum to the proEUB(EZ,
is
montory Gersstus. CONCAVA
all that shore that is from the Euripus to
Gemstus. Strab. x. Herodotus niaketh
it to be on the other side of the island.
Herod. vii. I t seems therefore that CONCAVA EUB~EB
is not the proper name of a
glace, but an appellation signifying any
ollow bending of the shore.
EVENUS,
a river, which rising amongst
the Boii, a nation of Atolia, runneth by
Chalcis and Calydon, and then bending
toward the west by Pleuron, into the sea.
Strab. x.
EUROTAS,
a river of Laconia, rising in
the territory of Megalopolis, and passing
by the city of Lacedemon, on the east
side of it, falleth into the sea near Helos,
between Gythium and Acris. Strab. viii.
Also a river of Thessaly, rising out of the
hill Citarius. and falling into the river
Peneus. Strab. vii. Ep.
EIJRYTANES,
a nation of Btolians, one
of the three. Apodoti, being those that
dwelt toward the sea: Ophionei, those
toward the Melians: Thuc. iii. Eurytanes therefore must be those toward
Agraeis and Athamania.
GALEPSUS,
a city not far from Torone.
The fleet cf Xerxes compassing the promontory of Ampelus, passed by these
cities : Torone, Galepsus, Sermyla, &e.
Herod. vii.
GAPSELUS,
a city of Thrace, not far
from Amphipolis. Thuc. iv. Ortelins
thiuketh it the same with Galepsus : but
it is more probable by the history to be
another.
GARGARA,
a promontory in Asia, 260
furlongs witbin the promontory of Lectus,
and is the beginning of the bay of Adramyttium, properly so called. Strab. xiii.
GERZ~TUS,
a promontory of Eubaa.
Gersstus and Petalia are opposite to
Sunium, a promontory of Attica. Strab. x.
Gersstus I S between the city
- Styra
- and
Eretria. Id. x.
GEBANEIA,
a hill in Megaris, near the
entrance of the Isthmus. Thuc. i. Paus.
Att.
GLAUCE,a city in Ionia, near the mountain Mycale. Thuc. Viii.
GIGONUS,a promontory not far from
Potidza. Thuc. ii. Herod. vii.
GOMPHI,a city of Thessaly, in the region called Estiotis , Strab. ix: near to
the s rings of Peneus. Plin. iv. The nearest ofthe Thessalian cities to Epirns. Liv.
xxxii.
a city of the Perrhaebians in
GONNUS,

INDEX.
Thessdy, at the foot of Olympus : Strab
ix. : in the entrance to Tempe : Polyb
xvii. Liv. xliv.: 20 miles distant fron
Larissa. Liv. xxxvi. Oonnus is in th,
entrance out of Macedonia through tht
Perrhsbians into Thessaly. Herod. vii.
GORTYNIA,a city of Macedonia, not fa
from the hill Cercine. Thuc. ii
GRANICUS,
a river in Hellespont, risini
in Mount Ida near unto Scepsls, and fall
ing into Propontis, between the city Pri
apus and the mouth of the river Bsepue
Strab. xiii.
GRESTONIA,a region of Macedonia
joining to Mygdonia, in which riseth thc
river Chedorus. Herod. vii.
GYARUS,
a small island, one of the Cy
clades. Vide Cyclades.
GYRTON,a city of Perrhcebia, at thc
foot of Olympus Strab. ix : before Gon.
nus to such as come out of Macedonir
b the mountains called Cambunii. Liv
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HELICO,a cit of Achais,ou the seaside between d d u m and Bura, distant
from B g u m 40 &rlonp. Paus. Ach.
HELOB,
a Laconic cit by the side of
the river Euro-, not &from the sea *
Strab. viii: distant from Gythium lod
furlongs, and from Acrite 30. Paus. Lac.
HERBA,a city of Arcadii in the confines of Eliq upon the river Alphens.
Polyb. iv. Paus. Arc. It confineth on
Megalopolis; and the river Ladon runneth
within 15 furlongs of it. Paus. Arc.
HERACLEIA,
a city of the Melians, built
by the Lacedcemonians, within the strait
of Thermopyh, distant from it 40 furlongs, and from the sea 20. Thuc. iii.
Strab. ix. Also a city in the bay of Latmus, between Miletus and Pyrrha, distant
from Pyrrha 100 furlongs. Strab. xiv.
Also a city of Sintii, a people of Macedonia, called Heracleia Sintica Liv. xlv.
HERKIONE,
a maritime city in Argia,
XL.
between Asine and Tmzen. Strab. viii.
GYTHIUM,a city of Laconia, the bar. Paus. Cor. From it is named the ba of
bour of the Lacedaemonian shipping, be. Hermione, which hath in it in order tiese
tween Asine and A c k Strab, viii : dis. three cities: Asine, Hermione, Trcezen. Id.
tant 230 furlongs from the promontory 01 But Strabo seemeth to make the bay of
Tsnarus. Paus. Lac.
Hermione to begin at the promontory
Scyllzzum,and to end at E idaurus. Quaere.
HALIAETHUCIDIDI,HALIEIS STRA. HERMUS,
a river divi&n 2Eolis from
DONI, HALICE PAUSANIE.-Amaritime Ionia Strab. xiv. I t runnett through the
town of Argeia, in the bay of Hermione plains that lie before the city Sardls, and
Strab. vi:
between Asine and Hermi- entereth the sea by Phocaea. Herod. i.
one, 250 furlongs from Asine. Paus. Cor.
HESSII,the people of a city of the Locri
HALIARTUS,
a city of Bmtia, by the side Ozols. Thuc. iii.
pf the lake Copais, towards Helicon. Strab
HESTIBA,
a city of Eubaa, not far from
ix. I t confineth on the territory of Thes. the promontory Ceneum. Strab. x. The
territory of Hestiza is called Hestiotis,
pis. Paus. Bceot.
HALICARNASSUS,
a city of the Dorianr and is over against Thessaly, as may apin Asia. Herod. i. In the bottom of thc pear out of Herod. vii.
HYBI,the people of a city of the Locri
Ceraunian bay. Strab. xiv.
HALmus, a town of Attica, next aftei O z o h . Thuc. iii.
Phaleron, towards the promontory of Su.
HYAMPOLIB,
a city of Phocis, confining
nium. Strab. ix. In this town was Thu. on Abas, a city of the Locrians of Opus.
qdides born, the author of this histor . Paus. Phoc.
HALISARNA,
a town in the island OS,
HYSII, a town of Attic% on the confines
near unto the promontory of Lacter of Plateis. Herod. ix. Thuc. iii. Vide
Strab. xiv.
CEnoe. Alsoa town of Argeia, on the conHAMAXITUS,
a city of Troas, under the fines of Tegea, in the way between Tegea
promontory of Lectus. Strab. xiii.
and Argos. Paus. Cor.
HARMATUS,
a city in the continent, over
against Methymna of Lesbos. Thuc. viii.
IASUS,
a maritime city of Asia, situate
HARPAGIUM,
a place on the confines of in an island near to the continent : Strab.
Priapus and Cyzicus. Strab. xiii.
xiv : in that bay which on the side toHEBRUS,
a river of Thrace, falling into wards Miletus hath Posideum for bound,
the sea between iEnus and Doriscus. and on the other side the city Miudus.
Herod. vii.
Polyb. xvi. The bay is called Sinus BarHELENA,
an island, one of the Cyclades, $leaticus. Id.
adjacent to the continent of Attica, and
ICARUS,
or ICARIA,
an island on t j e
extending from Sunium to Thoricus. west of the isle Samos : Strab. x. distant
from it 10 furlongs. Id. xiv.
Strab. x.
VOL. IX.
GG
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ICTHYB,
8 promontory of Elis,near the
oitv of Pheia Thuc. ii. Vide Pheia.
fcus, an island lying before Magnesia.
Strab. ix.
IDA, a mountain of Asia, extending
from Lectus and the places on the Adramyttian bay, to the city Zeleia by Propontis. Strab xii.
IDACUS,
a p l w in the Thracian Chersonnesus, opposite to Abydos and Dardanus. Thuc. Vii.
IDOMENI,
two hill tops so called, between Ambracia and Argos Amphilochicum. Thuc.iii.
IELYSUS,
a city in the island of Rhodes,
between Cameirus and the city of Rhodes.
Strab. xiv.
ILIUM
SIVE TROIA,a famous city in
Asia, 170 furlongs from Abydos, standing
from the sea towards the mountain Ida.
Strab. xiii.
IMBROS,
an island not far from the
Thracian Chersonnesus. Thuc. Viii. I t is
distant from Lemnos 22 miles, and from
the isle Samothrace, that lieth before the
river Hebrus, 32 miles. Plin. iv.
IOLCUS,
a maritime town of Thessaly.
in the Pegasrean bay, not far from Demetrim. Liv. iv.
IONIA,
a regioii inhabited by the Grecians in Asia, by the sea-side, reaching
from Posideum, a promomontory of Miletus, on the south, to Phoctea and the
mouth of the river Hermus on the north.
Strab. xiv.
IONIAN
GULF. The Ionian gulf, or the
Ionian sea, is the utmost part of the Adriatic sea, beginning at the Ceraunian mountains. Strab. vii.
Ios, an island on the coast of Crete,
equally distant from Therasia and Anaphe.
Strab. X.
IPNENBES,
the people of a city of the
Locri Ozolre. Thuc. hi.
ISMARIS,
a lake in Thrace, between
Str ma and Marouea. Herod. Vii.
&TONE, a hill in the isle Corcyra. Thuc.
iii.
ITEACA,
an island over against Cephallenia, and near to it. Strab. x.
ITHOME,
a hill in Messenia, near the
sea, and on it a city, which was afterward
the citadel of the city Messene, that was
built after the Peloponnesian war by
Epaminondas. Paus. Yes.

LACTER,
the most southern promontory
of the isle Cos. Strab. xiv.
LACEDIMOR,
the head city of Laconia,
on the west side of the river Eurotas, remote from the sea, beneath the mountain
Taygetus. Strab. Vii. Polyb. Y.
LADE,
asmall island lying before the city
Miletus. Herod. vi. Thuc. viii. Paus. Att.
LADON,
a river rising in the territory of
Cleitor in Arcadia, assing by the border
of Hertea, and fafing into the river
Peneus in Elis near to Pylus. Paus. Arc.
et El. ii.
LAGUSA,
an island on the west of the
island 10s. Strab. x.
LAMPSACUS,
a maritime city in Hellespont, from Abydos towards Propontis
distant 170 furlongs. Strab. xiii.
LAODICEA,
a town of the territory of
Orestis in Arcadia. Thuc. iv.
LARISSA,
a city of Thessaly, on the river
Peneus. Strab. ix. Also a city of Troas,
between Achreum and Colonte. Strab. xiii.
LATJIUS,
and the BAY OF LATMUS.Latmus, a mountain at the bottom of the
bay of Latmus, which bay beginneth at
Posideum in the territory of Miletus, and
endeth at the romontory of Pyrrha, between which pices, by the shore, it is 200
furlongs, and straight over but 30. Strab.
iv. Latmus is also an island in those parts,
as appeareth by Thuc. ii : but I can find
no mention of it in any other author.
LAURIUM,
a mountain and town in
Attica not far from Sunium, between
Sunium and Athens. Paus. Att. The
Athenians had silver mines in this mountain. Thuc. Herod.
LBXI,a nation dwelling on the river
Str rnon, and the border between Thrace
andYMacedonia. Thuc. ii.
LEBEDOS,
an Ionic city in Lydia : Herod. i : situate on the sea-side, between
Collophon and Teos, distant from each 120
furlongs. Strab. xiv.
LECHIUN,a haven of the Corinthians
in the Crisstean or Corinthian bay. Between Lechteum and Cenchreire is contained the Corinthian isthmus. Paus. Cor.
LECTUS,
a city and promontory of Troas,
the beginning of the bay of Adramyttium.
Strab. xiv.
LEMNOS,
an island in the Bgean sea,
on the east of the mountain Athos, so as
the shadow of the mountain falleth sometimes upon it. Plin. iv. Strab. vii. Ep.
LACONIA,
aregionof Peloponnesus, conLEPREUM,
a city of Elis, 40 furlongs
fining on Messenia, Argeia, and Arcadia : from the sea : Paus. EL ii : on the conStrab. viii : divided from the territory of fines of Arcadia. Thuc. v.
Megdo lis of Aroadia by the river Al- LEROS,
an island, one of the Sporades,
pheus.
Arc.
near to Patrnos. Strab. x.

En,.
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LESBOEI,
an island over against &lis ir
Asia, distant from Lemnos, Tenedos, anc
Chios, almost equally ; less than 600 fur.
longs from the farthest of them. It reach.
eth in length between Lectus and Canst
560 furlongs, and i n in compass 1100 fur.
longs. Strab. xiii.
LEUCAS,
a eninsula, distant from Ao.
tium 240 furyongs: Strab. x : now an
island, arid called Santa Maura.
LEUCTRA,
a town in Bceotia, between
PlatEea and Thespie. Strab. ix. Also a
town of Laconia in the Messenian bay
between Thurides and Cardamyle, d i s h 1
from Cardamyle 60 furlongs, and from
Taeiiarus 340. Strab. viii. Paus. Lac.
LEUCIMNA,
the most eastern promontor
of the isle Corcyra, opp+
to the island:
called Sybota. Strab. vii.
LILBA,a city of Phocis, distant from
Delphi by Parnassus 180 furlongs. Paus.
Phoc.
LIMNBA,a city on the confines ol
Agrais, on the west to the river Achelous.
as may be gathered out of Thuc. iii.
LINDII, a city of the island Rhodes.
situate on the right hand to them that sail
from the city of Rhodes southward. Strab.
xiv.
LISSUS,
a small river of Thrace, between
Mesembria and Stryma. Herod. vii.
LOCRI,
a nation of Greece, whereof one
part, called Locri Ozolae, inhabit on the
west of Parnassus, and confine on Atolia :
Strab. i x : and the other part, called
Locri Opuntii, are di,ided from the Ozok
by the monntains Parnassus and the region of Doris. Id. ix. Part of the Opuntians are called Epicnemides, for that they
dwell near the promontory called Cnemides.
LORYMA,
a city in the opposite continent to Rhodes, between Cnidus and
Physcus, where the shore beginneth to
turn northward : Strab. xiv : distant 20
miles from Rhodes. Liv. xlv.
LYCBUY,
a mountain in Arcadia, near
to the confines of Laconia and Megalopolis,
YEUS.Arc. : not far from Tegea. Strab.
v111.
LYCNIDUS,
a city of I11 ris, on the confines of Macedonie, in tze Ignatian way
that leadeth from Apollonia to Therme.
Strab. vii.
LYDIUS,
a river of Macedonie. Lydius
and Aliacmon meeting in one, divide Bottisea from Macedonie. Herod. vii.
LYNCUS,
a region and city of the upper
Macedonia: the eople are called Lynchesti by ThucyJdes (iv), and placed by
Strabo in the way between Epidamnns and
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Therme, which he calls the Ignatian way.
Strab. v u
MACEDONIA,8 famous k
in dom, bora
dered with Thracia, Epirus, byris, and
Thessaly.
a city in the Thracian CherMADYTUEI,
sonnesus. Between Sestos and Madytus
is the shortest cut over the Hellespont, of
not above 7 furlongs. Herod. vii.
MEANDER,a river of Carh: the mouth
of it is 53 furlongs from Pyrrha, the beginning of the Latmian bay. Strab. xiv.
MBDI, a peo le of Thrace, bordering on
Macedonie. Poyyb. Thuc. ii.
MBNALIA,a terrritory of Arcadis, belonging to the city Msenalus, which city is
about 70 furlongs from Megalopolis. Paus.
Arc.
MAGNESIA,a city of Thessaly, the territory whereof extendeth from the mountain Ossa and the lake Bcebeis to the
mountain Pelion. Strab. ix. Before the
continent of Magnesia lieth the island
Scyathus. Herod. vii. Also a city of Ionia
called Magnesia on Maeander, above the
city of Myus. Strab. xiv.
MALEA,a promontory of Laconia, between which and Tsnarus is compre.
hended the Laconian bay. Strab. Viii. Also
the most southern promontory of Lesbog
opposite to Can=. Strab. xiii.
MANTINEIA,
a city of Arcadia, confining
on Argeia, Tegea, Methydrium, and0rchomenus. Paus. Arc.
a town in Attica, over
MARATHON,
against Eretria of Eubaa: Herod. vi : between Rhamnus and Brauron, Strab. ix:
equally distant from Athens and from
Carystus in Eubma. Paus. Att.
MARATHUEIA,
an island lying before
Clazomenre. Thuc. viii. Vide Clazomenae.
MARONEA,
a cit of Thraoe, 1 'ng to
the Agean sea. Serxes, after
had
passed the river Lissus, went on toward
Greece by these cities, Maronea, D i c a ,
Abdera, &r. Herod. vii.
MECYBERNA,
a maritime town in the
bay of Torone, serving for the shippin of
:he city Olynthus. Strab. Epit. Vti. '%he
leet of Xerxes being come about Ampelus,
'this is a promontory near Torone), passed
;y those cities, Torone, Galepsus, Sermyla,
Mecyberna, &c. Herod. vii.
MEDEON,a city of Amphilochia, on the
Reat of the river Achelous. The army of
,he Peloponnesians having pessed the nver
4chelous, out of Btolia, went on into
4grreis by these cities in order, Phytia,
Medeon, and Limnea. Thuo. iii.
MEGALOPOLIS,
a city of Arcadia, built
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MILETUS, aa Io! city of Carfa, the
after -3 Peloponneaian war by Epaminondas. The territory thereof confineth t'arthermost towards the south : Herod. i :
on Laconia, Messenia, Hersa, Orchome- next to PoEideum, in the Latmian bay.
nus, Mantineia, and Tepa. I t standeth Strab. xiv.
on the rivet Helisson, not far from Al- MIMAS,a hill in the Chersonnesus of
Er thrma, between the cities Erythrm
pheus. Paus. Arc.
MEUARA,a city confining with Attica a n i Clazomenc. Strab. xiii.
MINDUS,a maritime city of Caria, beat Eleusis, distant from the sea 18 furlongs.
tween the promontory of Astypalsa and
Paus. Att. Strab. viii.
MELAS,a river and a bay into which it the city Iasus. Strab. xiv.
MINOE,an island, 88 Thucydides; aproentereth, on the west of the Thracian
montory, as Strabo saith : tbat maketh
Chersonnesus. Herod. vii.
MELENA,a promontory of the island Nisrea a haven. Strab. ix. Thuc. ii
MYTILENE,the chief city of Lesbos,
Chios, over against the islePsyra. Strab.xv.
MELIENSESand the MEWN BAY.-- situate between Methymna and Malea,
The MELIENSESare next to Thessaly distant from Malea 70 furlongs, from
southward. Strab. *-The
MELIANBAY Cans 120 furlongs. Strab. xiii.
MOMSSIANS,
a people of Epirus, Thuc.
beginneth at the promontory Cnemides.
i: dwelling by the river Acheron. Liv. viii.
Id. ix.
MOLYCREIA,
a city of the Locri Oaola,
MELITIA,a city of Thessaly, near the
river Enipeus, Strab. ix: between Yhar- on the sea-side, next to Antirrhium, on
the part toward Evenus. Paus. Phoc.
salus and Heracleia. Thuc. iv.
MUNYCHIA,a promontory of Attics,
MELOS,an island, one of the Cyclades.
Vide Cgclades: distant from the promon- which, with Peirecus, made the harbour of
the Athenian shipping, with three fair
tor Scyllseum 7 0 0 furlongs. Strab. x.
a city in the Chersonnesns of havens within it. Strab. ix.
MYCALE,
a promontory over against the
Pallene, Herod. vii: between Aphrytis and
isle Samos. Herod. i. A mountain near
Scione. Strab. Epit. vii.
MESSEMBRIA,
a maritime cit of Thrace, to Priene, opposite to Samos, which with
near Doriscus, the last on tge shore of Posideum, a promontory of Samos, maketh
the strait 7 furlongs over. Strab. xiv.
Doriscus towards the west. Herod. vii.
MYCALESSW,
a cit of Bceotia, between
MESSENIA,a region 011 the west part of
Peloponnesus, confining on Elis, Arcadia, Thebes and Chalcis o f E u b a . Paus.Beot.
and Laconia, divided from Elis on the Thuc. vii.
MYCENB,a city once the head of Argeia,
parts to the sea, by the river Neda, and
confining with Laconia at Thurides. Strab. on the left hand to those that go from
Uteone
to Argos, distant from Argos 5U
viii. Paus. Mess. Of the Messian hay,
the drst town is Asine, the last Thurides. furlongs. Strab. viii. Paus. Cor.
MYCONUS,
an island, one of thecyclades.
Id. viii. The city of Messina was built
after the Pel0 onnesian war, by Epami- Vide Cyclades.
MYGDONIA,
a region of Macedonia, dinondas, under &e hill Ithome. Paus. Mess.
vided from Bottiga b the river Axius,
Vide Ithome.
METRONE,a city of Macedonia, 40 fur- and reaching unto Padne. Herod. vii.
MYLASA,
an upland city of Caria, nearest
longs from Pydna. Strab. Epit. v i i Also
a city in Argia, between Epidmrns and to the sea at Physcus. Strab. xiv.
MYONNESUS,
a maritime city of IoNa,
Trceeen, Stab. viii. situate in a ChersoAnesus, belonging to the Trorzenians. Paus. between Teos hnd Lebedos. Strab. xiv.
MYRCINUS,a city of the Edonians in
Cor. Strabo calleth i t Methane. Also a
maritime city of Messenia, between the Thrace, by the river Strymon. Herod. v.
MYUS, an Ionic city, 30 furlongs
r m o n t o r i e s Coryphasium and Acritae.
trab. viii. Paus. Cor. PausaNus calleth above the mouth of the river Meander.
Strab. xiv. Also a city of the Locri Ozolrp,
i t Mothone. I t is now called Modeno.
MEBBAPII,the people of a city of the near Amphissa, and 30 furlongs more remote from the sea. Paus. Phoc.
Locri Ozalrp. Thnc. ii.
a city of Arcadia, cmMETHYDRIUM,
fining on Mantineia, &stant from Megalo.
NAUPACTUS,
a city of the Locri Ozola,
polis 170 furlongs. Paus. Arc.
METHYMNA,
a city of Lesbos, between near to Antirrhium, within the Criuszan
the promontories Si&m and Malea, dis bay ; Strab. ix : and next to it is Ocantant from Malea 340 furlongs, and from thea: Paus. Phoc.
NAUPLIA,a city of Argeia, in the Argivc
Sigriqm 210. Strab. xiii.

AENDE,

TNDEX.
bay, next after Temenium, towards the
promontory Scyllzum. Strab. viii.
NAXOS,
an island, one of the Cyclades.
Vide Cylades.
NEDA,a river of Peloponnesus, rising
in the mountain Lycreum : Paus. Aro.
and passing through Messenia. Id. Mess.
It clivideth the maritime parts of Elis and
Messenia. Strab. viii.
NEBIEA,
a forest and town: the forest
between Cleonra and Phlius : Strab. viii:
the town between CleonEe and Argos.
Paus. Cor.
NERITUX,
the Chersonnesus of Leucas,
since cut off and made an island by the
Corinthians. Strab. x.
NESTUS,
a river of Thrace, that goeth
out into the sea, near to the city Abdera :
Herod. vii : on the west side of Abdera.
Strab. Ep. vii.
NISBA,the haven-town to the cit of
Megara. Peg= and Kiwis compreiend
the isthmus, and are distant from each
other 120 furlongs. Strab. viii. On the
east of the island Minoe. Id. ix.
N I ~ Y Ran
A ,island, one of thP Sporades,
60 furlongs from the isle Cos, and as many
from the isle Telos: in compass 80 furlongs. Strab. x.
NONACRIB,
a city of Arcadia, to the r e s t
of Pheneum, and inclining to the right
hand. Paus. Arc.
NOTIUM,
a town on the sea-side, belonging to the Colophonians, and distant from
Colophon 2 miles. Liv. xxxvii. Also a
place in the isle Chios, between the promontory Melena and the haien Phane;
distant from the city Chios by land 60 furlongs, by sea 300. Strab. xis.
N m P H E u n r , a promontory of Mount
Athos, towards the bay of Singus. Strab.
Ep. vii.
&HE, a mountain, the greatest of Euboea, near to the city Carystus. Strab. X.
ODOMANTI, apeople of Thrnce, near the
mountain Pangawn. Herod. vii.
ODRYSB,a people of Thrace. Thuc. ii.
GANTHEI,
a maritime city of the Locri
Ozole : Paus. Phoc : over against i?Egirle
of Achaia. Polpb. iv.
(ENEIAS,a city of Acarnania, by thc
sea-side, opposite to the promontory
Araxus, in Peloponnesus, and confining
on Btolia: Polyb. iv : on the east side
of the river Achelous, at the mouth of it.
Strab. x.
(ENEON,
a city of the Locri O z d e , not
far from Naupactus, as may be gathered
out of Thuc. iii.
(ENOE,
a town on the border of Attica,
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towards Roeotia. Thuc. ii. (Enoe and
Hysie, the last of the towns of Attica,
towards Boeotia, on that art which is
remotest from Chalcis and &baa. Her. v.
~ N O P H Y T Aa, place in Fkeotia: Thuc.
ii : hut whereabouts, I cannot find.
(FNU~B
certain
A,
islands upon the coast
of Chios. Herod i. Thuc. iii.
(ETA, a mountain near Thermopylae.
That part which is near Thermopyle, for
about 20 furlon s, is properly called (Eta :
though the whoye tract from Thermopylse,
as far as the ba of Ambracia, be commonly also callec?CEta. Strab. ix.
(EZYME, a city of the Eidonians : Thur.
iv beyond the river Strymon, and by the
sea-side, according to Ptolemy.
OLEAKUY,
an island, one of the Cyclades.
Vide Cyclades.
OLENUS,a city of Achaia, between Patree and Dyrne at the month of the river
Peirus. Paus. Ach.
OLP.B, a castle hy the side of the bay of
Ambrwia, near to Argos Amphilochicum.
Thuc. iii.
OLPE, a city of the Locri 0zol;e : Thuc.
iii : but whereabouts I know not.
OLOPHYXUR,
a city in Mount Athos.
Herod. vii.
OLYMPIA.a place in Elis, with a temple
dedicated to Jupiter, upon the side of thc
river Alpheus, distant from the sea 80
furlongs. Strab. viii.
OLYMPUS, a mountain, which is the
hound of Thessdy on the north, and of
Macedonia on the south. Between it and
the mountain Ossa, in a narrow vallep,
runncth the river Peneus. Herod. vii.
Psus. El. ii.
OLYNTHUS,a city of the Rottiaans
driven out of Bottipa by the Rfacedonians.
Herod. viii. The Bottiaans driven out of
Bottiiea seated themselves on the borders
the Chalcideans towards Thrace. Thuc.
11. 01 nthus standeth somewhat remote
from t i e sea, and about 60 furlongs from
Potidea. Id. ii. Mecyberna, which standeth on the ba of Torone, serbed them for
the place of slipping. Strsb. Ep. vii.
ONUGNATEOS,a romontory of Laconia,
between which a n i Melea is the city and
bay of Bcea. Paus. Lac.
OPHIONEI, a people of Etolia, toward
the Melian gulf. Thuc. iii.
OPUS,the chief city of the Locri Opuntii,
distant from the sea 15 furlongs, opposite
Bdepsa in Euhcea. Strab. ix.
ORCHOMENUS,
a city of Bceotia, confining on Phocis, through the territory
whereof the river Cephissus pnsseth from
ChEeroneia into the lake Copias. Strab. ix.:

.
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Paus. Baeot. Also a cit of Arcadia, con
fining on Mantineia and Pheneum. Paua
7

Arc.

ORESTIS,a region of Macedonia, con
fining on Epirus : Thuc. ii : not far fron
Elymsea. Liv. xxxi.
ORESTIUM,or OREBTASIUM,
a city o
Arcadia, in the way between Sparta an(
the isthmus: Herod. i x : and betweer
Megalopolis and Tegea. Paus. Arc.
OREUS,a city of the Hestiieans, in Eu
h a : Thuc. i. Strab. i x ; not far fron
the promontory of Cenea: Id. ix. l h c
first city of Eubcea on the left hand tc
them that come from the bay of Deme
trias, or Pagassan bay, toward Chalcic
Liv. ix.
ORNEB,a city of Argeia on tb.e borderr
of the Phliasian and Sicyonian territories
Paus. Cor.
OROBIB,a city of Eubcea, not far frolr
age. Strab. ix.
OROPUS,a maritime town in Attica, to.
wards Eubcea, and opposite to Eretria
Strab. ix. I t is distant from Eretria 6(
furlongs. Thuc. viii.
OSSA,amountain of Thessaly. Betweer
Ossa and Olympus, in a narrow valley
runneth the river Peneus. Herod. vii.
OTHRYS,a mountain bounding Thessalj
on the south. Herod. vii. I t hath on thc
north side the PhthiotEe, but reacheth alsc
to the Dolopians. Strab. ix.

PANOPEUS,
the same with Phanutis
Vide Phanotis.
PANORMUS,
a haven of Achaia, near to
Rhium : Thuc. ii : op osite to Naupactus:
Polyb. iv: distant ffom Rhium within
the Crissamn bay 15 furlongs. Strab. ix.
Also a town in the territory of Miletus.
Thuc. viii.
PARASIA,
a city of Thessaly. Thuc. i.
Whereabouts in Thessaly, I find not.
PARAUBI,
a nation of Epirua, near t o
the Molossians. Thuc. ii. P l n t Grarc.
qurest. xiii. xxvi.
PARIUM,
a maritime city of Hellespont,
between Lampsacus and Priapus. Strab.
x111.
.
.
.
.
.
_

PARNASSUS,
a mountain, on whose west
part are the Locri Ozols : east part, the
Phceceans and Dorians: and which extendeth to the mountains that run along
from Thermopyls to the Ambracian bay,
and meeteth with them at a right angle.
Strab. ix.
PARNETEUS,
a hill in Peloponnesus,
wherein are the bounds of Argeia, Tegea,
and Laconia. Paus. in Cor. Also a hiu in
Attica. Thuc. ii.
PAROS,
an island, one of the Cycladea.
Vide Cyclades.
PARRHALSIA,
a city and territor of Arv.
cadia, bordering upon Laconia.
PATMOS,
an island, one of the Sporades,
on the west of Icarus. Strab. x.
PATRB,
a maritime city of Achaia, disPACTOLUS,
a river of Asia the less, ris tant from Rhium 50 furlongs, from Oleing in the mountain Tmolus, and falling nus 80 furlongs. Paus. Ach. Strab. vii.
PECB,a city in the mountainous part of
into the river Hermus. Strab. xiii. I1
runneth through the market-place of Sar. Megaris, Paus. Ach. Pegre and Nissa
tomprehend the Corinthian isthmus.
des. Her. v.
PACTYA,
a city standing in the isthmus 3trab. viii.
of the Thracian Chersonnesus, towards
PEGASBA,
a city of Thessaly, in the
Propontis. Herod. vi.
Pegassean bay. Herod. vii.
PBONIA,
a region of Macedonia, reachPEIRAICE,
a small territory on the coning on one side to the river Strymon, ines of Attica and Bceotia, near to Oropus.
Herod. v: on the other side to the river Fhuc. ii.
PELASGIOTIS.
a region of Thessaly, beAxius. Paus. El. i. princip.
PALE,a cit of Cephallenia, in the ween Estiotis and the territory of Magnarrow part tiereof, near to the bay. iesia. Strab. ix.
PELE,an island lying before ClazoStrab. x.
PALXRE,
a maritime city of Acarnania, nene. Thuc. viii. Vide Clazomens.
PELION,
a mountain in the territory of
betveen Leucas and A1 zea. Strab. x.
PAMISSUS,
a river o f Messenia, rising Nagnesia in Thessaly, joined to the mounbetween Thurium and Arcadia, and falling a h Ossa. Herod. vii.
PELLA,
a cit of Macedonia, wherein
into the sea in the middest of the MesUexander the C?rreatwas born. I t standeth
senian bay. Strab. viii.
PANACTUM,
a town in Attica, on the n a lake between the rivers Axius and
Aydius. Strab. Ep. vii.
eonfines of Bceotia. Thuc. v.
PELLENE,
a city of Achaia, confining on
PANBI,
a people of Thrace. Thuc. ii.
PANGBLIX,
a mountain of Thrace, above Gcyonia and Pheneum, distant from the
the region called the Pierian bay. Thuc. ii. ea 60 furlongs, and from &ginEe 120
urlongs. Paus. Ach. Also a peninsula of
Vide Pierian bay.

duc.

INDEX.
Macedonia, between the ba of Torone and
the bay of Theme. Herod: vii. Thuc. iv.
F'ELAGOMA,
a region of Macedonia, toward Illyris. Liv. xlv.
PELOPONNESUS,
that part of Greece
within the isthmus of Corinth, now called
Mores,
PENEUS,
a river of Thessaly, rising in
the mountain Pindus, near to Macedonia :
Strab. vii: running by Larissa, and
thence through Tempe into the sea Id. ix.
I t divideth Ossa from Olympus with a
narrow valley, and receiveth into it the
rivers Apidanus, Enipeus, and others. Herod. mi. Also a river of Peloponnesus,
between the promontory Chelonata and
the town Cyllene. Strab. viii.
PEPARETHUS,
an island that lieth before
Magnesia, Strab. ix.
PERCAMUS,
a city of the Pierians of
Thrace, under the mountain P a n p u m .
Rerod, vii. Also an Bolic city, 120 furlongs from the sea, by the side of the river
Caicus. Strab. xiii.
PERINTWS,
a maritime city of Thrace,
on the side of Propontis.
PERRHEBI,
a people of Thessaly that
inhabit the mountainous country about
Olympus, from the city Atrax as far as
to Tempe, and the city Gvrton. Strab.
ix. Out of Macedonia &to Thessaly
there lieth a way through the Perrhsebi
by the city Gonnus. Herod. vii.
PETALIA,
a promontory of Eubcea,
against which lie the islands called also
Petalise, opposite to the promontory Sunium in Attica. Strab. x.
PHACIUM,
a city of Thessaly, between
Pharsalus and Dion. Thuc. iv.
PHAGRES.-PHAGRES
in Thucydides,
NIPHAGRESin Herodotus, a city of the
Pierians, between Pangeum and the sea.
Thuc. ii. Herod. 7%
PHALERON,
a maritime town of Attica,
between Peirms and Halimus. Strab. riii.
It was heretofore the haven of Athens,
Paus. Att.: distant from Athens 20 furlongs. Id. Arc.
PHANE,
a haven in the isle Chioq Livy
xliv : between the promontory Posideum
and the shore called Notium. Strab. xiv.
PHANOTIS,
a city of Phocis, upon the
river Cephissuq Strab. i r : the same with
Panopeus, distant 20 furlongs from Chseroneia in Baeotia. Paus. Phoc.
PHARB,
a city in the Messenian bay,
next after Cardamylc, westward : Strab.
viii : above it, within the land, are Thurium and Anthea, 80 furlongs distant from
it. Paus. Lac. Also a city of Achaia, upon
the river Peiruq distant from Patrae 150
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furlongs, from the sea, 70 furlongs. Paus.
Ach.
PHARSALUS,
a city of Thessaly, by the
river Apidanus. Strab. viii.
PHARYBUS.-PHARYBUS
to Ptolomy,
a river of Macebut in Livy BAPHYRUS,
donia, falling into the sea near to the city.
Dion. Liv.
PHEIA,a city of Elis, between the
mouth of the river Alpheus and the promontory Icthys. Strab. vii.
PHENEUM,
a city of Arcadia, confining
on Pellene and ACgirse, cities of Achaia,
and on Stymphalus, Nonacris, and Cleitor,
cities of Arcadia. Paus. Arc.
PHERB,
a cit of Thessaly, near the
lake Bcebeis. anlconfining on Pelion and
the territory of Magnesia. Strab. ix.
PHILE,
a town of Attica, confining on
Tanapa of Bceotia. Strab. ix.
PHLIUS,
a city near the head of the
river Asopus in Achaia, the territory
whereof is enclosed as it were in a circle
with the territories of Sicyon, Cleone, and
St mphalus. Strab. viii.
an Ionic city in Lydia, at the
mouth of the river Hermes, Herod. i : the
bound of Ionia that way. Strab, xiv.
PHocIa, a region of Greece, between
the Locri Oeolse and Boeotia. Btolia,
Locris, Phocis, Bmotia, lie parallel one to
another. The Phocsans inhabit the east
side of Parnassus, Strab. ix : and extend
by the sea-side from Cirrha to Anticyra.
Paus. Phoc.
PHCENICUB
PORTUS, a haven in Messenia, near the promontory Acritas, between it and the city Methone. Paus.
Mess. Also a haven in the peninsula
Erythrsea, under the hill Mimas. Thuc.Viii.
PHOLOGANDROS,
an island to the west
of the island 10s. Strab. x.
PHRYGII,
a place in AtticrqnearAcharnEe.
Thue. ii.
PHYCALCA,~
city of Arcadia, on the
confines of Messenia, Polyb. iv : upon the
ax, which falleth into the river
Ga.LT
aus. Arc.
PHYRCUS,
a castle not far from Lepreum
in Elis. Thuc. v.
PHYSCA,
a city of Macedonia. Thuc. ii.
Ptolomy placeth it about the river Chedarus, not far from the river Axius.
PHYSCUS,
a maritime city of Caria, between Loryma and Caunus, opposite to
Rhodes. Strab. xiv.
PHYTiA, a city on the west side of the
river Achelous, not far out of the way
from Stratus into Apseis, aa may be gathered out of Thuc. iii.
PIERIA,
a maritime city of Macedonia,
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touching on one side the river Peneus,
Strab. ix: and on the other side the conflu.
ent of the riverJiydius and Aliacmon, wherf
begins Bottirea, according to Herod. vii.
PIERIUS
SINUB, a tract of land between
the mountain Pangseum and the sea, in
which standeth the city Phagres. Thuc.
ii. Pergamns and Niphages, towns of the
Pierians, under the hill Pangaeum, on the
west of the river Nestus. Herod. vii.
F’INDUE,
a mountain bounding Thessaly
on the west. Herod. vii. I t hath on the
south the Dolopians ;on the north, Macedonia Strab.ix. Also a city of the repion called Doris, one of the four for which
it was called Tetrapolis, and standeth
above Erineus. Strab. ix.
PEIRBUS,
a town and haven of Attica,
serving for the shipping of Athens, in the
mjddest between P e p and Suniuni, Strab.
nii : distant from Athens 40 furlongs.
Thuc. ii. Also a desert haven in the territory of Corinth, the utmost towards Epidaurus. Thuc. viii
PIRESIA,
a city of Thessaly, near the
mouth of the river Peneus. Ex interprete
Orpbei Argonaut.
PITANE,
an Bolic city in the shore of
Asia, Herod. i : between Atarneus and
the mouth of the river Csicus. Strab. xiii.
Also a city of Messenia, on the confines of
Elis. Strab. viii.
PLATBA,
a city of Bceotia, 70 furlongs
from Thcbes. Between these cities runneth the river Asopus. Thuc. ii. Paus.
Beot. I t standeth between Mount Citheron and Thebes, near the confines of Attica
and Megaris. Strab. ix.
PLEURON,
a city of Btolia, between
Chalcis and Calydon, upon the river Enenus, on the sea-side, west of Chalcis and
t h e mouth of the river. Strab. x.
POLICHNA,
a town in the continent of
Asia, near to Clazomene. Thuc. vii.
POL!, a village of the Locri Ozolae.
Thuc. 111.
P O ~ I ~ EaUtemple
M , dedicated to Neptune : and because those temples were for
the most part in romontories and places
open to the sea, Pvers promontories have
been so called. There is Posidenm a promontory of Chios,.opgsite to the romontory of Argennum in r Vthre, andgetween
the city Chios and $ . e haven Phane.
Strab. xiv. Also a promontory of the Milesians, the utmost of Ionia southward.
Strab. xiv. Also a promontory of Samos,
which with Mycale in the continent, make
n e strait there of 7 furlongs over. Strab.
xiv. Also a promontory of Pallene, near
the city of Mende. Thuc. v. Of two pro-

montories that are in Pallene, (Canastrrea
being one), this is the lesser. Livy xliv.
Also a temple in the Corinthian isthmus,
where were celebrated the Isthmian games.
PoTiniEA, a city in Pallene, Herod. vii :
in the very isthmus of it. Thuc. i. Casandrea is a city in the strait that joineth Palleue to Macedonia, enclosed on one side
with the Toronrean bay; on the other,
with the Macedonian sea Liv. xliv. Cassandrea was formerly called Potidrea.
Strab. Epit. vii.
POTIDANIA,
a cit ofatolia, on the confines of the Locri drzolae. Thnc. iii.
PRASI~E,
a maritime city of Laconia, in
the bay of Argos, Strab. viii. Paus. Lac.:
the last Laconian city towards Argos, and
distant from Cyphanta 200 furlongs. Paus.
Lac. Also a town in Attica, by the seaside towards Eobea, between Thoricus
and Brauron. Strab. ix.
PREPESINTHUS,
an island one of the Cyclades. Vide Cyclades.
PRIAPUS,
a city lyiu upon Propontis,
between Lampsacus a n f the river Grani:us. Strab. xiii.
PRIENE,
an Ionic cit in Caria, Herod.
i: between the mouth oJMSander and the
mountain Mycale. Strab. xiv.
PROCONNESUS,
an island in Propontis,
3ver against the shore that is between
Parium and Priapus. Strab. xiii.
PRONE,
a city of Cephallenia. Thuc. ii.
3trab. x.
PROPONTIS,
the sea between Hellespont
tnd Pontus Euxinus. Strab. ii.
PROSCHION,
a city of Atolia, not far
From Pleuron, but more remote from the
:ea. Strab. x.
PROTE,
an island over against Messenia,
lot far from Pylns. Thuc. k.
PSYRA,
an island, distant 50 furlongs
%om Melena, a promontory of Chios.
3trab. xliv.
PSYTTALEA,
an island between the condnent of A ttica and the isle Salamis. Hcmod. vii.
PSOPHIS,
a city of Arcadia, in the west
,arts thereof, towards Achaia and Elis.
Polyb. iv.
PTELEUM,
a town on the sea-side in
Erythrza Thuc. viii.
PHTHIOTIS,
the south part of Thessaly,
beachin in length to mount Pindns, and
n breafth as far as Pharsalus. Strab. ix.
PTYCHIA,
a small island, near to the
?orcyra. Thuc. iv.
PYDNA,
a Macedonian city in Pieria,
jtrab. Epit. vii: op osite to Bnea. Livy.
PYLUS,
a city o?Messenia, in the pronontory Coryphasium, distant from Me-

INDEX.
thone 100 furlongs. Paus. Mes. Thuc. iv. 7.
Also a L i t of Elis, at the confluent of Pe
neus and tadon. Paus. El. ii.
PYDIUB,
a river between Abydos ani
Dardanus. Thuc. viii. I t seemeth to bl
the same which Strabo calleth Rhodius
Vide Rhodius.
PYRRHA,
a promontory of Asia the less
which with Gargara, another promontory
distant from it 120 furlongs, maketh tht
bay of Adramyttium,. properly so called
Strab. xiii. Also a city of Lesbos, on tht
sea-side towards Greece, distant from My
tilene, which is on the other sea, 80 fur
longs. Strab. xiii. Also a city of Ionia, ir
the Latmian bay. Strab. xiv.
a maritime town of Attica
RHAMNUS,
between Marathon and Oropus, distani
from Marathon GO furlongs. Paus. Att.
RHEITI, certain brooks of salt water
supposed to come from the sea betweer
Attica and Eubcea, under gronud, as from
the higher sea, and rising in Attica, to fall
into the Saroniau bay, as a lower sea, be.
tween Peirms and Eleusis. Paus. Att. el
Cor.
RHENEIA,an island, 4 furlongs distant
from Delos. Strab. x. I t lieth before Delos, as Sphacteria before Pylus. Paus.
Mes. extrem. Polycrates, tyrant of Samos,
tied it to Delos with a cham. Thuc. iii.
RHIUM, a promontory of Achaia, between Patrae and Bgium, which with Antirrhium, maketh the strait of the Corinthian (or Crissean) bay, of 5 furlongs over.
Strab. viii. Rhium Achaicum and Antirrhium, (which is also called Rhium Molychricum), are the jaws of the Corinthian
bay. Liv. xxviii.
RHODOPE,
a mountain of Thrace.
RHODIUE,a river in the Hellespont, between Abydos and Dardanus. Strab xiii.
RHOD~IS,
an island in the Carpathian
sea, 920 furlongs in compass, inhabited by
the Dorians. Strab. xiv.
RHCETEIUM,
a city of Hellespont, Thuc.
viii: on the sea-side between Dardanum
and Sigeium. Strab. xiii.
RHYPES,a city of Achaia, 30 furlongs
from Bgium. Paus. Ach.

SALA,a city of the Samothracians, in
the shore of Doriscus. Herod. vii.
SALAMIS,
an island adjacent to Eleusis
of Attica Strab. viii. Paus. Att.
SAME,
a city on the island Cepballenia, at
the passage between it and Ithaca. Str. x.
SAMIA,
a city of Elis, a little above Samicum, between which cities runneth the
river Anigrus. l’aus. El. i.
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SAMICUH,
a maritime city of Elis, the

first beyond the river Neda, at the mouth
of the river A n i p s . Paus. El. i.
SAMINTHUS,
a town of Argeia, in the

plains of Argos towards Nemea. Thw. v.
SAMOTHRACIA,
an island in the a g e a n
sea, over against the mouth of the river
Hebrus. Plin. iv.
SAMOS,
an Ionic island and city of the
same name. The island is GOO furlongs
about, and Posideum apromontory thereof,
not above 7 furlongs from the continent.
The city standeth on the south part of it,
at the sea-side. Strab. xiv.
SANE,a city in Pallene. Herod. vii.
Strah. vii. Also a city by the side of the
ditch made by Xerxes, in Mount Athos,
without the same, and to the bay of Singus.
Herod. vii. Thuc. 4.
SARDEB,
the chief city of the Lydians,
situate under the hill Tmolus. Strah. xiii.
Through it runneth the river Pactolus.
Herod. v.
SCAMANDER,
a river of Troas, rising in
mount Ida. Simoeis and Scamander meet
in a fen, and then go out into the sea by
one channel at Sigeium. Strab. xiii.
SCANDARIUM,
a promontory of the island
Cos, near the city Cos, opposite to Termeriym, a promontory of the continent. Strab.
sly.

SCANDEIA,
a city in the islandof Cythera.
Paus. Lac.
SCEPSIS,a cit of Troas, in the highest
part of mount I h . Strab. xiii.
SCIONE,
a city in Pallene, Herod. vii:
between Mende and Sane. Strab. vii. Ep.
SCIRITIB,
the territory of Scirus, a Laconian town on the confines of Parrhasia
in Arcadia, near to Cypsela. Thuc. i.
SCHCENOS,
a haven of the territory of
Corinth, at the narrowest part of the Isthmus, between Cenchreiie and Crommyon.
Strab. viii.
SCOLCS,
a cit 0.f Chalcidea, not far from
Olynthus. Strag. ix.
SCOMIKJE,
a nioandn in Thrace, out of
which riseth the river Strymon. Thuc. ii.
SCYATHKJS,
an island in the BEgean sea,
I in before the territory of Magnesia,
&
.!a
ix. Between Scyathus and the continent there is a narrow strait. Herod. vii.
SCYLLBUM,
a promontory of Peloponnesus, the bound of the bay of Argos to.
wards Corinth. Strab. viii.
SCYROS,an island in the Xgean sea,
lyhg over against the continent of Magnesia: Strab. ix: between Eubaea and
Lesbos. Plin. iv.
SELLASIA,
a town in Laconia, between
Lacedemon and the hill Parnethus, which
H H
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is the bound of Laconia and Argeia. Paus.

Lsc.

SPECACTERIA,
a little island lying before
?ylus of Messenia. Thuc. iv. Paus. Mes.
SPORADES,
islands upon the coast of Ca+a and of Crete. Strab. viii.
STAaEIRus, a city in the bayof Strymon,
wtveen Argilus and Acanthus. Herod. vii.
STRATUS,
a city of the Amphilochians
n Acarnania, upon the river Achelidus,
rhuc. iii: 200 furlongs from the river's
mouth. Strab. x.
STROPHADES,
islands over against Messenia, about 400 furlongs from the continent. Strab. viii.
STRYMA,
a city on the coast of Thrace,
next after Mesembria, towards Macedonia.
Herod. vii.
STRYMON,
a river dividing Thrace from
Macedonia. I t riseth in the hill Scomius.
Thuc. ii. It passeth by Amphipolis, on
both sides of it, and falleth into the sea at
the cit Eion. Herod. vii. It is said to rise
out oythe mountain Rhodope. Strab. vii.
Ep But it is probable that the hill Scomius is part of Rhodope.
STYXPEALUS,
a city of Arcadia, confining on the territory of Phlius. Paus.
Arc.-Strab. viii.
a city in Eubcea, near to the city
STYRA,
Carystus. Strib. X.
SUNIUM,a promontory and town in Attics, towards Ilubcea,betmeen the Saronian
bay and the sea towards Eubaa, Strab. x:
and distant fromEubcea 300 furlongs. Id. X.
SYBOTA,islands between Leucimne, a
promontory of Corcyra, and the continent.
Strab.vii. Thuc.i. Also a haven by the
promontory of Cheimerium, in the same
continent. Thuc. i.
SPME,an island over against the continent of Caria, between Loryma and Cnidus. Strab. xiv.
SCYROB,
an island, one of the Cyclades.
Vide Cyclades.

SELYHBRIA,
a city of Thrace, by the
side of Propontis.
SEPIAS,a promontory of Magnesia, Herod. vii. : the beginning of the Pegassan
ba Ptol.
~ E R I P H U S ,an island, one of the Cyclades.
Vide Cyclades.
SERRIUI, a promontory ; the utmost
westward of the shore of Doriscus in
Thrace. Herod. vii.
SERMYLA,
a cit of Chalcidea, upon the
navy of Xerxes being
Toroman bay.
come about the promontory Ampelus,
iassed by these cities, Torone, Galepsus,
ermyla, &c. Herod. vii.
SESTOS,
a city of the Thracian Chersonnesus, 30 furlongs from Abydos, but nearer
to Propontis than Abydos is. Strab. xiii.
SICINUS,
an island not far from Melos,
on the west of the island 10s. Strab. x.
SICYON,
a city of Peloponnesus, between
Corinth and Achaia, distant 100 furlongs
from Phlius. Paus. in Cor.
SIDUSSA,a town by the sea-side in
Erythrrea. Thuc. viii.
SIaEIum, a city and promontory of Troas, at the mouth of the river Scamander.
Strab. xiii.
SIaRIunf, the most northern promontory
of the isle Lesbos, between Eressos and
Antissa. Strab. xiii.
SIMOEIS,
a river of Troas, which run.
ning into a fen, joineth there with the river
Scamander. Strab. xiii.
Swans and the BAY OF SINGUS.-A
town and bay taking name from it, be.
tween mount Athos and Torone. Herod
vii.
SINTII,a people about Amphipolis: Liv
xliv: divided from Preonia by the moun.
tain Cercine. Thuc. ii.
SIPHB,a city of Bmtia, upon the Cris.
TENARUS,
a promontory of Larmia, bem a n bay. Paus. Baeot.
SIPHNUS,
an island, one of the Cyclades tweentheLaconianand the Messenian bays.
Paus. Lac. Also a maritime city of LaVide Cyclades.
SMYRNA,
a maritime city of Asia, in thc conia, in the Messeniau bay, distant from
bay called from it the bay of Smyrna Trenarus the promontory 40 furlongs.
b g o n d Clazomense towards Bolis. Strab Paus. Lac.
TANAQRA,
a city of Bceotia, confining on
XlV.
Sot~um,a maritime town of Acarnania Attica, 30 furlongs from Aulis, a haven on
the Eubaean sea. Strab. ix.
Thuc. ii. Schol.
TAULANTII,
a people of Illyris, about
SPARTA,
the same with Lacedzemon
D achium (or Epidamnus). Strab. vii.
Strab. X. Vide Lacedsmon.
i.
SPARTOLUS,
a cit of the Bottisans, 01
TAIGETUS,
a mountain of Laconia, bethe border of the Cgalcideans. Thuc. ii.
SPERCHEXUS,
a river that riseth in Do. ginning at the sea, above Thurides, and
lopia, at a mountain called Tymphestns reaching up towards Arcadia, as far as
and falleth into the Melian bay, 10 fur. Am clre and Lace&mon. Strab. viii.
~ G E A a, city of Arcadia, between Arl o n g within Thermopylas. Strab. ix.

de
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and Lacedsmon. Thuc. v. Herod vi
$01 b. iv. The territory thereof confineth
witE the &gives at pir re, with Laconit
at the river Alpheus, and with the terri.
tory of Thyrea at the hill Parnethus. Paus
Arc. These cities of Peloponnesus,Argos.
Tegea, and Mantineia, though much celebrated in histor are placed with little
consideration o p a n history, in all the
maps that I have hitlerto seen.
TEICHIUSEA,
a castle of the Milesiansin
the bay of Iasus. Thuc. viii.
TELOS,an island over against Triopium.
Herod. vii. A narrow island, in circuit 140
furlongs, adjacent to Cnidus. Strab. xI
TEMENIUM, a town in Argeia, distant
from Argos 26 furlongs, Strab. viii: from
Nauplia 50 furlongs. Paus. Cor.
TEMPE,a pleasant valley between the
mountains Ossa and Olympus: through it
runneth the river Peneus. Herod. vii.
Strab. ix. Liv. xliv.
TENEDOS,
an island in circuit about 80
furlongs, opposite to the continent of Troas, at Achseum, between Sigeium and Larissa, and distant from it 40 furlongs.
Strab. xiii.
TENOS,
an island, one of the Cyclades.
Vide Cyclades.
TEOY,a maritime city of Ionia, situate
in thevery isthmus of theErythraean Chersonnesus, distant from Lebedos 120 furlongs. &ab. xiv.
TERMERIUM,
a promontory of the >findians, opposite to the isle Cos. Strab. xiv.
TEUGLUSSA,
an island not far from Halicarnassus. Thuc. \iii.
THASOS,
an island upon the coast of
Tbrace, half-a-day’s sail from Amphipolis.
Thuc. iv.
THEBB, the principal city of Baotia,
situate near the rivers Ismenus and Asopus, Strab. ix: distant from Plataea 70 furlongs. Thuc. ii.
THERA,an island on the coast of Crete,
distant from a promontory thereof called
Dion, 70 furlongs. Strab. x.
a small island near to Thera.
THERASIA,
Strab. X.
THERXE
and the THERMBAN
BAY.TRERME
is a city in the bottom of the
BAY
Thermzan hay ; and the THERMBAX
is presently within Pellene. Herod. vii.
THERMOPYLI.
the strait entrance into
Greece out of Thessaly, of about half an
acre’s breadth, between the mountain Wta
and the Melian bay. Called Thermopylce
from hot waters that rise there, which the
Grecians call Thermsa: and from gates
made there by the Phoceans in old time,
which they call Pylae. Herod. vii, This
08

strait is distant from Chdcia in E u b
furlongs. Strab. ix.
THEBPIB,
a city of Bceotia, under mount
Helicon, on the confines of the cit Aliartus. Paus. Bceot. Near to the &seaan
bay. Strab. ix.
THESPROTIS,
a maritime region of Epirus, borderin on the Ambmiotes and
Leucadians. erod. viii. The Chmnes
and Thesproti have the whole coast, from
the Ceraunian mountains to the bay of
Ambracia. Strab. vii.
TEESSALIA,
a region of Greece, contained within the mountains Olympus,
Ossa, Pelion, (which is to the sea), Othrys
and Pindus, Herod. vii: where he layeth
out the bounds of Thessaly exactl
THORICU~,
a maritime town OTAttioa,
toward the Eubcean sea, next beyond the
promontory Snnium. Strab. ix. Vide
Helena.
THRACIA,
a kingdom bordering on
Macedonia, at the river Strymon, described at lar e by Thuc. ii.
THRIO,an! THRIASII
CAMPL-THRLA,
or THRIO,z town of Attica, between
Athens and Eleusis, over against Salamis.
The fields belon ‘ng to it are called Thriasii campi, and t f e shore Thriasium litus.
Strab. ix. Herod. viii.
THRONIUM,
a city of Locris, upon the
Melian bay, between the promontory
Cnemides and Thermop le Strab. ix.
THURIDEB.
a city in t l e Messenian bay,
the first towards the east, distant from the
promontory TEenarus 70 furlongs. Paus.
Lac.
THURIUM,
a city of Laconia, 80 furlongs above Pharz. Paus. Mess.
THYAXUS,
a river of Epirus, dividing
Thesprotis from Cestrine. Thuc. i.
THYAXUS,
a hill on the confines of
Agrrpis and Amphilochia, not far from
Argos Amphilochicum. Thuc. iii.
THYREA,
a maritime city, in the bay of
Argos, in the territory called Cynuria.
It confineth on Argeia and Laconia, Thuc.
v: and on the territory of Tegea. Paus.
Am.
THYSSUS,
a city in mount Athos. Thuc.
iv. Herod. vii.
TEICHIUM,
a city of Btolia, in the part
inhabited by the Apodoti. Thuc. vii.
TEITHOREA,
a city in the top of Parnassus, called also Neon, 80 furlongs from
Delphi. Paus. Phoc.
TMOLCS,
a mountain between the river
Caystrus and the city of Sardes. Herod. v.
Sardes standeth at the foot of Trnolus, and
out of this hiu riseth the river Pactolus.
Strab. xiii.
530
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TOLOPHON,
a city of the Locri Ozolae. on the side of the Bgman sea, between
Bolis and Hellespont. Strab. xii.
Thuc. iii.
TRCEZEN,
a maritime city of Argeia, the
TOMEUB,
a hill near to Pylus in Mesutmost in the bay of Hermione, Strab.viii:
senia. Thuc. iv.
TORONE,
and the BAYOF TORONE.- confining on E Idauria. Paus. Cor.
TROIA.Vile Ilium.
TORONE
is a Chalcidic city, between the
TROGILIUY,
a promontory, and foot of
Singitic and Toronean bays, near the
promontor Ampelus. Herod. vii. The the mountain Mycale, over against the
place of t i e Toroman bay is understood isle Samos, which with Posidoum, a proout of Livy xliv: where he saith that Cas- montory of that isle, maketh the strait
sandrea (orpotidea) standeth between the there 7 furlongs over. Strab. xiv.
Macedonian sea aud the bay of Torone.
ZACYNTHUB,
an island over against PeTRAGIA.an island near to Samos,
Thuc. i. TRAQES,islands about Miletus. loponnesus. Strab. x. Now called Zante.
ZAREX,a maritime city of Laconia, disStrab. xiv.
TRIOPIUM,
a promontory of the Cni- tant on one side from Epidaurus Limers
100 furlongs, and from Cyphanta on the
dians. Thuc. viii. Vide Cnidus.
TRIPODISCUS,
a village of Megaris. other side, 16 furlongs. Paus. Lac.
ZELEIA,a city under mount Ida, toward
Thuc. iv.
TRITBA,
a cit of Achaia, remote from Propontis, distant from C zicus 190 fur...
and from the sea 80 Lrlongs. Strab.
longs,
the sea, distant &om P h a r s 120 furlongs.
Paus. Ach. Also a city of the Locri x111.
ZONA,a city on thc shore of Doriscus
Ozoh. Thuc. iii.
TROAS,
a territory of Asia the Less, in Thrace. Herod. vii.
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ABDERA,i. 260.
ABYDOS
revolteth from the Athenians, ii.
384.

ACANTHUS
revolteth from the Athenians,
i. 47 1.
ACARNANIANS,
why so called, i. 268:
thieves, i. 6: their league with Athens,
i. 225: good slingers, i. 241.
ACESINE,a river of Sicily, i. 408.
ACHAIAoligarchized,ii. 94.
ACHARNEa great part of the Athenian
city,i. 176.
ACHELOUS,
i. 267.
ACHERON,
i. 52.
ACHERUSIA, ibid.
ACRE,when and by whom built, ii. 118.
ACRAGASTE,
when and by whom built, ii.
117.

ACTE,i. 492.
ACTIUM,
i. 34.
~EGINETE,
they incense the Lacedaemonians against the Athenians, i. 70.
&GINA yielded to the Athenians, i. 111:
they are received by the Lacedaemonians into Thyrea, ii.182: and taken by
the Athenian; and put to death, i. 440.
XGITIUM,
i. 365.
BGYPT:
the Athenians in2Egypt defeated,
i. 112.

X&s;(HEemus), i. 258.
B N U S , i. 413.
&EOLIAN ISLANDS,
i. 383.
BTNA
burneth, i. 384.
&oLIa,i. 362.
AGIAMEXNON,
his power, i. 9.
AGIS, withdraweth his army from Argos,
and why, ii. 72: he levieth money in
Thessal , ii. 326 : his power when he
was at Xkceleia, ii. 327.
AGREI,i. 267.
AGRBIS,i. 374.
AGRIANEEI,
i. 259.
ALCAMENES
slain, ii. 333.
ALCIBIADES,
how he crosseth Nicias, and
. deceiving the Lacedremonian ambassa-

dors procnreth a league between the
Athenians and Argives, ii. 53: he goeth
with charge into Peloponnesus, iL 64:
presseth the Sicilian expedition, and
why, ii. 128 : is accused for defacing the
Mercuries, ii. 141 : his opinion touching
the managing of the Sicihan war, ii. 164 :
is called home to his trial, u. 168: he
unbetrayeth Messana, ii. 191 : his advice
to the Lacedremonians to fortify Deceleia,
ii. 212 : he flieth to Tissaphernes, ii.366:
he counselleth Tissaphernes against the
LacedEmonians, ii. 366-8: seeketh to return to Athens, ii. 369 : he deludeth the
Athenians in demand of intolerable conditions, and why, ii. 378-80: his return
propounded at Athens, ii. 369-70 : he is
made general of the Athenian arm at
Samos, ii. 404 : his return decreei at
Athens, ii. 426: he hindereth the army
of the Athenians from invading the city
of Athens, ii. 409 : he goeth after Tissaphernes to Aspendus, and why, ii. 412.
ALCIDAS sent to relieve Jlytilene, i. 292:
his behaviour in that voyage, i. 294 : his
return with his fleet into Peloponnesus,
i. 338 : his charge against Corcyra at
Sybota, i. 343.
AMMEON, i. 267.
ALMOPIA,i. 263.
ALOPE,i. 182.
ALYZIA,ii. 256.
AXBRACIAN
GULF,i. 34.
AMBRACIOTES
war against the Acarnanians,i.237 :aredefeated atIdomene,i.379.
AMORGES, a rebel against the king of Persia, ii. 328,350-1.
AMPHIPOLIS,
called theNINE-WAYS, i. 103,
485. taken by Brasidas, i. 489 : refuseth
to be rendered to the Athenians, ii. 26.
ANACTORIUM,
i. 34,383,433. u. 35.
ANEA, a city over against Samos, i. 458 :
the Anieans were Samians, i. 295.
ANAPUS,a river in Acarnania, i. 241 : a
river near Syracuse, u. 216, 309.
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ANDROBTHENEB,
victor in the Olympic
games, ii, 60.
ANTANDROS,
taken by the outlaws of My.

,

tilene, i. 435.
ANTEEMUS,
i. 263.
ANTHEBTERION,
i. 172.
ANTIPHON,
ii. 390-1.
ANTITANES,
(Atintanians), i. 239.
APHRODISIA,
i. 438.
APHYTIS,i. 68,
APIDANUS,
river of Thessaly, i. 463.
APODOTI,
i. 362.
APOLLO
MALLOEIS,
i. 271.
ARCADIANS
borrowed ships for the Trojm
war, i. 11.
ARCHIDICE,
daughter of Hippias, her epitaph, ii. 175.
ARCHIDAMUS,
king of Lacedemon, general of the Peloponnesians, i. 164: blamed
for his delay at CEnoc, i. 174: his purpose in staying at Acharna, i. 176: his
protestation against Platzea, i. 231.
ARCHON:
the nine archontes, i. 128.
ARCTURUS,

i. 235.

ARGILIAN,one betrayeth Pausanias, i. 135.
ARGINUM,
ii. 355.
ARGIVES:
they refuse to renew the truce
with S arta and why, ii. 16, 27: they
treat oflleague against the Lacedsmonians with the rest of the Grecians, ii. 82 :
they seek eace with Sparta, ii, 47-50 :
t h e j makeleague with Athens, ii. 51-9:
their army intercepted between the
armies of their enemies, ii. 7 1 : they renounce their league with the Mantineans, ii. 91.
ARGOS,
i. 11 :Argos Amphilochicum,i. 225 :
invaded by the Ambraciotes, i. 3 7 2 :
Argos oligarchised, again relapseth into
a democracy, ii. 94.
ARISTEUB,
i. 34, 64.
ARISTOGEITON,
i. 23: his fact against the
tyrants, ibid. ii. 169.
ARISTON,h k stratagem, ii. 266.
ARMIES,
a property of all armies in fight,
what it is, ii. 83 ;greatness of the Athen.
ian army set forth for Sicily, ii. 143-7.
ARMOUR
ordinarily worn, i. 6 : laid by first
by the Athenians, ibid.
ARTAPHERNES,
ambassador from the king
of Persia to Sparta, taken by the Atheuians and his letters read, i.433.
ARTAXERXEs,i. 107,141 :hisdeath,i.433-4.
ARTYNE,a magistracy in Argos, ii. 58.
ASINE,i. 396,437, ii. 214.
ABOPIUS,
the son of Phormio, i. 274.
ASTACUR,
L 185,266.
ASTYOCHUE,
general of the Peloponnesians, 5 . 3 4 1 : his dan er, ii. 355: he discloseth the treason o f Phrynicus to Aloibiades, ii. 372-3: in danger to be slain

by mutiny, ii. 406: discharged of his
command, ii. 407.
i. 186,357 : ii. 23.
the first of the Grecians that
r w civil, i. 6 ; they wore the grassoppers in their hair, i. 7 : their manner of governing their confederates,
i. 22, 82, 102. ii. 193: their disposition,
i. 74-6, 191: they break the league by
aiding the Corcyrzeans, i. 56, 61 : they
wall their city, i. 94-7 : their victory
at the river Eurymedon, i. 103: their
reputation for mural assaults, i. 105:
how they got the leading of Greece,
i. 93: the Grecians hate them in the
beginning of this war, i. 162: they refuse
to hear the messenger from Archidamus, i. 166: their custom of living in
the country towns, i. 170-3: their revenue and treasure, i. 168: their forces,
i. 169, 186: they love to hear and tell
news, i. 194: they seek peace with the
Lacedsmonians, i. 212: they question
their commanders for compounding with
Potidca, i. 227: they desire to conquer
Sicil , i. 355: they banish their comm a n i r s for returning out of Sicily, i.
446: they withhold the galleys of the
Peloponnesians at Pylos upon a cavil,
i 405: they refuse to render Pylos, and
why, ii. 41 : they war on Macedonia, i.
62-3: they break the peace with Lacedemon, ii. 226: their miserable rising
from Syracuse, and their final defeat, ii.
305-18: they were fitter to be friends of
the Persians than were the Lacedamonians, and why, ii. 368.
THENS made great by Theseus, i. 170-1 :
greatest in the time of Pericles, i. 219.
THOS, i. 492: by what nations inhabited,
ibid.
TREUS, i. 10.
TTICA, sterile ground, i. 3 : how it became populous, ibid: invaded, i. 115,
175, 201, 269, 292, 386. ii. 243.
XIUS, i. 263.

.TILLANTE,
.THENIANS

i. 172: c i t y BaCchanals celebrated in the end of winter,
ibid.
~ T T L E S BY
, SEA between the Corcyraeans
and Corinthians, i. 16: between the
Athenians andaginetae, i. 107: between
the Athenians and Peloponnesians at
Cecryphaleia, ibid: at Halias, ibid: between the Athenians and the Samians,
i. 117-19: between the Athenians and
Phcenicians &c, i. 112: between Phormio and the Peloponnesians, i. 241:
again, i. 252: between the Pel0 onnesiana and Corcyraeans, i. 344: getween
LCCHANAL HOLIDAYS,
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the Lacedaemonians and Athenians at
Pylos, i. 394 : between the Syracusians
and Athenians in the strait of Messana, i. 407 : between the Syracusians
and Athenians in the great haven, ii.
246: again,ii. 265: again, ii. 281: again,
ii. 299-302:between the Athenians and
Corinthians. i. 241 : between the Athenians and Peloponnesians at Eretria, ii.
422-4: at Cynos-sema, 5. 431-3:-BY
LAND, between the Athenians and C o rinthians at Potid%a, i. 66: between the
Athenipw and Peloponnesisns in Megam, 1. 108: at Tanagra, i. 110: besween the Athenians and Bmotians at
Coroneia, i. 115: between the Ambraciotes and Acarnanians, i. 376: between
the Athenians and Corinthians at Solygeia, i. 427 : between the Athenians and
Bceotians at Delium, i. 479: between
the Lacedzemonians and Argives, ii. 83 :
between the Syracusians and Athenians,
ii. 186: between the same by night, ii.
271 : between the Athenians and Peloponnesians at Miletus, ii. 347.
BERRCXA,i. 65.
BELL,used in going the round, i. 517.
BESTman, i. 89.
BIRDSdied of the pestilence, i. 205.
BISALTIA,
i. 263, 492.
BITEYNIANSare Thracians on Asia side
of the Bosporus, i. 458.
BCEOTARCHANTES,
i. 154,474. ii. 45.
BCEOTIA,
fertile ground, i. 3 : called formerly Cadmeis, i. 14: the Bceotians
came from Arne in Thessalv, ibid: are
overcome in battle at (Enophyta, i. 111:
overcome at Coroneia, i. 115: they take
Heracleia into protection, ii. 64.
BCEUM,
i. 10%
BOLBE,
the lake, i. 64, 486.
BOLISSUS,
ii. 345.
BOMIANS,
i. 364.
BOTTIZISrevolteth from the Athenians
i. 63: the Athenians and Bottiajana
fight, i. 236-7.
BOTTIA,
i. 263.
BRASIDAS
saves Methone, and is publiclj
praised at Sparta, i. 181: joined as E
counsellor with Cnemus,i. 244: swound.
eth of his wounds at P los, i. 395 : hc
passeth through Thew$, i. 460-3:re.
fuseth to aid Perdiccas, i. 467 : taketb
Acanthos, i. 468-72:is praised hy thc
author, i. 466: is envied at Sparta, i
491: he taketh Torone, i. 492.4: anc
Lecythus, i. 494-7: is honoured b thc
Scionajans, i. 503: he receiveth d n d c
that revolteth from the Athenians, i. 505
his retreat out of Lyncus, i. 507-12: hc
attempteth Potidsaby night, i. 517: his

stratagem against Cleon a6 Amphi.
8 : his death, burial, and ho.
nours, ii. 12-13.
BFCOLIUM, i. 517.
BUDORUg, i. 257,317.
BUPHRAS,
i. 499.
BURIAL, how the Carians were buried, i. 8.

POLS,ii.

~ E A D A , i. 138.
~ALLIANS, i. 364.
~ALLIAS, general of

the Athenians at Po-

tidzea, i. 65.8.
~ALLIRRHOE, a fountain,
PIPES, i. 172.

or THE NINE-

CALYDON,i. 368.
~ A M A R I N A , when

and by whom built, ii.

118: refuseth to receive the Athenians,
ii. 192, 205.
ZARDAMYLE, ii. 345.
CARIaNS, inhabited the Cyclades, i. 8 :

addicted to robbery, ibid: expelled the
Cyclades by Minos, i. 9;known by their
form of burial, i. 8-9.
CARNEIUS, a month kept holy by the Dorians, ii. 66: Carneian holidays, ii.87,88.
CARYE, ii. 67.
CARYSTUS,i. 102. ii. 285.
CATALOGUEof the confederates on both
sides at Syracuse, ii. 284: of the confe.
derates of the Lacedtemonians and
Athenians, ii. 287.
CATANA,surprised by the Athenians, ii.
167: when and by whom built, ii. 115.
CAULONIA,
ii. 249.
CAUSEof the Peloponnesian war, i. 27.
CENCHREIE,i. 427,429. ii.332,341.
CEPHALLENIA,
i. 32,185.
CERDYLIUM,
ii. 6,10.
CESTRINE,i. 52.
CERCINE,i. 261.
CHBRONEIA,taken by the Athenians, i.
114: the Bceotian outlaws seek to betray
it, i. 459: subject to the city of Orchomenus, ibid.
CHALCIDEANS,
they revolt from the Athenians, i. 63: they retire from Olynthus,
ibid.: they procure an army out of Peloponnesus, and why, i. 463: they league
with the Argives, ii. 37.
CHALCIDEUS
slain, ii. 345.
CHALCIS,i. 1 1 1,242.
CHALLEANS,
i. 367.
CHAONIANS,
i. 225, 237 : defeated by the
men of Stratos, i. 240.
CHEIMERIUM,
i. 36,52.
CHIANS,not deprived of liberty by the
Athenians, and why, i. 278 : ii. 201 :
forced to raze their city wall, L 434:
desire to be protected b the Lacedaemonians,ii.397-8:revolt~omtheAthen-
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ians, ii. 336: kept by the Athenians fron
the use of the sea, ii. 346.
CRUSIS,a territory, i. 236.
CHRYSIS,a woman-priest of Juno at Ar
gos, slept whilst the temple was fired
i. 516.
CIMON,i. 101 : taketh Eion, ibid. : warretl
on Cyprus, i. 113-4: dieth before Ci
tium, i. 114.
~ T H E R O N ,i. 231,291.
CLARO~,
i. 296:.
CLAZOMENE,
11. 336.
CLEARIDAS,
i. 516. ii. 7 , 8 , 1 3 : endeavour
eth to dissolve the peace, ii. 26.
CLEOBULUS,
ii. 42, 45.
CLEON,
hindereth the peace with the La.
cediemonians, i. 404; undertaketh thc
expugning of Sphacteria, i. 412: his
boast, i. 413: he warreth on Amphipolis.
ii. 6 : is in contempt with his army, ii. 7
winneth Torone, ii. 3 : is slain at Amphipolis, ii. 12.
CLEONE,i. 492.
CNEMUS,overcome at sea by Phormio, i.
241-3.

COLON&,i. 133.
COLOPHON,
i. 297 :haven of the Colophon-

ians near Torone, ii. 2.
COHBIXATIONS
for offices, ii. 377.
CORCYRA,
metropolitan of Epidamnus, i.
27: strong in shippiug,i. 30: called of
old Pheacia, ibid. : conveniently situated
for passage into Sicily, i. 51: CorcyrBans not accustomed to league with
others, i. 38 : masters of the sea, i. 36 :
divers of them taken by the Corinthians
in Anactorium, i. 60: their sedition beginneth, i. 338: the great men take
sanctuary, i. 343: they encamp on Istone, i. 354.
CORINTHIANS,
protect Epidamnns, i. 32:
their expostulation with the Athenians,
i. 59 : Corinthia invaded by the Athenians, i. 425 : Corinth, how far from the
sea that looketh towardsAthens,i.426-7 :
Corinthians fall off from the Lacedamonians to the Argives, and why, ii.
31, 3 4 ; they fall off again from the Argives, and why, ii. 59, 60: they resolve
to aid the Syracusians, ii. 208.
CORONEIA,
i. 115.
CORONTE,i. 266.
CORTYTA,i. 438.
CORYCOS, ii. 336.
COFLYPHABIUM,
i. 387, 499. ii. 23.
Cos, ii. 362.
COUNCIL
OF THE BEAN,
ii. 388,392.
CRANII,i. 185.
CRIBSEANGULF, i. 110.
CROCYLEIUM,

i. 364

CUETOMB,
as in arts, the newest prevail,

i. 76: of the Lacedamonians, not hastily
to coiidemn a Spartan, i. 135: of the
Thracians touching gifts, i. 260.
CYCLADES,i. 163, 370 : governed by the
sons of Minos, i. 5.
CYCLOPEB,
i. 112.
CYDONIA,i. 245.
CYLLENE,i. 36, 244. ii. 208.
CYLON,i. 127-9.
CUME,in Bolia, i. 295. ii. 353: in Opicia,
ii. 117.
CYNOBSEMA,
ii. 432, 433, 434.
CYNURIA,i. 439. ii. 48.
CYRENEANS,i. 112. ii. 278.
CYRRHUB,i. 264.
C Y T m R d , opposite to Malea, i. 435 : taken
by the Athenians, i. 436: Cytherodices,
i. 435: Cythereans removed into the
Cyclades, 1. 440.
CYTINIUI, i. 109, 363.
~ Y Z I C U B , recovered by the Athenians,
ii. 434.

DAPHNUS, ii. 345, 353.
DASCON, founder of Camarina, ii. 118 : the
dlage, ii. 184.
DAIJLIA, i. 184.
DECELEIA, the incommodities arising to
the Athenians from the fortification
there, ii. 252.
~ E L P H I ,i. 29.
~ E L O S the
,
treasury of the Athenian tributes, i. 101: Delos consecrated, i. 8,
369: no man might be born or suffered
to die in Delos, i. 370: Delian games,
ibid; Deliaus driven out of Delos, are
received into Adramyttium, i. 2 : replanted in Delos, i. 37.
~ E L I U M in
, the territoryof Tanagra, i,472:
taken by the Athenians, i. 473: battle
at Delium, i. 473-80.
IEMOCRACY,
cons ired against at Athens,
i. 110: dissolve$ at Argos, ii. 94; what
it is, ii. 209-10.
)EIOSTHENES, invadethatoh, i. 362': is
defeated, i. 365: feareth to return to
Athens, i. 366: he maketh peace with
the Peloponnesians shut up in Olpse,
and why, i. 377 : his acts in Acarnania,
375-80: attempteth Siphz in k o t i a , i.
472: taketh Pylos, i. 387: he putteth
the fort before Epidaurus into the hands
of the Epidaurians, and how, ii. 93: he
arriveth at Syracuse, ii. 268 : his attempt
on Epipolre, ii. 270-4: adviseth to arise
from before Syracuse, ii. 275: is taken
prisoner, ii. 315.
)ERCBANS, i. 266.
)ERDAS, brother to Perdiccas, i. 62, 64.
~ A L O G U E between the Athenians and
Melians, ii. 97.
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Dn, i. 258: ii. 252.
DIODIILUS,
a fugitive of Andros, ii. 217
slain at Epipola, ii. 218.
DION,in Macedonie, i. 463.
DION,in mount Athos, i. 492.
DOBERUB,
i. 261, 264.
DOLOPIA,
i. 267.
DORIEUS,
of Rhodes, victor in the Olym
pian games, i. 276: ii. 356,406.
DORIS,metropolitan of the Lacedamon
ians, i. 109,359.
DRABESCUS,
i. 103, 485.
DROANS,
i. 266.
DRIMUSSA,
ii. 353.
DYNE,i. 243.
EARTHQUAKE,
attributed to the violatior
of religion, i. 130: at Delos, i. 162: him
dereth the Lacedamonians from invad.
ing Attica, i. 104, 356: instances of, i.
104, 355-7, 434. ii. 54, 63, 330: their
natural cause, i. 357.
ECHINADES,
i. 267.
ECLIPSE,
of the sun, i. 26,183,434: of the
moon, ii. 279 : keepeth %ins from removing from before Syracuse, ii. 280.
EETONEIA
fortified, by whom and why,
ii. 414 16, 417-20.

EGESTBAN
ambassadors at Athens, ii. 119
the Egesteans deceive the Athenianr
and how, ii. 163.
EIDOMENE,
i. 264.
EDONIANS,
i. 103,263,492.
EION,i. 101, 389, 433, 486, 489.
ELAPHEBOLION,
i. 501.
ELBATIS,
i. 52.
ELEIASS,
their league with Corinth,ii. 36
their quarrel with the Lepreates, ibid
and with the Lacedamonians, ibid. i i
60: they leave the Argive army, an(
why, ii. 75: they refuse to be compre
hended in the peace between the Lace
dzmonians and Athenians, ii. 20.
ELEUS,an island adjacent to Miletus, ii
348.

ENIPEUS,
i. 462.
EORDIA,
i. 263.
EPHESUS,
games of, i. 370.
EPEORI,their power to imprison theii
king, i. 133-4.
EPHYRA,
i. 52.
EPIDAHNUS,
i. 27 : Epidamnians implorc
the aid of the Corcyrsans, i. 28: pul
themselves into the protection of the Co.
rinthians, i. 29: taken by the Corcyrm
ans, i. 35
EPIDAURUS,
i. 211 : Limera, i. 439: ii. 226
Epidaurian war, ii. 65,68: besieged b j
the Athenians, ii. 88.
EPIDEMIURGI, magistrates, i. 61.
EPIPOLIE,
ii. 191,217.
VOL. IX.

ERB,revolteth from the Athenians, ii. 341.
ERESSOS,
i. 285: revolteth, ibid
ERETRIANS
betray the Athenians, u.423-4.
ERINEUM,
in Doris, i. 109: in Achaia, ii.
260.

ERYTHRB,
i. 291.
EUARCHUS,
t aut of Astacus, i. 185.
EUB~EA
revogth from the Athenians, i.
1 1 5 :recovered by Pericles, i. 116 : sen&
to Agis for protection, ii. 327.
EVENUS,
i. 242.
EUESPERITB,
ii. 279.
EUPALIUM,
i. 364, 367.
EUROPUS.
i. 264.
EURYELUB,
ii. 217,230,271.
EURYIIEDOX
slain, ii. 281.
EURYSTHEUS,
i. 10.
EURYTANIANS,
i. 362.
EUXINE
SEA, i. 261.
EXACTIOI~,
cause of revolt, i. 102.

FACTIONS
of the Grecians, i. 21.
FEAR,
the cause of faith in leagues, i. 278 :
of illjury to come, cause of mar, i. 279.
FIRESsignificant, i. 256, 289, 346: great
fire in Platza, i. 234.
FLFETof Athenians at Salamis, how great,
i. 79: for Sicily, how great, ii. 143-160:
not receiied by the cities of Sicily, ii.
161.

FUNERAL
at Athens for the first slain in
the mar, i. 187.
GAMES,Delian, i. 370: at Ephesus, ibid.
GARMENTS
of Lacedaemoniannobility, i. 7.
GELA,ahen and by whom built, ii. 116.
~EOIORI,

ii. 342.

SERBSTUS,
i. 272.
~ E R A N E I A , i.

108,110,453.

~ E T E S i.
, 258.

SIGONUS,
i. 65.
SONGPLUS,
keepeth the Syracusians from
yielding to the Athenians, ii. 230.
~ O R T Y N I A , i. 264.
~ R E E C Edivided into leagues, i. 21.
~RESTONIA (Crestonia), I. 263,492.

SYLIPPUS,general of the Peloponnesians
at Syracuse,ii. 214: arriveth at S racuse,
ii. 230 : his message to the Atlenians,

6.231.
IALIAS,
i. 107, 211.
€ARHODIUS, i. 23 : solicited to love by Hipparchus, ii. 170.
IELLANICUS,
the historiogapher, i. 101.
IELLAS,
whence so called, i. 4.
IELLEK,
the son of Deucalion, i. 4.
IELORINE
way, ii. 188,313.
IELOTES,
i. 104: wh called Messenians,
ibid : the plots of txe LacedBmonians to
keep them weak, i. 464.
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HERACLFXA,
when and by whom built, i.

359 :infested by the Thessalians, i. 360:

commodiously seated for the war against
Athens, i. 359 : weakened by the Dolopians, ii. 64.
HERACLEIDE,
i. 10, 15.
HERMIONE,
i. 130,211.
HERMOCRATETEB
banished, ii. 408.
HEBTLBANB
put out of Eubcea by the
Athenians, i. 116.
HIERA,Vulcan’s shop, i. 356.
HIMERA,
when and by whom built, ii. 117 :
invaded by the Athenians, ii. 179 : aideth
Gylippus, ii. 229,288.
HIPPARCHUS,
brother to Hippias the tyrant of Athens, slain by Harmodius and
Aristogeiton, i.23.ii. 173: soliciteth Harmodius to love, and is denied, ii. 170 :
disgraceth Harmodius,ii. 172 : how slain,
ii. 173: why thought afterwards to have
been the tyrant, ii. 172.
HIPPIAS,tyrant of Athens, i. 23. ii. 170 :
eldest son of Peisistratus, ibid : driven
out of Athens by the Lacedrrmonians,
returneth with the Persians to Marathon,ii. 17.5: an Arcadian slain by Paches contrary to faith, i. 298.
HIPPOCRATELI,
taketh Delium, i. 473.
HOLIDAY,
some or other at Athens continually, i. 191, 192.
HOLYWAR, i. 114.
HOMER,i. 4, 11, 12, 195,370, 371.
HOPE,ii. 103.
HORSEMEN,
a degree in estate at Athens,
i. 282: ordained by the Lacedmnonians,
i. 438.
HYCCARA,
ii. 179.
HYPERBOLUS,
ii. 396.
HYSIB, of Attica, i. 291 : of Argeia, taken
by the Lacedrrmonians, ii. 96.

IASUS,
taken by the Peloponnesians, ii. 350.
ICTRYS
promontory, i. 181.
IDA,
i. 435 : ii. 435.
IDOMENE,
in Macedonia, i. 264: in Amphilochia, i. 379.
IEGAS,
ii. 230.
ILLYRIARB,
i. 31: betray Perdiccas, i. 507.
IMAGES
of Mercury at Athens defaced, ii.
141.

IMBRIANS,
i. 273,413. ii. 284.
INARUS,
a rebel, crucified, i. 112.
INESSA
(Nessa),i. 369; Innessaeans, ii. 215.
INSCRIPTION
on the Tripod by Pausanias.
i. 135 :by the Lacedremonians, ibid.
INUNDATION
at Orobire, i. 356: at Atalanta,
i. 357.
IONIA
planted by Athenians, i. 3, 15, 99,
172.

Ism=, taken for the building of oitiee, i
8 : Isthmus of Pdene, i. 61.
ISTONE,
i. 354,430.

‘TALY, whence so named, ii. 113.
.THOME, i. 104 : yielded np, i. 106.
~TONIANS, ii. 6.

rmo’s temple at Argos burnt, i. 516:
built in the ruins of Platzea, i. 336.

KING of Lacedzemon had but one vote in
in council, i. 23.
KINGDOMS with honours limited, i. 16.
LACEDBMONIANS, noblemen plaiii in their
garments, i. 7 : pulled down the tyrants
in Greece, i. 20: how the governed
their confederates, i. 22 : s%w to war
without necessity, i. 119: pretend the
liberty of Greece, i. 162: they would
have no walled cities without Peloponnesus, and why, i. 95 : they are hindered
from the invasion of Attica by an earthquake, i. 104: their government always
severe, not always just, i. 361 : Laced=monians put into the isle of Sphacteria,
i. 391-2: they desire to treat for their
men at Pylos with a private committee,
i. 405 : their men taken in Sphacteria
put in bonds,i. 424: they seek peace secretly, i. 425 : their policy in destroying
their Helotcs, i. 464: they seek peace,
and why, i. 497 : their men taken in Py10s delivered, ii. 28 : league with the Argives, and why, ii. 49: their ambassadors
rough1 used at Athens, ii. 51: they
make i a g u e privately with the Bceotians, ii. 47 : the war on Argos, ii. 69 :
their army at Eeuctra, ii. 66: are excluded from the Olympian games, ii. 602 : and fined in a sum of money, ibid. :
their discipline in charging the enemy,
ii. 83 : they fight long for a victory, but
follow the enemy not far, ii. 8 6 : they
. make ready 100 galle s for the Ionian
war, ii. 326: commo&ous enemies for
the Athenians, ii. 425.
LABDALUM,
ii. 218.
LADE,
ii. 339.
LBSTRIGONES,
ii. 112.
LAMACEUS,
i. 458 : his opinion touching
the conduction ofthe Sicilian war,ii. 165:
slain, ii. 222.
LAMPSACUS,
i. 142: revolteth from the
Athenians, ii. 384: recovered again, ibid.
LAODICIUM,
i. 517.
LARISSA,
i. 462. ii. 430.
LATMOS,
the island, i. 297.
LEBANS,i. 259.
LEAGUE
: two y
t leagues in Greece, i.
21 :league de ensive between the Athenians and Corc eans, i. 51 : league between the Amcaciotes and Acarnanians,
i. 382 : between the Athenians and Laceda?monians,ii.27 :between the Argives
and Eleians, ii. 36; betweenJhe Argives
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and Lacedamonians, ii. 49 : between th
Lacedemonians and Tissaphernes, ii
340 : again, ii. 357 : again, ii. 880.
LEBEDOS
revolteth from the Athenians, ii
341.

LECYTHUS, i. 494-7.
LEMNOS,
i. 116, 201, 273, 413, 492. ii.
284-5.
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MEGARAattempted b the Athenians, i
448-53:treason in, &covered, i. 451.
MEGARA-HYRLIEA, when and by whom
built, ii. 116.
MEGAREANB
forbidden commerce in Attics, i. 71,143: revolt from the Lacedemonians, i. 106: from the Athenians, i.
115: expect the event of battle between
Brasidas and the Athenians, i. 454: ontlaws recalled, i. 456 :set up theoligarchy,
i. 457: refuse to be comprehended in the
peace between the Athenians and Lacedaemonians, ii. 20.
MEGARIS
invaded by the Athenians, i. 186,

LEOCORIUM, i. 23.ii. 173.
LEONTINES,
aided by the Athenians, i.354
the commons driven out by the few, ii. 4
the nobility go to dwell at Syracuse
ibid.: they seize on certain places o
their own territory, ibid.
LEONTIUM,
ii. 115-6.
44:.
LEOTYCHIDEB, general at M cale, i. 93-4. MELIANS,
i. 359 : dialogue with the AthenLEPREATES,
quarrel with t i e Eleians, ii
ians, ii. 97-106.
36,40.
MELITIA,i. 461.
LESBOS,
i. 270: received into the league o MELOS,i. 163: besieged b the Athenians,
the Peloponnesians, i. 282 : revoltetl
i. 358 : dialogue with t i e Athenians, ii.
97-106:taken and sacked, ii. 110.
from the Athenians, ii. 343: tenth of thc
MENDE revolteth from the Athenians, i.
land consecrated, i. 316.
LETTER
; Nicias to the Athenian people
505.
ii. 237: Xerxes to Pausanias, i. 132.
MESSANA,i.358: revoltethfrom the AthenLEUCAB, i. 35, 52,238,361,390.
ians, i. 385 : invades Naxos, i. 406 : why
LEUCIMNA,
i. 35,53, 345.
called Zancle, ii. 117.
LEUCONIUnl, ii. 346.
MESSAPIANS,
i. 367. ii. 259.
LEUCTRA
of Arcadia, ii. 66.
METHONE,of Laconk, i. 181.
LICHAS,
a Lacedcemonian,whipped, ii. 62 METHPMNE, revolteth from the rest O f
sent with authority into Ionia, iii 360
Lesbos, i. 270, 273: warreth on Antissa,
hated bp the Milesians, ii. 407.
i. 285.
LIMNEA, ~239,374.
METHYDRIUM,i i 70.
LIPARA, i. 356.
&ETUS,
revolteth from the Athenians,
L~CHAGI,
ii. 79.
ii. 339.
LWRIOZOLI, thieves. i. 6.
MINDARUS, general of the Peloponnesians,
LOCRIS
in Italy, confederate with Syra.
ii. 407 : goeth into Hellespont, ii. 427-8.
cuse, i. 354:make peace with the Athen. bfINOA, i.448:takenbyNiciau,i.316.i:499.
ians, ii. 5.
MINOS, master of the sea, and the first that
LYCEUM, ii. 19, 66.
had a great navy, i. 5 : freed the sea of
LYNKESTIANS, i. 262,466,506.
pirates, i. 9.
XPTILENIANS,i. 270:why not deprived of
MACEDONIA:
the beginning of the reign ol
liberty, i. 278: the eommons yield the
the Temenide, i. 262 : the description
city to the Athenians, i. 293: sentence
of that kingdom, ibid
at Athens against Mytilene, i. 299,315:
MBDI (Medes), i. 261.
1000 Mytilenzans ut to death, i. 315:
MBNALIA, ii. 76.
outlaws lose Antanlros, i. 458.
MAGISTRACY
: a new magistracy erected at
MOLOBSIANS,i. 139,239.
Athens, ii. 343-4:Epidemiurgi, magis- MOLPCHREIUM, i. 244,368.
trates at Potidea, i. 61: Cytherodices, MONTH: Elaphebolion, i. 501. ii 25 : Geraat Cythera, i. 435.
stion, i. 501 : Artemisium, c. 24: carMAGNESIA
of Asia, i. 142.
neios, E. 66.
MAGNETIANS,
i. 265.
MOUNT raised against Platrea, i. 231.
MALEA,
i.273-4.
KYCALE, i. 94.ii. 402.
MALOEIS
Apollo, i. 271.
KYCALESSUS, ii. 254-6.
MANTINEANS
and Tegeates fight, i. 5 17 : KYCEIPB, i. 10, 11.
their league with the Argives, ii. 33: KYGDOWA, i. 263,264.
with the Lacedsemonians,ii. 93.
KYLE, i. 357.
MARATHUSA,
ii. 353.
L~YONNESLTS,
i. 295,367.
MECYBERNE
taken from the Athenians, ii. NYRCINUS, i. 490. ii. 6, 12.
46.
EYRONIDEB, i, 108. E. 478.
Vluos, i. 142, 286.
MEDEON,i. 374.
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NAVY,first built by Minos, i. 5 : thenavies
of old time in Greece, i. 16-18: navy of
the Athenians at the greatest, when, i.
284.

NAUPACTUS,
i. 106,226: defended by Demosthenes, i. 368.
NAXOS,
the island, first of the Athenian
confederates brought into servitude, i.
102, 137: in Sicily, i. 408. ii. 166 : when
and by whom built, ii. 115.
NEAPOLIS
of Afric, ii. 279.
NEMEA,
i. 364. ii. 70, 72.
NERITUM,
i. 275.
NICIAS,
goeth with an army to Melos, i.
358: giveth his power to levy soldiers
to Cleon, i. 413: winneth Cythera, i.
436: goeth ambassador to Lacedaemon,
ii. 54 : chosen general for the Sicilian
voyage, ii. 121 : his opinion touching
the managing of that war, ii. 164:
his stratagem to get landing at Syracuse, ii. 181 : is assaulted in his camp,
ii. 223 : why unwilling to rise from
before Syracuse, ii. 275: he yieldeth
himself to Gylippus, ii. 317 : his death,
ii. 318-19.
NICIAS
of Crete, i. 245.
NISBAbesieged by the Athenians, i. 452:
rendered, ibid.
NOTIUM,
i. 297.
NUMBER
of the Lacedemonian army
againsttheArgives,how computed,ii.81.
NYMPHODORUS
of Abdera, i. 183.

OAR, one man to an oar in a trireme,
i. 255.
OATH, form of, at the making of the peace
between the Lacedremonians and the
Athenians, ii. 24.
ODOMANTIANS,
i. 266, ii. 6.
ODRYSB,i. 183,258,259,260.
~ A N T H E I N B , i. 367.
@,NEON, ibid.
CENIAS,i. 113, 267, 274, 382: compelled
by the Acarnanians into the Athellian
league, i. 460.
(ENOE,
i. 174 : betrayed to the Bceotims
ii. 426-7.
~ N O P H Y T A ,i. 111,478.
(ENUSIB,ii. 345.
mZYME, i. 490.
OLIGARCHY,
of the 400,at Athens, ii. 390
they enter the senate-house, ii. 392
they begin to decline, ii. 413-22;arc
assaulted by the populars, ii. 425-6.
OLOPHYXUS, 1. 492.
OLPB, i. 367 : taken by the Ambraciotes
i. 372-80.
OLYMPIA, i. 275.
OLYMPIAN
GAMES, i. 7. ii. 59.
OLYMPIEIUM,
ii. 181, 183, 188, 192.
OLYMPUS,
i. 463.

ILYNTHUS, i. 67, 236, 505. u. 22,46.
INEIUS, i. 429.
IPHIONIANS,
i. 362.
)PUS, i. 186.
IRACLE,
at Delphi, i. 29, 106, 125, 127,
138, 173,267. ii. 37: Corcyraeans refer
their cause to, i. 33 : consulted by the
Epidamnians, i. 29: encourageth the
Lacedsrnonians, i. 120.
IRATION
: of the Corinthians at Athens,
i. 44: at Sparta, i. 71, 120: of the Corcyrceans at Athens, i. 38 : of the Athenians at Lacedaemon, i. 78 : of Archidamus, i. 85 : of Sthenelaidas, i. 90 : of
Pericles at Athens, i. 144: of Archidamus to his army, i. 164: of Pericles at
the funeral, i. 189: to the incensed
people, i. 913 : of Phormio to his soldiers, i. 249: of Cnemus to his soldiers, i. 247: of the Mytileneans at
Olympia, i. 276: of Cleon against the
Mytilensans, i. 300: of Diodotus for
them, i. 307: of the Plataans, i. 319: of
the Thebans, i. 327 : of Demosthenes to
his soldiers, i. 393 : of the Lacedaemonians at Athens, i. 400 : of Hermocrates
to the Sicilians at Gela, i. 441 : of Pagondas to his soldiers, i. 474 : of Hippocrates to his soldiers, i. 478 : of Brasidas to the Acanthians, i. 468 : to the
Scionreans, i. 503: to the Toronaeans,
i. 495 : to his soldiers at Lyncus, i. 508:
in Amphipolis, ii. 8 : of Nicias, against
the Sicilian voyage, ii. 122 : again, ii.
135: to his soldiers, ii. 185: to his soldiers about to fight in the great haven,
ii. 290 : when he rose from before S
racuse, ii. 307 : of Alcibiades, for t&
Sicilian voyage, ii. 129: against the
Athenians at Lacedremon, ii. 208 : of
Hermocrates in Syracuse, ii. 148: at
Camarina, ii. 192: of Athenagoras, ii.
153 : of a Syracusian general, ii. 159: of
Euphemus at Camarina, ii. 198.
ORCHOMENUS, seized by the Bceotiau outlaws, i. 114 : of Arcadia, besieged by the
Argives and taken, ii. 74.
ORESTES,king of Thessaly, i. 113.
ORESTIS, in Epirns, i. 517.
ORESTEIUMin Mcenalia, ii. 76.
OHNEXpulled down, ii. 120.
OROBIB, i. 356,
ORIXDUS,king of the Paxauaeans, i. 239.
OROPUS, i. 179,358,480.ii. 422-3: taken
by Bceotians by treason, ii. 382.

PACHES,
killeth Hippias, captain of the
Arcadians in Notium, by fraud, i. 298.
PBDARITUB, ii. 351, 354, 359, 361 : slain,
ii. 378.
PBONIA, i. 259, 261.
PALLAS
C H ~ I W A i., 137.
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PALERENSES,
i. 155.
PALLENE,
i. 61, 68, 497, 513.
PALLENSES,
i. 185.
PANACTUM
taken by the Bceotians, ii. 4 :
pulled down, and why, ii. 22, 47, 51.
PANATHENBA,
i. 23. ii. 59, 173.
PANCRATIUM,
ii. 60.
PANGBUJI,
i. 263.
PANORMUS
of Achaia, i, 246 : of bfilesia,
ii. 345 : of Sicily, ii. 114.
PARALIB,
i. 212, 211.
PARALIANS,
i. 359.
PARALUR,
the galley, i. 296, 344. ii. 397.
PATRB,
i. 241, 243 : Patreans, ii. 64.
PAUSANIAS,
hated by the confederates, i.
99: winneth most of Cyprus, ibid: his
insolent behaviour, ibid. et i. 132 : sent
for home, ibid. et i. 133 : his pride, i.
133 : driven out of Byzantium, goeth to
Colons, ibid.: his inscription on the
Tripod, i. 135 : his letter to Xerxes, i.
131: he conspireth with the Helots,
i. 135: is betrayed by an Argilian, ibid.:
taketh sanctuary, i. 137: his death,i.138.
PEACE
: between the Lacedzmonians, and
Athenians for 30 years, i. 116 : for 50
years, ii. 27 : not liked b the confederates, ii. 26 : why desirei by the Lacedsemonians, ii. 1 5 : crossed by the
ephors, ii. 42 : no peace, ii. 30: broken in
the Mantinean and Epidaurian war, ibid.
PEGE,
i. 106, 110, 113, 116,404.
PEIRBUS,
better to the Athenians than
their city, i. 98 : when walled in, i. 109 :
attempted by the Peloponnesians, i. 255 :
of Corinthia, ii. 333.
PEIRAICE,
i. 179.
PEISISTRATUS,
son of Hippias the tyrant,
ii. lio.
PELASGIUY,
i. 173.
PELLA,
i. 263, 264.
PELOPJDE,
i. 10.
PELOPONNESUS.
whence so called, i. 10 :
inhabited by the Dorians, i. 15 : Peloponnesian war after the Persian 50
years, i. 119 : invaded by the Athenians,
1.

151, 210.

PELORIS,
i. 405.
PELOPS.
i. 10.
PENTACOSIOMEDIMNI,
i. 282.
PEPARETHUS.
i. 357.
PERDICCAS,
king of Macedon, revolteth
from the Athenians, i. 62 : procureth an
army out of Peloponnesus, i. 463: de.
clared by the Athenians for their enemy,
i. 466 : betrayed by the Illyrians, i. 507 :
flieth out of Lyncus, and deserteth
Brasidas, ibid. : maketh peace with the
Athenians, i. 515: stoppeth the passage
of the Lacedaemonians through Thesealy,i. 516: is barred the use of the sea
by the Athenians, and why, ii. 96.
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PERICLEB,
warreth on Samos, i. 117: besiegeth CEnias, i. 113: descended of a
stock that was under the curse for violation of sanctuary, i. 129 : enemy to the
Lacedaemonians, 1. 130 : blamed by the
Athenians as author of the war, i. 212 :
gives his land to the state, in case it
were spared by the enemy, i. 167: hi5
death and praise, i. 220.
PERIPOLIUDI,
i. 336 : PERIPOLI,
i. 449.
PERSEIDES,
i. 10.
PESTILENCE
at Athens, i. 23, 201-10, 212,
355.

PHACIUY,
i. 463.
PHAEINIS,
priest of Juno, i. 516.
PHBAX
sent into Sicily, ii. 4 : moveth war
against Syracuse, ii. 5.
PHBNOTIS,
~459,472.
PHAGRES,
i. 263.
PHALERON,
i. 107,169.
PHARSALUS,
i. 113,460.
PHASELIS,
i. 226. ii. 412, 427.
PHEIA,~.
182. ii.256.
PHILIP,
brother to Perdiccas, i. 62,64,258.
PHLIASIA,
wasted by the Argives, ii. 227.
PHLIUS,
i. 517. ii. 69,iO.
PHOCBB,
ii. 4.
PHOCBA,
ii. 353.
PH~NICIANS,
addicted to robbery, i. 8:
cities in Sicily, ii. 114 : Phcenicia, i. 226.
PHCENICUS,
a haven, ii. 856.
PHORXIO,
wasteth Chalcidea, i. 69 : sent to
Potidsea, i. 65: to Nan actus, i. 235 :
fighteth with the Corintkians, i. 241-4:
with Cnemus, i. 246-54 : putteth suspected persons out of Stratos and Corontz, i. 266.
PHRYGII,
in Attica, i. 178.
PHRYNICHUS,
refuseth battle, and why, ii.
349 : his art to elude the accusation of
Alcibiades, ii. 372: his death,ii. 417.
PHTHIOTIS,
i. 4.
PHYSCA,
i. 263.
PHYTIA,
i. 374.
PIERIA,i. 263,264.
PISANDER,
laboureth the recal of Alcibiades and deposing of the people, ii. 3757 . accuseth Phrynichus, ii. 376-7 : is a
principal man in setting up the 400 at
Athens, ii. 387-90.
PITANATE,
i. 24.
PITS,men thrown into, i. 224.
PLAGUE.
Vide PESTILENCE.
PLATEA
surprired, i. 154-8: victualled by
the Athenians, i. 160: attempted by fire,
i. 234: by engines, i. 233 : besieged, i.
235: yielded, 1.317 : demolished, 1.336:
PLEISTOANAX,
banished, i. 177: desireth
peace, and why, ii. 17.
PLEMMYRIUM
fortified by Nicias, ii. 232 :
taken by the Syracusians, ii. 246-7.
PLEURON,
i. 368.
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their power, i. 258,261.
POPPY,
tempered with honey, sent ovei SCYTHIANS,
SEA,the Argives acknowledge the domininto Sphacteria, i. 411.
ion of the on their own coast to belong
POTIDANU,
i. 364.
to the Athenians, ii. 68.
POTIDBA,
i. 61 :revolteth, i. 64: is besieged
SEDITIONS,
most incident to fertile couni.65-9: Potidseanseat one another,i.226
tries, i. 3 : in Corcyra, i. 338-47 :manners
yield, i. 227.
of the SEDITIOUS described, i. 357-51 :
SIB, i. 21 1. ii. 243: in Attica, ii. 422.
Corcyraem nobility, how destroyed, i.
'RIENE, i. 116,
430-2.
'RONBI, i. 185.
SELINUS,
when built, ii. 116.
'ROPHECIES rife before great wars,i. 161
'ROBCHION, i. 368,374.
SENTENCE,
of the Athenians against the
'ROTE, i. 396.
Mytilenseans, i. 299.
'RYTANES, i. 500: ii. 58, 393.
SERMYLE,
i. 69. ii. 24.
'TELEUM, ii. 23.
SHIPPING,
of Greece, what before PeloPYDNE,
i. 65, 140.
ponnesian war, i. 16-19.
P y L o o , i. 387 : fortified by the Athenians
SICANI,
ii. 112.
i. 388 : kept by the Messenians, i. 424. SICILYdescribed, ii. 112-18 : Sicilians
make peace among themselves at Gela,
PYRRHA,
i.285, 291,298. ii. 344.
i. 440-6 : Sicilian voyage resolved on at
QUARREL
about Epidamus, i. 27.
Athens, ii. 121, 128, 135, 138.
SICULI,ii. 113, 205,258.
QUARRIES,
a prison at Syracuse, ii. 318.
QUESTION,how put in the assembl ai SIDUSSA,
ii. 345.
Sparta, i. 9 1 : to be answered by the $la. SINTIANP, i. 261.
taeans, i. 320,335.
SIPHB,i. 458, 472.
SITALCES,
king of Thrace, leagues with
RELIGION,neglected in time of the pes.
the Athenians, i. 183-4 : warreth on Matilence, i. 208: o inion of the Athenian2
cedony,i. 257-66 :retireth thence, i 266.
SOLIUM,
i. 185, 363. ii. 35.
touching the gois, ii. 104.
REVOLT,
causes of, i. 102.
SOLYGEIA,
i. 427,428.
RHEGIUM,
i. 354,386,406. ii. 162,196.
SPARTANS
taken in Sphacteria, i. 422-3.
RHEITI,i. 175.
SPARTOLUS,
i. 236-7. ii. 22.
RHEITUS,
i. 425.
SPHACTERIA,
how situate, i. 391.
RHENEIA
tied to Delos with a chain, i. 17, STAGEIRUS
revolteth, i, 472: assaulted by
Cleon, ii. 6.
370.
RHIUM,Molycbreium, i. 244, 246 : Achai- STANDARD
in battle, i. 54.
STHENELAIDAS,
i. 90.
cum, i. 246,254. ii. 65.
RHODES,ii. 286, 365.
STRATAGEM
of Ariston, ii. 266.
RHODOPE,
i. 259.
STRATOS,
i. 239 : Chaonians overthrown
by ambush at, i. 240.
RHBTEIUM,i. 434. ii. 430.
ROBBING,
i. 5 , 8 , 1 7 : had in honour, i. 6.
STRYMON,
i. 103, 259, 263, 486. ii. 7.
SYBOTA,
the islands, i. 53, 59 : the haven,
SABALYNTHUS,
i. 239.
i. 56, 59, 343.
SADOCUS,
made free of the city of Athens, SYCA,ii. 218.
i. 1 8 4 : betrayeth the Lacedzmonian SYME,ii. 363.
SYNWIA, why and by whom instituted,
ambassadors, i. 223.
SALBTHUS
entereth secretly into Mytilene,
i. 171.
and confirmeth it against the Athenians, SYRACUSE,
when and by whom built, ii.
i . 2 9 l : i s taken,i.298:put todeath,i.299.
115 : how near to being taken by the
SALAMINIA,
the trireme, i. 296,344. ii. 168.
Athenians, ii. 231 : Syracusians displace
SALAMIS, overrun by the Peloponnesians,
their generals, and why, ii. 224: begin
to treat with Nicias, ibid; shut up the
i. 255-7.
mouth of their great haven, ii. 283,289.
SAMos,besieged, i. 116-8 :yielded, i. 118-9:
in sedition, ii. 342,395-7.
SANE,i 492:ii. 2 2 . .
TAGES, deputy lieutenant to Tissaphernes,
ii. 339.
SCIONE, i. 502 :besieged by the Athenians,
i. 515,517 : expugned and given to the TALENT, a month's pay for agalley, ii. 121 :
a ship of 500 talents' burthen, ii. 250.
Plahans, ii. 37.
SCIRITE, ii. 79,81.
r . m a R u s , temple of Neptune at, i. 130,
136. ii. 224.
~ ~ O M I U Si., 259.
rANAGRA, i. 110,358.
f k Y L L B U M , ii. 65.
rANTALu8, a Lacedsemonisn, taken and
SCYROS,inhabited by Dolopes, i. 102.
added to the prisoners of Pylos, i 440.
SW"ALE, i, 133.
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TEGEA,
ii. 75, 76, 80: Tegeans and Man- TORONE,
i. 492-4. ii. 3.
tineans fight at Orestium, i. 517: refuse TRACHINIANS,
i. 359.
the Argive league, ii. 38.
TRIBUTE,
when first sssessed by the
TEICHIUM,
i. 364.
Athenians, i. 100.
TEOSrevolteth, ii. 338.
TRINACRIA,
ii. 112.
TERIAS,
ii. 166, 215.
TRIOPIUX,
ii. 356, 383.
TERES,
i. 183-4.
TRIPODISCUS.
i. 453.
TEREUS,
ibid.
TRITBANS,
i. 367.
TEUGLUSSA,
ii. 363.
T R ~ Z Ei.N116,
, 404, 499, 211, 32.
THALAMII,
i. 417.
TROGILUS,
ii. 219, 231.
THAPSUS,
when and by whom built,ii. 116. TROJAN
WAR,Erst joint action of the
THARRUPS,
king of the Molossi and AntiGrecians, i. 3, 4 : fleet, i. 12.
tanes, i. 239.

T R O T I L U S
bywhom
, ~ ~ built,ii.115.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~

THASOS,
revolteth from the Athenians, i. TRUCE,
for 5 years between the Lace&103: subdued, i. 104: oligarchised by the
Athenians, revolteth from them, ii. 386.

monianv and Athenians, i. 113: at Pylos, i. 399: for a year, i. 497-8: ended,
ii. 1 : between the Lacediemonian and
distant from Platsea 70 furlongs, i. 158:
Argive armies, ii. 71-2.
Thebans attempting to surprise Platga, TYRANTS,
i. 19, 20 : tyranny of Peisistrataken and slain, i. 158-9.
tide ceases, ii. 169, 175: opposite to
THE3rIsTOCLEs, i. 18. 79, 97 : adviseth to
democracy, ii. 209.
wall in the city of Athens, i. 95 : deludeth the Lacedzemonians, i. 95-7 : ad- WILLING,of towns, when it began in
dicted to the affairs by sea, author to
Greece, i. 8 : of Athens, built in haste,
the Athenians to take upon them the
i. 94-7: about Peirieus, i. 97-8: lon
dominion of the sea, i. 98 : his letter to
walls of Athens begun, i. 109: finishel
Artaxerxes, i. 141 : his praise, i. 142:
i. 1 1 1 : inhabited, i. 174: of Megara,
hia death and burial, i. 142-3.
built by the Athenians, i. 106: of ArTHERADIENES,
cast away at sea, ii. 359 :
g o ~ ,razed, ii. 95-6: from Patrae to
the Athenian, ii. 391, 413.
Rhium, ii. 65 : walls of Tanagra, razed,
THERHE,
i. 65, 184.
i. 1 1 1 : new wall before Syracuse, ii.
THERMOPYLG~,
i. 265, 360, 421.
192: of the Athenians to enclose SyraTHESEUS
reduceth the Athenians to one
cuse, ii. 218-23, 224, 230: of the S acity, i. 171.
cusians to cut off the walls of the A t c n THESPIIE,
i. 4 5 8 : walls razed, i. 516:
ians, ii. 219-21, 232.
commons assault thefew ii. 216.
WAR,of old time, i. 19 : between the ChalTHESPROTIS,
i. 52, 239.
cideans and Eretrians, ibid.: against
THE~SALIANS,
i. 265: infest Heracleia,
Athens decreed at Sparta, i. 93, 126:
i. 360.
HOLY WAR,^. 1141 of Athenians against
THIAMUS,
i. 374.
Samos,i. 116-19: inEgyptended,~.113:
TRRACE,
described, i. 2.58-61 : custom in
Pelo onnesian, beginning of i. 153,160:
receiving gifts, i. 260 : army in Macedoc h i d e n of such as died in the war, kept
nia, i. 261-6 : Thracians sack Mycaby the Athenian people, i. 200-1.
lessus, ii. 254-6.
WIND,set wind every morning blowing
THRIASIAN
fields, i. 115, 175.
from the mouth of the Crissiean bay, I.
THRONIUM,
i. 182.
242-3.
THUCYDIDES,
diligence in writing this WOODS,advantage of in fight, i. 414-5: in
history, i. 25. ii. 29,30: sick of the pesSphacteria burnt by accident, ibid.
tilence, i. 203: defendeth Eion, i. 489 :
banished for 20 years, and when, ii. 30 : XENARES,ephor of Lacediemon, seeketh
lived throughout the whole war, ii.
to dissolve the peace, ii. 42.
29. 30.
XERXES.his fleet, i. 21 : letter to PausanTHYREA,
i. 182, 439-40. ii. 49.
ins, i. 132.
Tmssua, i. 492. ii. 41.
! ~ ~ O C R A T E Si., 244, 254.
YEARS, number that the whole warlaated,
TISSAPHERNES
seeketh the Lacedremonian ii. 29: how to be reckoned, ii. 25.
league, ii. 328. is well affected to the YOUNGmen, for want of experience love
Athenians, ii. 374: why he brought not
war,i. 161: made governors of cities
the Phcenician fleet from Aspendus, ii.
contrary to the laws, i. 516.

THEBES,
seat of war by Xerxes, i. 94:

410-12.

TOLOPHONIANS,
i. 367.
Tomua, i. 499,

ZACYNTHUS, i.222,390, E. 286.
ZANCLE,
ii. 117.

SUPPLEMENT
TO

HOBBES’ TABLE.
ABRONYCHUE,
son of Lysicles, i. 96.
AGIS, king of the Lacedremouians, his inACAMANTIS,
tribe of, i. 500.
vasionof Attica &c.,i. 356,386. ii. 6 6 , 6 9 :
ACARNANIA,
Cnemus sent to subdue it, i
accused of letting the Argives escape, ii.
238 : Acarnanians overcome the Ambra.
7 6 :ten councillors joinedwith hirn,ibid.:
ciots, i. 240: make peace with them, i
his stratagem in his second expedition
382.
against Argos, i. 78, 83: his victory, ii.
ACHAIA,
Athenians levy forces in, i. 113
85 : fortifies Deceleia, ii. 243-4: attempts
restored by Athens to the Pelo onnes.
Athens in vain, ii. 394.
(Acragante) how built, ii.
ians, i. 116 :redemanded, i. 404 :$thiotis AGRIGENTUM
i.461.
117: troubled with sedition, ii. 274:
ACREUMLEPAS,
ii. 310.
which afterwards appeased, ii, 278 : reACROTHOI,city of, i. 492.
fuses the Syracusans a passage through
ACTEE, cities, i. 434.
its territory, ii. 258: takes part with
~ I M A N T U S ,i. 64.
neither side, ibid.
ADMETUS,
king of the Molossi, harbours AEIMNESTUS,i. 318.
Themistocles, i. 140.
ALCEUE,archon of Athens, ii. 26,29.
ADRAMYTTIUM,
ii. 2 : inhabited by the De- ALCIBIADES,
a Laconian name, ii. 329 : his
lians, ii. 436.
genealogy, ii. 51 : why hostile to Sparta,
BANTIDES,
of Lampsacus, ii. 175.
ii. 51-2: his disposition and manner of
BGALEOE,
i. 175.
life, ii. 128-9 : his magnificence at the
Olympian games, ii. 129 : exiles himself,
BGINA,
fleet of, i. 18 :urges the war against
and is condemned to death, ii. 175-9 :
Athens, i. 7 0 : inhabitants of, how and
flies from Thurii to Sparta, ibid: friendwh expelled by Athens, i. 182 : obole
a d d r a c h m e of, ii. 57.
shi between the houses of Alcibiades
BNEAE,
son of Ocytas. i. 501.
an%Endius the epbor, ii. 329 : urges the
BNESIAS,
ephor of Sparta, i. 154.
Lacedsernonians to send a fleet to Chios,
BNIANS,
are Boliang ii. 285: tributary to
ii. 329, 334 : sent thither with CbalciAthens, ibid.
deus, ii. 335 : his doings there and at Mi&LADUS,
father of Pagondas, i. 474.
letns, ii. 339,348.9: is suspected by the
EOLIS,
called Calydon, i. 368.
Pelopnnesiansand flies to Tissaphernes,
&LIANS,
which tributary to Athens, and
ii. 366: damages them much by his
supply ships to the Sicilian war, ii. 255:
councils, ii. 366-8 : prepares his way for
Boeotians and Lesbians akin to, ibid.
his return home, ii. 369 : his contest with
BSIMIDEE,
Corc rsean admiral, i. 53.
Phrynichus, ii. 372-4: strives to conci&ON,
ambassadior from Argos, ii. 48.
liate Tissaphernes to the Athenians, ii.
BTEEANE,
i. 104.
374: his return decreed at Samos, ii.
BFEIIOPIA,
i. 202.
404: is entrusted with supreme authoETOLIA,
Demosthenes’ invasion of, i. 361.
rity, ii. 405 : restrains the wrath of the
soldiers against THE FOUR HUNDRED,
AGATHARCIDAS,
general of the Corinthii. 409 :goes to Aspendus to Tissaphernes,
ians, i. 242.
AGATHARCUS,
Syracusan admiral, ii. 249,
ii. 412: returns to the fleet, ii. 435.
ALCIDASwith two others founds the co298.
AGEBANDER,i. 144.
lony at Heracleia, i. 360.
AGEsIPPIDA8, ii. 68.
ALCINUS,his fame, i. 339.
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ALCIPHRON,
proxenus of the Lncedae- ANDROS,
Island, i. 2 10: the ally of Athens,
monians, ii. 7 1.
i. 425: her subjeot and tributary, ii. 285. \
ALCMBON,
fable of, i. 267.
ANERISTUS,
i222.
~ M B O N I D B eject the Peisistratidee from ANTLVDROB,
rescued from the MytilenBeans by the Athenians, i. 475: AntanAthens, i i 175.
hExANDER, the fatherof Perdiccas, i. 140:
drians of the & & a n race, ii. 435: exof Argive descent, i. 262.
pel the garrison of Arsaces, u. 436.
in Cynuria, ii. 49.
ALEXARCHUS,
Corinthian general, ti. 244. ANTRENA,
ALEXICLES,
one of the 400, cast into pri- ANTICLES,i. 118.
ANTIMENIDAS,
Lacedamonian, ii. 50.
son, ii. 418: flies to Deceleia, ii. 426.
ALEXIPIDES,
ephor, ii 381.
ANTIOCHUS,
king of the Orestians, i. 239.
ALICYBI, ii. 258.
ANTIPHEMUS,
founder of Gela, ii. 116.
ALTARO f the EUMENIDEB, i. 129: Of AP- ANTIssA, city of hsbos, i. 285. ii. 344:
POLLO ARCHEGETES,
ii. 115: PYTHIUS, besieged by the Methymnseans, i. 285:
ii. 17 1 : of the TWELVE GODS, ibid.
taken by the Athenians, i. 294.
Spartan, ii. 360, 383.
AMBASSADORS from Sparta to the king Of ANTIBTEENEB,
Persia, taken to Athens and slain, i. 223: APOLLO,ARCHEGETES,
ii. 115; PYTHIUS,
his altar raised by Peisistratus, ii. 171 :
from Corcyra, sent in custody to Zgina,
i. 341.
his temple at Actium, i. 34: at Leucas,
AMBRACIA,
a Corinthian colony, i. 238:
i. 361: at Argos, ii. 59, 65: at Triothe Acarnanians and Am hilochians repium, ii. 357: near Naupactus, i. 253:
fuse to subdue it, i. 381 : t\e Corinthians
PYTHIUS, his temple at Athens, i. 172 :
of Delos, Rheneia consecrated to him,
send a garrison to it, i. 383: assists Corinth against Corcyra, i. 32: origin of
i. 17, 370: his temple at Delium, i. 473:
the enmity between it and Argos, i. 224:
in LacoNa, ii. 251: Temenites, ii. 191.
Ambraciots invade Acsrnania and are APOLLONIA,
i. 31.
defeated, i. 240: assist the Syracusans AQUEDUCT
at Syracuse, ii. 220.
against the Athenians, ii. 288.
ARCADIAr+@, mercenarh on both sides in
AMEINIADES,
son of Philemon, i. 223.
the Sicilian war, ii. 287-8.
AMEINIAB,
i. 516.
ARCHELAUS,
son of Perdiccas, i. 263.
AMINOCLES,
the Corinthian ship-Wright, ARCHERB
on horseback, i. 170,258.
i. 16.
ARCHEBTRATUB,
son of Lycomedes, i. 62.
AMMBAS,
son of Coroebus, i. 288.
ARCHETIMUB,
son of Eurytimus, i. 34.
AMPELIDAB,
E. 27.
ARCHIASof Camarina, i. 408: of Corinth,
AMPHIARAUS,
father of Amphilochus, i.
founder of Syracuse, ii. 115.
224: of Alcmeon, i. 267.
ARCHIDAMUS,
his character, i. 85: his
AMPHIAS,
son of Eupaidas, i. 502.
speech on the question of peace or war,
AMPHIDORUS,
father of Menecrates, i. 502.
ibid: on invading Attica, i. 164; sends
AMPRILOCHIA,
founded by Amphilochus,
ambassadors to Athens, i, 166: marches
i. 224 : the Amphilochians expelled by
into Attica, i. 167: guest of Pericles,
the Ambraciots, i. 225: Amphilochicum
ibid: his march through Attica, and
Argos, see ARGOS.
stay at Acharnas, i. 175 : second invaAXPHIPOLIS,when and by whom built, i.
sion of Attica, i. 201 : third, i. 269 : in485: why so called, i. 486: requires aid
vades Platreis, i227.
from Thucydides, i. 487 : besieged by ARCHONIDAS,a king of the Sikeli, ii. 229.
Euetion, E. 236.
ARGILUS,city of, ii. 22: an Andrian coAMPHISSIANS, i. 367.
lony, i. 486: revolts to Brasidas, i. 487.
AMYCLBLIM,
the temple of Apollo, ii. 24,28. ARCINUS,??,, ii. 450,
AMXNTAS,
son of Philip, i. 258,264.
ARQOS,Juno's temple burnt, i. 516: AmAMYRT.ZUS,
king ofthe fensinEgypt,i. 114.
philochicum, i. 225 : taken by Phormio,
ANACEIUM,
tern le of the Dioscori, ii. 421.
ibid: attempted without BUCCOSS by the
ANAXARCHUS, tEe Theban,ii. 429.
Ambraciots, ibid: Argives league with
ANAXILAS,
t rant of Rhegium, ii. 117:
Athens, i. 106: again, ii. 55: their anfounder of Lessana, ibid.
dent supremacy in Peloponnesus, ii. 82 :
ANWOIDES,
the Athenian admiral, i. 58:
their 30 years' league with Sparta, ii.
the orator, u. 176.
14: excited by the Corinthians against
ANDROCLES,
a strenuous supporter of the
Sparta, ii. 31: affect the lead of Pelo.
democracy, author of the banishment of
ponnesus, ii 32. league with Corinth,
Alcibiades, ii. 387 : assassinated, ibid
&c. ii. 37: seek the allianoe of Sparta,
ii. 48; of Athens, ii. 52: and make
ANDROCRATES,
his fane, i. 291,
ANDBONEDEB,
ii. 50.
league with her, ii. 5 5 : government de.
VOL. IX.
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m m t i c , ii. 53: war with Epidaurus,
ii. 65: s arta prepares for war, ii. 69:
take Orciomenus, ii. 74 : a ain invaded
by Sparta, ii. 76: repare k r battle, ii.
77 : are vanquishet b. 85: intrigues for
deposing the democracy, ii. 89 : treaty
with Sparta, ibid: the democracy, deposed, seeks the alliance of Athens, ii.
94-5: war with Sparta renewed, ii. 95:
raze Omeae, ii. 120: beaten by the Milesians, ii. 347 : Thyrea, boundary of
Argeia and Laconia, i. 183,439.
ARIANTHIDES,
i. 474.
ARIBTAGORAB
of m e t u s , i. 485.
ARISTARCHUS,
favourer of the oligarchy,
ii. 414,419: betrays (Enoe to the Bceotians, ii. 427.
ARISTEUS,
son of Pellicas, i. 34: son of
Adimanthus, i. 64: of Corinth, slain at
Athens, i. 223; of Sparta, i. 516.
ARIBTIDEB,
son of Lysimachus, i. 96: of
Archippus, i. 433, 457.
ARISTOCLES,
of S arta, banished for cowardice, ii. 84: %rother of Pleistoanax,

E. 18.

ARISTOCRATES,
son of Scellius, ii. 331,
413.

AXUSTONOUS,
of Larisss, i. 179: founder

of Agrigentium, ii. 117.
ARIBTOPHON,
ii. 410.
ARIBTOTELES,
i. 373.
ARNE, in Thessaly, i. 14: in Chalcidice,
i. 486.
ARNISSA,
in Macedonia, i. 512.
ARRHIANA,
5.432.
ARRHIBIEUS,
kin of the Lynkestre, i. 464,
466 : attacked i y Brasidas and Perdiccas, i. 506.
ARBACES,
ii. 435.
ARTABAZUB,
i. 131.
ARTAS,
king of the Messapians, ii. 259.
ARTEMIISIUM,
i. 320: mouth of, ii. 24.
A s o ~ u s the
, river in Bceotia, i. 158.
ASPENDUS,
ii. 410, 411, 412.
ASBINARUS,
river in Sicily, ii. 316.
ASSYRIAN
letters, i. 433.
ABTPMACEUS,
of Plataea, i. 318.
ATALANTE,
in Macedonia, i. 264.
ATHENS,its greatness, how attained, i. 3,
101, 190: how restored after the flight
of the barbarian, i 93; circuit of the
walls of, i. 169: the democracy, how
establiahed,i. 19 1 : changed to oligarchy,
5 3 8 7 - 9 3 : time of this change, ii. 385 :
strangers admitted to the freedom ol
the city, i. 3 : lants colonies, i. 15 i firsi
to la aside
wearing of arms, i. 6 :
peopL, classes of, i. 282 : her fleet in
old times, i. 18: become sailors, i. 21
abandon their city and take to theii
ships, i.21,79: separation snd war with

$le

Sparta, i. 21 : sends help to the Corcymans, i. 51 : exchanges blows with Corinth, i. 55: events at l’otidaea, i. 61:
war with Perdiccas, i. 64: peace with
him, i. 65: victory over the Corinthians
and Potidseans, i. 66 : besiege Potidaea,
i. 68: sacrifices, &c., on every day of
the year, i. 192 : revenue from judicial
courts, ii. 212: pursue the Persian war,
i. 99 : exact tribute from their allies, i.
100: subdue Thasos, i. 104: offended
with Sparta, ally themselves with Argas, i. 106: harbour the Helots, and
settle them in Naupactus, ibid: war in
Egypt, i. 107 : defeated by the Corinthians and Epidaurians, i. 107: victory
over the Eginetae, ibid: victory over
the Corinthians at Megara, i. 108 : the
long walls built, i. 109 : battle of Tanagra, i. 110 : of (Enophyta, i. 11 1 : subdue
ACgina, and waste Peloponnesus, ibid:
disasters in Egypt, i. 112: invade Thessaly, i. 113: and Acarnania, ibid: 5
years’ truce with Sparta, ibid: victory
over the Cyprians, Phcenicians, &c., 1.
114: take Chseroneia, ibid : defeat at
Coroneia, i. 115: revolt of Eubcea and
Megara, ibid: subdue Eubcea, i. 116:
30 years’ league with Sparta, ibid: victory over the Samians, i. 117: Samos
surrenders, i. 118: Byzantium also, i.
119: deliberate on war with Sparta, i.
144: their allies, i. 163: remove into
the city, i. 170: its crowded state, i.
173: Athens made the seat of government by Theseus, i. 171 : their desire to
fight restrained by Pericles,i. 178: send
100 galleys about Peloponuesus, i. 179 :
attack Methone, which saved by Brasidas, i. 181 ; invade Locris, i. 182: expel
the Bgiuetae, ibid: league with Sitalkes, i. 184 : take Solium and Astacus,
i. 185: invade Megaris, i. 186: fortify
Atalante, ibid : funeral of the first slain
in the war, i. 187: the plague, i. 201:
send 100 galle s about Pel0 onnesus, i.
210: attempt Jotidzea and &il, i. 212 :
are angry with Pericles, ibid: and fine
him, i. 219: and then give him the supreme command, ibid: their management after his death, i. 220 : intercept
and slay the Lacedemouian ambassadors to the king of Persia, i. 223: take
Potidea, i. 226 : send a fleet to Naupactus and Caria, ibid: their reply to
the Platreans, i. 230: invade Chalcidice,
i. 236 : defeat the Peloponnesian fleet at
Naupactus, i. 241 : reinforcements for
Phormio sent to Crete, i. 245: fight
again at Naupactus, i. 252 : invade Acarnania, i. 266 : Athenian statedeffiribed,
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ii. 190: its best period, ii. 426 : send a
fleet to Lesbos, i. 271 : blockade Mytilene, i. 274, 285 : take it, 293 : decree
to put to death all the Mytilenaeans, i.
299: revoked, i. 315: blockade Minoa,
i. 316: send a fleet to Sicily, i. 354: the
plague again, i. 355 : invade the isles of
Bolus, ibid: events in Sicily, i. 357,
366, 369, 383: send a fleet to Peloponnesus and Melos, i. 358: events in
Acarnania, i. 361 : defeat in Btolia, i.
362-6: hallow Delos, i. 8, 369: send
another fleet to Sicily, i. 386 : seize and
fortify P los, i. 388 : take Eion, i. 389:
fight an$ victory at Pylos. i. 394-8;
truce with Sparta, i. 399 : war renewed,
i. 406: fight with the Syracusians, i.
407 : blockade Sphacteria, i. 409 :capture
the Spartans in it, i. 416-23 : invade
Corinth, i. 425 : take Anactorium, i. 433:
destroy the wall of the Chians, i. 434:
seize Cythera, i. 435 : waste the coast
of Laconia, i. 437 : take Thyrea and sla
the Bginetre, i. 439 : take the long w a d
of Megara and Nisaea, i. 447-52: decline battle with Brasidas, i. 456 : recover Antandros, i. 458 : invade Bceotia
and fortify Delium, i. 472 : defeat at
Delium, i. 476-80: lose Delium, i. 483:
alarmed at the loss ofilmphipolis, i. 490:
truce for a year with Sparta, i. 497 : take
Mende, i. 514: blockade Scione, i. 515,
517 : peace with Perdiccas, i. 515 : exy l the Delians, ii. 2 : expedition into
hrace, ibid : embassy to Sicily, ii. 4 :
defeat by Brasidas at Amphipolis, ii.
11-12: inclination to peace, ii. 15 :
treaty vith Sparta, ii. 20, 27 : take
Scione, ii. 37 : incline to break the
treaty with Sparta, ii. 51 : treaty a i t h
Argos and her allies, ii. 55: expedition
to Melos, i358. ii. 97: besiege it, ii.
108: take it and slay the MPlians, ii.
I 10: expedition to Sicily, ii. 1 I 1 : cause
of it, i i 118-19: deliberation on that
war, ii. 121-40: preparations, ii. 140:
trick of the Segestans, ii. 163: inquest
on the mutilation of the Hermes-busts,
ii. 168, 175: recall Alcibiades from
Sicily, ii. 168, 178 : events in Sicily, ii.
179-80: attack of Syracuse, ii. 183:
Frepare for battle with the Syracusans,
u. 184: and defeat them, ii. 188 : seek the
alliance of Camarina, ii. 192-204: seek
aid of the Sikeli and Tyrrheni, ii. 205-7:
take Epipolse and defeat the Syracusans, ii. 216-17.press the siege of Syracuse, ii. 219-24;break the peace with
Sprta, ii. 226: contend with Gylippus
without any decided result, ii. 234-5:
decree to send another armament to
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Sicily, 5.a41 : effects of the fortifsing
of Dweleia, ii. 252-4:send home the
Thracians, ii. 254: fight with the Corinthians at Erineus, ii. 260: are defeated by the Syracusans, ii. 268, defeated with great slaughter at Epipoh,
ii. 270-4: debate the raising of the
siege, ii. 275-8: are deterred from movin by an eclipse of the moon, ii. 279:
defeated again, ii. 281 : their allies in
the Sicilian war, who, ii. 284.7 : resolve
to try the fortune of another battle, ii.
289: fight, and are beaten, ii. 299-302:
their retreat, ii. 305: retreat by night,
ii. 312: are pursued, ii 313 : surrender
of Demostbenes, ii. 315 : slaughter and
surrender at the Assinarns, ii. 316-17:
the captives put into the stone-quarries,
ii. 318: consternation at Athens, and
revolt of the allies, ii. 323-8: put to
flight and blockade the Peloponnesian
fleet, 332-3: their measures on the revolt of the allies, ii. 337: recover Mytilene, ii. 344 : and Clazomene, ii. 345 :
defeat and blockade the Chians, ii. 346:
defeat the Milesians, ii. 347 : to avoid
the Peloponnesians retire from Miletus,
ii. 348: expedition against Chios and
Miletus, ii. 352: shi wrecked at Chios,
ii. 355: defeated by t i e Peloponnesians,
ii. 363: strive to gam the alliance of Tissa hernes, ii. 378-9: fight with the
Ckians, ii. 383 : the democracy deposed.
ii. 385-92:overpower the sristo6racy of
Samos, ii. 395: defeated by the Peloponnesians, ii. 423: lose Euboea, ii. 424:
defeat the Peloponnesians, ii. 431-3:
and recover their courage, ii. 434.
ATHENBUS, son of Pericleides, i. 501,504.
ATHENAGORAS, of S racnse, ii. 153.
BTHLETEE,in the &ym ian games contended naked, when b t , i. 7 : their
honours, i. 503.
kTINTAKES, i. 239.
BTTICA,in old times free from sedition,
i. 3 : ever inhabited by the same race,
ibid: sent colonies into Ionia, wh ,ibid:
its state before the time of Tgeseus,
i. 170.
kULON, i. 486.
kUTOCLEE, Athenian, i. 435,502.
AXIUB, the river, i. 263.
tem le IN LIXNIS,i 172: the
Bacchanals, ibis.
3ARBARIAN8, n8JUe unknown
Homer,
i 4: used constantly to wear their arms,
i. 6.
~ATTUS,Corinthian gened, i. 427.
~ O T I A N S , borderers of the Phoceans,
i. 363: defeat the Athenians at Delium,

~ACCEUE,his
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i. 476-80:and recover Delium, i. 483-4:
take Panactum, ii. 4: alliance with
Sparta, ii. 47: send succours to Syracuse, S. 244: cause the defeat of the
Athenians at Epipoke, ii. 272.
b o r n , four councils of, ii. 45.
BORIDES, the Eurytanian, i. 367.
BRASIDAS,
succours Megara, i. 453: offers
battle to the Athenians, i. 465 : expedition against the Lynkesb, i. 466:
marches against Amphi lis, i. 485:
seizes Argilus, i. 487 : sn8oAmphipolis,
i. 489: is repulsed from Eion, ibid:
takes Myrcinus, Galepsus, and (Esyme,
i. 490: marches into Acte, i. 492.
BRABIDEIANS,
ii. 40, 79.
BRAURX
murders Pittacus, i. 490.
BRICINNIE,ii. 4.
BI~ILESSUS,
i. 179.
BROMISCUS,
i. 486.
BURIAL, in Attica of traitors, unlawful, i.
413 : within the walls of a city, a great
honour, ii. 13: laws of, violated in the
plague at Athens, i. 207.
BYZANTIUM,
taken from the Medes by the
Athenians, i. 99: committed by Pausanias to Gongylus, i. 131 : revolts from
Athens, i. 117: surrenders again. i. 119,

CACYPARIS,
river, ii. 313.
CADMEIS,afterwards Baeotia, i. 14.
CAICINUS,
river, i. 369.
CALEX,river, i. 458.
CALLIAS,son of Hyperechidas. ii. 171.
CALLICRATES,
Conntbian general, i. 34.
CALLIANS,Btolians, i. 364.
CALLIGEITUS,
son of Laophon, E. 329 : 01
Megara, ii. 360.
CAMARINA,
betrayed by Archias, i. 408,.

~XALCIDEUS,
ii. 331 :his acts, ii. 334: slain
by the Athenians, ii. 345.
%ALCIcECA PALLAS, i. 130,137.
%AMIS, in Btolia, taken by the

Athenians,i. 111:inEubcea, u.254,285:wages
war with Eretria, i. 19: subdued by
Athens, ii. 193.
CHAMIDICE,revolts from Athens, i. 63 ;
the Athenians defeated, i. 236: treaty
with Argos, ii. 37.
CHARADRUS,
near Argos, the spot where
were held the courts-martial, ii. 73.
CHARICLES,
ii. 245,251.
CHARMINUS,
Athenian general, ii. 352: defeated by the Peloponnesians, ii. 363:
aids the oligarchs in Samos, ii. 396.
CEAR~EADES,
sent into Sicily, i. 354: slain
there, i. 357.
CHARYBDIS,
i. 407.
CHERSONESUS,
of Thrace, i. 113: of Peloponnesus, i. 425.
CHIONIS,Lacedsemonian, ii. 28.
CEIOS, abounding in slaves, ii. 361 : the
richest of the Greeks, ii. 346,367.
CHCENIX,
i. 399.
CIKERADES,
island, ii. 259,
CHORFGI,
ii. 130.
CHROMON,
Messenian, i. 366.
CHRYSIPPUS,
son of Pelops, i. 10.
CILICIANS,defeated by the Athenians, i.
112.

CITADELof Athens, seized by Cylon, i.
127: was formerly the city,

1.

171.

CITIESin Greece, ancient and modern,
how built, i. 8.

CITIUM,in Cyprus, besieged, i. 114.
CLEANDRIDAS,
ii. 214.
CLEARCHUB,
ii. 331,360.
CLE~PPIDES,
i. 271.
the Camarinieans twice expelled, ii CLEOMEDES,
son of Lycomedes, ii. 97.
118: in the Sicilian war, how affected CLEOMENES,
king of Sparta, i. 129 : brother
6.404,

CAMBY
SES,son of Cyrus, i. 17.
CAMEIRUS,
in Rhodes, ii. 365.
CANASTRBUM,
i. 493.
CARCINUS,
i. 179.
CARIA,i. 117, 163.
CARTERIA,
in Phocseis, ii. 430.
CARTHAGINIANS,
defeated by the Phocre
ans, i. 17 : their dominions, ii. 210.
CASMENP,built by the Syracusans, ii. 118

to Pleistoanax, i. 292.

CLEON,his genius,manners,and eloquence,

i. 300,404,412: his speech for slaying
the Mytilenseans, i. 300.
CLEONIE,
in Argolis, ii. 80,215.
CLEOPOMPUS,
i. 182,211.
CNEMUS,i. 222 : sent with a fleet to Acarnania, i. 238:defeated byPhormio,i. 241.
CNIDUS,ii. 356, 363.
COLONIES,
ancient custom in lanting, i.
CATANEANS,liveUndermount &na,i. 384
27, 32: duties of, towards t1e mother
CAUNUS,i. 118. ii. 360,363, 380.
city, i. 29, 45.
CECROPR,
king of Athens, i. 170.
COLONUS,
in Attica, ii. 389.
CENEUM,iu Eubaea, i. 360.
COMMERCE,
in ancient times, i. 2 : comCERAMEICUB,
ii. 173.
mercium juris prabendi et repetendi,
CERYCES,
ii. 37.5.
i. 83.
CHEREAS,ii. 397 : his acts, ii. 397-8,409, CONON,
ii. 257.
CHAICE,ii. 363, 365,377.
CONSPIRACIES
and CLUBS,i. 349. ii. 377.
CHAICEDON,
in the mouth of the Euxine CONTINQENT
of the Peloponnesian confei, 458,
derate states, i. 164, 167, 282.
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CORCYRA,
a Corinthian colony, i. 29:island
and city, i. 44 : make war on Epidamnus,
i. 31 : defeat the Corinthians, i. 35: oration at Athens for aid, i. 38: obtain an
alliance, i. 51 : fight with the Corinthians,
i. 54: are defeated, i. 55: Themistocles
once beneficial to, i. 139: defeated b the
Peloponnesian fleet, i. 344: a d t h e
Athenians in the Sicilian war, ii. 286.
CORINTE,changed the old form of ships,
i. 16: sends a garrison to Epidamnus, i.
3 1 : prepares for war with Corcyra, i 32 :
fights and is defeated, i. 35: prepares to
renew the war, i. 37 : oration at Athens,
i 44: fight again with and defeat the
Corcyrsans, i. 54: retreat before reinforcement from Athens, i. 57: sends aid
to Potidsa, i. 64:battle of Potidrea, i. 66:
origin of her enmity to Athens, i. 106:
battle of bfegara, i. 108: disaster in the
retreat, i. 109 : defeated by Phormio, i.
243:defeated by the Athenians at Chersonesus, i. 248 : orations at Sparta, i. 7 1,
GPEANB,

120.
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DECEMVIRI, at Athens, ii. 389.
DELIUM, taken by the Bceotians, i. 483.
DELPHI, i 184: spoils sent there, i. 517:
the priestess corrupted hy Pleistoanax,
ii, 18: treasury at, I. 149.
DELPHINIUM, in Chios, ii. 359.
DELOE, earthquake at, before the Peloponnesian war, i. 162.
DELUGE at Orobire and Atalante, i. 356.
DEMARATUS,ii. 408.
DEMIURGI,ii. 58.
DEMODOCUS, i. 457.
DEMOTELEE,
i. 409.
DERCYLIDAS,
takes Abydos and L a m p cus, ii 383-4.
DEUCALION,
i. 4.
DIANAof Ephesus, E. 436.
DIAIIA, the greatest feast of Jupiter Meilichius, i. 127.
DICTIDEANS
take Thyssus, ii. 41 : revolt
from the Athenians, ii. 94.
DIDPME,i. 356.
DIEMPORUE,
i. 154.
DIITREPEES,ii. 254.
DINIADAS,
ii. 343.
DIoDoTus,his speech in behalf of the Mytilensans, i. 307.
DIOMEDON,Athenian general, ii. 341-2:
blockades the Chians, ii. 345 : supports
the democracy, ii. 377.
DIONYLIIA,
i. 172: the Great or City, ii. 25,
28: theatre of Dionysus, ii. 420-21.
DIOTIMUS,i. 51.
DIOTREPHEI,5.386.
DIPHILUS,ii. 260.
DISEENEION,
the first between the Lace&monians and the Athenians, and its
cause, i. 105.
DITCH,the king’s at Athos, i. 492.
DIVERS,
i. 411. ii. 250.
DORCII,i. 100.
DORIANS,
seize upon Peloponnesus, when,
i. 15 : found Lacedemon, i. 20.
DORUS, i. 461.
DRACHME,
of Bgina, ii. 57.
DROANS,of Thrace, i. 266.
DRYOSCEPEELI,i. 291.

CORONEANS,
i. 477.
COTYLE,the measure, i. 399.ii. 320.
CORTYTA,
i. 438.
COUNCIL
of 500 at Athens, i. 500. ii. 392 :
Four Councils of Boeotia, ii. 45.
CRANONIANI.
i. 179.
CRATBMENES,
ii. 117.
CRENE,in Amphilochia, i. 373.
CRESTONIA,
i. 263, 492.
CRETE, i. 338. Cretans and Rhodianr
found Gela, 11. 11 6: mercenary soldiers,
ii. 287.
CRCWUS,
i. 19.
CROMMYON
in Corinthia, i. 427, 429.
CROPEIA
in Attica, i. 175.
CROTON,
ii. 262.
CYNES
restored to Coronta, i. 367.
CYPRESS
coffins, used at Athens, i. 188.
CYPRUS,subdued by Pausmias, i. 99 : in.
vaded by Cimon, i. 114.
CYPLIELA,
fort of, ii. 39.
GYRUS,first king of Persia, i. 17 : over
throws Crcesus, i. 19: son of Darius
ECCRITUE,
the Spartan, ii. 244.
i. 222.
ECHICRATIDAS,
king of Thessaly, i. 113.
DAMAGON,
i. 360.
EDONIANS,
i. 103,263,485,492.
ELEUSINE,
in Attica, i. 115: wages war
DAMOTIMU~,
i. 502.
DARIUS,successor of Cambyses, i. 18
with Erechtheus, i. 171 : the Eleusinium,
reduces the islands of Ionia, i. 19: de
i. 173: holy ground betweenMegaraand
feated at Marathon, ii. 175: son of Ar
Eleusis, i. 143.
taxerxes, ii. 328:his treaty with Sparta ELINEIOTB,
i. 262.
ii. 340, 357.
ELIs,lower or hollow,i. 181: council of 600,
DARDANUM, ii. 432.
ii. 58.
DARE STATER, ii. 351.
ELLOMENUS,
i. 361.
DASCYLIUM,
province of, i. 132.
ELYMI,
ii. 115.
DAUL~AS,
the nightingale, i. 184.
EMBATUM,
i. 294.
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EMPEDIAB,25.
EURYMEDON,
sent to C m y r a , i. 346: to
T a n a p , i. 358: to Sicily, i. 386: abets
ENDIUS,the ephor, ii. 329, 334: ambassador to Athens, ii. 53.

the massacre of the CorcyrEans, i. 431 :

suspected of corruption in returning
ENOMOTIA,
ii, 79.
from Sicily, and fined, i. 446 : sent again
ENOMOTARCH,
ibid.
ENTYMUS,
founder of Cela, ii. 116.
into Sicily, ii. 241.
EPHEBI,i. 201.
EDSTROPHUB,
ii. 48.
EPHORI,
put the question in the assembly, EUTHYDEMUS,
joined in the command with
i. 91: give thew name to the year, ii.
24-5.

Nicias, ii. 241 : defeated, ii. 298.

EXPEDITIONS,
Trojan, i. 9-14: of former

EPIBATE,i. ,763.ii. 160, 383.
ages, ibid.
EPICXDIDAS,
ii. 14.
EPIDAMNUS,
takenby theCorcyreans,i. 35. FEAST-DAYS,
observance of by the Spartans, i. 389. ii. 94 : greatest of Jupiter
EPIDAURIANS,
aidCorinth against Corcyra,
i. 32: against Athens, i. 108.

Meilichius, i. 127.

EPISTLEof Paiisanias to Xerxes, i. 131 : FIVE-THOUSAND,
the government of, ii.

of Xerxes to Pausanias, i. 1.72: of The425-26.
mistocles to Artaxerxes, i. 141. of the FLEET,the most ancient, i. 5 : most powerful, i. 18: the fleet sent to Troy, i. 12.
king of Persia to the Lacedzamonians,
i. 438.
FLUTES,
S artans march to battle to the
ii. 83.
sound
EPITADAS,
the Spartan, i. 392, 416: slain,
i. 421.
FOUR-HUNDRED,
the tyranny of, ii. 391-3:
EPITELIDAS,
i 616.
seek peace with Sparta, li. 393-4,415:
ERASINIDES,
ii. 235.
send ambassadors to the army at Samos,
u. 394: fortify Eetioneia, ii. 414-16:are
ERECHTHEUS,
king of Athens, i. 171.
ERESSOS,
reduced, i. 298 : revolts again,
overthrown, d. 416-22, 425.
5. 344, 428.
ERETRIANS,
war with the Chalcideans, i. GAPSELUS
(Galepsus) revolts to Brasidas,
i. 490 : reduced by Cleon, ii. 6.
19: subjects and tributaries of Athens,
ii. 285.
GAULE~TES,
ii. 407.
ERINEUS,
river, ii. 260,313,315.
GELA,the river, ii. 116 : the city, ibid
ERYTHREA,
in Ionia, i. 296: revolts from GELO,tyrant of Syracuse, ii. 116.
GELOANS,
found Agrigentum, ii. 117: aid
Athens, ii. 336.
ERYX,in Sicily, ii. 113, 163.
Syracuse against Athens, ii. 258.
ERYXIDAIDAS,
i. 501.
GENERALS,
Athenian, ten, i. 167.
ETEONICUS,
ii. 344.
GERASTION,
month of, i. 501.
EBrXoxplErvoc, i. 339, note.
GLAUCE,
ii. 402.
GLAUCON,
son of L e a p s , i. 58.
ETRURIA,
see TYRSENIP.
EUALAS,
Spartan, 343:
GOAXIS,sons of, murder Pittacus, i. 490.
EUARCHUS,
tyrant of Astaehus, ejected, GODDESSES,
the SEVERE,
i. 129.
of Eretria, i. 131.
i. 185: restored, i. 187: founder of Ca- GONGYLUS,
GRAEANS,i. 259.
tana, i. 115.
GRAPNEL,
i. 408. u. 291,294.
EUBULUS.
ii. 344.
EUCLES,
general of tbe Athenians, i. 487 : GREECE,of old not permanently inhabited,
i. 2: before the Trojan war, what, i. 3:
of the Syracusans, ii. 225.
EUCLEIDES,
founder of Himera, ii. 11 7
and after, i. 14: took the name Hellas,
EUCTEMON,
ii. 352.
how and when, i. 4: sends out colonies,
EUDEMUS,
ii. 298.
i. 15: retarded by the t rants, i. 20:
cities, where formerly h i % , i. 8: mode
EUETION,
ii. 236.
of life and manners of old, what, i. 5-8:
EUMACHUS,
son of Chrysis, i.187.
Trojan war, origin of, and how carried
EUMOLPIDB,
ii. 375.
EUMOLPUS,
i. 171.
on, 1.9-14:built navies, i. 16: put down
EUPHAMIDAS,
i. 187,502. ii. 67.
piracy i. 17: ancient warfare, i. 19: in
EUPHEMUS,
ii. 192: his speech at Camathe Medan war, the leading of Greece
rina, ii. 198.
given to Sparta, i. 21 : after the insolence
EUPOMPIDAS,
i. 286.
of Pausanias, fell to the Athenians, i. 99.
EURRUS,of Eubaea, ii. 254-5.
GULF, Ambracian, i. 60: Crisrean, i. 110:
EURYBATUS,
i. 53.
Iasian, ii. 348: Ionian, i. 27 : Malian, ii.
EURYLOCHUS,
Spartan, i. 367 : slain, i. 377.
325: Pierian, i. 263: Terinean, ii. 226:
EURYMACHUS, i. 154: slain, i. 159.
Tyrrhenian, ii. 179.
EURYMEWN,
river, i. 103.
GYLIPPUS,defeated, ii. 234: defeats the
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Athenians, ii. 235: takes Plymmerium,
E. 246-7: brings reinforcements to Syracuse, ii. 278 : defeats the Athenians, ii.
298-302: resolves to cut off their retreat, ii. 304 : takes prisoner Niciaa, ii.
317: brings back the fleet from Sicily,
i i 335-6.
GYMNOPBDEIB,
at Sparta, ii. 94.
GYRTONIANS,
of Thessaly, i. 179.

HIEROPHON,
i. 373.
H I M E R ~ Uii.M236.
,
HIPPAGRETES,
i. 422. .
HIPPOCLES,
of Lampsacus, YL 175: son of
Menippus, ii. 335.

HIPPOCRATES,
i. 448 : his attem t to surrize Megara, i. 449-53 bat& of DeFi.ium,
i. 473-80:his s eech, i. 478: slain,
484: the tyrant o‘fGela, ii. 118: the
:

Spartan, ii. 356,427.

Hj~arus,i n Thrace, i. 258.
HIPPOLOCHIDAB,
i. 461.
HAGNON,
i. 118 : son of Nicias, colleague of HIPPONICIJS,
i. 368.
Pericles, i. 211 : accompanies Sitalkes in HIPPONOIDAS,
the Spartan, banished on
hisexpedition,i. 258:foundsrlrnphipolis,

suspicion of cowardice, ii. 84.

Brasidas, i465: and made free, ii. 40.
Of Syracuse, ii. 190, 225.

the Athenians, i. 99 : their assemblies a t
Delos, i. 370.

i. 485: his edifices thrown down, h, 13. HISTORY,
of Thucydides, i. 25, 26: Attic,
HALEX,river, i, 366.
of Hellanicus, i. 101.
HALIARTII,
i. 477.
HORSE-TRANSPORTS,
i. 425 :when first used
HALICARNASSIJS,
ii. 363.
in Greece, i. 210.
HALYS,
river, i. 19.
HYACINTRIAN
FEAST, ii. 28.
HAMAXITUS,
ii. 430.
H Y ~ E A N367.
S,~.
HARMATUS,
ibid.
HYRLA,
i n Gelais, ii. 180.
HARMOSTES,
ii. 327.
HYBLON,
king of the Siculi, founder of
HARPAGIUM,
ii. 434.
Megara, ii. 116.
HAVEN,the great, of Syracuse, ii. 221, HTLIAS,
river, ii. 262.
246,263,283,289 :the small, or LACCZIJS,
HILLAIC
HAVEN, i. 340,346.
E. 232.
HYPERECHIDAS,
ii. 171.
HEBRUB,
river, i. 259.
HEGESANDER,
of Thespiir, ii. 244.
IAPYGIA,
ii. 143,161.
HEGESANDRIDES,
ii. 416,422.
IBERIA,
ii. 112: Iberians, most warlike of
HEGESIPPIDAS,
YL 64.
the barbarians, ii. 210.
HELENA,
i. 9.
ICARUS,
i. 294: ii. 428.
HELIXUS,
of Megara, ii. 403.
IDACIJS,
ii. 432.
HELLESPONT,
i. 94. i i 329,384,428.
IELYSIJS,
in Rhodes, ii. 365.
HELOS,town of, i. 437.
IONIANS,
their fleet in the time of Cyrus,
HELQTS,700 sent to Chalcidice under
i .l7: subdued by Cyrus, i. 19: revolt to
HERACLEIDES,

HEREANS,
ii. 80.
IPNEANS,
i. 367.
HERALD,
intercourse by, the test of war, i. ISARCHIDAS,
i. 34.
59, 152,153.
ISCHAGORAS,
i. 516. ii. 26.
HERCULES,
feast of at Syracuse, ii. 303: ISOCRATES,
i. 248.
temple of in Mantineiis, ii. 76.
ISTER,river, i. 258.
~ERMEs-BusTsatAthens,muti~ated,
ii.141: 18THMIAN GAMES, ii. 331 : truce, ii. 332.
inquest thereupon, ii. 168.
ISTHMIONICUS,
ii. 25.
HERMEONDAS,
of Thebes, i. 273.
ITALY,most of, planted by the PeloponHERMOCRATES,
his speech for peace, i441:
nesians, i. 16.
his speech exhorting to prepare for the
coming of the Athenians, ii. 148: encourages the Syracusans after their defeat, ii. 189 : elected general, ii. 190 : his
speech at Camarina, ii. 192 : his stratagem to delay the departure of the
Athenians, ii. 304

HERMON,
ii. 418.
HESIOD,his death, i. 364.
HESSIANS, i. 367.
HESTIEANS,
the Athenian colony in Eubaea, ii. 285.

HESTIODORUS,
i. 226.
HIERAMENES,
i i 381.
HIERES,i. 359.

’Irahoi and ’IraXrw”rat,ii.162, note.
ITALIJS,
king of Italy, ii. 114.
ITAMANES,
i. 297.
ITYR,
i. 184.

JACKS,of the Spartans, i. 419.
JIJNO,temple of, i. 2 8 , 2 9 1 . k 88.
JUPITER,
Ithometes, i. 106: Meilichius, i.

127: the Deliverer, i. 228 : Nemeius, i.
364: Olympins, i. 281.ii. 36,62.

LACEDEMON,
city of, i. 11: founded by the

Dorians, i. 20: long troubled with seditions, but ever free from tyrants,ibid. :
of 5 parts of Pelopounesus holds 2, and
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h a the leading of the rest, i. 11: firsi
stripped and annointed themselves ai
the games, i 7: made the leaders o
Greece in the Persian war, i. 21 : for 4
centuries have preserved the same forrc
of overnment, i. 20: rupture and wai
wit% Athens, i. 21 : causes of the breach
of the 30 years league, i. 27, 61,69,93
summons the allies to debate the ques.
tion of war, i. 70: decides that Athens
had done unjustly, i. 85 : and that t h e
league was broken, i. 93, 120: vote in
the assembly viva voce, i. 92 : vote of the
kin s, i. 23 : remonstrance against the
wd?kig of Athens, i 94: deluded by
Themistocles, i. 95: recall of Pausanias,
i. 99 :accusation of Themistocles, i. 139:
the revolt of the Helots caused by the
great earthquake, i. 104 : dismiss the
Athenians from the siege of Ithome, i.
105 : defeated at sea by the Athenians,
i. 107 : march to deliver Doris, i. 109 :
defeat the Athenians at Tanagra, i. 110:
5 years truce, i. 113: the HOLY WAR and
delivery of t h e tem le to the Delphians,
i. 114: invasion o f Attica, i. 115: 30
years peace, i. 116: consult the oracle on
the question of peace or war, i. 120:
allies again summoned, ibid.: war decreed, i. 126 : require the Athenians to
banish the dyos, ibid. : required themselves to do the same, i. 130 : require the
raising of the siege of Potidm, and rescinding of the decree against Megara,
i. 143 : preparations for war, i. 160 : invasion of Attica, i. 174. vain attempt on
a n o e , i. 175 : wmte Attica, i. 177-9 :
return home, i. 180: plant the 2Eginek
in Thyrea, i. 182 : second invasion of
Attica, i. 201 : i n h t Zacynthus, i. 222 :
their ambassadors to the king intercepted, i. 223 : siege of Platrea, i. 227236: invade Acarnania, i. 237 : retreat,
i. 241 : defeated by sea at Naupactus, i.
241-4: sewndbattle,indecisive,i. 246-55:
attempt to surprize Peimus, i. 255-7:
third mvasion of Attica, i. 269: resolve
to aid Mytilene, i. 282: carry their ships
over the isthmus, ibid. : prepare a fleet
for Lesbos, i. 284: invade Attica, i. 292 :
their fleet passes over to Asia, i. 294 :
retreats to Peloponnesus, i. 296 : reduce
Plates, i. 317: and slay the Plakans, i.
336 t send a fleet to Corcyra, i. 338,343:
fight with the Core ans and Athenians, i. 344 : retreat c a y , i. 346 : invasion of Attica stopped by an earthgnake,
i. 356 : found Heracleia in Trachinia, i.
i. 359: with the Ambrwiots invade
Amphilochia, i. 372 : are defeated and
desert the Ambraciota, i 375-9 : again

invade Attica, i. 886 : but return on the
capture of Pylos, i. 389 : and march to
Pylos, i. 390: assault the fort, i. 394 :
and fail, i. 398 : a truce, i. 399 : speech of
their ambassadorsat Athens, i.400 :who
return without success, i. 405 : the men
in the island refuse to surrender, and
are attacked, i, 416: and surrender, i.
422: their numbers, ibid.: their consternation at their disasters, i. 438: take
Amphipolis, i. 489 : truce for a year with
Athens, i. 497 : desire peace, and why,
E. 15: peace concluded, ii. 20-25 : league
for 50 ears, ii. 27-28: remonstrate with
Corintiabout her intrigues with Argos,
ii. 34: dispute with Elis, ii. 36 : invade
Arcadia, ii. 39 : enfranchise the Brasideinns,and garrison Lepreum with them,
ii. 40: jealousy between Sparta and
Athens, ii. 41 : league with Rceotia, ii.
47 : treaty with Argos, ii. 49 : Panactum razed and rendered, ii. 47,50: their
ambassadors duped by Alcibiades, ii.
53 : excluded from the temple of Jupiter
at Olympia, ii. 60-2 : march to the supportof Epidaurus against Argos, ii. 6 9 :
position of the two armies, ii. 71 : t a r
Agis for the escape of the Argives, ii.
72, 75 : taken by surprize at Mantineia,
fall rapidly into their ranks, ii. 79 : are
all commanders of comman&ers,ibid. :
the battle, ii. 82-6. recover their reputation, ii. 87 : peace with Argos, ii. 89:
and league, ii. 91 : and Argos oligarchised, ii. 94: raze the long w d s of Argos, ii. 96: take H y s k and slay the
males, ibid.: waste Argolis, and put the
outlaws of Argos into Ornese, u. 120 :
resolve to aid Syracuse, and tofortify ?eceleia,ii.214: invadeArgolis,ii.Z15:invade Attica and fortify Deceleia, ii. 243 :
send naval reinforcements to Sicily, ii.
244 : aid the Chians, ii. 330 : sailing for
Chios are put to flight by the Athenians, ii. 333: treaty with the king of
Persia, ii. 340 : break the blockade of
the Athenians, ii. 341 : take Iasus, ii.
350: send another fleet to Asia, ii. 360:
defeat the Athenians, ii. 363: take
Rhodes, ii.365 : send a part of the fleet
to Pharnabazus,ii. 403 : defeatthe Athenians, ii. 423 : are defeated by the Athenians at C nossema, ii. 433 : the genius of
the LaceLmonians, i. 7 3 4 8 8 . ii. 104:
inexperience in naval matters, i. 244 :
brevity in speech, i. 400: Lacedremonian
and Atheman discipline, difference in,
i 191-3: the 300 HORSEMEN, ii. 85: kings
may be imprisoned hy the ephors, i. 134 :
at the head of the army, power of, ii,
72,327 : banish foreigners, 1. 192 I habi.
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tual secrecy of their policy, ii. 80: diir
ing the Carneia refrained from war, ii
66, 87,88: so for an earthquake, i. 104
356. ii. 63: custom of carrying sticks, ii
406.

LACED~EMONIUS,
son of Cimon, i. 51.

LACHES,
sent with a fleet to Sicily, i. 354
takes Mylae, i. 358 : and a station of thc
national guard, i. 366 : defeats the Lo
crians, i. 369.
LACOX,
son of Aeimnestus, i. 318.
LAEANS,
i. 259.
LZSPODIAS.
ii. 226.
LAMIS,
founds Trotilus, ii. 115.
LAN,
in Laconia, ii. 4 16.
LAURIUS,
mountain, i. 210. ii. 212.
LEAGUE,
the 5 years, between the Pelo.
ponnesians and the Athenians, i. 113
the 30 years lea e, i. 116: how lon:
preserved, i. 1 5 4 : $ k ~ e e n the Athenians
and the Argives, ii. 55: between the
Argives and the Lacedsemonians, ii. 89
91: confirmed by oath and s.acrifices
ii 57, 58 : inscribed on pillars, ii. 59,68
LEARCHUS,
i. 223.
LECTOS,
ii 430.
LEOCRATES,
i. 107.
LEON,founder of Heracleia, i. 360 : the
Athenian, ii. 343 : the Spartan, ii. 383
the village in Sicily, ii. 217.
LEONTINEB,
of Chalcidean origin, ii. 115,
196 : akin to the Athenians, ii. 167.
LEROS,
ii. 348, 349.
LESBOS,recovered by Athens, i. 293
again, ii. 344 : how governed by Athens,
i. 22, 277-9 : the Lesbians akin to the
k t i a n s , i. 270, ii. 255, 429.
LIBYA
(Africa), the source of the plague,
i. 202 : confines on Egypt, i. 107.
LICHAS,
sent as ambassador to Argos, ii.
27-89 : his dispute with Tissaphernes,
ii. 364, 375.
LIGYANS,
ii. 112.
LINDII,in Sicily, ii. 116.
LINDUS,
in Rhodes, ii. 365.
LINSEED
used as food, i. 411.
LOCHI(bands), Spartan, i. 392. ii. 81 :
Argive, ii. 84.
~
R OZOLE,
I
allies of Athens, i 363 :
Opbntian, i. 111,186,357: Epizephyrian,
i. 385-6. ii. 5, 161, 228, 416.
h R Y M A , 'i. 364.
LYCIA,
ii. 363.
LYCOPERON,
of Corinth, slain, i 428.
LYNCUS,
i. 467, 506, 515.
LYSICLES,
i. 286.
LYSISTRATUS, i.
493.
MACARIUS,
of Sparta, i. 367: slain at Olpe,
i. 377.
MACH~EROPHORI,
i. 258. ii. 252.
VOL. IX.

MACHINE,used by the Baotiano in storming Delinm, i. 483 : devised by the Platseans, i. 232-6.
M ~ C H O Nof, Corinth, i. 242.
MBANDER,plain of, i. 256.
MALEA,in Peloponnesus, i. 436. ii. 360:
MALIAN gulf, li. 325.
MANTINEIA,
battle of, ii. 76-86 : invaded
by Sparta, ii. 39 : plain of, ii. 77: subjects of, ii. 33, 93.
MARATHON,
battle of, i. 21, 79,188. ii. I f 5
MAREIA,city, i. 107.
MARSEILLES,
built by the Phocapans, i. 17.
MEDES, abandon Europe, i. 93 : Medar\
garments, i. 133 : spoils, i. 168.
MEDIMNUS, i. 399.
MEGABATES,
i. 132.
MEGABAZUS,
i. 111.
MEGABYZUS,
i 112,440.
MELANCRIDAS,
E. 330.
MELANTHUB,
ii. 327,
MELEAS,a Laconian, i 273.
MELESANDER,
slain in Lycia, i. 226,
MELESIAS,ii. 410.
MELESIPPUS, i. 144, 166.
MELIANS, three parts of, i. 359: infest
Heracleia, ii. 64 : MELIANgulf, i. 364.
MEMORY,loss of, by the plague, i 205:
by fear, i. 245.
MEMPHIS, i. 107.
MENANDER,
ii. 241, 270, 198.
NENDESIUM,
mouth of the Nile, i. 112.
MENECOLUS,
founder of Camarina, ii 118.
MENEDBUS,i. 3G7,377.
hfENON, of Pharealus, i. 179.
MESSENE,in Laconia, i. 424: MESS EN TAN^
expelled from Peloponnrsus, i. 104-6 :
placed in Naupactus, i 104. ii. 286 : inest Laeonia from Pylos, i. 424.
METAPONTIUM,
ii.259,257.
METHONE,in Argolis, i. 430: in Macedonia, ii. 121.
M E T H Y M N E A N S , ii. 255 : exiles attack
Methymne, ii. 428-9.
M E T ~ C Ii., 185:.
METON,i 154. 11. 280.
METROPOLIS,
duty of the colony to, i. 29,
30 : mutual dudes of, i. 40, 45 : place so
called, i. 375.
MICIAD~S, of Corcyra, i. 5 3 .
MIGRATIONS in Greece, formerly frequent,
i. 2.
MILETUS, war with Samos, i. 116: attempted by the Athenians, ii. 347-8:
defeat of the Argives, ii. 347: the fort of
Tissaphernes taken, ii. 407.
MIMAS, ii. 356.
MOON,eclipse of, ii. 279.
MORGANTINE,
i. 446.
MOTYA,ii. 114.
MUNYCHIA,i. 170. ii. 421.
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MYCONUB,
island, i. 294.
MYRRHINA,
wife of HiEpias, 2-17
1.
MYSCON,
of Syracuse, u. 408.

PEAN,i. 57,253,428,479.ii. 273.
PAGONDAS,
the Bmtarch, i. 474 : defeats
the Athenians at Delinm, i. 478.

~YSTERIES,p~Of~n~tiOnOf,u141,168,157.
PALE,in Cephalenia, i. 32,185.

PALLAS,
her statue in the Acropolis, i. 168,
NAUCLEIDES,
of Platsea, i 155.
169 : her temple in Lecythus, i. 497.
NXODAMODES,
description of, ii. 40,note.
PAMMILUS,
founder of Selinus, ii. 116.
NEPTUNE,
temple of, 1.130.ii. 389 : vessels PAMPHYLIA,
i. 103.
PANEANB,
i 266.
made prize of, consecrated to, i. 254.
NESTUS, i. 259.
PANE RUE,^. 461.
PANDION,
king of Athens, i. 183.
NICANOR,
i. 238.
NICIAS.son of Niceratus, takes Minoa, i. PANICterror, ii. 312.
346 : and Mende, i. 514 :besieges Scione, PANTACIUS,
river, ii. 115.
i. 515, 517 : defeats the Corinthians, i. PARASIANS,
i. 179.
425-29: desires eace with Sparta, ii. PARAGEANS,
i. 239.
17: the author
the peace, ii. 51, 55, PARIANS,
i. 488.
mount, i. 179,480.
319 : dissuades from the Sicilian war, ii. PARSES,
of Arcadiu, ii. 39.
122: defeats the Syracusans, ii. 186-8: PARRHASIANS,
his letter to the Athenian people, ii. 237 : PASITELIDAS,
i. 516.ii. 3.
his mistake in delaying to attack Syra- PATERNAL GODS,i. 228.
island, i. 297.
cuse, ii. 269 : his superstition, ii. 280:his PATXOS,
PAUSANIAS,
son of Pleistoanax, i. 292.
character, ii. 319.
PAYof the Athenian hoplite at Potidsea,i.
NICOLAUS,
i. 222.
284: of the sailors in Sicily, ii. 121 : of
NICOMACHUS,
i. 472.
the hoplite and horsemen by the Argive
NICOXEDES,
i. 109.
treaty, ii. 57 : of the Thracian merceNICON,
ii. 244.
naries, ii. 252: of the Athenian magisNICONIDAS,
i. 462.
NICOSTRATLTE,
his conduct at Corcyra, i.
trates, ii. 392,425.
342 : with Nicias takes Cythera, i. 435 : PEIRBUS,
length of the walls of, i. 169.
and Mende, i. 514 : and besieges Scione, PELE,island, ii. 353.
PELASGI,
i. 4: Tyrrhenian Pelasgi, inhai. 515.
bited Lemuos and Athens, i. 492. ii. 206.
NIGHTINQALE,
its name DAULIAS,
whence,
i. 184.
PELLENIANS,
of Achaia, i. 163.ii. 326 : the
NINE-PIPES,
i. 172 : water of, used in marScioneans called themselves descend-
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riage ceremonies, ibid.

ants of, i. 502.

NINE-WAYS,
afterwards Amphipolis,i. 103. PELOPONNESIANS
planted most of Italy and
NISBA,i. 115,186,404.ii. 19: the arsenal
Sicily, i. 16: have neither slaves nor

and haven of Megara,i. 255,448:whence
money, i. 146.
PENTECONTERES,
ii. 79.
distant 8 stadia, ibid.
PEREBIANS,
i. 463.
NISUS,temple of, i. 499.
PERDICCAS,
persuades the Chalcideans to
go all into Olynthus, i. 63 : league with
OAK-HEAXIS,
in Bceotia,i. 291.
Athens, i. 65 : and rupture, i. 66 :reconOATH,of various degrees of aolemnity, ii.
ciled again, i. 184: invaded by Sitalkes,
24,58: inscribed on stone-pillars, ii. 59.
OLIGARCHY,at Samos, i. 116 :subverted, ii.
i. 257: gives his sister to Seuthes, and
342 : at Argos, ii. 94 : subverted, ibid.:
why, i. 266 : invaded by the Athenians,
at Athens, ii. 387-93: subverted, ii. 425. ii. 121.
OLYMPIAN
GAMES,
vietors in, Cylon,i. 126: PERIERES,
founder of Zancle, ii. 117.
Androsthenes, ii. 60: Lichas, ii. 62: PERIC~CI,
of Sparta, i. 104.
k i n p of, Cyrus, i. 17 :Cambyses,
Olympic truce, ii. 60-1: Olympia, trea- PERSIA,
ibid.: Dams, i. 18,222:Xerxes, i. 131 :
sury at, i. 149.
ONOMACLES,
ii. 347,352.
Artaxerxes,i. 107, 141, 440: his letters
to the Spartans intercepted and read at
OPICI, ii. 11 3.
Athens, i. 433: Darius, ii. 328.
OROPIA,
i. 474.
ORTYOIA,the island, ii. 115, 183.
PETRA,
ii.263.
PHSACES,
i. 30.
Oscms, river, i. 259.
PEEDIMUS,
ii. 50.
OSTRACISM,
i. 139.ii. 396.
OZOLE,Lo&, i. 6,363.
PHBNIPPUS,
i. 500.
PHALIUS,
founder of Epidamnus, i. 27.
PACHES,
i. 285 :takes Mytilene, i. 293 :and PHANE,ii. 346.
PHANOMACEUS,
i. 226.
Notium, Pyrrha, and Eressos, i. 298.
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PHARNABAZUH,
5.329,403,427,436.
PHARNACES,
i 223.ii. 2.
PHARUS,
i. 107.
PHEREANS,
179.
PHILIP,
of Lacedmmon, ii. 412,427.
PHOCBANS,
found Marseilles, i. 17.
PHOCIS,
i. 11 1 : Phoceans invade Doris, i
109: put in possession of the temple ai
Delphi, i. 114 : friends to the Athenians.
i. 163,363:Phoceans in Sicily, ii. 113:.
PHCENICIAN
fleet, i. 19, 103, 112,118. 11.
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PROPY
LEA, of the Acropolis, i 168.
PROBOPITIB,
island of, i. 112.
PROTEAS,
i. 51, 179.
PROTESILAUS,
temple of, ii. 431,
PROXENI,
i. 339, note.
PROXENUS,
son of capiton, i. 369.
PT(EODORUS,
i 458.
PUNISHMENTS,
of old, what, i. 31 1 : by de-

grees augmented, ibid.
PYDIUB,
river, ii. 433.
PYSTILUS,
founder of Agrigentum, ii. 117.
369, 404,410,436.
PYTHANGELUS,
i. 154.
PHORMIO,
a general in the Samian war, i. PYTHEN, O f Corinth, ii. 225,228,298.
118 : sent to aid the Acarnanians, i. 225. P y T H r m i games,ii. 1 : Apollo, ii. 65 : oracle,
PHOTIUS,
leader of the Chaonians, i. 238.
i. 106.
PHRYGII,
in Attica, i. 178.
PYTHIUM,
at Athens, ii. 171.
PHRYNIS,
periecos, ii. 329.
PYTHADORUS,
i. 154. i. 383,446,ii. 226.
PHTHIOTAN
ACHEANB,ii. 325-6.
PHYRCON,
ii. 60.
RANSOM
of captives, i. 330.
PIERIUM,
in Thessaly, ii. 14.
REPUBLIC,
Athenian, described,i. 191 : its
PINDUS,
mount, i. 267.
best period, ii. 426.
PISANDER,
his flight to Deceleia, ii. 426. RHAMPHIAS,
i. 144. u 14.
PEISISTRATUS, the tyrant, i. 23. ii 170 : RHYPICA,
ii. 260.
hallows Delos, i. 369.
PEITHIAS,
senator of Corcyra, i. 389.
SACON,
founder of Himera, ii. 118.
PISSUTHNES,
son ofHystaspes, ii. 117,295. SALYNTHIUS,
king of the Agrmns, i. 379,
PITTACUS,
king of the Edonians, i. 490.
460.
PLATBANS,
league with the Athenians, i. SAMBI,of Cephallenia, i. 185.
239,337 : escape of part, over the h e - SAMINTHUS,
ii. 70.
dsmonian works, 1. 286-91: sent to SAMIANS,
i. 48, 49: ejected from Zande,
fkione, ii.37:RIGHTS of Plakans,.i. 321.
ii. 117: their wealth and power, ii. 399,
PLEISTOANAX,
son of Pausanias, 1. 107, 400: distance from the continent, ii
116. ii. 39, 87: father of Pausanias, i.
402.
292.
SANDIUS,
mount, i. 286.
PLEISTOLAS,
ephor, ii. 24, 29.
SARDIS,
i. 117.
PLEISTARCEVS, son of Leonidas, i. 134.
SARQEUS,
of Sicyon, 5.244.
P N Y X , U. 425.
SATRAP
r& rcirw, ii. 328.
POLEMARCHS,
in the Spartan army, ii. 79. SCANDEIA,
in Cythera, i. 436.
POLICHNE, near Syracuse, ii. 233 : in Ionia, SCIRITIB,ii. 39.
ii. 337 : taken by the Athenians, ii. 345. SCIRONIDEB,
defeats the Peloponnesians at
POLIS,
village of the H t-eans, i. 367.
Miletus, ii. 347: is deprived of his comPOLLES,
king of the Odbmantians, ii. 6.
mand, ii. 377.
POLLIS, the Argive, i. 222.
S~IRPHONDAS,
slain by the Thracians, 2.
2.56.
POLLUX
and CASTOR,
temple of, i. 343. ii.
- -.
421.
Sco~ns,city, ii. 22.
POLYANTHES,
of Corinth, i i 260.
SCFZBES,at Athens, i. 500, 501. ii. 237.
POLYCRATES,
tyrant of Samos, i. 17: con- SEA,Grecian, i. 5: B p s n , i. 102: Cretic,
secrates Rheneia to Apollo, i. 370.
i. 436.ii. 106:Sicilian,i.407,436.ii. 127:
POLYDAMIDAS, Of Sparta, i. 505,513.
Tyrrhene, i 407.
POLYYEDES,
of Larissa, i. 179.
QEGESTA, a city of the Elymi, ii. 113.
PorAims, of Syracuse, ii. 408.
QELINUNTIANS, are Megareans,ii. 116,286:
POTIDBA,
a Corinthian colony, i. 61 : Dowar with Segesta, ii. 119: where seated,
288.
ii. _.
rims, i. 12.5:colonized from Athens, i.
.~.
.
227: attempted by Brasidas, i. 517.
SEPULCHRE, of illustrious men, i. 198.
PRIAPUS,
cit of, ii. 434.
SESTOS, i. 93. ii. 384.
PROCLES,
Atienian general, i. 358 : slain, ~EUTHES,son of Spardocus, i. 260, 266,
i. 388.
PROCNE,
daughter of Pandion, and wife of
Tereus, i. 183.
PROPHECIES,
i. 177: Athenians angty
with those that gave out, ii. 323.
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SHIP, long, i. 18:of 50 oars, ibid.: horsetransports, i. 210, 425: heavy-armedtransports, ii. 139 : prizes, consecrated to
Neptune, i. 254: burthen of, how calcu-

'

SUPPLEMENT TO
late4 i1,280: farm of, who first changed,
i. 16: badges of, ii. 146.
SICANUS,
the river, ii. 112: the son of
Exekestlls, ii. 190,274, 278, 298.
SICILY,
invaded by the Athenians, i. 354-6,
357, 369, 383, 406-9, 446: strait of, i.
407.5.112: sea of ii. 127 : carshy of, u.
136.
SircXoi and ZirAiGmi, ii. 162.
BICXON,i. 111,113:defeat of Demosthenes,
i. 485: democracy of, deposed, ii. 94.
fiir.Erum,ii.

430.

kill, unlawfuf, i.32%
IYBARIS,
river, ii. 362.
IYMLTHUB,
river, ii. 189.
IUPPLIANT~
to

E?!yPouXoi,

ii. 360.

IYRACUBE,

subject to frequent seditions,

i. 156: opuhtion of, mixed, ii. 131:

siege o t t ) i ~219-224: war with Leontium, i. 354 : defeat by the Athenian& i.
406-7: prepares to repel the Athenirms,
ii. 162, 180: suffers a defeat, ii. 187-8:
city fortified,ii. 191-2: embassy to Corinth and Sparta, ii. 190, 208 : to Camarina, ii. 192 : secbnddefeat by thenthenianu, ii. 216-217: Syracusms build a
cross-wall, ii. 220, 232 : prepare a navy,
ii. 246 : defeated at sea, ii. 247-8 : send
to Peloponnesus and Italy, ii. 249 : their
Sikeliaai succours defeated, ii.258: fight
again by sea, ii. 265 : victorious, ii. 268:
again, ii. 281: resolve to shut in the
Athenians, ii. 283: fight and a g g victoiious, ii. 281 : their allies, 288 : final
victory, ii. 294.302 : their treatment of
the Athenian captives,ii. 318, 320: send
aid to Spartaagainst Athens, ii.348,433.

SIQIO~~IDES,
i. 389.
SIMUB,
founder of Himera, ii. 118.
SITALKES,
kin of Thrace, death of, i. 485.
SINGBANS, ii.
SWRATES,
son of Antigenes, i. 179.
SOLOEIS,
ii. 114.
SOPHWLES,
i. 383 : sent to Sicily, i, 386 :
a t Pylos, i. 387 : surrenders the captives
at Corcyra to the peo le, i. 430-1 : banished on sus idon of tribery, i. 446.
SPHACTERIA,
btckaded by the Athenian
fleet, i. 397 : woods in, burnt, i. 414:
duration of the blockade, i. 423 : food,
how snpplied, i. 410.11 : ca ture of, i.
416-21:captives in, disgracetat sparta, v i Inl ep+qc, i. 463, n.
)?LENTS, 1000 set by in the Acropolis, i.
u. 40.
180 : taken out, when, ii. 337 :TALENT,
STATER, silver or Phoczan, i. 340, 434 :
the value of, i. 100.
Daric, ii. 351.
I'Anios, lieutenant of Ionia., ii. 353,411.
STESAQORAS, i. 118.
FARENTUM, ii. 161,225.
STRAIT,
of Sicily, i. 407.
STRATAGEM
of Aristeus, i. 66: of the Stra. r.4ULANTI1, i. 27.
.
tians, i. 240 : of the Platieans, i. 232-3. I'ELLIAs, of Syracuse, ii. 225.
of Phormio at Naupactus, i. 242-3:ol I'EMENIDB, i 262.
the Peloponnesians, i. 252: of Demos. FEMENITEs, part of Syracuse, ii. 191-2.
thenes at Olpe, i. 375: at Epidaurus, ii I'EMPLE Of Apollo, i. 34,253,361.ii 251:
of A 0110 Pythius, i. 172,498. ii. 65 : of
93: of the Megmeans, to betray the city
Baccius, i. 172, 347. ii. 421 : of Castor
i. 449. of the Athenians, to gain landing
and Pollux, i 343,492.ii. 421 : of Diana,
at Syracuse, ii. 181 : of Hermocrates, tc
ii. 162 .of Hercules, ii. 76,78:of Jupiter
dclay the Athenians' march, ii. 304 : o
Nemeius, i. 364: Olympius, i. 172: of
Themistocles, in building the walls o
Juno, i. 29, 336, 343, 345, 346, 516. C.
Athens, i. 94-6: of the Argilian, to be.
88 : of Mercar ii. 254: of Neptune, i.
tray Pausanias, i. 136 : of the Spartans
499 : of Nisus, i k l . : of Pallas, i. 497. ii.
against their helots, i. 464: of Alcibi.
10 : Chalcimca, i. 137 : of Protesiluus, ii.
ades, against the Spartan ambassadors
431 : of Tellus, i. 172:ofThewus,ii. 177:
ii. 53 : of the Corcyraans, against theii
of Venus in Eryx, ii. 163 : TEMPLES,
captives, i. 430-1: of the Segestans
pdlution of in the plague at Athens, i.
against the Athenians, ii. 163: of Hip
207 : in a country occupied by the enepias, to disarm the conspirators, ii. 174
my, law as to, i. 481.
of Alcibiades, against the Athenian am.
i 270. ii. 285.
bassadors, 6. 378-80: against Tissa TENEDIANS,
TEIANS,
i 295.
phernes and the Athenians, ii. 404-5.
TENIANS,
u. 285,392.
STRATODEHUS,
i. 222.
TERINBAN
GULF, ii.226.
STRATONICE,
sister of Perdiccas, i266.
TESSERACOSTA,
of Chios, ii. 429.
STOMBICHIDES,
ii. 337,352,384.
TETRADRACHM,
i. 340.
STRONQYLE,
the island, i 356.
TEUTIAPLUS.
of Elis, i. 294.
STROPHACUS,
i. 461.
THAPSOS,
the peninsula, ii. 217,220.
STYPHON,
i. 422.
THEENETUP,
soothsayer of Pliltira, i. 986.
STYRIANB,
ii. 285.
TIIEIGPNES,
Of Megara, i. 1.27.
SumuDi, E. 253, 326,

L,
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'IHQXENEB, i. 187.
420-21.
THEBANS
deniolisg the walls of 'l'hespke, hsanrmws, the Trachiuian, i. 859.
'ISANDER, the Apodotian, i. 367.
i. 516 : Mycalessus aided by, ii. 255.
THEIISTOCLES,
archon, finishes the walls !ISIAS, the Athenian, ii. 97.
Peira!us, i. 97 : beloved at Sparta, i. 96: ~BSAPEERNES,instigates the Peloponnesians to the war against Athens, ii.328:
ostracised, i. 139: accused of medising,
romises to pay their fleet, ibid: his
ibid. : flies to Corcyra, ibid. : to Admereague with Sparta, ii. 340, 357, 380:
tus, ibid.: his reception by Artaxerxes,
defeated at Wletus, ii. 347: garrisons
i. 141-9.
laws, ii. 351 : dispute about the pay, ii.
'I'HEOCLSS,founder of Naxoe, i. 115.
351-52:p curtailed by the persuasion
THEOGENES,
i. 412.
of Alcibia& ii. 366 : anger of the PeloTHEORI,
ibid : magistrates of Mantineia,
ponnesian army, ii. 401 : attempts to
ii. 58.
clear himself to the Lacedamonians, ii.
'I'HER.4, one of the Cyclades, i. 163.
407,436: sacrifices to Diana of Pphesus,
'I'HERAMENES Of Sparta, CoIiducts the fleet
ii. 436.
to Asia, ii. 348: his treaty with Persia,
l'LEPoLmius, i. 118.
ii. 357,364.
Orpdnovrcc, in the army and navy, ii. 145, rOLMIDEB, is111, 114.
rOLOPHUB, the Ophionian, L 367.
239. i. 399.
THSRMON,
of Sparta, ii. 333.
FORYLAUS, i. 461.
b A G I A , island, i. 117.
THESEUS,
temple of, i i 177.
THESSALY,
hard to traverse without safe ~ R E A B U R E R SOF GREECE,
i. 100. TREABURY of the Athenian allies, i. 101. ii.
conduct, i. 462 : friendly to the Athenians, ibid. : government of, ibid. :THES- 21: TREASURE
of the Atheninns at the
of the war,i 16&
beginni~~g
SALIANS, eject the h t i a n s from Arne,
i 14 : league with Athens, i. 106: betray I(REAE8, i. 259.
the Atheninns at Tanagra, i. 110: aid rRIBALL1ANh i. 259, 485.
TRIBES, of Athens, i. 282,500 : of Corinth
them at Phrygii, i. 178.
THESSALUS,
sonofPeisistratus,i.;33:ii.171,
and Syracuse, ii. 220: armies anciently
THETES,
ii. 160.
ordered by tribes, ii. 219.
THORICUS,
ii. 422.
TRrsuTE paid to Athens by her allies, i.
'rHRACIAN8, Of Phocis, i. 184: THRACIAN 168. ii. 21: the first tribute raised
GATES at Amphipolis, ii. 10, 12.
amongst the Athenians, i. 286.
TRIERARCHI, ii. 145.
THRAIVITB,
i. 417.
THRASYBULUS,
ii. 396: made general bq ~ R I P O Dat Delphi, i. 134, 324.
the army at Samos, ii. 399 :brings aboui TROY,i. 133 : expedition against, i. 9-13:
the recall of Alcibiades, ii. 403: defeatr
Scione planted by Pallenians from the
the Peloponnesians in the Hellespont
siege of, i. 502 :Ph&eans in Sicily from
ii. 433.
the siege of, ii. 113: Trojans in Sicily,
THRASYLLUS,
of Argos, sayes the Argivc
ii. 112.
army, and narrowly escapes being mas TROPHY,
of the Acarnmians, i. 377, 380:
sacred, ii. 7 1-3: of Athens, made genera
Athenians, i. 68, 108,244,254,396,398,
by the army at Samos, ii. 396, 399 : de
409, 422, 429, 455, 415. ii. 3, 188, 215,
feats the Peloponnesians in the Helles
219, 224, 234, 248, 261, 282, 345, 348,
pont, ii. 433.
434: Bcwtians, i. 480: Brasidas, i. 506.
THRASYMELIDAS,
of Sparta, commandero
ii. 13: Corcymans, i. 35, 59: Corinththe fleet at Pylos, i. 394.
ians, i. 59, 108. ii. 261 : Mantineans, i.
THUCYDIDES,SOnOf Olorus,i. 487 :hisgold
517. Perdiccas, i. 506 : Peloponnesians,
mines and influence in Thrace, i. 488
i 178, 254. ii. 86, 363,424: Sicyonians,
of Phnrsalus, ii. 419 : the colleague o
i. 485: Stratians, i. 241 : Syracusans, ii.
H a p o n and Phormio, i. 118.
248,268,274, 282,302:Tegeate, i.517.
THURII,
in Italy, ii. 178,225,262.
TUSCANE,
see TYRSENI.
THUIRIATB,
i. 104.
TYDEUS,
son of Ion, ii. 359, note.
TmanrIs, river, i. 52.
TYNDAREUF,
i. 9.
THYAMUS,
mount, i. 374.
TYRSENI,
i. 492. ii. 206, 282.
,,
1HYMOCARIB, ii. 423.
TWELVE
GODS, altar of, ii. 171.
' h I C H I U B S A , ii. 348,350.
TILATZANS,
i. 259.
ULYSBES,
passes Charybdis, i. 407.
TmrAGoRAs, of Tegea, i. 222: of Cyricue
ii. 329, 360.
VICTIMSmade of paste, i. 127.8.
VULCAN,
liis smithy in Hiera, i. 356.

TREATRB 9fDiOn SUS, ii.
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W i l ~ qWBITE, of Memphis, i. 107.
WAR, Pelopomssian, how written, i. 1,
153. 5 . 2 9 . its importance, i 2 6 : causes,
i. 2 7 , 6 1 , 6 9 , 9 3 : preparation for on both
sides, i. 160 : duration of, ii. 29:
phecy concerning, ii. 30: interme ate
truce, character of, ii. 29 : Persian war,
i. 26: third Messenian, i. 104 :between
Corcyra and Corinth,i. 3 2 : the Ambxaciots and the Amphilochiam, i 224:
Sparta and Argos, ii. 69-88,95 : Epidaurus and Argos, ii 65.

WATER,SOLY,
of Delium, S, 481.
WATCHWOFLD~~~.
273.

w.
f.
151, 19%
X E N O C L E I ~i.~52,383.
,

r-

XENAGIof S arta, i.
XENELIBU,

XENON,of Thebes, 5.244.
XENOPHANYAB,
ii. 378.
XENOPHON,
L 236.
ZBUGITE, i.iS3.

ZYQITE, i. 417.

FINIS.

ERRATA.
Vol. I. p. 12, note 1. For “ Simnre” read “ Limn=”.
p. 256, note 2. For “ was, with Nisreaga, lost” read “ wm,
with Nisrea, again lost”.
For “ Megalces” read “ Megades”.
p. 270, note 4. For “ migrated from Arne inThessaly” read
‘‘ migrated thence”.
VoL 11. p. 260, line 18. For “ Irineus” read “ Erineum”.

RICHARDS, PXINTER, 100, YT. MARTIN’S LANE.
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BOOKS PUBLISHED BY JOHN BOHN.
AN APOLOGY
‘k CATHEDRAL
SERVICE)
crown 8v0, bds. 8s.
(‘A verjklegant, learneb: and instructive little volume”.-QuafterZy Rmiew.
ARRIANON COURSI~G.The Cynegeticus of ‘the YOunger Xenophon,

I

translated fro& the Greek, wit$ Classical and Practical Annotations, and a brie%Sketch of the‘l;ife of the Author. T o which is
added an Appendix, containing ,some Account of the Canes
Venatici of Classical Antiquity, by a Graduate of Medicine (the
Reverend William Dan
imperial 87.4 with 24 Embellishments
from the Antique, on I n ie Paper, extra boards, 11. 1le. 6d.

8)

“ T h e reader who is curious about the art @coursing, will find the
results of vast reading and not slender experienm brought together in
an agreeable manner by this translator and annotator of Arrian’s celebrated
treatise.”- Quarterly Review.

BATHURST’S
(Archdeacon Henry) MEMOIRSOF THE LA% DR. HENRY
BATHURST,
LORD
BISHOP
OF N O R W I ~2; .vols.
. 8 ~ 0bublished
,
at
21. 10s.) reduced to 12s. in cloth.

$

BRYDGES’
(The Right Hon. f i r Harford Jones) WORK
O N PERF,&
: The
Dynasty of the Kajars, translated from the original Persian Manuscript presented by His Majesty Faty Aly Shah to Sir Harferd
Jones Brydges, Bart. K.C. LLD. late Envoy €8xtraordinary and’
Minister Plenipotentiary from his Britannic Majesty to the Court
of Teheran. T o which is prefixed, a succinct A c w n t of the
History of Persia previous to that period, 8170, frontispiece and
3 maps, boards, ll. 4s.
CICERONIS
SEX ORATIONUM
F R A G M E N T A INEDITA, edente Angels Maio.
Accedunt Conjecture C. J. Blomfield, nunc Episcopi Londinensis;
8v0, bds. 4s.
DESCANTON THE PENNY
POSTAGE.
Encore Edition, with a fez0 new
Cadences; crown 8v0, 1s. 6d.
“ A VERY CLEVER, H U I O R O U S BROCHURE, FULL OF GOOD HITS AND AMUYING

sATIRE”.-Gentleman’t

Hagazine for 1842, p. 189.

DESCANT
UPON RAILROADS,
by X. A.P. crown 8v0, sewed, 1s. 6d.
FIELD
(Richard, D.D. Dean of Gloucester) OF THE CHURCH,
FIVEBOOKS.
A New Edition, with the Quotations at full length, and Notes, by
the Rev. John S. Brewer, M.A. vol. 1, 8v0, bds. 15s.
The second and third volumes will appear shortly.

FOX’S(George Croker) D E ~ T HOF DEMOSTHENEB,
and other original
Poems; with the Prometheus and Agamemnon of Bschylus,
translated from the Greek; foolscap 8 ~ 0cloth
,
lettered, 8s.
“ The Prometheus is translated with correctness and spirit, and in a masculine and severe style, suitable to its subject, and to the genius of the original
poet. We give the same praise to the Agamemnon.”-Gentleman’s Magazine.
‘‘ The Death of Demosthenes is indeed a noble subject nobly executed. Mr.
Fox’s volume must charm all, except the ignorant without learning, and the
learned without taste.”-Dublin Review.

GROVES’
(Captain John R.) OBSERVATIONS
ON THE UTILITY
OF FLOATING
BREAKWATERS
(manufactured in Iron), AS APPLIED TO THE FORMATION OF HARBOURS
OF REFUGE. Third Edition; 8v0, with
folding plate, sewed, Is.
Captain Groves’ Floating Breakwater is now being tried at Dover.
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BOORS PUBLISHED B Y JOHN BOHN.

HQBBES’(Thomas, of MalmesburrJ)COMPLETE
WORKS,
both English and
Latin, now first collected and edited by SIR WILLIAM
MOLESWORTH, BART.
1 4 vols. 8v0, portrait and plates, cloth lettered, 81.8s.
“ HOBBES’
LANGUAGE IS so LUCID AKD CONCISE, THAT rr WOULD ALMOST
BE A 8 IMPROPER TO PUT AN AMEBRAICAL PROCE85 I N DIFFERENT TERMS AS

SOME OF HIS.METAPEYSICAL PARAGRAPHS.”-HALLAM (htroductiou to the Literature of E u q , where& he has given an exce€&nt analyds of H&s’ writings).

KENNET’S
(White, BGhop @Bterboroi.h) DISCOURSE
OF L A YIMPROPRIATIONS, edited from the origind Manuscript, with Notes and
Illustrations, by Samuel Francis Wood, Esq. crown 8v0, bds. 108.
MALTBY’S(Edward, D.D. Bishop of f i r h a m ) NEW AND COMPLETE
Second Edition,8vo (published at 11.1s.) reduced
GREEKGRA~US.
to 16s. in b o d .
AND ARCHEOLOGICAL
DICTIONARY
of
NUTTALL’S(Dr. P. A.) CLASSICAL
the Manners, Customs, Laws, Institutions, Arts, &c. of the celebratecfNations of Antiquity, and of the Middle Ages. T o which
is prefixed a Synoptical and Chronological View of Ancient
History; 8vo (published at 16s.) and reduced to &.in cloth lettered. ‘
PHOT^ LEXICON,
Gmce, e Codice Galeano descripsit Ricardus Porsonus;
2 vols. 8v0, portrait (published at 1Z. 10s.) reduced to 12s. in bds.
P.onsom (Ricardi) ADVERSARIA:
Nota: et Emendationes in Poetas Gmcos
quas ex Schedis MSS. Porsoni apud Collegium SS. Trinitatis
Cantabrigiae repositis deprompserunt et ordinarunt nec non Indi&bus instruxerunt J. H. Monk, Episcopus Gloucestrensis, et
C.J. Blomfield, Episcopus Londinensis; 8vo (published at 1Z. 5s.)
and now reduced to 5s. in boards.
PRIAULX’S
(Osmond de Beam&) QUESTIONES
MOSAICE,or the Book of
Genesis compared with the &mains of Ancient Religions. From
the Creation to the Death of Abraham; 8v0, bds. 15s.
“ The aim and object of the present en uiry ap ears to be an examination
into the mysteries of the Creation, as set jorth ’in t1e book of Genesis, and at
the same time L comparison of the account as given by Moses, with the reliof ancient theories on the same sub ect. The book is well written, tho
close, terse, clear, and condensed,-the comparison of theories elaborate, and far the most part correct; much gratification as well aa positive in‘ struction may therefore be gathered from these QUBSTIONES MOSAICB.”British Friend of India Magazine, and I d i a n Review.
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PRIAULX’S
(Osmond de Beauvoir) NATIONAL
EDUCATION,
its Principles
and Objects exemplified in a Plan for a Normal School; 8v0, ws. 6s.
This work deserves an attentive perusal.

WACKERBARTXI’S
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%dation
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